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The University of Alabam a in Huntsville is commit ted to equal
opportunity in employ ment
and education . Pursuan t to that commit ment, the Univers
ity does not unlawfully
discriminate in any program or activity on the basis of race,
color, religion, sex, national
origin, age, disability, citizenship, or veteran status .
Although this catalog intends to reflect currently any policies
or rules of The Board of
Trustees of The University of Alabam a referred to or incorpo
rated herein, users are
cautioned that changes or additions to such policies and rules
, including those relating to
tuition and/or fees, may have become effective since the publica
tion of this material. In the
event of such a conflict, the current statements of Board policy
contained in the official
minutes and manual of rules, by-laws, and guidelines shall prevail.
The University of Alabam a in Huntsville also reserves the right
in its sole discretion and at
any time to modify any policy, procedure, benefit, or program
set forth in this catalog and
to make any other changes it deems necessary and appropr
iate. Students enrolling in the
University are subject to current policies and rules as contain
ed herein and as subsequently
stated or modified by official institutional action.

Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action Policy
The Univers ity of Alabam a in Huntsvi lle (UAH) is committ ed to making
employment opportunities available to qualified applicants and employees without
y,
regard to race, color, religion, sex, marital, parental, or family status, pregnanc
actions
l
national origin, age, disability, citizenship, or veteran status. All personne
ation;
and program s, includin g recruitm ent; selectio n; assignm ent; classific
of
ation
promotion; demotion; transfer; layoff and recall; termination; determin
in
ered
wages, conditions, and benefits of employment; etc; shall be administ
that,
ty
accordance with this equal opportunity policy. It is the intent of the Universi
on
in all aspects of employment, individuals shall be treated without discrimination
d
premise
any of the foregoing bases, and that employment decisions shall instead be
upon a person's ability, experience, and other job-rela ted qualifications.
es,
Additionally, the University is an affirmative action employe r of women, minoriti
covered
individuals with a disability, and Vietnam-era, special disabled, and
and
veterans. It is committed to making sustained, diligent efforts to identify
during
consider such individuals for employment and for opportunities arising
employment.
ts
UAH is also committed to equal educational opportunity for all qualified applican
and students and does not unlawfully discriminate in its educational policies,
age, or
practices, programs, or activities on the basis of race, color, religion, sex,
l aid,
national origin, disability citizenship, or veteran status. Its admissions, financia
ce with
athletics, student services, and other programs are administered in accordan
this policy.
in the
Discrimination, under this policy, shall be understood to include harassment
form of verbal or physical conduct relating to an individual's race, color, religion,
ent
sex, age, national origin, disability, citizenship, or veteran status. Such harassm
or
must have the purpose or effect of either creating an intimidating, hostile,
nably
offensiv e working /learnin g environ ment for an individu al or unreaso
ent
Harassm
student.
or
e
employe
an
as
ance
perform
al's
individu
an
interfering with
an
in the form describe d above which adversel y and substant ially affects
also
is
individu al's employm ent or educational opportunities in other ways
nation.
discrimi
l
considered to be unlawfu
s,
Sexual harassment, in addition and more specifically, includes sexual advance
me
requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical conduct that is unwelco
of the
and is directed toward a person on the basis of that person's sex when any
y or
following are present: submission to such conduct is made a condition, explicitl
of
rejection
or
to
ion
submiss
ment;
advance
c
academi
or
ent
implicitly, of employm
change
nt
significa
a
for
basis
the
as
used
is
student
or
e
such conduct by an employe
that it
in employment or academic status; or such conduct is so severe or pervasive
an
interferes with an individual's performance as an employee or student or creating
ent.
environm
/learning
working
e
offensiv
or
intimidating, hostile,
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In these respects, the University affirms its desire
to create a work environment for
all employees and a learning enviro nmen t for all studen
ts that is fair, humane, and
responsible- an environment which supports and
rewards career and educational
goals on the basis of such relevant factors as ability
and emplo ymen t or academic
perfo rmanc e. A University student or employee
who is found , under established
Unive rsity procedures, to have been guilty of discri
minatory condu ct in violation of
these policies will be subject to discipline, up to and
including possible dismissal or
expulsion, by the University.
These commitments are designed to meet nondi
scrimination/affirmative action
requirements imposed by the following federal and
state sources of legal obligation,
as amended: Title VI and VII, Civil Rights Act of
1964; Executive Order 11246;
Title IX, Education Amen dmen ts of 1972; the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973; the
Amer icans with Disabilities Act of 1990; the Equal
Pay Act of 1963; the Age
Discrimination in Empl oyme nt Act of 1967; the Age
Discrimination Act of 1975;
the Vietnam Era Veterans' Readjustment Assistance
Act of 1974; the Immi gratio n
Refor m and Control Act of 1986; contract and grant
agreements with governmental
agencies; the Alaba ma Age Discr imina tion Act
of 1997; and the Alaba ma
Constitution of 1901. The Unive rsity's equal oppor
tunity policies pertaining to its
emplo yees and stude nts includ e speci fic admin
istrat ive proce dures and
imple menti ng measu res desig ned to carry out
these pledg es and to ensure
compliance with the foregoing laws.

Inquiries or complaints concerning the application
of this policy and these
federal requirements should be directed to one of
the following persons:
Ms. Delois Smith
Student Equal Educational Opportunity Officer
114 University Cente r
The University of Alaba ma in Huntsville
Huntsville, AL 35899 (256-824-6700)
Dr. John Severn
Faculty Equal Empl oyme nt Coord inator
110 Madis on Hall
The Unive rsity of Alaba ma in Huntsville
Huntsville, AL 35899 (256-824-6767)
Ms. Laurel Long
Staff Equal Empl oyme nt Coord inator
102 Shelby King Hall
The University of Alaba ma in Huntsville
Huntsville, AL 35899 (256-824-6545)
Grievances alleging unlawful discrimination will
be resolved according to the
discrimination grievance procedures set forth in the
Student Handbook.
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ACA DEM IC CAL END AR 2007 /200 8

(Prepared December 2006 - All dates tenta
tive and subject to change without prior notic
e.)

Fall Semester 2007

Aug ust 17
Aug ust 17
Aug ust 20
Aug ust 25
Sept emb er 3
Octo ber 11 - 12
Nov emb er 21
Nov emb er 22 - 24
Nov emb er 27
Nov emb er 28
Nov emb er 29
Nov emb er 30
Dece mbe r 3
Dece mbe r 3 - 7
Dece mbe r 5
Dece mbe r 6
Dece mbe r 8
Dece mbe r 16
Dece mbe r 24 - 31
*Short one session

Late Regi strat ion
Facu lty Conv ocati on/N ew Facu lty Orie
ntati on
Clas ses Begi n
First Satu rday class
Labo r Day Holi day
Fall Brea k
No Clas ses
Than ksgiv ing Holi days -No class es
Last Tues day only class/final exam
Last MW class
Last TR class
Last MW F class
Last Mon day only class /final exam
Fina l Exam inati ons
Last Wed nesd ay only class/final exam
Last Thur sday only class/final exam *
Last Satu rday class/final exam *
Com men ceme nt
Win ter Brea k - No Clas ses

Sorin2 Semester 2008

Janu ary
1
Janu ary
4
Janu ary
7
Janu ary 12
Janu ary 21
Marc h 17 - 22
Marc h 21
Apri l
8
Apri l 18
Apri l 21
Apri l 22
Apri l 23
April 23
Apri l 24
Apri l 24 - 30
Apri l 26
Apri l 28
Apri l 29
May 11

New Year 's Holi day
Late Regi strat ion
Clas ses Begi n
First Satu rday class
MLK Jr. Holi day
Sprin g Brea k
Staf f Sprin g Brea k Holi day
Hon ors Day - No Clas ses
Last MWF class
Last MW class
Last TR class
Last Wed nesd ay only class/final exam
Stud y Day/ Wea ther Day
Last Thur sday only class/final exam
Fina l Exam inati ons
Last Satu rday only class/final exam
Last Mon day only class/final exam
Last Tues day only class/final exam
Com men ceme nt

Summer 2008

May 23
May 26
May 27
May 27
June 24
June 25

Regi strat ion
Mem orial Day Holi day
Clas ses Begi n - 10 week
Clas ses Begi n - 1st 5 week
Last class - 1st 5 week
Stud y Day - 1st 5 week
5

June 26 - 27
June 30
July 4
July 24
July 28
July 28
July 29
July 29
July 30
July 30 - August 1
July 31 - August 1

Final Examinations - 1st 5 week
Classes Begin - 2nd 5 week
Independence Day Holiday
Last TR class - 10 week
Last MWF class - 10 week
Last MW class - 10 week
Study Day - 10 week
Last class - 2nd 5
Study Day - 2nd 5 week
Final Examinations - 10 week
Final Examinations - 2nd 5 week

PROPOS ED ACADEM IC CALEND AR 2008-2009

(Prepared December 2006 - All dates tentative and subject to change without prior notice.)

Fall Semester 2008
August 15
August 15
August 16
August 18
September 1
October (To Be Determined)
November 24
November 24
November 25
November 25
November 26
November 27 - 29
December 1 - 6
December 1
December 3
December 4
December 6
December 14
December 24 - 31

Late Registration
Faculty Convocation/New Faculty Orientation
First Saturday class
Classes Begin (Monday)
Labor Day Holiday
Fall Break
Last MWF class
Last MW class
Last TR class
Last Tuesday only class/final exam
No Classes
Thanksgiving Holidays - No Classes
Final Examinations
Last Monday only class/final exam
Last Wednesday only class/final exam
Last Thursday only class/final*
Last Saturday class/final exam
Fall Commencement
Winter break - No Classes

*Thursday Only Class short one session

Spring Semester 2009
January 1
January 2
January 5
January 10
January 19
March (To Be Determined)
March (F/Wk of Spring Break)
April 7
April 17
April 20
April21
April22
April 22
April 23 - 29

New Year's Holiday
Late Registration
Classes Begin
First Saturday class
Martin Luther King Jr. Holiday
Spring Break
Staff Spring Break Holiday
Honors Day - No Classes
Last MWF class
Last MW class
Last TR class
Last Wednesday only class/final exam
Study Day/Weather Day
Final Examinations
6

April2 3
April 25
April2 7
April 28
May IO

Last Thursday only class/final exam
Last Saturday only class/final exam
Last Monday only class/final exam
Last Tuesday only class/final exam
Commencement

Summer 2009
May2 2
May2 5
May2 6
May2 9
June 23
June 24
June 25 - 26
June 29
July 3
July 23
July 27
July 27
July 28
July 28
July 29
July 29 - 31
July 30 - 31

Registration
Memorial Day Holiday
Classes Begin -10 week
Classes begin - 1st 5 week
Last class - 1st 5 week
Study day - 1st 5 week
Final examinations - 1st 5 week
Classes begin - 2nd 5 week
Independence Day Holiday
Last TR class - 10 week
Last MWF class - 10 week
Last MW class - IO week
Study Day - 10 week
Last class - 2nd 5 week
Study Day 2nd 5 week
Final Examinations - 10 week
Final Examinations - 2nd 5 week
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UNDERGRADUATE
DEGREE/CERTIFICATE PROGR AMS

Major Degree/Certificate
Accounting B.S.B.A.
Accounting Certificate
ArtB.A .
Biological Sciences B.A., B.S., Recommendation for 6-12 Certification
Chemistry B.S., Recommendation for 6-12 Certification
Communication Arts B.A.
Computer-Mediated Communication Certificate
Computer Science B.S.
Education, Elementary B.A., Recommendation for K-6 Certification
Education, Secondary Recommendation for 6-12 Certification
tion
Education, Special (Collaborative Teacher) Recommendation for K-6 Certifica
tion
Certifica
6-12
for
endation
Recomm
Teacher)
rative
(Collabo
Special
n,
Educatio
Engineering - General B.S.E.
Aerospace Engineering - As an option in Mechanical Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Computer Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Optical Engineering
English B.A.
English Language Arts Recommendation for 6-12 Certification
Environmental Science Certificate
Finance B.S.B.A.
Foreign Language, General B.A.
French Recommendation for 6-12 Certification
German Recommendation for 6-12 Certification
Russian Recommendation for 6-12 Certification
Spanish Recommendation for 6-12 Certification
Concentration in Foreign Languages and International Trade
General Science Recommendation for 6-12 Certification
History B.A., Recommendation for 6-12 Certification
Management - Human Resources Management B.S.B.A.
Management - Human Resource Management Certificate
Management Information Systems B.S.B.A.
Marketing Management B.S.B.A.
Marketing-e Business B.S.B.A.
Mathematical Sciences B.A., B.S., Recommendation for 6-12 Certification
Music B.A., Recommendation for P-12 Certification
Nursing B.S.N.
Philosophy B.A.
Physics B.S., Recommendation for 6-12 Certification
Political Science B.A.
Psychology B.A.
Social Science Recommendation for 6-12 Certification
Sociology B.A., Recommendation for 6-12 Certification
8

General Information
Mission of the University of Alabama in Huntsville
The University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH) is an autono
mous campus of The
University of Alabama System dedicated to excellence in teachin
g, research, and
service. UAH is a key participant in one of the nation's major
international centers
for advanced technological research and utilizes its position in
this environment to
provide unique opportunities and creative programs for studen
ts, faculty, and the
community. UAH is committed to maintaining a diverse academ
ic community of
the highest quality, and to providing an environment that facilita
tes intellectual,
cultural, personal, and professional growth . UAH fosters leaders
hip, creative and
critical thinking, clear communication, a respect for knowledge
and the pursuit of
truth, and an engagement in the challenge and pleasure of a
lifetime of learning.
UAH, throug h its gradua tes and its progra ms, contrib
utes to economic
advancement, health care, cultural enrichment, and the quality
of life of the region ,
state, and nation.
History
The University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH) is a part
of the University of
Alabama System . In June 1969, the University of Alabam
a Board of Trustees
established the University of Alabama System with three indepe
ndent, autonomous
campuses at Huntsville, Birmingham, and Tuscaloosa. Each campu
s has a separate
president who reports to the Board of Trustees through the chance
llor of the system.
Academic programs were initiated in Huntsville in 1950;
in 1963 degree
opportunities at the master's level were provided and in 1964,
at the baccalaureate
level. The first master's degree based on work begun and comple
ted in Huntsville
was awarded in 1964 and the first undergraduate degrees
in 1968. Doctoral
programs were initiated in physics and engineering in 1971
, and the School of
Nursing was established the same year. In 1974, in a compo
nent of the Alabama
School of Medicine, the first full-time medical students began
their core clinical
experience in Huntsville. (These programs were transferred
to direct UAB
management in 1995.) In the two decades of the 1970s
and 1980s, UAH
implemented a broad range of undergraduate degree programs;
established master's
programs in the liberal arts, nursing, and administrativ
e science; initiated
professional degree programs at both the graduate and underg
raduate levels; and
inaugurated selected Ph.D. programs in high-technology fields
in the sciences and
engineering.
UAH is focused to meet the specific needs of scientific
and technological
enterprises and the cultural and intellectual needs of a rapidly
expanding region . It
is UAH's intention to be innovative, even experimental, to explor
e what is new, to
evaluate existing programs continually, to develop and establi
sh curricula and
pedagogical techniques calculated to help students live and
perform well in a
complicated environment.
Accreditation
The University of Alabama in Huntsville is accredited by
the Commission on
Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and School
s (SACS) to award
bachelor's, master 's, and doctoral degrees. SACS (1866 Southe
rn Lane, Decatur,
GA. 30033-4097; telephone: 404-679-4501) should be
contacted only for
information about UAH accreditation. Several UAH programs
are accredited by
their respective accrediting agencies. Academic programs
in chemistry are
accredited by the American Chemical Society. Eight underg
raduate engineering
9
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r,
programs (aerospace engineering option in mechanical, chemical, civil, compute
the
by
ed
accredit
are
cal)
mechani
and
optical,
systems,
and
l
industria
l,
electrica
ed by
ABET, Inc. Both undergraduate and graduate programs in nursing are accredit
holds
science
er
Comput
n.
Educatio
Nursing
te
the Commision on Collegia
Inc.
accreditation from the Computing Accreditation Commission of ABET,
ion
Associat
l
Nationa
the
Programs in music and music education are accredited by
College
the
in
,
graduate
and
duate
undergra
of Schools of Music. All programs, both
te
of Administrative Science are accredited by the American Assembly of Collegia
In
n.
Educatio
ment
Schools of Business-The International Association for Manage
nal
addition, The University of Alabama in Huntsville is an accredited institutio
l
Nationa
the
and
Design
and
Art
of
Schools
of
ion
Associat
member of the National
the
by
d
approve
are
s
program
n
educatio
Teacher
Music.
of
Schools
of
ion
Associat
l
Alabama State Board of Education, according to standards of the Nationa
tion
Certifica
and
n
Educatio
Teacher
of
s
Association of the State Director
in
(NASDTEC), for the issuance of appropriate professional certificates for service
in
a
Alabam
of
ty
Universi
public schools, and the Department of Education at The
Teacher
of
ation
Accredit
for
Council
Huntsville is accredited by the National
Education (NCATE).

Facilities
is
The 376-acre UAH campus is situated in Cummings Research Park, which
which
of
all
s,
building
major
30
located in northwest Huntsville. The University has
and
have been constructed since 1960. The buildings contain modem equipment
design.
al
function
exemplify modem

nce
Student housing consists of Frank Franz Hall, North Campus Reside
ast
Southe
lding
nine-bui
the
and
Hall,
nce
Reside
s
Hall, Central Campu
NCRH
and
2002,
fall
in
opened
Hall
Franz
Frank
x.
Comple
g
Housin
s
Campu
ity
opened in fall 2005. Fall 2006 saw an exciting and welcome addition to Univers
houses
These
houses.
sorority
and
y
fraternit
five
of
housing with the completion
living
give a more prominent place to the organizations and provide a communal
and gathering place for their members.
r
Morton Hall, the oldest building on campus, houses classrooms, compute
College
the
in
ents
laboratories, and offices for the dean and several of the departm
the
of Liberal Arts. It also accommodates the offices of Multicultural Affairs,
Center.
Writing
Honors Program, and the

Wilson Hall, formerly home to classroo ms, compute r laborato ries, and
instructional laboratories for programs in biological, environmental, and physical
the
sciences as well as offices for the Department of Biological Sciences and
Division of Continuing Education, is under renovation.
The Kenneth E. Johnson Research Center contains research laboratories
on
and offices for that Center, the Alabama Solar Energy Center, the Propulsi
Safety.
and
Health
Research Center, and the Office of Environmental
Madison Hall houses executive administrative offices, and the offices of the
onal
graduate dean, University Counsel, the Academic Resource Center, Internati
ent.
Programs, and General College Advisem
Shelbie King Hall is the home of the Offices of Human Resources, Accounting
ment,
and Finance, Accounts Payable, Alumni Relations, University Advance
General Information
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University Development, University Relations,
and the Institute for Science
Education.

Von Braun Research Hall contains offices for
Research Administration, offices
and research laboratories for the Center for Micro
gravity & Materials Research, and
the Center for Automation and Robotics. Additiona
lly, it houses the University's
mainframe computer facility and the Department
of Computer & Network Services.
The Engineering Building contains classrooms
, computer laboratories, and
instructional and research laboratories as well as
offices for the dean and some of
the engineering departments of the College of
Engineering. It also houses the
Offices of Career Services and Cooperative Educ
ation.
The Materials Science Building contains office
s for Chemistry and Materials
Science, classrooms, and state of the art resea
rch laboratories for programs in
chemistry and materials science, as well as administra
tive offices for the dean of the
College of Science. It also has a 350-seat auditorium
/lecture hall.
The Optics Building is a four-story building
designed and constructed for
research and graduate studies in the field of appli
ed optics. The building contains
research laboratories, classrooms , meeting room
s, and offices for the Center for
Applied Optics and the Department of Physics.
The University Center houses the Division
of Student Affairs, Office of
Admissions and Recruiting, Student Financial Servi
ces, Bursar's (Cashier's) Office,
the Registrar, Student Records, Charger Central,
Student Government Association,
Wellness Center, and Exponent. It has facilities
for dining, assemblies, meetings,
dramatic presentations, and recreational activities
as well as housing the University
Bookstore and Art Gallery.
The Frances C. Roberts Hall, a two-unit comp
lex, contains classrooms , studios,
and offices for the art, history, and music departmen
ts in the College of Liberal Arts.
The Humanities Center is located here, and there
is a large auditorium/lecture room
for varied university programs.
The Nursing Building is a contemporary triang
ular structure that houses the
College of Nursing. Its four levels contain admi
nistration and faculty offices,
classrooms, an auditorium , laboratories and servic
e areas , and a large and wellequipped Learning Resources Center.
The Administrative Science Building
contains classrooms, comp uter
laboratories, and offices for the dean and the
departments of the College of
Administrative Science. This well-designed teach
ing facility also has a large
auditorium/lecture hall and several student loung
e areas. The Office of Instructional
and Testing Services is also housed in this building.

Marion Beirne Spragins Hall has classrooms and
offices for Health and Physical
Education and Athletics, a gymnasium with a seatin
g capacity of 2,800 , racquetball
courts, and other physical education, recreational,
and athletic training facilities, and
the faculty/sta ff clinic.
The Central Receiving Building houses the
shipping and receiving office and
storage facility and the central mail room.
11
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and storage areas for the
The Physical Plant Building contains offices, shops,
administrative offices,
e
includ
which
tions,
Opera
Department of Facilities and
grounds management
custodial services, public safety, facilities maintenance,
services, stockroom, and fleet services.
rant, offices for the U.S.
The Tom Bevill Center has 100 hotel rooms, a restau
g rooms, and computer
Army Corps of Engineers Training Division, meetin
s, computer networking,
laboratories. It also has sophisticated audio-visual system
facilities on campus
other
to
links to Huntsville's super computer, and easy access
Park.
and in the nearby Cummings Research
end of the University
The WLRH Radio Station facility is located on the south
rsity leases the
Unive
The
-FM.
campus and houses public radio station WLRH
no involvement
has
but
ission
Comm
sion
Televi
facility to the Alabama Educational
in the operation of the radio station.
istrative offices of the
The Business Services Building houses admin
Purch asing Servic es,
ing
includ
es
Servic
ess
Busin
Depar tment of
Telecommunications, and the Copy Center.
side of Sparkman Drive
Olin B. King Technology Hall is located on the west
ce-learning classrooms,
and contains offices, classrooms, specially equipped distan
and laboratories, and
oms
classro
a 119 fixed-seating seminar room, computer
ments in the College
depart
the
of
l
severa
for
tories
instructional and research labora
s the Center for Space
of Engineering as well as in Computer Science. It also house
rch Center, and the
Resea
lsion
Plasma andAe ronom ic Research (CSPAR), the Propu
.
Information Technology & Systems Center
houses the National Space
The Robert "Bud" Cramer Research Hall which
d on the west side of
locate
also
is
C
Science & Technology Center or NSST
c Scienc e, resear ch
spheri
Atmo
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Media/Distance Learning support center
is also housed in the Library. For students
in science and engineering and technolo
gy, research at UAR is supported by
the
Redstone Scientific Information
Center (RSIC), located five miles from
campus. RSIC was developed to supp
ort the wide-ranging research interests
of
NAS A and the United States Army Miss
ile
technical libraries in the Southeast. UAR Command and is one of the finest
subscribes to numerous full-text and
bibliographical data bases each of whic
h supports specific colleges, including
Liberal Arts, Nursing, Administrative Scie
nce, Engineering, and Science.

Admissions: Definitions, Require
ments
and Procedures
The University of Alabama in Huntsvil
le welcomes and encourages inquiries
and
applications from those interested in furth
ering their educations. UAR has a dive
rse
student body comprised of approximately
80% undergraduate and 20% graduate
students. UAR students come from mor
e than 40 states and more than 80 coun
tries
and they are about evenly divided between
males and females . While most freshmen
enroll in the Fall, UAR admits new stud
ents every semester, including the sum
mer
term . Prospective students are encourag
ed to apply well in advance of the date
of
their desired entrance but no more
than one year. Application forms, deta
iled
application instructions, important dead
lines and information brochures can
be
obtained from the Office of Admissions
by calling (256) 824-2773 or 1-800-UA
RCALL. Complete admissions information
and forms can be accessed on the internet
at adm issio ns.uah.edu. App licat ions
can be subm itted elec tron icall y
at
apply.uah.edu.
An important part of the college selection
process is a campus visit. UAR welcome
s
visitors to the campus any day the cam
pus is open for business . Campus tours
on an
individual or group basis may be arran
ged by calling the Office of Admissio
ns at
256-824-2773 . Faculty members and
academic advisors are eager to confer
with
prospective students to discuss their educ
ational goals, and opportunities at UAR
.
Credentials and documentation required
for admission vary by type of applicati
on.
See the appropriate section below and the
application form for more specific details.
Admission to the University does not
guarantee admission to a specific degr
ee
program . The Colleges of Administrativ
e Science, Nursing and Engineering,
and
programs in Teacher Education and Mus
ic may have additional requirements. See
the appropriate college or program
section for more details. A one-time
nonrefundable $30 application fee must acco
mpany the admission application.

Freshmen
Requirements for High School Gra
duates
Admission as a regular freshman at UAR
requires substantial high school academic
preparation. While grade point average
(GPA) and ACT or SAT scores are
of
primary consideration in the admission
decision, other factors are reviewed such
as
courses completed, AP, 1B or honors
courses, trend of high school grades,
and
achievements in the areas of leadersh
ip and scholarship. Current high scho
ol
students interested in attending UAR
will find it to their advantage to follo
w the
advanced diploma or college preparato
ry curriculum.
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school should apply for admission
Prospective students currently attending high
high school. Tentative admission will
during the fall semester of their senior year in
and the high school record through the
be granted on the basis of ACT or SAT scores
work completed in the senior year and
junior year. A final official transcript showing
before a student's final admission.
confirmation of graduation will be reviewed
the following courses: a minimum of
High school seniors are expected to present
ics, including Algebra I, Algebra II and
four units of English; three units of mathemat
by the College of Engineering and
Geometry (Trigonometry is also required
of science; and four units of history
recommended by all other colleges); three units
should present sufficient academic
and/or social studies. In addition, students
egie high school units. Academic
electives to meet the required twenty Carn
gn language, computer programming,
electives may include courses such as forei
el science and math courses. When
religion, philosophy as well as higher-lev
the University uses core academic
calculating the grade point average (GPA),
ics, science, history/social studies
courses .!!J!b:. These include English, mathemat
GPA calculation and academic unit
and foreign languages. Excluded from the
education, art, health or physical
requirements are courses such as driver's
and vocational courses.
education, athletics (sports), band, office aide
high school courses may be admitted
Applicants having deficiencies in the required
The deficiencies, however, must be
in good standing under certain circumstances.
manner approved by the department
a
in
removed during the first year of enrollment
deficiencies cannot be used to satisfy
concerned. Courses taken to remedy entrance
who have been out of high school five
degree requirements. High school graduates
ACT or SAT test scores.
or more years may not be required to submit
Home Schooled Applicants
are reviewed for admission and for
High school students who are home schooled
ia used for students from public and
scholarships at UAH following the same criter
record of courses completed should
ol
private high schools. The official high scho
area, beginning with grade nine. This
contain the titles of courses in each subject
content in the academic courses and
record should contain annotation of the general
of the home school teacher should be
the textbooks used. The teaching credentials
included.
) Recipients
General Education Development (GED
l may be admitted on the basis of a
Persons who have not graduated from high schoo
is required for regular admission
500
satisfactory score on the GED test. A score of
cant must also take the ACT
appli
the
,
years
status. If out of high school less than 5
to the UAH Admissions Office. An
or SAT and have an official score report sent
es is also required. UAH is a testing
official transcript of completed high school cours
additional information or wishing to
center for the GED program. Anyone seeking
Office of Instructional and Testing
take the GED examination should contact the
Services at (256) 824-6725.
ol Graduates
Conditional Admission for High Scho
admission and who does not meet the
An individual who has applied for regular
ssion on a conditional basis in certain
admission criteria may be considered for admi
is authorized to offer conditional
circumstances. The Director of Admissions
Admissions Infonnation
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admission based on an evaluation
of the student's previous academi
c credentials and
evidence of serious commitmen
t to academic pursuits. Conditio
nally admitted
students are normally limited to
a maximum of 9 academic semeste
r hours course
load until a total of 15 academic
semester hours of work is complet
ed
with at least
an overall C (2.0 GPA) average.
Upon satisfactory completion of
15 or more hours
of course work at UAH, with at
least a 2.0 GPA on all UAH cou
rsework, the
conditional classification will be
changed to regular student status.
Credits earned
while on conditional status are reco
rded on the student's permanent reco
rd and may
count, if applicable, in a regular
undergraduate degree program. A
student enrolled
on conditional status is subject to
the same periodic review of his or
her academic
record as a regular student and is
subject to the University's regulatio
ns regarding
scholastic probation and suspensi
on. (See Academic Policies and
Procedures .) If a
student becomes subject to academi
c suspension, the suspension is for
a minimum
of one semester, and the student mus
t petition the Admissions and Sch
olastic Affairs
Committee for approval to re-enrol
l.

Early Start Program
UAH welcomes academically tale
nted high school juniors and seni
ors who wish to
earn college credits while still enro
lled in high school. Students who
have an ACT
of2 6 or an SAT of 1180, and a high
school GPA of3 .5 may apply for
adm
ission into
the Early Start Program . This opti
on may be appropriate for students
whose high
schools do not participate in the
Dual Credit program or students
who have
completed all high school graduati
on requirements but have not yet
graduated from
high school. Applicants must sub
mit the Early Start application form
, a $30 nonrefundable application fee, official
transcripts showing high school and
any college
level work, official ACT or SAT
scores, written approval from scho
ol officials and
written approval from the student'
s parent or guardian. Students
enrolled in the
Early Start program may register
for a maximum of two courses per
semester.

Dual Credit Program

Several local school systems hav
e an agreement with UAH permittin
g high school
juniors and seniors to take classes
at UAH that may count for both high
school credit
toward graduation and college cred
it toward a degree at the University.
High school
juniors and seniors who meet regu
lar UAH admission requirements
and have at least
a 3.0 high school academic GPA may
, with the approval of their school
officials, take
classes at UAH and receive credit
at both the high school and college
level for UAH
classes approved by the school syst
em.

Applying for the Dual Credit program
at UAH requires: a completed Dua
l Credit
application; the $30 non-refundable
application fee; an official transcri
pt of high
school work; official ACT or
SAT scores; written approval from
high school
officials; and written approval
from the student's parent or gua
rdian. Students
enrolled in the Dual Credit program
may register for a maximum of two
courses per
semester.

Transfer Students
Individuals who have completed
18 semester hours of transferable
academic credit
from accredited colleges or universi
ties with a 2.0 or better GPA may
be admitted to
15
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ACT or
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it evaluations will be
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ester of enrollment.
possible, but no later than the first sem
e status
yet accredited but has acquired candidat
Credits from an institution that is not
. In
UAH
to
sfer
provisionally eligible for tran
from a regional accrediting agency are
t
mus
ents
stud
its,
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order to obtain full credit for courses
se
cour
each
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er
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will
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Courses completed at unaccredi
ted and non-candidate institut
ions are normally not
accepted for credit at UAH. The
student may appeal or challen
ge credit for these
courses through the dean of the
college in which the course is
offered. Credits for
education completed in non
-collegiate settings that hav
e been evaluated and
recommended for credit by the
American Council on Educati
on are accepted as
transfer credit at UAH. As a
member of Service Members
Opportunity Colleges,
UAH is committed to easing tran
sfer ofr ele van t course credits and
crediting learning
from appropriate military trainin
g and work experiences.
Acceptance of transfer credit
by the Admissions Office and
application of
credits to a specific degree
program by the academic
department are two
separate and distinct proces
ses. Consult an academic
advisor for degree
applicability within the desired
degree program.
Credits earned in quarter hours
will be converted to semester
hours on the basis of
two-thirds of one semester hou
r for each quarter hour.
An individual who enrolls as a
non-degree student and later dec
ides to work toward
a degree must apply for adm
ission as a degree-seeking stud
ent and request an
evaluation of transfer credits. The
application of such accepted cred
its to a particular
program of study will be made
and approved at the time of adm
ission to the desired
degree program.
Once a student has enrolled
at UAH and has accumulated
a total of 64 semester
hours of credit from all sources
, no additional credit may be tran
sferred to UAH from
a two-year Institution. Except
ions to this policy must be app
roved prior to taking
additional coursework. Reques
ts for exceptions must be in wri
ting and approved by
the dean of the college in which
the student is enrolled.
Transfer Students from Ala
bama Junior/Community
Colleges
A student transferring from an
Alabama jun ior/community col
lege may choose to
fulfill the degree requirements
of the UAH catalog which was
in effect at the time of
the student's initial enrollment
at the Alabama jun ior/commu
nity college, provided
that the date does not exceed
the seven year limit. (See tim
e limits section of the
catalog.) This policy enable
s students enrolled at Alabam
a junior/community
colleges to plan degree pro
grams effectively and to be
assured that degree
requirements specified for UA
H students will be equally app
licable, within specified
limits, to transfer students.

UAH participates in the Alabam
a Articulation Agreement. Stu
dents intending to
transfer to UAH from Alabam
a junior or community colleg
es
are encouraged to
consult with their advisors, the
UAH Office of Admissions ,
and obtain a STARS
guide. This guide is also ava
ilable via the Internet at http
://www.uah .edu or
http://stars.troy.edu. When pla
nning their programs of study,
this guide will identify
courses for their major and wil
l show equivalencies for commu
nity college courses.
A maximum of 64 semester hou
rs of credit from a junior, com
munity or two-year
college may be transferred to
UAH and applied toward a deg
ree program. Requests
for exceptions must be in writing
and approved by dean of the col
lege in which the
student is enrolled.
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English Language Placement Test
The UAR English Language Placement Test (ELP
T) is required of all students
whose native tongue is not American Standard Engli
sh, regardless of nationality or
prior English study. A student must complete any
course work in English as a Second
Language (ESL) that the test indicates is required.
Health and Immunization Policies
All F-1 international students are required to purch
ase the UAR health insurance and
will be assessed the insurance premium each seme
ster upon enrollment in classes.
Requests for a waiver from the mandatory
policy must be made to Student
Development Services.
Tuberculosis Screening and Testing Polic
y
All new international students must prove that
they are free of active, infectious
tuberculosis either through a negative skin test or
negative chest x-ray. The only TB
skin test accepted at UAR is a Mantoux purified
protein derivative (PPD) test that is
read within 48-72 hours from the time it is admi
nistered. Documented negative TB
tests performed outside the United States are not
acceptable. PPD testing will be
part of orientation procedures and will be provi
ded upon arrival on campus at the
UAR Wellness Center (Student Health Services)
free of charge. Failure to comply
with testing within seven days of the beginning of
classes may result in the students'
schedule being dropped. Dropped students will not
be permitted to re-enroll at UAH
until they have fulfilled the TB testing requireme
nts.

Special Student Status
Non-degree Students
UAR provides simplified admission procedures
for students who want to pursue
their educational goals , but who have no imme
diate degree plans. These students,
sometimes called "casual course takers," may choos
e to apply as special non-degree
students. For information, call (256) 824-2773.
Any adult who has completed high
school or completed the GED with a minimum score
of 500 may apply for admission
as a non-degree student. Credits earned or cours
es audited as a non-degree student
are recorded on the student's permanent recor
d. Credit courses will count if
applicable in a regular undergraduate degree progr
am when the individual qualifies
for admission as a regular student. A student enrol
led as a non-degree student must
satisfy course prerequisites for each course taken
and may be required to submit
official transcripts from any prior collegiate
institutions attended to show
satisfactory completion of prerequisites. Internation
al students attending UAR on a
student visa are not eligible for non-degree status
. A student enrolled in this category
is subject to the same periodic review of his or her
record as a regular student and is
subject to the University's regulations regarding
scholastic probation and dismissal.
(See Academic Policies and Procedures.) If a non-d
egree student becomes subject to
academic suspension, the suspension is for a minim
um of one semester, and the
student must petition the Scholastic Affairs and Adm
issions Committee for approval
to re-enroll.
Transient Students
Students who are currently enrolled at other colleg
es may apply for admission to
take credit classes that will count toward a degre
e at their home institution . A
completed application, a non-refundable $30 appli
cation fee, and a "Letter of Good
Standing" (LGS) from the current college are requi
red. The LGS verifies eligibility
to return to the student's home institution and verifi
es the home college will accept
19
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UAH Resident/Non-Resident Tuition Fee Guideline
A. Introduction.
Huntsville (UAH) who do
All students registering at The University of Alabama in
that they are "resident
ce,
eviden
ctory
satisfa
not demonstrate, by presenting
resident student" tuition
students" will pay a "non-resident student" tuition. "Nont" tuition. Classification of
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will be made at the time of
students as "non-resident students" or "resident students"
through all subsequent
their initial registration and will continue unchanged
tted at the time of any
submi
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registrations until satisfactory evidence to the contrary
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subsequent registration. An application for Reclassification of Residence must be
submitted to the Office of the Associate Vice President for Enrollment Services prior
to the first day of classes for the term requested.
B. Demonstrating Alabama Residency.
A resident student, for the purposes of this policy, is one who has established
residency in Alabama and has maintained that status for at least one year
immediately prior to registration. The policy of the Board of Trustees of The
University of Alabama on non-resident tuition states that "residence" refers to that
"single location at which a person resides with the intent of remaining there
indefinitely as evidenced by more substantial connections with that place than with
any other place." Students seeking to demonstrate that they are Alabama residents
must certify to three facts: 1) that an address or location within Alabama is their
residence, 2) that they intend to remain there indefinitely, and 3) that they have
"more substantial connections" with Alabama than with any other state. Though
satisfying the location and statement of intent requirements are essential,
demonstrating residency will depend upon the University's evaluation of the
student's connections with the State. No single connection or combination will
automatically result in a finding of residency. Moreover, even if one or more
connections with Alabama exist, a person who is in Alabama primarily for the
purpose of obtain_ing an education will be considered a non-resident. The Board
policy lists the following as connections that may be considered:
1. Payment of Alabama state income taxes as a resident
2. Ownership of a residence or other real property in the state and payment
of state advalorem taxes thereon
3. Full-time employment in the state
4. Residence in the state of a spouse, parents, or children
5. Previous periods of residency in the state continuing for one year or more
6. Voter registration and voting in the state
7. Possession of state or local licenses to do business or practice a profession
in the state
8. Ownership of personal property (e.g., automobile, boat, etc.) in the state and
payment of state taxes thereon; possession of state license plates
9. Continuous physical presence in the state for a purpose other than attending
school and except for temporary absences for travel, military service,
temporary employment, etc.
10. Membership in religious, professional, business, civic, or social
organizations in the state
11. Maintenance in the state of checking and savings accounts, safe deposit
boxes, investment accounts, etc.
12. In-state address shown on selective service registration, driver's license,
automobile title registration, hunting and fishing licenses, insurance
policies, stock and bond registrations, last will and testament, annuities,
retirement plans, etc.
As stated above, a student will be classified as an Alabama resident only if the
student is able to show that he/she became a resident one year or more prior to
the date of registration by identifying then-existing, sufficient connections with
Alabama.
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C. Demonstrating Alabama Residency - Alternative Approach.
A student who does not qualify for classification as a resident student under the
foregoing requirements may possibly qualify if he/she (or his/her supporting person
in the case of a minor) meets any one of the following requirements at the time of
registration:
1. Is a full-time, non-temporary employee at UAH or is the spouse of such an
employee
2. Is employed by UAH as a graduate student or fellow on at least a 0.5 FTE
(half-time) basis
3. Is a full-time, non-temporary employee of some other employer within the
state of Alabama, or is the spouse of such employee, where the
employment will begin no later than 90 days after registration.
4. Is a member or the spouse of a member of the U.S. military on full-time
active duty stationed in Alabama under orders for duties other than
attending school.
5. Is a resident of Bedford, Coffee, Franklin, Giles, Lawrence, Lincoln,
Marion, Marshall, or Moore County in Tennessee and has been a resident
of that County for at least one year preceding the date of registration. The
requirements for a student to demonstrate that he/she is a "resident" of one
of the foregoing counties shall be the same as set forth above with regard
to demonstrating Alabama residency.
As used in these Guidelines, a "minor" refers to an individual who, because of age,
lacks the capacity to contract under Alabama law. Under current law, this means a
single individual under age 19 and a married individual under age 18. A "supporting
person" refers to either or both of the parents of a student, if they are living together,
or, if the parents are divorced or living separately, then the parent providing the
greater amount of financial support of the two (normally, the parent having legal
custody). "Non-temporary" employment means employment that is on-going
and not seasonal or for a specific period of time or for the express purpose of
financing the student's college education.
D. Appeal.
The Associate Vice President for Enrollment Services will make the initial decision
on an application for reclassification to resident student status. A student who
believes that decision is in error may appeal to the Residence Status Review
Committee. This Committee is made up of a representative appointed by the Vice
President for Academic Affairs, the Vice President for Student Affairs, and the
President of the Student Government Association. Notice of appeal must be in
writing and must be delivered to the Office of the Vice President for Academic
Affairs no later than fourteen (14) days after the date of the initial decision of the
Associate Vice President for Enrollment Services. The decision of this Committee
may be appealed to the President of the University, whose decision shall be final.
The foregoing Guidelines are a summary of the provisions of Rule 202 of The Board
of Trustees of The University of Alabama ("Nonresident Tuition Policy"). This Rule
constitutes the full statement of policy applicable to the residency classification of
UAH students.
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Financial Information
Tuition and Fees
The following tuition and fees are based on the 2007-2008 academic year fee
structure. The University reserves the right to change its tuition, fees, charges, rules
and regulations at the beginning of any semester and without prior notice. Generally,
the Board of Trustees of the University of Alabama System considers proposals for
changes in fee structure at its May or June meeting. These fees do not apply to any
short-term, off-campus, or noncredit offering. For additional information on these
courses, see section on Division of Continuing Education. Current fees are available
on the web at www.uah.edu.
TUITION
GRADUA TE (RESIDEN1)

GRADUATE (NON-RESIDEN1)

Credit Hours
Total
Credit Hours
Total
1
$363
1
$734
2
662
2
1347
3
961
3
1960
4
1260
4
2573
5
1559
5
3186
6
1858
6
3799
7
2094
7
4288
8
2330
8
4777
9
2566
9
5266
10
2802
10
5755
11
3038
11
6244
12
3274
12
6733
13
3510
13
7222
14
3746
14
7711
15
3982
15
8200
Each additional hour over 12: $236 (resident), $489 (non-resident)
UNDERG RADUAT E (RESIDEN1)

UNDERGRADUATE (NON-RESIDEN1)

Credit Hours
Total
Credit Hours
Total
1
$238
1
$514
2
424
2
904
3
610
3
1294
4
796
4
1684
5
982
5
2074
6
1168
6
2464
7
1354
7
2854
8
1540
8
3244
9
1726
9
3634
10
1912
10
4024
11
2098
11
4414
12
2284
12
4804
13
2392
13
5040
14
2500
14
5276
15
2608
15
5512
16
2716
16
5748
17
2824
17
5984
18
2932
18
6220
19
3040
19
6456
20
3148
20
6692
Each additional hour over 20: $108 (resident), $236 (non-resident)
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Laboratory and Studio Instruction Fees
Laboratory fees are assessed as applicable and are specified in course descriptions.
Cooperative Education Fees
Parallel Work Semester is $40
Alternating Work Semester is $80
Engineering Equipment Fees
Equipment fees are assessed at $23 per credit hour.
Orientation Fees
A one-time orientation fee of $75 is charged to all freshmen entering the university
in the fall semester. Transfer students and new students entering in the Winter and
Summer terms are charged a $20 orientation fee.
Acceptable Forms of Payment
Payment can be made in cash, by check or money order, or can be charged to a
VISA, MasterCard, American Express, or Discover charge card. Sponsoring
agencies, faculty/staff or University tuition assistance supported by written
documentation, or anticipated financial aid verified by the Office of Student
Financial Services are also valid payment forms. Awards may be applied directly to
a student's account for charges incurred.
Billing and Payment Procedure
Tuition and fees should be paid in full by the first day of the semester. Payments may
be charged to VISA, MasterCard, American express, or Discover by paying on the
Web or calling (256) 824-2732. Students who do not pay bills in full by the first day
of classes are assessed a $50.00 late fee. Students who do not pay bills in full by the
end of the second week of classes for fall and spring semesters may be dropped from
class rolls and enrollment will be canceled. The University assumes no
responsibility for students who attend classes without official enrollment. For
summer sessions, please check dates in the Schedule of Classes and on the UAH
Website. Send payments to The University of Alabama in Huntsville, Cashier's
Office, University Center Room 213, Huntsville, AL 35899-5050.
Installment Payment Plans
Students enrolling for at least three semester hours of credit are eligible for the
deferred payment plans. These plans enable total tuition, housing and other current
charges to be divided into two or four payments each semester.
Two Payment Plan: The first payment of at least half of the total amount
of current charges is due by the first day of the semester. The second
payment of the remaining balance is due the end of the sixth week of the
semester. There is a $20.00 non-refundable administration fee that must
accompany the deferment agreement form.
Four Payment Plan: The first payment of at least 25% of the total amount
of current charges is due by the first day of the semester with monthly
payments thereafter. There is a $50.00 non- refundable administration fee
that must accompany the deferment agreement form.
Deferment agreement forms are available in the Bursar's Office (UC 214), Bursar's
Office website (bursar.uah.edu) and Charger Central (UCl 18). After completion,
the deferment agreement form should be presented with the first payment to the
Cashier's Office. The deferred payment plans are only offered for the Fall and
Financial lnfonnation
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Spring Semesters and a deferment agreement form must be completed each semester.
International student insurance and international student fees are not deferrable.

Balances
Past due balances are a debt owed the State of Alabama and appropriate action will
be taken to collect all balances. Holds will be placed on all students' accounts that
have past due balances. This hold will prevent students from receiving grades,
transcripts or registering for another semester at UAH. To the extent permitted by the
laws of the State of Alabama, any costs to collect a past due account, to include
collection agency charges and attorney fees, will be charged back to the student who
shall be liable for payment of those charges.
Other Charges
Credit by examination or validation
Replacement ofl.D. card
Transcript
Graduation Application fee (non refundable)
Duplicate Diploma
Thesis and Dissertation binding
Master 's thesis
Ph.D. dissertation
UMI Thesis/Dissertation publication
Master's thesis
PhD. Dissertation
Vehicle registration
Summer only

$45.00
$55.00
$15.00
$ 5.00

College of Nursing
Liability Insurance (per year)
College of Nursing Pin (graduation)
Annual health examinations

variable
$50.00 - $150.00
variable

$10.00/semester hour
$15.00
$ 4.00
$20.00
$10.00
$55.00
$55.00

Refunds
Students may drop a class through the second week of classes (fall and spring) and
receive a 100% tuition refund. Please check UAH website for summer dates. A
student desiring to drop one or more classes must complete a drop request form at
Charger Central, University Center Room 118. The date of the drop request is the
date the written request is received at the Office of Student Records.

Housing Charges
Suites: Single Students: Academic Year Room Rates, 9-Month Rates, & 12
Month Rates
Central Campus Residence Hall (CCRH)
Available for Freshmen Only
Private Bedroom in 4-person suite, Central Campus Residence Hall (CCRH) .... .$3,720
Frank Franz Hall and North Campus Residence Halls (FFH & NCRH)
Available for Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors
FFH & NCRH Fall & Spring Semesters:
Private bedroom in 4-person suite ..... ... ..... ........ .......... .............. ....... ... .... ...... .... $3,980
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NCRH Fall and Spring Semesters, Studio Suite (one bedroom suite) ............. $4,300
NCRH 9-Month Floor (floor remains open during semester
break and spring breaks) ............. ........... .... ....... .................................. ........... $4,250
Private bedroom in 4-person suite
NCRH 9-Month Floor, Studio Suite (one bedroom suite) ................................ $4,450
NCRH 12-Month Floor (floor remains open for all breaks
and summer sessions) .................................................................................... $5,280
Private bedroom in 4-person suite
NCRH 12 Month Floor, Studio Suite (one bedroom suite) .............................. $5,500

Southeast Campus Housing (SECH)
Available for Juniors, Seniors and Graduate Students
Private Bedroom in 3-bedroom apartment, Southeast Campus Housing
(SECH) ... .......................................................................................... ................. $3,350
Shared Bedroom in 3-bedroom apartment, Southeast Campus Housing
(SECH) ............................................... ........ .... .. ................................................. $2,200
Apartments
Graduate Students and Student Families: Full Year (12 Month) Lease
Southeast Campus Housing (SECH)
Graduate Students and Student Families:
Full Year Lease 1-bedroom furnished .......................................... .. ...... .... ..... $5,580
(payable in 12 installments of $465)
1-bedroom unfurnished ............................. ....... ............... .......... ........................ $5,220
(payable in 12 installments of $435)
Note: All Housing rates include basic utilities and basic television cable for each
suite, telephone with local service, email and internet access in each bedroom.
Students assigned to suites (Central Campus Residence Hall or Southeast Campus
Housing) must pay the full semester's rent at the beginning of the semester. A
student who fails to complete payment of fees due or fails to file a payment
deferment request with the Cashier's Office by the first day of the semester will have
his or her registration canceled. Students assigned to private apartments (family
units in Southeast Campus Housing) may pay their rent in equal installments on a
monthly basis. Rent payments are due the first day of each month. If a student
officially withdraws from the University while residing in University Housing, he or
she may qualify for a prorated refund of rent. This is determined by the date of the
student's official check-out from Housing.
During the first week of the academic semester-80% refund
During the second week- 60% refund
During the third week-40% refund
During the fourth week-20% refund
After the fourth week no refund.

Food Contract Rate
$1,600 minimum for the academic year (Fall & Spring semesters) payable in 2
semester installments of $800 each (minimum) for all on-campus freshmen.
Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors living in NCRH I & II are required to have a
minimum of $200 per semester ($400 per academic year) on a meal card. The meal
plan program is optional for Southeast Campus Housing residents Additional
amounts may be added to the Declining Balance Card at any time.
Financial lnfonnation
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These rates are effective beginnin g Fall Semester, 2005. The University reserves
the
right to adjust housing and meal plan rates at any time.

Financial Aid
Students who are rece1vmg financial aid are responsible for complet
ing the
necessary paperwo rk far enough in advance to assure the proper credits
to their
accounts. For further information, please check with Student Financial Services
,
University Center, Room 212, or the Cashier' s Office, Room 213 .

Undergraduate Student Aid
UAH has several programs to assist students in financing their college educatio
n.
Compre hensive, updated information on all financial aid offered through the
Office
of Student Financial Services is available in a booklet publishe d annually. It
includes
detailed informa tion about kinds of aid, eligibili ty guidelin es, applicat
ion
procedu res, criteria for awards, disburse ment methods and regulatio
ns, and
institutional policy followed in administration of aid. These booklets and necessar
y
forms are available in the Office of Student Financial Services .
Students of academic promise who can demonstrate financial need are encourag
ed
to apply for assistance. Realistic financial planning is an essential part of
college
preparation. UAR helps qualified students find employment, scholarships, and
loans
as its resources permit. In planning a program of financial assistance, consider
ation
should be given to the advisability of combini ng scholarships, loans, and part-tim
e
employm ent since one kind of aid alone is inadequate in most cases.
·
Students should make financial plans well in advance of entering the Universi
ty.
There are two importan t priority dates for student aid-Dec ember 1 for scholars
hips
and April. 1 for federal aid. The priority dates are the dates by which complet
ed
applications are certain to be included in the first round of review. Applican
ts are
advised to write the Office of Student Financial Services requesting a copy
of the
financial aid booklet at the time of application to the University. Applicat
ions for
student aid should be filed at the Office of Student Financial Services before
the
priority date of April 1, for the following school year. A new application
must be
submitted by this priority date each year.

Types of Financial Aid
Scholarships
Listed below are permane ntly endowed scholarships held by or for the benefit
of the
university. Distributions from these endowm ents provide annual awards to students
.
Scholarships are designated for a particula r college or academic program or
may be
available university-wide. Many are subject to additional restrictions
and are
awarded based on a student's demonstrated financial need and/or academi
c merit.
Every attempt has been made to reflect accurately the donor designations,
but the
awards will ultimately be directed by the respective fund agreements. In addition
to
endowed scholarships, there are a number of expenda ble scholarships which
are
funded on an annual basis, for which informa tion is available through the
Student
Financial Services.
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University Wide

Alumni Association - Jesse P. Stutts Scholarship. This scholarship was
established by the Alumni Association in 2002 in honor of Jesse P. Stutts, '74, as a
tribute to his leadership. Jesse Stutts served as president of the Alumni Association
Board of Directors from 1991 to 1992, and was honored as the 1995 Distinguished
Alumnus. It was his vision as Alumni Association president that the association
should begin establishing endowed scholarships, and under his leadership the first
drive to raise funds in support of an Alumni Association Endowed Scholarship was
undertaken. The scholarship is awarded to full-time students and is based on
academic merit, participation in extracurricular activities, and community service.
Terry C. Baughman Scholarship. This scholarship was established in 2005 by
Jean Wessel Templeton, a member of the UAR Foundation Board, to honor her
brother Terry. He has served thirty-five years with Jean's company, Wesfam
Restaurants, Inc. a longtime Burger King franchise organization in North Alabama.
As Vice-President of Operations and President, he has led the company to many
national awards and recognitions for operational excellence. Preference is given to
employees and children of employees of Wesfam Restaurants, Inc. who qualify and
after that to any applicant who meets the guidelines based on academic merit and
need.
Carolyne Pride and Robert Kirk Bell Scholarship. This scholarship was
established in 1986 by a bequest to the university by Carolyne Pride Bell, a longtime Huntsville resident who was married to Robert Kirk Bell. She had a sincere
desire to see her community become a better place for all, and recognized the
importance of education in enriching people's lives. Because of her desire to help
underprivileged and deserving students attend UAH, Mrs. Bell generously endowed
this scholarship through her will. The scholarship is awarded to full-time students
and is based on academic merit.
Boeing Presidential Scholarship. The Boeing Presidential Scholarship was
established in 1994 to be awarded to full-time Engineering or Science students.
Awards are based on academic merit, citizenship and leadership. The Boeing
Company is a leading aerospace company and a global market leader in satellites,
commercial jetliners, military aircraft, missile defense, human space flight, and
launch services.
Sam Bommarito Memorial Scholarship. The Sam Bommarito Memorial
Scholarship was established in memory of Sam Bommarito to recognize students
who demonstrate achievement and who show promise to be future leaders in
community service. In addition to his many other civic activities, Mr. Bommarito
volunteered as goal judge for the UAH ice hockey team. He and his family played a
key role in the growth and success of the UAR ice hockey team. Awards are made
to one or more full-time students in good standing on the university ice hockey team
with a preference given to students who demonstrate leadership, sportsmanship, and
team spirit and who also exhibit love for the game of hockey and participate in
community and university service.
William T. and Joe Ann Brooks Scholarship. The William T. and Joe Ann Brooks
Scholarship was established in 1995 by Mr. Brooks, a trustee of the UAR
Foundation, and his wife, Joe Ann. The scholarship is awarded to students majoring
in Engineering or the Sciences and is based on academic merit, citizenship and
leadership.
Brosemer Family Scholarship. Established in 2004 by Walter R. Brosemer, '72,
the Brosemer Family Scholarship honors a pioneer Alabama family who achieved
success in agriculture, education, and industry and who enriched their community.
Financial Information
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The Brose mer family moved to Madison County in the
red hill county of northern
Alaba ma in 1890. The university wide undergraduate schola
rship is open to students
pursuing a major in Math or Engineering. The scholarship
is based on financial need
and school/community contributions.
Ehney Addison Camp, Jr. Scholarship. The late Ehney
Addison Camp, Jr.,
bequeathed funds in 1994 for the purpose of establishing
an endowed scholarship for
the benefit of UAH students. Mr. Camp served as a Unive
rsity of Alabama trustee,
and was a great friend of UAH who gave generously of
his time and talents to the
development of the university. He impacted the lives
of many people through his
service to the university and the community. The schola
rship is awarded to students
who demonstrate academic achievement, accomplishm
ent, and creativity.
Pei-Ling Chan Presidential Scholarship. Established in
1996, the Pei-Ling Chan
Presidential Scholarship is awarded to full-time studen
ts and is based on academic
merit. The scholarship was established with the support
of Dr. C.H. (Tony) Chan and
Ms. Kathy L. Chan, '79, of Huntsville and their family.
The scholarship is named in
loving memory of Dr. Chan' s father, Pei-Ling Chan, who
was one of China 's largest
distributors and manufacturers of paper products. This
scholarship helps sustain the
positive, important impacts that Pei-Ling Chan and his
family have had on people 's
lives.

Francisco J. Collazo Scholarship. The Francisco J.
Collazo Scholarship was
established in 2000 by Collazo Enterprises, Inc. Mr. Collaz
o is a Huntsville civic
leader who founded COLS A, a leading provider of advan
ced technology systems
and services, primarily to U.S. government agencies
such as the Department of
Defense. The scholarship is awarded to full-time studen
ts majoring in Engineering,
Science, Mathematics or Technology and is based on
academic merit, leadership
potential and contributions to school and community.
Bill Dale Wind Ensemble Scholarship. In 1988 the Bill
Dale Wind Ensemble
Scholarship was established by Mr. and Mrs. William
Dale, friends of UAH who
exhibited a life-long interest in music. The scholarship
is awarded to full-time
students who are contributing members of the UAH Wind
Ensemble and is based on
academic merit.
Alpha Tau Omega Theta Pi Chapter - Fletcher Davis
Scholarship. Established
in 2000, the Alpha Tau Omeg a Theta Pi Chapt er Fletcher Davis Scholarship
benefits students who are active members of the Alpha Tau
Omeg a Theta Pi Chapter
and have completed two full semesters at UAH. The
scholarship is based on
academic merit, citizenship, leadership, and community
involvement.
Decatur Scholarship. Established in 1981 with the genero
us support of the people
of Decat ur, Alaba ma, this scholarship is awarded to a gradua
te from a Decat ur high
school and is based on academic merit.
DESE Research, Inc. Scholarship. DESE Research,
Inc. , is a family-owned
business established in April of 1982 as a knowledge-based
organization conducting
theoretical and analytical research in the fields of Defen
se, Energ y, Space , and
Environment (DESE). The scholarship is for undergraduat
e students with preference
given to children of current employees of DESE Resea
rch, Inc., that are pursuing a
degree in Engineering, Comp uter Science, Physics or Admin
istrative Science based
on financial need and academic merit.
George W. Ditto Memorial Scholarship. The Georg
e W. Ditto Memorial
Scholarship was established in 1977 in memory of a man
who devoted bis life to the
teaching profession. The scholarship was endowed in
loving memory of George
Ditto by his sister, Mrs. J.O. Hughes, to help deserv
ing young people pursue a
college education. The scholarship is awarded to a studen
t enrolled in the College
of Engineering or the College of Science who has demon
strated unusual potential in
his or her field of interest.
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Mr. Robert B. McGowan Memorial Scholarsh
ip. The Mr. Robert B. McGowan
Memorial Scholarship was established in 2005
by the International Test and
Evaluation Association (ITEA) for the benefit of
UAH students. ITEA is a not-forprofit educational organization founded in 1980
to further the exchange of technical
information in the field of test and evaluation .
The scholarship is awarded to a
student majoring in Engineering or Computer Scien
ce based on academic merit.
McKneely-Morgan Scholarship. The McK
neely-Morgan Scholarship was
established by Dr. and Mrs. J. Derald Morgan in
honor of Mr. Eldridge Leighton and
Mrs. Lucile McKneely, parents of June Morgan,
and the Rev. Dr. B. and Mrs. Avis
Morgan, parents of Derald Morgan. Dr. Derald Morg
an has worked for UAH as the
Vice President of University Advancement since
1999. The scholarship is to be
awarded to undergraduate students based on
academic merit, citizenship, and
leadership without regard to financial need.
Pamela Mitchell Memorial Scholarship. Estab
lished in 2000, this scholarship
award is the highest UAH honor that can be besto
wed upon a female athlete. The
award is based on the recipient's ability to comb
ine the best elements of mind and
body to achieve distinction for her achievements
and determination to be a future
leader in her chosen career. This scholarship
is named in memory of Pamela
Mitchell, who served in the Madison County Distr
ict Attorney's Office for many
years . As a strong proponent of public servic
e, she supported many community
programs including UAH. This scholarship will
help outstanding students pursue a
college education and inspire young people to make
professional excellence a part
of their lives as Ms. Mitchell did in hers.
NASA-MSFC Retiree's Association Scholarsh
ip. This scholarship is awarded to
one or more full-time entering freshmen stude
nts who are pursuing a degree in
Engineering or the Physical Sciences. The recip
ient shall be either a direct
descendent ofa MSFC retiree or direct descendent
ofa member of the NASA-MSFC
Retirees Association. The award is based on acade
mic merit, citizenship, leadership
and a demonstrated interest in space-related Engin
eering or Science.
Roy J. Nichols Scholarship. The Roy J. Nicho
ls Scholarship was established in
2002 in honor of Roy J. Nichols who served the
community as a business and civic
leader. Mr. Nichols and a friend founded the
Nichols Research Corporation, a
research and development business which grew
to employ over 3000 people. Mr.
Nichols became an active community supporter,
serving as chairman of the Alabama
Space Science Exhibit Commission, Botanical Gard
ens, United Way, and ADPA and
on the board of directors for many other organ
izations including the UAH
Foundation. He received the Medaris Award for
outstanding contribution to the
nation's defense and the National Space Club
's Community Service Award in
recognition of his outstanding support of the Hunt
sville community. The scholarship
is awarded to full-time Engineering or Physics
majors with preference given to
students who are graduates of Alabama high schoo
ls and is based on academic merit
and demonstrated financial need.
William Penn Nichols Memorial Scholarsh
ip. The William Penn Nichols
Memorial Scholarship was established in 1982 by
Mrs. Vivian Josephine (Nichols)
Holliman in memory of her father, a man of honor
, conviction and gentility of spirit.
Mr. Nichols was born in 1851 at Poplar Ridge
in Madison County, Alabama, in a
pioneer family that had resided in Madison Coun
ty since the 1830s . He grew up in
the South during Reconstruction and, through the
hardships he experienced during
his youth, saw education as the best hope of
mankind. This belie f became the
hallmark of his life. Settling in the New Hope area,
he became a successful planter,
civic leader, and school trustee who helped lead
the construction of the first local
public schools. The scholarship is awarded to
full-time students and is based on
academic merit, and leadership potential.
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that demonstrate academic excellence and financial need.
M. Louis Salmon Scholarship. Established in 1988 by his
friends and family, the
M. Louis Salmon Scholarship recognizes Mr. Salmon's
distinguished service to
higher education and leadership in civic affairs . Mr.
Salmon was a charter
stockholder of the Huntsville Industrial Sites, Inc., whose
shares were donated to the
predecessor corporation of the UAH Foundation. He devote
d his life to serving his
community, his state and his country by serving as an office
r of numerous boards of
directors including the UAH Foundation. The scholarship
is awarded to junior level
students and is based on academic merit.
R. Wayne Sanders Memorial Scholarship. This schola
rship was established in
1979 by Mr. and Mrs. M.W. Sanders of Huntsville in loving
memory of their son R.
Wayne Sanders. R. Wayne Sanders was a valued emplo
yee of Teledyne Brown
Engineering , whose employees also made major contri
butions in support of the
scholarship. Mr. Sanders was an outstanding student who
graduated from UAH in
1972 with a B.S. in Mathematical Sciences. The scholarship
is awarded to students
of any academic major at the junior or senior year level.
Albert E. Schuler Scholarship Endowment Fund (By
The North Alabama
Section of ISA - The Instrumentation, Systems, and
Automation Society).
Established to promote the education of deserving studen
ts, the scholarship is
awarded to full-time students who maintain service and
technical organization
activities and who are enrolled in either the College of Engin
eering with a preference
for those with a demonstrated interest in electr
onic and/or mechanical
instrumentation, or enrolled in the College of Science.
The award is based on
academic merit, financial need, community service or
extracurricular activities,
joining ISA as a student member and attending occasional
section meetings. The
Instrumentation, Systems, and Automation Society (ISA)
is an international, nonprofit, educational organization which fosters advancemen
t in the theory, design,
manufacture, and use of instruments, computers, and system
s for measurement and
control.
SCI Systems, Inc.JOiin B. King Scholarship. Establ
ished in 2000, the SCI
Systems, Inc./Olin B. King Scholarship is awarded to first-ti
me students who are SCI
employees or descendants of current or past employees
and is based on academic
merit. Mr. King is an Alabama civic leader who served as
chairman of SCI Systems,
Inc., a multinational electronics manufacturing services
provider that is based in
Huntsville.

Charles E. Shaver, Sr. Presidential Scholarship. The
Charles E. Shaver, Sr.
Presidential Scholarship was established in 1987 to honor
Mr. Shaver who was a
prominent Huntsville attorney and original member of the
Board of Trustees of the
UAH Foundation where he served as chairman for over
13 years. Under his
leadership, the UAH Foundation strengthened its role as a
strong supporter of higher
education by providing increased scholarship funds to UAH.
He also served as a
state representative and later as a state senator. The
scholarship is awarded to
students of any major and is based on academic merit and
outstanding personal and
leadership characteristics.
Leroy Simms Scholarship. Established in 1981 , the Leroy
Simms Scholarship
honors the memory of the publisher of The Huntsville
Times who was a highly
respected advocate and loyal supporter ofUA H. Mr. Simm
s served with enthusiasm
and devotion the citizenry of North Alabama as an outstanding
newspaper publisher.
He gave generously of his time and provided financial
support to help ensure the
successful development of UAH during its early years. The
scholarship is awarded
to entering freshmen students and is based on academ
ic merit and representing
Huntsville as a semi-finalist in the National Merit Competition
.
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Wachovia Scholarship. Wachovia Bank, NA establ
ished the Wachovia Scholarship
in 2005. The scholarship is open to an undergradu
ate Alabama resident from a
demographic group under-represented at the Unive
rsity. Awards will be based on
acade mic merit and financial need with prefe
rence given to students that
demo nstrat e leade rship and have a recor d of
comm unity and Unive rsity
involvement. Wachovia Bank is a UAH President's
Council lifetime member and has
been a long-time university wide supporter for over
30 years.
Dr. William P. Watts Memorial Scholarship. Dr.
William Park Watts Memorial
Scholarship was established to honor a student who
excels in academic achievement,
citizenship , and American ideals . Dr. Watts, a native
Huntsvillian , graduated from
Huntsville High School, the United States Naval Acade
my, and the University of
Alabama in Tuscaloosa . He was the son of Clarence
and Inez Watts of Huntsville.
As a Naval Captain he was instrumental in the establ
ishment and directing of the
Research Institute at UAH . The scholarship is to
be awarded based on academic
merit, financial need and contributions to the comm
unity and University.
Sue Ballou Weir Scholarship. This scholarship was
established in 2002 in honor
of Sue Ballou Weir by her children and friends.
Sue Weir retired from UAH in
September 2000 after 22 years of employment.
During her tenure as the UAH
research administrator, research grants grew from $3
million to $40 million and her
staff increased from four to thirteen. The scholarship
is awarded to full-time students
in any accredited field at UAH with preference given
(to the extent allowed by law)
to U.S. citizens who are single mothers whose childr
en reside with them or nontraditionally aged female students returning for a degre
e.
J. E. Whitaker Scholarship. Established in 1989
by his wife, Mrs. Ann Shrader
Whitaker, the Dr. J. E. Whitaker Scholarship is name
d to honor a man who was
active in the local medical community for over 50 years.
The scholarship is awarded
to undergraduate students and is based on academic
merit, leadership potential and
community involvement.
Dr. Harold J. Wilson Memorial Scholarship. The
Dr. Harold J. Wilson Memorial
Scholarship was established in 1992 to reward schola
rship and hard work and to
support academically promising students as they pursu
e their college education. The
scholarship is named in memory of Dr. Wilson, who
served UAH for 20 years as a
professor of Biological Sciences, chair of the Biolo
gical Sciences Department, and
dean of the College of Science where he helped lead
the rapid growth of the college's
teaching, research and service programs. His prima
ry interest throughout his career
was the education of his students. He was dedicated
to students and assisted students
outside the classroom, including serving as an advis
or to Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity.
This scholarship helps sustain his positive influence
on students. The scholarship is
awarded to full-time undergraduate students and is
based on academic merit.
Isadore and Mamie Wind and Children Schol
arship. Established in 1981
through a bequest from Philip B. Wind in loving memo
ry of his parents and in honor
of his sisters, the Isadore and Marnie Wind and Child
ren Scholarship is awarded to
full-time, undergraduate students of any major.
Mr. Wind was a Huntsville
businessman who generously bequeathed this endow
ed scholarship fund to help
outstanding students pursue a college education.
Donald D. Zana Memorial Scholarship. This schola
rship was established in 1999
in loving memory of Donald (Don) Zana, forme
r chief information officer and
director of information technology and resources at
Teledyne Brown Engineering in
Huntsville. The scholarship was established with gifts
from his family, colleagues,
and friends. He left an extraordinary legacy of integr
ity, team spirit, and a deep
commitment to assist others . The scholarship is
awarded to either graduate or
undergraduate level students and is based on acade
mic merit.
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Scholarship, in memory of Mr. Steel man'
s late brother. Barna Jammer is a
government and commercial contractor
specializing in corporate apparel and
promotional products. The scholarship is avail
able to students majoring in business,
marketing or related fields with emphasis on
entrepreneurship.
Jo Cooper and Henry W. Dark Presidential
Scholarship. This scholarship was
established in 1994 to hono r Jo Coop er and Henr
y W. Dark who together contributed
75 years of service to the state of Alab ama as
educators. Jo Dark taught elementary
school for 35 years and Henry Dark taught at
the secondary school level for 40 years.
The scholarship is awarded to an undergrad
uate student enrolled in the College of
Administrative Science who is a resident of
Alabama and is pursuing a first degree.
Larry and Mary Lou Durkee Scholarsh
ips. Two scholarships established by
Larry and Mary Lou Durk ee benefit a stude
nt within the College of Administrative
Science and a student with athletic achieveme
nts with preference given to the Men 's
Basketball program. Both scholarships are
based on academic merit, citizenship,
leadership, and without regard to demonstra
ted financial need.
Dr. Stephen A. Floyd Memorial Scholarsh
ip. This scholarship was established in
memory Dr. Stephen A. Floyd who was a ment
or, confidant, cheerleader, advisor and
philanthropist to his students and fellow
faculty members. This scholarship is
awarded to a junio r enrolled in the Colle
ge of Administrative Science with
preference for a MIS majo r who is a UAH
Hock ey Team member. The scholarship
is based on financial need, and academic merit
.
Benjamin and Hazeline Graves Scholarship.
Established in 2000, this scholarship
honors the achievements of Benjamin and
Hazeline Graves. Dr. Graves served as
the first president of UAH from 1970 to
1978, and was designated the first
University Professor Emeritus in the Colle
ge of Administrative Science upon his
retire ment . Mrs. Grav es made impo rtant
contr ibuti ons to the succ essfu l
development of the university during its form
ative early years. The scholarship is
awarded to full-time junio r or senior unde
rgraduate level students enrolled in the
College of Administrative Science with a prefe
rence given for students majoring in
Man agem ent or Marketing . This award is base
d on academic merit, citizenship and
leadership .
W. L. and Lucille Howard Memorial Scho
larship. The W. L. and Lucille Howard
Memorial Scholarship was established in 1984
through a generous bequest from the
Howard family. Mr. Howard, a native of Steve
nson, Alabama, spent his career in
banking and was a Huntsville civic leader who
strongly supported UAH. His wife,
Lucille Potts Howard, bequeathed stock to
endo w this scholarship fund to provide
outstanding young people with the opportuni
ty to pursue a college education. The
scholarship is awarded to undergraduate
students enrolled in the College of
Administrative Science with preference given
to students majoring in Finance.
Gregory David Johnston Scholarship. This
scholarship was established in 1979
in loving mem ory of Gregory Davi d John
ston, a 1978 Huntsville High School
graduate. Greg was an outstanding business
student who was deeply involved in
community service and extracurricular activ
ities. This scholarship was established
to help other students pursue a college educ
ation in the field in which Greg was
doing so well. The scholarship is awarded to
a Huntsville High School graduate who
is enrolled in the College of Administrative
Science.
Joseph Warren Jones Memorial Scholarsh
ip. The Joseph Warren Jones Memorial
Scholarship was established in 1996 by Mr.
and Mrs. Mark C. Smith in loving
memory of Mrs. Smit h's father. The scho
larship is awarded to full-time students
enrolled in the College of Administrative Scien
ce with preference given to students
majoring in General Business and Man agem
ent and is base d on academic merit,
citizenship and leadership .
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Nadeem F. Audeh and Beverly
J. Audeh Scholarship. Dr. Nad
eem F. Audeh and
Beverly J. Audeh established the
scholarship to benefit students
pursuing a degree
in Engineering. The scholarship
is available to a jun ior or senior
and is based on
academic merit. Dr. Nadeem F.
Audeh served as a professor for
33 years. During his
tenure at UAH, Dr. Audeh mad
e important contributions to the
success of the
University through his teaching
, research, and service.
William E. Bowers Engineerin
g Memorial Scholarship. The
William E. Bowers
Engineering Memorial Scholar
ship was established in 2004 by
SEI Group, Inc. in
memory of the late William E.
Bowers. In May 2001, Mr. Bow
ers join ed SEI
Group, Inc. working as a progra
m manager for engineering sup
port in contracts for
military operations and disaster
relief. The scholarship is awa
rded to students
pursuing a degree in Civil Eng
ineering and is based on financia
l nee d and academic
merit. Students mu st show evid
ence of the potential to contribute
to leadership and
service to the community and
University, including specificall
y, for the University,
as a participant on an intercolleg
iate athletic team.
Robert A. Brown Scholarship.
This scholarship was established
in 1991 in honor
of Dr. Robert A. Brown, who
retired from UA H after 23 yea
rs of service in the
College of Engineering. During
his tenure, he held the rank of pro
fessor and served
as teacher, department chairman,
adviser, scholar, and researcher.
The scholarship
is awarded to jun ior or senior Ind
ustrial and Systems Engineering
students.
CFDRC Scholarship. CFD Res
earch Corporation (CFDRC), a
technology leader
in engineering simulations and
innovative designs, established
Scholarship in 2005. Ash ok
the CFD RC
Singhal, President, and Sangee
ta Singha!, VicePresident, established the CFDRC
Scholarship to benefit Engineering
students. The
scholarship is available to stud
ents based on academic merit,
financial need and
leadership potential.
Harry C. Crews, Jr. Memorial
Scholarship. This scholarship
was established in
1994 by the friends and family
of Harry C. Crews, Jr. Mr. Cre
ws served as a senior
systems analyst at Teledyne Bro
wn Engineering for 32 years. He
earned a mas ter' s
deg ree in phy sics and was
pro fess ion ally rec ogn ized for
his exp erti se in
mathematical sciences. He is war
mly remembered by his family
and friends for his
strong wor k ethic, astuteness, and
wit. The scholarship is awarded
to jun ior or senior
students who are enrolled in the
College of Engineering and is
based on academic
merit. Awardees should have dem
onstrated leadership potential.
Joseph C. Dowdle Scholarsh
ip. This scholarship was esta
blished in 1997 by
friends and colleagues to honor
Dr. Joseph C. Dowdle. Dr. Dow
dle made enormous
contributions to UA H's success
. He served with distinction in
various teaching and
administrative positions includi
ng as a member of the Electrical
Engineering faculty,
department chair, and vice preside
nt for administration. The scholar
ship is awarded
to undergraduate students who
are majoring in Electrical Enginee
ring and is based
on academic merit.
Broadus Adair and Leila Rob
erts Fincher Scholarship. Thi
s scholarship was
established in 1999 in loving mem
ory of Broadus Adair and Leila
Roberts Fincher.
The y were the parents of Nancy
F. McManus, '72, who served
with distinction as
UA H director of alumni relation
s for many years. This scholar
ship is awarded to
full-time students majoring in
Engineering and is based on
academic merit,
citizenship and leadership.
Alfred J. Finzel Scholarship.
Nam ed in memory of a member
of the Wernher von
Braun Rocket Team, Mr. Finzel
was involved in the design of the
Redstone, Jupiter
and Saturn fuel and oxygen tank
s and also worked at Marshall
Space Flight Center
in project management of the Apo
llo vehicle systems. This scholar
ship is awarded
to students based on academic
merit who major in Engineering
at the university and
who demonstrate leadership qua
lities and community service invo
lvement.
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Fran k R.
olarship. In 1991 the Valmore and
Valmore and Frank R. Fogle Sch
k by providing
to reward scholarship and hard wor
Fogle Scholarship was established
Industrial and
or students who are majoring in
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awa
This
and Computer Engineering.
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ear career
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g the landing of men on the moo
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the nation's space program includin
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ived a Bachelor of Science Enginee
H.
Frank R. Fogle,'80, ' 87, '90, rece
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Industrial and Systems Enginee
H
of Science Engineering and PhD in
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te, Frank donated his teac
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.
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stud
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and technical proceedi
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Richard
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k
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d
Donna and Richar
Fork.
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Rich
established in 2005 by Don na and
er
For k Engineering Scholarship was
Las
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ator
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Dr. Richard Fork, UA H Engineering
with
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Edit
y
Cop
a
at UA H. Donna For k is
Science and Engineering Laboratory
degree in
be awarded to students pursuing a
will
hip
lars
Huntsville Times. The scho
y on the
essa
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it
subm
t
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red
es to be conside
Engineering . Each student who wish
topic of "Space Solar Power."
Memorial
olarship. The Reggie F. Gilland
Reggie F. Gilland Memorial Sch
ory of
mem
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1993
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inald and Hazel Gilland
Scholarship was established by Reg
to the
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tribu
ng
lasti
a
as
hip
blished this scholars
reach
their beloved son. His parents esta
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ing
tand
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help
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many accomplishments that Reggie
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l
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hip was
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g
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deserving students
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Sharon
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E.
neth
Ken
Drs.
ip.
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ice.
is based on academic merit, citizensh
serv
and
,
tions to UA H in teaching, research
Dr.
H. Harwell made important contribu
and
arch
rese
H senior vice president of
of
r
Dr. Kenneth Harwell served as UA
esso
prof
e
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asso
where she served as an
Sharon Harwell retired from UA H
Education.
2 in hon or of
scholarship was established in 198
James D. Hays Scholarship. This
r of UA H.
ity leader and enthusiastic supporte
James D. Hays, a Huntsville commun
ing as
serv
and
d
included founding Hays Lan
to
His professional accomplishments
rded
awa
is
hip
lars
eau Federation. This scho
high
president of the Alabama Farm Bur
on
d
base
is
and
ring
inee
the College of Eng
juni or students who are emolled in
·
ent.
academic achievem
Nancy Hung
by
7
199
in
hed
blis
esta
was
larship
R. J. Hung Scholarship. This scho
professor of
H
UA
Dr. R. J. Hung, who served as
in loving memory of her husband,
ence that
influ
tive
posi
larship helps sustain the
Mechanical Engineering . This scho
teaching
his
ugh
thro
s
live
y
e a difference in man
Dr. Hung had on students. He mad
g in
orin
maj
ents
stud
time
fullto
is awarded
and research. This scholarship
it.
ring and is based on academic mer
Mechanical or Aerospace Enginee
International
The
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ship
olar
Sch
tion
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Ass
International Test and Evaluation
by the local
3
200
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Test and Evaluation Association Sch
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City
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Roc
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ineering,
students majoring in electrical eng
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related fields. The award is base
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Carl T. Jones Engineer
ing Scholarship. This sch
olarship was established
and is awarded to an
in 1968
undergraduate student
who is enrolled in the
Engineering with a prefer
College of
ence for those majoring
in Civil Engineering . Th
family established this sch
e Jones
olarship in loving memo
ry of Carl T. Jones, a me
a pioneer Huntsville fam
mber of
ily, who helped provid
e the extraordinary vis
leadership that fostered
ion and
the city's growth. Mr. Jon
es graduated from the Un
of Alabama in 1929 wi
iversity
th a B.S. degree in Civ
il Engineering . He ser
World War II in Alaska
ved during
and Europe, attaining the
rank of full colonel. He
a partner in G.W. Jones &
served as
Sons, and was a dynamic
civic leader in attracting
into Huntsville during the
industry
1950s and 1960s. This
growth transformed the
led to the creation ofU AH
are
a and
.
Clyde S. and Georgine
Jones ECE Departmen
t Chair Scholarship.
scholarships were establ
These
ished in 2005 by Clyde
S. and Georgine Jones in
seven of their children and
honor of
grandchildren who have
or will graduate from UA
Clyde Jones has been an
H. Mr.
adjunct faculty member
of the ECE Department
forty years. These schola
for
over
rships are awarded to ful
l-time undergraduate stu
Electrical or Computer En
dents in
gineering based on the rec
ommendation of the EC
academic performance and
E chair,
need.
Dr. Bernhard F. Keiffer
Memorial Scholarship.
In 1997 Allegheny Teled
established the Dr. Berna
yne Inc.,
rd F. Keiffer Scholarshi
p in memory of Dr. Ke
served as president of Te
iffe
r. He
ledyne Advanced Mater
ials headquartered in Hu
The scholarship provid
ntsville.
es support for promisin
g engineers and thus sus
combination of creativit
tains the
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nity service to which Dr
dedicated his life. The sch
. Keiffer
olarship is awarded to stu
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Engineering with a major
llege of
in Materials Engineering
. Awards are based on aca
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demic
dership.
Yvonne M. Kheir Scho
larship. This scholarsh
ip was established in 198
Nairn A. Kheir in loving
8 by Dr.
memory of his mother.
Dr. Kheir served with dis
on the faculty of the Co
tinction
llege of Engineering fro
m 1969 to 1988. This
was established to reflec
scholarship
t his lifelong dedication
to learning and his dev
teaching students. It is
otion to
awarded to students enr
olled in the College of En
with emphasis on Electr
gineering
ical and Computer Engin
eering majors who will
to the betterment of the
contribute
society in which they liv
e.
Gary S. Lindsay Memo
rial Scholarship. This sch
olarship was established
by Mr. Lindsay's friends
in 1988
and colleagues in celebr
ation of the many po
contributions that he ma
sitive
de during his life . Mr
. Lindsay was an engine
Teledyne Br ow n Engineer
er with
ing , Inc. He is fondly rem
embered by his colleagu
friends for his willingn
es and
ess to serve as a me
ntor to young professio
collegiality and appreciat
nals, his
ion of life , and bis outsta
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is awarded to Compute
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r Engineering students
and is based on academ
leadership ability and the
ic
merit,
inclination for contributi
ng to the improvement
communities through po
of their
sitive personal and profes
sional attributes.
Frank C. Liu Memoria
l Scholarship. This sch
olarship was established
loving memory of Dr.
in 1995 in
Liu , who taught engine
ering at UA H for more
decades. Dr. Liu, who
than two
served as a professor of
Mechanical Engineering
teaching at UA H in 196
, began
7. The endowment was
established with the sup
family, colleagues, and
port of his
friends in recognition of
Dr. Liu 's distinguished
teaching and higher edu
service to
cation. This scholarship
is awarded to students enr
the Mechanical and Aeros
olled in
pace Engineering progra
m. The scholarship is
academic merit, citizensh
based on
ip and leadership.
Lockheed Martin Scho
larship. Established
in 1997, the Lockheed
Scholarship is awarded
Martin
to students enrolled in
the College of Engineer
ing and is
41
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Engineering Honor So
ciety). The scholarship
is awarded to full-time
majoring in Engineering
students
with preference given to
students who graduated
schools in particular
from high
Alabama counties, and
is based on leadershi
evidence of contribution
p potential,
s to school and/or commu
nity, and academic merit.
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p. This scholarship wa
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is based on academic me
College of Science and
olarship is
sch
s
thi
,
72
19
in
hed
students enrolled in the
lis
larship. Estab
ho
Sc
l
ria
German
mo
S.Me
U.
r
lle
the
member of
Gerhard B. He
rhard Heller who was a
Ge
of
by his
ry
ed
mo
ish
me
abl
est
ing
s
lov
wa
named in
e scholarship
Th
.
aun
Br
n
vo
er
rnh
We
l-time junior or
rocket team led by Dr.
rship is awarded to ful
ola
sch
e
Th
.
s
nd
frie
is based on academic
family, colleagues, and
ysics or Chemistry and
Ph
in
ing
jor
ma
are
o
senior students wh
Higgins Scholarship for
merit.
Excellence. The Gerry
for
p
shi
lar
memory of
ho
Sc
ins
gg
Gerry Hi
ily and friends in loving
fam
his
by
4
199
in
ed
1989 from UAH.
Excellence was establish
in Computer Science in
ree
deg
r's
ste
ma
his
ned
aerospace engineer,
Mr. Higgins. He ear
working as a NASA
ed
lud
inc
s
ent
shm
pli
belt in Judo, achieving
His many accom
ntor, earning a black
me
nt
de
ng to
stu
r
tee
lun
vo
small business, and learni of
serving as a
cessfully establishing a
all
suc
,
ed
ian
iev
sic
ach
mu
He
a
.
as
e
yer
ss pla
excellenc
skier, snow skier, and che
from
ter
ay
wa
,
aw
der
him
rea
d
er
avi
ste
to
an
e
cle
becom
ed any obsta
ow
all
r
ve
ne
He
ce
.
nd
ien
bli
Sc
s
of
College
this even though he wa
to students enrolled in the
ed
ard
aw
nal
is
sio
ip
fes
rsh
pro
ola
his goals. This sch
tion in community and
ship potential, participa
and is based on leader
ents.
loving
activities and accomplishm larsh ip. This scholarship was established in
ho
na
Sc
ty of Arizo and
Harry F. Hillman ill
member at the Universi
y
ult
fac
a
,
an
llm
Hi
F.
is scholarship supports
memory of Dr. Harry
Dr. Lloyd Hillman. Th
er
mb
me
y
ult
fac
H
academic achievement
the father of UA
Physics, and is based on
in
,
ing
jor
ma
ts
den
stu
used to support teaching
undergraduate
Award funds may also be
s.
tie
ivi
act
e
vic
ser
y
nit
and commu
tiatives.
employees of
research and service ini
ship. Established by the
lar
ho
Sc
s
tic
ne
Ge
rch
nder, Jim Hudson,
Jim Hudson - Resea
honors the company fou
ip
rsh
ola
a
sch
s
thi
.,
Inc
,
ent made his company
Research Genetics
ents in DNA developm
shm
for
pli
om
ble
nsi
acc
po
n's
res
dso
es
'87 . Mr. Hu
d to identify gen
c linkage products use
ents were
world leader in geneti
ble) to students whose par
ssi
po
hen
(w
ed
ard
aw
is
pursuing a degree
disease. The scholarship
ence given for students
fer
pre
th
wi
ics
net
Ge
employees of Research
ic merit.
Lynch
and is based on academ
in Biology or Chemistry,
e family of Terence M.
Th
p.
shi
lar
ho
Sc
l
ria
ged
mo
ura
Me
co
en
h
nc
life
Ly
oughout his
Terence M.
mory of Terence who thr
s.
me
in
eer
ip
car
rsh
and
ola
s
sch
die
stu
the
established
in technological
ent
em
olv
inv
ard
on
tow
d
ple
worke
and promoted young peo
hard Shelby's staff and
member of Senator Ric
a
He gained
.
as
ma
ved
aba
ser
Al
of
nch
Ly
ns
.
Mr
lf of the citize
ha
be
on
ues
iss
ittee, the
nce
ige
mm
igence Co
military and intell
er of the Senate Intell
mb
me
ff
sta
ion on
ior
iss
sen
mm
a
Co
President's
recognition as
War Illnesses and the
lf
ing a
Gu
rsu
for
pu
nt
ion
de
iss
stu
a
mm
Special Co
is awarded to
ip
rsh
ola
sch
e
Th
.
ion
uct
Weapons of Mass Destr
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degre e in Science or
Physics and is based
on academic merit,
demonstrated evidenc
financial need and
e of service to the co
mmunity.
Henry Plyler and Lo
uise Sanders McMan
us Memorial Scholar
Henry Plyler and Lo
ship. In 1996 the
uise Sanders McMan
us
awarded to students
majoring in the scien Scholarship was established to be
citizenship , and leade
ces and is based on
rship . Mr. and Mrs.
McManus are the paren academic merit,
McManus, who serv
ts of Dr. Samuel P.
ed as UAH provost an
d vice president for ac
Samuel P. McManus
ademic affairs.
Scholarship. This sc
holarship is named in
McManus and was
honor of Samuel P.
established by his stu
dents, colleagues an
retirement from UAH
d friends after his
in 2000. Dr. McMan
us joined UAH in 19
professor of Chemist
ry and was appointed
66 as an assistant
to various positions wi
that included: dean of
thin the university
the Graduate School,
interim provost, and
and vice president for
ultimately provost
ac
undergraduate students ademic affairs in 1993 . This scholarsh
ip is awarded to
majoring in Biology,
academic merit.
Physics or Chemistry
and is based on
Dr. Clyde Riley Scho
larship. This scholar
ship was established
Dr. Clyde Riley, who
in 2000 in honor of
retired in 2000 after
33 years as a professo
university. Dr. Riley
r of Chemistry at the
chaired the Chemist
ry
teacher who helped de
velop the natural scien Department and was an innovative
ce curriculum and the
program . He also
served as a faculty
materials science
athletics representative
achieved professiona
for 16 years and
l recognition as a res
pected researcher and
students led the fund
scholar. His former
raising drive to endo
w this scholarship in
Riley 's efforts to unse
appreciation of Dr.
lfishly provide his stu
dents with whatever
scholarship is award
he had to offer. The
ed to full-time stude
nts who are majoring
based on academic me
in Chemistry and is
rit.
Calvert Franklin
Sammons Memorial
Sc
Sammons Memorial
Scholarship was estab holarship. The Calvert Franklin
lished in 1994 by he
commemorate her
r loving family to
advocacy of higher
education and her
community. The scho
commitment to her
larship is awarded to
a Huntsville graduate
the College of Scien
who is enrolled in
ce. The award is
based on academic
demonstrated leade
achievement and
rship potential thr
ough participation
professional activitie
in community and
s and accomplishmen
ts.
Jia Ju Zhao Memor
ial Scholarship. Th
is scholarship was es
Ling Chan Foundatio
tablished by the Pein and is named in me
mory of a great teach
philanthropist from
er, businessman and
China . During his
lifetime he was pres
busines s, taught phys
ide
nt of his family
ics at the Shanghai
Institute of Light Ind
Cultural Revolution
ustry, survived the
of the 1960 's, and ret
ired as Vice Chance
Institute in 1985 . M
llor of the Shanghai
r. Zh
was established to ho an dedicated his life to helping others an
d this scholarship
nor his philanthropy.
merit and is awarded
Th
to students who are ma e scholarship is based on academic
joring in Physics wh
contributions to scho
o show evidence of
ol and community.
Loans
UAH participates in
the William D. Ford
Federal Direct Staffo
Student loan funds
rd
are made available
directly from the U. Loan program.
Education without the
S. Department of
necessity of second
ary marketers such
institutions . Althoug
as
h it is sometimes ne
cessary to borrow mo private lending
education, caution is
advised. Generally, a
ney to finance an
student should not rel
and is advised not to
y primarily on loans
bo
Additional informatio rrow more than ha lf of what is needed
to me
n regarding eligibili
procedures and sugg
ty amounts , loan lim et expenses.
ested application tim
its, application
elines is published in
the brochure "Making
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financial aid
ormation regarding the
inf
ble
lua
va
er
oth
d
an
is
s as well as Charger
College Affordable." Th
dent Financial Service
Stu
of
e
fic
Of
the
in
process are available
Central.
ted legislation that
Tax Credit
97, Congress has enac year as a direct
19
of
t
Ac
f
lie
Re
er
ay
As part of the Taxp
tion paid in the prior
ld consult a
e certain portions of tui
behalf of students shou
allows taxpayers to tak
on
n
tio
tui
y
pa
o
wh
those
also available
tax credit. Students or
General information is
.
on
ati
orm
inf
led
tai
de
.gov, or by contacting
tax adv isor for more
's web site at www.irs
on
ati
uc
Ed
of
t
en
rtm
from the U.S. Depa
0.
rvice at 1-800-829-104
the Internal Revenue Se
t provides aid to
Grants
al Opportunity Gran
on
ati
uc
Ed
tal
en
lem
cially able to attend
A Federal Supp
not otherwise be finan
uld
wo
o
wh
of academic
nts
de
stu
ev
undergraduate
lment, show idence
rol
en
for
d
pte
ce
ac
st be
course of study.
college . A student mu
standing in the chosen
od
go
ing
ain
int
ma
of
study, subject to the
promise, and be capable
years of undergraduate financial condition
r
fou
the
for
ed
ew
in the family's
Grants may be ren
th eligibility
unless a major change
availability of funds,
arded in compliance wi
aw
are
ts
an
Gr
e.
ibl
lig
ine
causes the student to be
es.
lin
ide
gu
l
era
fed
on
based
help in
students by providing
le
gib
eli
s
ist
ass
ram
st meet the
t Prog
The Federal Pell Gran ondary education . To be eligible, a student mu eligible
an
stsec
in
meeting the cost of po
ed; (2) be enrolled
establish financial ne
y purpose and
(1)
rar
ia:
po
ter
tem
cri
a
n
ing
tha
er
low
fol
the U.S. for oth
in
or
n
ize
of the Trust
cit
nt
S.
U.
ide
a
a permanent res
program; (3) be
be
or
nt
ide
res
t
en
rman
intend to become a pe
Islands .
ic
cif
Pa
the
of
ies
Territor
program designed to
ram is a state/federal aid uate postsecondary
og
Pr
ce
tan
sis
As
nt
de
for undergrad
The Alabama Stu
nts financial assistance grants are renewable, but new
e
provide Alabama reside
Th
ar.
ye
by student
awarded for one
ards are determined
education . Grants are
aw
l
Al
ar.
ye
h
eac
ld contact
de
ou
ma
sh
be
nts
. Stude
applications must
funds , and student need
le
ab
gibility,
ail
eli
av
ts,
ing
en
ard
em
reg
uir
information
eligibility req
for
ces
rvi
Se
l
cia
an
Fin
the Office of Student
d awards procedures.
an
,
ion
ect
sel
n,
tio
ca
appli
d Repayment
ed to a student
Federal Financial Ai
SEOG, Stafford) award riod will be
ll,
(Pe
aid
l
cia
an
fin
nt
pe
Federally funded stude istration but before the end of the refund
reg
n of class load
er
tio
aft
uc
s
red
raw
or
al
thd
wi
raw
o
wh
rce . When withd
sou
m
gra
pro
paid from the
ve
be
cti
ll
pe
arges wi
repaid to the res
d period, full-tuition ch the respective aid source.
un
ref
the
of
d
en
the
occurs after
be repaid to
portion of the aid will
ancial Aid, a
aid source. The unused
be found in Student Fin
y
ma
y
lic
po
s
thi
ng
rni
ve
go
cial Services.
Specific regulations
Office of Student Finan
brochure available in the
y Program
dents who need
Federal Work-Stud
es employment for stu
vid
pro
ram
og
Pr
y
ud
g the University and
The College Work-St
part-time while attendin on campus or in a
rks
wo
nt
de
stu
A
ce.
financial assistan
this program work
. Students engaged in
en to students
during vacation periods
preference will be giv
y,
ilit
gib
eli
g
nin
mi
ter
de
non-profit agency. In
cial need .
an
fin
st
ate
gre
the
th
wi
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Tuition Assistance
Some businesses an
d industries provide
tuition assistance to
UAH. An employed
employees attending
student should cons
ult
the personnel office
of employment to de
of his or her place
termine its policy reg
arding tuition assistan
ce .
Vocational Rehabi
litation
Students with a phys
ical disability may ob
tain grants-in-aid co
and supplies through
vering fees, books,
the Vocational Reha
bilitation Service, wh
federal and state ap
ich is supported by
propriations. Fo r fur
ther information, wr
Vocational Rehabilita
ite to : Alabama
tion Service, 2939 Jo
hnson Rd Huntsville,
the Director of Vo
Alabama 35805 or
cational Rehabilitatio
n, Room 416, State
Montgomery, Alabam
Office Building ,
a 36104.
Veterans Affairs
UA H offers a full
range of services to
the student attendin
Administration Educ
g un de r the Veteran
ational Assistance Pr
s
ogram . These service
advisement, education
s include veterans'
al loans , and the Veter
an Tutorial Program
Veterans Educational
. Un de r the current
As sistance Program
s, which affect most
receives an allowance
veterans, the veteran
directly from the go
vernment. The veter
paying fees directly
an is responsible for
to the University and
meeting payment de
all students .
adlines applicable for
The Veterans Adminis
tration will make ful
l payment only when
a full academic load.
the student carries
To facilitate the prom
pt and accurate repor
status and course loa
ting of the student's
d, the veteran mu st
complete a br ief for
enrolled. This form
m every semester
must be turned in to
the veterans affairs
Student Financial Se
clerk in the Office of
rv ices, Room 212, Un
iversity Center.
It is the student' s
responsibility to rem
ain in good standing
Administration and
with the Veterans
to respond to notif
ication of changes
additional informatio
in regulations . Fo r
n, write to: Veteran
s Administration Re
South Court Street,
gional Office, 474
Montgomery, Alabam
a 36104. Many stude
of veterans of Worl
nts who are children
d War I, World War
II, or the Korean W
benefits under the W
ar may be eligible for
ar Orphans Educati
onal Assistance Ac t
nearest Veterans Ad
(PL 634). Write the
ministration Regiona
l Office for addition
Alabama G.I. and De
al information. The
pendents Education
Benefits Act grants
eligible veterans, the
tuition assistance to
ir children, widows
and wives. Tuition is
school. Fo r addition
paid directly to the
al information, write
to: Assistant to the
of Veteran's Affairs,
Director, Departmen
P.O . Box 1509, Mon
t
tgomery, Alabama 36
102.
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Campus Life
Student Activities

dents
of activities in which stu
s offers a wide variety
the
itie
d
tiv
an
Ac
nt
ies
de
nit
ter
Stu
fra
of
e
The Offic
sororities and
the
to
or
vis
ad
nt
e
de
Th
Stu
.
. The
may become involved
located in this office
is
t
en
nm
tai
ter
En
us
.
Association for Camp
clubs and organizations
s a complete listing of
Activities office maintain
)
nt Association (SGA
ted clubs and
Student Governme
student-led and -orien
of
n
tio
iza
an
org
ng
isi
a club need to
The SGA is the superv
wishing to joi n or create
nts
de
Stu
s.
pu
cam
H
in place or to obtain
organizations on the UA
their interest is already
th
wi
b
s
clu
a
if
ne
mi
ter
vocates positive change
contact SGA, to de
tion. The SGA also ad
iza
s
an
ern
org
nc
w
co
ne
nt
a
de
ng
stu
eri
by voicing
help with chart
to improve student life
g
the
d
kin
an
see
dy
tem
bo
sys
nt
ty
de
rsi
stu
in the Unive
r serve the
student
of action that will bette
and suggesting courses
leadership efforts of the
the
s
use
foc
o
als
A
SG
e
Th
nd
.
o be fou on the
University as a whole
pus. The SGA may als
cam
e
siv
he
co
d,
ite
un
a
SGA@email.uah.edu.
body to help create
be reached via email at
can
d
an
u
.ed
ah
a.u
/sg
web site at http:/

ns
For a complete
Student Organizat0 io
organizations and clubs.
est
ter
l-in
cia
spe
13
r 103 or call (256)
UAH has more than
ities in University Cente
of Student Ac
listing, see the Director
824-2717.

tiv

ies
Greek Letter Societ
Social Societies
cil (IFC)
er to develop
lnterfraternity Coun
ternities at UAH in ord
fra
r
fou
of
dy
bo
ng
rni
ternities . The four
IFC serves as the gove
among the member fra
s
tie
ivi
act
of
n
tio
ina
Delta Chi, Pi Kappa
cooperation and coord
are Alpha Tau Omega,
s
pu
cam
on
ies
nit
ter
national social fra
Alpha, and Sigma Nu.
(NPC)
ority activities at
Panhellenic Council
n which coordinates sor
tio
iza
an
org
the
is
cil
UAH are Delta Zeta,
The Panhellenic Coun
le to young women at
ab
ail
av
s
tie
ori
sor
ial
UAH. The two soc
and Kappa Delta.
ic Council (NPHC)
tes activities for
National Panhellen
anization that coordina
org
the
is
cil
un
Co
ic
en
The fraternities
The National Panhell
and sororities at UAH.
ies
nit
ter
a
fra
an
ric
me
-A
ties include Alpha Kapp
traditional African
a Alpha Psi. The sorori
pp
Ka
d
an
a
ph
Al
i
Ph
a
include Alph
Theta.
Alpha and Delta Sigma

cieties
Academic Honor So
(Pre-Medical)
nal honor
nal pre-health professio
Alpha Epsilon Delta
tio
na
the
,
lta
De
on
sil
pha Ep
ing of 1979 .
The UAH chapter of Al
and chartered in the spr ievement,
78
19
of
l
fal
the
in
d
society, was establishe
of superior scholarly ach
r bestowed in recognition
no
ho
an
is
hip
ers
mb
Me
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and affording the stude
nt an opportunity to de
velop initiative, leade
education by participati
rship, and selfng in the activities of
the chapter.
Alpha Kappa Delta
(Sociology)
The Epsilon of Alabam
a chapter of Alpha Kapp
a Delta was chartered
sociology honorary so
by the national
ciety in the spring of 19
76. Membership in AK
students who have ma
D is limited to
intained a high standard
of excellence in their co
in sociology and who
urses of study
show serious interest in
this academic field. Th
membership must comp
e
candidate for
lete at least 10 credit
hours in sociology, wi
GPA of 3.0, must maint
th an overall
ain a B average in soc
iology. Must be in the
the class.
upper 35 % of
Alpha Lambda Delta
(Freshman)
The UAH chapter of
Alpha Lambda Delta,
national scholastic ho
freshmen , was installed
nor society for
in the fall of 1974. Th
encourage superior sch
e purposes of the so
ciety are to
olarship among students
in their first year in ins
higher education , to pro
titutions of
mote a continued hig
h sta
students in recognizing
and developing meaning ndard of learning, and to assist
ful goals for their roles
To become a member,
a student must earn a
in society.
grade point average of
first year of enrollmen
3.5 during the
t.
Alpha Pi Mu (Indust
rial Engineering)
The national honor so
ciety for industrial engin
eers, Alpha Pi Mu was
Georgia Institution of
founded at the
Technology in 1959
to recognize industri
students of distinguish
al engineering
ed scholarship. The Co
nstitution states that on
in the upper one-fifth
ly those ranked
of the junior class or
the upper one-third of
can be considered for
the senior class
membership .
Beta Alpha Psi (Acc
ounting)
The Iota Theta Chapter
of Beta Alpha Psi was
chartered in 1999 . Be
the national honor
ta
society for students
majoring in accountin Alpha Psi is
information systems
g, finance , or
at schools accredited
by AACSB Internati
Association to Advanc
onal - The
e Collegiate Schools of
Business. The organiza
encourages and recog
tion especially
nizes high academic ac
hievement, as well as
profession and to the
service to one's
public. Members have
professionals in the va
the opportunity to int
rious areas of financia
eract with
l management.
Beta Gamma Sigm
a (Business or Ma
nagement)
Membership in Beta
Gamma Sigma is the
highest recognition a
anywhere in the world
business student
can receive. To be eligib
le for nomination, a stu
in a program accredit
dent must be
ed by AACSB Intern
ational - The Associa
Collegiate Schools of
tion to Advance
Business and rank in
the upper seven perce
class, upper ten perce
nt of the junior
nt of the senior class,
or upper twenty perce
graduating class. Mem
nt
of the master's
bers are elected to
membership. Beta Ga
encourages and honors
mma Sigma
high academic achieve
ment and personal ex
study and practice of
cellence in the
business.
Kappa Delta Pi (Edu
ca
Kappa Delta Pi, an int tion)
ernational honor socie
ty,
excellence in education
. The society as a comm is dedicated to scholarship and
unity of scholars pledg
ideals recognizes sch
ed to worthy
olarship and excelle
nce in education, pro
motes the
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ces, enhances
cational ideas and practi
edu
y
rth
wo
of
n
tio
ina
fosters inquiry and
development and dissem
its diverse membership,
of
p
shi
der
lea
and
h
wt
s a high degree of
the continuous gro
al issues, and maintain
ion
cat
ior
edu
nt
ica
nif
sig
graduate students: jun
reflection on
ship criteria for under
lar
ho
lta
Sc
De
a
p.
pp
shi
Ka
low
A.
fel
GP
a 3.25
professional
er Education Program, and
ach
Te
the
to
d
itte
adm
,
standing
on November 2, 1997.
Pi was chartered at UAH
cal Engineering)
on April 29, 1978. The
Eta Kappa Nu (Electri
Kappa Nu was chartered
Eta
of
er
ering who
apt
Ch
Eta
The Theta
dents in electrical engine
stu
se
tho
r
no
ho
to
are
Nu
to unify them
objectives of Eta Kappa
exemplary character, and
and
p,
shi
der
lea
ip,
rsh
field of electrical
have excelled in schola
ained prominence in the
att
e
hav
o
wh
y
ult
fac
graduates, faculty,
with graduates and
pter invitation only to
cha
by
is
hip
ers
mb
ering class, and seniors
engineering. Me
rth of the electrical engine
fou
top
the
in
s
ior
jun
s,
professional
ctrical engineering class.
in the top third of the ele
g)
(Chemical Engineerin
ognizes
Omega Chi Epsilon
Honor Society. OXE rec
ing
eer
gin
En
l
ica
em
Ch
emical
the
ch
is
n
in
s
silo
ate major
Omega Chi Ep
undergraduate and gradu
by
ch
ear
res
and
e
vic
superior ser
2001.
ed its charter on April 17,
engineering. UAH receiv
a (Leadership)
nize individuals who
Omicron Delta Kapp
ppa Society is to recog
Ka
lta
to
De
on
icr
Om
the
and related activities,
The purpose of
leadership in collegiate
of
r
ila
ree
sim
deg
for
h
hig
ive
a
str
to
ed
have attain
inspire others
to
and
e,
lin
s
thi
ng
of
alo
s
ue
ase
encourage them to contin
ative individuals in all ph
bring together represent
ent of
to
tim
nt;
sen
me
the
ain
ld
att
us
mo
p
cuo
hel
conspi
zation which will
ani
org
an
ate
bring
cre
to
s
thu
interest; and
collegiate life and
al and inter-collegiate
loc
of
s
is of
ion
bas
est
a
qu
on
on
n
institutio
the institution
and student body of the
y
ult
fac
the
of
ers
mb
together me
nding, and helpfulness.
mutual interest, understa
k)
anizations on campus
Order of Omega (Gree
seniors of the Greek org
and
k
s
ior
jun
to
en
op
academic year, who ran
Membership is
institution for one full
the
in
at
are
ers
and
mb
,
me
tem
n
sys
bee
who have
ity average of the
all-fraternity or all-soror
academically above the
.
ion
fraternal organizat
good standing with their

y.
ory)
history honorary societ
Phi Alpha Theta (Hist
pha Theta, international
a
Al
i
ted
Ph
ple
of
r
com
pte
e
cha
hav
a
UAH has
students who
y
tor
his
to
ly
on
of
n
e
tio
rag
ita
Membership is by inv
average of3 .5 and an ave
tory with a grade point
his
in
urs
ho
12
of
um
minim
3.0 in all courses.
the
i-discipline)
of Phi Kappa Phi is
Phi Kappa Phi (Mult
national honor society
the
es.
of
lin
e
cip
tiv
dis
jec
ic
ob
dem
ry
aca
ma
The pri
olarship in all
sch
or
eri
sup
of
ent
go
em
persons of od
recognition and encourag
ing and honoring those
niz
og
rec
in
t
tha
ced
ll stimulate others to
The society is convin
rship in any field, it wi
ola
sch
in
ed
ell
exc
e
ducive to academic
character who hav
motes an atmosphere con
pro
y
iet
soc
e
Th
e.
enc
espouse excell
excellence.
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Phi Sigma Iota (For
eign Language)
Phi Sigma Iota recog
nizes outstanding ab
ility and high standard
foreign languages, lite
s in the field of
ratures, and cultures,
including classics, lin
comparative literature
guistics, philology,
, bilingual education
, and other related are
international commun
as. It promotes
ication and understan
ding, and a sentimen
nations. Membership
t of amity among
is open by nominatio
n to any student who
with a B average overa
is at
ll, as well as in foreig
n languages; has comp least a junior
foreign language cours
leted
e at the 300-level; is
enrolled at UAH at the at least one
offered membership;
and who plans to take
time of being
at least two 300-level
languages.
courses in foreign
Pi Sigma Alpha (P
olitical Science)
Pi Sigma Alpha is the
national honorary so
ciety for political sci
junior standing with a
ence students of
minimum of ten semest
er hours and a B avera
political science cours
es.
ge or higher in
Pi Tau Sigma (Mec
hanical Engineerin
g)
Pi Tau Sigma is the na
tional mechanical engin
eering honor society.
to foster the high ide
Its purposes are
als of the engineerin
g profession, to stimu
departmental activitie
late interest in
s, to promote the mutua
l professional welfare
and to develop in stu
of its members,
dents of mechanical
engineering the attrib
effective leadership.
utes necessary for
Membership is open
to those students in
juniors and the top thi
the top quarter of
rd of seniors in mech
anical engineering.
Psi Chi (Psycholog
y)
Psi Chi is a national
recognition society for
students in the field of
purposes are to enco
psychology. Its
urage, stimulate, and
maintain scholarship
members in all fields
of the individual
, particularly in psyc
hology, and to advanc
psychology. To achie
e the science of
ve these goals Psi Ch
i offers a wide range
local, regional, and
of programs at the
national levels. Mem
bership is open to stu
overall grade point av
dents with a 3.0
erage and a 3.0 in ps
ychology having comp
psychology courses tow
leted 12 hours of
ard a minor or 15 hours
toward a major.
Sigma Pi Sigma (P
hysics)
The Sigma Pi Sigma
honorary society opera
Student membership
is based on general sch tes within the Society of Physics.
olarship. An overall GP
GPA of 3.2 in at least
A of 2.75 and a
five courses in physics
are required for memb
ership.
Sigma Tau Delta (E
nglish)
The UAH chapter of
Sigma Tau Delta, a
national English hono
Upsilon Mu. Its purpo
rary society, is
ses are to assist in de
veloping, maintaining
literary and education
, and promoting
al activities for stude
nts and alumni of the
the entire university an
chapter, as well as
d civic community. M
embership is open by
English majors and mi
invitation only to
nors of junior standing
who have a 3.0 grade
point average.
Sigma Theta Tau
(Nursing)
Sigma Theta Tau is the
international honor so
ciety for nursing. Its pu
the recognition of su
perior achievement an
rposes include
d leadership qualities,
high professional sta
the fostering of
ndards and creative
work, and the stren
individual's commitm
gthening of the
ent to the ideals and
purposes of the nursi
Invitation to members
ng profession.
hip may be extende
d to junior and senior
nursing students who
undergraduate
have completed at lea
st one-half of the pro
fessional nursing
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d who have a grade
rcent of their class an
pe
35
r
pe
up
the
in
completed at least onecurriculum, who are
nts in nursing who have
de
stu
te
of 3.5
ua
ad
Gr
.
3.0
a grade point average
point average of
course work and have
ng
rsi
nu
ed
uir
req
ir
fourth of the
mbership.
may be invited for me
(Science Research)
ich was organized to
Society of Sigma XI
entific honor society wh
sci
a
y
is
,
86
18
in
ed
dergraduates, and facult
Sigma Xi, found
earch by graduates, un
res
.
c
lds
tifi
fie
en
all
sci
in
in
ts
ce
tis
en
len
reward excel
eration among sci
op
co
of
se
sen
y
a
ult
ge
fac
ura
and
researchers and to enco
tes, graduate students,
open to all undergradua
is
ievement
hip
ach
ers
le
mb
tab
no
me
of
to
e
on
nc
Electi
who have evide
es
lin
cip
dis
ing
eer
gin
in scientific and en
in research.

ering)
1885 to mark in
Tau Beta Pi (Engine
at Lehigh University in
ed
nd
fou
s
wa
ion
iat
their alma mater by
The Tau Beta Pi Assoc
nferred honor upon
co
ve
ha
o
wh
se
tho
in engineering, or by
a fitting manner
ry character as students
pla
em
ex
eral
d
an
ip
rsh
ola
d to foster a spirit of lib
distinguished sch
field of engineering, an
ss
the
cla
in
i
ose
mn
wh
alu
se
as
tho
nts
to
their attainme
is by invitation
hip
ers
mb
Me
o
s.
wh
ge
ss
lle
co
senior cla
culture in engineering
ss or the top fifth of the
cla
ior
jun
the
of
hth
standing is in the top eig
plary character.
have demonstrated exem
)
(Computer Science
aduates.
Upsilon Pi Epsilon
th graduates and undergr
bo
for
is
ty
cie
So
r
no
Ho
The Computer Science

Activities
Social and Cultural
CE)
us Entertainment (A
grams for
ts student activity pro
Association for Camp
sen
pre
t
en
nm
tai
ter
En
us
provide
mp
to
Ca
E is
The Association for
s. The purpose of AC
ard
bo
ty
ivi
. The
act
nts
e
de
fiv
stu
ial life of
UA H through its
ral, intellectual and soc
ltu
cu
the
e
nc
ha
en
to
d
entertainment an
are as follows:
activity boards in AC E
performers, from
ts various types of live
sen
pre
s
rie
Se
ret
ba
Ca
Cabaret: The AC E
s.
comedians to magician
variety of quality
stently provides a wide
nsi
co
ies
ser
m
Fil
e
Film and Video: Th
H students.
broad spectrum of UA
films that appeal to the
l audiences of all
rector informs potentia
Di
ns
tio
mo
Pro
d
an
y
to campus through
Publicity: The Publicit
ity Boards are bring ing
tiv
Ac
E
AC
er
oth
programs that the
various media.
for planning annual
mmittee is responsible
Co
ts
en
Ev
al
eci
Sp
e
is the culmination of a
Special Events: Th
st, and Springfest, which fun! Events include
llfe
Fa
,
ng
mi
co
me
Ho
events such as
students seeking
gfest is mandatory for
led Out."
ye ar' s activities. Sprin
d comedians, and "S ing
an
s
ert
nc
co
,"
all
osb
Fo
"Extreme Air," "H um an
ble for
Committee is responsi
Recreation and Leisure
e
dents .
Th
stu
r
re:
ou
isu
for
Le
d
ies
an
nit
Recreation
tional opportu
rea
rec
or
tdo
ou
d
olv
an
r
become inv ed in
providing quality indoo
nts an opportunity to
ipa
rtic
pa
e
vid
pro
uld
This program sho
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group and individual
recreational activities
Recreation and Leisu
for social interaction
. Most of all, the
re area is designed to
emphasize challenge
and fun.

Art Programs and
Exhibitions

The Department of
Ar t and Ar t Histo
ry sponsors exhibiti
throughout the year,
on
which are important
to the cultural growth s and activities
campus life at UAH.
and
Students and facult
y are welcomed an enrichment of
participate in and co
ntribute to these worth
d encouraged to
while opportunities.
The UAH Gallerie
s of Art
The Ar t Department
organizes exhibitions
and events in two ga
campus. The Union
lleries on the UAH
Gr
University Center, an ove Gallery and Meeting Hall, located
d the University Cente
ju st west of the
of the UC, provide op
r Ar
portunities for the Un t Gallery, located of f the main lobby
view the work of loc
iversity and Huntsvil
al, regional, and natio
le
nally recognized artist communities to
change monthly and
s. The exhibitions
offer a wide range of
artistic perspectives.
The Annual Studen
t Exhibition
Each spring the Ar
t Department spon
sors an exhibition,
dedicated solely to sh
juried
owcasing the work an
d talents of UA H stu by the faculty,
enrolled in the Unive
dents. Any student
rsity is eligible to pa
rticipate.
The Visiting Artis
t Program
This program offers
op
artists exhibiting the portunities for the public to meet, listen,
ir work in the UAH
an
galleries. Presentation d talk with the
artists visiting the ca
s by distinguished
mpus often include
studio and classroom
public lectures.
sessions as well as

Music Organizatio
ns
Musical organization
s are open to all stu
dents, -m us ic and
Students should be ab
non-music majors.
le
regardless of musical to make a place for themselves in some
performing group,
background and tastes
experience, and parti
cipation may be repea . Credit is offered for most ensemble
ted with approval of
the conductor.
UAH Choral Orga
nizations
The Concert Choir, the
Chamber Choir, and
literature of the grea
the
t masters of music his Tenor-Bass Chorale perform choral
countries. Admission
tory as well as folk
music of various
rehearsals and perform is by audition with the conductor and
attendance at all
ances is required .
UAH Jazz Ensem
ble
This is a group desig
ne
exposure to a variety d to give the beginning through advanc
ed jaz z musician
of
develop a basic unde jaz z literature and styles. Additionally,
the members will
rstanding of jaz z im
provisation, and, if
encouraged to explore
int
jazz arranging. Atten
dance at all rehearsals erested, will be
is required. An audit
ion with the instructo
and performances
r is also required.
UAH Wind Ensem
bl
The Wind Ensemble e
is a select group of
ex
best available music
literature for wind en perienced musicians who perform the
semb
all rehearsals and co
ncerts is required. An le and concert band. Attendance at
required.
audition with the co
nductor is also
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t promotes spirit and
UAH Pep Band
ization of students tha
an
org
al
ents are
sic
mu
a
is
and scholarship recipi
The Pep Band
letic events. Members
ath
of
ty
rie
va
a
at
enthusiasm
chosen by audition.
o
season consisting of tw
20 05 with a successful
t.
of
en
ll
ev
Fa
or
the
tdo
in
n
ou
ga
an
be
d
y festivals an
Theatre at UAH
pla
te
nu
mi
ten
o
tw
are
s,
dents
one act
cular and interested stu
full length plays, two
curricular and co-curri
th
ntact Mr.
bo
Co
is
rk.
m
wo
gra
e
pro
urs
co
ma
The dra
Drama Club or
the
gh
ou
thr
r
he
eit
urged to get involved
eld@uah.edu.
5A, 824-6909) at harw
32
H
(M
ell
rw
Ha
vid
Da

Drama

etics
Intercollegiate Athl

uth Conference.
member of the Gu lf So
a
d
an
l
oo
sch
II
ion
viding the studentUAH is an NCAA Divis
ercollegiate sports pro
int
14
rs
ing
so
on
sp
t
en
thin a structured sport
The athletic departm
ete intercollegiately wi
mp
the
co
th
to
y
wi
nit
lel
rtu
ral
po
pa
op
in
ment
athlete with the
,
nal growth and develop
cer
rso
soc
pe
,
e
all
nc
ha
etb
sk
en
ba
d
,
an
ey
environment
n are ice hock
me
for
red
so
,
on
all
sp
s
yb
ort
lle
Sp
tball, vo
goals of the institution.
men are basketball, sof
wo
for
rts
spo
;
ck
tra
d
cross country, tennis an
d track.
cross country, tennis an
me a prominent
Baseball (Men)
UAH has already beco
d
an
,
96
19
of
g
rin
sp
the
nationally known
Baseball was added in
lf South Conference is
Gu
e
Th
.
AA
NC
d
an
games will be played
competitor in the GSC
Beginning in 2008 home
.
all
seb
ba
for
ce
ren
as a premier confe
at the UAH campus.
d Women)
ing competition
Basketball (Men an
, and UAH enjoys excit
all
etb
sk
ba
in
C
GS
the
ll.
Competition is high in
campus in Spragins Ha
mes that are played on
ga
all
etb
sk
ba
its
g
rin
du
and Women)
is founded on
Cross Country (Men an individual sport, cross country at UAH
y
all
nual invitational
While running is basic
The team hosts an an
rit.
spi
d
an
ort
eff
a philosophy of team
er.
competition in Septemb

strong hockey
Ice Hockey (Men)
uth," building a very
So
the
of
al
pit
Ca
y
ke
oc
. The Chargers have
UAH is the original "H
ters from points north
ska
as
in
ll
we
as
rs
ye
t few years, winning
program with local pla
ampionships in the las
Ch
all
AA
of
e
NC
sit
of
the
er
r,
mb
competed in a nu
at the Von Braun Cente
el.
capacity home crowds
ete at the Division I lev
1996 and 1998 before
, UAH began to comp
00
20
ar
ye
the
In
s.
home game
omen)
Games are played on
Soccer (Men and W
m around the world.
fro
rs
ye
pla
t
rac
att
leader in the GSC in
The soccer teams
R has been a soccer
UA
s.
pu
cam
on
d
ate
Charger Field loc
recent years.

competed at or near
Softball (Women)
h level and UAH has
hig
a
at
s
ay
alw
is
C
07 home games will be
Competition in the GS
1996. Beginning in 20
in
son
sea
l
ura
ug
ina
the top since its
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played on the UA H

campus.

Tennis (Men and
Women)
The Charger tennis
programs provide an
opportunity for comp
and doubles. Home
etition in both single
matches are played
s
at the Charger Tenn
Spragins Hall on ca
is Center, located ne
mpus.
xt to
Track (Men and W
omen)
In 2001, Women's
track and Field wa
s added to the varsi
followed by me n's tra
ty athletics program
ck and field in 2003
. Track and field ha
at the NC AA Regio
s had a representative
nals every year since
it joined the GSC.
Volleyball (Wom
en)
UA H volleyball is
a consistent leader
in GSC competition.
hosts a quality tourn
Th e program annuall
ament, which attrac
y
ts a number of outst
the team was selected
anding teams. In 19
to participate in the
98
NCAA Regionals.
Cheerleading an
d Dance Teams
(Men and Women
The UAH cheerlead
)
ing squad and Danc
e Team are compos
primary purpose is to
ed of students whos
promote spirit and en
e
thusiasm for intercoll
outs are conducted
egiate athletics. Tryfor interested students
based on availability
of participant spots.
Mascot
The UA H mascot,
Charger Blue, bring
s recognition to the
appearances at athlet
University through
ic and community ev
ents throughout the
calendar year.
Intr

amural Sports Pr
ogram

The intramural spor
ts program serves
the recreational ne
through a planned pr
eds of UAH stude
ogram of intramural
nts
athletics and other
activities . The philo
forms of recreationa
sophy of intramural
l
activities at UA H is
have the freedom of
that students should
choice and responsibi
lity for sharing in pla
and administering the
nning, supervising,
program, and that the
contacts, and sportsm
program should foste
anship.
r health, social
All students and me
mbers of the facult
y and sta ff are eli
intramural activities
gible to participate
. The sports offered
in
include basketball,
football, floor hockey
3on-3 basketball, fla
, racquetball, indoo
g
r soccer, 6 pack socc
sandpit volleyball,
er, softball, volleyball
dodgeball, ping pong
,
, badminton, disc go
tournament.
lf and a 2 man go lf

Student Publicat
ions
The Ex po ne nt is the
UA H student newspa
per. The paper is pu
during exams and
blished weekly exce
holidays. The Expo
pt
ne nt office is locate
University Center,
d in Room 104 of
telephone: 824-6090
the
.
Th
student board, is
e Publications Board
responsible for the
, a jo in t facultypolicies, planning ,
coordinating and ov
(selection of edito
erseeing of the Expo
rs)
ne nt and the student
jurisdiction.
publications under its
An art and literary
magazine, the print
ed campus forum fo
sponsored by the Pu
r art and literature,
blications Board. Al
is
l UA H students are
eligible to submit the
ir
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ration
literature for conside
shing to su bm it art or
wi
104,
ne
om
yo
Ro
An
,
n.
ice
tio
off
ca
wo rk for publi
to the Ex po ne nt
rk
wo
the
il
ma
or
n bri ng
for the next issue ca
r.
nte
Ce
ty
Universi

ices
Facilities and Serv
University Housing

using facilities to
offers a variety of ho
le
vil
nts
ply
Hu
in
a
am
ab
year students wh o ap
Th e University of Al
population. All firstnt
ll
de
Ha
stu
e
ce
ers
en
div
sid
its
Re
Ca mp us
me et the ne ed s of
igned to the Central
r
ass
ou
be
to
ll
ply
wi
ap
y
ing
ma
us
nd-year residents
for Universi ty ho
co
Se
.
91
19
of
ll.
l
Ha
fal
ence
ed in the
North Campus Resid
(CCRH) , wh ich op en
k Fr an z Hall and the
an
So uth ea st
Fr
to
,
lls
ply
ha
ap
e
y
nc
ma
ide
e
ne we st res
or 21 years of ag
tus
sta
ior
jun
st
designed
lea
ms
at
vate roo
Residents who are of
and NC RH have pri
RH
CC
th
Bo
.
H)
EC
Ca mp us Housing (S
d.
ph ys ica lly challenge
for students who are
telephone line;
tion and a dedicated
ec
nn
co
on
isi
ev
tel
cable
UA H' s mainframe
All suites have basic
t provides access to
tha
up
ok
ho
r
ute
mp
co
each be dro om ha s a
et.
ern
Int
the
and
mp us and
ated in the ce nte r of ca
loc
ll
ha
e
nc
ide
res
al
tradition
. This bridge
an enclosed walkway
CC RH is a seven-story
by
C)
(U
r
nte
Ce
ty
iversi
the Ch arg er Cafe,
is connected to the Un
all-weather access to
es
vid
d
pro
UC
the
om , the bookstore an
connecting CC RH to
ce store, a game ro
ien
en
nv
co
a
s,
en
Jaz zm an 's and Fresh
eting rooms .
ities, offices and me
various student activ
iversity Fitness
ar the library, the Un
ne
are
RH
NC
d
an
Hall
science and natural
CC RH , Fr an k Franz
rsing , administrative
nu
s,
art
l
era
lib
for
ms
air-conditioned fourCenter, and classroo
private be dro om in an
,
ted
rpe
s an
ca
a
s
ha
nt
te. Ev ery be dro om ha
sciences. Ea ch res ide
only one oth er suitema
th
eewi
thr
a
th
d
ba
an
a
s
sk
are
de
a
sh
,
rs, a bo ok sh elf
person suite and
we
dra
of
est
ch
a
les
e,
accent tab ,
a wa rdr ob
extra-long tw in be d,
table an d chairs, sofa,
dy
stu
a
th
wi
d
he
nis
are fur
rigerator, microwave
position ch air. Suites
chen wi th a small ref
kit
ni
,
mi
a
s
ha
RH
ment-size refrigerator
and lounge chairs. CC
kitchens with an apart
ni
,
mi
nts
ve
me
ha
art
ap
RH
m)
NC
e-bedroo
and sink. FF H an d
contains 33 studio (on
a
o
m,
als
roo
RH
g
tin
NC
ee
k.
n/m
sin
microwave and
facilities , a recreatio
lass students . La un dry
ntain co mp ute r
reserved for upper-c
H and CC RH also co
FF
le.
ab
ail
av
are
e
servic
study room and mail
ic sm art card.
ings is by an electron
ild
bu
the
to
ss
ce
Ac
labs.
ings
nine three-story build
ists of a cluster of
ns
nte r
co
Ce
ss
ing
ne
us
Fit
Ho
ty
us
rsi
Southeast Ca mp
ll, ne ar the Unive
Ha
n
iso
ad
M
ar
ne
d)
ht Drive
ncy (share and
located on John Wrig
. Bo th double-occupa
ms
oo
ssr
cla
ce
en
sci
g and
ailable in Southeast
and mo st engineerin
droom suites are av
-be
ee
thr
in
s
om
21 years of age. In
single (private) be dro
ior or above or at least
jun
g
kin
ran
nts
de
stu
available for graduate
Ca mp us Hous ing for
private apartments are
d
m
he
nis
fur
un
m
roo
ral of the one-bedroo
addition , one-bed
an d/o r children . Seve
ses
ou
sp
th
wi
nts
de
students or stu
nts .
ble to disabled stude
apartments are accessi
th
ro om, full kitchen wi
Ho us ing has a living
st
ea
an
uth
th
So
wi
in
m
ite
oo
su
le ba thr
Each thr ee-bedroom
ing area, and doub
oven and sin k, din
,
ge
ran
,
tor
era
rig
ref
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adjoining vanity are
a. The units are air-co
nditioned, carpeted
a sofa, a loveseat,
and are furnished wi
a lounge chair, acce
th
nt tables, and a din
Bedrooms have extra
ing table with chair
-long twin beds , stu
s.
dy desks and chairs,
a built-in closet. Al
chests of drawers, an
l Southeast Campus
d
Housing residents ha
room, a mail ro om
ve the use of a laund
, meeting space an
ry
d a computer loung
available in the large
e. Ample parking
lot east of the comp
is
lex . A sandpit volle
of the Southeast co
yball court in the ce
mplex and intramur
nter
al fields surroundin
recreational spaces
g the area provide
for residents .
CC RH , FF H and NC
RH have a full time,
live-in Resident Direc
Student Resident As
tor and at least one
sistant (RA) on each
floor. Southeast Ca
Resident Director an
mpus is staffed with
d a team of RA 's. RA
a
's develop activities
assistance to student
and programs, prov
residents, serve as lia
ide
isons to other Unive
help create a reside
rsity departments an
ntial community tha
d
t contributes to eff
personal and social
ective student learn
growth , and individu
ing,
al responsibility.
Any admitted stude
nt to UA H is eligib
le for assignment to
Housing Applicatio
University Housing
n Packet is mailed to
.A
every student who ap
is available on line at
plies for admission
www.housing .uah.e
or
du. Room assignmen
confirmation of admi
ts are contingent up
ssion. Priority for
on
assignment is based
standing (first year
upon academic class
student, graduate stu
dent, etc .) and the
application and comm
date of receipt of the
itment fee.
All single students
sign a academic ye ar
room contract, (late
12 month contract
August-early May)
(late August-early
or
August), depending
charges are due wh
on location. Housing
en tuition is due ea
ch
academic semester.
single students is av
Summer housing fo
ailable in Southeast
r
Campus Housing un
contract or in FF H on
der a separate summ
the 12-month floor.
er
The room contract fo
student apartments
r family and gradua
is for twelve month
te
installments are due
s (late August-early
monthly.
August) and rent
Current rates and ad
ditional information
are all available fro
606-A John Wright
m the Housing Offic
Drive (256/824-610
e,
8) or on line at hous
and group tours of
ing
.uah.edu . Individual
UA H Housing ma y
be arranged by appo
Admissions Office.
intment through the

University Food
Service
Through the delivery
of an exceptional
food program, the
provided with optio
UA H community is
ns , quality, and conv
enience.
The Charger Cafe is
an "All You Ca n Ea
t" dining area. The
as Ultimate Dining
menu program is kn
and features rotating
own
formats of food pr
Pizzarette , The Gr
esentation : Classics,
ille, Performance
Station, Soup ' n Sa
Vegetarian Selectio
lad , Sub' n Sandwi
ns, Desserts and Be
ch ,
verages. A spaciou
adjacent patio is av
s dining room with
ailable for all guests.
an
M om 's features tw
o popular dining
concepts - Freshens
Freshens is the large
and Jazzrnan 's Ca
st custom-blended
fe.
smoothie retailer in
the most popular sm
the country and one
oothie and frozen yo
of
gurt and treats conc
A perfect location fo
epts in the United St
r a healthy snack or
ate
s.
meal. Jazzrnan 's Ca
shop menu and atm
fe provides a coffee
osphere ; great for
early morning meeti
ngs, quick lunches,
or
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sh-baked gourmet
urmet coffees, teas, fre
go
d
we
bre
ly
esh
Fr
s.
ty of choices for all to
afternoon coffee break
iches provide a varie
dw
san
d
an
s
ad
sal
,
muffins and cookies
enjoy.
areas of campus.
nter as well as other
Ce
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rsi
ive
Un
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d
e of each dining area.
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posted near the entranc
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n
tio
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op
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ho
The
. Each time
rd for meals or snacks
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g
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in a new
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t is deducted resulting ar food
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ye
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Al
balance.
rd.
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contract in the form of

ter
The University Cen
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The University Cente
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foc
University and is a
ilities
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d
recreational, an
.
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un
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Huntsville co
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educational program
of the co-curricular
mpus
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e
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ned for the en
of the campus. Desig
cial,
so
l,
tua
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et the intell
and programs to me
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en
the
d
an
i,
staff, alumn
of students, faculty,

es, a game room,
d snack facilities, loung
an
g
nin
ty
din
,
ms
roo
ng
ry, and the Universi
The center offers meeti
on desk, an art galle
ati
orm
inf
an
,
ms
TV viewing roo
Bookstore.
nt Government
nt Affairs, the Stude
de
Stu
for
nt
ide
res
-P
ce
nt, Admissions and
The offices of the Vi
tainment, the Expone
ter
En
us
mp
Ca
for
n
nt Services, Charger
Association, Associatio
s, International Stude nt Health Services,
ce
rvi
Se
l
cia
an
Fin
Records, Student
ment Services, Stude
ty Center.
ities, Student Develop
located in the Universi
Central, Student Activ
o
als
are
r
rsa
Bu
the
r and
the Counseling Cente
tion Cards
with picture ID on the
Student Identifica
nt identification card,
de
stu
al
ici
off
Charger Card
the
is
ded on the back. The
The Charger Card
co
en
lly
ca
eti
gn
ma
ation
front and account inform
to:
ss
ce
ac
for
may be used

nter
University Fitness Ce
ts
en
Campus Athletic Ev
k out books)
ec
ch
to
(
Salmon Library
Wellness Center
Residence Halls
tion Services
Computer Labs/Informa
ents
Ev
t
en
Campus Entertainm
pre-deposit of
king account (with a
ec
ch
a
to
r
ila
sim
are
unts
ations. Opening an
The Charger Card acco
s at participating loc
ase
rch
pu
ke
ma
to
ed
es of charger card
funds), and can be us
es. There are two typ
arg
ch
e
vic
ser
no
are
account is free; there
ning and Charger Flex.
accounts: Charger Di
on desk sells a
Information Desk
ormation, the informati
inf
us
mp
ca
ral
ne
ge
ase tickets for
ing
In addition to dispens iversity community may pick-up or purch
un
e
ity points of interest.
variety of items. Th
to campus or commun
ns
tio
ec
dir
e
eiv
rec
campus events, or
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Lounges
A well lit, spacious
lounge, designed as
a place to relax and
with comfortable fu
meet friends, is equip
rniture in an atrium
ped
setting.
Game Room
Located in the lower
level of the Center,
the game room has
pong tables. Two TV
pool tables and pinglounges , with cable
TV, are located in the
game room.
Meeting Rooms
The Center has up
to 13 meeting room
s designed for multi
rooms can accomm
purpose functions.
odate meetings from
The
10 to 500 people. Th
number of tables, ch
e Center has a large
airs, portable stages
an
d audio-visual equip
in designing set-up
ment, and can assis
to make any confere
t
nce or meeting a su
ccess.
University Bookst
ore
Located on the low
er level in the Unive
rsity Center, the Un
full service college
iversity Bookstore
bookstore operating
is a
to meet the needs an
UAH Community.
d convenience of the
The University Book
store provides requir
textbooks, a large se
ed and supplemental
lection of technical
and reference books,
educationally price
various study aids, an
d software. The bo
d
okstore also buys us
during the store hour
ed texts from stude
s year round. In ad
nts
dition to these serv
special order any bo
ices, the bookstore
ok in print.
will
In the University
Bookstore, students
can find UA H Camp
insignia gifts, card
us sportswear, UA
s, imprinted noteb
H
ooks, a wide varie
calculators, and a ch
ty of school supp
oice of Art Carved or
lies,
Josten's class rings.

University Fitnes
s Center

The University Fitne
ss Center (UFC) is
conveniently locate
and is open 7 days
d on the UAH camp
a week, over 100 ho
us
urs per week . The
center in Huntsville
UFC is the only fitne
that offers its memb
ss
ers
fitness programs all
a wide variety of he
under one roof. As
alth, wellness, and
a jo in t University an
the primary mission
d Community facilit
of the UFC is to
y,
recreational activities
provide opportunit
ies for wholesome
that complement da
ily living and increa
its members. The UF
se the quality of life
C is a comprehensiv
of
e facility offering am
swimming, jogging,
ong other activities,
weight training, ba
sk
etball and aerobics.
become members fre
e of charge.
All students may

Computer and N
etwork Services
UAH students have
access to a variety
of microcomputer lab
Personal email acco
oratories on campus
unts are automatica
.
lly generated when
academic careers at
students begin their
UAH. Students living
on campus have acce
central system as we
ss to the university's
ll as to the CNS He
lp Desk which troub
computer problems.
leshoots individual

Campus Security
The mission of the
UAH Department of
Public Safety is to
learning by protecti
enhance the quality
ng life and property
of
and to provide a safe
professional service
environment through
s to the UA H comm
unity. The Departm
ent of Public Safet
y
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ort service
ur patrolling and esc
ho
24
es
vid
pro
es,
ng servic
manages campus parki
d.
ste
when reque

rvices
Student Support Se

students and student
Student Affairs
services for individual
es
d
vid
pro
rs
fai
Af
nt
ic, cultural, social an
The Division of Stude
attainment of academ
s
s,
nt'
itie
de
tiv
stu
ac
the
up
s
gro
ate
groups and facilit
inates and supports
grams. The
nt Affairs also coord
tion activities and pro
personal goals. Stude
cia
so
As
t
en
rnm
ve
Go
dent
Judicial Code,
campus events, and Stu rs interprets and administers the Student
fai
ness of student
Division of Student Af
students in their aware ty center, club
s
ist
ass
d
an
hts
rig
nt
rsi
which protects stude
are served by the unive
nt needs and interests
urals, student
de
ram
Stu
.
int
es
,
es
liti
ibi
vic
ns
ser
po
r
res
vices , caree
ser
y
iar
xil
nter and the
au
Ce
e,
ss
lif
ne
seling, Well
un
sports, student
co
,
ng
ini
tra
ip
rsh
, leade
development programs
ograms.
Pr
al
on
ati
ern
Int
Office of
English ,
such as mathematics,
cts
Tutoring Services
bje
su
ic
em
ad
ac
in
, accounting,
available
Tutoring services are
uter science, physics
mp
co
y,
tor
his
es,
guag
ment Services
chemistry, foreign lan engineering. Contact the Student Develop
d
are free to all UAR
biological sciences, an
Room 113. Services
r,
nte
Ce
for
ty
rsi
ive
Un
call (256) 824-6203
Office, located in the
or receive help may
or
tut
to
ing
sir
de
students. Students
application at UC 113.
information or make
l services designed
Counseling Center
specialized professiona
es
vid
pro
R
UA
at
r
development. Many
The Counseling Cente
personal, and social
ic,
te
em
ad
ac
ir
the
in
urse of their collegia
to assist students
ies that affect the co
ult
pe
fic
co
dif
nts
l
de
na
stu
rso
lp
pe
he
ter
to
students encoun
short-tern therapy
arge to all
seling Center provides
services are free of ch
experience. The Coun
ing
sel
un
Co
.
ills
sk
w
rn ne
ff is committed to
with stress and/or lea
dits at UAR. The sta
cre
re
mo
or
3
in
led
unds. Services are
students currently enrol
from diverse backgro
als
du
ivi
American
ind
of
s
l guidelines of the
ica
meeting the need
eth
the
th
wi
e
accordanc
es not go on a
confidential and in
counseling sessions do
m
fro
on
ati
orm
Inf
(on campus or
tion.
Psychological Associa
to any other individuals
sed
ea
rel
t
no
is
d
an
ord
uations as mandated
student's academic rec
io n- ex ce pt in rare sit
iss
rm
em,
pe
n
itte
wr
s
nt'
relationships , self-este
oft) without the stude
ty of concerns such as
rie
and
va
a
ms
ble
for
in
pro
me
ing
co
pression , sleep
de
by law. Students
s,
ern
nc
co
ily
re
fam
mo
/ for
t anxiety,
w.uah.edu/counseling
time management, tes
ww
at
e
ag
bp
6)
we
r
(25
ou
at
See
Center
stress management.
ntact the Counseling
co
nt,
me
int
po
ap
an
ule
ty Center.
information . To sched
om 113 in the Universi
Ro
by
me
co
or
3
20
824-6
educational
Services
to providing an equal
d
Disability Support
itte
mm
co
is
)
SS
(D
rvices
nt who has a
Disability Support Se
abilities . Any stude
dis
th
wi
nts
de
stu
d
alifie
activities can
opportunity for all qu
its his or her learning
lim
lly
tia
tan
bs
su
t
tha
n
. DSS collaborates
documented conditio
emic support services
ad
ac
ate
pri
pro
ap
of
vices are provided to
request coordination
ensure appropriate ser
to
ff
sta
d
an
y,
ult
with students , fac
th our office.
students registered wi
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Students must self-iden
tify to be eligible for acc
ommodations and other
services on campus.
disability
If a student self-ident
ifies to a member of
community, the student
the campus
must be given a referral
to DSS. The student can
whether or not to regist
cho
er for services. Services
are provided in accordanc ose
federal law. To be eligib
e with
le for services, students
must provide document
the disability from
ation of
an appropriate practi
tioner. See ou r we
www.uah.edu/counseling
bpage at
/disability for more
information. To sch
appointment contact DS
edule an
S through the Counseling
Center at (256) 824-620
113 University Center.
3 or Room
Office of Internation
al Programs and Se
rvices
The Office of Internation
al Programs and Services
, under the direction of the
and VP for Student Affai
Provost
rs, assists international
students as they seek sol
academic and personal
utions to
problems, adapt to Ameri
can culture and life on cam
comply with university
pus, and
expectations and requir
ements. The office
assimilation programs,
provides
such as Meet and Greet
at the Huntsville Airport
in the U.S., facilitates int
upon arrival
ernational activities, con
ducts cross-cultural deve
workshops, and serves
lopment
as ombudsman on cam
pus for students. The
conducts international
OIPS also
exchange programs wi
th the assistance of the
community, as UAH ext
Huntsville
ends its mission to the glo
bal arena. For more inf
contact OIPS at (256)
ormation,
824-6055, e-mail at oip
@uah.edu, or visit the
http://oip.uah.edu.
website at
Multicultural Affairs
The Office of Multicult
ural Affairs (OMA), a un
it of the Office of the Pro
Vice President for Ac
vost and
ademic Affairs, assists
the University in pro
atmosphere that is welco
viding an
ming, supportive and rew
arding for students from
cultural backgrounds.
Students are encourage
diverse
d to achieve and aided
academic excellence wh
in attaining
ile learning to be com
petitive with their pee
endeavors to foster an un
rs. OMA
derstanding and a respec
t for cultural diversity thr
the UAH community.
oughout
Programs are designed
for minority as well as
students in order to
non-minority
pro mo te a sense of
community and accep
multiculturalism and rac
tance of
ial tolerance on the UAH
campus. Students may
Office of Multicultural
contact the
Affairs in Morton Hall,
Room 220, or telephon
(oma@uah.edu).
e 824-6822
Wellness Center (Stu
dent Health Service
s)
The services of the Welln
ess Center are available
to students emolled for
semester. Services ava
the current
ilable include treatment
of illnesses and injuries,
health care and health
preventive
counseling. There is a
nominal fee for an office
additional minimum cha
visit with
rges for laboratory testin
g and medications. The
Center is located in the
Wellness
University Center, Room
203. The Center is open
through Friday 8:15 a.m
Monday
. to 5:00 p.m . The teleph
one number is (256) 82
4-6775.
Preschool Learning
Center
The preschool is provid
ed in part by the Universi
ty Preschool Parents As
accommodate students,
sociation to
faculty, and staff, as
well as the public. A
environment is provided
stimulating
daily at the center, accord
ing to a fundamental ph
that learning should be
ilosophy
fun. In addition to cognit
ive development, the cen
attention on the social, ph
ter focuses
ysical, and emotional de
velopment of the children
The center is staffed by
emolled.
professional teachers and
well-qualified teacher aid
of whom is attentive to
es, each
the needs of individual
students. The center has
several
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of student parents. Call
e the various schedules
dat
mo
om
acc
to
ns
pla
attendance
ation.
(256) 837-9553 for inform

rvices
Academic Support Se
nter
Academic Resource Ce
and coordinating center for
r serves as an information
nte
Ce
rce
sou
Re
c
ects a tutoring
mi
ade
Ac
e
Th
UAH. The center also dir
at
es
vic
ser
t
por
sup
t
den
learning . The
all academic and stu
port and enhance freshman
sup
to
ed
ign
des
m
gra
pro
support to entering
and mentoring
on providing advice and
s
use
foc
m
gra
pro
g
rin
peer mento
lassmen and through small
e interactions with upperc
-on
m,
-on
one
h
oug
thr
en
freshm
In the peer tutoring progra
l study and survival skills.
r,
era
cto
tru
gen
ins
on
ns
the
h
sio
wit
ses
ng
up
gro
courses and, worki
lar
ticu
par
to
ed
on
ign
dis
ass
student tutors are
e center is located in Ma
ll as individual tutoring. Th
offer study sessions as we
Hall.

opportunities for
Writing Center
ll, is designed to increase
Ha
n
rto
Mo
in
d
ate
loc
r,
one-on-one and in
The Writing Cente
r tutoring. Students work
pee
h
oug
thr
ng
rni
lea
ed
l assignments; plan,
student center
er understand college-leve
oth
h
eac
p
hel
to
ups
ons; and develop critical
small gro
ers; prepare oral presentati
pap
t
edi
and
ation, call
,
ise
rev
ze,
organi
all students. For more inform
to
n
ope
is
r
nte
Ce
g
itin
thinking skills. The Wr
824-2363.

pport Centers
College Academic Su
r
a
emic Advisement Cente
General College Acad
who are undecided about
ts
den
stu
for
nt
me
ise
adv
ic
ts,
dem
den
aca
stu
This center offers
non-degree seeking
and early start students, for
ated in 108 Madison Hall.
major, for dual enrollment
loc
is
dents. The office
stu
d
itte
adm
ally
ion
dit
ah.edu).
and for con
inator at 824-6290 (clayj@u
ord
Co
y,
Cla
ie
Jam
.
Ms
ct
Conta
tive Science
ministrative Science
College of Administra
ce is located in the Ad
tan
sis
As
c
mi
ade
Ac
of
-Rush (824-6024).
The Office
ed by Ms. Bernice Pitsis
ect
dir
is
and
,
102
m
roo
ed through this office .
Building,
angements may be obtain
arr
ng
ori
tut
and
ent
em
Advis
nce during scheduled office
ulty are available for assista
fac
e
enc
Sci
e
207, 214 and
tiv
tra
nis
mi
Ad
ond floor of ASB in rooms
sec
the
on
d
ate
loc
are
s
lab
hours. Computer
215.
g
eering
College of Engineerin
e is located in the Engin
ing Student Affairs Offic
Sherri
Dr.
an,
De
iate
soc
The College of Engineer
ion of the As
ect
dir
the
der
Un
.
rdi
157
and coo nates
Building , room
hensive advising services
pre
com
ers
off
ice
off
Messimer, the
ation.
Phone 824-6877 for inform
tutoring when requested.

n Hall 216.
College of Liberal Arts
nk Bell, is located in Morto
Fra
.
Mr
or,
vis
Ad
c
mi
ade
st meet with Mr.
The Liberal Arts Ac
d a Program of Study mu
file
not
e
hav
o
wh
ts
den
ointment at 824-2867
Liberal Arts stu
registering. Call for an app
ore
bef
ng
nni
pla
le
edu
Bell for sch
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(bellf@uah.edu). The
college maintains a stu
dent computer lab in
Library. In addition,
the Salmon
there is a Foreign La
nguage Lab in Morto
Sociology Library in MH
n Hall 300, a
344, and a Women's Stu
dies Resource Center in
MH 254.
College of Nursing
The Office of Nursing
Student Affairs is loc
ated in room 207 of
Building, and is directed
the Nursing
by Ms. Laura Mann (82
4-6742, mannl@uah.ed
students should visit the
u). Nursing
office for advisement
and other academic nee
college also maintains
ds. The
a Learning Resource Ce
nter on the forth floor of
Building, directed by Ms
the Nursing
. Andrea Payne (824-613
9, paynea@uah.edu).
College of Science
The Science Academic
Advisor, Ms. Morgan Le
wis (824-6605, lewism
located in the Material
@uah.edu) is
s Science Building roo
m 206C. Advising is
students until they declar
provid
e a major, after which
they are assigned to a dep ed for
advisor. Each departm
artmental
ent in the College of
Science provides its ow
services, including tut
n student
oring. Information can
be obtained in the dep
offices. There are, howe
artmental
ver, specialized support
centers maintained by
They include:
the college.

Mathematics Learning
Center
The Mathematics Learn
ing Center (MLC), locate
d on the second floor of
Library, is the center
the Salmon
for computer assisted
instruction in mathema
(Basic Algebra), and MA
tics. MA 004
112 (Precalculus Algeb
ra) are taught in a co
assisted format, with a
mputer
mixture of traditional
lecture and individual
MLC. The MLC is op
wo rk in the
en only to current MA
004 and MA 112 studen
approximately 40 hours
ts. It is open
pe r we ek and is staffe
d by mathematics facult
teaching assistants, and
y, graduate
undergraduate student
assistants with a math ma
jor.
Mathematics Tutoring
Center
The Mathematics Tutor
ing Center provides tut
oring in MA 107, MA
MA 115, MA 120, MA
110, MA 113,
171, and MA 172. The tut
oring center is convenien
in the Applied Sciences
tly located
Building where mo st of
the mathematics course
and is staffed by gradu
s are taught,
ate assistants. The hours
of the tutoring center
semester to semester. Fo
vary from
r more information, ple
ase call the Mathematic
Department at 824-647
al Sciences
0, or visit ou r web site
at http://www.math.uah.e
du.
Mathematics Comput
er Laboratory
The Mathematics Comp
uter Laboratory has app
roximately 20 computer
with a variety of mathe
s equipped
matical software packag
es including Maple, MA
various tutorial programs
TLAB, and
. Located in the Applied
Science Building, the Ma
Computer Lab is open
thematics
only to students enrolled
in math courses, and a
required in the Lab. It
student ID is
is open approximately
35 hours pe r we ek and
undergraduate student ass
is staffed by
istants. Fo r more inform
ation, please call the Ma
Sciences Department at
thematical
824-6470, or visit our we
bsite at http://www.math
.uah.edu.
Calculus Workshop
The Calculus Worksho
p is provided for studen
ts in MA 171 (Calculu
(Calculus B), and MA
s A), MA 172
201 (Calculus C). The
workshop is designed
schedule of these classe
to follow the
s, providing additional
practice for current top
emphasizing the connec
ics as well as
tions and relationships
to past topics. Studen
problems that range fro
ts work on
m basic to challenging
. The methods employe
d are varied,
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individual work. The
practice to small group and
ded
gui
culus
and
up
gro
ole
wh
from
ts' understanding of cal
to help improve studen
is
the
d
hop
nde
rks
atte
wo
e
the
hav
o
of
l
wh
goa
skills. Students
g
vin
sol
mble
n
pro
tha
ve
s
pro
sse
culus cla
concepts and im
tly done better in their cal
ten
sis
con
e
the
hav
t
l
pas
cal
the
ase
workshop in
information, ple
t attended. Fo r more
at
students who have no
or visit ou r we b site
70,
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partment at 824
De
ces
ien
Sc
al
tic
ma
Mathe
http://www.math.uah.edu.
r
ing 200) from
Physics Success Cente
tral location (Optics Build
cen
a
e
vid
pro
to
sts
exi
r
from experienced
The Success Cente
ences can seek guidance
sci
al
sic
phy
the
in
ts
Physics Department
which studen
The center is supported by
.
rge
cha
of
e
fre
nel
son
ll as on-gong tutoring .
tutoring per
ntary class materials as we
me
ple
sup
es
vid
pro
and
faculty

Career Services

ources throughout all
students with valuable res
es
vid
pro
es
vic
Ser
r
ree
elopment includes selfUAH Ca
pment process. Career dev
elo
dev
eer
car
exploration
the
of
s
aspect
values and abilities) , career
,
sts
ere
int
al
son
per
ing
and job search
assessment (discover
s and exploring options),
ice
cho
eer
car
to
ent
ssm
(applying self-asse
cessful job search).
knowledge to conduct a suc
(developing the skills and
career assessment tools to
counseling and a variety of
eer
car
ues
ers
off
es
vic
Ser
r
Caree
l abilities, interests and val
tes discover their individua
n to
itio
add
In
s.
jor
ma
e
assist students and gradua
leg
col
relevant career choices and
ers
and relate these factors to
nseling, the office also off
cou
eer
car
l
dua
ivi
ind
and
nt
to
me
d
ess
age
ass
our
eer
dents are enc
providing car
111) twice each year. Stu
CS
(O
ss
cla
ion
rat
plo
Ex
a Career
lege tenure.
sibilities early in their col
start exploring career pos
Center, including
le in the Career Resource
ilab
ava
are
ces
our
res
n
n on a wide variety
Career exploratio
other sources of informatio
and
s,
icle
art
,
eos
vid
ks,
rce Center also houses
reference boo
jors. The Career Resou
ma
e
y
leg
col
and
ns
tio
of occupa
ary information, compan
search related issues , sal
l
job
Fal
on
ual
ks
ann
e
boo
Th
us
n.
ero
atio
num
te school inform
dua
gra
and
es,
ori
on
ect
ati
dir
literature , employer
ellent career explor
ation Days offer an exc
with students about
and Spring Career Inform
le
ployers are availab to talk
em
ure
fut
ial
ent
pot
as
opportunity,
yees they hire.
ns, and the types of emplo
their companies, professio
are
employment opportunities
and off campus part-time
ool
sch
in
ile
wh
e
enc
eri
exp
Job listings for on campus
rk
olled students. Gaining wo
available for currently enr
duation.
gra
n
upo
ent
ym
plo
em
g
findin
can be a big advantage in
H alumnus who wishes job
graduate student and UA
ng
eki
-se
ree
ir resume
deg
,
ior
sen
Each
by submitting a copy of the
ice
off
the
h
wit
r
iste
reg
y
nce at least 9
search assistance ma
ts should register for assista
den
Stu
m.
for
n
atio
istr
reg
ess to the Resume
and filling out a
tered individuals have acc
gis
Re
n.
tio
dua
gra
to
or
listings, and on-campus
months pri
fessional employment job
pro
reer
line
on
m,
gra
pro
Referral
the Fall and Spring Ca
ld in conjunction with
He
to
.
ts
ties
den
uni
stu
ort
for
opp
ty
uni
iew
interv
provide an opport
ys
Da
iew
erv
Int
rs,
rch
Fai
sea
Information Days/Job
d interviews. Other job
one-on-one in pre-schedule
Resume Writing,
interview with companies
ted each semester on
duc
con
s
hop
rks
wo
e
lud
individual appointments
resources inc
rch Strategies, as well as
Sea
Job
and
,
ills
Sk
ing
Interview
on these subjects.
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UA R Career Services seeks
to provide students and alumn
i with the knowledge to
make informed career choice
s and the personal skills to rea
ch their career objectives.
To schedule an appointme
nt, call 824-6612 or going
by Room 117 of the
Engineering Building betwee
n 8:15 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. Mo
nday through Friday.
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Academic Programs
Library

333 Salmon Library
Telephone: (256) 824-6540
Email: library@email.uah.edu

Dean:

Wilson Luquire, Ph.D.
ore, Olson, Ong,
Coleman, Haefele, Hullett, Mo
Professor Luquire; Lecturers
Parrish , Vaughan.
complete their
ents with the skills necessary to
stud
es
vid
pro
rse
cou
h
arc
rese
Library
s. The methods and
e for successful professional live of research and
academic studies and to prepar
e
l support students in a lifetim
materials covered in class wil
.
tive
elec
an
as
red
offe
is
rse
learning. A Library research cou

Bibliography (BIB)
(2 hrs)
Research
100 Introduction to Library
libraries and their
sity
ver
ation and use of uni
aniz
org
the
to
ents
stud
ces
Introdu
g reference materials,
sful research techniques utilizin
collections . Focuses on succes
erized information
ment documents, and comput
indexes and abstracts, govern
and computerized
nal
lications of both traditio
sources. Includes practical app
resources. Lab Fee: $10 .

M. Louis Salmon Library

facility which
sed in a 105,000 square foot
hou
is
rary
Lib
n
mo
Sal
is
Lou
The M.
ade, six computer
ch wing with an Information Arc new high-tech
includes a state-of-the-art high-te
supported in the facility. Several UAH digital
labs . Over 250 workstations are
a new
for multi-database searching and
projects include Super Search
collections project.
University. It has
ic and research programs of the
of over 500,000
The Library supports the academ
ion
lect
t volumes, a selective col
in microform
a collection of over 325 ,000 prin
als
teri
ma
,000
tions, and over 600
lica
pub
nt
me
ern
gov
tes
Sta
rm materials, the
United
addition to books and microfo
and manuscript collections . In
s and other serials in
n of books, journals, newspaper
Library offers a broad selectio
60,000 electronic
ost
0 electronic periodicals, alm
campus via the
electronic form . Over 100,00
off
and
on
h
can be accessed bot
es
bas
data
375
r
ove
and
ks
boo
y Archives/Special
du. In addition, the Universit
Library website at http://lib.uah.e
g in space and local
unique collections specializin
Collections offer a number of
history.
to UAH faculty
are available without charge
All materials from the Library
Library. Reciprocal
by request through the Salmon
ic libraries and
members and graduate students
dem
in force with over 100 aca
borrowing agreements are also Alabama Academic Libraries (NAAL). The
of
to its 10 million
particularly with the Network
University of Illinois for access
the
h
wit
Library has a contract
eral consortia that
The Library is a member of sev
books and 100,000 serial titles.
erials.
pro vide access to research mat
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Reference services are pro
vided not only electronical
ly through the Library's vir
reference option but also by
tual
sub
The librarians are able to ass ject specialist librarians who staff the reference des
k.
ist students in finding inform
phone and to provide librar
ation in person, e-mail , and
y instruction in all of the
Colleges.
For additional informatio
n about the Library, inq
uire at the Circulation De
(256)824-6530, the Refer
sk,
ence Desk, (256)824-652
9 or Interlibrary Loan, (25
6124. Library home page:
6)824http ://www.uah.edu/librar
y.

Cooperative Educatio
n (Co-op) Program

Suzanne Norris , Director
117 Engineering Building
Telephone: (256) 824-6741
Email: coop@uah .edu
Web page: www.uah.edu/co
op

The UAH Cooperative Ed
ucation Program (Co-op)
provides a unique , structu
educational experience
red
for qualified students.
Co-op students gain pra
professional work experi
ctical,
ence while completing deg
ree requirements. Through
integration of classroom
the
theory and professional pra
ctices, students increase
educational understandin
their
g. They also develop a sen
se of responsibility, judgm
and maturity.
ent
Students participating in
the UAH Co-op Program
alternate a minimum of
semesters of full-time study
three
with semesters of full-time
work directly related to the
majors. Work experiences
ir
are progressive in respon
sibilities, monitored by
University, and directly rel
the
ated to the students' academ
ic and career goals. Some
students may complete con
tinuous part-time work ass
ignments concurrently wit
reduced class load.
ha
The UA R Co-op Program
was established in 1979.
Since then, more than 3,5
students have completed
00
work assignments in busine
ss, industry, and governme
These students have enrich
nt.
ed their education and ear
ned more than $52 .5 millio
Currently, approximately
n.
400 students work in Co
-op jobs earning an averag
$9,000 per work term.
e of
Co-op presents a variety of
career options for UAH stu
dents. Most students comple
assignments in the Hunts
ville area, though some cho
te
ose to work with unique
local companies .
nonCo-op students are often
better
students. Approximately 70% prepared to secure full-time employment than other
of Co-ops remain with the
ir company after graduatio
n.
UAH has a premier Co-op
Program, and our students
have been recognized at
university, state, and nat
the
ional levels for their out
standing academic and car
achievements.
eer
Co-op is open to all major
s at UAH, and students in
all undergraduate disciplin
potential candidates for Co
es are
-op positions. To qualify,
students must meet grade
credit hour requirements.
and
All UAH students - regard
less ofr ace , color, religion
age , national origin , disabi
, sex ,
lity or veteran status - are
eligible to apply.
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Honors Program

or
Dr. John S. Mebane, Direct
ll
Ha
n
rto
336 Mo
Telephone : (256) 824-6450
Email: mebanej @uah.edu

nts vill e pro vid es
rsity of Ala bam a in Hu
ive
Un
the
at
m
gra
Pro
Th e Honors
ortunities to develop the ir
raduate students with opp
erg
und
d
.
nte
tale
lly
ica
academ
ed version of the curriculum
hin an expanded and enrich
wit
lls
l
ski
cia
and
spe
e
nts
lud
tale
l
inc
cia
spe
courses
ls reg ula r offerings. Th e
Ho nor s cou rse wo rk paralle
nt study and research,
nde
epe
ind
for
ties
uni
and opport
cial student projects.
interdisciplinary seminars
spe
on
sely with faculty
clo
rk
wo
to
ty
uni
ort
opp
including the
nors Pro gra m affords
from the interaction the Ho
efit
ben
also
ts
den
stu
ing
Participat
hly motivated students.
with other talented and hig
must earn a min imu m of 24
plete the Honors Diploma
mit an approved
Students who wish to com
duation, and they must sub
gra
by
rk
wo
rse
cou
ors
hours in hon
H 499: Honors Senior
jects may be done either in
pro
ior
Sen
t.
jec
Pro
ior
Sen
Honors
dy courses in the student's
h capstone or independent stu
wit
n
ctio
jun
con
in
or
t
jec
Pro
rses in wh ich the student
of 6 semester hours in cou
major or minor. A ma xim um
the 24-hour min imu m for
Project may be included in
den ts' curricula as
produces the Honors Senior
s typically serve in the stu
rse
cou
s
nor
Ho
a.
lom
Dip
electives, so they do
the Honors
and minor requirements, and
jor
ma
R,
GE
y
the
sfy
sati
to
courses
courses of study will var
hours overall. Individual
nal
s
itio
nor
add
Ho
ute
the
stit
te
con
ple
not
y com
discipline. However, to full
um
For
s
nor
Ho
of
rs
depending on the student's
e hou
dents nee d to complete thre
Program of Study, all stu
above, including at least
or
el
-lev
300
the
at
rs)
hou
(6
s
rse
cou
ors
hon
(HlO0); two
Honors Senior Project.
Seminar (H399); and an
y
nar
ipli
isc
erd
Int
s
nor
one Ho
100 toward the 24- hou r
re than four hours of H
mo
no
nt
cou
y
ma
ts
den
Stu
l em oll in EH 105: Honors
freshman honors students wil
requirement. All entering
itional hours by taking other
Students may complete add
dents ma y also
English Seminar (3 hours).
e variety of disciplines. Stu
wid
a
in
s
rse
cou
ors
hon
designated
th permission from the
other academic courses. Wi
in
dit
cre
ors
hon
for
t
contrac
t for honors credit for any
elect to enter into a contrac
y
ma
t
den
stu
a
r,
cto
tru
ins
her ma jor and min or. Th e
including courses in his or
regular academic course,
appropriate to earn honors
t the course content will be
through courses in
honors contract specifies tha
the Honors Senior Project
te
ple
com
to
n
pla
o
wh
ts
ts in those classes so
credit. Studen
d to complete honors contrac
age
our
enc
are
or
min
or
jor
their ma
the Honors Diploma.
that they may count toward
ts in all the colleges.
academically talented studen
tion of the ir AC T or
Th e Honors Program serves
lua
eva
ticipate based on an
par
to
ited
inv
are
en
hm
Entering fres
d to joi n the Honors
des. Students are encourage
gra
ool
sch
h
hig
and
res
SAT sco
gain full advantage of the
of their freshman yea r to
ing
inn
ts
beg
the
at
m
gra
Pro
d UA H and transfer studen
anced curriculum . Intereste
e
hav
o
wh
and
her
pro gra m's benefits and enh
or hig
grade-point average of 3.3
of
s
ent
em
uir
req
all
who have maintained a
te
ple
com
rs of coursework can still
completed less than 29 hou
rs of credit ma y complete
hou
29
n
tha
re
mo
e
hav
o
wh
ose
Th
m.
gra
Pro
s
the Honor
uirements of the Honors
on of the Upper-level Req
leti
mp
Co
for
e
cat
tifi
Cer
the
course wo rk, including 6
requires 12 hours of honors
H 399: Honors
Program. The Certificate
ding at least 3 hours of
clu
(in
ve
abo
or
el
lev
t. Students are
hours at the 300
roved Honors Senior Projec
app
an
s
plu
r),
ina
Sem
y
Interdisciplinar
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encouraged to contact the dir
ector to determine how they
may best participate in the
program.
To completely review the hon
ors course offerings, studen
ts should check the catalog
course listings for each dep
artment. Courses specifical
ly developed for the Honor
Program are listed below.
s
University students who me
et appropriate admissions
standards for the Honors Pro
gram may enroll in honors
courses.
H 100 Honors Forum (1 hr)
Regularly scheduled to enr
ich the experiences of Honor
s Program students using
lectures, concerts, exhibits,
and other events. Provides
exposure to a broad range of
academic disciplines. Prereq
uisite: admission to Honors
Program.
EH lOS(H) Honors Englis
h Seminar (3 hrs)
(See offerings of the Departme
nt of English) Required for
all students who enter the
Honors Program before com
pleting freshman English .
EH 250(H) Honors World
Literature I (3 hrs)
Focuses on major texts from
the ancient world to 1700. Ho
nors English 250 and 251
meet sophomore level lite
rature requirements for the
BS and BA degrees and
constitute a sequence for eng
ineering students.
EH 251(H) Honors World
Literature II (3 hrs)
Focuses on major texts from
1700 to the present.
H 399 Honors Interdiscipl
inary Seminar (3 hrs)
Interdisciplinary study of
a selected topic. The sem
inar will facilitate serious
appraisal of an issue that cro
sses disciplinary boundaries
and that can be explored
using different scholarly me
thodologies.
H 499 Honors Senior Projec
t (1-3 hrs)
Individual research under dir
ection of a faculty advisor.
May be taken for up to 6
semester hours of credit.
For more information concer
ning the Honors Program, ple
ase write the Director of
the Honors Program, The
University of Alabama in
Huntsville, Huntsville, AL
35899, or telephone 256-82
4-6450; email: mebanej@em
ail.uah.edu.

Prelaw Program

To be admitted to an accred
ited law school, the studen
t must have a bachelor's
degree, an acceptable score
on the Law School Admissio
ns Test (LSAT), and, in most
cases, an accumulative grade
point average ofB or better.
The LSAT should be taken
in June or October of the
year before the student pla
ns to enter law school.
Applications to law sch
ool , together with test
scores, transcripts, and
recommendations, should be
submitted to law schools no
later than January 1 of the
year the student plans to beg
in law school.
For specific admission requir
ements, the student should
consult the catalog of the
law school he or she wishes
to attend. In pursuing a prelaw
program at the University
of Alabama in Huntsville, the
student will find that the bes
t preparation during the
first two years is the com
pletion of the general edu
cation requirements. The
Statement on Prelegal Educa
tion of the Association of Am
erican Law Schools notes
that "What law schools seek
in their entering students is
not accomplishment in mere
memorization but accomplis
hment in understanding, the
capacity to think for
themselves, and the ability
to express their thoughts wit
h clarity and force ." The
prelaw student therefore mu
st develop perception and ski
ll in the English language,
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ple are concerned, and the
and values wit h wh ich peo
insight into the institutions
these skills are fostered
lly, and independently. Since
pow er to think clearly, carefu
m should be the prim ary
uirements, completion of the
by the general education req
law student.
concern of the beginning pre
or as preparation for
a particular ma jor or min
No law school rec om me nds
m of study with the aim of
therefore design their pro gra
admission. Students should
ve. Care sho uld be taken
mo tion of the skills listed abo
further development and pro
education requirements,
l
era
the courses in the gen
from
de
Asi
s.
tive
elec
ng
in choosi
al science, eco nom ics,
includes courses in politic
n
ofte
m
gra
pro
law
pre
the
statistics, and com put er
American history, English,
philosophy (especially logic),
admission to law school
ting is recommended. Since
requirements will
science. On e course in accoun
rec om me nde d pro gra ms and
of
tion
ple
com
e,
itiv
pet
is highly com
on.
not necessarily insure admissi
from the pre law advisor,
see k academic counseling
All prelaw students should
(M H 325, 824-2334). The
the Philosophy De par tme nt
Professor An dre w Cling, in
or ord ere d from the Law
y be consulted in his office
official Pre law Ha ndb ook ma
40.
189
Bo x 2000, Ne wto wn PA
School Admissions Services,

Prog rams
tal, preoptometry,
Preprofessional Healt h cou
ld include premedical, preden

ms
cy, pre phy sic al
Preprofessional health progra
ath ic · me dic ine , pre pha rma
eop
ost
pre
,
ine
dic
me
ary
pre vet erin
academic preparatory
ted disciplines. UA H offers
rela
er
oth
ny
ma
and
y,
therap
bac kgr oun d to satisfy a
and provide a bro ad eno ugh
programs, wh ich are flexible
erse fields in the health
ectives, including the div
end ent on goo d
wide variety of career obj
ools, acceptance mig ht be dep
sch
nal
sio
fes
pro
e
som
For
ployers, faculty),
professions.
e recommendations (e.g. em
itiv
pos
e),
rag
ave
ve
abo
.
grades (i.e
quality interview skills
. volunteering, internships),
(e.g
s
nce
erie
exp
ted
rela
lth
hea
Optometry).
scores (e.g. Medical, Dental,
and acceptable admissions test
tal) do so afte r
schools (e.g. medical, den
nal
sio
fes
pro
g
erin
ent
ts
Ma ny studen
academic ma jor or
duate degree. No par ticu lar
gra
/or
and
e
uat
rad
erg
und
an
earning
con sul t wit h the desired
er, it is ver y important to
wev
Ho
ed.
ferr
pre
is
or
min
ments. Competition for
ine specific admission require
professional school to determ
dents sho uld realize tha t
ools is ver y intense and stu
admission to professional sch
em ent s doe s not ins ure
min imu m adm issi on req uir
com ple tion of onl y the
acceptance.
colleges are those wh ich
for admission to medical
Typical of the requirements
:
Ala bam a School of Medicine
follow for the University of
2 hrs
rature 1
English: composition and lite
8 hrs
1.
with laboratory
try
mis
che
l
era
Gen
8 hrs
2.
oratory
Organic chemistry with lab
8 hrs
3.
tory
General bio log y wit h labora
4.
s,
recommended: genetic
(Additional biology electives
y.)
log
embryology, cell bio
8 hrs
tory
General physics wit h labora
5.
or
cs
isti
stat
e
lud
inc
ma y
Two semesters of mathematics
6 hrs
6.
.
nce
scie
er
com put
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Students are advised to cho
ose programs of study acc
ording to individual interes
and abilities so that they ma
ts
y fulfill their maximum aca
demic potential.
Typical of the requirement
s for admission to dental sch
ools are those which follow
for the School of Dentistry
of the University of Alabam
a
in Birmingham:
1.
Biological sciences
2.
Inorganic chemistry (inclu
12 hrs
ding qualitative analysis)
3.
Organic chemistry
8 hrs .
4.
Biochemistry is strongly rec
8 hrs
ommended
5.
Physics (including laborator
4
hrs
y)
6.
Analytic geometry and cal
8
hrs
culus
7.
30 semester hours of non-sc
6 hrs
ience courses to include
English (6 hrs .), history, pol
itical science, economics ,
philosophy, psychology, and
sociology. Courses to
enhance manual dexterity
(sculpture, painting, etc .)
are encouraged.
8.
The completion of a minimu
30 hrs.
m of 90 semester hours of
collegiate work with a maxim
um of 60 semester hours
earned at an accredited jun
ior college.
Students interested in prepro
fessional health programs are
encouraged to contact the
UAH preprofessional adviso
r early in their college career
by calling the Office of the
Dean, College of Science.

Undergraduate College
s,

Majors and Degrees
The undergraduate academ
ic programs of the Universit
y of Alabama in Huntsvill
are administered by five col
e
leges with the following app
roved major programs :
College of Administrativ
e Science
Areas of study in which ma
jors are currently offered are
:
Accounting
Management Information Sys
Finance
tems
Marketing-Management Tra
Management-Business Admin
ck
istration Track
Management-Human Resou
rces Track
Marketing-e-Business Track
Courses are also offered in
business law and managem
ent science.
College of Liberal Arts
Areas of study in which ma
jors are currently offered are
:
Art & Art History
Concentration in Foreign Lan
guages and
International Trade
Communication Arts
Elementary Education
History
English
Music
Foreign Language:
Philosophy
French
Political Science
German
Psychology
Russian
Sociology
Spanish
Other areas with course off
erings are computer-media
ted communication, Japane
Latin, linguistics , statistics
se,
, women's studies, and phy
sical education. Secondary
Education is done in conjun
ction with the major area of
study.
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College of Engineering
ered are:
Areas of study currently off
Electrical Engineering
g
erin
ine
eering
Chemical Eng
Industrial and Systems Engin
Civil Engineering
g
erin
ine
Computer Eng
tion in Mechanical
Mechanical Engineering
Aerospace Engineering Op
g
erin
ine
Eng
l
tica
Op
Engineering
College of Nursing
well as laboratory practice
in the theory of nursing as
n
ctio
tru
ins
e
eiv
rec
s
jor
All ma
beginning-level practice in
tings to prepare them for
set
l
ica
clin
of
iety
var
a
in
degree are qualified to
tes of this first professional
professional nursing. Gradua
red nurses.
apply for licensure as registe
College of Science
:
jors are currently offered are
Areas of study in which ma
tics
ma
Mathe
Biological Sciences
Physics
Chemistry
nce, astronomy,
Computer Science
heric and environmental scie
osp
atm
in
d
ere
off
also
are
Courses
optics, and statistics.

Degrees Offered

raduate degrees of
ted below for the underg
ica
ind
as
ed
vid
pro
are
Programs
Sci enc e in Bu sin ess
of Sci enc e, Ba che lor of
lor
che
Ba
e
s,
Art
of
lor
Ba che
g, and Bachelor of Scienc
of Science in Engineerin
lor
che
Ba
n,
atio
istr
min
Ad
in Nursing.
communication
history, biological sciences,
art
and
Art
s
Art
Bachelor of
English, foreign language,
arts, elementary education,
philosophy, political
history, mathematics, music,
gy.
science, psychology, sociolo
computer science,
try,
mis
che
s,
nce
scie
l
biologica
Ba che lor of Science
mathematics, physics.
Ba che lor of Science in
ement, management
accounting, finance, manag
n
atio
istr
min
Ad
ess
sin
Bu
ting.
information systems, marke
Bachelor of Science
in Engineering
Bachelor of Science
in Nursing

sional specializa
unified programs with profes

tions.

lum .
unified professional curricu

chelor's Degree
degree. (See Double
Dual Degree/Second eBa
double ma jor and earn one
a
hav
to
ose
cho
y
ma
t
h to earn two degrees
A studen
lies to those students wh o wis

app
Major.) The following pol icy
first degree (see Second
gree) or sequentially to a
De
al
Du
e
(se
y
usl
neo
ulta
sim
uld meet with an assigned
ly as possible, a student sho
nt to pursue a
Ba che lor 's Degree). As ear
m of Study form the inte
gra
Pro
the
on
te
ica
ind
to
uirements for each
faculty advisor
dy form must specify the req
Stu
of
m
gra
Pro
The
.
ree
second deg
irs and dean(s).
roval of the appropriate cha
degree and contain the app
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Dual Degree

If a student elects to earn
a second degree simultaneo
usly with a first degree (e.g
B.A. and B.S.), the studen
.,
t must: (1) satisfy all app
licable requirements for eac
degree; (2) earn at least
h
a C average in all UA R
coursework; (3) complete
minimum of 128 hours in
a
the combined degree progra
m; and (4) complete major
and/or minors appropriate
s
to the degrees (a major for
one degree may count as
minor for the other degree).
a

Second Bachelor's De
gr

ee
If a student elects to earn
a second degree at UA R afte
r having earned a first degree
at UA R or another institution
(e.g., B.A. after earning a B.S
(1) satisfy all applicable req
.B.A.), the student must:
uirements for each degree;
(2) earn at least an averag
grade of C in all UAH cou
e
rsework; (3) complete a min
imum of 25% of the total
degree requirements at UA
H for the second degree; and
(4) complete majors and/or
minors appropriate to the deg
rees (a major for one degree
may count as a minor for
the other degree). A specifi
c cou
not have to be repeated; how rse required for both the first and second degree does
ever, only courses completed
after the first degree will
be applied to the minimum
number of hours required for
the second degree.
Graduation with honors rec
ognition for the second bac
helor's degree requires a
minimum of 60 semester hou
rs of coursework taken at UA
H above the requirements
for the first bachelor's degree
. Honors will be determine
d by the grade-point averag
for the last 60 semester hou
e
rs of coursework taken at
UA R above the requirem
for the first bachelor's degree
ents
or all coursework taken at UA
for the first baccalaureate
H above the coursework
degree , whichever is higher
. Honors calculation for the
second bachelor' s degree fol
lows the same procedures
as graduation honors for the
first baccalaureate degree .
Double Major

With approval of the two
appropriate departments,
a student who wishes to
concentrate in two discipline
s may pursue a program of
study that leads to a B.A. or
B.S. degree with a double
major. The minor requirem
ent is waived for students wit
double majors. General edu
h
cation requirements and all
requirements stipulated for
each of the two majors mu
st be completed. The total req
uirements of some programs
may exceed 128 semester
hours.

Declaring a Major

When applying to enter UA
R, prospective students ma
y declare a major or progra
of study. Some students are
m
not yet decided, and may
declare "undecided". The
Colleges of Administrative
Science, Engineering, Libera
l Arts, Science and Nursing
assign advisors. Undecide
d students will be advised
by General College Studen
Advising (GCSA) in room
t
108, Madison Hall. When
a student declares a major,
student will be assigned an
the
advisor by the department cha
ir. At that time the complete
advising folder will be tran
sferre
permanent retention. Sophom d from GCSA to the relevant department chair for
ores who have not declare
d a major will continue to
have their registration for
ms signed in GCSA. For
procedures in the Colleges
Administrative Science, En
of
gineering, Liberal Arts, and
Nursing, contact the advisin
office of the college.
g

Minors and Cognates

Most degree programs in
the Colleges of Liberal Art
s and Science require eith
minor or a cognate. Typic
er a
ally minors are offered in
all major fields of study and
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/400 level; students
twelve of which are at the 300
rk,
wo
of
rs
hou
21
to
18
require
tions of the catalog.
the appropriate subject area por
and
s
isor
adv
ir
the
t
sul
con
uld
sho
gnates are drawn from
cognate in lieu of a minor. Co
Students may also fashion a
minimum of 21 hours.
disciplines and consist of a
two or more closely related
rove cognates.
Advisors and deans must app
for majors do not have
e extensive core requirements
Many degree programs that hav
y opt to add a minor or
ent. Students, however, ma
a minor or cognate compon
work closely with their
study. Again, students should
cognate to their programs of
ely completion of their
tim
ms of study to insure
gra
pro
ir
the
g
ctin
stru
con
in
advisors
degrees.

Prog ram of Stu dy

a student and
ent prepared cooperatively by
um
doc
a
is
form
dy
Stu
of
m
s in preparing the
The Progra
of the Office of Student Record
nce
ista
ass
h
wit
r,
iso
adv
a faculty
cation requirements.
and reviewing general edu
evaluation of transfer credits
ility for ensuring that
leges must assume responsib
Academic departments and col
gram of Study before the
opportunity to develop a Pro
form has been
each of their students has an
m
r. Once the Progra of Study
yea
ore
hom
sop
t's
den
stu
end of the
uals, it becomes a
ed by the appropriate individ
sign
and
ted
ple
com
tely
accura
ilities bearing on both
the University with responsib
and
t
den
stu
the
en
we
bet
t
trac
con
parties .

Change of College

at UAH and desire to
gram of study in one college
pro
a
ng
sui
pur
are
o
wh
ts
Studen
by making application ·
r college may petition to do so
change to a program in anothe
changing programs
s. Academic advisement before y earned credits
usl
at the Office of Student Record
vio
ng credits . Application of pre
n approved.
may help students avoid losi
ined after the transfer has bee
erm
det
be
l
wil
m
gra
pro
new
toward the

irements
General Education Requ
Core Co mpetencies for ntsville is committed to four core competencies
Hu
requirements.
The University of Alabama in

ion
undergraduate general educat
that serve as the foundation for
are :
These four core competencies
aesthetics as
1. Effecti ve communication;
stions of values , ethics , and
2. Ability to deal with que
anities, and the arts ;
ative or
represented in literature, the hum
thod and application of quantit
me
ic
ntif
3. Understanding of the scie
inductive reasoning; and
ial, and political
behavior and economic, soc
social and
4. Understanding of human
the disciplines of history and
structures as represented in
behavioral sciences.
te of Alabama mandated
consistent with those of a Sta
transferability of
These core competencies are
ure
94-303, which ens s the
T
AC
er
und
ent
eem
agr
n
articulatio
institutions.
ar institutions to its four-year
credits from the State's two-ye

Army ROTC Prog ram

iversity of Alabama in
t program, students at the Un
Through the vis iting studen
nt of Military Science
tme
gram in the Depar
Pro
TC
RO
the
in
oll
enr
y
ma
Huntsville
y under the program
A prescribed course of stud
y.
rsit
ive
Un
M
A&
a
bam
at Ala
the national defense
ns of officer leadership within
prepares graduates for positio
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structure. Depending up
on qualifications stude
nts may enroll either
advanced course of stu
in a basic or
dy in the ROTC Progra
m. Specific requiremen
description of the cours
ts and a
es of study are provid
ed in the current Alab
catalog. Students intere
ama A&M
sted in participating in
this program should co
Department of Military
ntact the
Science at Alabama A
& M University and the
Student Records at the
University of Alabama
Office of
in Huntsville.

Introduction to Univ

ersity Life
Introduction to Universi
ty Life (U NV 101) is
a course designed to fac
successful transition of
ilitate the
new students into the UA
H community. This one
elective course will ass
credit hour
ist students in the deve
lopment of academic
skills that contribute to
and personal
success in college, the
workplace, and lifelong
education strategy for
learning. The
the course includes co
operative learning, guide
activities, journal writin
d discovery
g and various assessme
nt measures.

Career Exploration

The Career Exploration
(OCS 111) course is
a one credit hour electi
designed to assist stu
ve course
dents in identifying the
ir interests, abilities ,
personality traits, as the
values and
y relate to the selection
of both a major course
career opportunities . Stu
of study and
dents will also learn eff
ective job search skills.
Lab fee: $10
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e
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International - The Assoc
of member
it corporation comprised
rof
r-p
t-fo
no
a
is
al
on
continuous
The AACSB Internati
to the promotion and
ted
vo
de
ns
tio
titu
ins
and management.
organizations and
business administration
for
ion
cat
edu
r
he
hig
er accrediting agency for
improvement of
ernational is the premi
Int
B
and
CS
AA
,
16
19
in
business administration
Organized
ral degree programs in
cto
do
and
r's
ste
ma
r's,
bachelo
accounting.
siness and Economic
iation for University Bu
soc
As
the
of
er
mb
me
a
fessional association of
The College is
1947, AUBER is the pro
in
d
ize
gan
Or
).
ER
UB
Research (A
universities.
research organizations in
business and economic
Development
ama Small Business
ab
Al
the
of
er
mb
me
seling and training
The College is a
vides management coun
pro
C
BD
AS
e
Th
).
DC
Consortium (ASB
s throughout Alabama.
to small business owner
arch (CMER)
and Economic Rese
nt
me
ge
na
Ma
r
fo
er
Cent
ce Building
350 Administrative Scien
7
40
4-6
82
Telephone: (256)
du
h.e
ua
Email: cmer@
al
economy by helping loc
ion of North Alabama's
It
.
ans
ms
exp
ble
tes
pro
ula
ic
cif
stim
spe
ter
ve
The cen
rtunities and sol
po
op
h
wt
gro
,
e
nce
liz
rea
ista
hnical ass
managers define and
ough management and tec
thr
s
ion
zat
ng
ani
cti
org
du
and
con
serves individuals
c information, and
mic and socio-economi
in technological fields.
dissemination of econo
bu
s is placed on sinesses
asi
ph
em
al
eci
Sp
s.
die
research stu
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Assistance areas inc
lud
business strategy, hu e computer information systems, acco
un
man resource mana
gement, labor relati ting, marketing,
behavior, entrepreneu
ons, organizational
rship, and organizati
onal development.
CMER offers customi
ze
areas include micr d training programs for business and orga
ocomputer applica
nizations. Training
tio
marketing, finance,
competitive position ns , accounting information systems
,
ing, communication,
organizational desig
strategic manageme
n, and international
nt,
business.
The center conducts
research studies for
economic impact stu
organizations. Typic
dies, benefit cost an
al studies include
alysis, market oppo
impact analysis , and
rtunity analysis, fisca
technology assessmen
l
t.
Center for the Man
agement of Scienc
350 Administrative
e and Technology
Building
(CMOST)
Telephone: (256) 82
4-6407
Email: cmost@uah.e
du
The Center for the
Management of Scien
ce and Technology's
improve the state-of
-the-art in the manage
broadest goal is to
ment of organization
impacted by science
s
tha
t are substantially
an
d
tec
hnology. Spec
development of new
practices appropriate ifically, CMOST is devoted to the
for the management
commercial and gove
of high technology
rnmental organization
s. CMOST conducts
new management str
ategies, techniques an
research to develop
d co
high risks and uncerta
inties that characteriz mpetencies to help firms manage the
In addition, the Cent
e Huntsville 's high tec
er's staff does contr
hnology industry.
act research on busin
economic problems
ess, management an
for governmental or
d
ganizations and priva
te industry.
NorthEast Alabam
a Regional Small
Business Develo
225 Church Street
pment Center
Telephone : (256) 53
5-2061
FAX: (256) 535-2050
Email: smallbus@hs
vchamber.org
The NorthEast Alab
ama Regional Small
SBDC) provides as
Business Developme
sistance to small bu
nt Center (NEAR
sinesses and aspiring
mission of NEAR SB
entrepreneurs . The
DC is to "Help small
businesses survive an
provides four types
d grow." The center
counseling, training of as sistance : business management
/workshops , and a res
counseling, startup
ource library.
Small business owne
rs or managers receiv
e professional assistan
operating a business
profitably. This may
ce and direction in
include counseling in
following areas: fin
ancial capital, busin
one or more of the
ess planning, perso
licensing, taxes , int
nnel, record keeping
ellectual property,
,
go
regulations , marketi
ng , commercializatio vernment procurement, governmenta
l
n, Small Business In
programs, market res
novation and Researc
earch, inventory contr
h
ol, or how to conduc
Small business refere
ta
nce materials (books
and videos) are maint feasibility study.
SBDC reference lib
rar
ained in the NEAR
center and use busin y. Small business owners and entrepr
eneurs may visit the
ess planning guides,
watch or check out
dozen videos on
one of more than tw
business manageme
o
nt, or work intera
Electronic Data Inter
ctively with Interne
change demos, and El
t,
ectronic Commerce
information, contact
demos. For additional
the NEAR SBDC at
22
Mailing address: P.
0 . Box 168, Huntsvil 5 Church Street, Huntsville, AL 35801.
le, AL 35804- 0168 .
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n Program
of the business,
Executive Educatio
to assist the members
d
ne
sig
de
is
m
gra
on pro
anges in a complex
The executive educati
keeping abreast of ch
in
s
itie
un
mm
co
tal
en
interactive blend of
industry, and governm
tive Science offers an
tra
nis
on
mi
Ad
of
ge
lle
e-session seminars
environment. The Co
ing ranging from on
e
mm
rat
gra
rpo
pro
co
al
for
on
ed
ati
s custom tailor
sse
management educ
cla
of
e
nc
ue
seq
ve
l
ec uti
a substantia
tion, co nta ct the Ex
specific problems to
. Fo r mo re informa
Phone:
es
nc
9.
89
die
35
au
l
AL
nta
le
me
vil
and go ve rn
UA R, Hunts
2,
20
B
AS
:
ail
M
e.
Offic
executiv@uah.edu.
Education Program
6) 824-6328. Email :
(25
X:
FA
6.
73
4-6
82
(256)
Degrees Offered

chelor of Science
Science offers the Ba
e
tiv
tra
nis
mi
Ad
of
ge
compasses majors in
Bachelor's. The Colle
gree. The B.S.B.A. en
de
)
A.
ntB.
.S.
(B
n
tio
n track, manageme
in Business Administra
siness administratio
bu
ntg-e
me
tin
ge
rke
na
ma
ma
,
,
ck
ce
management tra
g
accounting, finan
tin
rke
ma
,
ck
tra
nagement
human resources ma
systems.
nagement information
ma
d
an
,
ck
business tra
of Administrative
degree in the College
r's
elo
ch
ba
d
on
sec
a
Students may obtain
ing the first degree, in
Science if they:
dits earned while pursu
cre
to
for the
ion
dit
ad
in
e,
degree requirements
I . Complet
25 percent of the total
of
um
nim
mi
a
e
nc
reside
second degree;
the second degree;
ents in effect at the
lude a new major in
Inc
2.
major degree requirem
d
an
ral
ne
ge
's
ge
lle
nd degree.
3. Satisfy the Co
m leading to the seco
gra
pro
the
on
rk
ba
em
time they
e emphasizes the
.). The M.S.M. degre
M
.S.
(M
t
en
em
ag
an
M
esses similar to those
Master of Science in
special needs of busin
the
ing
lud
inc
gy
olo
the National Research
management of techn
. It was recognized by
ion
reg
in the
n
lita
po
tro
me
n with a major thrust
in the Huntsville
programs in the natio
en
with
ete
rs
ge
nin
na
of
e
ma
on
er
as
are
Council in 1991
-level and mid-c
try
en
es
vid
vate
pro
It
pri
.
ology
public and
management of techn
necessary to manage
ge
led
ow
kn
al
tic
ore
the practical and the
.
ns
tio
iza
organ
skills in
culum that develops
rri
cu
ry
ina
ipl
isc
erd
m is an int
nagement. This
The M.S.M . progra
concepts crucial to ma
ral
vio
ha
be
d
an
gy
hnolo
t a wide range of
applying advanced tec
al knowledge abou
tic
cri
th
wi
nts
de
stu
ance , management,
curriculum supplies
unting, economics, fin
co
ac
in
de
ork
ew
urs
co
systems, the worldwi
organizations through
nagement information
l
ca
ma
thi
g,
l-e
tin
ica
rke
lit
ma
po
,
lds
the legal socia
d
quantitative metho
an
ns
tio
iza
an
org
ment of
dimension of manage
tions.
iza
an
org
of
environment
gree to broaden their
graduates seek the de
g
rin
ee
gin
en
d
an
ce
management. Highly
Highly qualified scien
mselves for careers in
the
re
pa
ste r's
pre
d
an
d
un
requirements for a ma
educational backgro
be able to complete the
the
y
nd
ma
s
yo
be
ate
du
rk
gra
wo
e
ess
full-time cours
qualified busin
of
ar
ye
al
in
ion
d
dit
ule
ad
one
are sched
degree by completing
yed students, courses
plo
em
of
s
ld
ed
ou
ne
sh
e
the
et
M.S.M. degre
bachelor's level. To me
sted in obtaining an
ere
int
6)
(25
are
,
o
ing
wh
ild
als
ce Bu
the evening. Individu
Administrative Scien
Associate Dean, 102
to the Graduate
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er
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ref
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Co
m,
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gra
ct
pro
.
nta
M
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.S.
M
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on
on
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824-6024. Fo r more
Catalog.
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Master of Accountancy
(M.Acc.). The Master of
Accountancy program pro
students with an academ
ically rigorous course of
vides
study in accounting nec
successful careers in pro
essary for
fessional accountancy in
public, private, not-for-p
federal go vernment acc
rofit, and
ounting. Students ha
ve the flexibility to
educationally prepared
become
for recognized certificat
ions.
The program is designed
to satisfy the 150 semest
er hours required by the
State Board of Publi
Alabama
c Accountancy for Ce
rtified Public Accoun
examination candidates.
tant (CPA)
The program exceeds
the
membership in the Ameri
can Institute of Certified educational requirements for
Public Accountants (AIC
well as those to sit for
the Ce
PA), as
Internal Auditor (CIA) exa rtified Management Accountant (CMA) and Ce
rtified
minations.
Qualified undergradua
te accounting graduate
s ma
requirements for the M.
Acc. degree in one additio y be able to complete the
nal year of full-time cou
beyond the bachelor's
rse work
level, in what is called
the 4 + 1 program. Ind
interested in the M.Ac
ividuals
c. program should co
ntact the Graduate Ad
Administrative Science
visor, 102
Building, (256) 824-602
4. For more informati
M.Acc. program, refer to
on on the
the UAH Graduate Catal
og and for the 4 + 1 progra
to the UAH Undergradu
m, refer
ate Catalog.
Master of Science in
Management Informati
on Systems (M.S. - M.
purpose of the M.S.
I.S.). The
- M.I.S. program is to
provide students with
preparation as a specialis
advanced
t to enter a professional
career involving the use
analysis , design, imple
, definition,
mentation, and operatio
n of management inf
systems. While the progra
ormation
m will provide students
with the background to
information technology
enter the
(IT) profession in a wi
de variety of positions,
structure of the progra
the overall
m is designed to provid
e students with the edu
framework appropriate
for a career leading to an
cational
executive level position
program prerequisites kep
in IT. With
t to a minimum of six cou
rses, the M.S.-M.I.S. pro
designed to meet the
gram is
needs of students with
a wide variety of edu
backgrounds. Applican
ts with an undergraduate
cational
degree in MIS will lik
completed all course pre
ely have
requisites. Applicants wi
th degrees in other areas
have completed two or
will likely
three of these course pre
requisites. Individuals int
the M.S.-M .I.S. progra
erested in
m should contact the As
sociate Dean, 102 Admi
Science Building, (256)
nistrative
824-6024. For more inf
program, refer to the UA
ormation on the M.S.H Graduate Catalog.
M.I.S.
Business Administratio
n Minors
Students from colleges
other than Administrativ
e Science may select on
minors in business admini
e of the
stration. Students in the
College of Administrativ
may choose Economics
e Science
as a minor but may no
t select any of the other
business administration
minors in
. The minor consists of
at least 18 semester ho
more than 30 semester
urs but not
hours in subjects availa
ble in the College of Ad
Science. For minors in
ministrative
business administration
, ECN 142 and 143 cou
general education requir
nt in the
ement and not in the 30
semester hour maximum
College . Students who
choose one of the mino
in the
rs in business administr
able to count ECN 142
ation may be
and 143 to meet their
requirements. A baccal
aureate program with mo social science Area IV degree
re than 30 semester ho
percent of degree requir
urs (or 25
ements) in traditional
business subjects must
AACSB International acc
meet the
reditation standards for
a business degree. Such
will be reviewed by the
a program
Dean of the College of Ad
ministrative Science, or
the dean's
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for
International standards
if it meets the AACSB
ine
erm
det
to
ee,
ign
des
accreditation.
below. The minor
tion minors are shown
stra
ini
adm
,
ss
ine
bus
ed
The approv
Advisement, Room 102
roval of the Director of
app
the
e
hav
st
mu
m
progra
ilding.
Administrative Science Bu
career goals that
in business to facilitate
nor
mi
y
ma
ts
den
Stu
r.
A minor in business
Business Mino
ctional areas ofb usi nes s.
fun
the
of
dge
wle
kno
ad
require a bro
rses:
includes the following cou
3 hrs
ics
Principles of Macroeconom
ECN 142
3 hrs
ics
nom
eco
Principles of Micro
EC N 143
3 hrs
Financial Accounting
ACC 211
3 hrs
Business Statistics I
MSC 287*
3 hrs
Money and Banking
FIN 352
3 hrs
ns
tio
Managing Organiza
MG T 301
3 hrs
g
tin
rke
Principles of Ma
MK T3 01
21hrs
or equivalent introductory
390
ISE
PY 300, MA 385,
,
333
C
SO
ing
tak
s
ent
*Stud
ss elective.
a 300 or 400 level busine
statistics should substitute
nal business to
ts may minor in internatio
den
Stu
r.
no
Mi
ess
sin
Bu
ss firms, international
International
trade that involve busine
nal
atio
ern
in
int
in
s
eer
car
facilitate
erested in specializing
government. Students int
.
U.S
and
the
es
or
uag
s,
ng
La
ion
zat
organi
in Fo rei gn
uld con sid er the B.A .
the
int ern ati on al tra de sho
posite major offered by
com
a
es
lud
inc
ich
wh
n
IT)
atio
(FL
per
de
s in coo
International Tra
tment of Foreign Language
par
De
the
in
ts
the
Ar
on
l
n
era
College of Lib
itional informatio
nistrative Science. Fo r add
s
with the College of Admi
for the Foreign Language
g
alo
cat
section of this
the
see
n
eig
m,
for
gra
the
pro
fill
ree
ful
deg
y
FLIT
dents ma
ational business minor, stu
in one or more foreign
Department. Fo r the intern
rs
hou
er
est
sem
12
ing
tak
by
ent
em
lowing courses:
language requir
business includes the fol
nal
atio
ern
int
in
nor
mi
languages. A
3 hrs
ics
Principles of Macroeconom
3 hrs
EC N 142
ics
nom
s of Microeco
ple
nci
Pri
3 hrs
143
N
EC
Financial Accounting
3 hrs
ACC 211
Management Accounting
3 hrs
ACC 212
Business Statistics I
3 hrs
MSC 287*
s of Finance
ple
nci
Pri
3 hrs
301
FIN
Managing Organizations
3 hrs
MG T 301
Principles of Marketing
3 hrs
MK T 301
International Business
3 hrs
MG T 450
International Marketing
3 hrs
MK T 415
e
anc
Fin
nal Economics &
atio
ern
Int
12 hrs
454
FIN
foreign language
45 hrs
Minimum of 12 hrs. of a
*or SOC 333, PY 300

s
rketing to facilitate career
who desire a minor in ma
ts
den
ers
Stu
sum
rs.
con
no
Mi
and
g
ers
tin
Marke
en produc
hange relationships betwe
that involve managing exc
rke tin g Ma nag em ent and
Ma
s:
nor
mi
g
tin
rke
ma
two
en
we
ma y choose bet
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Electronic Business . Ma
ny students with majors
from the College of Libera
minor in marketing to
l Arts
prepare themselves for
careers in advertising,
relations, marketing ma
public
nagement, international
marketing, marketing on
internet, and supply chain
the
management. Science and
Engineering students wit
interest in new product
h an
development, marketing
high technology produc
international marketing, and
ts,
supply chain management
also minor in marketing.
minor in marketing is als
A
o a good option for non bus
iness majors who plan to
their own business or wo
start
rk in the family business.
Marketing management
minor includes the follow
ing courses:
MK T 301
Principles of Marketing
3 hrs
18 hours selected from the
following courses:
MK T 315
18 hrs
Sales Management and Pro
fessional Selling
MK T 325
Legal & Ethical Issues of
Mkt. on the Internet
MK T 332
Bu yer Behavior
MK T 342
Promotional Strategy
MK T 343
Marketing Research Desig
n
MK T 405
Ne w Venture Strategies
MK T 410
Transportation and Logis
tics
MK T 414
Marketing Emerging Techn
ologies
MK T 415
International Marketing
MK T 420
Services Marketing
MK T 470
Marketing in an Electroni
c Environment
MK T 475
Advanced Marketing Sem
inar
MK T 480
Marketing Management
MK T 490
Special Projects
21 hrs
Electronic business marke
ting minor includes the fol
lowing courses:
MK T 301
Principles of Marketing
MK T 342
3 hrs
Promotional Strategy
MK T 343
3 hrs
Marketing Research Desig
n
MK T 325
3 hrs
Legal & Ethical Issues ofM
kt. on the Internet
MK T 470
3 hrs
Marketing in an Electroni
c Environment
MIS 420
3 hrs
Electronic Commerce
MIS 440
3 hrs
Web Programming & Da
ta Base Integration
3 hrs
·
21 hrs
Students outside of the Co
llege of Administrative Sci
ence are encouraged to tak
EC N 142 , Princi ple s
e
of Ma cro eco no mi cs and
EC N 143, Pri nci ple s
Microeconomics in their
of
social science general edu
cation requirements.
Pre-Law Business Mino
r. The wo rk of succes
sful lawyers is increasin
associated with the render
gly
ing of opinions and counse
l on business matters suc
banking, insurance , real
h as
estate titles, business con
tracts, etc. Corporations
many lawyers full time
employ
for their contract and oth
er legal work, and the you
lawyer who has a degree
ng
in business will be at a dis
tinct advantage in obtaining
doing such work.
and
Each law school determ
ines its own requirement
s, such as admission cri
number and type of semest
teria,
er hours required for entran
ce, etc. Students planning
to
87
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school shortly after
communication with that
in
be
uld
sho
ool
sch
enter a law
et all requirements of the
program they take will me
the
ure
t
ins
to
e
leg
col
g
enterin
ailed information the studen
ns to attend. For more det
pla
t
ss
den
ine
stu
bus
the
w
-la
ool
pre
sch
e
law
alog. Th
Program section of this cat
should read the Pre-Law
courses:
minor includes the following
3 hrs
ics
Principles of Macroeconom
3 hrs
ECN 142
ics
Principles of Microeconom
3 hrs
ECN 143
Financial Accounting
3 hrs
ACC 211
Management Accounting
3 hrs
ACC 212
ess
Legal Environment of Busin
3 hrs
BLS 211
Law for Accountants
3 hrs
BLS 411
Business Statistics I
3 hrs
MSC 287
Principles of Finance
3 hrs
FIN 301
Managing Organizations
3 hrs
MGT 301
Principles of Marketing
30 hrs
MKT 301
iness but plan to enter an
ts who do not major in bus
their jun ior
Pre-MBA Minor . Studen
be in communication during
uld
sho
n
tio
dua
gra
n
upo
nding. Depending
MBA program
ools they are considering atte
sch
A
MB
the
h
wit
rs
yea
and senior
rten the required MBA
a student may be able to sho
ed,
ect
sel
ool
sch
A
MB
upon the
undergraduate coursework.
hours, depending upon the
te
dua
gra
18
by
rk
wo
rse
cou
students in preparing a pre
for the College will assist
the
of
s
sist
con
or
min
The Director of Advisement
BA
cific school. A typical pre-M
MBA minor tailored for a spe
following courses:
3 hrs
ics
Principles of Macroeconom
3 hrs
ECN 142
ics
nom
Principles of Microeco
3 hrs
ECN 143
Financial Accounting
3 hrs
ACC 211
Management Accounting
3 hrs
ACC 212
ess
Legal Environment of Busin
3 hrs
BLS 211
Statistics I
ess
sin
Bu
287
3 hrs
C
MS
Business Statistics II
3 hrs
MSC 288
Principles of Finance
3 hrs
FIN 301
Managing Organizations
3 hrs
MG T 301
Principles of Marketing
3 hrs
MKT 301
ent
em
nag
tion/Operations Ma
duc
Pro
385
33 hrs
C
MS
eers that require
car
for
. Students planning
nor
Mi
ip
rsh
ade
Le
and
in Management and
Management
lls may consider a minor
ski
p
shi
der
lea
and
ent
managem
nor is a cam pus -w ide
ent and Le ade rsh ip mi
em
nag
Ma
e
Th
ip.
rsh
Le ade
courses from the field of
e minor includes required
Th
or.
min
e
uat
rad
erg
und
munications, psychology,
elective courses from com
the following
managem ent , and potential
The 18 hour minor includes
e.
enc
sci
al
itic
pol
and
g,
sociology, nursin
courses.
Required courses:
Managing Organizations
MGT 30 1
Organizational Behavior
MGT 361
ement
Human Resource and Manag
MGT 363
ers
nag
Ma
for
Law
ent
Employm
MGT 462
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3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs

6 hours sel ect ed from
the following courses:
MG T 41 0
Leadership, Pe rso nal De
v. & Organizations
CM 313
Bu sin ess an d Pro fes sio
nal Co mm un ica tio n
MG T 45 0
International Bu sin ess
MG T 46 0
Em plo ye e Staffing an d
De ve lop me nt
MG T 461
Strategic Co mp en sat ion
Ma na ge me nt
MG T 47 0
Special Topics in Ma na
ge
me nt
NU R 40 6
Le ade rsh ip an d Ma na ge
me
nt in Nu rsi ng
PS C 30 4
Am eri can Pre sid en cy
PSY-SOC 375
Social Ps yc ho log y
PSY-ISE 40 2
Industrial an d Or gan iza
tio nal Ps yc ho log y
SO C 455
So cio log y of Work an d
Oc cu pa tio ns
SO C 43 9
Co mp lex Or gan iza tio ns
in Industrial Society
18 hrs
Economics Minor. Stu
dents can mi no r in eco
no mi cs by taking 18
eco no mi cs courses. Tw
ho urs of
elve specific ho urs are
req uir ed an d the rem ain
electives. A total of tw
ing six are
elv e ho urs mu st be at the
30 0 level or abo ve . Stu
Co lle ge of Ad mi nis tra tiv
dents in the
e Sc ien ce ma y ob tai n a
mi no r in eco no mi cs. EC
EC N 143 ma y be co un
N 142 an d
ted in bo th the Ge ner al
Ed uc ati on Re qu ire me nt
in the eco no mi cs mi no
(G ER ) an d
r. Fu rth erm ore , the Up
pe r Di vis ion Ge ner al
Re qu ire me nt eco no mi
Ed uc ati on
cs co urs e ma y be co un
ted in the eco no mi cs mi
an y co urs e tha t is uti liz
no r. Ho we ve r,
ed in the 21 ho urs for
a bu sin ess ma jor ma y
the Ec on om ics minor.
no t be use d in
EC N 142
EC N 143
EC N 34 0
EC N 345

Principles of Ma cro eco
no mi cs
Pri nci ple s of Mi cro eco
no mi cs
Ma cro eco no mi c An aly
sis
Mi cro eco no mi c An aly
sis

6 ho urs sel ect ed from
the following list of cou
rses:
EC N 35 2
Mo ne y an d Ba nk ing (cr
oss listed
as FIN 352)
EC N 45 4
Int ern ati on al Ec on om ics
an d Fin an ce
(cross listed as FIN 45
4)
EC N 47 0
Se mi na r in Ec on om ics
EC N 475
La bo r Ma rke ts an d Hu
ma n Re sou rce s

3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
6 hrs

18 hrs
Economics as a Secon
d Area of Study
Stu den ts ma jor ing in ele
me nta ry ed uc ati on ma
y ch oo se eco no mi cs as
are a of stu dy. Th e are a
their sec on d
of stu dy requires 18 ho
urs of eco no mi cs an d fin
an d the pri or app rov al
ance cou rse s
of the Ch air of the De
pa rtm en t of Ec on om ics
an d MI S .
BS /M SM 4+ 1 Degree
Program and Science
& Technology Business
Students in UA H' s Co
Minor
lle ge of Sc ien ce wh o
ha ve an interest in bu
en co ura ge d to co nsi de
siness are
r the BS /M SM 4+ 1 Pro
gram. By following the
cou rse s sho wn her e, stu
outline of
de nts can earn a mi no
r in Bu sin ess as pa rt of
deg ree , an d the n ear n
their B.S.
the ir M. S.M . graduate
bu sin ess deg ree in jus
instead of tw o.
t on e ye ar
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al Sciences"
istory, Social and Behavior
"H
IV
ea
Ar
of
t
par
as
Economics - Taken
requirements
croeconomics
ECN 142 Principles of Ma
economics
cro
ECN 143 Principles of Mi
e Outside the
ce or Engineering Cours
ien
"Sc
V
ea
Ar
of
t
par
Calculus -Taken as
nor
ea III or in the major or mi
Major" if not taken in Ar
rd
Microcomputer Skills
of operating systems, wo
be proficient in the use
st
lls
mu
ski
ts
er
den
put
stu
com
in
SM
cy
-M
Pre
Deficien
and presentation software.
S
processing, spreadsheets,
of the one-hour courses: MI
n
atio
bin
com
a
or
146
S
MI
ing
tak
by
can be remedied
102 , 104, 106 .
uirement
of Area V "Electives" req
-390
Statistics - Taken as part
tion to Probability, or ISE
duc
tro
-In
385
MA
(or
I
ics
tist
Sta
MSC 287 Business
ing Statistics I)
tion to Mathematical
Probability and Engineer
II (or MA 487-Introduc
ics
tist
Sta
ess
sin
Bu
MSC 288
Statistics II)
bability and Engineering
Statistics , or IES 391 Pro
nor)*
& Technology Business Mi
3 hrs
Pre-MSM Minor (Science
ng
Financial Accounti
3 hrs
ACC 211
Managerial Accounting
3 hrs
ACC 212
ess
sin
Legal Environment of Bu
3 hrs
BLS 211
Organizations
ing
nag
Ma
3 hrs
301
T
MG
Principles of Marketing
3 hrs
MKT 301
nagement
Production/Operations Ma
hrs
18
.
Hrs
MSC 385
nor
Mi
Total
plete the 18 hours
+ I degree program may com
rested in the BS/MSM 4
inte
not
are
who
nts
ude
*St
or.
& Technology Business Min
specified for the Science

ediated Communication
ers an interdisciplinary
Cognate in Computer-M
mmunication Program off
Co
d
is
ate
edi
r-M
ute
mp
Co
The
ent and management. Th
on Web design, developm
sis
e
nat
pha
em
cog
e
an
Th
h
S.
wit
MI
e
nat
and
,
cog
n, graphic arts
atio
nic
mu
com
in
s
:
rse
ing
cou
cognate combines
and includes the follow
rs of required coursework
consists of 36 semester hou

)
Introductory Course (3 hrs
r Mediated Communication
to
CM 100 Intro. Compute
in Business
MIS Courses (9 hrs .
Computer Programming
MIS 210 Introduction to
erce
MIS 420 Electronic Comm
ernet Telecom . Technology
Int
and
ver
MIS 465 Web Ser
es (9 hrs)
Communication Arts Cours
etorical Communication
Rh
to
ro.
Int
CM 113
g
CM 301 Technical Writin
ted Communication
dia
CM 401 Computer Me
)
Art Studio Courses (12 hrs
ensional Form in Design
im
o-d
ARS 123 Tw
ic Design
ARS 230 Intro. to Graph
III
n
ARS 332 Graphic Desig
Administrati ve Scie nce
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ARS 431 Advanced Gr
aphic Design II
CM 499 Senior Project
Management Course (3
hrs)
Possible Minors for
the B.S.B.A. Degree
B.S.B.A. degree candid
ates may supplement
their degree program
minor. Students electi
by choosing a
ng a minor may use
the courses completed
education requiremen
in the general
ts as part of the requir
ed hours in a minor. Ho
who choose a minor
wever, students
may be required to co
mplete more than 128
counted in a minor ma
hours. Courses
y not be applied to low
er division (pre-profess
core, upper division
ional) business
business core, or major
course requirements for
degree. Check with the
Director of Advisemen
a B.S.B .A.
t (Room 102, ASB).
Policies, Procedur
es and Assistance
Course Numbers
Course numbers are co
ded by prefixes as follow
Accounting
s:
ACC
Business Legal Studie
s
BLS
Economics
ECN
Finance
FIN
Management
MGT
Management Informati
on Systems
MIS
Management Science
MSC
Marketing
MKT
Admission as a Fresh
man
Entering UAH freshm
en interested in business
administration must me
entrance requirements
et the general
of the University. Stude
nts who intend to pursu
degree should read ca
refully the Admissions
e the B.S.B.A.
Information section of
the catalog.
Students who have ha
d inadequate high sch
ool preparation or wh
certain lower-level cla
o are placed in
sses because of the res
ults of placement tests
one or more of the fol
may have to take
lowing courses :
EH 00 3
Basic English
no credit
M A0 04
Basic Algebra
no
M A0 33
credit
High School Geometr
y
no credit
These courses carry no
ac
who complete the cours ademic credit but will appear on transcripts
es.
of students
Admission as a Tran
sfer Student
Transfer students seekin
g admission to UAH sh
ould read carefully the
Information" section
of the catalog . Students
"Admissions
planning to transfer int
of Administrative Scien
o the College
ce from a two- or four-y
ear institution to obtai
are advised to follow
n the B.S.B .A.
the transfer program ou
tlined below:
Ar ea l
English Composition
Area II
6 hrs
Humanities and Fine Ar
ts:
Literature
6 hrs*
Fine Arts
3
hrs
Humanities Elective
Area III
3 hrs
Natural Sciences and
Mathematics
Laboratory Science
8 hrs
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Ar ea IV

Ar ea V

Precalculus Al ge bra
havioral Sciences
History, Social and Be
History
d Macro Econ.
Principles of Micro an
Anthropology
Psychology, Sociology,
Business
Business Statistics
Business
Legal En vir on me nt of
al Accounting
eri
nag
Ma
d
an
Financial
ions
Mi rco co mp ute r Applicat
Business Calculus

3 hrs
3 hrs
6 hrs
3 hrs
6 hrs
3 hrs
6 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs

uence in any literature.
*Must take a 6 hour seq

the
that will apply tow ard
ne at other institutions
do
t.
rk
en
wo
em
for
vis
dit
Ad
cre
of
ic
The specif
's Di rec tor
t
mi ne d by the Co lle ge
no
ter
es
de
do
is
ds
e
cor
gre
Re
de
d
A.
an
B.S.B.
of Admissions
e
fic
Of
the
by
l
Al
dit
.
cre
ree
.B.A. deg
Allowance of transfer
be applied toward a B.S
ll
wi
dit
cre
's
h
ge
suc
lle
t
Co
tha
necessarily mean
should be made to the
applicability of credit
inquiries concerning the
t (256-824-6024).
Director of Ad vis em en
wi th pro gra ms
rses taken in schools
cou
on
ati
str
ini
adm
Ad va nc e Collegiate
Credit for business
al - The Association to
on
ati
ern
Int
B
CS
AA
rses taken in pro gra ms
accredited by the
to UA R. Cr ed it for cou
ble
era
nsf
tra
of the
is
ess
sin
validation or approval
Schools of Bu
ma y be accepted wi th
n
tio
ita
red
acc
B
CS
wi tho ut AA
De an .
ne d mo re tha n 64
e after a student has ear
leg
col
ior
jun
a
at
en
Courses taken at the
Course wo rk tak
be accepted for transfer.
t
no
y
ll
ma
dit
cre
of
ion courses at UA R wi
semester hours
tion that are upper-divis
titu
ins
er
oth
an
at
on
lower-divisi
idation.
only after successful val
be accepted for transfer
out specific transfer
em en t for the policy ab
vis
Ad
of
tor
rec
Di
's
See the Co lle ge
courses.

per-Division
the College of
Admission to the Up
duate students entering
gra
der
un
l
Al
.
on
ati
fic
fication (code L).
Pre-Business Classi
th a pre-business classi
wi
d
itte
adm
are
ce
ien
admitted to the up pe r
Administrative Sc
ssification until the y are
cla
s
thi
in
from
ain
rem
ts
y request for deviation
Re gu lar studen
ministrative Science. An
of
Ad
of
tor
ge
rec
lle
Di
Co
's
the
ge
of
the Co lle
division
be pe titi on ed thr ou gh
st
mu
ts
en
em
uir
req
the se
Advisement.
pt any business co urs e
division ma y no t attem
r
pe
up
the
o
int
d
itte
Students no t adm
numbered above 299.
through the
d students should apply
ge
an
ch
on
ati
fic
ssi
cla
pe r division of the
To have the pre-business
for admission to the up
ce
tan
sis
As
ic
em
ad
Ac
Co lle ge 's Office of
t make this change.
Student Records can no
College. The Office of
as
d to the Un ive rsi ty
on. Ind ivi du als ad mi tte
ati
the
ific
gh
ass
ou
Cl
thr
r
nt
de
ula
Stu
reg
Special
tus changed to
al mu st have their sta
ad mi ssi on
conditional/ probation
e all low er- div isi on
let
mp
co
d
an
rds
co
Re
Of fic e of Stu de nt
Administrative Science
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requirements before applyi
ng for admission to the upp
er division of the Colleg
and choosing a major. Sp
e
ecial students may not atte
mpt upper-division busine
courses.
ss
Admission Standards. Ad
mission to the upper-div
ision of the College of
Administrative Science is
available to students who
have:
1. Completed 62 semester
hours comprising the low
er-division requirement.
2. Earned a minimum gra
de of "C " in both English
Composition courses
(EH 101 and 102).
3. Earned a minimum ave
rage GPA of 2.0 out of 4.0
("C" average) for the
18 hours comprising the pre
-professional business adm
inistration core.

Note: For degree-seeking
students in the College of
Administrative Science,
division is a prerequisite
admission to the upperfor all upper-division cou
rses (numbered 300-499)
seeking students in the Col
in the College. Degreelege registering in upper-d
ivision business courses
prerequisites and without
without completing the
being admitted to the upp
er-division will be adminis
those classes.
tratively withdrawn from

Student Advisement
and Enrollment
Advising for B.S.B.A. deg
ree candidates is handled
by the Director of Advisem
in the College. The Colle
ent
ge's Office of Academic As
sistance is a student's poi
contact for information con
nt of
cerning possible majors,
declaring a major, transf
credit and degree requirem
er
ents.

First-year students are req
uired to plan their course
selection with the Director
Advisement in the Offic
of
e of Academic Assistance
(Room 102; ASB, telepho
256-824-6024).
ne
All College of Administra
tive Science undergraduat
e students must have the
registration cards signed
ir
by the Director of Advisem
ent. Juniors and seniors wh
have met the following req
o
uirements do not need an
advisor's signature:
1. A formal declaration of
major (signed by the Direct
or of Advisement and
the student) is on file in the
UAH Records Office.
2. Satisfactory completio
n of the lower-division gen
eral education
requirements and the pre-pr
ofessional business admini
curriculum.
stration core
3. Attained a minimum GP
A of 2.0 out of 4.0 ("C" ave
rage) in the combined
lower-division general edu
cation requirements and the
pre-professional
business administration cor
e curriculum.
Each student is responsib
le for registering for all req
uired courses in their pro
sequence and for fulfilling
per
all requirements for admiss
ion and graduation.
Types of Advising Assis
tance Available
The focus of advising in
the College of Administra
tive Science is to help stu
progress toward their edu
dents
cational objectives. Advis
ing is designed to provid
assistance where desired
e
and appropriate. Studen
ts, especially those nea
graduation, are encourage
ring
d to make full use of the
advising system. The Colle
advising system offers:
ge's
Transcript Evaluation. Tw
o aspects of transcript eva
luation affect students: (1)
Evaluation of course work
to be transferred to UAH
for degree credit and (2)
the
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s. The evaluation of
n of graduation requirement
tio
ple
com
of
tion
lua
eva
continuing
y's Office of Admissions.
omplished by the Universit
acc
y
iall
init
is
rk
wo
r
sfe
tran
ducted by the Director of
economics course work is con
Evaluation of business and
the College.
various departments within
Advisement, working with
a current record of each
mic Assistance also keeps
ade
Ac
of
ice
Off
e's
lleg
Co
The
student's progress at UAH.
cific courses the
g is the determination of spe
ldin
bui
le
edu
Sch
ng.
ildi
Bu
er to the UAH Schedule
Schedule
semester. Students should ref
en
giv
a
in
e
tak
uld
sho
t
studen
with the faculty advisor
uate catalog in consultation
dy. Selection of
of Classes and the undergrad
rse
ine a specific cou of stu
erm
det
to
ent
em
vis
Ad
of
y. The tentative
or the Director
is the student's responsibilit
es
tim
and
s
tion
sec
rse
specific cou
, with certain exceptions
the Director of Advisement
by
ed
rov
app
be
st
mu
le
schedu
explained above.
plan of study early
ouraged to outline an entire
enc
are
ts
den
Stu
ng.
nni
Pla
Program
ivity is provided by the
This program planning act
.
eer
h
car
ic
dem
aca
ir
the
in
ted model programs for eac
ement and includes sugges
College's Director of Advis
offered by the College.
of the major fields of study
nseling or other types of
eer guidance, personal cou
car
g
kin
see
ts
den
Stu
.
als
office by the Office of
Referr
to the appropriate university
assistance will be directed
Academic Assistance.
Assistance
Where to Find Advis ing
ative Science Building).
Assistance (102 Administr
mic
ade
Ac
that cannot be
College's Office of
special advising assistance
for
ice
off
this
to
e
com
r requests relative to
Students should
to file appeals and waive
and
ns
atio
loc
er
oth
at
resolved
also refer students to the
ulations. This office will
reg
y
rsit
ive
Un
and
e
lleg
Co
ere to find assistance .
student be unsure as to wh
appropriate office should the
e student records
ice (University Center). Th
Off
ds
cor
Re
t
den
Stu
's
y
Universit
each student admitted to the
te and up-to-date file for
ple
com
a
ins
inta
ma
ice
off
University.
Policy
on Systems Place ment
Management Informati
inistrative science courses,
adm
n
isio
ore or upper div
hom
sop
in
ng
olli
enr
to
or
Pri
skills. These skills include
e acquired basic computer
and database
students are presumed to hav
eadsheet, word processing,
spr
,
tem
sys
ng
rati
ope
PC
of microcomputer
the use of a
to enroll in three hours
d
ise
adv
are
ts
den
Stu
software.
rses. Students who have had
any 200-level business cou
ing
tak
ore
rding will
bef
s
tion
lica
app
experience beyond keyboa
er
put
om
roc
mic
or
pri
of
little or no prior
a reasonable level
requirement. Students with
this
fill
ful
to
146
S
MI
e
ra credit hour of
normally tak
take MIS 101. This ext
uld
sho
e
enc
eri
exp
er
comput
"Electives in Business
ns will count in the
tio
lica
app
er
put
com
cro
mi
least 3 credit hours from
ced students may choose at
College's
Administration" area. Advan
s courses approved by the
tion
lica
app
er
put
om
roc
mic
enrolling in upper
other 100 level
tee (UCC). All students
mit
com
lum
ricu
cur
e
uat
to have mastered word
undergrad
e courses will be expected
enc
sci
ive
trat
inis
adm
n
divisio
database software.
processing, spreadsheets, and
Administrativ e Scie nce
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Probation and Di
smissal
Students are placed
on probation at the en
d of any semester in
attain a cumulative GP
which they do not
A necessary for satis
factory progress. For
process, see the Acad
more detail on the
emic Probation and
Suspension section of
the catalog.
When dismissed, the
student must petition
the College of Admi
for readmission. Ap
nistrative Science
plication should be
made in the Studen
University Center.
t Records Office,
Residence Require
ment
At least 12 of the las
t 18 semester hours of
a student's program
32 semester hours of
and a minimum of
the total degree prog
ram must be complet
B.S.B.A. students, the
ed at UAH. Fo r
hours taken in reside
ncy must include at
the B.S.B.A. program
least 50 percent of
(core curriculum and
major option) includ
12 hours in the major
ing a minimum of
option and MGT 49
9, Business Policy.
required to take addit
Students who are
ional courses within
the College of Admi
order to meet the res
nistrative Science in
idence requirement
may be required to
128 semester hours in
complete more than
order to graduate.
Cooperative Educ
ation Program
The College of Admi
nistrative Science pa
rticipates in the Unive
Education Program.
rsity's Cooperative
The program is desig
ned to provide relevan
experiences that int
t paid employment
egrate, complement
and enhance the stu
program. The stude
dent's academic
nts are placed in co
-op positions in a
settings, including go
variety of business
vernment agencies,
financial institutions,
accounting firms, en
trepr
social agencies,
must be approved by eneurial companies and many others. Co
-op
the student's faculty
program requires co
sponsor. Participation placements
mpletion of designa
in the co-op
ted entry-level cours
open to both undergrad
es. The program is
uate and graduate stu
dents in business. M
available from the bu
ore
siness coordinator in
the Office of Coopera information is
tive Education.
Internship Progra
m Guidelines
The internship prog
ram is designed to pr
ovide professional wo
students in a field
rk
relevant to their ma
jor. The program co experience for
involvement in a proje
nsists of active
ct in a business enter
pr
government agency
that has particular int ise, professional organization, or in a
ere
course grade will be
given on a satisfactor st and relevance to the student. The
y (S) unsatisfactory
(U) basis .
The prerequisites are
jun ior standing, 9 se
mester hours of uppe
the student's disciplin
r-division work in
e, and approval of the
department chair.
In addition to makin
g a judgment on the
merit, quality, and
proposed internship
relevance of the
program, the chair
will require the fol
prerequisites prior to
lowing academic
approval:
1. Completion of su
fficient coursework
in the major relevan
project
t to the internship
2. A minimum GPA
of 3.0 in all courses
attempted in the Colle
3. Completion of at
ge
least 15 semester ho
urs at UAH
An internship may
be elected only once
, i.e. a maximum of
toward the B.S.B.A.
3 semester hours
degree. The internsh
ip may count as an
major. Internships inc
elective within the
lude the following: AC
C 495, FIN 495, MGT
MKT 495, MKT 496,
495, MIS 495,
and MSC 495.
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ship. An internship
different from an intern
is
m
gra
pro
on
ati
uc
ed
the experience is for the
The cooperative
based on the fact that
on
ati
uc
ed
of on-site
e
tiv
era
op
differs from co
rally require 120 hours
ne
ge
ips
sh
ern
Int
er.
est
s averages
duration of a single sem dit hour course. For a 15 week semester thi
cre
ee
experience for the thr
per week.
approximately 8 hours
102 ASB.
of Advisement in Room
tor
rec
Di
the
ct
nta
co
ld
Interested students shou
fail grading option. In
Grading
not offered with a pass/
are
es
urs
co
n
gible for the
tio
tra
nis
Business admi
tive Science are not eli
tra
nis
mi
Ad
of
ge
lle
Co
er division (preaddition, majors in the
uirement courses, low
req
on
ati
uc
ed
ral
ne
es.
pass/fail option for ge
courses or major cours
es, upper division core
urs
co
re
co
l)
na
sio
fes
pro
nts and Changes
curricula and
Catalog Requireme
es the right to modify
erv
res
ce
ien
Sc
e
tiv
tra
uirements
The College of Adminis on including course prerequisites, to alter req ge may
cti
tru
Co
ins
y time the lle
specific courses of
jors to be awarded at an
ma
the
ge
currently
an
ch
to
d
an
either prospective or
for graduation
to
ble
ca
pli
ap
be
y
ges ma
determine . Such chan
.
nts
de
stu
led
enrol
te
e Science undergradua
llege of Administrativ
Co
es
tic
the
no
ing
e
ect
Th
.
aff
B)
es
AS
tic
2
All official no
ic Assistance (10
the Office of Academ
blished in the
students are posted in
d are binding, as if pu
an
s
og
tal
ca
ty
rsi
ive
un
officially update the
d by the College.
rsuing programs offere
pu
nts
de
stu
on
s,
og
tal
ca
under all
nts enter the College
de
stu
ce
ien
Sc
e
tiv
nistra
responsible for
All College of Admi
ect. Each student is
eff
in
n
the
ies
lic
po
ing courses in the
university and College
duation, including tak
gra
for
ts
en
em
uir
req
meeting all catalog
own in the catalog .
proper sequence as sh
seven years from
a student is permitted
,
ge
led
ow
kn
in
t
en
after which time a reDue to rapid advancem
four-year curriculum,
a
e
let
mp
co
to
try
en
. Each time a student
the original date of
taken may be required
ly
us
vio
pre
is done in
rk
wo
all
evaluation of
all work already taken
of
on
ati
alu
ev
rea
tion,
lly be necessary
changes a major or op
ents. It may occasiona
em
uir
req
s
m'
gra
pro
any student may
terms of that particular
.A. degree. However,
S.B
B.
the
for
lum
cu
entered the university,
to revise the curri
t at the time he or she
ec
eff
in
og
from the day
tal
ca
the
r
graduate unde
ied within seven years
isf
sat
are
ts
en
em
uir
e req
provided that all degre
.
on
ssi
mi
of ad
,
uirements (for example
and other College req
n.
lar
tio
cu
via
rri
de
cu
the
m
of
fro
e
ns
nc
iting in adva
Any deviatio
must be approved in wr the student's department chair
by
substitution of courses)
ed
nd
me
rmally be recom
Such changes must no
rector of Advisement.
Di
and approved by the
stration
in Business Admini
Bachelor of Science
nts
degree program is a
Degree Requireme
siness Administration
Bu
ence
in
ce
ien
Sc
of
a liberal arts and sci
The Bachelor
gram which includes
e of
pro
oic
ch
ear
a
d
r-y
an
fou
,
e
jor
siv
comprehen
rriculum, a ma
cu
re
co
n
tio
tra
nis
mi
ad
foundation , a business
.
es
urs
co
ve
cti
ele
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Th e undergraduate cu
rriculum is divided int
o the lower and up pe
lower division is the fir
r division. The
st two years of courses
(courses numbered 10
up pe r division is the
0-299); the
last two years (courses
numbered 300-499). Pri
the ir first courses in the
or to talcing
up pe r division, students
division by the Director
must be admitted to the
of Advisement. To pre
upper
pare students for the ch
the future, the Co lle
allenges of
ge 's program provides
a solid foundation in
academic disciplines rel
the diverse
ated to the needs of bu
siness, industry, and go
the undergraduate level
vernment. At
students concentrate the
first two years of study
course wo rk in comp
on general
osition, the humanities
and fine arts, history,
be ha vio ral sci en ce s,
social and
an d na tur al an d ph
ys ica l sci en ce s an d
Successful completion
ma the ma tic s.
of these courses bro
adens intellectual aw
enhances the developme
areness an d
nt of cultural literacy an
d analytical thinking. Th
education component,
is general
along with the pre-profe
ssional business adminis
curriculum, prepares the
tration core
student for admission
to upper-division cours
College of Administra
e wo rk in the
tive Science.
The remaining two ye
ars of course wo rk de
velops the stu de nt' s un
the diverse functions
derstanding of
of business in the U.
S. and world-wide eco
accomplished by study
nomy. This is
ing the essential concep
ts of business adminis
as focusing on one of
tration as well
the major disciplines.
Th e student ma y decla
ac co un tin g, finance,
re a ma jor in
ma na ge me nt, ma na ge
me nt inf orm ati on sy
marketing. Students en
ste ms , or
rolling in the Co lle ge 's
programs who have alr
the major they wish
eady chosen
to pursue ma y desig
nate that ma jor when
Students who are unde
they register.
cided about wh at major
they wi sh to pursue sho
management on the reg
istration form.
uld ma rk
To be awarded a B.S.B.
A. degree, each stude
nt must meet the follow
requirements establis
ing degree
hed by the university
and the faculty of the
Administrative Science:
College of
1. Complete the lowerdivision general educati
on requirement;
2. Complete the lowerdivision pre-profession
al business administra
curriculum;
tion core
3. Complete the uppe
r-division general educ
ation requirement;
4. Complete the uppe
r-division business ad
ministration core curri
5. Complete the cours
culum;
es required for the ma
jor;
6. Complete a minimum
of 128 semester hours
of work with a minim
semester hours in cours
um of 39
es numbered 300 and
above;
7. Attain a mi nim um
grade po int average of
2.0 (C) in all course wo
attempted;
rk
8. Attain a minimum
grade po int average of
2.0 (C) in the business
administration core cu
rriculum (42 hours);
9. Attain a minimum
grade po int average of
2.0 (C) in the major;
10. Complete the busin
ess policy course (MGT
499) with a mi nim um
of "C "; and
grade
11. Co mp ly with Unive
rsity and College of Ad
ministrative Science res
requirements.
idence
Three levels of requir
ements must be comp
leted in order to receiv
of Science in Business
e the Bachelor
Administration degree:
(1) university general
graduation requiremen
education and
ts, (2) College of Admi
nistrative Science core
and (3) College of Ad
requirements,
ministrative Science ma
jor requirements. The
sequence of courses is
recommended
presented in the follow
ing sections.
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urs
ile
ments: 62 Semester Ho
for advanced study. Wh
Lower Division Require
on
ati
nd
on
s provide a fou
ati
rse
uc
cou
ed
l
on
era
isi
div
gen
erthe
low
The
ground through
ck
ba
ual
ect
al
ell
on
int
ssi
ir
ofe
in the pre-pr
students broaden the
basic business skills
p
elo
s
ent
dev
o
em
als
uir
y
req
the
education
requirements,
riculum. The general
cur
e
and
cor
es
on
enc
ati
sci
str
l
ini
ura
business adm
fine arts, nat
position, humanities and
ences.
expose students to com
sci
l
ora
avi
y, social and beh
mathematics, and histor
Semester Hours
ucation Requirements
Ed
ral
ne
Ge
6 hrs
ion
vis
Di
I. Lower
& II (EH 101-102)*
I
n
tio
osi
mp
Co
sh
gli
1. En
e Arts
6 hrs
2. Humanities and Fin
e**
tur
era
Lit
3 hrs
of
a. Survey
3 hrs
ts
Ar
e
b. Fin
ves
cti
Ele
ies
nit
ma
Hu
c.
ion to Ethics (PHL202)
Recommended: Introduct
Mathematics
8 hrs
3. Natural Sciences and
**
ce*
ien
Sc
ory
rat
a. Labo
y, environmental
Choose biology, chemistr
6 hrs
science or physics
0)****
12
and
107
A
(M
s
tic
b. Mathema
havioral Sciences
3 hrs
4. History, Social and Be
3 hrs
ry
sto
Hi
a.
y, or anthropology
6 hrs
b. Psychology, sociolog
3)
CN 142 and 14
(E
ics
om
on
Ec
cro
44 hrs
Mi
c. Macro and
ments
ire
qu
Re
on
ati
uc
Ed
al
Total Gener
IO I and I 02.
must be obtained in EH
• A grade of C or higher
re.
uence in any literatu
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3 hrs
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siness (BLS 211)
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Legal Environment of Bu 211)
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Management Accountin
g (ACC 212)
Total Pre-professional
Business Administratio
n
Core Curriculum
Total Lower-division
Requirements

*Refer to MIS placem
ent policy.

3 hrs
18 hrs
62 hrs

Upper Division Requ
irements: 66 Semeste
r Hours
Work in the last two ye
ars of study builds up
on the foundation estab
general education req
lished by the
uirements and the pre
-professional business
core curriculum. Up
administration
per-division requirem
ents include upper-d
education courses, the
ivision general
business administratio
n core curriculum, and
major. Registration for
courses in the
courses in the upper-d
ivision is restricted. Ple
College's section, "Adm
ase read the
ission to the Upper-D
ivision."
III. Upper Division Ge
neral Education Requ
irements
Strategies of Business
Semester Hours
Writing (EH 300)*
Business and Professi
onal Communications
3 hrs
(CM 313)
Economics Requireme
nt (ECN 34 0,3 45 ,45
3
hrs
4, 475)**
Total Upper Division
General Education Re
3 hrs
qu
irements
*EH 300 should be tak
en the first semester of
9 hrs
the Jun

**For the Upper Div
ior year.
ision economics requir
ement a student may
required in the major.
not choose an econom
ics course

IV. Upper Division Bu
siness Administratio
n Core Curriculum
Accounting requiremen
t (ACC 30 7,3 10 or 31
4)*
Principles of Finance
(FIN 301)
Managing Organization
s (MGT 301)
Information Systems
in Organizations (MIS
301)
Principles of Marketing
(MKT 301)
Production Managem
ent (MSC 385)
International Business
(MGT 450)**
Business Policy (MGT
499)
Total Business Adminis
tra
tion Core Curriculum
*To fulfill the Upper Div

3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
24 hrs

ision Accounting require
majors .
ment, ACC 307 is req
uired for accounting and
MIS
**International Business
Requirement. Business
business and econom
ma
jors
acq
uire
a
bro
ad knowledge of inte
ic theories, problems
rnational
and practices through
weaving of global issu
taking MGT 450 and
es in the business adm
through the
inistration core curricu
lum.

V. Major (each major
is described below)
VI. Free electives
Total Upper Division
Requirements
Total minimum hours
for a B.S.B.A . Degree
***No more

21 hrs
12 hrs
66 hrs
128 hrs***

than 6 hours ofH PE act
ivity and music ensem
ble courses may count
toward graduation.

Majors in the B.S.B.
A. Degree
The College offers
the following majors:
accounting, finance,
marketing, and manage
management,
ment information syste
ms .
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General Accounting*
Course No.
Title
ACC 310
Semester Hours
Intermediate Financial Ac
counting I
ACC 311
3 hrs
Intermediate Financial Ac
counting II
ACC 313
3 hrs
Individual and Small Bu
siness Income Taxes
AC C 314
3 hrs
Cost Accounting
ACC 431
3 hrs
Principles of Auditing
ACC electives 6 hours
3 hrs
Accounting Electives*
6 hrs
*Students planning to sit
21 hrs
for the CPA examin
ation are advised to take
one of the two CPA prepar
atory

concentrations.

CPA Preparatory with
an Emphasis in Assuran
ce and Financial Repo
(4+1 Pr og ra m) *
rting
The 4 + 1 program (4 yea
rs of undergraduate study
plus 1 yea r of graduate
ending with the Ma ste r's
study
in Accountancy) in the ass
urance and financial rep
concentration prepares
orting
students for the CPA
exam and for teaching
community college- or un
at the
iversity-level.
Course No.
Title
ACC 310
Semester Hours
Intermediate Financial Ac
counting I
ACC 311
Intermediate Financial Ac
3 hrs
counting II
ACC 313
Individual and Small Bu
3 hrs
siness Income Taxes
ACC 314
Cost Accounting
3 hrs
ACC 431
Principles of Auditing
3 hrs
ACC 432
Advanced Auditing
3 hrs
ACC 433
Forensic Accounting
3 hrs
3 hrs
*Students planning to sit
21
hrs
for the CPA exa
mination are advised to
take BLS 411 as a free elec
tive.

4 + 1 CPA Preparatory
with an Emphasis in As
surance and Financial
Reporting
The graduate-level course
s are as follows:
ACC 614 Cost Managem
ent
ACC 607 Advanced Ac
counting Information Sy
stems
ACC 680 Financial Accou
nting Theory
ACC 517 Governmental
Accounting
ACC 513 Corporate, Pa
rtnership & Estate Taxes
Select two of the follow
ing:
ACC 603 Financial Statem
ent Analysis
ACC 615 Advanced Fin
ancial Accounting
ACC 642 Advanced Int
ernal and Operational Au
diting
6 hours of thesis
MIS 634 Management of
Information Technology
Non-accounting Electives
at 6xx level - 6 hours
Non-accounting Elective
at the 5xx or 6xx level 3 hours
CPA Preparatory with
an Emphasis in Taxation
(4 + 1 Program)*
The 4 + 1 program (4 yea
rs of undergraduate study
plus 1 yea r of graduate
ending with the Ma ste r's
study
in Accountancy) in the
taxation concentration pre
students for the CPA
pares
exam and for teaching
at the community colleg
university-level.
e- or
IOI
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Course No.
AC C 310
AC C 311
AC C 313
AC C 314
AC C 413
AC C 420
AC C 431

Title
cou nti ng I
Intermediate Fin anc ial Ac
cou nti ng II
Ac
ial
anc
Intermediate Fin
ess Inc om e Taxes
Ind ivi dua l and Small Bu sin
Co st Ac cou nti ng
Estate Taxes
Co rpo rat e, Partnership, and
n
atio
State and Local Tax
Principles of Au dit ing

the CPA examination are adv
*Students planning to sit for

Semester Hours
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
21 hrs

free elective .
ised to take BLS 411 as a

h an Emphasis in Taxation
4 + 1 CPA Preparatory wit
s are as follows:
Th e graduate-level cou rse
ent
AC C 614 Co st Ma nag em
s
nti ng Inf orm atio n Sys tem
cou
Ac
AC C 607 Ad van ced
y
eor
nti ng Th
AC C 680 Fin anc ial Ac cou
cou nti ng
Ac
al
ent
nm
ver
Go
AC C 517
ing
dit
AC C 532 Ad van ced Au
:
Select two of the following
Sta tem ent An aly sis
ial
anc
Fin
603
C
AC
ial Ac cou nti ng
AC C 615 Ad van ced Fin anc
al and Op era tio nal Au dit ing
AC C 642 Ad van ced Intern
6 hours of thesis
Information Tec hno log y
MI S 634 Ma nag em ent of
at 6xx level - 6 hours
No n-a cco unt ing Electives
rs
the 5xx or 6xx level - 3 hou
at
e
No n-a cco unt ing Electiv

ng
Semester Hours
Federal Contract Accounti
le
Tit
3 hrs
.
No
Course
I
ate Financial Ac cou nti ng
edi
erm
Int
3 hrs
310
C
AC
cou nti ng II
Intermediate Financial Ac
3 hrs
AC C 311
Co st Ac cou nti ng
3 hrs
AC C 314
Au dit ing
of
s
ple
nci
Pri
3 hrs
AC C 431
nti ng
ver nm ent Co ntr act Ac cou
Go
sic
Ba
3 hrs
440
C
ng
AC
ntr act Ac cou nti
Ad van ced Go ver nm ent Co
AC C 441
3 hrs
rses:
ed from the following cou
ect
sel
e
ctiv
ele
hr.
3
e
Electiv
ent
Intro to Co ntr act Ma nag em
MG T 401
aly sis
An
st
Co ntr act Pri cin g & Co
MG T 403
w
La
act
ntr
Go ver nm ent Co
21 hrs
MG T 406
in Ac cou nti ng
p
shi
ern
Int
495
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Students considering the
professional certification
examinations upon gradua
such as the Certified Cash
tion ,
Manager, Certified in Financ
ial Management, the Certif
Management Accountant (CM
ied
A) , Certified Financial Pla
nner, or Chartered Financial
Analyst, may need course
work beyond the minimum
requirements for the B.S.B.
degree . Students are encour
A.
aged to identify the specia
l requirements early in the
academic careers.
ir
The Department of Accounti
ng and Finance offers five
finance concentrations for
B.S.B.A. degree: General
the
Finance; Corporate Financ
e; Investments; Banking and
Financial Institutions; and
Federal Contract Managem
ent. The finance major
offered only during the day
is
.
Requirements for a major
in finance within the B.S
.B.A. degree are as follow
s:
General Finance
Course No.
FIN 352
FIN 370
FIN 378
FIN 431
FIN 460
FIN 461
FIN 454

Title
Money and Banking
Commercial Bank Manag
ement
Long-Term Capital Manag
ement
Short-Term Capital Manag
ement
Investments
Portfolio Management
International Economics and
Finance

Semester Hours
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
21 hrs

Co rpo rat e Fin an ce Co
nce ntr ati on (A dou ble
ma jor with Ac cou nti ng
recommended.)
is
Course No.
FIN 352
FIN 378
FIN 431
FIN 460
FIN 454
ACC 310
ACC 314

Title
Money and Banking
Long-Term Capital Manag
ement
Short-Term Capital Manag
ement
Investments
International Economics and
Finance
Intermediate Financial Ac
counting I
Cost Accounting

Investments Concentrati
on
Course No.
FIN 352
FIN 378
FIN 460
FIN 461
FIN 454
MKT Elective
Major Elective

Title
Money and Banking
Long-Term Capital Manag
ement
Investments
Portfolio Management
International Economics and
Finance
(MKT 315 , MKT 420, MK
T 332)
(MKT 315*, MKT 420*, MK
T 332 ,*
FIN 431 , FIN 370 , ACC 313
)
* Do not repeat MKT Elective
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Semester Hours
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
21 hrs
Semester Hours
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs

3 hrs
21 hrs
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titutions Concentration
Banking and Financial Ins
Title
Course No.
Money and Banking
FIN 352
ent
Commercial Bank Managem
FIN 370
ent
em
nag
Ma
Long-Term Capital
FIN 378
ent
em
nag
Ma
ital
Short-term Cap
FIN 431
Investments
460
FIN
Portfolio Management
FIN 461
T 420 , MK T 332 , ACC 314)
Major Elective (MKT 315 , MK

Semester Hours
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
21 hrs

n*
e and Contracts Concentratio
Federal Government Financ
Semester Hours
Title
3 hrs
Course No.
ting
Accoun
Basic Government Contract
3 hrs
AC C4 40
g
ntin
cou
Ac
ct
Government Contra
ced
van
Ad
3 hrs
441
C
AC
Money & Banking
3 hrs
FIN 352
ent
Long-Term Capital Managem
3 hrs
FIN 378
ent
Short-term Capital Managem
3 hrs
FIN 431
International Finance
3 hrs
FIN 454
)
, MGT 403, MG T 406
401
GT
(M
e
ctiv
21 hrs
Ele
jor
Ma

* Student should take ACC 3 14 as juni

.
or level accounting elective
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critical thinking skills. Ou r ma
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Information Systems empha
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iness environments.
bus
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and
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ica
technolog
ics and management
wledge related to econom
kno
tes
ina
sem
dis
and
ps
develo
and practices.
information systems concepts
Systems
students who
Management Information
systems (MIS) is designed for
tion
rma
info
ent
em
nag
ma
in
The major
systems that utilize
or designers of information
ors
trat
inis
adm
e
om
bec
to
wa nt
subject matter includes
inistrative environment. MIS
adm
or
ss
ine
bus
a
in
ers
put
com
, data communication,
er software, database design
computer hardware , comput
ogies, behavioral issues
s analysis and design methodol
electronic commerce , system
computer systems are
trative context within which
and the business or adminis
Information Systems
ent
em
r's degree in Manag
ste
Ma
a
rs
offe
e
leg
Col
The
applied.
rmation assurance. The
program in security and info
cate
tifi
cer
te
dua
gra
a
and
(MIS)
the day and the evening.
MIS major is offered during
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Requirements for a major
in Management Informatio
n Systems within the
B.S.B.A. degree are as follow
s:
Course No.
MIS 210
MIS 310
MIS 340
MIS 420
MIS 460
MIS 497
MIS Elective

Title
Semester Hours
Intro to Computer Programm
ing in Business
3 hrs
Advanced Computer Progra
mming in Business
3 hrs
Databases for Management
3 hrs
Electronic Commerce
3
hrs
Telecommunications & Netwo
rking
3 hrs
Information System Design
& Implementation
3 hrs
Up per division MIS elective
3 hrs
21 hrs

Department of Manageme
nt and Marketing

355 Administrative Science
Building
Telephone: (256) 824-6680
Email: simpsonj@uah.edu

Professors Gramm, Rhoades,
Sherman, Simpson (Chair),
Stafford, Tseng; Associate
Professors Bao, Berkowitz,
Chadwick, Wren; Assistant
Professor Fong; Clinical
Assistant Professors Cates,
Lovelace, Rieder, Woodward
; Lecturer Crowson,
Reserach Professor Snider.
Mission. The Department of
Management and Marketing
provides academically
rigorous instruction on the
use of analytical tools and
theoretical concepts in
management and marketing
to help students understand
and apply them to practical
business problems in scientif
ic, technological and traditio
nal business environments.
The departmental faculty also
develops and disseminates kno
wledge related to the
management of organization
s, personnel and exchange reia
tionships.
Management
A major in management
prepares students for a wid
e range of professional
managerial occupations. The
management major is structu
red to provide the broad
education students will nee
d for flexibility and mobili
ty as future managers in
business or governmental org
anizations. Students may ele
ct one of four potential
concentrations.
The Human Resource Manag
ement concentration focuses
on the various functions
of personnel administration
, in addition to organizat
ional behavior and labor
relations. This concentration
would be appropriate for stu
dents planning to enter
positions as a personnel sta ff
specialist, training director, wa
ge and salary specialist,
employment manager, benefit
s administrator, and industrial
relations supervisor.
The Acquisition Management
concentration focuses the ma
nagement of government
contracts in the aerospace and
defense industries. It includ
es pre and post-award
con trac t adm inis trat ion , cos
t and pri ce analysis, con
trac t neg otia tion , and
government contract law. Thi
s concentration is designed
to prepare students for
entry level professional pos
itions in acquisition with the
Federal government or in
similar positions with govern
ment contractors.
The Supply Chain Managem
ent concentration focuses on
transportation, logistics,
inventory management, distrib
ution operations, information
systems as applied to
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agement of a
tegic decision making in the man
supply chain integration, and stra
ents for careers
tration is designed to prepare stud
firm 's supply chain. The concen
or careers in
sect
lic
ply chain function or for pub
with industrial firms in the sup
ent of Defense.
military logistics with the Departm
ion is offered
eral Management. This concentrat
The fourth concentration is in Gen
al areas of
tion
ire a broad knowledge of the func
for students whose career goals requ
centration
con
s
Thi
ialization in a particular field.
ork to
management rather than a spec
rsew
cou
field
or
ty in customizing their maj
ring
side
allows students maximum flexibili
con
ents
stud
e,
mpl
itions. For exa
may
s
fit thei r par ticu lar care er amb
ines
bus
l
iona
rnat
inte
in
ers
business or care
entrepreneurial careers in small
ls.
y to accommodate such career goa
wish to plan their program of stud
degree are as
nagement within the B.S.B.A.
Requirements for a major in Ma
follows:

Concentration:
Human Resource Management
Course No.
MG T 361
MG T 363
MG T46 0
MG T46 2
ECN 475
Business
Electives

Semester Hours
Title
3 hrs
Organizational Behavior
3 hrs
t
men
age
Man
ns
atio
Human Resource & Labor Rel
3 hrs
t
men
elop
Dev
Employee Staffing and
3 hrs
Employment Law for Managers
Economics of Labor Markets &
3 hrs
Human Resources Administration
s
tive
Business Administration Elec
6 hrs
21 hrs

Acquisition Management Concen
Course No.
MG T 361
MG T36 3
MG T 401
MG T40 3
MG T40 6
Busines s
Electives

tration:

Semester Hours
Title
3 hrs
Organizational Behavior
3 hrs
t
men
age
ns Man
Human Resource & Labor Relatio
3 hrs
t
men
Introduction to Contract Manage
3 hrs
s
Contract Pricing & Cost Analysi
3 hrs
Government Contract Law
Electives
Six hrs. Business Administration
21 hrs

centration:
Supply Chain Management Con
Course No.
MG T 361
MG T 363
MK T41 0
MG T41 1
MIS 422
Business
Electives

Administrative Science

Semester Hours
Title
3 hrs
Organizational Behavior
3 hrs
t
men
age
Man
ns
Human Resource & Labor Relatio
hrs
3
Transportation and Logistics
hrs
3
t
Supply Chain Managemen
hrs
3
s
Supply Chain Management System
hrs
6
s
Business Administration Elective
21 hrs
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General Management Concentrat
ion:
Course No.
MG T 361
MG T36 3
MG T Electives
Business
Electives

Title
Semester Hours
Organizational Behavior
3 hrs
Human Resource & Labor Relation
s Management 3 hrs
Management Electives
6 hrs
Business Administration Electives
9 hrs
21 hrs

Marketing
A major in marketing allows thos
e students with interests in dev
eloping and
promoting products and services to
gain the knowledge and skills need
ed to pursue
careers in marketing management,
product management, marketing
research,
advertising, sales, internet markete
rs, supply chain management and
acquisition.
Since marketing is such a diverse
area, the curriculum has been divi
ded into four
concentrations.
The marketing management con
centration focuses on the marketi
ng act1v1ties
involved in the producer-customer
exchange process. In order for busi
nesses to
successfully complete this process,
they need to consider things such
as buyer
behavior, channels of distribution,
promotional activities, product dev
elopment and
relationship management. Marketi
ng managers also conduct market
research to
investigate cust ome r nee ds and
dete rmi ne appropriate mar keti ng
strategies.
Marketing managers are responsible
for the total development process
for a firm's
products and services. With an emp
hasis on a high technology environ
ment, this
concentration prepares students for
careers in a variety of business and
public sector
organizations.
The supply chain management con
centration involves all areas of the
supply chain,
from planning to distribution. The
supply chain concentration prepares
marketing
students to manage inter-organizat
ional relationships that are necessar
y to integrate
the transportation, logistics, purc
hasing, information technology,
and operations
across the network of firms. This
concentration is designed to prepare
students for
careers in supply chain managem
ent with industrial firms and pub
lic sector
organizations such as the Departm
ent of Defense and NASA.
The Acquisition Management con
centration focuses on activities and
programs
designed to obtain from suppliers
the services and materials necessar
y to produce
products and services. The program
focuses on the management of gov
ernment
contracts in the aerospace and defe
nse industries. It includes contract
administration,
cost and price analysis, contract
negotiation, and government con
tract law. This
concentration prepares marketing
students for entry level professiona
l positions in
acquisition with the Federal gov
ernment, government contractors
and traditional
industries.
The e-business concentration focu
ses on both consumer and business
-to-business
marketing through the use of the
web. Since business over the web
has grown so
dramatically, many marketing tran
sactions are conducted almost enti
rely through the
internet. Web based marketing has
brought about new ways of inte
racting with
customers, advertising, and research
. Business activities on the web diff
er greatly
from traditional business activitie
s and require the marketer to also
understand
information technology and security.
Students pursuing this concentratio
n will take
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as, courses that bridge content from the
courses in marketing and MIS, as well
entration prepares students for careers in
marketing and MIS disciplines. This conc
Web based marketing.
in the B.S.B.A. degree are as follows:
Requirements for a major in marketing with
Marketing Management Concentration:

Course No.
MKT 332
MKT 343
MKT 414
MK T48 0
MKT electives

Title
Buye r Behavior
Marketing Research
Marketing Emerging Technologies
Marketing Strategy
9 hrs . Marketing electives

Semester Hours
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
9 hrs
21 hrs

electives for an internship
*Students are encouraged to use one of their

n:*
Supply Chain Management Concentratio
Course No.
MK T33 2
MKT 343
MKT 414
MK T48 0
MK T41 0
MGT 411
MIS 422

Title
Buye r Behavior
Marketing Research
Marketing Emerging Technologies
Marketing Strategy
Transportation and Logistics
Supply Chain Management
Supply Chain Systems

electives for an internship
*Students are encouraged to use one of their

n:*
Acquisition Management Concentratio
Title
No.
Course
Buy er Behavior
MKT 332
Marketing Research
MKT 343
Marketing Emerging Technologies
MKT 414
Marketing Strategy
MKT 480
Introduction to Contract Man agem ent
MGT 401
Contract Pricing and Cost Analysis
MGT 403
Government Contract Law
MGT 406
electives for an internship
• Students are encouraged to use one of their

e-Business Concentration:
Title
Course No.
Marketing Research
MKT 343
Marketing Strategy
MKT 480
342
MKT
Promotional Strategy
MK T47 0
Marketing in an Electronic Environment
MIS 420
Electronic Commerce
MIS 440
Web Programming and Data Base
3 hrs. elective selected from the following
Elective
courses:
Internship in e-Business
MK T49 6
Databases for Man agem ent
MIS 340
Computer-Mediated Communication
CM4 01
Administrative Science
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Semester Hours
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
21 hrs
Semester Hours
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
21 hrs

Semester Hours
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs

3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs

21 hrs

The Mar ketin g majo r is offered only
duri ng the day.

Certificate in Accounting
Man y individuals expr ess a desire to
purs ue a care er in acco untin g after havi
ng
earn ed a bach elor 's degr ee in a disciplin
e othe r than acco untin g. The Acc ount
ing
faculty reco mme nds students ente r the
M.A cc. prog ram whe neve r students mee
t the
adm issio n requirements . See the UAH
Grad uate Cata log. For students unab
le to
mee t the adm issio n requirements, UAH
offers a Certificate in Acc ount ing prog
ram
with three options, as desc ribed belo w:
1. Gen eral Acc ount ing Opti on-F or
individuals with a care er inter est in acco
unting
who do not plan to sit for prof essio nal
certification exam inati ons.
2. Man agem ent Acc ount ing Opti on- For
individuals with a care er interest in
man agem ent acco untin g who plan to sit
for the Cert ified Man agem ent Acc ount
ant
examination.
3. Publ ic Acc ount ing Opti on-F or indiv
iduals with a care er interest in public
acco untin g who plan to sit for the Cert
ified Publ ic Acc ount ant examination.
Admission and Academic Standard
s for Accounting Certificate
Candidates
Adm issio n to the certificate in acco untin
g prog ram requires that the stud ent hold
a
bach elor 's or mas ter's degree in any
discipline from an accr edite d institutio
n. The
stud ent mus t seek coun sel from the
Coll ege' s Dire ctor of Adv isem ent, and
be
adm itted to UAH as a regu lar stud
ent befo re enro lling in the certificat
e in
acco untin g prog ram.
To receive a Certificate in Acc ount ing,
a stud ent mus t com plete the curr iculu
m
show n belo w for the applicable option.
Cred it for work done on a prio r degree
may
be acce pted for any course in any optio
n. However, a mini mum of 18 hour s mus
t be
take n at UAH for the General Acc ount
ing Opti on and a mini mum of 24 hour
s
mus
t
be take n at UAH for the Man agem ent
and Publ ic Acc ount ing Opti ons. At least
12
hour s of the requ ired UAH hour s for
any optio n mus t be in acco untin g cour
ses. If
nece ssary to mee t the 18 or 24 hour requ
irem ent, electives may be selected from
any
300 or 400 level course in the Coll ege
of Adm inist rativ e Science or may be selec
ted
from outside the Coll ege with the appr
oval of the depa rtme nt chair.
General Accounting Option
Business Curriculum:

Course No.
ACC 211
ACC 212
BLS 211
ECN 143
MIS 146
MSC 287

Title
Fina ncia l Acc ount ing
Man agem ent Acc ount ing
Lega l Env iron men t of Busi ness
Principles of Mic roec onom ics
Mic roco mpu ter App licat ions
Busi ness Statistics
Total Busi ness Curr iculu m

Semester Hours
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
18 hrs

Accountin,: Curriculum:
Course No.
ACC 307
ACC 310

Title
Acc ount ing Info rmat ion Systems
Inter med iate Financial Acc ount ing I
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Semester Hours
3 hrs
3 hrs
Administrati ve Science

ACC 311
ACC 313
ACC 314
ACC 431

Intermediate Financial Accounting II
Individual & Small Business Income Taxes
Cost Accounting
Auditing
Total Accounting Curriculum
Total Hours Required

Management Accounting Option
Title
Course No.
hrs., plus:
General Accounting Option Requirements, 36
ce
Finan
of
iples
Princ
FIN 301
Managing Organizations
MGT 301
ives*
Elect
Total Hours Required

3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
18 hrs
36 hrs

Semester Hours
3 hrs
3 hrs
6 hrs 48 hrs

ve Science or
400-level course in the College of Administrati
*Electives may be selected from any 300- or
the approval of the department chair.
may be selected from outside the College with

g Option, with a careful selection of
Completion of the Management Accountin
ground necessary to sit for the CMA
electives, provides the basic educational back
Institute of Management Accountants:
examination. See the web page of the
taking the CMA examination, additional
http://www.imanet.org/. However, prior to
e may be necessary in order to improve
coursework or a rigorous preparatory cours
one's ability to pass the examination.

Public Accounting Option
Title
Course No.
hrs., plus:
General Accounting Option Requirements, 36
ce
Finan
of
Principles
FIN 301
Managing Organizations
MGT 301
Corporation, Partnership & Estate Taxes
ACC 413
Advanced Financial Accounting
ACC 415
Government Accounting
ACC 417
Advanced Auditing
ACC 432
ACC Elective
Business Law for Accountants
BLS 411
Electives*
Total Hours Required

Semester Hours
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
9 hrs
69 hrs

ve Science
400-level course in the College of Administrati
*Electives may be selected from any 300- or
other than accounting.

blic Accounting Option, a student must
To receive the Certificate in Acco untin g-Pu
from combined prior degree work and
have a minimum of 150 semester hours
meet the total 150-hour requirement,
to
certificate work at UAH. If necessary
or 400 level course in the College of
electives may be selected from any 300
from outside the College with the
Administrative Science or may be selected
n of the Public Accounting Option meets
approval of the department chair. Completio
d of Public Accountancy to sit for the
the requirements of the Alabama State Boar
page of the Alab ama State Boar d of
CPA examination in Alabama. See the web
m.htm. However, prior to taking the
Public Accountancy: http:/ /asbpa.state.al.us/exa
e may be necessary to improve one's
CPA examination, a rigorous review cours
has no course work from a prior degree
ability to pass the examination. A student who
program should seek counsel from the
that can be accepted toward the certificate
Administrative Science
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College's Graduate Advisor to dete
rmine whether the M.Acc. is preferab
le to
completing the certificate program or
seek counsel from the Undergraduate
Director
of Advisement to determine whether
a second bachelor's degree in accounti
ng is
preferable to completing the certificat
e program.
Certificate in Human Resource
Management
The Certificate in Human Resource
Management is designed to serve the
needs of
individuals who desire to pursue a care
er in human resource management or
who are
currently working in the field of hum
an resource management after having
earned a
bachelor's degree that did not allow
them to specialize in human reso
urce
management.
Admission Requirements for Certific
ate in Human Resource Management
Candidates
Admission to the certificate in human
resource management program requires
that
the student hold a bachelor's degree
in a discipline other than human reso
urce
management. The candidate must secu
re the approval of the Chair of the Dep
artment
of Management and Marketing and
must be admitted to UAH as a regu
lar post
baccalaureate student before enrolling
in the human resource management certi
ficate
program .
Curriculum for Certificate in Hum
an Resource Management
To receive a certificate in human reso
urce management, the student must com
plete
the curriculum shown below with a
grade of at least a "C" in each cour
se to be
applied to the certificate. A student
may transfer a maximum of 6 semeste
r hours
toward the certificate.
Course No.

Title

Semester Hours

MGT 301
MG T36 3

Managing Organizations
Human Resource & labor Relations
Management
MGT 460
Employee Staffing and Development
MGT 461
Strategic Compensation Management
MGT 462
Employment Law for Managers
Business Electives

3 hrs

Total Hours Required

3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
9 hrs
24 hrs

Courses of Instruction, Admission,
and Descriptions
Lower Division . Courses numbered 100
to 199 are designed primarily for fresh
men
and courses numbered 200 to 299 are
designed primarily for sophomores.
Juniors,
seniors and graduate students may be
admitted for lower division credit. Grad
uate
students may take these courses and
receive lower division credit, but not
graduate
credit.
Upper Division. Courses numbered 300
to 499 are available only to juniors, seni
ors
and graduate students . All students, both
those admitted as majors in the College
Administrative Science and those
of
admitted as majors in other colleges
in the
University, must meet College of
Administrative Science general prer
equisite
requirements in order to be admitted
to upper division College of Administ
rative
Science courses in addition to the spec
ific course prerequisites cited in the
course
descriptions.
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nce
division College of Administrative Scie
General prerequ1s1tes for all upper
(see
ding
stan
ion
101 and 102, upper divis
courses are the completion of English
lty
to UAH as a regular student. Any facu
n
issio
adm
above for requirements) and
nce
Scie
e
rativ
inist
Adm
of
ege
se in the Coll
member teaching an upper-division cour
er
d the specific courses listed under "Low
plete
com
have
ents
stud
all
may assume that
will
301,
courses with a number greater than
Division Requirements" above; and for
may take these courses for upper division
ents
stud
have completed EH 300. Graduate
credit, but not for graduate credit.

Accounting (ACC)

Lower Division Courses
(3 hrs)
211 Financial Accounting
cs include
Topi
on.
mati
infor
g
untin
rlie acco
Introduction to basic concepts that unde
e,
income statement, the accounting cycl
the statement of financial position, the
is
s
hasi
Emp
.
rting
al issues in financial repo
internal control, and ethical and behavior
re
omo
Soph
:
sites
equi
ment information. Prer
placed on proper use of financial state
standing.
(3 hrs)
212 Management Accounting
and control.
ning
plan
nal
inter
for
ion
rmat
info
Introduction to the use of accounting
ion to cost
duct
ume-profit analysis, intro
Topics include cost behavior, cost-vol
evaluation,
ance
orm
perf
,
making, budgeting
measurement, relevant costs for decision
tion of
enta
pres
and
ent
lopm
ed to the deve
and ethical and behavioral issues relat
are
softw
eet
adsh
spre
and
r
pute
com
Personal
management accounting information.
are used . Prerequisite: ACC 211.
ents for upper division standing)
Upper Division Courses (see requirem
(3 hrs)
307 Accounting Information Systems
summarize,
ify,
class
ure,
capt
to
ired
es requ
Detailed review and analysis of procedur
ms,
cs include elements of accounting syste
and report financial information. Topi
es
edur
proc
and
systems design, flowcharting,
business documents, considerations in
for
ms
syste
ion
rmat
info
hasis on accounting
to protect property and information. Emp
onal computer. Prerequisite: ACC 212.
pers
the
of
use
e
nsiv
small businesses. Exte
(3 hrs)
I
310 Intermediate Financial Accounting
of income,
rting
repo
and
t
men
sure
mea
the
g
In-depth examination of issues concernin
ts. Topics
men
er's equity in financial state
cash flows, assets, liabilities, and own
assets.
gible
intan
and
assets, fixed assets,
include time value of money, current
, with
ature
liter
ent
curr
and
ouncements
Reference is made to professional pron
is the
This
ess.
proc
ng
setti
rule
and
ronment
attention to the financial reporting envi
site: ACC 212.
first of a two-course sequence. Prerequi
(3 hrs)
II
ting
311 Intermediate Financial Accoun
of income,
rting
repo
and
g the measurement
In-depth examination of issues concernin
ts. Topics
men
state
cial
finan
er's equity in
cash flows, assets, liabilities, and own
rence is
Refe
on.
gniti
reco
nue
reve
taxes, and
include long-term debt, leases, deferred
to the
and current literature, with attention
made to professional pronouncements
twoa
of
nd
setting process. This is the seco
financial reporting environment and rule
course sequence . Prerequisite: ACC 310.
(3 hrs)
me Taxes
313 Individual and Small Business Inco
and selected
s,
ction
dedu
ness
busi
and nonDetermination of taxable income, business
site: ACC
equi
Prer
s.
rship
rieto
prop
sole
ls and
aspects of tax accounting for individua
211.
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314 Cost Accounting
(3 hrs)
Development and use of cost data for exter
nal reporting and internal planning and
control. Topics include cost estimation and
prediction, job costing, process costing,
joint product and by-product costing, servi
ce deportment cost allocation, standard
costing, activity-based costing, and trans
fer pricing. Development of relevant cost
information for special purposes is also cons
idered. Personal computer and spread
sheet software are used. Prerequisite: ACC
212.
413 Corporation, Partnership, and Esta
te Taxes
(3 hrs)
Tax accounting for partnerships, corporati
ons, S corporations, estates, and trusts.
Tax administration and research are emphasiz
ed. Prerequisite: ACC 313.
415 Advanced Financial Accounting
(3 hrs)
Analysis of financial accounting issue
s and alternatives concerning business
combinations, inter-corporate investments,
international business, and partnerships.
Prerequisite: ACC 311 .
417 Government (Fund) Accounting
(3 hrs)
Fund accounting at federal , state and local
governments, hospitals and universities.
Special accounting principles , budgeting ,
accounting for various funds and account
groups, are emphasized. Prerequisite: ACC
310.
420 State and Local Taxation
(3 hrs)
Principles of state income tax, sales and
other excise taxes and property tax.
Taxation of interstate commerce will be
examined along with US constitutional
restrictions on the ability of states to tax inter
state commerce.
431 Principles of Auditing
(3 hrs)
Conceptual foundations of auditing pract
ice. Basic auditing concepts including
professional ethics, legal liability, inde
pendence, and competence. Auditing of
computer-oriented systems, audit sampling,
and standards of reporting. Role of the
internal and independent auditor. Prerequisi
tes: ACC 307, 311, MSC 287.
432 Advanced Auditing
(3 hrs)
Practical application of auditing concepts
and standards . An understanding of
auditing principles is reinforced and expa
nded by exposure to problems and cases.
Prerequisite: ACC 431.
433 Forensic Accounting
(3 hrs)
Study of the nature and type s of fraud . The
course covers the tools and techniques
used to prevent, investigate, and detect fraud
. Prerequisite: ACC 431.
440 Basic Governmental Contract Acco
unting
(3 hrs)
Basic coverage and principles of governme
nt contract accounting with an emphasis
on the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR
). Prerequisite: ACC 314.
441 Advanced Government Contract Acco
unting
(3 hrs)
Advanced issues in government contract
cost accounting with an emphasis on the
Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) and
Cost Accounting Standards (CAS) cost
allocation guidelines. Prerequisite: ACC 440
470 Seminar in Contemporary Accounti
ng Issues
(3 hrs)
Current topics in professional accounting.
Pre- or Co-requisite: ACC 431 and senior
standing.
490 Special Projects
(3 hrs)
Independent study in an area of interest
to the student in the fields of accounting.
Prerequisites: senior standing and approval
of the department chair.
495 Internship in Accounting
(3 hrs)
Active involvement in a project in a busin
ess enterprise, professional organization,
or government agency that has particular
interest and relevance to the student.
Prerequisites: senior standing and approval
of the department chair, and subject to
the College's guidelines on internships. Cour
se grade will be given on a satisfactory
(S)/unsatisfactory (U) basis .
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Business Legal Studies (BLS)

Lower Division Courses
(3 hrs)
211 Legal Environment of Business
cal and
politi
l,
socia
al,
ethic
the
Legal environment of business including
nt.
technological aspects of that environme
division standing)
Upper Division Course (see requirements for upper
(3 hrs)
400 Law, Ethics and Business
business
and
legal
a
from
ssed
addre
An analytical review of corporate ethics
rate
corpo
into
rity"
"integ
of
ration
integ
,
ethics
standpoint. Focus on codes of
oyerempl
nt,
veme
, civic invol
cultures, top management commitment to ethics
ational business.
intern
and
,
ction
prote
mer
consu
ons,
relati
employee
(3 hrs)
411 Business Law for Accountants
practice by
in
d
ntere
encou
ems
probl
and
iples
In-depth study of legal princ
a Uniform
from
s
topic
s legal
professional accountants. This course cover
310.
ACC
and
211
Commercial Code perspective . Prerequisite: BLS
Economics (ECN)

Lower Division Courses
(3 hrs)
142 Principles of Macroeconomics
urement of
meas
the
to
s
move
then
ions,
funct
et
mark
Reviews basics of individual
e, and
incom
nal
natio
of
mination
aggregate economic activity, models the deter
for
ns
reaso
ains
Expl
ns.
catio
impli
structures policy alternatives and their
t
outpu
of
ents
urem
meas
nts
prese
and
ty
activi
measurement of aggregate economic
and
ving
achie
associated with
and income in nominal and real terms. Problems
The aggregate expenditure
ssed.
discu
are
ity
stabil
omic
oecon
maintaining macr
cation to fiscal policy
appli
its
and
model of output determination is presented
commercial banking,
of
ion
funct
and
ure
demonstrated. Topics include struct
on, monetary policy options and
functions of money and mechanics of money creati
ls are presented and critiqued.
their implications. Alternative macroeconomic mode
the effectiveness of domestic
for
s
The open economy model and its implication
e: MA 004.
quisit
Prere
ed.
fiscal and monetary policy is incorporat
(3 hrs)
s
omic
143 Principles of Microecon
scarcity
with
ning
begin
g,
ionin
Comprehensive coverage of individual market funct
rice
non-p
their
and
ed,
defin
are
nd
and the economizing problem, supply and dema
The
ity.
quant
and
price
ibrium
equil
of
t
nmen
obtai
determinants presented along with
urement and interpretation in a
concept of elasticity is introduced and its meas
underlying demand and supply,
variety of applications is demonstrated. Theories
p are developed. The firm 's
onshi
relati
utility maximization, and the production-cost
ed to various demand conditions,
profit maximizing behavior is analyzed and appli
fication ofres ource is presented
market structures. Market functioning for each classi
n. Functioning of international
butio
along with their implications for income distri
quisite: MA 004.
Prere
tion.
mina
markets and resulting exchange rate deter
r division standing)
Upper Division Courses (see requirements for uppe
(3 hrs)
340 Macroeconomic Analysis
ent market
epend
Interd
.
system
mic
econo
n's
Comprehensive study of the natio
t, interest,
tmen
n, saving, inves
processes in determining income, consumptio
nced by
influe
as
th
grow
omic
employment, and the aggregate price level. Econ
nment
gover
and
nt,
geme
mana
ess
busin
institutional structure, technological change,
monetary and fiscal policy. Prerequisite: ECN 143.
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345 Microeconomic Analysis
(3 hrs)
The purpose of this course is to prov
ide students with an informed perspect
ive of,
and ability to use, microeconomic theo
ry. Working through formal non-strat
egic and
strategic decision-making exercises deve
lops the analytical tools necessary to
solve
business and non-business decision
problems. The logical foundations
of the
analytical tools are emphasized. Core
topics include consumer behavior, prod
uction,
exchange and markets, and using gam
e theory to solve strategic decision prob
lems.
Prerequisite: ECN 143.
352 Money and Banking
(3 hrs)
Organization, operation, and economi
c significance of monetary and bank
ing
systems. Fractional reserve banking
systems, money creation, the Federal
Reserve
System, U.S. financial intermediar
ies. Introduction to monetary theo
ry and
international finance. Prerequisite: ECN
143.
454 International Economics and Fina
nce
(3 hrs)
Behavior of foreign-exchange rates und
er different monetary standards, meth
ods of
financing international trade, histo
rical development of international
financial
institutions, current and proposed meth
ods for fostering international trade,
and
problems of international liquidity. Prer
equisite: FIN 30 I.
470 Seminar in Economics
(3 hrs)
Extensive readings and reports refle
cting current developments and tren
ds in
economic theory and its application to
the decision-making process in business
and
government. Prerequisite: Permission
of the department chair.
475 Economics of Labor Markets and
Human Resources
(3 hrs)
Economic analysis of labor markets
and institutions. Focus is primarily
on under
standing two general types of choices:
(I) labor market choices of individu
als which
have implications for human resource
management; and (2) choices mad
e by
organizations in the management of
human resources and implications of
those
choices for employee behavior. Topics
include individual decisions to supply
labor,
compensating wage differentials, hum
an capital investments, discriminati
on in
labor markets, pay and productivity,
collective bargaining and strikes. Prer
equisite:
ECN 143.
Finance (FIN)

Lower Division Course
100 Personal Financial Planning
(3 hrs)
An introduction to the study of pers
onal money management. Topics inclu
budgeting, home ownership, insuranc
de
e, investments and retirement benefits.
open for credit as a finance major.
Not
Upper Division Courses (see requirem
ents for upper division standing)
301 Principles of Finance
(3 hrs)
In-depth study of the basic principl
es of modem finance: time value of
money,
security valuation, portfolio theory and
net present value. Prerequisites: ECN
143,
MSC 287, ACC 212.
352 Money and Banking
(3 hrs)
Organization, operation, and economi
c significance of monetary and bank
ing
systems. Fractional reserve banking
systems, money creation, the Federal
Reserve
System, U.S. financial intermediar
ies. Introduction to monetary theo
ry and
international finance. Prerequisite: ECN
143.
370 Commercial Bank Management
(3 hrs)
A study of the financial management
of commercial banks. Emphasis on asse
t and
liability management and techniques
such as hedging and financial engineer
ing to
manage interest rate risks. Prerequisite:
FIN 352.
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(3 hrs)
378 Long-term Capital Management
hypothesis,
et
mark
ient
effic
the
y,
polic
Financial theory as it relates to corporate
quisite:
Prere
ies.
polic
end
divid
and
cing
capital structure theory, long-term finan
FIN 301.
(1, 2, or 3 hrs)
400 Investment Practicum
invest real funds in
to
ty
facul
ce
finan
Small number of students work closely with
idual stock selection and management
the stock market. Emphasis is placed on indiv
quisite: FIN 301 and permission of the
of the portfolio to meet objectives. Prere
instructor.
(3 hrs)
431 Short-term Capital Management
as cash
such
lems
prob
ent
agem
man
cial
finan
Financial principles applied to
t; and
credi
t-term
shor
gement; cost of
management; payables and receivables mana
301.
te: FIN
forecasting and financial planning. Prerequisi
(3 hrs)
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Fina
and
s
omic
Econ
l
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rnat
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methods of
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mon
rent
diffe
r
unde
Behavior of foreign-exchange rates
financial
nal
natio
inter
of
development
financing international trade , historical
, and
trade
nal
natio
inter
ring
foste
for
institutions, current and proposed methods
301.
FIN
te:
quisi
problems of international liquidity. Prere
(3 hrs)
460 Investments
process.
ion
decis
nt
stme
inve
view of the
Various investment media and an overall
olio
portf
tal
amen
fund
and
els,
mod
ation
Topics will include risk and return, valu
theory Prerequisite: FIN 301.
(3 hrs)
461 Portfolio Management
els, and
mod
y,
theor
on
hasis
emp
an
Continuation of FIN 361 (Investments) with
els m
mod
of
Use
nt.
geme
mana
olio
functional application of investment portf
361.
sed. Prerequisite: FIN
effective investment decision-making is stres
(3 hrs)
490 Special Projects
of fmance.
field
the
in
nt
stude
the
to
Independent study in an area of interest
of department chair.
Prerequisite: Senior standing and approval
(1, 2, or 3 hrs)
495 Internship in Finance
ssional organization
profe
,
ess enterprise
Active involvement in a project in a busin
ance to the student.
relev
and
est
inter
or in a government agency that has particular
of department chair, and subject to the
Prerequisite: Senior standing and approval
se grade will be given on a satisfactory
College's guidelines on internships. Cour
(S)/unsatisfactory (U) basis .
Management (MGT)

Lower Division Courses
(3 hrs)
100 Introduction to Business
tals of
amen
Fund
sed.
business are stres
Career options for students interested in
are
ess
busin
of
tions
func
the
ent and
business organizations, effective managem
explored.
(3 hrs)
101 Introduction to Entrepreneurship
r. Focuses
caree
l
euria
and the entrepren
Introduction to the startup of a new business
g a new
agin
man
and
g,
lopin
deve
cing,
on elementary concepts of planning, finan
business.
for upper division standing)
Upper Division Courses (see requirements
(3 hrs)
301 Managing Organizations
that are
esses
proc
and
,
tions
func
,
roles
Introduction to management theory,
private
and
ic
publ
of various types of
fundamental to the successful operation
wing
follo
the
of
s
view
over
providing
organizations . The course includes modules
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topics: managerial roles and functions
, the strategic management process,
organizational structure, organizational
theory and behavior, and the human reso
urce
management function. Prerequisite: juni
or standing.
361 Organizational Behavior
(3 hrs)
Behavioral science approach to the stud
y of individual performance . Performance
evaluation, job design, employee turno
ver, organizational culture, communicati
on
process, wor k motivation, leadersh
ip, group dynamics , and organization
al
development. Prerequisite: MGT 301.
362 Management and Labor Relation
s
(3 hrs)
Examination of theory, institutions, and
practice of union-management relations
.
Topics include environmental context of
labor relations , the organizing process,
the
collective bargaining contract negotiati
on process, the administration of the
collective bargaining contract, union
effects on organizations and society,
and
comparisons of the U.S. labor relations
system with labor relations systems in othe
r
countries.
363 Human Resource and Labor Rela
tions Management
(3 hrs)
This course will provide an overview of
the human resource management (HRM)
function , including strategic HRM
, staffing, training and developm
ent,
compensation , employee and labor relat
ions; and will provide in-depth study
of
strategic HRM . Prerequisite: MGT 301.
401 Introduction to Contract Managem
ent
(3 hrs)
General survey in contracting basics, cove
ring procedures as described by Federal
Acquisition Regulations, statutes, ethics,
policies, and other pertinent authorities.
403 Contract Pricing and Cost Analysis
(3 hrs)
Techniques for cost estimating, cost anal
ysis , and price analysis . Sources of data
,
statutory requirements , rates, factors, and
definitions, projection methods, factors
affecting profit or fee, weighted guid
elines technique, application of statistica
l
analysis including regression analysis,
and learning curve theory. Prerequisites
:
MGT 401 , FIN 301.
404 Negotiation Techniques
(3 hrs)
Develops principles, skills, and techniqu
es for effective negotiation and conflict
resolution. Describes common mistakes
in negotiation and provides a framework
to
prepare students for business or personal
negotiation sessions. Prerequisite: senior
standing .
405 New Venture Strategies
(3 hrs)
Theory and application of both marketing
and management strategies for start-up,
operation , and control of new ventures
. Role of entrepreneurship in the economy
.
Prerequisites: MGT 301 , MKT 301 and
senior standing.
406 Government Contract Law
(3 hrs)
Application of the legal principles gove
rning government contracts as develope
d
from common law, statutes, regulations,
and court and board decision s. Includes
requests for proposals, negotiation, insp
ection, acceptance, delivery, warrantie
s,
modifications of contracts , equitable adju
stment, government furnished property,
and disputes. Prerequisite: MGT 401.
410 Leadership, Personal Developmen
t and Organizations
(3 hrs)
The focus of this course is on the in-d
epth self-examination of skills, ability,
personality, attitudes, values and behavior
to increase self-awareness of leadership
competencies. Students will also examine
theories of leadership to develop insights
for their personalized leadership developm
ent. MGT 301 or permission of instructo
r.
411 Supply Chain Management
(3 hrs)
A study of problems and practices of oper
ations and materials management. Topi
cs
include: materials acquisitions, inventor
y systems, demand management, aggregat
e
planning, materials logistics systems and
current topics. Prerequisite: MKT 410.
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(3 hrs)
440 Small Business Counseling
. Serve as a
firms
ess
busin
l
smal
of
ties
Practical exposure to problems and opportuni
lems and
prob
with identification of
consultant to assist local business managers
market
of
areas
of
as identification
formulation of alternative solutions, as well
Small
the
of
tor
Direc
the
vision of
opportunity. Experience gained under the super
tor.
Direc
C
SBD
of
val
appro
Business Development Center. Prerequisite:
(3 hrs)
ness
Busi
nal
natio
450 Inter
the global
in
ess
busin
doing
of
ts
aspec
ical
polit
This course combines theoretical and
the need
and
ess
of international busin
market. It addresses the complex environment
nsions
dime
legal
and
ral
political, cultu
to investigate its various economic , social,
ders
consi
then
It
es.
ectiv
persp
cations'
from conceptual, methodological and appli
ess
busin
into,
rated
integ
be
can
and
t,
how these environmental factors would affec
301, MKT 301, FIN 301.
programs and strategies. Prerequisites: MGT
(3 hrs)
ent
lopm
460 Employee Staffing and Deve
ng and
staffi
oyee
empl
and tools of
Study of the fundamental concepts, issues
gies,
strate
t
itmen
recru
s,
need
staffing
development. Topics include forecasting
and
on
lizati
socia
,
ment
place
,
dures
development and validation of selection proce
of contingent workers.
development of employees, and the utilization
(3 hrs)
ent
agem
Man
461 Strategic Compensation
view of
Over
tion.
s' comp ensa
Intro ducti on to mana geme nt of empl oyee
ion, and
ensat
comp
of
ies
omic theor
compensation practices, behavioral and econ
research on compensation programs.
(3 hrs)
462 Employment Law for Managers
nt
ation on the manageme of human
Analysis of the impact of government regul
oyer responsibilities and employee
resources. Examines the implications for empl
ining to separations, discrimination,
rights of evolving publ ic policies perta
privacy, union-management relations,
compensation, occupational safety and health,
and other terms of employment.
(3 hrs)
470 Special Topics in Management
gement.
mana
ary
mpor
ant to conte
In-depth study of a selected special topic relev
senior
te:
quisi
Prere
s.
topic
ss different
Different sectio ns of this course may addre
standing.
(3 hrs)
490 Special Projects
particular
has
that
prise
enter
ess
busin
a
in
ct
proje
Active invol vement in an on-going
mporary
conte
of
on
in-depth investigati
interest and relev ance to the student, or an
rtment
depa
of
val
appro
and
r standing
management problems. Prerequisites: senio
chair.
(1, 2, or 3 hrs)
495 Internship in Management
an entrepreneur
with
d
gaine
is
e
rienc
expe
or,
Under the direc tion of a faculty advis
r standing,
Senio
te:
firm. Prerequisi
in a small business firm or a manager in a large
lines on
guide
ge's
Colle
the
ct to
approval of the department chair, and subje
basis.
(U)
ory
sfact
nsati
(S)/u
y
actor
internships. Course grade will be given on a satisf
(3 hrs)
499 Business Policy
business
lex
comp
zing
analy
on
asis
emph
an
Strategic decis ion-making with
tation of
emen
impl
the formulation and
situations. The course involves the study of
mission;
the
ing
defin
on
emphasis
business and corporate level strategies with
ral and
gene
the
s,
ition
cond
ting
nt opera
setting goals and objectives; analyzing curre
ld be
shou
e
cours
This
tion.
direc
gic
strate
industry environment and setting a unified
301,
FIN
quisites: Senior standing,
taken with 12 or fewer semester hours. Prere
EH 300.
MGT 301 , MIS 301 , MKT 301 , MSC 385 and
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Management Information System
s (MIS)

Lower Division Courses
101 Introduction to Microcomputing
(1 hr)
Introduction to the use of microcompu
ting hardware and software with an emp
hasis
on microcomputer operating systems
and Windows.
102 Spreadsheet Applications
(1 hr)
Introduction to the use of MS-Window
s spreadsheet software to create and
manage
spreadsheets and graphics (bar, line,
and pie charts) and to the applicati
on of
spreadsheets for data analysis. Prerequi
site: MIS 101.
103 Spreadsheet Applications II
(1 hr)
Application of MS-Windows spreadsh
eets in advanced data analysis, grap
hical
presentation s, fundamentals of spre
adsheet databases and macros, and
the
incorporation of spreadsheet data into
other computer applications. Prerequi
site:
MIS 102.
104 Word-processing I
(1 hr)
Introduction to MS-Windows based
word-processing for creating, editing,
and
printing documents; font types and
sizes; page formatting; spell and gram
mar
checking. Prerequisite: MIS 101 .
105 Word-processing II
(1 hr)
Advanced word-processing techniques
such as tables, graphical figures, equa
tions,
headers, footers , editing multiple docu
ments, mail merge, and integration of
wordprocessing with other computer applicati
ons. Prerequisite: MIS 104.
106 Presentation Graphics
(1 hr)
Introduction to the fundamentals
of MS-Windows presentation grap
hics with
emphasis on freeform art, shapes, text
, and animation. Integration of graphics
, data
and text to develop slide shows. Prer
equisite: MIS 101.
108 Database Applications
(1 hr)
Introduction to MS-Windows database
application software with emphasis
creating and managing simple data
on
bases, querying and modifying reco
rds, and
report generation. Prerequi site: MIS
101 .
110 Introduction to the Internet
(1 hr)
Introduction to the Internet, the Wor
ld Wide Web , and e-mail with emp
hasis on
browsing, searching, and remote com
puter access. Prerequisite: MIS 101.
(Same as
cs 110.)
112 Introduction to PC UNIX
(1 hr)
Introduction to a PC-based UNIX
(Linux) operating system, comman
ds, file
management, networking, and e-mail.
Prerequisite: MIS 101. (Same as CS
112.)
114 Web Publishing Using HTML
(1 hr)
Hands-on instruction in HyperText Mar
kup Language (HTML) and its applicati
on to
web page creation and publication. Stud
ents will learn how to develop and pub
lish
their own home pages. Prerequisite:
Knowledge of UNIX and Internet
such as
obtained in CS/MIS 110, 112. (Same
as CS
146 Computer Applications in Busines 114.)
s
(3 hrs)
Overall structure of computer problem
solving and method of constructing com
puter
solutions in a business environment.
Overview of hardware/software systems
. Data
and information processing in orga
nizations and othe r computer uses
management. Usage of business soft
in
ware packages such as Windows,
word
processing, spreadsheets , presentation
graphics , and databases. Applications
and
examples will generally be from adm
inistrative areas.
210 Introduction to Computer Program
ming in Business
(3 hrs)
Fundamentals of structured design and
programming using a procedural lang
uage.
Table handling and hierarchical data
structure. Prerequisites : MIS 146 or CS
108.
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for uppe r division standing)
Upper Division Courses (see requirements
(3 hrs)
s
301 Information Systems in Organization
they relate
how
and
ions
nizat
orga
ms in
Understanding the role of information syste
ional structure. Introduces information
to organizational objectives and organizat
system applications. Prerequisite: MIS 146.
(3 hrs)
in Business
310 Advanced Computer Programming
hand ling
file
and
uage
cont rol lang
Adv ance d busi ness lang uage features,
n, and
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struc
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(3 hrs)
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S
DBM
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of curre
organizations. Concepts supported by use
and/or PC. Prerequisite: MIS 301.
(3 hrs)
ent
350 Advanced Data Bases for Managem
and data
ent,
, syste m deve lopm
In-d epth inve stiga tion of data mod eling
ent and
lopm
deve
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ent. Course proje
administration in a data base environm
340.
310,
MIS
te:
quisi
Prere
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documentation of significant business appli
(3 hrs)
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Syst
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Supp
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400 Deci
h aid the
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olog
techn
and
nts
pone
Analysis of information system com
of current
use
by
Concepts supported
manager in the decision making process.
301, and
FIN
301,
MKT
MOT 301,
DSS /ES software Prerequisites: MIS 301,
MSC 385.
(3 hrs)
siness
416 Supply Chain Management and E-Bu
e-business
the
in
y
ciall
espe
chain
ly
supp
tive
Development and management of effec
ly chain
supp
of
s
tools and technique
environment including the cutting-edge
ntory
inve
tive
effec
sis,
network analy
management, distribution and logistics
costs
ce
redu
to
mers
custo
and
liers
supp
control, value of integration, partnering with
al
glob
a
in
nts
pone
com
chain
ly
supp
the
and increase service levels. Integration of
tes:
quisi
information technologies. Prere
context are emphasized using emerging
MIS 301 and MSC 385.
(3 hrs)
420 Electronic Commerce
ies that
olog
techn
on
mati
infor
related
Explores the benefits, capabilities, and
n and
desig
to
how
ines
Exam
erce.
comm
comprise the current state of electronic
ons.
icati
appl
transaction processing based
develop and operate electronic commerce
the
and
ms
syste
e
web-based e-commerc
Primary emphasis of the course is on
340.
MIS
100,
CM
and
301 or MIS 108
associate business models. Prerequisites: MIS
(3 hrs)
ems
Syst
ent
agem
Man
422 Supply Chain
ms and
syste
ent
agem
man
chain
ly
supp
This course presents the main concepts of
rlying
unde
systems as well as the
software including ERP, CRM, and SCM
SAP
with
y
liarit
It provides hands on fami
technologies and managerial implications.
ions
solut
are
softw
SCM
ce
r open sour
R/3 and/or supply chain modules of any othe
such as Openmfg. Prerequisite: MIS 301.
(3 hrs)
gration
440 Web Programming and Database Inte
rols, and
cont
X
ve
Acti
t,
Scrip
Java
as
such
s,
Explores the use of scripting language
ases to
datab
l
ines the use of relationa
Java Applets in web site development. Exam
based
webto
lab
and
sure in lecture
create dynamic web sites. Extensive expo
based
webred
featu
fulla
will develop
application development tools. Students
n.
ratio
integ
base
data
ires
requ
ve and
busi ness appl icati on that is inter -acti
Prerequisites: MIS 420.
(3 hrs)
460 Telecommunications and Networking
facilities.
ons
icati
mun
d com pute r-com
Over view of geog raph icall y distribute
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Network design, structure and
optimization are addressed. Reg
ulated common
carriers, data transmission, routine
techniques, reliability, protocols,
error detection,
modems and controllers are incl
uded. Prerequisite: MIS 301.
465 Web Server and Internet
Telecommunications Technology
Examines the Internet telecom
(3 hrs)
munications technologies require
d to implement,
manage, and maintain an org
anization's web site . Topics incl
ude TCP/IP, IP
addressing, subnet masks, routers
, configuration and maintenance
of web and DNS
servers, and security issues. Pre
requisites: MIS 301.
470 Management of the Microc
omputer Environment
Examines management issues,
(3 hrs)
such as hardware and operating
system selection,
associated with operating in
a distributed computing busines
s environment.
Emphasis is on micro computers
using the Intel architecture and
their operating
systems. The course is designed
for end user managers or profess
ionals who need to
understand hardware and soft
ware and their implications with
out necessarily
wanting to build or maintain mic
roco
480 Current Topics in Managem mputers. Prerequisites: MIS 301.
ent Information Systems
Selected topics in managemen
(3 hrs)
t information systems. Topics
will reflect the
contemporary issues and curren
t technological advancements
which impact the
development, implementation and
management of effective informa
tion systems in
organizations. Prerequisites: MIS
301.
490 Special Projects
Independent study in an area of
(3 hrs)
interest to the student in the fiel
d of management
information systems. Prerequisite
: senior standing and approval of
department chair.
495 Internship in Information
Systems
(1, 2, or 3 hrs)
Active involvement in a project
in a business enterprise, profess
ional organization
or in a government agency that
has particular interest and relevan
ce to the student.
Prerequisites: senior standing
and approval of department cha
ir, and subject to
College's guidelines on internsh
ips. Course grade will be given
on a satisfactory
(S)/unsatisfactory (U) basis.
497 Information Systems Design
and Implementation
Advanced coverage of the stra
(3 hrs)
tegies and techniques of stru
ctured systems
development. Emphasizes informa
tion analysis and the logical spe
cifications of the
system. Students prepare exercis
es and case studies to develop
proficiency in
information analysis techniques.
Integrates computer technology,
systems analysis,
systems design , and organizatio
nal behavior in designing large-sc
ale application or
decision support systems. Prerequ
isites: MIS 310 and 340.
499 Systems Development Pro
ject
Capstone course emphasizing the
(3 hrs)
development of a computer applica
tion via the life
cycle methodology. Semester pro
jects will produce current system
devise logical system design ,
specifications ,
develop a physical design for
a new design and
implement the design to the exte
nt possible. Prerequisites: MIS
497.

Management Science (MSC)
Lower Division Courses
287 Business Statistics I
Introduction to the concepts of
(3 hrs)
probability and business statistic
s. Topics include
tabular, graphical, and numeric
al methods for descriptive stat
istics; measures of
central tendency, dispersion, and
association for sets of data; pro
bability; discrete
and continuous probability dist
ributions; the use of calculus in
statistics; sampling
and sampling distributions; an intr
oduction to confidence intervals.
The solution of
problems using spreadsheets is
integral and mandatory for this
course. Prerequisite:
MA 107 and 120 or other Level
III mathematics.
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(3 hrs)
288 Business Statistics II
sampling
of
ew
revi
decisions. Topics include:
Inferential statistics for business
ns, and
ortio
prop
ns,
mea
n; inferences about
ance
distributions and interval estimatio
vari
of
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;
tests
fit
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ession analysis. Prerequisite: MSC
and experimental design; linear regr
ents for upper division standing)
Upper Division Courses (see requirem
(3 hrs)
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385 Production/Operations Manag
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Survey of the concepts, processes,
production
c quantitative tools used to solve
function of a firm and of the basi
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management, learning curves,
problems. Topics include quality
rations
ope
from
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inventory, and others sele
linear programming, waiting lines,
chain
ply
sup
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layo
,
t, facilities location
scheduling, proj ect managemen
and 288.
management Prerequisites: MSC 287
(3 hrs)
Chain Management
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Sup
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Top
413 Contemporary
to include
ent
topics in supply chain managem
The investigation of contemporary
ly chain
supp
ns,
chai
n innovations, lean supply
emerging production and supply chai
ns, and
chai
ly
supp
D
DO
trends in outsourcing,
technology, global supply chains,
.
411
T
MG
and
isites: MKT 410
performance based logistics. Prerequ
(3 hrs)
Science
nt
eme
nag
Ma
in
470 Special Topics
ent science.
relevant to contemporary managem
In depth study of a selected topic
address different topics.
Different sections of this course may
(3 hrs)
490 Special Projects
agement
man
of
field
the
in
ent
rest to the stud
Independent study in an area of inte
and approval of department chair.
science . Prerequisites: senior standing
(1, 2, or 3 hrs)
nce
495 Internship in Management Scie
organization
a business enterprise, professional
Active involvement in a project in
the student.
to
ce
van
rele
particular interest and
or in a government agency that has
subject to
and
r,
chai
ent
artm
approval of dep
Prerequisites: senior standing and
factory
Course grade will be given on a satis
College's guidelines on internships.
(S)/unsatisfactory (U) basis.
Marketing (MKT)

)
irements for upper division standing
Upper Division Courses (see requ
(3 hrs)
301 Principles of Marketing
hes· from
roac
app
l
commodity, and institutiona
Integration and study of functional
.
ding
stan
or
juni
:
ng manager. Prerequisite
view point of consumer and marketi
hrs)
(3
ional Selling
315 Sales Management and Profess
s of sales
of professional selling with problem
s
cept
con
and
es
niqu
Integration of tech
g sales
agin
for sales managers concerning man
ng.
management. Objectives and policies
geti
bud
and
s
ysis in terms of sales forecast
n.
force and methods of marketing anal
otio
prom
and
ing,
pric
ent in competition,
Problems faced by sales managem
Prerequisite: MKT 301 .
(3 hrs)
nt
316 Retailing Policy and Manageme
chain and
of
n
ratio
ope
ient
effic
in
s
solution
Policies , practices, and problem
chandise
mer
ut,
location , organizational layo
independent retail stores. Store
.
301
T
MK
:
isite
and promotion. Prerequ
planning and control, buying, pricing,
hrs)
(3
t
rne
rketing on the Inte
325 Legal and Ethical Issues of Ma
erce and
cal issues associated with e-comm
ethi
and
es
issu
Discussion of legal
llectual
inte
ics include privacy issues, security,
business uses of the internet. Top
sing .
property, and internet content licen
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332 Buyer Behavior
Interdisciplinary and organizatio
(3 hrs)
nal approach to analyze and inte
rpret consumer
buying habits and motives and
the resultant purchases of goo
ds and services.
Purchaser's psychological, eco
nomic, and socio-cultural actions
and reactions as
they relate to better understanding
of consumption. Prerequisite: MK
T 301.
342 Promotional Strategy
Promotional techniques availab
(3 hrs)
le to marketing management. Con
sumer behavior
and communication process by
which products can be effectiv
ely promoted.
Specific tools of personal selling,
advertising, sales promotion, and
components of overall promotion
publicity as
al strategy. Prerequisite: MKT 301
.
343 Marketing Research Design
Introduction to the principles and
(3 hrs)
purposes of marketing research
; relationship to
other marketing functions and mar
keting information systems, data
sources, review
ofre sea rch methodologies and
ethical considerations. Prerequisite
s: MKT 301.
344 Marketing Research Applica
tions
Application of the principles and
(3 hrs)
purposes of marketing research
; laboratory, field
and historical research methodolo
gies, experimental design, sam
pling procedures,
questionnaire design, and data ana
lysis. Prerequisites: MSC 287 , MK
T 301 , 343 .
345 Market Channel Structure
and Strategy
Marketing channels as a functio
(3 hrs)
nal area and the alternative cho
ices available to
marketing management in dev
eloping overall marketing stra
tegy. Institutional
structures and dynamic interrel
ationships in distribution logistic
s. Prerequisite:
MK T30 1.
400 Strategic Issues in Logisti
cs
The course introduces students to
(3 hrs)
practical logistical challenges and
planning issues
that are important in reconcil
ing and rationalizing both stra
tegic and tactical
problems. Prerequisites: MKT 301
and senior standing .
405 New Venture Strategies
Theory and application of both
(3 hrs)
marketing and management stra
tegies for start up,
operation and control of new
ventures. The course also disc
usses the role of
entrepreneurship in the econom
y. Prerequisites: MGT 301 , MK
T 301 , and senior
standing .
410 Transportation and Logisti
cs
An analysis of transportation
(3 hrs)
and logistical services to include
customer service,
distribution operations, purchasing
, order processing , facility design
and operations ,
carrier selection, transportation
costing, and negotiation. Prerequ
isite: MKT 301.
414 Marketing Emerging Techno
logies
Comprehensive review of the
(3 hrs)
new product development and
marketing process.
Emphasizes actual case exampl
es showing how companies dev
elop and market
radically new products. Prerequ
isites: MKT 301.
415 International Marketing
Procedures and problems associat
(3 hrs)
ed with establishing and carryin
g out marketing
operations in or with foreign
companies. Institutions , principl
es, and methods
involved in solving these bus
iness problems. Effect of nati
onal differences in
business practices and regulatio
n. Prerequisites: MKT 301.
420 Services Marketing
The course focuses on the unique
(3 hrs)
cha
quality service to customers. The llenges of managing services and delivering
course is equally applicable to
organizations
whose core product is services
(e.g., banks, hospitals, aerospace
and defense firm s,
non-profit organizations) and to
organizations that depend on serv
ice excellence and
services for competitive advanta
ge (high technology firms , indu
strial products).
Prerequisite: MKT 301.
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(3 hrs)
ironment
470 Marketing in an Electronic Env
ce for both
mer
of electronic com
ses on the strategic implications

This course focu
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ness marketplace. Thr oug h a com
the consumer and business-to-busi
and related
rnet
Inte
the
of
act
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lecture, readings, and application
the firm 's
lored in relation to their effect on
technological developments are exp
ng on the
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ussion include: advertising and
marketing activities. Topics for disc
supply
rs,
ome
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to
ide service and supp ort
Internet, the use of web sites to prov
30 l.
T
MK
:
isite
equ
Prer
ld, and data mining.
chain man age men t in the digital wor
(3 hrs)
475 Advanced Marketing Seminar
con tem pora ry
ng topics that are relevant to
Investigation of advanced marketi
mar keti ng in
to
ted
rela
focus on current issues
marketing practices. The course will
and strategy,
gn
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nel
chan
tionship marketing,
a high technology environment, rela
.
ding
stan
or
seni
and
301
T
isites: MK
transportation, and logistics. Prerequ
(3 hrs)
480 Marketing Management
of objectives,
tion of the firm; determination
Man agem ent of marketing func
resources in
ng
keti
mar
of
ctive utilization
organization and controls for effe
n of mar ket
ctio
sele
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n
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tific
tional areas. Iden
coordinated effort with othe r func
cies and
poli
es and dev elop men t of marketing
opportunities. Competitive strategi
, MK T 332, 343.
programs. Prerequisites: MS C 287
(1, 2, or 3 hrs)
490 Special Projects
field of marketing.
the
in
ent
stud
interest to the
Independent study in an area of
roval of the department chair.
Prerequisite: senior standing and app
(1, 2, or 3 hrs)
495 Internship in Marketing
onal organization
essi
prof
se,
a business enterpri
Active involvement in a project in
to the student.
ce
van
rele
and
rest
particular inte
or in government agency that has
and subject to
approval of dep artm ent chair,
Prerequisites: Sen ior standing,
a satisfactory
on
n
Course grade will be give
Col lege 's guidelines on internships.
(S)/unsatisfactory (U) basis.
(1, 2, or 3 hrs)
496 Internship in E-Business
professional
ss proj ect in a business enterprise,
Active involvement in an e-busine
relevance
and
rest
inte
agen cy that is of part icul ar
r, and
organization , or in a government
chai
ent
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the
of
standing, approval
on a
to the student. Prerequisites: Sen ior
n
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e
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rse
Cou
on internships.
subject to the coll ege' s guidelines
basis.
satisfactory (S)/unsatisfactory (U)
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College o f Engineering

102 Engineering Building
Telephone: (256) 824-6474
Email: dean@eb.uah .edu
Web page: http ://w ww.eng.u
ah.edu
Dean:
Jorge I. Aufi6n , B.S.E.S., M.
S.E ., Sc.D., P.E ., Professor
of Electrical and Computer
Engineering
Associate Dean:
Richard M. Wyskida, B.S.E.
E., M.S.I.E., Ph.D., P.E., Pro
fessor of Industrial and
Systems Engineering
Associate Dean:
Sherri L. Messimer, B.S.I.E
., M.S.I.E., Ph.D., Associate
Professor of Industrial and
Systems Engineering
Mission
The mission of the Colleg
e of Engineering at The
University of Alabama in
Huntsville is to provide stu
dents with a quality educat
ional experience that includ
engineering theory, design
es
, experimentation and app
lication . The College is
dedicated to achieving nat
ional and international rec
ognition for excellence in
engineering education , resear
ch and service.
Background
Engineering is the profes
sion that translates scientif
ic thought into reality. By
combining synthesis , analys
is, and design in creative
and innovative modes , the
engineer produces systems,
processes, and products for
the benefit of humankind.
Those who desire to be
part of this important eff
ort can gain entry into the
engineering profession by
attending UAH. The UAH
College of Engineering is
located in an urban area and
also in the state's high techno
logy area. Close proximity
to the Marshall Space Flight
Center, the Army Aviation
and Missile Command and
Redstone Arsenal, and mu
ch of Alabama's fastest gro
wing technological industry
gives the College of Engin
eering a special character
that leads to outstanding
educational opportunities for
its students. This special set
ting , combined with a high
quality faculty, affords ma
ximum growth potential for
those desiring to pursue a
career in engineering. The
College of Engineering is
strongly committed to the
advising of both undergrad
uate and graduate engineerin
g students.
Laboratory fees have been
eliminated from engineerin
g courses. An equipment fee
(presently $23 per semest
er hour) is assessed on all
engineering courses. The
proceeds are earmarked for
the upgrading of engineerin
g laboratories, and for the
acquisition, maintenance, rep
air and replacement of instru
mentation and equipment
to support the various engine
ering programs .
Accreditation
The chemical engineering,
civil engineering, comput
er engineering, electrical
engineering, industrial and
systems engineering, mecha
nical engineering, and optica
engineering options, togeth
l
er with the aerospace engine
ering option in mechanical
engineering, are accredited
by ABET, Inc. The degree
awarded is the Bachelor of
Science in Engineering (BS
E).
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Engineering Student Affairs
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the Cooperative Education Pro
engineering experience through
yers in Huntsville .
ernmental and industrial emplo
employment with the many gov
ineering, Master of
: the Master of Science in Eng
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dua
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re Engineering, and the
h, Master of Science in Softwa
Science in Operations Researc
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Doctor of Philosophy. Interac
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lity engineering graduate
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lege of Engineering
from continuous studies, the Col
When desirable, as evidenced
, alter requirements for
specific courses of instruction
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admission or for graduation , and
Dual Degree Agreement
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Huntsville College of Engineerin
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a
bam
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deg ree from UA H in one of
the following areas: aerosp
ace engineering option in
me cha nic al eng ine erin g,
che mic al eng ine erin g, civ
il eng ine erin g, com put er
engineering, electrical engine
ering, industrial and system
s engineering, mechanical
engineering, or optical eng
ineering. The student will
also receive the Bac hel or of
Science in Ap plie d Mathema
tics degree from Oa kw ood Col
lege. Students wishing to
pursue a degree und er this agr
eem ent should contact the Ma
the ma tics and Co mp ute r
Science De par tme nt at Oa kw
ood College.

Minors and Clusters
Engineering students wishin
g to obtain a min or in additio
n to their engineering ma jor
ma y do so in any pro gra m
tha t provides the courses for
a minor. Information on
minors can be obt ain ed from
the respective pro gra m provid
ing the minor.
No n-e ngi nee ring students wh
o wis h to obt ain an engineerin
g clu ster ma y do so in the
following areas: circuits /dig
ital electronics, electrical sys
tems, music technology,
me cha nic al engineering, and
industrial and systems eng
ineering. Information on
engineering clusters can be
obtained from the non-engin
eering stu den t's advisor.
Course Numbers
Course numbers are cod ed
for engineering by prefixes
as follows:
Prefix
Ae ros pac e Engineering in Me
cha nic al Eng ine erin g MA
E
Ch em ica l Eng ine erin g
CHE
Civil Engineering
CE
Co mp ute r Eng ine erin g
CP E
Electrical Engineering
EE
Industrial and Systems Eng
ine erin g
ISE
Me cha nic al Engineering
MA E
Optical Eng ine erin g
OP E
BSE Degree Program
The engineering pro gra m has
as its prim ary objective the
preparation of qualified
students for careers in any one
of ma ny engineering discipline
s, for research, and for
advanced studies. It stresse
s a bro ad education in mathe
matics, physical sciences,
humanities, social science
s, eng ine erin g science, and
eng ine erin g des ign and
synthesis.
The College of Engineering
achieves this objective by off
ering a unified pro gra m of
und erg rad uat e eng ine erin g
stu die s tha t ser ves as a
fou nda tion for cre ativ e
participation in mo st areas
of engineering, especially
those associated wit h new
evo lvin g technologies. All
engineering students follow
a 12-hour core engineering
curriculum with specialization
in aerospace engineering in me
chanical engineering,
che mic al eng ine erin g, civ
il eng ine erin g, com put er
eng ine erin g, ele ctri cal
engineering, industrial and
systems engineering, optica
l engineering, or mechanical
engineering.

Admissions Criteria
Fir st yea r and transfer studen
ts admitted to the Universit
y of Ala bam a in Huntsville
wit hou t any stipulations (i.e
., pending, probation, etc.)
are admissible directly into
the College of Engineering.
Students admitted wit h stipula
tions can be admitted after
they hav e com ple ted 12 sem
este r hours (including a cal
culus course) at UA H and
have a cumulative GPA of
2.0 or better. Cre dit from eng
ineering courses taken in
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UA H. Cre dit for
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graduation.
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e
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n
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r.
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t
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n
The
option.
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red and wha t cou rses
wha t cou rses hav e bee n tran sfer
the stud ent fully und erst and s
luat ion and the che ck
cop y of the Tra nsfe r Cre dit Eva
hav e not bee n transferred. A
for thei r records.
she et is pro vid ed to the stud ent

Prerequisites

gra de of C or bett er
ires, afte r mat ricu lati on, that a
The Col lege of Eng inee ring requ
cou rse app lied tow ard
serves as a pre req uisi te to any
be earn ed in eac h course that
rece ived in a cou rse
C
ents . If a gra de ofle ss than is
com plet ing BSE deg ree requ irem
eate d and a gra de
rep
be
st
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uisi te cou rse, the cou rse
req
pre
a
is
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whi
H
UA
at
n
take
uen t cou rse.
a stud ent enro lls in the sub seq
of C or bett er earn ed BE FO RE

Probation and Dismissal

of Eng inee ring , an
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In ord er to rem ain in goo d aca
(C) or bett er on
2.0
of
e
rag
ent mu st mai ntai n an ave
stud
ring
inee
eng
uate
rad
erg
und
stud ent' s cum ulat ive
any poi nt that an eng inee ring
all wor k atte mpt ed at UA H. At
ent wil l be plac ed on
falls belo w 2.0 (C) the stud
gra de poi nt ave rag e at UA H
versity. A beg inn ing
lege of Eng inee ring by the Uni
pro bati ona ry stat us in the Col
este r in whi ch he or
first tim e at the end of the sem
stud ent wil l be rev iew ed for the
late d for par t-tim e
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acc
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t
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atte
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in the Col lege of
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ent
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ents
stud
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Eng inee ring , suc h a stud ent is
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possible:
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1. If the cumulative GPA is 2.0
or greater on all work attemp
ted at UAH, the student
is removed from probationary
status.
2. If the cumulative GPA is less
than 2.0 on all work attempted
at UAH, but the GPA
on the block of work being rev
iewed is 2.0 or higher, the stu
dent is continued on
College of Engineering probat
ion.
3. If the cumulative GPA is less
than 2.0 on all work attempted
at UAH and the GPA
on the block of work being
reviewed is less than 2.0, the
student is suspended
from the College of Engineerin
g.
All students suspended from
the College of Engineering mu
st petition the College of
Engineering Readmission Co
mmittee through the Engineerin
g Student Affairs Office
to be readmitted to the Col
lege. Students suspended .fro
m the College are not
permitted to enroll in eng
ineering courses without
specific advance written
permission from the Associate
Dean of Student Affairs.
Any student who wants to tak
e an engineering course and
who is not in the College
of Engineering must obtain
prior approval from the Col
lege of Engineering either
through a program of study
which requires the course , thro
ugh a cluster which lists
the course, or by special per
mission (e.g., for transient stud
ents).
Any student admitted to the
College of Engineering who
is subsequently suspended
from the University must, upo
n readmission to the Universit
y, reapply for admission
to the College of Engineerin
g.
All students must attain a
C or better average in all
engineering courses in the
selected engineering option in
order to graduate. Applicatio
ns for graduation must be
filled out at the Office of Stu
dent Records at least one sem
ester prior to graduation .
Alabama Articulation Ag
reement
The College of Engineering
is a participant in the Alabam
a Articulation Agreement
and has strong ties to Calhou
n Community College, the larg
est Community College
in the State of Alabama. Cal
houn has campuses in Hunts
ville and Decatur, and on
Redstone Arsenal. The ties wit
h Calhoun Community Colleg
e have been developed
over the past three decades
with the first ever student tran
sfer agreement between
UAH and a community colleg
e occurring in the 1970's.
The articulation requirements
for engineering programs thro
ughout the State of
Alabama are surnrnarized
in the material that appear
s on the website entitled
stars. troy.edu .
General Engineering (EN
G) Course Description
ENG 100 Introduction to En
gineering (1 hr)
Introduction to a variety of eng
ineering disciplines. Included
are lectures, laboratory
experiments, and hands on
activities in civil engineerin
g, chemical engineering,
electrical engineering, com
put er engineering, optical
engineering, industrial
engineering, mechanical eng
ineering, or aerospace eng
ineering. Open only to
students enrolled in the UA H
Engineering Surnrner Camp.
Prerequisite: Admission
to the UA H Engineering Sum
mer Camp.
Engineering BSE Cours
e Requirements
Students must successfully com
plete courses in each of five cat
egories . The normally
required courses are shown;
however, the Dean of Engine
ering may approve other
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pass-fail grading
guidelines. Please note that the
puter science,
courses which also meet AB ET
com
try,
mis
che
ring students for any
inee
eng
to
le
ilab
ava
not
is
on
opti
d for the BSE degree.
ogy, or physics courses require
engineering, mathematics, biol
Semester Hours
12 hrs
each
1. Engineering core
by completion of one course from
met
is
rs
hou
r
este
sem
12
of
t
men
wn
uire
sho
req
s
Thi
faculty and
s as identified by the pro gra m
s,
tem
Sys
ital
of four of the following eight area
· Dig
program section of this catalog:
,
nce
Scie
als
in each ·individual engineering
teri
Ma
s,
Economy, Information Science
Electrical Science, Engineering
or Thermal Sciences.
Mechanics, Systems Analysis,
ts
2. General Education Requiremen
ittee identified a statewide
eral Stu ies o
Gen
and
n
atio
The Alabama Articul
taken at all public
general studies curriculum to be
freshman and sophomore level
BSE degree mu st
the
e
dents preparing to complet
colleges and universities. Stu
sciences through
ral
avio
history, social, or beh
in
y
stud
epth
in-d
e
trat
ons
dem
requirements for all
in a particular discipline. The
completion of 6 semester hours
students are the following:
UA H undergraduate engineering
Written C o ~~
n
, Elli O.I . Freshman Compositio
Required:
n
itio
pos
Com
an
shm
Fre
EH102
Humanities nd F~ e Arts (9 hrs)
PHL202 Introduction to Ethics
Required:
Choose one of the following:
ient to Medieval (Art)
AR Hl0 0 Art History Survey: Anc
aissance to Mo dem (Art)
Ren
:
AR HlO l Art History Survey
t)
CM122 Theater Appreciation (Ar
rature (Art)
Lite
sic
Mu
to
n
......___ MU lO0 Introductio
Choose one of the following :
rature
EH205 Survey of English Lite
rature
Lite
EH206 Survey of English
rature
Lite
an
eric
EH230 Survey of Am
I
re
ratu
EH240 World Lite
EH24 l World Literature II
Sciences (9 hrs)
History, Social, and Behavi
r sequence in one the following
hou
r
este
sem
6
A
r
Required: '-...
, PY, or SOC). If the 6 semeste
disciplines (ECN, GY, HY, PSC
in
be
st
mu
rs
hou
3
ng
aini
rem
, the
hou r sequence is not in History
.
History
Choose from the following:
nomics
ECN142 Principles of Macroeco
omics
con
roe
Mic
of
es
cipl
ECN143 Prin
s
ture
Cul
and
s
tem
Sys
bal
Glo
GS 200
phy
gra
GY105 World Regional Geo
graphy
GY ll0 Principles of Human Geo
and Development of
gins
Ori
n
atio
iliz
HY l0l Western Civ
I
the Contemporary World, Part
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HY102 Western Civilizatio
n Origins and Development
of
the Contemporary World, Par
t II
HY103 World History to 150
0
· HY104 World History from
1500
PS ClO l American Governm
ent
PSC102 Comparative Politic
s and Foreign Governments
PY l0l General Psychology
I
PY201 Life-Span Developm
ent
SOC 100 Introduction to Soc
iology
SOC200 Introduction to An
thropology
WS200 Introduction to Wo
men's Studies
3. Mathematics (18) [15)
Calculus and Analytic Ge om
etr y- MA171, 172,201
Linear Algebra - MA244 [Ex
12
cept CHE and MAE]
Differential Equations - MA
3
238
4. Basic Sciences (12)
3
General Pliysics - PH 111, 114
, 112, 115.
Chemistry - CH 121, 125
8
Additional science courses
4
may be listed under each opt
ion.
5. Engineering options
Students are required to tak
e one of the following option
s:
Aerospace Engineering Option
in Mechanical Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Computer Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Industrial and Systems Engin
eering
Mechanical Engineering
Optical Engineering
Each of these options is des
cribed under the portion of
the catalog devoted
to the respective programs.

Chemical and Materials
Engineering

130 Engineering Building
Telephone: (256) 824-6810
Email: che@uah.edu

Degree: Bachelor of Scienc
e in Engineering
Professors Cerro (Chair),
Chen, Chittur, Smith, Willia
ms; Associate Professors
Banish, Weimer; Assistant Pro
fessor Taconi.
Chemical engineering deals
with any situation in which
changes in the chemical
composition or the physical
state of matter (or both) are
involved and, hence, finds
unusually wide application
. Heat and mass tran
sfer, fluid mechanics,
thermodynamics, chemical
reaction kinetics, and proces
s control constitute the heart
of chemical engineering. Ch
emical engineers work in ma
ny diverse fields ranging
from production of many
basic chemical products req
uired by today's industrial
society to research on ma
jor technical and social pro
blems, including energy
resources development, spa
ce applications, pollution con
trol, and biotechnology.
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eng
al
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the
to
of
s
ive
The obj ect
the m wit h the skills nee ded

nal car eer s and to pro vid e
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, state, and nat ion and are
adv anc em ent of firm, region
con trib ute to the eco nom ic
ach iev ed by:
of eng ine erin g to be abl e
pet enc e in the fun dam ent als
1. Gai nin g a bas ic cor e com
t imp rov em ent , ana lyz e
duc
for pro ces s and /or pro
as
are
or
ms
ble
pro
y
ntif
to ide
imp lem ent cha nge s and
mu nic ate , and effi cie ntly
com
ly
per
pro
s,
tive
rna
alte
imp rov em ent s.
com mit me nts wh ile
ic imp act s, dea dlin es, and
2. Un der sta ndi ng eco nom
es.
nta l, health, and saf ety issu
res pec ting ethical, env iron me
ous imp rov em ent
ning is ess ent ial for con tinu
lear
of
e
tim
life
a
t
tha
g
izin
3. Rec ogn
sfu l engineer.
and a req uis ite for a suc ces

Chemical Engineering Option

ree wit h the che mic al
Sci enc e in Eng ine erin g deg
To obt ain a Bac hel or of
are req uire d to take:
eng ine erin g option, stu den ts
Sem este r Ho urs
14
Additional Basic Sciences
, 335 , 332 , 341
3
Che mis try- CH 123, 126, 331
7
Bio log y - BY S 201
fro m app rov ed are a
Ad van ced scie nce ele ctiv es

emical Engineering
Engineering Core for Ch
ds for Ch em ica l Eng ine ers
CH E 197 - Co mp ute r Me tho
CH E Sys tem s
CH E 244 - Intr odu ctio n to
ties of Ma teri als
CH E 294 - Na ture & Pro per
erin g The rmo dyn am ics
ine
CH E 344 - Ch em ica l Eng

3
3
3
3

ing Core):
tion (excluding Engineer
Chemical Engineering Op
An aly sis
EE 213 - Electrical Cir cui t
MA E/C E 271 - Sta tics
ties of Ma teri als Lab ora tory
CH E 295 - Nat ure and Pro per
sI
MA E 310 - Flu id Me cha nic
y
nom
Eco
g
erin
ine
Eng
ISE 321
ena
CH E 342 - Tra nsp ort Phe nom
for Ch em ica l Eng ine ers
CH E 347 - Quant. Mo del ing
Lab ora tory I
CH E 439 - Un it Op era tion s
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3

3
1
3
3
3
3
2

CH E 440 - Un it Op era tion
s Lab ora tor y II
CH E 441 - Ch em ica l Kin etic
s and Re act or De sig n
CH E 443 - Ma ss Tra nsf er
Op era tion s
CH E 445 - Ch em ica l Pro ces
s Co ntr ol
CH E 446 - Anal. & De sig
n of Tra nsp ort Eq uip
MA E 448 - Ch em ica l Eng
ine erin g De sig n
Ad van ced eng ine erin g ele
ctives from app rov ed area
Undergraduate Chemica
l Engineering (CHE) Co
urses

2
3
3
3
3
3
6

197 Computer Methods for
Chem

ical Engineering
Int rod uct ion to industrial pro
(3 hrs)
ces ses use d in the production
of com mo dity che mic als
imp ort ant to che mic al eng
ineers. Co mp ute r pro gra mm
ing , spreadsheets , sym bol
math, and dra win g pac kag
ic
es to mo del fundamental stag
es of the se pro ces ses will
presented. Pre req uis ite: Co
be
-re qui site MA I 12 or pla cem
ent in MA l 13 or hig her.
244 Introduction to Chem
ical Engineering Systems
Int rod uct ion to bas ic analys
(3 hrs)
is of che mic al eng ine erin g
sys tem s, em pha siz ing materi
bal anc es on physical and
al
che mic al pro ces s sys tem
s. An aly sis inc lud es single
com pon ent and mu lti- com
pon ent systems, sin gle -ph
ase and mu lti- pha se system
single uni t ope rations and
s,
com ple te flow she et system
s. Pre req uis ites : PH 111 ,
123, CH E 197 .
CH

294 Nature and Properties
of Mater

ials
Int rod uct ion to the fundam
(3 hrs)
ental nature (che mis try and
structure) , and properties
ma teri als , inc lud ing metals
of
, pol ym ers , cer am ics , and
sem ico ndu cto rs. Bonding,
com pos itio n, and pha se
dia gra ms , as we ll as the
nan o- and mic ro- stru ctu re
ma teri als will be highlig
of
hted. Ho w the nat ure and
pro per ties of materials are
cha rac teri zed or tested wil
l be discussed. Co mp osi
te ma teri als and aspects
ma teri als pro ces sin g, inc lud
of
ing diffusion, nucleation,
and tran sfo rma tion diagra
will also be pre sen ted . Co
ms,
mp ani on laboratory is CH
E 295 , to be tak en con cur
wit h or afte r CH E 294 . Pre
ren tly
requisites: CH 121, PH 111
.
295 Nature and Properties
of Materials Laboratory
Typical exp erim ent s includ
(1 hr)
e characterizing structure,
usi ng x-r ay diffraction and
mic ros cop y, testing me cha
nic al pro per ties usi ng tensile
and creep tests, and ma ppi
pha se dia gra m bou nda ries
ng
usi ng coo ling curves . Em
pha sis is pla ced on pro per
num eric al and statistical
ana lys is of the dat a. Wr
itten reports are req uir ed,
ele me nts of materials des ign
and
are presented. Corequisite:
CH E 294.
342 Transport Phenomena
Fun dam ent al aspects of hea
(3 hrs)
t and ma ss tran sfe r and the
use of these basic principle
in solving pro ble ms in
s
tran spo rt operations. He at
tran sfe r wit h pha se change
Dif fus ive and con vec tive
.
ma ss tran sfe r wit h applica
tions. Prerequisite: CH E
Pre req uis ite wit h con cur ren
244.
cy: MA E 310 .
344 Ch
emical Engineering Therm

ody

namics
Th erm ody nam ics of pha
(3 hrs)
se equ ilib ria, che mic al
rea ctio ns and the rm ody nam
analysis of che mic al pro
ic
ces ses , wit h em pha sis on
topics of special interest
che mic al eng ine ers . Pre req
to
uis ites : CH E 244 and CH
341.
347 Quantitative Modeling
for Chemical Engineers
Mo del ing and analysis of phy
(3 hrs)
sic al phe nom ena tha t arise
in che mic al eng ine erin g and
an intr odu ctio n to com put eraid ed des ign . Prerequisites
: CH E 197, 244 , and MA 238
439 Unit Operations Labor
atory I
Exp erim ent al studies cov erin
(2 hrs)
g fluid me cha nic s and hea
t tran sfe r in uni t ope rati ons
Specific applications of sta
.
nda rd lab ora tor y practices,
probability, and statistical
analysis. Em pha sis pla ced
dat a
on wri tten and oral lab ora
tor y report pre sen tati on
techniques. Prerequisite: BY
S 201. Pre req uis ite or paralle
l: CH E 441 , 443 , and 446 .
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(2 hrs)
tory II
technology,
bio
,
440 Unit Operations Labora
ion
arat
sep
s
mas
g reaction kinetics,
erin
cov
ies
stud
al
ent
laboratory
d
erim
dar
Exp
stan
. Specific applications of
situations
l
rea
in
and special material properties
es
istical data analysis. Ethical issu
oratory
lab
l
ora
practices, probability, and stat
and
tten
wri
phasis placed on
Em
e.
ctic
pra
al
ion
fess
pro
taken from
and 443.
. Prerequisites: CHE 439, 441
(3 hrs)
report presentation techniques
ctor Design
ering along
ine
441 Chemical Kinetics and Rea
eng
r
cto
mical kinetics and chemical rea
344 , 347.
E
CH
Fundamental principles of che
tes:
uisi
req
catalytic reactors. Pre
and
l
rma
the
h
bot
of
ign
des
(3 hrs)
with the
s
tion
era
Op
er
nsf
Tra
ss
e-wise and
Ma
stag
443
both
nomena, with applications to
ion, and
icat
idif
Theory of ma ss transfer phe
hum
, gas absorption/desorption,
diffusion controlled distillation
.
310
E
tes: CHE 342 , 344 , MA
(3 hrs)
extraction processes. Prerequisi
l
tro
Con
s
ces
Pro
l
ica
em
design for
Ch
tem
445
sys
mical process control ; control
Fundamental principles of che
.
tes: CHE 347 and 441 , MA 238
(3 hrs)
chemical processes . Prerequisi
nsport Equipment
heat and
m,
ntu
446 Analysis and Design of Tra
me
mo
to
ch
roa
app
from a unified
ena
nom
phe
rt
spo
tran
ipment.
of
equ
ory
rt
The
s transpo
theory to the design of variou
mass transfer. Application of
uisite or parallel: CHE 443 .
(3 hrs)
Prerequisites: CHE 352 , Prereq
ign
an overall
h
wit
448 Chemical Engineering Des
g
din
clu
con
s,
ent
engineering compon
al
mic
che
of
ign
des
design
ual
rall
ivid
Ove
Ind
ues.
computer-aided design techniq
mical
che
a
of
team design effort, using modem
tion
lua
, simulation, and economic eva
ional
fess
pro
requires a preliminary design
from
en
tak
in real situations
es
issu
ical
Eth
et.
she
ort
flow
rep
production
uires a written
s capstone design course req
Thi
ed.
min
exa
of
be
l
ce
wil
den
e
evi
ctic
pra
show
design, requiring students to
and
,
446
,
443
,
detailing a preliminary plant
441
sentation. Prerequisites: CHE
organization, research, and pre
(3 hrs)
parallel CHE 445.
ental Engineering
onm
vir
En
to
ion
uct
le, water
rod
cyc
Int
ic
449
drolog
er, and thermal pollution. Hy
lutants.
pol
ary
Engineering aspects of air, wat
ond
sec
other sources of primary and
te: CH
uisi
req
Pre
.
sources and uses; industrial and
trol
con
ir
l problems and in the
nta
me
iron
env
in
s
ces
pro
ort
Transp
449)
allel MAE 310 . (Same as CE
(3 hrs)
123 and 126, MAE 341 , and par
Control of
s.
tem
450 Environmental Control
sys
is of environmental control
requisite:
Pre
.
Engineering design and synthes
trol
con
on
luti
to air and water pol
tion
lica
app
h
wit
s
tem
sys
e
multiphas
(1-3 hrs)
MAE 310/ CHE 342.
ical Engineering
(3 hrs)
459 Selected Topics in Chem
s Engineering
design of
and
ent
460 Introduction to Bioproces
pm
elo
dev
les to analysis of and
cip
prin
g
erin
ine
eng
of
s, and
n
cell
atio
Applic
and animal
lysts including enzymes, plant
cata
ical
log
bio
g
mass
usin
ical
ses
log
ces
bio
pro
and
er topics include fermentation
genetically engineered cells. Oth
tes: CH 362 and 363.
(3 hrs)
transport processes . Prerequisi
industry,
ogy
nol
461 Bioseparations
tech
bio
the
in
d
aration processes use
sep
of
s
stic
teri
rac
sitive
cha
sen
eral
lly
Gen
therma
les, isolation and purification of
unit
of
n
atio
plic
including the removal of insolub
Ap
for final use by the customer.
and
,
ues
niq
tech
products and the preparation
A
DN
ant
ical separations, recombin
operation principles for biolog
.
460
E
CH
tes: CH 362 , 363, and
(3 hrs)
protein engineering. Prerequisi
ing
eer
gin
En
lications.
app
494 Applied Materials
g
erin
hods of materials for engine
ral and
ctu
stru
Synthesis and processing met
of
ign
ls performance factors for des
Selection and use of materia
Engineering
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functional components. Us
e of computational methods
in solving open-ended design
problems that depend on an
understanding of the nature
and properties of materials
will be emphasized. All cla
sses of materials are covere
d. Prerequisites: CHE 294
and either CH 342 or 348.
,
495 Polymer Engineering
Engineering principles of
(3 hrs)
polymers and their role
in manufacturing processes
Aspects of polymer phenom
.
ena and their relationship to
processing of structural and
functional components. Pre
requisites: CH 341 , 440.

Civil and Environment
al Engineering

S201 Technology Hall
Telephone : (256) 824-6854
Email: cee @eng.uah.edu

Degree: Bachelor of Scienc
e in Engineering
Professors Cruise (Chair)
, Leonard, Toutanji ; Assoc
iate Professors Anderson
Assistant Professor Schwa
;
rz.
Civil engineers are involv
ed in many aspects of mo
dem life, such as structu
engineering, transportation
ral
planning, environmental
systems, and geotechnical
analysis. The modem civil
engineer uses traditional des
ign and analysis methods as
well as advanced experime
ntal and computational tec
hniques. At the University
Alabama in Huntsville, stu
of
dents are exposed to all of
these areas of civil engineeri
and introduced to technique
ng
s that will make them com
petent practicing professio
engineers . The Bachelor
nal
of Science in Engineering
degree from the Civil and
Environmental Engineering
Department at UA R can
be obtained by completing
either a broad civil eng
ineering curriculum or by
specializing in structural
transportation , or environm
,
ental engineering. The civ
il engineering curriculum
consists of general engine
ering classes (required of
all engineering students),
civil engineering core, and
the
the civil engineering concen
tration selected.
The undergraduate structu
ral engineering stem at UA
R provides students with
strong background in many
a
aspects of structural analys
is, foundations , reinforced
concrete, and advanced stru
ctural design . The student
may take additional course
such areas as advanced
s in
concrete design, advanced
cementitious and compos
materials , experimental me
ite
chanics, and finite element
methods.
The undergraduate environm
ental engineering concentrat
ion provides an education
necessary for many aspect
s of environmental manag
ement and remediation. Wi
the framework of the progra
thin
m, students will be introdu
ced to many topics , includ
water quality, atmospheric
ing
pollution, environmental
systems, and environment
sampling.
al
The transportation engine
ering concentration provid
es students with the ski
necessary to tackle tom
lls
orrow 's data and transp
ortation issues. Students
introduced to various top
are
ics , including transportation
modeling and simulation,
application of GIS to tran
sportation issues, use of
traffic crash data, and urb
transportation planning.
an
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Mission
ineering is to provide
of Civil and Environmental Eng
ent
artm
Dep
the
of
sion
mis
The
on that instills in our
ironmental engineering educati
a high quality civil and env
practical abilities
wledge, analytical skills, and
h excellence in
students the fundamental kno
oug
Thr
.
be leaders in their profession
nities for the
necessary to prepare them to
ortu
opp
tes
Department promo
the
ice,
serv
and
h,
arc
rese
teaching,
, faculty, and alumni,
fessional growth of our students
pro
and
al,
son
per
,
tual
llec
inte
diverse needs of
are prepared to support the
while providing graduates who
and the international
bama, the region, our nation,
Hu ntsville , the State of Ala
community.
tives
Program Educational Objec
m are to:
ironmental Engineering Progra
Env
and
il
Civ
the
of
ves
ns requiring a
The objecti
itio
pos
al
ion
sfully obtain profess
ces
suc
o
wh
tes
dua
gra
e
duc
ls of the civil
l. Pro
traditional knowledge and skil
strong understanding in the
engineering profession.
cialty and successful
prepared for their field of spe
2. Produce graduates who are
demic opportunities.
in future employment and aca
tes professional,
the environment that facilita
h
wit
tes
dua
gra
our
e
vid
ductive life and
3. Pro
skills necessary to lead a pro
intellectual, and leadership
the region, state,
ancement and quality of life of
contribute to the economic adv
and nation.
Degree Requirements
ineering students are
ence in Engineering, civil eng
To obtain a Bachelor of Sci
required to take:
Semester Hours
Additional Basic Sciences
4
Chemistry - CH 123 , 126
ineering: 12
Engineering Core for Civil Eng
3
MAE/C E 271 - Statics
3
lysis I
EE 213 - Electrical Circuit Ana
3
y
ISE 321 - Engineering Econom
3
I
MA E 341 - Thermodynamics
53
cluding Engineering Core):
Civil Engineering Option (ex
1
ineering
CE 101 - Prelude to Civil Eng
3
g
erin
ine
in Eng
CPE 112 - Computer Methods
2
phics
Gra
g
erin
ine
Eng
il
Civ
CE 111
3
CE 272 - Dynamics
2
CE 284 - Surveying
3
I
MA E 310 - Fluid Mechanics
3
ign
Des
ering
CE 321 - Transportation Engine
3
als
CE 370 - Mechanics of Materi
3
I
CE 381 - Structural Analysis
3
CE 372 - Soil Mechanics
l
oratory
CE 373 - Soil Mechanics Lab
3
I
ics
tist
Sta
ineering
ISE 390 - Probab ility and Eng
3
ign
Des
g
erin
ine
Eng
ffic
Tra
CE 422 3
g Design
CE 441 - Hydraulic Engineerin
3
tal Engineering
CE 449 - Intro. to Environmen
3
terials
CE 380 - Civil Engineering Ma
3
Design
CE 483 - Reinforced Concrete
136
Engineering

CE 485 - Foundation Engine
ering
3
CE 498 - Civil Engineering De
sign I
1
CE 499 - Civil Engineering De
sign II
2
CE 499L - Laboratory Component
of Civil
Engineering Design II
Civil Engineering Concentr
ation: 9
Structural Engineering Conce
ntration
CE 481 - Structural Analysis
II
3
CE 473 - Earth Structures or
CE 487 - Bridge Design
3
CE 484 - Structural Steel De
sign
3
Environmental Engineering
Concentration
CE 456 - Water Quality Con
trol Processes
3
CE 457 - Hydrology
3
CE 458 - Environmental Enginee
ring Design
3
Transportation Engineering
Concentration
CE 384 - Advanced Surveying
3
CE 411 - Introduction to GIS
3
CE 420 - Urban Transportation
Planning
3
General Civil Engineering:
Choose 12 hours from CE 420
, 454 ,45 5,4 56, 457 ,45 8, 473
,48 1,4 84, 487 subject
to satisfactory completion of
prerequisite requirements.
Courses with a CE prefix
are typically offered once a
year, except for Statics ,
Dynamics, and Mechanics of
Materials. Civil engineering
students are encouraged to
seek the advice of a full-tim
e civil engineering faculty me
mber as soon as possible
after their enrollment at UA
R to ensure the timely comple
tion of their program of
study.
Undergraduate Civil Engin
eering Courses (CE)
101 Prelude to Civil Engineer
ing
Primer in the practice of civil
(1 hr)
engineering and engineering
design concepts. Includes
history and seminars on diff
erent branches of civil eng
ineering by faculty and
professionals. Exercises in pla
nning and design of a team
project. Students will be
required to write a short design
proposal and present their resu
major or consent of instructor.
lts. Prerequisites: CE
111 Civil Engineering Graph
ics
Fundamental concepts in com
(2 hrs)
puter-aided graphics as they app
ly to civil engineering.
Topics include lettering, sketch
ing, manipulation of element
s, rotation of views, and
input of data. Students will
gain engineering practice thro
ugh AutoCad laboratory
exercises. Freshman CE stan
ding. Prerequisites : Precalc
ulus.
271 Statics
Topics include: forces, resulta
(3 hrs)
nt forces, moments , couples
equivalent force systems,
equilibrium, distributed loads,
two force members , trusses,
centroids, moments of
inertia , shear and bending
moment diagrams , static and
kinematic friction.
Prerequisites: PH 111 , paralle
l MA201. (Same as MAE 271
.)
272 Dynamics (3 hrs)
Kinematics and kinetics of
particle and systems of particl
es with applications to
central force motion, impact,
relative motion , vibrations , and
variable mass systems.
Dynamics of rigid body in pla
ne motion, relative motion in
rotating coordinates, and
gyroscopic motion . Prerequisi
te: CPE 112 , MAE/CE 271.
(Same as MAE 272.)
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(2 hrs)
asurements
284 Surveying
Me
tions.
methods for engineering applica
, mapping,
Basic theory and practical field
eys
surv
g, traversing, stadia, topographic
CE l0l ,
llel:
and errors in surveying. Levelin
para
or
te
ure and 2 hour lab. Prerequisi
and circular curves. 1.5 hour lect
or/advisor.
(3 hrs)
MAE 110 or consent of instruct
and Design
g
erin
ine
hasis on
emp
321 Transportation Eng
with
various modes of transportation
Theory, design, and operation of
, MA 171.
(4 hrs)
traffic flow. Prerequisite: CE 284
sses and
stre
370 Mechanics of Materials
of
s
lysi
ana
,
law
and strain. Hooke's
ss
stre
of
ry
theo
:
ude
incl
ics
Top
bined loads, and
axial, torsional, bending and com
deformations in bodies loaded by
section includes:
e systems. Required laboratory
g materials,
analysis of statically indeterminat
erin
pro per ties of var iou s eng ine
devices, test
the det erm ina tion of sele cted
ng
suri
mea
ries presented, use of strain
: CPE 112,
experimental verification of theo
isite
requ
Pre
lts.
interpretation of resu
and
,
tion
enta
rum
inst
,
ures
proced
370.)
(3 hrs)
MAE/CE 271. (Same as MAE
372 Soil Mechanics
pre
com ssibility and
tics of soils. Compaction shear,
Index properties and characteris
ents. Laboratory
elem
lysis and design of foundation
permeability. Application to ana
parallel MA E 310.
(1 hr)
included. Prerequisite: CE 370;
isite: CE
requ
373 Soil Mechanics Lab
Co.
ties
per
pro
soil
of
s. Determination
Laboratory classification of soil
(3 hrs)
372 .
Analysis and Design
structures,
375 Civil Engineering Systems
ng
udi
incl
ems
civil engineering syst
of
ign
des
and
n,
atio
miz
opti
s,
Analysi
project. Initial and
ion. Includes lab with design
water resources, and transportat
112, and MA 238.
ed. Prerequisites: CE 271, CPE
(3 hrs)
optimized designs will be develop
erials used
380 Civil Engineering Materials
mat
ous
vari
ties and selection criteria of
d cement,
A study of the performance proper
tlan
Por
tes,
rega
ring. These include agg
standard
on
in the practice of civil enginee
ed
plac
be
will
sis
and timber. Empha
lab.
kly
concrete, bituminous materials,
wee
r
erization. Includes a 4-1/2 hou
methods of testing and charact
(3 hrs)
Prerequisite: CE 370 , 372, 373.
s, energy
line
381 Structural Analysis I
ce
uen
Infl
es.
rminate structur
dete
in
ts
men
mo
ars,
she
ns,
Reactio
inate structures.
tions. Introduction to indeterm
methods in computing deforma
(3 hrs)
Prerequisites: CE 272 , 370.
boundary
and
384 Advanced Surveying
,
eys
surv
hy, mapping, construction
ry work
rato
Surveying public lands; topograp
labo
and
s
tion
lica
project, computer app
g
eyin
surv
ic
aph
ogr
Top
.
eys
surv
(3 hrs)
included. Prerequisite: CE 284.
cal Information Systems
approach.
tor
411 Introduction to Geographi
vec
lar concepts, emphasizing the
database,
al
Introduces vector, raster, and tabu
tion
rela
es,
ships, map features, attribut
lications,
Topics include: spatial relation
app
,
put
out
s,
ion
ng from maps, project
tizi
digi
g,
stin
inge
data
,
data
of
layers
or approval of
sets. Prerequisite: Senior standing
data
lic
pub
of
ility
ilab
ava
and
ATS 411)
(3 hrs)
instructor. (Same as ES 411, and
ng
nni
Pla
tion
orta
nsp
g approach;
420 Urban Tra
nin
plan
e
terminals as part of a complet
projection
Planning of highway systems and
ies,
stud
g
nin
ning; transportation plan
public transportation system plan
.
321
CE
:
isite
programming. Prerequ
analysis, plan formulation, and
Engineering
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422 Traffic Engineering Des
ign
Driver, pedestrian and vehicle
(3 hrs)
characteristics. Principles of
traffic flow for improved
highway traffic service and safe
ty. Design freeways, rural roa
ds, urban streets, traffic
signals, signs, channelization,
and other traffic control measu
res. Prerequisite: CE 321 .
441 Hydraulic Engineering
Design
Water-hammer analysis, ope
(3 hrs)
n channel flow, hydraulic
structures such as dams,
spillways , stilling basins , floo
d control devices , locks, pipe-fl
ow systems and watersupply facilities, computational
me
449 Introduction to Environm thods. Prerequisite: MAE 310 .
ental Engineering
Engineering aspects of air,
(3 hrs)
water, and thermal pollution.
Hydrologic cycle, water
sources and uses; industrial
and other sources of primary
and secondary pollutants .
Transport process in environ
mental problems and their con
trol. Prerequisite: CH
123 , 126, MAE 341 and paralle
l MAE 310 . (Same as CHE
449)
454 Solid and Hazardous Wa
ste Management
Waste characterization, minimi
(3 hrs)
zation, collection, treatment,
transport, and disposal.
Landfill design and incinerati
on options. Leachate charac
teristics and potential
groundwater contamination.
Prerequisite: CE 449/549.
455 Water Quality Laborato
ry
Properties of natural water
(3 hrs)
sources and laboratory me
thods associated with
municipal wa ter and wa
ste wa ter treatment system
s. Student design and
demonstration of a water trea
tment system to bring a water
sample into compliance
with drinking water standards.
Prerequisite or parallel: CE 456
/556.
456 Water Quality Control
Processes
Principles of public water-sup
(3 hrs)
ply design . Source selection,
collection, purification,
and distribution for municipa
l use. Collection of waste wat
ers, their treatment and
disposal. Prerequisite: CE 449
/549.
457 Hydrology
Occurrence and movements
(3 hrs)
of water over the earth's
surface for engineering
planning and design. Relatio
nship of precipitation to stre
am-flow with frequency
analysis, flood routing, and uni
t hydrograph theory. Prerequisi
te: MAE 310 .
458 Environmental Engineer
ing Design
Engineering design and pro
(3 hrs)
ject management of environ
mental quality/restoration
systems. Students will comple
te a design project focusing
on one of the following
systems: sanitary landfill, mu
nicipal incinerator, or ground
water/site remediation.
Addresses skills for technical
presentations and proposal wri
ting as well as process
design and decision making.
Prerequisite or parallel: CE 449
.
459 Selected Topics in Civil
Engineering
461 Vibration of Elastic Sys
(1-3 hrs)
tems
Formulation of the equatio
(3
hrs).
ns of motion of discrete
and continuous systems,
analytical and numerical me
thods of solution, eigenvalu
e problems and dynamic
response. Prerequisite: MAE
488. (Same as MAE 461)
471 Advanced Soil Mechanic
s
Continuum mechanics app
(3 hrs)
lied to soil behavior. The
oretical approaches to
consolidation , shear strengt
h, slope stability and soil
stabilization. Prerequisite:
CE 372.
472 Soil Dynamics
Behavior of soils under dyn
(3 hrs)
amic, earthquake and blast
loading. Analysis of
foundation vibration and isolati
on. Prerequisite: CE 372 .
473 Earth Structures Engin
eering
Principles of earth structure
(3 hrs)
design. Theories of earth pre
ssures and the design of
retaining wall systems includ
ing gravity, cantilever, mecha
nically stabilized earth,
flexible sheet pile , and anc
hored wall systems. Metho
ds of stability analyses
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requisites: CE 372,
and embankment design. Pre
for retaining walls, earth slopes,
(3 hrs)
CE 373 .
ids
ors, thickfact
474 Applied Mechanics of Sol
ion
trat
cen
con
ss
stre
theories of failures,
nt,
poi
a
at
ins
stra
metrical
and
ym
sses
uns
Stre
ms,
circular members, curved bea
)
walled cylinders, torsion of non
474
E
uisite: CE 370. (Same as MA
(3 hrs)
bending and shear center. Prereq
in
s Solid Mechanics
city, and
velo
477 Experimental Technique
nt,
me
lace
disp
rmine stress, strain,
dete
to
s
hod
met
al
ent
electrical
erim
of
Exp
tions
Theory and laboratory applica
ation of
plic
acceleration in various media.
Ap
icity.
tle coatings, and photo-elast
CE 370
tes:
uisi
resistance strain gages, brit
req
Pre
lysis of engineering systems.
transducers and experimental ana
MAE 477)
(3 hrs)
and junior standing. (Same as
II
sis
aly
An
l
ura
uct
systems.
Str
ral
481
x structu
and deformations in comple
thods.
me
rgy
Reactions, shears, moments
ene
and
tems, advanced geometric
Statically indeterminate sys
(3 hrs)
Prerequisite: CE 381.
ign
of high
ign
des
483 Reinforced Concrete Des
and
ory
The
.
ed concrete design
forc
rein
of
e
ctic
pra
umns
and
col
ory
and
The
slabs,
ign of reinforced concrete beams,
te.
titu
Ins
te
cre
strength concrete mixtures. Des
Con
design code of the American
using the ultimate strength
(3 hrs)
Prerequisite: CE 381.
and design
s
484 Steel Design
lysi
Ana
s.
hod
met
structures using ASD
l
stee
of
ign
des
of
les
cip
Prin
ils. Prerequisite:
beams, columns, connection deta
of structural elements including
(3 hrs)
CE 381.
s, caissons,
ting
485 Foundation Engineering
foo
e,
cret
on reinforced con
is
has
emp
h
wit
s
tion
nda
fou
Design of
ring pressure on
t foundations. Effect of bea
ma
and
ls,
wal
g
inin
reta
piles,
372 and 483 .
(3 hrs)
foundations. Prerequisites: CE
Composite Materials
and
us
itio
ent
durability,
l
nta
486 Advanced Cem
me
mechanical properties, environ
h, fiber
ngt
stre
h
Concrete structures, rheology,
hig
as
ch
te technologies (su
cre
con
ed
anc
adv
,
ility
stab
al
dimension
er composites, and
hanics), advanced fiber polym
mec
ture
frac
and
ed,
forc
rein
.
structures. Prerequisites: CE 381
(3 hrs)
repair/rehabilitation of concrete
reinforced
s,
ring
487 Bridge Design
bea
ge
, composite beam bridges, brid
ratings,
and
s
Bridge loads, load distribution
tion
lua
eva
eam bridges , bridge
T-b
and
slab
te
cre
con
d
sse
and prestre
requisites: CE 483.
(1 hr)
and upgrade methodology. Pre
I
ign
Des
. Includes
ject
498 Civil Engineering
pro
ceptual civil engineering design
e, cost
war
soft
Planning and analysis of a con
ign
des
D), structural analysis and
2-part
a
of
1
t
computer aided design (CA
Par
.
ons
rati
ethical conside
and
,
acts
imp
l
nta
me
iron
env
,
estimation
ISE 321, Senior standing.
(2 hrs)
course. Prerequisites: CE 381,
II
blishment
esta
499 Civil Engineering Design
luding
te civil engineering project inc
ethical
ude
Analysis and design of a comple
incl
ics
Top
es, specifications, and plans.
tten
wri
g
pin
elo
of design criteria, cost estimat
dev
on
design and practice. Emphasis
considerations in engineering
Prerequisite: CE 498.
(1 hr)
and oral communication skills.
of Civil Engineering Design II
nt
one
mp
Co
y
tor
ora
Lab
requisite:
L
Pre
499
499 .
must enroll concurrently in CE
Students enrolling in CE 499L
Senior standing.
Engineering
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Electrical and Computer
Engineering

272 Engineering Building
Telephone: (256) 824-6316
Email: eceinfo @ece.uah.edu
Degree: Bachelor of Science

in Engineering

Distinguished Professor Joh
nson; Professors Adhami (Ch
air) , Aunon (Dean),
Boykin, Fork, Ho , Jarem, Ku
lick, Lindquist, Poularikas,
Shen, Shtessel, Singh,
Stensby, Wells; Professor Em
eritus Audeh . Associate Pro
fessors English , Gaede,
Guo, Joiner, Jovanov, Milen
kovic, Yoo; Assistant Profes
sors Coe , Pan; Lecturer
Bowman, Corsetti, Hite; Adjun
ct Professors Berinato, Budge
.
Mission
The mission of the Electrical
and Computer Engineering De
partment is to develop
and maintain high quality
undergraduate and graduate
programs in electrical,
computer, and optical engine
ering to meet the needs of
its constituents, and to
participate in scholarly and pro
ductive research that contribute
s to the economic well
being and quality of life for the
residents of Huntsville, the Sta
te of Alabama, and the
citizens of the United States
of America.
Engineering Clusters in
ECE
The ECE Department offers thre
e clusters that contain a minimu
m of 21 credit hours
in ECE courses. The reques
t for a cluster is initiated wit
h the non-engineering
student's advisor.

Electrical Systems: EE 100, 213
, 214 ,31 3, 315 , 382 , 383 ,38
4, 425
Circuits/Digital Electronics: EE
100 ,21 3,2 14, 305 , 310 , 313
, 315 , 382 , 436.
Music Technology: EE 100,
213 , 214, CPE 112 , EE 315,
305, 382, 383 , 384 , 494 .
Double Majors in ECE
The ECE Department provid
es the opportunity for a dou
ble major with a primary
major in CPE, EE, or OPE, and
a distinctly different secondary
major selected from
EE , OPE, or CPE. None of
the secondary major courses
are permitted as primary
major electives. The request
for a double major should be
submitted to the ECE
Information/Advisory Office
. Listed below are the pos
sible double major
combinations.
CPE-EE: 307 , 313 , and 3 cou
rses from EE 425 , 426 , 424 ,
or 447.
EE-OPE: OPE 451 , 454 ,45 6,
OPT 341 , 342
OPE-EE: EE 416 , 424 ,42 5,4
94 and
EE-CPE: CPE 321 , 353 , 431 , 434 either 246 or 436.
, 435 and 448.
Computer Engineering Op
tion
The Department of Electrical
and Computer Engineering offe
rs a four-year program
leading to a Bachelor of Sci
ence in Engineering degree
with specialization in
computer engineering. The pur
pose of the program is to pro
duce
individual , who qualifies as a
professional in the analysis, des a broadly educated
ign and application of
computer systems. A broad
background in engineering is
developed through the
engineering core curriculum
and further courses from ele
ctrical and computer
engineering. The program's
focus on computer engineerin
g is developed through a
blend of courses in comput
er engineering and computer
science. The graduate
141
Engineeri ng

ber of technical
fessionally qualified in a num
computer engineer will be pro
munications and
com
architecture, interface design,
specialties that include computer
puter engineer
com
the
,
life
al
ring. In profession
inee
eng
e
war
soft
and
ing,
ork
netw
broad spectrum of
the engineer ~ dealing with a
considers carefully the role of
es.
commercial , legal, and ethical issu
tives
Program Educational Objec
program are:
es of the computer engineering
ctiv
The program educational obje
Objective 1.
puter engineering
ful professional practice in com
To prepare graduates for success
and graduate study.
Objective 2.
systems with
led in teamwork and in designing
skil
rs
inee
eng
er
put
com
e
duc
To pro
ents.
hardware and software compon
Objective 3.
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busing systems, storage systems, and instruction sets. Performance models and
measures, pipelining, cache and virtual memory, introduction to parallel processing.
Prerequisite: CPE/EE 321, CPE 353, CPE 323.
434 Operating Systems
(3 hrs)
Study of the fundamentals of operating systems. Emphasis on processes, file
management, inter-process communication, input-output, virtual memory,
networking and security. Prerequisites: CPE/EE 321, CPE 353. Corequisite: CPE 435.
435 Operating Systems Laboratory
(1 hr)
Laboratory compone nt of Operating Systems course. Experiments include
implementation of device drivers, process and thread management, virtual memory
management, dynamic memory management, file-systems. Corequiste: CPE 434.
436 Internals of a Modern Operating System
(3 hrs)
In-depth study of the design of modem operating systems such as Unix, NT and
Linux. Emphasis on the internals and implementation details of interrupt processing,
real-time clocks, device independent 1/0, process management, memory
management, file management. Prerequisites: CPE 434
438 Real Time and Embedded Systems
(3 hrs)
Study of design methodologies for reliable real time systems. Prerequisites: CPE 434.
448 Introduction to Computer Networks
(3 hrs)
Introduction to the concepts and architecture of computer networks. Review of
communication protocols using the Internet and the TCP/IP model as major examples.
High-speed networking, congestion control, data compression, security and
distributed processing. Prerequisites: CPE 112 and CPE/EE 321. (Sarne as EE 468)
Corequisite: 448L.
448L Laboratory Component of Introduction to Computer Networks ( 0 hrs)
Corequisite: CPE 448.
449 Introduction to Information Assurance Engineering
(3 hrs)
Introduction to cryptography and computer security through hardware and physical
security to a knowledge of audit methods, security management, and public law. The
course will introduce security engineering skills such as business process analysis,
software security, IAE evaluation, and IAE testing. Prerequisite: CPE 448.
Corequisite: 449L
449L Laboratory Component of Introduction to Information
Assurance Engineering
(0 hrs)
Corequisite: CPE 449.
453 Senior Software Studio
(3 hrs)
Hands-on experience developing a substantial multi-student software project using a
defined software process. Overview of software estimation techniques. Metrics for
software project management. Risk management. Application of software testing
techniques. Process assessment and improvement. Prerequisites: CPE 353.
461 Translation Systems
(3 hrs)
Grammars, parsers, and lexical analyzers; implementation of translators via topdown and bottom up techniques; grammar analysis to identify ambiguities. Practical
applications of translators including conversion of file formats and compilation of
traditional computer languages . Prerequisites: CPE 212 and CPE 321. Recommended
CPE 431.
490 Special Topics in Computer Engineering
(1, 2, or 3 hrs)
Topics will vary. The course may be repeated when topics vary. Prerequisite: Consent
of Advisor.
495 Computer Engineering Design I
(3 hrs)
First course in the senior capstone design sequence. The focus of this class is the
application of techniques to the design of electronic systems that have digital
hardware and software components. Students will apply the theory acquired from
numerous engineering courses to solve real-world design problems. Prerequisites:
CPE 353, EE 315, and CPE 323. Must be taken in the same academic year as
CPE496.
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496 Computer Engineering Design II

(3 hrs)

499 Project in Computer Engineering

(3 hrs)

Second course in the senior capstone design sequence. The focus of this class is the
application of techniques to the design of electronic systems that have digital
hardware and software components. Students will apply the theory acquired from
numerous engineering courses to solve real-world design problems. Prerequisite:
CPE 495. Must be taken in the same academic year as CPE 495.
Individual design project under the direction of an ECE faculty member.
Prerequisites : Senior standing and permission of instructor.

Electrical Engine~ring Option
~ The
electrical engineering option offers a background that enables students to pursue

careers in any of the many diverse facets of electrical engineering such as
electronics, networks, power systems, instrumentati on, communicati ons, and
controls. The student may also select advanced undergraduat e courses to develop
individual and specific interests.

Program Educational Objectives

The program educational objectives of the Electrical Engineering Program are:

Objective 1.

To graduate electrical engineers with analytical and technical abilities to work
effectively in their profession.

Objective 2.

To graduate electrical engineers capable of advancing in their chosen career fields.

Objective 3.
To graduate ethical and responsible electrical engineers.

Objective 4.

To graduate electrical engineers who contribute to the society and to the economy of
the region and the nation.

Objective 5.

To graduate electrical engineers prepared for teamwork and leadership roles.
In addition to the College of Engineering BSE course requirements, the Electrical
Engineering Program requires the following:

Additional Basic Sciences
General Physics with Calculus III - PH 113
General Physics Laboratory III - PH 116

, Engineering Core for Electrical Engineering
EE 213 - Electrical Circuit Analysis I
ISE 321 -Engineering Economy
EE 310 - Solid State Fundamental s
EE 382 -Analytical Methods for Continuous Time Systems

Semester Hours
3
1

3
3
3
3

Electrical Engineering Option (excluding Engineering Core):
EE 100 - Fundamental s of Computer, Electrical,
and Optical Engineering
CPE 112 - Computer Methods in Engineering
CPE 212 - Introduction to Embedded Computer Systems
EE 202 - Introduction to Digital Logic Design
EE 203 - Digital Logic Design Laboratory
Engineering
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3
3
3
3
1

EE 214 - Electronic Measurement Laboratory
EE 305 - Electronics Devices and Design Laboratory
EE 307 - Electricity and Magnetism
EE 313 - Electrical Circuit Analysis II
EE 315 - Introduction to Electronic Analysis and Design
CPE 323 - Introduction to Embedded Computer Systems
EE 383 - Analytical Methods for Multivariable
and Discrete Time Systems
EE 384 - Digital Signal Processing Laboratory
EE 420 - Random Signals and Noise
EE 425 - Introduction to Control and Robotic Systems
EE 44 7 - Electromagnetic Engineering
EE 494 - EE Design Projects
Electrical Engineering Electives*
Technical Electives**

1
1
3
3
3
3

3
1
3
3
3
3
12
3

*These must include a two-course sequence. A list of approved sequences is given below. Students may
select a sequence from this list or may substitute an alternative sequence with their advisor's approval.
The remaining 6 hours may be chosen from any CPE, EE, or OPE courses (unless otherwise stated in the
catalog) at 300 level or above offered by the ECE Department with advisor approval.

Approved Sequences:
Signals and Systems:
1: EE 426 and EE 424
2: EE 426 and EE 414
3: EE 424 and EE 414

ElectronicsNLSI:
1: EE 416 and EE 436
2: EE 422 and EE 427
2: EE 416 and EE 451

Optics:
1: EE 454 and EE 451
2: EE 453 and EE 451
3: EE 454 and EE 453

Software Engineering
CPE 353 and CPE 453

**Choose any science or engineering course, level 200 or above.

Undergraduate Electrical Engineering Courses (EE)

100 Fundamentals of Computer, Electrical and Optical Engineering (3 hrs)
Introduction to the fields of computer, electrical, and optical engineering. Students
will become familiar with modem computational and design tools, engineering
ethics, and modem library resources tools. Introduction to the fundamentals of
voltage, current, power, Boolean algebra, binary arithmetic, logic gates, computer
architecture, computer networks, and optics. Lab work provides hands-on
experience with electrical, computer, and optical systems. Oral and written
presentation of projects are required. Prerequisite: None. Corequiste: EE lOOL.

lO0L Laboratory Component of Concepts in
Digital Signals and Systems

(0 hrs)

Corequiste: EE 100.

202 Introduction to Digital Logic Design

(3 hrs)

Engineering approaches to design and analysis of digital logic circuits. Boolean
algebra, Kamaugh maps, design using MSI and LSI components, algorithmic state
and machine design of sequential circuits. Prerequisite: EE 100 and CPE 112.
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203 Digital Logic Design Lab
(1 hr)
Experiments in applying Boolean logic concepts to digital design. The course
introduces students to small-scale prototyping and simulation techniques that are
used to implement and evaluate digital combinational and sequential logic designs.
Course is normally taken the semester following the successful completion of EE
202. Prerequisite: EE 202
213 Electrical Circuit Analysis I
(3 hrs)
Circuit elements, voltage-current characteristics for circuit elements; independent
and dependent sources; Kirchhoff's laws and circuit equations. Source
transformations; Thevenin's and Norton's theorems and superposition. Introduction
to operational amplifiers. Transient and forced response of RC, RL, and RLC
circuits. Introduction to sinusoidal steady-state, phasors, and impedance.
Prerequisites: PH 112; Prerequisite or parallel: MA 238, 244 or CHE 224 or MAE
285.
214 Electronic Measurement Laboratory
(1hr)
Experimental exercises in use of laboratory instruments. Voltage, current,
impedance, frequency, and waveform measurements. Frequency and transient
response. Elements of circuit modeling and design. Prerequisite or parallel: EE 213.
305 Electronics Devices and Design Laboratory
(1 hr)
Experiments in the measurement of electronic device characteristics. Design of
biasing networks, small signal amplifiers and switching circuits. Prerequisites: EE
213,214. Prerequisite or parallel EE 315.
307 Electricity and Magnetism
(3 hrs)
Basic concepts of electrostatics, electric potential theory, electric fields and currents,
fields of moving charge, magnetic fields, time varying electromagnetic fields,
Maxwell's equations. Prerequisite: EE 213, MA 238, 244.
310 Solid State Fundamentals
(3 hrs)
Basic physical processes occurring in solids. Schrodinger equation and its
applications. Energy bands and charge carriers in semiconductors, excess carriers in
semiconductors, introduction to semiconductor junctions, the bipolar junction
transistor, the metal-insulator- semiconductor field-effect transistors. Prerequisite:
PH 112. Prerequisite or parallel: MA 238.
313 Electrical Circuit Analysis II
(3 hrs)
Continuation of EE 213 . Use of phasors and impedance to analyze linear circuits at
steady state. AC steady-state power for single and polyphase circuits. Properties and
practical uses of resonant circuits, magnetically coupled circuits, and transformers
for AC steady state. Introduction to two-port networks and low and high pass filter
design. Prerequisite: EE 213.
315 Introduction to Electronic Analysis and Design
(3 hrs)
Diode, bipolar transistor and FET circuit models for the design and analysis of
electronic circuits. Single stage analysis and design. Computer aided design
calculations, amplifier operating point design, and frequency response of single and
multistage amplifiers. High frequency and low frequency designs are emphasized.
Prerequisite: EE 213, 214.
321 Computer Organization
(3 hrs)
Functional organization of stored-program digital computers including number
representation, assembly language programming, computer hardware, microoperations, and control logic; microprocessor architecture. Prerequisite: EE 202.
(Same as CPE 321.)
382 Analytical Methods for Continuous Time Systems
(3 hrs)
Fourier Series, Fourier and Laplace transforms with emphasis on their physical
interpretation. System representation by transfer functions and impulse response
Engineering
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functions. Convolution integral. Transient response. Modeling and simulation.
Prerequisite: EE 213, MA 238, 244.
383 Analytical Methods for Multivariable and Discrete Time Systems (3 hrs)
Discrete time signals and systems, sampling techniques, Z and discrete Fourier
transforms, multivariable systems. Introduction to digital signal processing.
Prerequisite: EE 382.
384 Digital Signal Processing Laboratory
(1 hr)
Design and programming of digital processing algorithms such as DFT, FFT, UR,
and FIR filtering. Prerequisite: CPE 381. Prerequisite or parallel: EE 383.
401 Digital Signal Processor Architectures
(3 hrs)
Introduction to digital signal processor architectures, applications, assembly
language programming, and development tools for designing and implementing DSP
systems. Prerequisite: EE 383.
410 Selected Topics in Electrical Engineering
(1-3 hrs)
411 Electric Power Systems
(3 hrs)
Power generation, transmission, and distribution. Three-phase circuits and per unit
analysis, load-flow studies, symmetrical components, and power systems stability.
Prerequisite: EE 313.
412 Senior Design Project in Electrical Engineering
(1-3 hrs)
Individual design project under the direction of an ECE faculty member.
Prerequisites: Senior standing and permission of instructor.
414 Analog and Digital Filter Design
(3 hrs)
Analog filter design via Butterworth, Chebyshev, and elliptical approximation.
Active filter design using operational amplifiers. Digital filter design methods.
Prerequisites: EE 315 and 383.
416 Electronics II
(3 hrs)
Integrated circuits and micro-devices related to multistage amplifiers, oscillators,
design specifications, operational amplifiers, and microcircuits. Computer
simulation. Prerequisites: EE 313 , 315.
420 Random Signals and Noise
(3 hrs)
Random variables and probability description of signals. Introduction to random
processes: autocorrelations, cross correlation, power spectral density. Noise analysis:
thermal, shot, white, and colored. Response of electrical systems to random inputs.
Prerequisite: EE 382 or CPE 381.
422 Advanced Logic Design
(3 hrs)
Advanced concepts in Boolean algebra, use of hardware description languages as a
practical means to implement hybrid sequential and combinational designs, digital
logic simulation, rapid prototyping techniques, and design for testability concepts.
Focuses upon the actual design and implementation of sizeable digital design
problems using a representative set of Computer Aided Design (CAD) tools.
Prerequisite: EE 202, EE315 . (Same as CPE 422) Corequisite: EE 422L.
422L Laboratory Component of Advanced Logic Design
(0 hrs)
Corequisite: EE 422.
423 Communications Systems and Simulation with Laboratory
(3 hrs)
Modem test equipment and computer-based simulation methods are used to conduct
experiments in the area of communication systems. Hands-on experiments are
conducted using digital oscilloscopes, arbitrary waveform generators, vector
impedance meters and other relevant test and measurement equipment. Methods are
investigated for signal modulation and demodulation; studies are conducted on AM,
FM, PSK, PCM and delta modulation circuits and systems. Several types of filters
are investigated, both analytically and experimentally. Properties and behavior of
phase-locked loop are studied by using both hardware and numerical simulations.
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Prerequisite/Corequisite: EE 426.
(3 hrs)
424 Introduction to Data Communication Networks
Overview of historic development of modem telephone and data communication
system, system architecture, standards, broadband switching systems, modems,
protocols, personal and mobile communications, digital modulation techniques.
Prerequisite: EE 383 or CPE 381.
(3 hrs)
425 Introduction to Control and Robotic Systems
Basic theories and analytical techniques for modeling, analysis and control of
dynamical systems. Transfer functions, block-diagrams, frequency response,
stability criteria, series and feedback controller design, and digital control.
Introduction to the dynamic analysis and control of robotic systems. Prerequisite: EE
382 or CPE 381.
(3 hrs)
426 Communication Theory
Review of elementary signals and systems including the Hilbert transform, cross and
auto correlation, power density spectrum, and the Wiener-Khintchine theorem.
Butterworth and Chebyshev low-pass filters. Band-pass signals and systems. The
low-pass equivalent of a band-pass signal/system. Commonly used forms of linear
and nonlinear modulation. Demodulation methods and circuits. Phase lock and
frequency feedback techniques. Prerequisites: EE 382 or CPE 381.
(3 hrs)
427 VLSI Design I
Introduction to VLSI design using CAD tools, CMOS logic, switch level modeling,
circuit characterization, logic design in CMOS, systems design methods, test
subsystem design, design examples, student design project. Design project to be
fabricated and tested in EE/CPE 428. Prerequisite: EE 202 and EE 315. (Same as
CPE 427) Corequisite: EE 427L.
(0 hrs)
427L Laboratory Component of VLSI Design I
Corequisite: EE 427.
(3 hrs)
428 VLSI Design II
Advanced experience with CAD tools for VLSI design, IC testing. Design project
from EE/CPE 427 to be fabricated and tested. Implementation and verification oftest
programs, IC testing and troubleshooting, legal, economic, and ethical design issue.
Oral presentations and written reports are required. Prerequisite: EE/CPE 427.
(Same as CPE 428) Corequisite: EE 428L.
(0 hrs)
428L Laboratory Component of VLSI Design II
Corequisite: EE 428.
(3 hrs)
436 Digital Electronics
Introduction to digital electronics. The Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (MOS)
transistor. MOS inverters and gate circuits. Bipolar junction transistors, ECL
inverters, and bipolar digital gates. Semiconductor Memories. Prerequisites: EE 202
and 315.
(3 hrs)
437 Electronics Manufacturing Processes
Current concepts, facilities, and technology utilized in the manufacture of electronic
components and products. Includes printed wiring board fabrication and component
mounting methods, automation, quality and reliability, product testing, and
economic issues. Prerequisite: Senior standing. (Same as ISE 437)
(3 hrs)
447 Electromagnetic Engineering
Review of Maxwell's equations, uniform plane waves in different types of media,
reflection, and transmission of uniform plane waves, transmission lines, waveguides,
and antennas. Prerequisite: EE 307.
(3 hrs)
451 Optoelectronics
Basic concepts for understanding electro-optic devices and systems. Blackbody
radiation; light sources; quantum and thermal detectors, noise in detectors; optical
heterodyning; acousto-optic, magneto-optic, and electro-optic modulation.
Engineering
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Prerequisite or parallel: EE 307,315 . (Same as OPE 451.)
453 Laser Systems
(3 hrs)
Spontaneous and stimulated emission, population inversion, optical resonators,
three-and four-level systems, Q-switching and mode-locking, semiconductor lasers,
integrated optic waveguides and couplers, scanning systems, high-power industrial
application. Prerequisite: EE 307. (Same as OPE 453)
454 Optical Fiber Communications
(3 hrs)
Introduction to optical fibers and their transmission characteristics, optical fiber
measurements, sources and detectors, noise considerations for digital and analog
communication, optical fiber systems. Prerequisite: EE 307 or PH 432 and EE 383
or CPE 381. (Same as OPE 454)
494 EE Design Projects
(3 hrs)
Design, simulation, and construction of selected interdisciplinary projects. Review of
legal, economic, and ethical issues. Students work as individuals or teams under the
direction of a faculty member to design, implement, test, and evaluate their projects.
Oral presentation and written reports are required. Prerequisite: CPE 323, EE 315,
ISE 321 and Senior standing.

Optical Engineering Option
The Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering administers the accredited
undergraduate degree option in optical engineering. This program prepares students
for careers in opto-electronics, including the design and application of systems
for optical fiber communications, optical instrumentation, holography, image
forming and processing, lasers and optical detection, as well as areas such as optical
testing.
Program Educational Objectives
Objective 1.
Graduate individuals with analytical and technical abilities to work effectively in
optical engineering or related fields.
Objective 2.
Graduate individuals capable of advancing successfully in optical engineering or
related fields.
Objective 3.
Graduate individuals who are ethical and responsible engineers.
Objective 4.
Graduate individuals who contribute to the economy of the region and the nation.
Objective 5.
Graduate individuals prepared for both team and leadership roles in optical
engineering or related fields.
Optical Engineering Option
Additional Basic Sciences
PH 113 - General Physics with Calculus III
PH 116 - General Physics Laboratory III
Engineering Core for Optical Engineering
CPE 112 - Introduction to Computer Programming
EE 213 - Electrical Circuit Analysis I
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ISE 321 - Engineering Economy
EE 310 - Solid State Fundamentals

3
3

Optical Engineering Core (excluding Engineering Core)
EE 307 - Electricity and Magnetism
EE 313 - Electrical Circuits II
EE 447 - Electromagnetic Engineering
OPE 451 - Optoelectronics
OPE 453 - Laser Systems
OPE 456 - Photonics Laboratory
OPE 459 - Optical Engineering Design I
OPE 460 - Optical Engineering Design II
OPT 341 - Geometrical Optics
OPT 342 - Physical Optics

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Electrical Engineering Requirements
EE 100 - Fundamentals of Computer,
Electrical, and Optical Engineering
EE 202 - Introduction to Digital Logic Design
EE 203 - Digital Logic Design
EE 214 - Electronic Measurement Laboratory
EE 305 - Electronics Devices and Design Laboratory
EE 315 - Introduction to Electronic Analysis and Design
EE 382 -Analytical Methods for Continuous Time Systems
EE 383 - Anal. Methods for Multivariable and Discrete Time Systems
EE 384 - Digital Signal Processing Laboratory
EE 420 - Random Signals and Noise
OPE 454 - Optical Fiber Communications
OPE Elective*

3
3
l
1
1
3
3
3
1
3
3
3

* Courses at 300 level or above, approved by optical engineering advisor

Undergraduate Optical Engineering Courses (OPE)

441 Optical Systems Design
(3 hrs)
Intermediate geometrical optics, first-order optics, linear transformations, paraxial
optics, reflection and transmission at an interface, polarized light, Jones and Mueller
calculi, matrix methods, ray tracing, apertures and stops, third-order optics and
aberrations. Prerequisite: OPT 342. (Same as EE 461, and PH/OPT 441.)
442 Interference and Diffraction
(3 hrs)
Two beam interference. Multiple beam interference. Optical testing. Fraunhofer
diffraction. Fresnel diffraction. The Fourier transform. Fourier methods in optics.
Coherence. Holography. Prerequisite: OPE 441. (Same as EE 462 and PH/ OPT 442.)
451 Optoelectronics
(3 hrs)
Basic concepts for understanding electro-optic devices and systems. Blackbody
radiation; light sources; quantum and thermal detectors, noise in detectors; optical
heterodyning; acousto-optic, magneto-optic, and electro-optic modulation.
Prerequisite or parallel: EE 307, 315. (Same as EE 451.)
453 Laser Systems
(3 hrs)
Spontaneous and stimulated emission, population inversion, optical resonators, three
and four-level systems, Q-switching and mode-locking, semiconductor lasers,
integrated optic waveguides and couplers, scanning systems, high-power industrial
application. Prerequisite: EE 307. (Same as EE 453)
Engineeri ng
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454 Optical Fiber Communications
(3 hrs)
Introduction to optical fibers and their transmission characteristics, optical fiber
measurements, sources and detectors, noise considerations for digital and analog
communications, optical fiber systems. Prerequisite: EE 307 or PH 432. (Same as
EE 454)
456 Photonics Laboratory
(3 hrs)
Photonic devices, wave nature of light, diffraction, spectral measurements, refractive
index, single mode and multimode optical fibers, simple optical communication
systems, fiber optic sensors, case study. Prerequisite: OPE 451.
459 Optical Engineering Design I
(3 hrs)
Identification, documentation, and presentation of proposed senior design project,
followed by initial project design, analysis, and development, including the
consideration of legal, economic, and ethical issues. Prerequisite: ISE 321.
Prerequisite or concurrent: OPE 456.
460 Optical Engineering Design II
(3 hrs)
Continuation of design project begun in OPE 459 to include prototype testing of the
design optical or opto-electronic system. Prerequisite: OPE 459.

Industrial and Systems Engineering
and Engineering Management
Nl43 Technology Hall
Telephone: (256) 824-6256
Email: ise@uah.edu
Degree: Bachelor of Science in Engineering
Professors Farrington, Swain (Chair), Wyskida; Associate Professors Componation,
Gholston, Messimer, Tippett, Utley; Assistant Professor Youngblood; Research
Professor Petty; Assistant Research Professors Benfield, Fortune; Adjunct
Professors Dorsett, Safie; Adjunct Associate Professor Thomas; Adjunct Assistant
Professor Fogle
Mission
To provide integrated, applications-oriented education and research programs in the
areas of industrial engineering, systems engineering, and engineering management to
support the needs of students and organizations in the Huntsville area and beyond.
Vision
To achieve a national reputation for a curriculum that integrates current concepts in
systems thinking, variability reduction, the elmination of process and resource waste
and to develop nationally recognized research programs in team development,
designing complex systems, process improvement frameworks, and logistic systems.
Program Educational Objectives
To realize the mission of the department, the following program educational
objectives have been adopted for the undergraduate program:
1. To produce graduates who can use their broad educational experience, ethical
judgment, and systems thinking to impact the community in a positive way.
2. To produce graduates with core competencies in engineering fundamentals.
3. To produce graduates to successfully apply Industrial Engineering
methodologies
effectively to analyze, design, and implement integrated
systems.
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4.
5.

To produce graduates who can function effectively in the work environment
through participation in teams, leadership and effective communication skills.
To produce graduates who are able to continue learning throughout their careers.

These objectives cover the fundamentals of both engineering and the humanities that
characterize a university education, plus the specialized knowledge of industrial and
systems engineering needed for a successful career in industry, the government, or
academia.

Engineering Cluster in ISE
The !SEEM Department offers one engineering cluster that requires 21 credit hours
ofISE courses: ISE 124, 321, 340, 390,391,423,430. The request for a cluster is
initiated with the non-engineering student's advisor.
Industrial and Systems Engineering Option
Industrial engineering has evolved as a result of the ever-increasing store of human
knowledge and specialization. Industrial engineers integrate resources to solve
society's problems. They seek solutions that effectively utilize people and
technology to address problems in industry and government while maintaining a
high regard for the environment and society as a whole. The department's goal is to
provide a student-focused environment providing students with the skills necessary
for success in their future careers. ISEEM courses are application oriented,
integrating information and experiences from regional industry. The ISEEM student
population is one of the most diverse on campus.
Students take courses in facilities design, human factors engineering, financial
decision making, manufacturing systems design, production and inventory control,
statistics and quality control, computer modeling/simulation and systems
management. !SEEM graduates might find themselves in such diverse industries as
electronics, automotive, manufacturing, aerospace, government agencies and health
care. An ISEEM professional may design the facility for the best product flow
through the plant; use computer simulation to test various alternative design
decisions; help design the inside compartments for the next space shuttle considering
the limited space requirement and human interface with the controls; help design or
track a total process system to help coordinate all functions for a successful end
product; or help track and improve quality using statistical methods.

Additional Basic Sciences
CH 123 or BYS 119 or 300/400 level MA course
Engineering Core for Industrial & Systems Engineering
MAE/CE 271 Statics
EE 213 Electrical Circuits I
ISE 321 Engineering Economy
MAE 341 Thermodynamics

Semester Hours
3

3
3
3

3

Industrial Engineering Option (excluding Engineering Core): (61)
CPE 112 - Computer Methods in Engineering
3
MAE 110 - Introduction to Engineering Computer Aided Design
3
ISE 124 - Introduction to Industrial & Systems Engr
3
ISE 324 - Work Design
3
ISE 327 - Management Systems Analysis
3
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ISE 340 - Operations Research
CE/MAE 370 - Mechanics of Materials
ISE/MAE 378 - Materials and Manufacturing Processes
ISE 390 - Probability and Engineering Statistics I
ISE 391 - Probability and Engineering Statistics II
ISE 423 - Statistical Quality Control
ISE 428 - Systems Analysis and Design I
ISE 429 - Systems Analysis and Design II
ISE 430 - Manufacturing Systems & Facilities Design
ISE 433 - Production and Inventory Control Systems
ISE 447 - Introduction to Systems Simulation
*ISE Electives

3
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
9
3

**Technical Electives
* Choose from ISE 402, 403, 426, 43 7, or other upper-level courses approved by the Department, or MA
385. Students may select a maximum of 3 hours from: EH 301 , ACC 211 , MTK 301 , or MGT 363, 462.
**Choose any 200-level or above engineering or science course.

Undergraduate Industrial and Systems Engineering Courses (ISE)
124 Introduction to Industrial & Systems Engineering
(3 hrs)
Overview of industrial engineering concepts. Includes history and development of
classical industrial engineering; documentation and computational methods; basic
work methods and measurement; manufacturing systems; and economic decision
analysis. Co-requisite: MA 113.
321 Engineering Economy
(3 hrs)
Economic evaluation of engineering alternatives. Interest, time-value of investments,
depreciation and income taxes, break-even cost analysis. Prerequisite: MA 172;
sophomore standing.
324 Work Design
(3 hrs)
Introduces the portion of the design process that uses basic principles of methods
analysis and ergonomics to fit a task and workstation to the human operator. Methods
analysis topics include: work measurement, work measurement tools, work
sampling, job analysis, job evaluation, and the development and use of flow and
activity charts for methods improvement. Ergonomics topics include anthropometric
data, workplace design, design of the physical environment, work organization, and
display and control design. Includes term project and laboratory exercises.
Prerequisite: ISE 390. (Same as PY 324.)
327 Management Systems Analysis
(3 hrs)
Formal organization structures and functions . Analysis of organization planning
leading toward the accomplishment of goals. Techniques for making decisions within
formal organizations, together with ethical constraints. Emphasis on technical
writing. Prerequisite: ISE 390.
340 Operations Research
(3 hrs)
Fundamental methods, models and computational techniques of operations research.
Linear programming including transportation, assignment and simplex algorithms.
Queueing theory. Prerequisite or parallel: ISE 390.
378 Materials and Manufacturing Processes
(3 hrs)
Engineering properties of materials, sources of information for properties of
materials, cost considerations for material selection, manufacturing processes,
casting, forming, machining, cost considerations for machining operations. One or
more field trips are included. Prerequisites: MAE/CE 370. (Same as MAE 378.)
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390 Probability and Engineering Statistics I
(3 hrs)
Engineering uses of probability theory, discrete and continuous probability
distributions including the binomial, Poisson, hypergeometric, normal, uniform,
lognormal, and exponential distributions. Statistical sampling, distributions of
means, variances, and proportions. Hypothesis testing and confidence intervals.
Prerequisite or parallel: MA 201.
391 Probability and Engineering Statistics II
(3 hrs)
Continuation of ISE 390 with regression analysis, analysis of variance, and
nonparametric statistics. Introduction to design of engineering experiments, and
computer-based solution of large-scale problems. Prerequisite: ISE 390.
402 Industrial and Organizational Psychology
(3 hrs)
Application of basic principles of learning, motivation, and perception to typical
industrial and organizational problems. Prerequisite: Senior standing. (Same as
PSY 402)
403 Human Factors Psychology
(3 hrs)
Study of human performance in human-technology-environment systems.
Consideration of human capabilities and limitations as related to controls and
displays, and the role of human cognition in decision-making and training
effectiveness. Prerequisite: Senior Standing. (Same as PSY 403)
423 Statistical Quality Control
(3 hrs)
This course introduces statistical theory and techniques to control quality of
manufacturing products. This course will provide a solid foundation in Statistical
Quality Control (SQC). The Six Sigma methodology is also introduced in this
course. Students can take the certification exam to earn a Green Belt in Six Sigma.
Prerequisite or parallel: ISE 391.
426 Design and Analysis of Experiments
(3 hrs)
Advanced topics in statistical experiments with emphasis on the design aspect.
Factorial designs, including fractional replication and confounding. Includes
computer laboratory exercises. Prerequisite: ISE 391.
428 Systems Analysis and Design I
(3 hrs)
Philosophy and methods of industrial and non-industrial systems analysis and
design. Methods of systems definition, analysis, simplification, evaluation, and
optimization. Design project required. Ethics and technical writing are emphasized.
Prerequisites: ISE 124,321,340,391, and senior standing.
(3 hrs)
429 Systems Analysis and Design II
Continuation of design project begun in ISE 428. Prerequisite: ISE 428.
430 Manufacturing Systems and Facilities Design
(3 hrs)
Overview of modem manufacturing systems design with emphasis on facility
location and plant layout. Includes classical systems, just-in-time systems, basic
principles of integrated manufacturing systems design, as well as analysis of
process flow, process productivity, and available space to determine facility layout.
Includes term project and laboratory exercise. Prerequisite: Senior standing.
433 Production and Inventory Control Systems
(3 hrs)
Inventory models including classical optimal economic order quantity models,
manufacturing resource planning (MRP) systems, master production scheduling,
material requirements planning, and purchase order control. Emphasis on
manufacturing system revisions, continuous process improvement, and the
implementation of lean principles.
Prerequisite: ISE 390.
437 Electronics Manufacturing Processes
(3 hrs)
Current concepts, facilities, and technology utilized in the manufacture of
electronic components and products. Includes printed wiring board fabrication and
Engineering
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component mounting methods, automation, quality and reliability, product testing
·
and economic issues. Prerequisite: Senior standing. (Same as EE 437.)
(1-3 hrs)
439 Selected Topics in ISE
(3 hrs)
447 Introduction to Systems Simulation
Philosophy and elements of digital, discrete-event simulation. Emphasis on
modeling and analysis of stochastic systems, including probabilistic models, output
analysis, and the use of simulation software. Prerequisites: CPE 112, ISE 391.

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
N274 Technology Hall
Telephone: (256) 824-6154
Email: mae@uah.edu
Degree: Bachelor of Science in Engineering
Distinguished Professor Chung, Professors Coleman, Gilbert, Hawk, Karr, Wallace,
Wessling (Interim Chair); Associate Professors Frederick, Frendi, Landrum, Lin,
Moser, Zuo; Assistant Professors Cassibry, Richardson, Siegers; Lecturers Carmen,
Skinner; Research Professors Blackmon, Snider; Assistant Research Professor Li;
Adjunct Associate Professor Ooi.
Mission Statement
The mission of the Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering is to
provide undergraduate and graduate education, research, and public service in the
engineering profession in general and in the mechanical and aerospace engineering
disciplines in particular and to support the diverse mechanical and aerospace
engineering needs of Huntsville, the State of Alabama, the region, our nation, and
the international community.
To accomplish this mission the department seeks to
1. inspire students to attain the highest levels of intellectual and personal growth
throughout their lives;
2. enable students and faculty to make lasting contributions to the advancement of
knowledge and the creative practice of engineering;
3. equip students with the ability to use modem engineering tools for design,
analysis, experimentation, and development;
4. engage the faculty in service that enhances the public's understanding of
technology for the betterment of society;
5. provide leadership in engineering education, research, and practice;
6. promote equality of opportunity for engineering education;
7. produce graduates who are well prepared to meet the challenges of a modem,
dynamic engineering environment; and
8. capitalize on the unique opportunities for collaboration with the local high
technology community.
Department Calculator and Electronic Devices Policy
The Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering has established a
department wide calculator and electronic devices policy that is more restrictive
than the policy articulated in the Student Handbook. The policy is: no electronic
devices are to be in sight during an examination with the exception of approved
calculators. The only calculators that can be used on examinations in the
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering courses are those approved
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by the National Council of Examiners for Engineering and Surveying (NCEES) for
the Fundamentals of Engineering Examination (www.ncees.org). For 2007 the
acceptable calculators are: Hewlett Packard - HP 9s, HP 30s, and HP 33s; Casio FX ll5 ES, FX ll5 MS, and FX ll5 MS Plus (Note: FX ll5 ES and FX 115 MS
models ending with an "-SR" designation are also allowed.); and Texas Instruments
- TI 30XA (or TI 30Xa), TI 30X IIS, TI 30X IIB, and TI 36X Solar.

Aerospace Engineering Option in Mechanical Engineering
Aerospace engineering is a diverse and rapidly changing field that consists of four
primary technology areas: aerodynamics, structures and materials, propulsion, and
flight mechanics and control. Aerospace engineers have traditionally applied their
knowledge in these areas to the design and development of high performance flight
systems such as aircraft, rotorcraft, spacecraft, missiles and rockets. However,
today's aerospace engineer may also participate in new areas such as ground
transportation systems (automobiles, trains and nautical craft) and environmental
aerodynamics (wind loads on structures, atmospheric pollutant dispersal).
Therefore, the field of aerospace engineering is interdisciplinary in nature and
draws upon knowledge from many of the traditional sciences. At UAH a student
may obtain a BSE degree option in mechanical engineering with a concentration in
aerospace engineering. The curriculum for the aerospace concentration is
essentially the same as that for the mechanical engineering option through the
junior year. At that time the student takes a series of specialized aerospace
engineering courses in aerodynamics, propulsion, structures, and flight mechanics.
These courses can also be used as technical electives in other engineering and
science programs.
Program Educational Objectives
The program educational objectives of the Aerospace Engineering Option m
Mechanical Engineering are to produce graduates who will:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Successfully apply their knowledge in their careers as aerospace engineers.
Respect societal and ethical considerations of their profession.
Continue to learn, and pursue advanced studies if they so choose.
Work effectively in multi-disciplinary teams by providing technical
expertise and effective communication.

Additional Basic Sciences
CH/PH Science Elective

Semester Hours
4

Engineering Core for Aerospace Engineering Option in Mechanical Engineering
MAE/CE 271 - Statics
3
EE 213 - Electrical Circuit Analysis I
3
ISE 321 - Engineering Economy
3
MAE 341 - Thermodynamics I
3
Aerospace Engineering Option in Mechanical Engineering
(excluding Engineering Core) 64 Semester Hours
MAE 100 - Introduction to Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering
MAE 110 - Introduction to Engineering Computer Aided Design
MAE 200 - Principles of Aeronautics and Astronautics
MAE/CE 272 - Dynamics
MAE 285 - Numerical Methods & Computations I
Engineering
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2
3
1
3
3

MAE 311 - Principles of Measurement & Instrumentation
MAE 342 - Thermodynamics II
MAE 310 - Fluid Mechanics I
MAE/CE 370 - Mechanics of Materials
MAE 3 71 - Aerospace Structures
MAE 385 - Numerical Methods & Computations
MAE 420 - Compressible Aerodynamics
MAE 430 - Fundamentals of Aerodynamics
MAE 440 - Rocket Propulsion I or
MAE 441 - Airbreathing Propulsion
MAE 449 - Aerospace Laboratory
MAE 450 - Introduction to Heat & Mass Transfer
MAE 468 - Elements of Spacecraft Design
MAE 480 - Aircraft Stability & Control
MAE 488 - Analysis of Engineering Systems
MAE 490 - Introduction to Engineering Design
MAE 492 - Aerospace Design
Technical Elective*

*

3
3
3
4
3
2
3
3
3
2
4
3
3
3
2

3
3

MA 244 or MAE courses at 300 level or above approved by the Department.

Mechanical Engineering Program
Mechanical engineering is the third oldest of the engineering disciplines after civil
engineering and mining and metallurgical engineering. Mechanical engineering is
the broadest engineering discipline. It is a professional discipline that involves the
application of principles of physics for analysis, design, manufacturing, and
maintenance of mechanical systems. It requires a solid understanding of key
concepts including mechanics, kinematics, thermodynamics and energy. The
discipline traditionally comprises three primary sub-disciplines: energy, mechanisms
and machinery, and manufacturing. The work done by mechanical engineers
includes the design, analysis, fabrication, and use of systems for the conversion of
energy available from natural sources (water, fossil fuels, nuclear fuels, solar
radiation) to other forms of useful energy (for transportation, heat, light, power);
design and production of machines to lighten the burden of manual labor and to do
work otherwise beyond human capability; processing of materials into useful
products; and creative planning, development, and operation of systems using
energy, machines, and resources.
Program Educational Objectives
The program educational objectives of the Mechanical Engineering Program are to
produce graduates who will:
1. Successfully apply their knowledge in their careers as mechanical engineers.
2. Respect societal and ethical considerations of their profession.
3. Continue to learn, and pursue graduate studies if they so choose.
4. Work effectively in multi-disciplinary teams by providing technical expertise and
effective communication.
Semester Hours

Additional Basic Sciences
BY/CH/PH Science Elective

4

Engineering Core for Mechanical Engineering
MAE/CE - 271 Statics
EE 213 - Electrical Circuit Analysis I
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3
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ISE 321 - Engineering Economy
MAE 341 - Thermodynamics I

3
3

Mechanical Engineering Option (excluding Engineering Core)
MAE 100 - Introduction to Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering
MAE 110 - Introduction to Engineering Computer Aided Design
MAE/CE 272 - Dynamics
MAE 285 - Numerical Methods & Computations I
MAE 310 - Fluid Mechanics I
MAE 311 - Principles of Measurement & Instrumentation
MAE 342 - Thermodynamics II
MAE 364 - Kinematics & Dynamics of Machines
MAE/CE 370 - Mechanics of Materials
MAE/ISE 378 - Materials and Manufacturing Processes
MAE 385 - Numerical Methods and Computations II
MAE 410 - Fluid Mechanics II
MAE 411 - Fluid Mechanics Laboratory
MAE 450 - Introduction to Heat and Mass Transfer
MAE 455 - Design of Thermal Systems
MAE 466 - Mechanics and Design of Machine Elements
MAE 488 - Analysis of Engineering Systems
MAE 489 - Computer Aided Engineering Analysis
MAE 490 - Introduction to Engineering Design
MAE 491 - Engineering Design
Technical Electives*

2
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
2
2
1
4
3
3
3
2
2
3
8

*MA 244 or MAE courses at 300 level or above approved by the department.

Engineering Cluster in MAE
The MAE Department offers one engineering cluster that requires 23 credit hours of
MAE courses: MAE 110,271 , 294,295, 341,310, 272, and 370. The request for
a cluster is initiated with the nonengineering student's advisor.
Undergraduate Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering Courses (MAE)
100 Introduction to Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
(2 hrs)
Introduction to engineering in mechanical and aerospace fields; introduction to the
various .tools and facilities used to design and analyze engineering systems and
present the results to others. Includes working with appropriate computer software.
A project is performed and the results are presented in both written and oral form.
One credit hour laboratory, MAE lO0L, is included. Co-requisite: MA 112 or
placement in MA 113 or higher.
110 Introduction to Engineering Computer Aided Design
(3 hrs)
Principles of engineering graphical expression: sketching, orthographic projections,
computer aided design and solid modeling concepts. Model definition through
constraint dimensioning. Dimensioning for production. Development of
subassemblies and assemblies using position constraints. Visualization of
kinematics and kinetics of solid models. An introduction to developing and working
on projects. Co-requisite: MA 112 or placement in MA 113 or higher.
115 Introduction to Machining
(1 hr)
Safety and familiarity with the machine shop environment, equipment, tools, and
practices. Correlate student design with consequences of design choice. Basic
turning, milling, welding, and sheet metal operations. Programming and operation
Engineering
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of numerically controlled machines. Design and
fabrication of a semester project.
Prerequisite: MAE 110.
200 Principles of Aeronautics and Astronautics
(1 hr)
An introductory course in the theory and pract
ice of atmospheric flight , propulsion,
rocket performance, space flight, satellite systems
and uses, and other topics in the
field of astronautical engineering. It is designed
to prepare the beginning aerospace
engineering student for future studies, and to devel
op good engineering practices.
Prerequisite: MAE 100.
271 Statics
(3 hrs)
Topic s include: forces, resultant forces, moments,
couples equivalent force systems,
equilibrium, distributed loads , two force members,
trusses, centroids, moments of
inertia, shear and bending moment diagrams,
static and kinematic friction.
Prerequisites: PH 111 ; Prerequisite with concurrenc
e: MA 201. (Same as CE 271.)
272 Dynamics
(3 hrs)
Kinematics and kinetics of a particle and of syste
ms of particles with applications to
central force motion, impact, relative motion, vibra
tions , and variable mass systems.
Dynamics of rigid body in plane motion, relati
ve motion in rotating coordinates,
and gyroscopic motion. Prerequisite: MAE 285 or
CPE 112, MAE/CE 271 (Same as
CE 362.)
285 Numerical Methods and Computation I
(3 hrs.)
An introduction to structured programming
in the MATLAB environment with
application to engineering problems. Numerica
l methods will be presented in
application to engineering problems. Roots of equat
ions. Curve fitting. Application
of linear algebraic equations and matrices to
engineering problems. Numerical
methods for linear systems, Gauss eliminations,
LU and Cholesky Decompositions ,
Matrix inversion, and iterative Methods. A labor
atory experience is included in the
course. Prerequisite: MA 171.
310 Fluid Mechanics I
(3 hrs)
Fluid properties and fundamental principles gover
ning fluid behavior. Fluid statics,
basic equations in integral form and differential
form, potential flow, dimensional
analysis, and internal incompressible viscous flows
. Prerequisites: MAE 285 or CPE
112 or CHE 197, MAE /CE 271, and MA 238.
311 Principles of Measurement and Instrumen
tation
(3 hrs)
Fundamentals of instrumentation and techniques
for measurement of mechanical
phenomena such as temperature, flow, pressure,
force, strain, displacement, and
acceleration. Calibration , standards, computeriz
ed data acquisition, error analysis,
signal conditioning, dynamic response, and exper
imental design. One credit hour
laboratory is included. Prerequisite: EE 213 .
341 Thermodynamics I
(3 hrs)
Basic laws of energy that apply in all branches of
engineering and science. Properties
of matte r, state variables, reversible proce
sses, first and second laws of
thermodynamics with applications to closed and
open systems. Availability of
energy and irreversibility. Prerequisite: MA201 ,
CH 121, CH 125, PH 112.
342 Thermodynamics II
(3 hrs)
Continuation of ME 341 . Thermodynamic cycle
s, thermodynamic relations among
properties, chemical reactions, and phase and chem
ical equilibrium. Prerequisite:
MAE 341 ; Prerequisite with concurrence: MAE
285.
364 Kinematics and Dynamics of Machines
(4 hrs)
Kinematics and dynamics of planar machinery. Princ
iples of mechanisms, design of
cams , fundamentals of gears and epicyclic gear
trains , methods of determination of
velocity and acceleration in mechanisms. Inerti
a forces in machines, balancing of
rotating masses and reciprocating masses, and vibra
tion analysis. Prerequisite: MAE
110, 272.
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Prerequisite with concurrency: MAE 450.
441 Airbreathing Propulsion
(3 hrs)
Includes thermo dynami c cycles as related to propulsion, the
chemistry and
thermodynamics of combustion, one-dimensional, internal , compre
ssible flow
including: isentropic flow, normal shocks, flow with friction , and
simple heat
addition . Applications to airbreathing aircraft propulsion systems.
Performance,
analysis and design of components, and overall performance of airbreat
hing engines
including: turbojets, turbofans, and other airbreathing propulsion
systems. The
course incorporates an experience in design and realization of a thermal
system, in
which students work in teams to design an engine or component. Student
s majoring
in aerospace engineering must take either MAE 440 or MAE 441
to satisfy the
aerospace propulsion elective . Prerequisite: MAE 342, and 410 or 420.
449 Aerospace Laboratory
(2 hrs)
Experimental investigation of aerospace structures, airfoils and bodies
in subsonic
flows, and performance of various aerospace propulsion systems .
One credit hour
laboratory is included. Prerequisite: MAE 311. Prerequisite with concurr
ency: MAE
371 , 430, and 440 or 441.
450 Introduction to Heat and Mass Transfer
(4 hrs)
Principles of heat and mass transfer; application of principles
to problems in
conductive, convective, and radiative heat transfer and mass transfer
; laminar and
turbulent flow processes; boiling and condensation; heat exchangers.
One credit hour
laboratory included. Prerequisites: MAE 310 and 385.
455 Design of Thermal Systems
(3 hrs)
Principles of heat transfer, thermodynamics, and fluid mechanics applied
to analysis
and design of systems for storage and transport, and exchange of
thermal energy.
Modeling of thermal equipment, simulation of system performance,
optimization of
system design, and comprehensive design of thermal systems. Prerequ
isites: MAE
342 and MAE 450; MAE 490 recommended.
461 Vibrations of Elastic Systems
(3 hrs)
Formulation of the equations of motion of discrete and continu
ous systems ,
analytical and numerical methods of solution, eigenvalue problem
s and dynamic
response. Prerequisite: MAE 488. (Same as CE 461)
463 Intermediate Dynamics
(3 hrs)
Kinematics and dynamics of particles, system of particles, and
rigid-bodies.
Variational principles and Lagrangian mechanics. Prerequisite: MAE/C
E 272.
466 Mechanics and Design of Machine Elements
(3 hrs)
Detailed design and selection of machine elements such as gears,
shafts, and
bearings. Analys is of stresses and deformations under combined static
and dynamic
loads, stress concentrations, and fatigue. Prerequisites: MAE 364 and
MAE/C E 370.
468 Elements of Spacecraft Design
(3 hrs)
Fundamentals of spacecraft engineering and design. Topics
include: orbital
mechanics, space environment, attitude determination and control , commu
nications,
space structures, thermal control , propulsion and power, and systems
and mission
design. Prerequisites: MAE 272, 450, 370, and MA 238.
474 Applied Mechanics of Solids
(3 hrs)
Stresses and strains at a point, theories of failures, stress concentration
factors, thickwalled cylinders, torsion of noncircular members, curved beams,
unsymmetrical
bending , and shear center. Prerequisite: MAE/C E 370. (Same as CE
474)
476 Mechanics and Fabrication of Composite Materials
(3 hrs)
Introduction to the mechanics of advanced composite materials. Design
and analysis
of composite structures. Analysis of orthotropic and transversely isotropi
c materials
and systems. Hands on fabrication of a composite structure. Prerequisites:
MAE 371
or 466.
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(3 hrs)
477 Experimental Techniques in Solid Mechanics
and
velocity,
ent,
displacem
strain,
stress,
Experimental methods to determine
electrical
of
ns
applicatio
laboratory
and
Theory
media.
various
in
acceleration
resistance strain gages, brittle coatings, and photoelasticity. Application of
transducers and experimental analysis of engineering systems. Prerequisites:
MAE/CE 370 and junior standing. (Same as CE 477)
(3 hrs)
480 Aircraft Stability and Control
to obtain
aircraft
of
design
The stability and control of aerodynamic vehicles. The
solutions
analog
and
equations
governing
complete
good flying characteristics. The
488.
and
430,
420,
MAE
ites:
Prerequis
.
equations
of linearized
(3 hrs)
485 Numerical Methods and Computation III
including:
ion
computat
ng
engineeri
and
methods
l
Advanced topics in numerica
problems;
ng
engineeri
various
solving
in
s
difference
finite
and
elements
finite
stability
and
ation;
differenti
Gaussian quadrature; interpolation, integration, and
to fluid
ns
applicatio
l
Numerica
methods.
iterative
and convergence analysis of
ites:
Prerequis
design.
machine
and
s,
mechanic
structural
transfer,
heat
s,
mechanic
MAE 385.
(3 hrs)
488 Analysis of Engineering Systems
including:
systems
physical
of
models
ng
engineeri
tical
Development of mathema
mechanical, electrical, and fluid systems and combined systems. Determination of
the dynamic response of physical systems. Prerequisites: EE 213, MAE 310, 272,
and 385.
(3 hrs)
489 Computer-Aided Engineering Analysis
Application of computer methods in the analysis and design of structural, thermal,
and dynamical systems. Uses of state-of-the-art finite element and finite difference
computer programs. Practical guidelines for discrete modeling; analysis of
modeling errors. Comparison of exact and approximate solutions to boundary value
problems. Use of computers in engineering design and analysis. Prerequisite:
MAE/CE 370. Prerequisite with concurrency: MAE 385.
(2 hrs)
490 Introduction to Engineering Design
decision
ogy,
methodol
Design
Application of basic design principles and concepts.
technical
ethics,
patents,
factors,
human
liability,
making, creativity, product
writing, and others. Team design projects. Prerequisites: ISE 321, MAE/CE 272,
and EE 213.
(3 hrs)
491 Mechanical Engineering Design
and
standing,
senior
t,
equivalen
or
490
MAE
ites:
Prerequis
project.
Senior design
permission of instructor.
(3 hrs)
492 Aerospace Design
and
standing
senior
t,
equivalen
or
490
MAE
ite:
Prerequis
Senior design project.
.
instructor
of
n
permissio
(1-4) hrs.
495 Selected Topics in Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
(1-4) hrs.
ing
Engineer
e
Aerospac
and
cal
Mechani
496 Independent Study in
hrs)
(3
Thesis
aduate
499 Undergr
Required for students completing an Honors Program Bachelors Thesis.
Prerequisites: Senior Standing and Permission of Thesis Advisor.
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College of Liberal Arts
256 Mortpn Hall
Telephone: (256) 824-6200
Email: dean-Ia@uah.edu
Dean: Sue W. Kirkpatrick, B.Sc., M.Sc., Ph.D., Professor of Psychology
The College of Liberal Arts provides educational experiences and programs of study
in the major fields of the arts, humanities, and social sciences. These programs are
designed to contribute to the intellectual development of students and to assist them
in preparing for successful careers by emphasizing the development of written and
oral communication skills, critical analysis, and problem solving abilities. They also
promote an understanding of relationships among people as well as an awareness of
the relationship between human beings and elements of the physical and biological
world.
The arts and the humanities , encompassing art, history, languages and literatures,
music, and philosophy, lead to a cognizance and appreciation of life as humankind
has perceived it and as individuals have lived it. This study leads to heightened
critical faculty, cultivation of taste, and the ability to be more effective in utilizing
language and in appreciating, using, and evaluating values and ideas. The study of
the arts and the humanities is essential to a broad and sensitive awareness of
humankind as it has been, is, and aspires to be.
The social sciences encompass the knowledge that deals with the behavior of
humankind and the culture it has created, knowledge that becomes more necessary
as the world grows more complex and interrelated. Social scientists perform a dual
function, assembling and ordering complex systems of technical knowledge related
to human relationships and providing a continual appraisal of the value systems in
our society. The social science programs at UAH (political science, psychology, and
sociology) are designed to prepare the student to value and perform both of these
roles. Since these disciplines are concerned with a social milieu that is both possible
and desirable, the approach involves both the understanding and use of the scientific
method and an appreciation of and sensitivity to questions of values.
The College of Liberal Arts offers courses of study that provides its students, and
those in the sciences, with the preparation that is necessary to gain teacher
certification. These programs include the in-depth _study of at least one field in the
liberal arts and sciences and intensive professional training in the field of education.
Throughout its curriculum, the College of Liberal Arts attempts to utilize and build
upon the richness and diversity of our tradition and diverse talents of our faculty in
preparing persons to be secure, productive, and successful in a free and humane
society. Its goals are to aid in the development of more sensitive and successful
scientists, more creative and powerful artists, and more disciplined students of the
humanities. In sum, it seeks to contribute to the individual' s development as a wellrounded and capable person and professional who is prepared to undertake
successfully and to provide leadership in effectively confronting the many
challenges of life.
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Mission
The College of Liberal Arts is committed to excellence in teaching, research, and
service in the following disciplines: fine arts, humanities, the social and behavioral
sciences, and teacher education. For its own majors, as for those in the professional
schools, the College strives to provide superior liberal arts education characterized
by close interaction between teachers and learners. Its goals are to impart to each
student a spirit of intellectual curiosity, critical thinking, abilities in writing and oral
communication, aesthetic awareness and creativity, familiarity with human history
and behavior, knowledge of languages and cultures, and an understanding of the
bases of ethical behavior and the duties of citizenship. Believing in the centrality
of liberal learning to the mission of a university, the College is committed to
maintaining a diverse community of teacher-scholars of the highest quality and to
providing an environment that encourages personal and professional growth. It
considers teaching and research mutually enriching activities and strives to make its
knowledge and expertise available to professional programs on campus and to the
educational needs of society. Through its graduates and programs, the College
contributes to the cultural, intellectual, and economic growth of the state and nation.

Accreditation
The University of Alabama in Huntsville is accredited by the Commission on
Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, and the College of
Liberal Arts thus offers baccalaureate and graduate programs under the auspices of
that accrediting body. In addition, the University of Alabama in Huntsville is an
accredited institutional member of the National Association of Schools of Art and
Design and the National Association of Schools of Music. Teacher education
programs are approved by the Alabama State Board of Education, according to
standards of the National Association of the State Directors of Teacher Education
and Certification (NASDTEC), for the issuance of appropriate professional
certificates for service in public schools, and the Department of Education at The
University of Alabama in Huntsville is accredited by the National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE).

Facilities
The College of Liberal Arts utilizes the facilities and resources of the entire
University. However, the College is housed primarily in two buildings, namely
Morton Hall and Roberts Hall. Critical to study of the liberal arts is the Salmon
Library, located in close proximity to both Morton and Roberts Halls. Supporting
facilities include the Writing Center located on the second floor of Morton Hall, a
student computer laboratory on the first floor of Morton Hall, an instructional
computer laboratory on the second floor of Salmon Library, an art gallery in the
University Center, and Union Grove Gallery and Meeting Hall, an historic church
moved to campus in 1974 and currently used as an art gallery and a meeting place
for students and faculty.

The Humanities Center
The Humanities Center was established in 1991 with the aid of an award from the
National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH). The NEH award was a challenge
Liberal Arts
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grant that was subsequently matched by funds from other sources, including public,
corporate, and private giving, to create the three endowments that support the
Center's activities in five areas: hiring of eminent and visiting scholars, library
enhancement grants, public programming grants, faculty travel, and faculty
research. The Humanities Center is located on the third floor of Roberts Hall.

Undergraduate Degrees and Programs
The College of Liberal Arts awards the Bachelor of Arts degree. A student's Program
of Study must total at least 128 hours of coursework and is comprised of four
components: 1) general education requirements, 2) a major, 3) either a second major,
minor, or supporting cognate studies and 4) electives. The minimum requirement for
a major is 30 semester hours of coursework with at least 21 semester hours at the
300 level or above. The minimum requirement for a minor is 18 hours of coursework
with at least 12 semester hours at the 300-level or above. The cognate studies option
must be formed from two or more closely aligned disciplines and must be comprised
of at least 21 hours with at least 12 semester hours at the 300-level or above. Specific
requirements of each major and minor are provided in the appropriate departmental
section of the catalog. At least 39 semester hours of a student's Program of Study
must be at the 300-level or above.
Students initiate a Program of Study with the College of Liberal Arts Academic
Advisor who works in consultation and cooperation with departmental chairs to
tailor a student's Program of Study. Elements of the Program of Study are subject to
approval of the chairs of the student's major and minor departments. Cognate studies
are subject to approval of the chair of the student's major department. All Programs
of Study are subject to approval by the Dean of the College.
Availability of majors, minors, and cognates are summarized below. Please see the
Department of Education section of the catalog for complete information about
teacher certification programs.
Discipline

Art & Art History

Major
Available
Yes

Minor/Cognate
Available
Yes

Classical Studies
Communication Arts

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

Computer-Mediated
Communication
(Web Design)

No

Yes

Elementary Education Yes

No
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Possible Foci

Studio (including
Graphic Design)
and Art History
Rhetoric, Technical
Communications
Cognate Studies
Available

Elementary,
Collaborative(Teacher Preparation)
Special Education
Liberal Arts

Secondary Education*
(Teacher Preparation)

See Foci

Discipline Majors:
Biology, Chemistry,
English, History,
Mathematics, Physics,
French, German,
Spanish, Russian,
Music (P-12)
Literature, Technical
Writing, Teacher
Preparation
French, German,
Russian, Spanish,
Foreign Language and
International Trade,
Teacher Preparation
Cognate Studies
Available
History, Teacher
Preparation
Performance, Liberal
Arts, Jazz, Music
Technology, Music
Teacher Preparation

English*

Yes

Yes

Foreign Languages

Yes

Yes

Global Studies

No

Yes

History*

Yes

Yes

Music

Yes

Yes

Philosophy
Prelaw
Political Science**
Psychology*
Sociology
Theatre
Women's Studies

Yes
Yes
Discipline Majors
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No

See Prelaw Advisor

*Graduate programs also available ( see Graduate Catalog)
**Graduate program available in Public Affairs (see Graduate Catalog)

Graduate Degrees and Study
Graduate study in the College of Liberal Arts brings together faculty and advanced
students to share the excitement of creative learning. All degree candidates plan a
program of study with faculty members who share the student's intellectual interests.
Within the framework of the requirements established by the Department and the
School of Graduate Studies, students design, in consultation with a faculty advisor,
a graduate program fitted to their particular interests and needs.
The College of Liberal Arts offers programs of study leading to the Master of Arts
Degree with concentrations in English, History, Psychology, and Public Affairs.
Class "A" teacher certification is available with concentrations in English and
history in the College of Liberal Arts and biology, chemistry, mathematics, or
physics in the College of Science. Certification may be achieved through either
traditional or non-traditional "fifth year" approaches.

Liberal Arts
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Academic Information, Advisement and Policies
Admission to the College of Liberal Arts
Entering students who meet all university admission requirements
for regular
admission status may be admitted to the College of Liberal Arts upon designa
tion of
a discipline major that is housed within the College , with the excepti
on of the
disciplines of music and teacher education preparation programs. Student
s planning
to major in either music or teacher preparation programs should
refer to the
appropriate departmental section of the catalog for specific admission
requirements
for those programs. Students seeking transfer to the College of Liberal
Arts from
other colleges on the UAH campus must have earned a 2.0 overall
GPA to be
admitted to the College of Liberal Arts.

Students from Alabama community colleges who plan to transfer to the
College of
Liberal Arts at UAH are advised to consult the STARS advisem
ent website
(http://stars.troy.edu) or to contact the College of Liberal Arts Academic
Advisor for
assistance. Additionally, such prospective UAH students are advised
to read the
Transfer Student section of this catalog .
Academic Advising in the College of Liberal Arts
College of Liberal Arts Academic Advisor: Frank E. Bell, B.A., M.A.

The College of Liberal Arts provides academic advising for its student
s through the
various academic departments and through the office of the Academic
Advisor for
the College of Liberal Arts. All students are strongly encouraged to seek
advising
assistance at the beginning of their academic careers and to continue
working with
their advisors throughout their academic experience. All freshme
n and most
sophomores with an expressed interest in liberal arts are advised by the
Academic
Advisor for the College of Liberal Arts, who is located in Room 216
Morton Hall;
phone 824-2867; email : bellf@uah.edu. In addition, a Prelaw Advisor is
available to
assist those who plan to apply for admission to law school.
The goals of academic advising include : 1) assisting students in plannin
g academic
and life goals; 2) assisting students in their personal adjustment to the UAH
campus ;
3) aiding students in the assessment of academic needs and in
developing
appropriate educational plans; 4) explaining and clarifying graduation
requirements
as well as academic policies ; and 5) facilitating student success .
The College of Liberal Arts Academic Advisor assists students in
fulfilling the
General Education Requirements and, in concert with faculty advisor
s, provides
information about possible major fields . An official declaration of major
should be
filed by the end of the sophomore year. When a student decides on a specific
major
and minor, the student will then initiate a Program of Study with the
College of
Liberal Arts Academic Advisor. Subsequent to completion of a Program
of Study, the
student is advised by faculty within the declared major(s) and minor(s
). These
faculty members are specialists in their fields of interest.
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Requirements for Programs of Study Leading
to the B.A. Degree
Component 1:
General Education Requirements for the B.A. Degree
NOTE: COURSES TAKEN TO SATISFY REQUIR EMENTS FOR ONE AREA ARE
NOT APPLICA BLE TO A SECOND AREA.
ENGLIS H COMPO SITION 6 Semester Hours
EH 101 and 102 (Note: Honors students take EH
105H only, if the Honors Program is completed)
HUMAN ITIES AND FINE ARTS 25 Semester Hours
(Students may take no more than 6 semester hours in a single discipline.)
Fine Arts: Choose one course.
ARH 100 - Art History: Ancient to Medieval
ARH 101 - Art History: Renaissance to Modem
ARH 103 - Survey of Art in Non-Western Traditions
ARS 160 - Introduction to Drawing
CM 122 - Theater Appreciation
MU 100 - Music Literature
MU 102 - Introduction to World Music
Literature: Choose one course from Area I and one course from Area II
Area I Choose one course
EH 205 - British Literature I
EH 230 - American Literature I
EH 240 - World Literature I
EH 250 - Honors World Literature I
Area II: Choose one course
EH 206 - British Literature II
EH 231 - American Literature II
EH 241 - World Literature II
EH 251 - Honors World Literature II
Humanit ies and Fine Arts: Choose two courses.
ARH 100 - Art History: Ancient to Medieval
ARH 101 - Art History: Renaissance to Modem
ARH 103 - Survey of Art in Non-Western Traditions
ARS 160 - Introduction to Drawing
CM 122 - Theater Appreciation
MU 100 - Music Literature
PHLl0l - Introduction to Philosophy
PHL201 - Introduction to Logic
PHL202 - Introduction to Ethic
WS 200 - Introduction to Women's Studies
FL200 level course in a foreign language
Note: Education major must take CM 113 - Speech in this area.
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6 hrs.

3 hrs .
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.

3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.

3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.

Foreign Language and Literature: Choose one langua
ge, 10 hrs.
FL101
5 hrs.
FL102
5 hrs.
Placement is required for native speakers and for studen
ts planning to continue a
language taken in high school.
NATURAL SCIE NCE AND MATHEMATICS 11 Semes
ter Hours
Elementary education majors must complete 12 semester
hours in science and 12
semester hours of college level mathematics. See Education
Department for specific
science course options for elementary education majors.
Natural Science: Choose two courses.
AST 106 - Exploring the Cosmos I
AST 107 - Exploring the Cosmos II
BYS 119 - Principles of Biology
BYS 120 - Organismal Biology
CH 101/CH 105 - Introduction to Chemistry plus labora
tory
CH 113 - Elementary Organic Chemistry
CH 121/125 - General Chemistry plus laboratory
CH 123/126 - General Chemistry plus laboratory
ES 102 - Planetary/Atmospheric Science II
PH l 00 - Conceptual Physics
PH 101 - General Physics I
PH 102 - General Physics II
PH 111/PH 114 - Physics I with Calculus plus laboratory
PH 112/PH 115 - Physics II with Calculus plus laboratory
Mathematics at Level 1: Choose one course.
(student may elect higher level, if placement warrants)

4 hrs.
4 hrs.
4 hrs.
4 hrs.
4 hrs.
4 hrs.
4 hrs.
4 hrs.
4 hrs.
4 hrs.
4 hrs.
4 hrs.
4 hrs.
4 hrs.
3 hrs.

HISTORY, SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
18 Semester Hours
(Students may take no more than 6 semester hours in a single
discipline.)
History: Choose one sequence.
HY 101 & HY 102 - Western Civilization I and II
6 hrs.
HY 103 & HY 104 - World History I and II
6 hrs.
Social and Behavioral Sciences: Choose four courses.
GS 200 - Global Systems and Cultures
GY 105 - World Regional Geography
GY 110 - Principles of Human Geography
PSC 101 - American Government
PSC 102 - Comparative Politics and Foreign Government
s
PSC 260 - International Relations
PY 101 - General Psychology I
PY 201 - Lifespan Development
SOC 100 - Introduction to Sociology
SOC 200 - Introduction to Anthropology
ECN 142 - Principles of Macroeconomics
ECN 143 - Principles of Microeconomics
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3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
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Component 2:
upon major.
Major Requirements for the B.A. Degree. 30 hrs. or more, dependent
ent with
departm
single
A minimum of 30 semester hours in a program of study in a
ents for
departm
al
individu
t
at least 21 of those hours 300-level or above. Consul
specific requirements.

Component 3:
upon minor.
Minor Requirements for the B.A. Degree. 18 hrs. or more, dependent
of 12 hours
m
minimu
a
with
ne
discipli
A minimum of 18 semester hours in a single
major or
second
a
choose
may
s
student
minor,
a
of
at the 300-level or above. In lieu
closely
more
or
two
from
drawn
studies
cognate
in
hours
r
a minimum of 21 semeste
music
jazz,
ance,
(perform
music
in
es
emphas
major
Some
nes.
related discipli
minor.
a
technology, and music education) are not required to have

Component 4:
and minor
Electives. The student may select any elective courses outside the major
hours for
128
of
m
as needed to complete the university requirement of a minimu
graduation.
Note:
degree.
No more than 6 hours of HPE may be counted towards the B.A.
Minimum upper level degree requirements
Minimum Degree Requirements, Bachelor of Arts
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Art and Art History Department
313 Roberts Hall
Telephone: (256) 824-6114
Email: art@uah.edu
; Assistant
Professor Dasher (Chair); Associate Professors Jones, Joyce, Stewart
Vines
Veasey,
rs
Lecture
urt;
Betanco
r,
Professors Johnson, Gardne
Mission
membe r of the
The Department of Art and Art History, an accredited institutional
ng students
prepari
to
ed
dedicat
is
Design,
National Association of Schools of Art and
rs, and
designe
artists,
as
lives
pursing
for
ry
necessa
with the knowledge and skills
als,
individu
unded
well-ro
and
ive,
inquisit
,
creative
be
will
art historians, who
plays
pursuit
tual
conscious of the important role that artistic endeavor and intellec
integral part of
within their lives and throughout our culture. The department is an
virtue of its
by
and
ity
univers
the
the interdis ciplinar y experie nce within
is dedicated
service,
and
h
researc
g,
teachin
in
ds
commitment to the highest standar
Arts.
Liberal
of
College
the
of
mission
the
ening
to supporting and strength
Progra m
arts and art
The Department of Art and Art History offers courses in the studio
program of
a
of
part
as
or
minor,
a
major,
Arts
history leading to a Bachelo r of
in Art may
study
of
program
a
g
pursuin
s
Student
history.
art
cognate studies in art or
focus
studio
The
ne.
discipli
history
art
the
or
ne
discipli
studio
the
focus on either
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allows a student to specialize at the uppe
r division in drawing/painting, graphic
design, photography, printmaking, or sculpture.
Any student enrolled at the university is enco
uraged to consider taking art courses as
a major, a minor, or simply as electives for perso
nal enrichment through involvement
with the visual arts or art history. Please
note however, that due to increasing
enrollment demands, placement in all art and
art history courses is initially reserved
for art majors and minors. All others will
be admitted and welcomed if space is
available.
Students are advised to officially declare a majo
r and to obtain a Program of Study
by the beginning of the sophomore year, if
not before. Students may initiate the
Program of Study either by meeting with the
departmental chair (Roberts Hall, Room
313) or the College of Liberal Arts Academic
Advisor (Morton Hall, Room 216).
Transfer credit for equivalent coursework and
advanced placement in art courses will
be determined by the departmental chair.
Art majors transferring to UAH must
complete at least 12 semester hours of art cours
es at the 300- level or above at UAH.
Art minors transferring in must take at least
6 semester hours of art courses at the
300-level or above.
·

I. The Studio Discipline:
A. Lower Division Requirements

27 hours

1. Art Studio Requirements
ARS 123 Two-Dimensional Design and Colo
r_Theory
ARS 140 Three-Dimensional Design
ARS 160 Introduction to Drawing
ARS 260 Intermediate Drawing
Three additional 200-level ARS courses

3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
9 hrs.

2. Art History Requirements (Choose two.)
ARH 100 Art History Survey: Ancient to Medi
eval
6 hrs.
ARH 101 Art History Survey: Renaissance
to Mod em
ARH 103 Art History Survey: Non-Western
Traditions
Note : There are no prerequisites for ARH 100,
101 and 103, ARS 123, 140, and 160,
which introduce the student to basic concepts
and skills in the visual arts.
B. Uppe r Division Requirements 1

24 hours

Five ARS courses at the 300 level
Two ARS courses at the 400 level2
ARH 309 - Contemporary Art and Issues

15 hrs.
6 hrs.
3 hrs.

Note: A student choosing to specialize in a speci
than four upper-level courses in an individual fic studio area may take no more
area.
Graphic Design
Painting/Drawing
Printmaking

ARS 331 , 332, 430, 431
ARS 360, 375, 376, 377, 475, 476, 477
ARS 381 , 383, 481 , 483
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Photography
Sculpture
Other

ARS 350, 352, 353, 450, 452, 453
ARS 340, 341, 342, 346, 440, 441, 442
3
ARS 393, 493, 495, courses at Alaba ma A&M

an exit exhibition or portfolio requirement.
Note I: Majors with a studio art focus must satisfy
present a comprehensive portfolio as
sfully
succes
Students emphasizing graphic design must
ced Graphic design course. All other
part of the coursework for their final 400-level Advan
mount a senior exhibition of their work.
art majors with a studio art focus must successfully
specific requirements.
Contact the Depar tment of Art and Art History for
successful completion of the appropriate
Note 2: 400-level courses are to be taken only after
300-level courses.
ements, a student may take two art
Note 3: To fulfill upper-division elective studio requir
selected from ART 305 Beginning
be
studio courses at Alaba ma A&M. These courses must
Jewelry; ART 308 Advan ced
ning
Begin
307
ART
Ceramics; ART 306 Advanced Ceramics;
Jewelry.

and Art History
C. Total semester hours within the Depar tment of Art

51 hours

II. The Art History Discipline
18 hours

A. Lowe r Divis ion Requirements
l. Art History Surve y Courses
ARH 100 Art History Survey: Ancie nt to Medieval
rn
ARH 101 Art History Survey: Renaissance to Mode
tions
Tradi
estern
Non-W
y:
Surve
ry
Histo
ARH 103 Art
2. Art Studio Courses
Any two 100-level ARS courses
One 200-level ARS course

9 hrs.

6 hrs.
3 hrs.
24 hours

B. Uppe r Divis ion Requirements'
1. Art History Courses
ARH 309 Contemporary Art and Issues
2
Five additional ARH courses at the 300 level or above
ARH 400 Art History Semin ar
3
2. Art Studio Courses
with advisor
One 300-level ARS course, selected in consultation

3 hrs.
15 hrs.
3 hrs.

3 hrs.

satisfy an exit requirement that is included
Note I: All students with an art history focus must
in the ARH 400 coursework.
ement, a student may substitute PHL 310,
Note 2: To fulfill an upper-level art history requir
.
course
history
art
vel
300-le
a
Philosophy of Art, for
history, or approved related discipline is
Note 3: An additional 3 hr. upper-level studio, art
Please consult with advisor or chair.
required for art history majors with a studio minor.
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C. Total semester hours within the Department of Art and Art History
(45 hours for art history majors with an art studio minor).

42 hours

Minors and Cognate Studies Programs
1. Art History Minor: 21 semester hours within the Department of Art and Art
History
ARH 100 Art History Survey: Ancient to Medieval
ARH 101 Art History Survey: Renaissance to Modem
ARH 103 Art History Survey: Non-Western Traditions
ARH 309 Contemporary Art and Issues
One 300 level art history before 1800
One 300 level art history after 1800
One 300 level art history elective

9 hrs.

3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.

Note: Students focusing on the studio discipline are strongly encouraged to pursue a
minor in art history which will give them a better understanding of the visual arts
tradition.

2. Studio Art Minor: 21 semester hours within the Department of Art and Art
History
ARS 160 Introduction to Drawing
Two ARS 200-level studio courses
Four ARS 300-level studio courses

3 hrs.
6 hrs.
12 hrs.

3. Cognate in Computer-Mediated Communication (Web Development)
Students majoring in Art may minor in an interdisciplinary cognate in computer
mediated communication (Web Development). This program combines courses in
graphic design, communication, and MIS to prepare students for work in the growing
field of computer-mediated communication, especially those involving the design,
development, and management of Websites. See more information on this program
under this catalog's section on "Computer-Mediated Communication Program."
Art Studio (ARS)
Lower Division Courses
Lower division studio courses stress the development of visual and manual skills,
problem solving abilities, critical thinking, and an awareness of the tools and
materials used in the making of art.

123 Two-Dimensional Design and Color Theory
(3 hrs)
Principles and elements of composition including color theory. Problem-solving
assignments explore formal and intuitive design concepts and the analytical and
expressive understanding and application of color. Prerequisites: NONE. Lab Fee: $40.
140 Three-Dimensional Design
(3 hrs)
Introduction to three-dimensional design through the investigation of a wide range of
forms and processes. Problem-solving assignments address a variety of design
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approaches, while considering the traditional and non-traditional roles of materials
and the proper use of tools. Prerequisites: NONE. Lab Fee: $40.
160 Introduction ti) Drawing
(3 hrs)
Introduction to the principles, tools, materials, techniques, and concepts of drawing.
Through exercises in rendering from observation, studies in perspective, and
problem solving, students develop strong visual skills, consider the role of
aesthetics, and begin to explore a variety of means for artistic expression.
Prerequisites: NONE. Lab Fee: $40.
230 Introduction to Graphic Design
(3 hrs)
Introduction to graphic design theories, principles, and tools, with instruction in the
basics of graphic design through practical understanding of visual communication
and logistics of advertising media, stressing traditional and electronic techniques.
Students will also become familiar with the Macintosh platform and digital layout
methods, using software applications currently used in the industry. Prerequisites:
ARS 123 and 160. Lab Fee: $40.
240 Introduction to Sculpture
(3 hrs)
Introduction to basic concepts employed to create sculptural forms . Students will
develop and explore their ideas using a variety of traditional and non-traditional
tools, materials and processes. Making of sculpture through assemblage,
subtraction, modeling, and casting processes will be addressed to gain an
understanding of the relationship between the formal, conceptual, and aesthetic
concerns that are integral to the making of all art. Prerequisite: ARS 140. Lab Fee: $40.
250 Introduction to Photography: Digital Image-Making
(3 hrs)
Fundamentals of the digital camera, image capture, digital scanning, and image
manipulation with Adobe PhotoShop software. Basic printing and image
preparation for the web and other media will also be explored. Basic Mac OS and/or
Windows skills and digital camera required. Prerequisite: NONE. Lab Fee: $40.
260 Intermediate Drawing
(3 hrs)
Further development of drawing skills and individual expression through the study
and practice of selected drawing approaches, with an emphasis on the figure. Nude
models will be used. Prerequisite: ARS 123 and 160. Lab Fee: $40.
·
270 Introduction to Painting
(3 hrs)
Introduction to formal and technical problems of painting. Experimentation with
basic painting media, techniques, and the mechanics of painting; Problem solving
assignments emphasize two-dimensional design and color theory concepts and
practices. Nude models may be used. Prerequisites: ARS 123 and 160. Lab Fee: $40.
280 Introduction to Printmaking
(3 hrs)
Introduction to the four basic areas of printmaking including relief, screen-printing,
etching and lithography. Emphasis on improving two-dimensional design concepts,
color theory and drawing skills. Prerequisites: ARS 123 and 160. Lab Fee: $40
Upper Division Courses

Upper division studio courses explore the specific nature of each area of
specialization. Students are guided in their development of artistic facility and of a
vocabulary of visual symbols for personal expression. They learn that the making of
art is not solely the exercise of artistic skill, but that it requires the employment of
reasoning and intellectual ability in entirely new and uniquely personal ways.

331 Graphic Design: Layout and Print Production
(3 hrs)
Continuation of ARS 230 with close attention to contemporary graphic design
production techniques, problems, and solutions. Students will learn effective
Liberal Arts
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methods of page layout, print production, and logistics
using current software
applications . Prerequisites : ARS 230. Lab Fee: $40.
332 Graphic Design: Web Design
(3 hrs)
A beginning to intermediate course in web design that
emphasizes the aspects of
planning and creativity. Focus is on learning how to build
effective and creative
websites. Current web software is taught in this course
. Prerequisites : ARS 230.
Lab Fee: $40.
340 Sculpture: Assemblage
(3 hrs)
Exploration of a variety of assemblage processes including
wood construction and
metal fabrication. Emphasis is placed on idea development
and investigating a wide
range of forms and materials. Prerequisite: ARS 140. Lab
Fee: $40.
341 Sculpture: Carving
(3 hrs)
Stone and wood carving are investigated with emphasis
placed on developing the
ability to see and release hidden form and on the unique
relationship formed
between maker and material. Prerequisite: ARS 140. Lab
Fee: $40.
342 Sculpture: Casting
(3 hrs)
Investigation of foundry processes and materials involved
in mold making and lostwax bronze casting, metal chasing, and patination.
Prerequisite: ARS 140.
Lab Fee: $40.
346 Sculpture: Figure Modeling
(3 hrs)
Study of the human form through direct clay model
ing from life including
anatomical studies, armature construction, mold making
and casting. Nude models
will be used. Prerequisite: ARS 140 and 260. Lab Fee: $40.
350 Photography: Digital Image-Making Processes
(3 hrs)
Digital image creation and editing techniques using image
-manipulation software,
digital printing, and image presentation . Will address contem
porary issues in digital
image-making as a fine art medium. Students are requir
ed to provide their own
digital camera. Prerequisite: ARS 123, 160, 250. Lab Fee:
$40.
352 Photography: Traditional Darkroom Processes
(3 hrs)
Black/White film and darkroom techniques explored as a
means of expression in the
production of fine art. Will address contemporary issues
and discuss artistic styles.
Students are required to provide their own 35 mm film camer
a. Prerequisite: ARS
123,160, 250. Lab Fee: $40.
353 Photography: Experimental and Historic Processes
(3 hrs)
Introduction to alternative processes with emphasis on histori
cal techniques such as
cyanotypes, the Camera Obscura, and image transfers.
Students are required to
provide their own 35 mm film camera. Prerequisite: ARS
352. Lab Fee: $40.
360 Advanced Drawing
(3 hrs)
Practice and theory focusing on drawing as a major
medium, utilizing both
traditional and contemporary methods and materials. Assign
ments are conceptbased . Nude models will be used. Prerequisites: ARS 260.
Lab Fee: $40.
375 Painting: Traditional Approaches
(3 hrs)
Investigation of figure painting, focusing on technical and
philosophical approaches
to using the human form as subject matter. Nude models
will be used. Prerequisite:
ARS 270 Lab Fee: $40.
376 Painting: Contemporary Approaches
(3 hrs)
Contemporary approaches toward painting are explored
through technical and
conceptual exercises based on contemporary painting practic
es. Prerequisite: ARS
270. Lab Fee: $40.
377 Painting: Mixed Media
(3 hrs)
Exploration of painting with mixed and non-tradition
al media as vehicles of
expression including the use of assemblage and collag
e processes, shaped or
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Fee: $40.
contoured canvasses, and related media. Prerequisite: ARS 270. Lab
(3 hrs)
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475 Advanced Painting: Traditional Approaches
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Continued exploration of painting proc
esses with an emphasis on portfolio
development and professional practices
. Prerequisites: ARS 375. Lab Fee: $40.
476 Advanced Painting: Contempora
ry Approaches
(3 hrs)
Continued exploration of contemporar
y painting approaches with an emphasi
s on
portfolio development and professional prac
tices. Prerequisites : ARS 376. Lab Fee: $40.
477 Advanced Painting: Mixed Media
(3 hrs)
Continued exploration of mixed and
non-traditional media with an emphasi
s on
portfolio development and professional prac
tices. Prerequisites: ARS 377. Lab Fee: $40.
481 Advanced Printmaking: Etching
and Lithography
(3 hrs)
This course includes stone lithography,
photo lithography, multi-plate lithograp
hy,
intaglio and various etching techniques.
Prerequisites : ARS 381 . Lab Fee: $40
483 Advanced Printmaking: Relief and
Screen-printing
(3 hrs)
Continued exploration of relief and scre
en-printing processes. Prerequisites: ARS
383 . Lab Fee: $40
493 Advanced Multi-Media
(3 hrs)
Continued exploration of multi-media art
works. Prerequisites: ARS 393. Lab Fee:
$40.
495 Technical Problems
(3 hrs)
Technical problems in studio disciplin
es for which advanced courses are
not
available. May be repeated for a total of
six hours credit. Prerequisite: Approva
l of
instructor. Lab Fee: $40.
Art History (ARH)
Lower Division Courses
Lower division art history courses expl
ore the major monuments of art, anci
ent
through contemporary, in their histo
rical and cultural contexts. These cour
ses
introduce the student to the basic analytic
tools of art history.

100 Art History Survey: Ancient to Med
ieval
(3 hrs)
Survey of the material culture, including
architecture, sculpture, painting , mosaic,
jewelry, and ceramics , produced by Prehistoric European, Near Eastern, Egyp
tian,
Bronze Age Aegean, Greek, Roman,
Byzantine East, Islamic, and Medieva
l
European cultures. Course emphasizes
study of the cultural contexts that fostered
the
creation of art.
101 Art History Survey: Renaissance
to Modern
(3 hrs)
Survey of the major works of art and arch
itecture produced since the Renaissance,
their major themes, the artists, and the
critical issues that affected the cultures
in
which they were created.
103 Art History Survey: Art in Non-We
stern Traditions
(3 hrs)
Survey of visual culture in India and Sout
heast Asia, China, Japan and Korea, the
Americas , the Pacific, and Africa. Lect
ures , readings , and discussions will focu
s on
relationships among works of art, religious
beli ef systems, political conventions, and
cultural practices.
Upper Division Courses
Upper division art history courses pres
ent the art of specific periods in its histo
rical ,
literary, philosophical, political, and socia
l contexts. These courses guide the stud
ent
in critical reading of selected art historical
and interdisciplinary scholarship.
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art history as offered. Required for
all students with an Art History
focus .
Prerequisites : 18 semester- hours of
upper-level ARH courses and appr
oval of
instructor.

Classical Studies

Dr. Richard Gerberding, Director
410 Roberts Hall
Telephone (256) 824-6310
Email: gerberr@email.uah.edu
College of Liberal Arts 246
Classical studies is a program designed
to impart an academic familiarity with
the
languages, history, and culture of anci
ent Mediterranean society. Its prog
ram of
study includes various courses taught
by several departments within the Coll
ege of
Liberal Arts , arranged so as to fulfill
a student's requirements for an academic
minor.
Classical Studies Minor
Classical studies differs from other depa
rtments ' study of the art, history, philosop
hy,
literature, or politics of the classica
l period by its requirement that the
student
command a reasonable facility in an
ancient language . The point at which
a student
begins the university-level study of that
language will determine the total num
ber of
hours required for the minor. If a
student begins the language with
a course
numbered 200 or above, the minor requ
ires the completion of at least 21 cred
it hours
from the following courses. If the stud
ent begins with a language course num
bered
in the 100s, the requirement is 27 hour
s. For all students , at least 9 of the cred
it hours
must be earned in courses numbere
d 300 or above, 12 from courses in
the same
classical language regardless of lang
uage placement level, and 9 from cour
ses in
subjects other than that language .
Requirements:
21 hours total (27 hours iflan gua ge
placement is not at 200-level or abov
e)
12 hours in one classical language (reg
ardless of placement level)
12 hours in classes numbered 300 or
above
9 hours in classes other than the lang
uage.
Classical Studies Courses
CL 100 - (Art History 100. Survey Anc
ient to Medieval)
CL 101 - (FL101N. Elementary Latin
I)
CL 102 - (FL102N. Elementary Lati
n II)
CL 201 - (FL200N. Intermediate Lati
n I)
CL 229 - (History 229. Survey of Anc
ient Times)
CL 242 - (English 242 . Mythology)
CL 301 - (Philosophy 301. Ancient Phil
osophy)
CL 302 - (Art History 301 . Ancient Gree
k Art)
CL 305 - (Art History 305 . Ancient Rom
an Art)
CL 329 - (History 329 . Imperial Rom
e)
CL 330 - (Philosophy 330/Political Scie
nce 330 . Classical Political Philosop
hy)
CL 340 - (Special Topics. Selected
special-topics course offered in Eng
lish, Art
History, Philosophy, Foreign Languag
es and Literatures, or History)
CL 399 - (Independent Study approved
by the director.)
CL499 - (FL 499N. Independent Stud
y in Latin).
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Communication Arts Department
342 Mor ton Hall
Telephone: (256) 824-6645
Email: comm@uah.edu
essor Givens; Assistant Professors Ferris,
Professor Rountree (Chair); Associate Prof
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and Paul; Lecturers Harwell and Montgom
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.
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continue to serve student groups, the univ
Major in Communicat ion Arts
on arts should make that declaration at or
Students wishing to major in communicati
* Students need to work closely with a
before the beginning of the sophomore year.
. A majo r in communication arts consists
faculty advisor to plan a program of study
munication) hours of coursework in the
of either 33 (Rhetoric) or 40 (Technical Com
be at or above the 300-level. Transfer
major, at least 21 hours of which must
r-level coursework in the majo r at UAH .
students must take at least 12 hours of uppe
three core courses:
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CM 113 Introduction to Rhetorical Commun
on
icati
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Com
CM 231 Foundations of Hum an
ods
CM 370 Communication Research Meth
following tracks and take the required
Additionally, majors must elect one of the
core of courses listed unde r that track:
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Rhet oric Track
CM 309 History of Rhetoric or CM 331 Com
munication Theory
CM 375 Rhetorical Criticism
CM 431 Senior Seminar in Communication
Theory and Research
15 hours of electives from CM or other appr
oved courses in allied disciplines.
Technical Communication Track
CM 301 Technical Writing
CM 302 Technical Editing
CM 309 History of Rhetoric
CM 320 Practicum in Writing or CM 400
Communication Arts Internship
CM 402 Theory and Practice in Technical
Communication
15 hours of electives from CM or othe
r approved courses in allied disciplines,
including 6-9 hours of technical courses.
*Please schedule a meeting with the chair
of communication arts after filing the
appropriate forms in the Office of Student
Records.

Minor in Communication Arts
Students in major courses of study, which
might be complemented by rhetorical or
technical communication studies are invit
ed to consult the chair of communication
arts about developing a minor. Among those
whose studies might be complemented
by a minor in communication arts are: liber
al arts students seeking to enhance their
career opportunities through an understanding
of practical discourse; English majors
interested in rhetorical perspectives on litera
ture; psychology and sociology majors
who believe communication will be centr
al to their work; engineering and science
students who need to know how to prese
nt their ideas effectively to both technical
and non-technical audiences (especially
if they enter management positions);
political science students interested in
understanding communication processes
central to political life, administrative scien
ce majors planning to enter a field where
effective communication skills are highly
valued, and pre-law majors.
A minor in communication arts consists of
21 hours of coursework taken within the
department, at least 12 hours of which must
be taken at or above the 300-level. At
least half of the upper-level requirement
must be taken at UAH. All minors are
required to take the following:

CM 113 Introduction to Rhetorical Commun
ication
CM 231 Foundations of Human Commun
ication
CM 309 History of Rhetoric or CM 331 Com
munication Theory
12 hours of electives from CM (or approved
courses in an allied discipline)
Those choosing a minor emphasizing techn
ical communication should take CM 309
(rather than CM 331) in the core above, and
elect to take CM 301, 302, 320, and one
approved technical course.
Cognate in Computer-Mediated Com
munication (Web Development)
Students majoring in communication arts
may minor in an interdisciplinary cognate
in computer-mediated communication
(or Web development). This program
combines courses in communication, grap
hic arts, and management of information
systems to prepare students for work in
the growing field of computer-mediated
communication, especially those invo
lving the design, development, and
management of Web sites. See more infor
mation on this program in the catalog
section "Computer-Mediated Communicati
on Program."
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Theatre Cognate
minor in an interdisciplinary cognate
Students majoring in communication arts may
theatre with electives in literature,
in theatre. This program combines courses from
communication. See more
erbal
nonv
music, art, cinema, philosophy, and
on "Theatre Cognate Program."
information on this program in the catalog secti
Communication Arts (CM)
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scientists, and technicians. Involves colla
borative project with professional write
rs in
industry. Prerequisite: EH 300 or EH 301
or CM 301. Offered spring semester only
.
(Same as EH 302.) Lab Fee: $40.
309 History of Rhetoric
(3 hrs)
Survey of rhetorical theory from anci
ent Greece and Rome through twen
tieth
century. Prerequisite: CM 113 or approval
of instructor.
310 Persuasion
(3 hrs)
Principles and practices in persuasive com
munication, emphasizing observation and
analysis of persuasive events on qualitativ
e and quantitative levels.
311 Interviewing
(3 hrs)
Interviewing theory and practice.
313 Business and Professional Commun
ication
(3 hrs)
Examines communication theories and
practices relevant to the business context
with
a focus on oral presentations , interview
ing, group leadership, and face -to-face
com mun icati on. Dev elop s know ledg
e and skills nece ssar y for effective
communication within business envi
ronments. (Prepares administrative scien
ce
students to meet the oral communication
requirement in upper division and grad
uate
business courses.)
316 Legal Argument
(3 hrs)
Examines argumentation in legal com
munities, that is, the way lawyers and
judges
provide reasoned support for the posi
tions they defend concerning what the
law
requires in a given case . It considers com
mon forms of legal argument, sources
and
forms of evidence , and legal values that
underlie legal argument. It provides stud
ents
with a critical perspective from which
to judg e legal arguments and a basic
set of
tools for developing legal arguments.
Prerequisite: Junior standing or consent
of
instructor.
320 Practicum in Writing
(1-3 hrs)
Writing and editing under the supervisi
on of professionals. May be repeated up
to 3
times for no more than 3 hours total cred
it. Prerequisites: CM 301, 302, enrollme
nt
in the Technical Writing Track, and a
successful interview with the participa
ting
technical supervisor. Enrollment requires
advance planning .
322 Theater History I
(3 hrs)
Explores the development of theater art
from its origins to French neoclassicism
and
Mol iere with part icul ar emp hasi s
on the Greeks, Shak espe are, and
his
contemporaries.
323 Theater History II
(3 hrs)
Traces the development of world theater
from French neoclassicism to contemporar
y
drama with emphasis on changes in the
twentieth century.
325 Elements of Theatre Production
(3 hrs)
This course is designed to give stud
ents the opportunity to explore the
design
components of theatre including scenery,
costumes, lighting and sound through class
projects and practical application. Prer
equisite: CM 122 or permission of instr
uctor.
330 Nonverbal Communication
(3 hrs)
Examines the diversity of human nonv
erbal behavior and its influences on ever
yday
communication experiences. (Same as
PY 330.)
333 Interpersonal Communication
(3 hrs)
Examines the process of communication
between individuals. Prerequisite: CM
231
or permission of instructor.
334 History of American Cinema
(3 hrs)
Investigates the American cinema as
a cultural artifact by studying cultural
and
historical context of representations, audi
ences, aesthetics and industry practices
in
American cinema from its beginnings
(1895) to present.
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(3 hrs)
340 Special Topics in Communication Arts
ia Effects,
Med
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(3 hrs)
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(3 hrs)
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labeling systems. Prerequisites: CM 100, 113
hrs)
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munication
402 Theory and Practice in Technical Com
practices in technical communication
mon
com
een
betw
ips
Explores the relationsh
tices . Introduces students to research and
and the theories that legitimize those prac
ical communication, and may then
theories about fundamental issues in techn y in technical communication.
stud
beco me the basis for further graduate
ing, CM 301, 302 are strongly
stand
uate
rgrad
unde
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ance
Prerequisites : Adv
recommended. (Same as EH 400.)
(3 hrs)
405 Advanced Media Writing
generation
the
gh
ia writing genres throu
Introduces and investigates a variety of med
te: CM
quisi
Prere
.
copy
ia
and multimed
of advertising, public relations, magazine,
205 or permission of instructor.
(3 hrs)
410 Political Communication
Examines the
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ion strategies
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application
theories of communication and assesses their
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425 Theatre Mainstage
(3 hrs)
This course provides students with an
opportunity to experience the complete
process of theatre including such elements
as: direction, acting, design, tech and
management. The class will produce two
full length plays. Students will be
auditioned to determine role in each productio
n. Some will serve critical production
roles such as design, direction, and managem
ent while others will act in one or both
productions. In certain instances , a stude
nt actor may appear in both plays.
Prerequisites: CM 221 or CM 325 or perm
ission of instructor.
430 Mass Media in America: Theory and
Criticism
(3 hrs)
This course encourages students to recogniz
e the role media play in our everyday
lives and in our construction of culture.
The class also works to critically trace a
media product through its production, conte
nt, audiences and social impact. The
course emphasizes current research persp
ectives in media and its contemporary
texts , primarily film, television , and mass
marketed magazines. The course requires
attention to and development of a media litera
cy campaigns. (Same as SOC 430)
431 Senior Seminar in Communication Theo
ry and Research
(3 hrs)
Research and public presentation of original
work demonstrating the ability to carry
out a complete scholarly project. Prerequisi
tes: CM 370, 375, and senior standing.
Offered spring semester.
499 Senior Project Management
(3 hrs)
Students will develop and/or manage a
Web site for a business or organization.
Projects are arranged with the help of the
instructor.

Computer-Mediated Communication Pro
gram

(The Web Cognate)
Dr. Clarke Rountree, Director
342 Morton Hall
Telephone: (256) 824-6646
Email: comm@email.uah.edu

The Computer-Mediated Communication
Program offers an interdisciplinary
cognate in computer-mediated communicati
on, with an emphasis on Web design,
development and management. This prog
ram combines courses in communication,
graphic arts, and management of informati
on systems (MIS) to prepare students for
work in the growing field of Web-based
communication. When combined with an
appropriate major, the program prepares
students for work in a number of
increasingly Web-reliant fields, including
marketing, public relations, journalism,
graphic design, technical communication,
corporate communication, and publishing.
The number of courses required for the cogn
ate is quite large at 36 semester hours;
however, students may complete cognate
courses as part of their major and their
general education requirements. Students
majoring in communication arts, art
studio, and MIS are particularly well posit
ioned to complete cognate courses in their
major degree programs, with only 21-24 hour
s of cognate courses normally required
outside of the major. Students with other majo
rs should contact the program director
to determine the number of hours they
can complete outside the cognate. A
certificate in Computer-Mediated Commun
ication will be awarded to students who
complete at least half of the cognate's cour
sework at UAH and maintain a minimum
2.5 grade point average in the cognate.
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operating system, word processing,
Students lacking computer skills in Windows©
take MIS 146 prior to taking any of the
and database applications are encouraged to
with the Macintosh© operating system
technical courses in the cognate. Familiarity
r level ARS courses in the cognate.
is useful for students entering ARS 230 and highe
on what level of skill is required
you
e
The director of the CMC Program can advis
for various courses.
ication (Web Development)
Cognate in Computer-Mediated Commun
tion consists of 36 semester hours of
The cognate in computer-mediated communica
o, and MIS, consisting of the
studi
art
required coursework in communication,
following:

Introductory Course (3 hours)
Communication
CM 100 Introduction to Computer-Mediated
MIS Courses (9 hours)
ing in Business
MIS 210 Introduction to Computer Programm
MIS 420 Electronic Commerce
unications Technologies
MIS 465 Web Server and Internet Telecomm
Communication Arts Courses (9 hours)
cation
CM 113 Introduction to Rhetorical Communi
ng
Writi
nical
CM 301 Tech
n
CM 401 Computer-Mediated Communicatio
Art Studio Courses (12 hours)
ARS 123 Two-dimensional Form in Design
ARS 230 Introduction to Graphic Design
ARS 332 Graphic Design III
ARS 431 Advanced Graphic Design II
)
Senior Project Management Course (3 hours
ent
agem
Man
ct
Proje
r
CM 499 Senio
es can be found under the program
Course descriptions for the Web cognate cours
Studio (ARS), and Management of
Art
),
description for Communication Arts (CM
Information Systems (MIS).
ct the program director who will
Students interested in the cognate should conta
es to develop an integrated
cours
coordinate their major and general education
professional needs.
and
al
ation
educ
program of study which best meets their

Education Department
232-K Morton Hall
Telephone: (256) 824-6180
Email: educ @uah.edu
Piersma (chair); Assistant Professors
Associate Professors Enger, Johnson, and
Lecturer Patrick
Confer, Coward, Dillihunt, Kovacs, Pritchard;
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Mission
The Department of Education defines its missi
on through three focal elements: 1) to
prepare teachers and other school personnel who
are academically strong, competent
in both theory and practice, and prepared to
contribute to the needs of a dynamic,
complex world; 2) to provide an environment that
encourages the department faculty
to model sound pedagogy, engage in research
and scholarly activities, and become
leaders within their area of expertise; and 3)
to make our teaching, research, and
service available to the entire community in
order to meet the changing needs of
schools, organizations, and professional comm
unities in our region, state, nation, and
international community. The mission of
the Department of Education is
communicated through our shared vision and
articulated in our theme, Through
Teaching, We Lead. The establishment of this
theme codifies the major purpose of
our department: to graduate teachers who
are exceptionally well-prepared in
disciplinary, pedagogical, and professional
knowledge, who understand and are
prepared to address the needs of all learners,
and who are committed to serving as
leaders in the educational community to ensur
e that all students receive a highquality public or private education.
Accreditation
Teacher education programs at UAR are accre
dited by the National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE)
and approved by the Alabama State
Board of Education, according to standards of
the National Association of the State
Directors of Teacher Education and Certificati
on (NASDTEC), for the issuance of
appropriate professional certificates for service
in public schools.
Facilities
The Department of Education utilizes the facili
ties and resources of the entire
university, the community, and the schools.
The department maintains a special
partnership with the teachers and students at
University Place Elementary School
adjacent to the UAH campus. Classrooms and
faculty offices are located in Morton
Hall. The department also maintains Elementar
y and Secondary Teacher Resource
Centers in Morton Hall and a Computer Education
Laboratory in the Salmon Library
where current teaching materials are available
and where laboratory classes are held.
The Institute for Science Education, a resource
center for teaching and research in
science and mathematics, is located in Shelbie
King Hall.
Services
In addition to its teaching function, the depa
rtment provides in-service education for
schools, agencies, and institutions of higher
learning; conducts and disseminates
research to solve educational problems ; and prov
ides consultative service to all types
and levels of educational institutions.
Degrees and Programs Offered
Under the State of Alabama plan, there are
five levels of teacher certification
programs, namely, P-3, K-6, 4-8, 6-12, and
P-12. The Department of Education
offers all options except P-3. In conjunction
with the College of Liberal Arts and
the College of Science, the department offer
s both undergraduate and graduate
certification programs. Candidates who comp
lete the following undergraduate
certification programs meet the requirements
for the Highly Qualified Teacher in
Alabama.
Elementary Education (K-6)
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with majors in biology, chemistry,
Secon dary /High Scho ol Educ ation (6-12)
French, Spanish), general science,
an,
English language arts, foreign language (Germ
ce.
history, mathematics, physics, social scien
or 6-12
Colla bora tive Teacher -Spe cial Educ ation K-6
fields biology, chemistry, English
ing
teach
with
(4-8)
ent
Midd le Scho ol Endo rsem
h, Spanish), general science, history,
language arts, foreign language (German, Frenc
mathematics, physics, and social science
Musi c Educ ation (P-12)
A mino r is not available in education.

Academic Advising
Education Program and qualify for
Students who plan to enroll in the Teacher
the Depa rtmen t of Education to be
of
chair
teacher certification should contact the
Students are expected to consu lt
assigned an advisor as early as the freshman year.
rements. In addition, students are
their advisors about curricular and degree requi
ing field departments to coordinate
expected to consult with advisors from their teach
the planning of programs of study.
Career Services and Placement
ing, assists all students who have
The Career Services Office, 117 Engineering Build
am at UAH and who are eligible for
completed an approved Teacher Education Progr
ng teaching positions. All teacher
an Alabama professional certificate, in seeki
ntials with the Career Services
crede
their
education students are encouraged to file
Office during their senior year.
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.
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communication from the department will,
.
address should be recorded in the department office
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Registration and Enrollment. Educ ation stude
al certification must complete all
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fer students will have their credits
Trans
professional education coursework at UAH.
e equivalency.
cours
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evaluated on an individual basis to deter
in professional studies or the
n
itutio
subst
e
Course Substitution. When a cours
obtained prior to enrolling in the
teaching field is desired, permission must be
Officer in the UAH Department of
course. Students should contact the Certification
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Education for appropriate forms. Written approval from the Department Chair is
required. Courses taken without approval may prevent a student from completion as
planned.

Course Repeat Policy. The UAH course repeat policy allows students to repeat
courses on a limited basis in order to improve the grade in a course. Education
students may take advantage of this policy in all subjects. Education students who
receive a D in professional education or teaching field courses will be required to
repeat the course at UAH. This is in compliance with the Alabama State Code of
Education, but differs from the UAH course repeat policy in this regard. See the
Academic Information section of this catalog for the UAH course repeat policy.
Program Completion. If a student does not complete requirements for the
undergraduate degree within a period of seven years from the date of admission to
UAH, the Department of Education will modify the student's program to bring it into
alignment with current degree and certification requirements. In addition, students in
the teacher education program must complete that program's requirements within
four years from the date of formal admission to the program, or they must re-apply
for admission.
Preadmission Requirements
File an Intent to Apply to the Teacher Education Program (TEP) with the
Certification Officer as soon as a decision is made to seek teacher certification but
no later than the end of the sophomore year. Apply for a Program of Study (POS)
before or during the first semester of education courses. In addition, students must
meet the following requirements:
1. No more than 2 courses of the General Education Requirements remain to be
taken.
2. Minimum GPA of 2.5 and grades of C or higher in EH 101 & 102 (or EH
105), CM 113, MA 230, and PY 201.
Admission to the Teacher Education Program
Admission to the university does not qualify a student for admission to the Teacher
Education Program. Students must submit an Application for Admission to the
Teacher Education Program during the Block I semester of the education courses.
They must also verify that an approved Program of Study (POS) is on file in the
UAH Department of Education. In addition, students must meet the following
requirements:
1. Minimum 2.75 GPA in Block I Education courses (ED 301, 305, 308, and
350) with no grade lower than a C.
2. Minimum 2.5 GPA in major or second area of study with no grade lower
than C.
3. Satisfactory completion of required Block I Field Experiences.
4. Satisfactory completion on Application Essays
5. Three Letters of Recommendation.

Admission for transfer students. Transfer students who have completed two years of
undergraduate study may be eligible to apply for admission to the TEP if they have
a grade point average of 2.5 for 9 semester hours of coursework at UAH and meet
other preadmission requirements.
Admission by reciprocity. Students who have been admitted to a teacher education
program at an accredited university or college in Alabama may apply for reciprocal
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admission to the Teacher Education Program (TEP) with the Certification Officer or
the Department Chair.
Continuation in the Teacher Education Program
Requirements include:
1. Minimum 2.75 GPA in Education courses with no grade lower than C.
Minimum grade of C is also required for MA 230.
2. Minimum 2.5 GPA in second area of study or teaching field with no grade
lower than C.
3. Satisfactory ratings on Dispositions Assessments.
4. Three Satisfactory Letters of Recommendation.
5. Passing Score on APTT.
If the above requirements are not met, a Personalized Professional Development
Plan (PPDP) will be initiated. Candidates who do not meet the conditions of the
PPDP may be dismissed from the Teacher Education Program.
Field Experiences
The Alabama State Department of Education requires that all teacher candidates
complete a minimum of 150 hours of field experiences in diverse settings prior to
the internship. To meet this requirement, candidates will systematically be placed in
area schools for a minimum of 40 hours of experience each semester.
Internship Placement Requirements
In addition to satisfactory completion of required coursework and satisfactory
completion of 150 hours of field experiences, candidates must meet the following
requirements:
1. Minimum 2.75 GPA in Education courses with no grade lower than C.
2. Minimum 2.5 GPA in second area of study or teaching field with no grade
lower than C.
3. Satisfactory ratings on Dispositions Assessments.
4. Three Letters of Recommendation.
5. Passing Score on Praxis II.
Application Dates: January 31 for the following Fall Semester and June 30 for the
following Spring Semester. Internships must be taken the last semester before
graduation. All internship placements are coordinated by the Department of
Education faculty. At UAH, the internship is a full-time, full semester assignment
of 15 weeks. Candidates should not expect to enroll in other courses during the
internship semester.
1. Elementary Education students must complete a primary and intermediate
assignment.
2. Secondary Education students will complete a middle and high school
assignment.
3. P-12 music education students must complete an early childhood/elementary
and a middle/high school assignment.
4. Candidates adding the Collaborative Teacher certification will complete part
of the internship in a special education setting.

Graduation
To graduate, the student must have met all general University and degree program
requirements as outlined in the catalogue. In addition, teacher candidates must have
Liberal Arts
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maintained a 2.5 grade-point average in all teaching field courses and a 2.75 in all
professional education courses at UAH and /or all other institutions attended to be
recommended for a teaching certificate, with no grade lower than a "c" in all
professional education courses including the internship.
Certification Requirements
Alabama teaching certificates are the legal responsibility of the Alabama State
Department of Education. Colleges and universities cannot issue professional
certificates . In order to be recommended for a professional teacher's certificate,
candidates must complete a state approved program. Approved undergraduate
programs offered by the UAH Department of Education are designed to prepare
· candidates for professional Class B certification with a bachelor's degree.
Initial Certification
It is the candidate's responsibility to initiate the application for the initial certificate.
To be recommended for an initial certificate, candidates must:
1. Meet all program requirements including satisfactory completion of the
internship.
2. Satisfactory completion of the UAH Exit Portfolio Review and Praxis II.
3. Submit a finger print card to the Alabama State Department of Education with
the appropriate fee in the form of a money order or cashier's check made
payable to the Alabama Department of Education and successfully pass a
background review conducted by the Alabama Bureau of Investigation and
the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Anyone convicted of a felony and/or
misdemeanor other than a minor traffic violation may be denied certification
or have certification revoked by the State Superintendent of Education.
4. Individuals who hold a valid Alabama substitute teacher's license must
submit to the certification officer a copy of the substitute license along with
all certification application paperwork.
5. Candidates who expect to teach in states other than Alabama are responsible
for knowledge of licensure requirements of those states. Such candidates
should inform the certification officer of their intentions.
Certificate Renewal
1. The initial Class B certificate is valid for five years. This certification may be
renewed upon verification of successful teaching for three years and
completion of an approved professional development program or earning
upper division or graduate level credit in the certification area.
2. Individuals who allow their certificates to lapse for more than 6 months will
be required to renew their certificates, obtain another background clearance,
and meet requirements of the Alabama Professional Teacher Testing (APTT)
program for issuance of a renewed certificate or license. The UAH
Department of Education in accordance with the Alabama State Board of
Education provides courses for persons who wish to renew their certificates.
Ensuring the Competence of Graduates
For a period of two years of the valid date of the Professional Educator certificate,
the University of Alabama in Huntsville, through the Department of Education, shall
warranty and provide remediation at no cost to students who are evaluated to be
unsatisfactory or deficient in any area of preparation . Remediation in professional
education and/or teaching field departments will be based upon recommendations
from the performance evaluations conducted by public school administrators who
use the Alabama Profession al Education Personnel Evaluation (PEPE) or
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comparable evaluations recognized and approved by the State Board of Education.
This policy is consistent with the Alabama State Code of Education.

Teacher Education Programs at UAH
B.A. and/or B.S. programs are available for the following certification programs:
biology, chemistry, collaborative teacher, elementary education, English-languag e
arts, French, general science, German, history, mathematics, music, social science,
and Spanish. (General Education Requirements for teacher candidates may differ
from those required of other students. Individuals interested in pursuing teacher
education should consult the Education Department about General Education
Requirements for their program of study.)
Elementary Education (K-6 certification)
The curriculum in elementary education provides a broad liberal education base,
professional studies and includes the study of a single discipline. General Education
Requirements for elementary education candidates must complete a minimum of 12
hours in each of the following areas: English language arts, history-social sciences,
natural sciences, and mathematics. The professional education curriculum prepares
the teacher candidate for the general responsibilities expected of all teachers and the
specific competencies of the elementary classroom. In addition, this curriculum
provides a base for movement into the middle school, if the candidate so desires.
Because of the scope of the elementary education program the student must inform
the Education Department of this goal as early as possible. The student will be
assigned an advisor to assist in planning an effective course of study. This planning
also requires the student to seek counseling from an adviser in the department of the
student's second area of study. Once admitted to the Teacher Eaucation Program, the
program must be completed within four years.
Upon successful completion of the elementary education program and all related
requirements, students will be awarded a B.A. degree and may request
recommendation for the Alabama Class B Elementary Professional Teachers
Certificate for grades K-6.

Elementary Education Certification Requirements
Professional Education Core
ED 301 - Introduction to Education
ED 305 - Foundations of Education
ED 308 - Educational Psychology
ED 309 - Classroom and Behavior Management
ED 350 - Technology in the Classroom
EDC 301 - Teaching the Exceptional Child
ED 311 - Instructional Strategies

1
3
3
3
3
3
3

Methods Courses
ED 310 - Integrating Creative Arts
ED 315 - Educational Evaluation and Measurement
ED 371 - Teaching Language Arts
ED 372 - Teaching Social Studies
ED 373 - Teaching Elementary Science
ED 374 - Teaching Elementary Mathematics

3
3
3
3
3
3
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ED 375 - Teaching Readi ng in Prima ry Grade s
ED 405 - Readi ng Strategies in Intermediate Grade
s

3
3

Internship
ED 493 - Eleme ntary School Intern ship

12
Total Hours 55

Second Area of Study for Elementary Education
Teacher Candidates
A stude nt plann ing to teach in an eleme ntary schoo
l must select a secon d area
consis ting of a minim um of 15 hours. Available progr
ams in the Colle ge of Liberal
Arts are: English, comm unica tion arts, history, foreig
n language (French, Germ an,
Spani sh), music, political science, philosophy, psych
ology and sociology. Students
may also select the Collaborative Teacher Cogna
te. Appro ved progr ams in the
Colle ge of Science are biology, chem istry, mathe matic
s and physics. Other cogna te
fields may be appro ved by petitio ning for special
consideration.

Biology

23 hours

BYS 119 (GER )
BYS 120 (GER )
BYS 219* Gen. Genetics
*CH 121 , 125 Prereq. (4)
BYS 312 - Prin. of Ecolo gy

4
4
4
4

RECO MME NDED
BYS 301 * Eleme ntary
Bioch emist ry
*CH 201 * Prerequisite (4)
or BY 300 - Cell & Devel.
*CH 121 Prerequisite (4)
BYS 300+ Electi ve

Communication Arts

Collaborative
EDC 301 - Teaching
. the Exceptional Child
EDC 302 - Intro. Low
Incide nce Popul ations
EDC 311- Instructional
Strategies
EDC 321 -Coll abora tion/
Consu ltation
EDC 331 - Critical Issues

English

3
3

30 hours

EH 101 , 102 (GER )- Comp .
EH 200 (GER ) - Surve y
EH 360 - Shake speare
EH 400 - Comp. Studies
for Teachers
EH 405 - Struct. of Mod. Engl.
EH 300+ - Amer ican Lit.
EH 300+ - Engli sh Lit.
EH 300+ or 400+T he Nove l

3

4
3

21 hours

CM 113 (GER )- Intro.
CM 122 (GER ) - Theat re
CM 221 - Actin g
CM 231 - Found. of Comm .
CM 309 - Histo ry or Rheto ric
or CM 310 - Persu asion
CM 205 - Medi a Writing
CM 430 - Mass Medi a

EDC 341 - Transition of
K-12 Students
EDC 351 - Behav ior Analy sis
and Interv ention

3
3
3
3
3

Foreign Language

History
18 hours

3
3
3

10
3
3
3
3
3

30 hours
6

HY 101 , 102 (GER ) or
HY 103, 104 (GER )
HY 290 - Historical Meth ods
HY 221 , 222 - U.S . History
HY 325 -Alab ama Histo ry
HY 300+ Elective*
HY 400+ Elective*
*Inclu des 6 hrs. U.S . & 6 hrs.
non- U.S.

3

3
3
3
3

25 hours

FL 101 , 102 (GER ) - Intro.
FL 200 - Interm ediate Lang.
FL 301 - Conv ersati on
FL 302 - Comp ositio n
FL 304 - Cultu re
FL 305 - Intro. to Literature

3

3
6
3
3

3
6

3
3
6

3
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Mathematical Science

PHL 201 (GER )- Ethics
PHL 300+ Electives

33 hours

MA 171 - Calculus A (GER)
MA 172 - Calcu lus B (GER)
MA 201- Calcu lus C
MA 244 - Linea r Algeb ra
MA 330 - Found ations of
Mathe matics
MA 385 - Probability
MA 433 - Geom etry
MA 442 - Alg. Structures
MA 452 - Real Analy sis
MNS T 487- Statistics

4
4
4
3
3

Political Science

3
3
3
3
3

16 hours

Music

(GER) Music Lit.
(GER) Music Theor y
- Theor y of Music
- Musicianship

MU 100
MU 101
MU 201
MU 203
Skills
MUA - Studio Instruction
Ensem bles
MUE 328 - Teaching Gen.
Music

Philosophy
PHL 101 or 202 (GER)

3
3
3
1
4
3

3
9

18 hours
3

PSC 101 - (GER)
PSC 102 - (GER)
PSC 103 - State and Local
PSC 300 + Electives
PSC 484 - Senio r Semin ar

Sociology
SOC
SOC
SOC
SOC

3
3
3
3

18 hours

100 - Intro.
102 - Soc. Proble ms OR
106- Marria ge & Fam.
300 + Electi ves

Psychology

3
3
12

18 hours

PY 101 (GER) - Gen Psych
PY 102 - Gen Psych . II
PY 315 - Devel. Psych.
PY 3 7 5 - Social Psych .
PY 301 - Person ality OR
PY 433 - Abnor mal Behav ior
PY 314 - Leam ing OR
PY3 80-Co gnitio n

3
3
3
3
3
3

15 hours
3

Collaborative Teacher Endorsement
(K-6 or 6-12 certification options)
e teachers to better meet the
The Collaborative Teacher Progra m is design ed to prepar
been determ ined to be
have
who
those
ing
includ
diverse needs of all childr en,
duals with Disabilities
exceptional and who receive services under the Indivi
courses that introduce
take
Educa tion Act. Students in the Collaborative Progra m
e aware of the critical
becom
them
them to a variety of exceptionalities and that help
n. Metho ds course s
childre
tional
excep
to
es
issues releva nt to the delivery of servic
and behav ioral
tional
instruc
ment,
assess
ping
develo
in this cogna te focus on
excep tional child. Students
manag ement strategies tailore d to the unique needs of the
are eligible to apply for dual
who compl ete the course s in the Collaborative Progra m
cation area (either K-6
certifi
chosen
certification in Special Educa tion and in their
ng field) . Each of the
teachi
tion
Educa
dary
Eleme ntary Educa tion or 6-12 Secon
ive classroom. The
inclus
an
in
cum
practi
a
es
courses in the progra m includ
m for either eleme ntary or
Collaborative Teacher Progra m is not a stand-alone progra
second ary educa tion students.
Program for Collaborative Teacher Area of Study
Elementary Education Candidates (K-6)
educa tion courses for an
In addition to compl eting the 53 hours of profes sional
g to add certifi cation in
eleme ntary educa tion candid ate, indivi duals wantin
compl ete the following:
must
Collaborativ e Teacher - Special Educa tion Program,
3 hours
EDC 301 - Teaching Exceptional Children
3 hours
ations
Popul
nce
Incide
EDC 302 - Introd uction to Low
3 hours
ies
Strateg
l
EDC 311 - Instructiona
Liberal Arts
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EDC 321
EDC 331
EDC 341
EDC 351

- Collaborative Consultation
- Critical Issues in Education
- Transition ofK- 12 Students
- Beha vior Analysis and Intervention

3 hours
3 hours
3 hours
3 hours
Total: 21 hours

Secondary Education-Collaborative Teacher
Certification Candidates (6-12)
Students who are seeking teacher certification
for grades 6-12 may also add the
Collaborative Teacher-Special Education program
as a second area of study. Because
programs of study for students seeking 6-12 certif
ication vary greatly, students who
choose to add the Collaborative Teacher area
of study to their first teaching field
(English, history, biology, etc.) should consult
with the Certification Officer and the
special education advisor in the Education Depa
rtment. It is not possible to design
an illustrative plan that woul d be appropriate ; there
fore individual programs of study
will be developed for any student choosing to
add the collaborative teacher area of
study to their majo r teaching field. Students
should be aware that adding dual
certification in the Collaborative Teacher at the
secondary level will lengthen the
time to degree.

Secondary/High School Education (6-12
certification)
The curriculum in high school education is plann
ed to provide a broad liberal base,
profe ssion al studi es in high schoo l teach
ing, and an in-de pth study of a
comprehensive field for the purpose of preparing
teachers for service in senior high
schools. Students may, at their option, also seek
certification in middle/jun ior high
school education, with additional coursework
and internships . Preparation will be
rigorous and will equip the teacher to work in the
high school setting and to deal with
adolescents. Students should seek advisement as
early as possible. Advisors will be
assigned in both professional education and in
the teaching field(s) . The student will
earn a B.A. or B.S. depending on the field chose
n. Upon successful completion of
the program and all related requirements, the stude
nt may request recommendation
for the Alab ama Class B High School Certificate
for grades 6-12.
Secondary Education 6-12 Teacher Prep
aration Programs Offered
Biology B.A., B.S.
Chemistry B.S.
Physics B.S.
Mathematics B.A., B.S.
General Science B.A., B.S.
History B.A
Foreign Language B.A.
English Language Arts B.A.
Social Science B.A
(German, French, Spanish)
The majo r teaching field departments have
selected specific courses as most
appropriate for the preparation of teachers. The
programs, including those courses
listed for each majo r, have been approved by
the Alabama State Department of
Education for teacher certification in grades
6-12; therefore students choosing to
teach in a high school setting should seek early
advisement from the Education
Department and the teaching field department in
order to register for courses within
the state approved program.
All secondary education candidates must comp
lete the following professional
education courses.
Professional Education Core
ED 301 - Introduction to Education
ED 305 - Foundations of Education
ED 308 - Educational Psychology

1 hr.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
197
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ED 309 - Classroom and Behavior Management
ED 350 - Technology in the Classroom
EDC 301 - Teaching the Exceptional Child
ED 311 - Instructional Strategies

3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.

Methods Courses
ED 410 - Foundations of Educational Evaluation
ED 408 - Teaching Reading in the Content Area
ED 416 - Middle and Secondary Methbds Block

3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.

Internships and Seminar
ED 497 - High School Internship

Total:

12 hrs.
40 hours

Candidates
Teaching Field Course Requirements for Secondary
n
icatio
Certif
.S.
Program for Biology B.A./B
Biology Courses
4 hrs. (GER)
BYS 119 - Principles of Biology
4 hrs. (GER)
BYS 120 - Organismal Biology
4 hrs.
BYS 219 - Genetics
4 hrs.
gy
BYS 312 - Principles of Ecolo
4 hrs.
y
biolog
BYS 321 - General Micro
4 hrs.
BYS 300 - Cell & Developmental Biology
2 hrs.
BYS 490 - Senior Seminar
10 hrs.
BYS 300+ Electives
Total: 36 hours
Ancillary requirements:
Chemistry:
Option 1
CH 101 , 105 (4) (GER); 201 (4); 301 (3)
Option 2
332, 336 (4); 361 , 362 (4)
CH 121 , 125 (4); 123, 126 (4), 223, 224 (4); 331,3 35 (4);
Physics:
8 hours (GER)
PH 101, 102 - General Physics I and II OR
PH 111, 114 - Physics with Calculus I & Lab
PH 112, 115 - Physics with Calculus II & Lab
Ancillary Total: 19-32 hours
331, 335 & CH 361, 362
*CH 113 AND 301 if beginning with CH 101 , 105-- CH
if beginning with CH 121 , 125
Program for Chemistry B.S. Certification
Chemistry Courses:
CH 121, 125 - General and Inorganic Chemistry I and Lab
CH 123, 126 - General and Inorganic Chemistry II and Lab
CH 223, 224 - Quantitative Analysis & Lab
CH 315 - Chemical Demonstration
CH 331 , 335 - Organic Chemistry I and Lab
CH 332, 336 - Organic Chemistry II and Lab
CH 347 - Biophysical Chemistry I
CH 348 - Biophysical Chemistry II
Liberal Arts
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4 hrs.
4 hrs.
4 hrs.
2 hrs.
4 hrs.
4 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.

CH 361 , 362 - General Biochemistry I and
Lab
Ancillary Courses
PH 111 , 114 (4); 112, 115 (4); 113, 116 (4)
MA171 (4); 172 (4); 201(4)
BYS 119 or 120 (4)

Total:

4 hrs.
32 hours

12 hrs.
12 hrs.
4 hrs.
Ancillary Total: 28 hours

Program for English Language Arts Cert
ification
English Courses:
Sophomore Survey (as described in the GER
)
(6) GER
Shakespeare (EH 360)
3 hrs.
Survey of General Linguistics (EHL 405)
3
hrs.
Composition Studies for Teachers (EH 400)
3 hrs.
American Literature (EH 330, 331, 339, 430,
431,
3 hrs.
530, 532, 533 ; 340 or 540 with topic in Ame
rican Literature)
English Literature (EH 380, 381 , 390, 391
, 418, 421 , 450,
3 hrs.
460, 470, 492, 493, 520, 522, 551 , 571 , 572,
592; 340
or 540 with topic in English Literature
The Novel (EH 339, 340, 430, 431, 492, 493,
530, 540
3 hrs.
with topic covering the novel)
Literature elective (must be 300 level or abov
e)
3 hrs.
One course in creative writing (EH 310,
311 , or 412) may serve
as the literature elective.
Communication Courses:
CM 113 and 231
6 hrs.
Communication Arts Elective (CM 309 or
310)
3
hrs.
Drama and Theatre (CM 122 and 221)
6 hrs.
Media Writing (CM 205)
3 hrs.
Mas s Media (CM 430)
3 hrs.
Total: 48 hours
Program for Foreign Language Certifica
tion (French, German, or Spanish)
FL 101 , 102 - Introductory Foreign Lang
uage I & II (GER) 10 hrs.
FL 200 - Intermediate Foreign Language
3 hrs.
FL 204 - International Cinema
3
hrs.
FL 301 - Conversation
3
hrs.
FL 302 - Composition
3 hrs.
FL 303 - Foreign Language for Life and
Professions
3
hrs.
FL 304 - Culture
3
hrs.
FL 305 - Introduction to Literature
3 hrs.
FL 404 - Texts and Contexts: Seminar in
Literature
3
hrs.
FL 410 - Comparative Languages & Cult
ure in Practice
3 hrs.
Total: 37 hours
Program for General Science B.A. /B.S
. Certification
Biology Courses:
32 hours
BYS 119 (4); 120 (4) (GER); 219 (4);
321 (4); 300 (4); 490 (2); BYS 300+elect
(10)
Chemistry Courses:
Option 1 OR
11 hrs.
CH 101 , 105 (4) (GER); 201 (4); 301 (3)
199
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Option 2
35 (4);
CH 121, 125 (4); 123, 126 (4), 223,2 24 (4); 331,3
332, 336 (4); 361, 362 (4)
Physics Courses:
PH 101 , 102 (4) (GER); OR
PH 111, 114, (4); 112, 115 (4); 113, 116 (4)
AST 106 (4) (GER); 107 (4) (GER)
Environment Science Courses:
312 (4)
ES 101 (4) (GER), 102 (4) (GER); ES 312 / BYS Math Courses for B.S.:
MA 171 (4), 172 (4), 201 (4)
Program for History Certification
HY 101, 102 Western Civilization
OR HY 103, 104 World History (GER)
HY 221-222 -Ame rican History
HY 290 - Historical Methods
(optional)
HY Elective at 200 or above
HY 325 - History of Alabama
HY300 + electives
HY 400 + electives
HY 490 - Research Seminar in History

20 hrs.

24 hrs.

12 hrs.

12 hrs.

6 hrs.
6 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
6 hrs.
6 hrs.
3 hrs.
Total: 36 hours

history beyond 221, 222. 6 hours of non-American
Note: requirements for electives: 6 hours of American
level
history beyond 101,10 2.21 hours must be at the 30o+

Program for Social Science-History Certification
History Courses:
HY 101 , 102 - Western Civilization or
HY 103, 104 World History (GER)
HY 221-222 -Ame rican History
HY 290 - Historical Methods
HY Elective 200 or above (optional)
HY 325 - History of Alabama
HY 300 + electives
HY 400 + elective
HY 490 - Research Seminar in History
Other Social Science Courses:
ECON 142, 143
GEOG 105, 110
PSC 101 , 102, 260
PY 101,3 75
soc 100,2 00

6 hrs.
6 hrs.

Total:

Total:

3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
6 hrs.
6 hrs.
3 hrs.
36 hours
6 hrs.
6 hrs.
9 hrs.
6 hrs.
6 hrs.
33 hours

an history beyond 221, 222.
*Note requirements for electives: 6 hours of Americ
21 hours must be at the 300+ level
102.
,
IOI
beyond
history
erican
6 hours of non-Am

Program for Mathematics Certification (B.A.)
Mathematics Courses:
MA 171 - Calculus A
MA 172 - Calculus B
MA 201 - Calculus C
Liberal Arts
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4 hrs.
4 hrs.
4 hrs.

MA 244 - Line ar Alge bra
MA 330 - Foun datio ns of Math emat ics
MA 385 - Intro duct ion to Probability.
MA 442 - Alge braic Structures with Appl
ications.
MA 433 - Geom etry
MA 452 - Intro duct ion to Real Analysis.
MA/ ST 487 - Intro duct ion to Math emat
ical Statistic
MA electives, inclu ding one at 500 + level
Anci llary Cour ses:
PH 111, 114 (4); PH 112, 115 (4)
CS 102 (3) *Req uired for B.S. Math

Total:

8 hrs.

Program for Physics Certification
Physics Courses:
PH 110 - Frontiers in Science
PH 111 , 114 - Phys ics with Calc ulus I
PH 112, 115 - Phys ics with Calc ulus II
PH 113, 116 - Phys ics with Calc ulus III
AST 106 - Expl oring the Cosm os I
AST 107 - Expl oring the Cosm os II
PH 305 - Math Meth ods in Phys ics
PH 337 - Elec troni cs
PH 351 - Intro duct ion to Mod em Physics
PH 499 - Phys ics Prac ticum

3 hrs.
4 hrs.
4 hrs.
4 hrs.
4 hrs.

Total:

Anci llary Courses:
MAI 71 , 172, 201 - Calc ulus
MA 244 - Line ar Alge bra
MA2 38 - Differential Equa tions
BYS 119 - Princ iples of Biol ogy
BYS 120 - Orga nism al Biol ogy
CS 102, 103 or 121
EH 301 - Technical Writing

3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
6 hrs.
39 hours

Total:

4 hrs.
3 hrs.
4 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
36 hours
12 hrs
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
4 hrs.
4 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
32 hours

Middle/Junior High School Endorse
ment (4-8 certification)
Midd le School endo rsem ents are available
in the following fields .
Biol ogy
Chem istry
Engl ish Lang uage Arts
Fore ign Lang uage s
General Scie nce
Histo ry
Math emat ics
Phys ics
Social Sciences
The curri culu m in midd le/ju nior high scho
ol educ ation is an endo rsem ent that can be
adde d to either an Alab ama Clas s B Elem
entar y or Clas s B Seco ndar y prog ram; it
is
not a stand alon e program. Stud ents may,
at their optio n, add certification in the
midd le school, with additional cour sewo
rk and an additional internship. This
prog ram is desig ned to prep are teachers
especially trained in deali ng with youngster
s
unde rgoin g the deve lopm ental chan ges
of late childhood, pube rty, and early
adolescence.
For individuals with K-6 certification, addi
ng midd le school endo rsem ent wou ld also
perm it teach ing in grades 7 and 8 in the
teach ing field(s) for whic h the perso n has
201
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ed in this catalog. Stude nts with a
comp leted the requirements as other wise outlin
n) must meet the following additional
majo r in eleme ntary educa tion (K-6 certificatio
l Meth ods Block , (2) the secon d
requirements: (1) ED 416 Midd le and High Schoo
hours for the majo r*, (3) addit ional
area of study must be equiv alent to the appro ved
internship in grades 4-8.
status as a middle schoo l teacher, the
*In order to meet the Highly Qualified Teacher
to include a minimum of 32 hours
secon d area of study or teaching field woul d have
with at least 19 at the upper division.
addin g midd le schoo l endo rsem ent
For a perso n with high school certification,
ing field(s) for whic h the perso n
teach
the
in
woul d also perm it teach ing in grades 4-5
rements for stude nts enrol led in the
has comp leted the requirements. Additional requi
le school endor seme nt are as follows:
high school progr am (6-12) and seeki ng midd
a course in interm ediat e literacy.
(1) additional internship in grades 4-8, and (2)

AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE.
STUDENTS SHOULD SEE K COUNSELING
in the teach ing fields.
be assig ned in both profe ssion al educa tion and

Advi sors will
ding on the chose n field(s) . Upon
The stude nt will earn a B.A. or B.S. depen
relate d requirements, the stude nt may
successful comp letion of the progr am and all
B Midd le/Jun ior High Scho ol
reque st recom mend ation for the Alab ama Class
Certificate for grades 4-8.

P-12 Certification
l in one of two music educa tion
Individuals who want to teach music may enrol
ams lead to an Alab ama Class
progr
progr ams (instrumental or vocaVchoral). These
in a music progr am leadi ng to
led
enrol
s
B Certification for grades P-12. Individual
tion coursework. Prepa ration in the
certification will comp lete both music and educa
sive and these progr ams are no
arts has traditionally been rigorous and exten
than the minim um of 128 hours
exception. Students shoul d expec t to take more
advisors is stron gly recom mend ed.
required for gradu ation . Early couns eling with
Program for Music Education Emphasis
Musi c Core:
Principal Instru ment (4xl. 5) + (2x2)

10

2

Uppe r Leve l Elective
MU l 00 - Intro. to Musi c Literature
MU 201 - Musi c Theo ry I
MU 203 - Musi cians hip Skills I
MU 202 - Musi c Theo ry II
MU 204 - Musi cians hip Skills II
MU 301 - Musi c Theo ry III
MU 303 - Musi cians hip Skills III
MU 311 - Musi c Histo ry I
MU 312 - Music Histo ry II
MU 325 - Cond uctin g
MUA 39X - Ensem bles
MU 106 Intro . to Musi c Technology

3
3
1
3
1
3

1
3

3
2

Total :

Musi c Educ ation Emphasis:
Secon dary Instru ment (4xl)
Includes MU 322 for vocal students
Liberal Arts

4
1
40 hours

4
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MU 302 Form and Analysis
MU 304 - Musicianship Skills IV
MU 401 - Musical Materials of the Mod
em Era
MU 416 - Orchestration
MU 425 - Advanced Conducting
MUA 39X Ensembles (2xl )
MUE 328 - Gen. Music Methods
MUE 428 - Choral Methods-Secondary
or MUE 429 - Instrumental Methods-Seco
ndary
Piano Proficiency

3
1

2
2
2
2
3

3
1
24 hours

Total:
TOTAL MUSIC HOU RS 64
TOTAL HOU RS 64 hrs. Mus ic+ 54 hrs.
GER + 29 hrs. Educ ation = 147 hrs.

NOTE :•Students should consult the Educa
tion Department for advisement on profes
sional education
course requirements and refer to music sectio
n of this catalog.

Education (ED)

115 Effective Reading and Study Skills
(3 hrs)
Developmental course focusing on acquisitio
n of strategies to expand an individual's
ability to read and study materials encounte
red in higher education. Effective reading
and study strategies whic h incorporate
reading, writing, and listening skills are
taught and applied, using college texts and
related readings .
301 Introduction to Education Practicum
(1 hr)
Initial practicum experience designed to
provide the opportunity to explore the role
of the classroom teacher in toda y's diverse
school settings. The five-day observation
will be integral to the content and objective
s of ED 305 and 308, and will provide a
foundation for the coursework and activ
ities. Required for all students, including
transfer students, students adding an endo
rsement, and certification-only student.
Prerequisite: Permission of the departme
nt chair.
305 Foundations of Education in the Unit
ed States
(3 hrs)
Survey of social, cultural, historical, and
philosophical foundations of education;
interrelationships of society and education
, effects of social change and influences of
social-cultural values upon education;
educational ideas and processes as they
attempt to shape curricula. The perennia
l search for the meaning of education,
perc eive d not mere ly as scho oling ,
but as a proc ess of encu ltura tion and
socialization. Prerequisite: Permission
of the department chair. Intensive field
experience required. To be taken concurren
tly with ED 301 and 308.
308 Educational Psychology
(3 hrs)
Psychological principles basic to an unde
rstanding of the learner, the learning
process, and the learning situation. Intensive
field experience required. Prerequisites:
Permission of the department chai r. To be
taken concurrently with ED 301 and 305
.
309 Classroom and Behavior Management
(3 hrs)
This course focuses on instructional optio
ns that learners need in order to be
successful. It takes a broa d approach to class
room and behavior management that is
grounded in both theory and reflective prac
tice. Content will emphasize the study
and implementation of a variety of class
room and behavior management strategies
that are necessary for working with diverse
populations. Prerequisite: Admission to
the Teacher Education Program or permissio
n of the chair. Intensive field experience
in an assigned public school required. To
be taken concurrently with EDC 301 and
311.
203
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(3 hrs)
325 The Sociology of Education
structure,
its
;
ution
instit
l
socia
a
as
tion
Sociological approach to the study of educa
val of
appro
or
100
SOC
e:
quisit
Prere
life.
function and role in contemporary
instructor. (Same as SOC 325)
(3 hrs)
350 Technology in the Classroom
technology.
l
tiona
educa
in
art
the
Introduces prospective teachers to current state of
s with
ience
exper
-on
hands
sive
exten
Designed as a laboratory course providing
nt
stude
the
ing
enabl
on
is
asis
Emph
.
ology
microcomputers and other emerging techn
to
prior
taken
al settings. May be
to effectively integrate technology into instruction
or concurrently with ED 301 , 305, and 308.
Elementary Education Courses:
y School Classrooms (3 hrs)
310 Integrating the Creative Arts in Elementar
n to the basic principles of visual
uctio
introd
an
as
This course is designed to serve
school setting. Emphases will be
and performing arts education for the elementary
ing and creative thinking through
placed on methods for enhancing student learn
a, and movement-dance) into K-6
integration of the creative arts (art, music, dram
the Teacher Education Program.
to
ission
classroom instruction. Prerequisites: Adm
required.
Intensive school and community-based practicum
(3 hrs)
ent
urem
Meas
and
ation
315 Educational Evalu
a range of
ruct
const
and
ers use
This course is designed to help prospective teach
learning
ve
impro
ively,
effect
more
assessments that will help them plan and teach
ional
tradit
more
on
focus
will
class
The
and meet state and national standards.
ative
altern
ility, as well as the
assessment issues such as validity and reliab
xtual
conte
re
ermo
ooms. Furth
assessments that are likely used in today's classr
No Child Left Behind Act, and
the
g,
testin
lity
ntabi
accou
l
tiona
issues such as educa
Intensive field experience
red.
teacher testing and evaluation (PEPE) will be explo
ission to the Teacher
Adm
405.
374,
373,
required. Taken concurrently with ED
Education Program or permission of the chair.
(3 hrs)
371 Teaching Elementary Language Arts
asis on the
emph
with
ction
instru
Introduction to current practices in language arts
ation .
found
a
as
ture
litera
ren's
development of an integrated curriculum using child
and
ng,
spelli
mar,
gram
of
ing
teach
the
Includes appropriate techniques for
or
am
Progr
Teacher Education
handwriting. Prerequisite: Admission to the
y
rrentl
concu
taken
required. To be
permission of the chair. Intensive field experience
with ED 372 and 375.
(3 hrs)
372 Teaching Elementary Social Studies
acquire
ers
teach
ning
begin
ing
Help
Teaching social studies in grades K-6.
ission
Adm
of work. Prerequisite:
background skills in organizing and teaching units
field
sive
Inten
of the chair.
to the Teacher Education Program or permission
375.
and
371,
ED
experience required. To be taken concurrently with
(3 hrs)
th
Heal
and
ce
Scien
y
entar
Elem
373 Teaching
teaching.
ce
scien
ntary
eleme
with
ice
Integrates concepts from reflective pract
ation
evalu
implementation , and
Opportunity to refine teaching skills in the planning,
er
Teach
the
to
quisite: Admission
of science lessons and units of instruction . Prere
red.
requi
ience
exper
sive field
Education Program or permission of the chair. Inten
405.
and
374
ED
with
y
rrentl
concu
To be taken
(3 hrs)
374 Teaching Elementary Mathematics
with an
K-6
s
grade
in
t
taugh
skills
and
pts
Overview of the mathematics conce
and
ing
teach
ials used in the
emphasis on the principles, methods, and mater
iors
behav
and
des
attitu
ses on the
evaluation of elementary school mathematics. Focu
implementation of mathematics
and
ing
plann
l
actua
the
in
ers
teach
and
of students
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instruction for an elementary school classroom. Prerequisite: Admission to the
Teacher Education Program or permission of the chair. Intensive field experience
required. To be taken concurrently with ED 373 and 405.
375 Teaching Reading in Primary Grades
(3 hrs)
This course provides an introduction to basic principles of early literacy instruction
in culturally and linguistically diverse classrooms, including theoretical bases for
literacy instruction in grades K-2, methods of instruction and organization, the major
components of primary grade reading instruction, developmentally appropriate
strategies and materials, and assessment of children's literacy needs. Prerequisite:
Admission to the Teacher Education Program or permission of the chair. Intensive
field experience in an assigned public school required.
405 Reading Strategies in Intermediate Grades
(3 hrs)
This course provides an in-depth study in and application of the process of reading
and reading instruction, theoretical approaches, instructional strategies, classroom
organization, and the formal/informal assessment of reading in intermediate grades.
This course is required of all elementary education majors and secondary education
candidates who are pursuing a middle school endorsement. Prerequisite: Admission
to the Teacher Education Program or permission of the chair. Intensive field
experience required. Prerequisite: ED 375.
413 Children's and Adolescent Literature
(3 hrs)
Course content includes the study of various genres of children's and adolescent
literature and their relationship to beginning reading, enhancement of reading
comprehension, and intervention instruction in the various content areas (Same as
EH 413) Prerequisite: Permission of chair. Intensive field experience required.
492 Observation and Participation in Teaching
(3-6 hrs)
Selected observation and participation in elementary schools. For students in
curricula designed for both elementary and secondary schools and for experienced
teachers. Prerequisites: ED 305, 308, 309, three methods courses or equivalent
approved courses, and an approved application for student teaching. Permission of
the chair.
493 Elementary School Internship
(12 hrs)
Observation, participation and teaching in elementary school (full time, 15 week
semesters). Students will also attend campus-based seminars designed to meet
specific needs of the interns. Prerequisites: Completion of all professional
education courses and permission of the chair.

Collaborative Teacher - Special Education (EDC) Courses:
301 Teaching the Exceptional Child (Survey Part I)
(3 hrs)
Examines special education laws and methodology used in teaching special
education students. Focus is primarily on those students with mild learning
disabilities. Also examines requirements needed in the regular classroom for special
teachers. Prerequisites: Admission to the Teacher Education Program or permission
of the chair. Intensive field experience required. To be taken concurrently with ED
309 and EDC 311.
302 Introduction to Low Incidence Populations (Survey Part II)
(3 hrs)
Students learn about low incidence disabilities through reading, research, discussion,
and the integration of specific learning strategies during class activities. Students are
expected to complete a case study/practicum with a disabled student in addition to
15 hours of observation in classrooms for low incidence exceptional students.
Prerequisite: Admission to the Teacher Education Program and completion of EDC
301. Intensive field experience required.
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311 Instructional Strategies: Dimensions of Learning for K-12 Students (3 hrs)
This course focuses on instructional options that learners need in order to be
successful. It takes a broad approach to the multiple teaching models that are
necessary for working with diverse populations. The study of various models is
grounded in the theory and research of effective teaching. Students will analyze
lessons through a "model of instruction" lens and will develop lessons that reflect
selected models. Prerequisites: Admission to the Teacher Education Program or
permission of the chair. Intensive field experience required. To be taken
concurrently with EDC 301 and ED 309.
321 Collaborative Consultation (Parents, Teachers, Teams)
(3 hrs)
This class focuses on the description and rational for collaboration, including
communication skills, group work, problem solving, and co-teaching. Each student
will participate as a member of a collaborative team during the practicum. This
course will also provide an examination of selected school district issues involving
collaboration within traditional K-12 educational settings. Prerequisites: Admission
to the Teacher Education Program or permission of the chair. Intensive field
experience required.
331 Critical Issues in Education: Behavioral, Medical, and Legal Issues (3 hrs)
Provides an in-depth discussion and evaluation of current issues in special education
such as litigation, legislation, personnel preparation, and research. School-based
practicum required. Prerequisites: Admission to the Teacher Education Program or
permission of the chair. Intensive field experience required.
341 Transition of K-12 Students: Assessing to Inform Change
(3 hrs)
Teacher candidates develop the skills necessary for transitional planning, including
administering cognitive, social, and functional assessments. Results of assessments
are interpreted and utilized to plan transitions from one placement to another, to
inform instruction in regular, inclusive and self-contained classrooms, and to
develop IEPs) for eligible students. Field work is required.
351 Behavior Analysis and Intervention
(3 hrs)
This course focuses on the concepts of applied behavior analysis and how to
implement those concepts in classrooms and other settings. Students learn how to
conduct a functional behavior assessment and design, implement, and evaluate a
behavioral-change project with an appropriate subject in a public school setting.
Prerequisite: Admission to the Teacher Education Program or permission of the
chair. Intensive field experience required.
Secondary Education Courses:
408 Teaching Reading in the Content Area
(3 hrs)
Provides knowledge of certain basic developmental and remedial reading skills,
practices, and concepts. Extends those learned in previous, more fundamental,
reading courses and shows how to apply fundamental skill and knowledge to the
classroom. This will include adapting fundamentals of reading instruction to the
various subject matter areas (i.e., the sciences, social studies, English, etc.). Survey
of special reading programs such as remedial reading and reading instruction as
practiced in special education. Prerequisite: Admission to Teacher Education
Program or permission of the chair. Intensive field experience required.
410 Foundations of Educational Evaluation
(3 hrs)
Measurement process with emphasis on its relationship to problems of educational
evaluation. Evaluation as an integral part of overall educational planning in addition
to its use in measurement and evaluation of academic achievement. Prerequisite:
Admission to the Teacher Education Program or permission of the chair.
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414 Teaching Secondary Science and Mathematics
(3 hrs)
Focuses on teaching knowledge and skills necessary for the secondary mathematics
and science classroom: Planning, facilitating and assessing mathematics and science
learning; implementing manipulative and laboratory activities; current topics related
to principles and methods of secondary science and mathematics. School-based
practicum required. Prerequisite: Admission to the Teacher Education Program.
415 Teaching Secondary Humanities and Social Sciences
(3 hrs)
Focuses on knowledge and skills necessary for teaching the humanities and social
sciences in secondary schools. Planning, facilitating, and assessing learning in the
teaching field (English, history, art, etc.); opportunities for collaboration and
integration of content; current topics related to principles of learning and effective
methods in classroom. School-based practicum required. Prerequisite: Admission to
the Teacher Education Program.
416 Middle and Secondary Methods Block
(4 hrs)
The methods course provides background for middle school and secondary teaching
from the perspective of theory, research, and practice. It is designed to provide an
introduction to and practice in ways in which to engage students in learning in the
humanities, mathematics, science, and social studies in middle and secondary
classrooms. Topics include constructivism, planning, instructional strategies, and
student assessment within and across the specific content areas. Applications will
include microteaching and school-based experiences in area schools. Prerequisites:
Admission to the Teacher Education Program or permission of the chair. Intensive
field experience required.
496 Middle School Internship
(3 hrs)
Essentially the same as ED 495. However, it will require a minimum of 100 total
clock hours, including a minimum of 30 hours of responsible teaching. It is to be
used by persons seeking dual certification or by post-graduate students seeking
additional areas of endorsement. Prerequisite: Permission of the department chair.
497 High School Internship
(12 hrs)
Observation, participation and teaching in middle/high school (full time, 15 week
semester). Students will also attend campus-based seminars designed to meet
specific needs of the interns. Prerequisites: Completion of all professional
education courses and permission of chair.
Other Internships
499 P-12 Internship (Music)
(12 hrs)
Observation, participation and teaching in an elementary and middle/high school
(full time, 15 weeks semesters). Students will also attend campus-based seminars
designed to meet specific needs of the interns. Prerequisites: Completion of all
professional education courses and permission of chair.
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English Department
222 Morton Hall
Telephone: (256) 824-6320
Email: eh@uah.edu
Professors Mebane, Neff, Norman (Chair); Associate Professors Bell, Bollinger,
Early, Moore, Nelson, Schenker, Szilagyi; Assistant Professors Balla, Flint,
Kennedy, Smith; Lecturers Gunn, McPherson, Onega, Roper, Sharp, Singer, WordAllbritton.
Mission Statement: The Department of English is committed to excellence in
teaching, research, and service in the following disciplines: British, American, and
global literature in English; business writing and technical communication; writing
pedagogy and composition theory; applied linguistics (English as a Second
Language and Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages); teacher
education; and creative writing. The department serves non-majors, majors, and
graduate students by providing a wide array of courses that foster sound research;
intellectual curiosity; critical thinking and reading; and clear, graceful, and
persuasive writing and speaking. Through its programs, graduates, and faculty, the
department contributes significantly to the cultural and academic enrichment and the
quality of life of the campus, community, state, and region.
The Department of English offers courses to fulfill requirements for the major and
minor in English at the bachelor's degree level. It also offers a program leading to
teacher certification, a cognate option in technical writing, and writing courses at a
variety of levels, including English as a second language (ESL). A Master of Arts
degree in English is described in the Graduate Catalog.
CLEP Examinations. EH 101 : Freshman College Composition PLUS Analyzing
and Interpreting Literature (composite score of 65 or above and satisfactory
performance on Analyzing and Interpreting Literature essay). EH 102: Freshman
College Composition PLUS Analyzing and Interpreting Literature (composite score
of 65 or above and superior performance on Analyzing and Interpreting Literature
essay).
Declaring the Major
Students are advised to officially declare a major and to obtain a Program of Study
by the beginning of the sophomore year, if not before. Students may initiate the
Program of Study by meeting with the College of Liberal Arts Academic Advisor
(Morton Hall, Room 216).
English Major
Semester Hours
Curriculum One (for students not seeking teacher certification)
Sophomore literature (as described in GER)
6
Shakespeare (EH 360)
3
American literature (EH 330, 331 , 332, 333, 420,
430, 431,433, 435, 438, 439)
6
English literature (380, 381,390, 391 , 418,420,440 [with a topic
in English literature], 450, 451 , 460, 470, 472,492, 493)
6
Electives (Includes EH and EHL courses)
Liberal Arts
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The following further requirements and conditio ns apply to Curricu
lum One:
(1) one course devoted entirely to the novel
(2) one upper-l evel single-a uthor course (excluding EH 360 [Shakes
peare])
(3) Two courses (6 semeste r hours) in 400-lev el courses
(4) No more than three sophom ore literature courses (9 semeste r hours)
(5) For transfer students, 12 semeste r hours in upper-l evel
(numbe red 300 or above) at UAH
(6) No more than three courses (9 semeste r hours) in creative writing

Curriculum Two: English / Langua ge Arts (for students seeking teacher
certification)
Sophom ore literature (as describ ed in GER)
6
Shakes peare (EH 360)
3
Survey of Genera l Linguistics (EHL 405)
3
Compo sition Studies for Teachers (EH 400)
3
Americ an literature (EH 330, 331, 332, 333, 420,
430,43 1 , 433 , 435 , 438 , 439)
3
English literature (380, 381 , 390, 391,41 8, 420,44 0 [with a topic
in
English literature], 450, 451 , 460, 470,47 2, 492, 493)
3
The Novel (EH 430, 431, 435 [with a topic coverin g the novel], 440
[with a topic coverin g the novel], 492, 493
3
Literature elective (must be 300 level or above)
3
One course in creative writing (EH 410, 411 , or 412)
may serve as the literature elective .
Speech and Commu nication
(CM 113 and 231)
6
Commu nication Arts elective
(CM 309, 310, or 315)
3
Drama and Theatre (CM 122 and 221)
6
Media Writing (CM 205)
3
Mass Media (CM 430)
3
48
The following further require ments and conditions apply to Curricu
lum Two:
(1) Two courses (6 semeste r hours) in 400-lev el courses
(2) For transfer students, 12 semeste r hours in upper-level
(numbe red 300 or above) at UAH
(3) No more than one course (3 semeste r hours) in creative writing
(4) No more than three sophom ore literature courses (9 semeste r hours)
English Minor
A minor in English requires 21 semeste r hours above freshman compos
ition courses ;
12 semester hours must be upper level (numbered 300 or above), including at least
3
semeste r hours at the 400-level. Half of the upper-level require
ment (6 semeste r
hours) must be taken at UAH. Please note: courses in technical and
busines s writing
may not be used in the minor without special approva l by the departm
ent chair.
Semester Hours
Sophom ore literature (as describ ed in GER)
6
Shakes peare (EH 360)
3
Course s number ed 300 or 400
6
Course s number ed 400
3
EH elective
3
21
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Cognate Studies in Technical Writing
This unique cognate is available for students with majors in any school. Preparation
for a career in the field of technical writing should combine intensive training in
writing with practical experience and fundamental technical skills. The 22 hour
cognate studies curriculum brings together all three. All students must take EH 301
(Technical Writing), EH 302 (Technical Editing), and EH 320 (Practicum in
Writing) in sequence. Students with non-technical majors should plan early to take
courses in technical or scientific fields. Students with technical majors should
consult the Business and Technical Writing Director for current requirements. A
typical program for a non-technical major is as follows:
Semester Hours
3
Technical Writing (EH 301)
4
Technical Editing (EH 302)
3
Practicum in Writing (EH 320)
3
others)
and
405,
EHL
Directed elective (e.g. CM 305,
9
Director
by
approved
Technical courses
22
English for Second Area of Study for
Elementary Education Teacher Candidates
Students majoring in elementary education may select English as their second area
of study. This area consists of a minimum of eighteen hours beyond the freshman
composit ion requirem ent (EH 101 and 102) and the sophomo re literature
requirement. These hours must be in courses numbered 300 or above and must be
selected from the courses listed below with the approval of a faculty advisor in the
Education Department and the chair of the English Department.
Semester Hours
American literature (EH 330,331, 332,333, 430,431,
3
433, 435, 438, 439)
3
Shakespeare (EH 360)
3
405)
(EHL
s
Survey of General Linguistic
,440
,421,422
,418,420
,390,391
(380,381
English Literature
[with a topic in English literature], 450,451, 460,470,
3
472,492, 493)
440
novel],
the
covering
The Novel (EH 430,431, 435 [with a topic
3
[with a topic covering the novel], 492, 493
3
400)
(EH
Teachers
for
Studies
Composition
English (EH)
003 Basic Writing (No credit)
Emphasis on intensive review of paragraph and essay writing; individualized review
of sentence-level basics. Placement: ACT/SAT English score or class performance.
Grading scale: S, NC (No Credit).
(3 hrs)
101 Freshman Composition
B, C, NC (No
A,
scale:
Grading
ation.
document
and
Critical reading, essay writing,
t.
placemen
ite:
Credit). Prerequis
(3 hrs)
102 Freshman Composition
Critical reading ofliteratu re, essay writing, and research. Grading scale: A, B, C, NC
(No Credit). Prerequisite: EH 101.
(3 hrs)
105 Honors English Seminar
Liberal Arts
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Interpretive and comparative readings in texts of endur
ing intellectual, esthetic, and
ethical importance ; critical and analytic writing and
research. Grading Scale : A, B,
C, NC (No Credit). Prerequisite: formal admission
to the University Honors
Program.

Courses below are open to students who have comp
leted 6 hours of freshman
composition, with exceptions as indicated.
205 British Literature I
(3 hrs)
Anglo-Saxon period through Milton.
206 British Literature II
(3 hrs)
Restoration through twentieth century.
230 American Literature I
(3 hrs)
Writers, genres, and periods from the European discov
ery to the Civil War.
231 American Literature II
(3 hrs)
Writers, genres, and periods from the Civil War to the
present day.
240 World Literature I
(3 hrs)
Selected major contributions from the earliest writte
n texts to the European
Renaissance.
241 World Literature II
(3 hrs)
Selected major contributions with focus on western
civilization; Enlightenment to
the present.
242 Mythology
(3 hrs)
Archetypal, metaphorical, and historical significance
of deities and myths.
250 Honors World Literature Seminar I:
(3 hrs)
Major texts from the ancient world to 1700. Prereq
uisite: EH 105 or admission to
Honors Program.
251 Honors World Literature Seminar II:
(3 hrs)
Major texts from 1700 to the present. Prerequisite :
EH 105 or admission to Honors
Program.
Courses below are open to students who have comp
leted the general education
requirement in literature, with exceptions as indica
ted.
330 American Literature through the Civil War
(3 hrs)
Selected authors, forms , and issues.
331 American Literature from the Civil War to WWI
(3 hrs)
Selected authors, forms , and issues. Authors may includ
e Twain, James , Dickinson,
Whitman, Crane .
332 American Literature from WWI to WWII
(3 hrs)
Selected authors, forms , and issues. Authors may includ
e Eliot, Hemingway, Stein,
Fitzgerald, Faulkner.
333 American Literature from WWII to the Prese
nt
(3 hrs)
Selected authors, forms , and issues . Authors may includ
e Plath, Updike, Ginsburg,
and Vonnegut.
360 Shakespeare
(3 hrs)
Renaissance background and at least six plays , includ
ing history, comedy, and major
tragedies.
380 Restoration and Early Eighteenth Century
(3 hrs)
Poetry, drama , and various emergent prose forms in
the early mode m period, 16601744, with attention to cultural contexts.
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(3 hrs)
381 Later Eighteenth Century
modem period,
early
the
in
forms
prose
nt
Poetry, drama, the novel, and other emerge
ts.
contex
l
17 44-1799, with attention to cultura
(3 hrs)
390 Romantic Poetry and Prose ·
vary.
may
Poetry and prose (excluding the novel), 1780-1832. Emphasis
(3 hrs)
391 Victorian Poetry and Prose
vary.
may
sis
Empha
901.
Poetry and prose (excluding the novel), 1832-1
hrs)
(3
rs
400 Composition Studies for Teache
ies include
Strateg
.
writing
of
g
teachin
the
for
ies
strateg
Introduction to effective
s, working
proces
as
creating and implementing writing prompts, fostering writing
students,
and
s
teacher
for
ies
with grammar in context, investigating response strateg
rily
ordina
is
course
This
.
rubrics
ent
and developing and implementing assessm
for
riate
approp
most
be
will
and
course,
l
cross-listed with EH 500, a graduate-leve
g.
standin
junior
:
quisite
s.Prere
advanced undergraduate
(3 hrs)
403 Literary Criticism and Theory
Major texts and approaches from Plato to the present.
(3 hrs)
410 Fiction Writing
is ordinarily
course
This
n.
revisio
to
tion
Practice in writing of fiction from concep
riate for
approp
most
be
will
and
,
course
l
te-leve
gradua
a
cross-listed with EH 510,
al of
approv
and
advanced undergraduates. Prerequisites: GER literature requirement
instructor.
(3 hrs)
411 Poetry Writing
is ordinarily
course
This
n.
revisio
to
tion
Practice in writing of poetry from concep
riate for
approp
most
be
will
and
,
course
l
te-leve
gradua
cross-listed with EH 511, a
re or
literatu
ore
advanced undergraduates. Prerequisites: 6 hours of sophom
permission of instructor.
(3 hrs)
412 Special Studies in Creative Writing
rily crossordina
is
course
This
topic.
d
selecte
A creative writing workshop class in a
riate for
approp
most
be
will
and
course,
l
te-leve
listed with EH 512, a gradua
re or
literatu
ore
advanced undergraduates. Prerequisites : 6 hours of sophom
permission of instructor.
(3 hrs)
413 Children's and Adolescent Literature
and adolescent
n's
childre
of
genres
various
Course content will include the study of
of reading
ement
enhanc
,
reading
ing
beginn
to
ship
literature and their relation
t areas.
conten
s
variou
the
in
tion
instruc
ntion
interve
and
comprehension,
413.)
ED
as
(Same
Prerequisite: Admission to the teacher education program.
(3 hrs)
415 Studies in Anglophone/Postcolonial Literature
upon historical
sis
empha
with
works
and
,
An introduction to major concepts, figures
cross-listed
rily
ordina
is
course
This
vary.
will
focus
and cultural context. Specific
advanced
for
riate
approp
most
be
will
and
course,
l
te-leve
with EH 515, a gradua
undergraduates.
(3 hrs)
418 Representative Texts by Women Writers
n.
traditio
Focus on women 's contribution to the literary
(3 hrs)
420 Modern and Contemporary Poetry
Pound, Eliot,
Yeats,
t:
presen
the
to
1890's
the
from
poetry
American and British
of the social,
ound
Frost, Stevens, and others. Poets will be studied against the backgr
world. This
modem
the
terize
political, and technological revolutions that charac
and will be
,
course
l
te-leve
gradua
a
course is ordinarily cross-listed with EH 520,
s.
raduate
underg
most appropriate for advanced
(3 hrs)
421 Modern Drama
t.
presen
the
to
Ibsen
from
drama
in
ents
New movem
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422 Modern Novel
(3 hrs)
Considers responses to the experience of modernity; focus
on English and American
but in different years; texts will also be drawn from Contin
ental, Latin American,
Asian, or African traditions. This course is ordinarily crosslisted with EH 522, a
graduate-level course, and will be most appropriate for advan
ced undergraduates.
423 Studies in Contemporary British Literature
(3 hrs)
Major works after 1945 with emphasis on historical and
cultural contexts. Specific
focus will vary. This course is ordinarily cross-listed with
EH 523, a graduate-level
course, and will be most appropriate for advanced underg
raduates.
425 Literature and Technology
(3 hrs)
Considers the relation between technology and culture
as it has been understood
since the classical period through a ,broad range of literar
y texts. This course is
ordinarily cross-listed with EH 525, a graduate-level
course, and will be most
appropriate for advanced undergraduates.
430 The American Novel
(3 hrs)
The American novel from the beginning through James.
431 The American Novel
(3 hrs)
The American novel from James to the present.
433 William Faulkner
(3 hrs)
Critical study of the major novels. This course is ordinarily
cross-listed with EH 533,
a graduate-level course, and will be most appropriate for
advanced undergraduates.
435 Special Studies in American Literature
(3 hrs)
Topics announced in advance. This course is ordinarily
cross-listed with EH 535, a
graduate-level course, and will be most appropriate for advan
ced undergraduates.
438 African American Literature
(3 hrs)
Themes, concepts and imagery in the Black American literar
y tradition. This course
is ordinarily cross-listed with EH 538, a graduate-leve
l course, and will be most
appropriate for advanced undergraduates.
439 Ethnic American Novel
(3 hrs)
Race, ethnicity, and the 20 th-century American Novel.
440 Special Studies in English Literature
(3 hrs)
Topics announced in advance. This course is ordinarily
cross-listed with EH 540, a
graduate-level course, and will be most appropriate for advan
ced undergraduates.
448 The Bible as Literature
(3 hrs)
An introduction to the major literary forms of the Bible. Mater
ial will be approached
analytically, involving both socio-historical and literary-criti
cal perspectives. This
course is ordinarily cross-listed with EH 548, a graduate-leve
l course, and will be
most appropriate for advanced undergraduates.
450 Chaucer
(3 hrs)
Emphasis on The Canterbury Tales and Troilus and Crisey
de.
451 Middle English Literature
(3 hrs)
Emphasis on literature of later medieval England, exclud
ing Chaucer, chosen from
the Gawain poet, Piers Plowman, romance, drama, religio
us meditation, the short
poem, and Margery Kempe. This course is ordinarily crosslisted with EH 551, a
graduate-level course, and will be most appropriate for advan
ced undergraduates.
460 Sixteenth-Century Poetry and Prose
(3 hrs)
Selected topics, authors and gemes of 16th-century
English and continental
literature.
470 Milton
(3 hrs)
A study of the development of Milton's thought and art
as it appears in his early
poems, selected prose, and later poetry, with particular
attention given to Paradise
Lost. This course is ordinarily cross-listed with EH 570,
a graduate-level course, and
will be most appropriate for advanced undergraduates.
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(3 hrs)
471 Renaissance Drama
g Marlowe,
includin
s,
centurie
enth
sevente
early
and
th
sixteen
Major plays of the
sted with
cross-li
ily
Jonson, and others. Excludes Shakespeare. This course is ordinar
d
advance
for
iate
appropr
most
EH 571 , a graduate-level course, and will be
undergraduates .
(3 hrs)
472 Seventeenth-Century Poetry
rs, and major
followe
their
)
Herbert
Jonson,
,
(Donne
Emphasis on major figures
ily crossordinar
is
course
This
Milton.
s
Exclude
period.
the
of
themes and genres
iate for
appropr
most
be
listed with EH 572, a graduate-level course, and will
advanced undergraduates .
(3 hrs)
492 The Early English Novel
eighteenthntative
represe
in
evident
as
genre
the
of
ment
Emergence and develop
century texts.
(3 hrs)
493 The Victorian Novel
anied by
accomp
novels
ntative
Dickens through Hardy: critical reading of represe
historical survey of major trends.
(3 hrs)
495 The Literature of Transition
works, from
phic
philoso
and
tual
intellec
g
includin
genres,
all
in
e
Considers literatur
This course
ism.
1890-1915 to explore the transition from Victorianism(s) to Modern
be most
will
and
course,
e-level
is ordinarily cross-listed with EH 595, a graduat
.
appropriate for advanced undergraduates
(3 hrs)
499 Senior Research Project
supervision of
direct
under
issues
literary
ant
signific
into
ation
Individual investig
Prerequisite:
majors.
instructor. For seniors in the Honors Program and senior
instructor's approval of a project prospectus.
Linguistics and English Language Studies
tics, English
The department offers a variety of courses related to General Linguis
Languages
Other
of
rs
Speake
to
Language, Grammar, and the Teaching of English
rs of
Speake
to
English
of
g
Teachin
the
in
ed
(TESOL). For those who are interest
in
TESOL
in
ate
certific
a
offers
ent
departm
the
),
Other Languages (TESOL
the
at
ate
certific
TESOL
dent
indepen
an
and
degree
M.A.
the
conjunction with
be helpful
graduate level. Interested undergraduates may take courses, which would
degree.
M.A.
and
ate
certific
should they eventually want to go on for the TESOL
chair.
ent
Such students should consult with the departm

Linguistics and English Language Studies (EHL)
courses .
EHL 405 is recommended but not required as a preliminary to other EHL
hrs)
405 Survey of General Linguistics: Applied English Linguistics I (3
typology,
and
als
univers
e
languag
syntax,
and
logy,
Survey of phonology, morpho
socioand
psychoin
topics
es,
languag
world
major
other
and
history of English
study
the
and
,
linguistics such as language acquisition, situational language change
and
ic
linguist
the
ct
of regional and ethnic varieties as they reflect and constru
with
sted
cross-li
ily
ordinar
is
cultural diversity of the United States. This course
for advanced
EHL 505, a graduate-level course, and will be most appropriate
undergraduates.
407 Advanced English Grammar Studies: Applied English
(3 hrs)
Linguistics II
cal paradigms.
theoreti
porary
In-depth study of English syntax within contem
nal methods,
traditio
and
s
analyse
ic
Comparisons between modern syntact
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comparisons between Standard America
n English and regional and ethnic vari
eties,
the inevitable historical changes
in English grammar, and pedagog
ical
contexts/teaching issues. This course
is ordinarily cross-listed with EHL
507, a
graduate-level course, and will be mos
t appropriate for advanced undergraduat
es.
408 History of the English Language:
Applied English Linguistics Ill (3 hrs)
History of English from the pre-Ang
lo-Saxon period to the contemporary
period,
focusing on analysis and description
of the grammatical systems, includin
g major
aspects of the phonetic, phonological,
morphological, syntactic, and semantic
components of Old English, Middle
English, and Modern English; over
view of
language acquisition and development
as they relate to language change; anal
ysis of
mechanisms of language change; deve
lopment of regional and ethnic diale
cts as
expressions of cultural diversity in Ame
rican and other former colonies of Eng
land;
historical events that have influenced
and surrounded the language. This cour
se is
ordinarily cross-listed with EHL 508,
a graduate-level course, and will be
most
appropriate for advanced undergraduat
es.
409 Special Studies in Applied English
Linguistics
(3 hrs)
Special topics in linguistics. Focus and
emphasis of topics announced in adva
nce.
This course is ordinarily cross-listed with
EHL 509, a graduate-level course, and
will
be most appropriate for advanced unde
rgraduates.
Technical and Business Writing
(EH)

300 Strategies for Business Writing
(3 hrs)
Practical business writing with emp
hasis on rhetoric, organization, and
research.
Prerequisites: 6 hours of freshman com
position; junior standing; open to all stud
ents
in the School of Administrative Scie
nce or by permission of the Departm
ent of
English. Does not count toward English
minor. Lab Fee: $40.
301 Technical Writing
(3 hrs)
Practical writing, especially technica
l or scientific reports and proposal
s, with
emphasis on organization, research, and
presentation. Prerequisites: EH 101 and
EH
102, and junior standing. Counts as elec
tive in English major. Does not count
toward
English minor except for Cognate Stud
ies in Technical Writing. Lab Fee: $40.
302 Technical Editing
(3 hrs)
Clarifying, expanding, reducing,
and rewriting technical reports and
other
documents created by others. Emphasi
s on elements of style and usage, revi
sion,
proofreading, and application of rhet
orical techniques to the work of engi
neers,
scientists, and technicians. Involves colla
borative project with professional writ
ers in
industry. Prerequisites: EH 101 and 102
and junior standing. Qualifies as elec
tive in
English major. Does not count toward
English minor except for Cognate Stud
ies in
Technical Writing. Does not count
toward certification in secondary educ
ation.
Offered spring semester only. Lab Fee:
$40.
320 Practicum in Writing
(3 hrs)
Writing and editing under the supervis
ion of professionals. Prerequisites: EH
301,
302, enrollment for Cognate Studies in
Technical Writing, permission of the Dire
ctor
of Business and Technical Writing, and
a successful interview with the particip
ating
technical supervisor. Enrollment requ
ires advance planning. Does not coun
t toward
English minor except for Cognate Stud
ies in Technical Writing.
401 Theory and Practice in Technic
al Communication
(3 hrs)
Explores the relationships between com
mon practices in technical communicati
on
and the theories that legitimize those
practices. Introduces students to rese
arch and
theories about fundamental issues in
technical communication which may
then
become the basis for further graduate
study in technical communication. This
course
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graduate-level course, and will be most
is ordinarily cross-listed with EHL 501, a
Prerequisites: advanced undergraduate
appropriate for advanced undergraduates.
nded. (Same as CM 402.)
mme
standing; EH 301 and 302 are strongly reco
)
English as a Second Language (ESL
English as a Second Language (ESL)
in
ses
cour
s
offer
nt
The English Departme
who need to improve their English
for those non-native speakers of English
ned primarily to assist students
desig
language skills. ES[, 101 and 102 are
comprehension, and vocabulary; ESL
to improve their oral production, aural
students in improving their reading
l 03 and 104 are designed to assist
Placement tests are given prior to the
comprehension and composition skills.
of English are advised to visit ESL at
commencement of terms; non-native speakers
at http://testing.uah.edu.
ices
http://esl.uah.edu/ELPT.htm or Testing Serv
(3 hrs)
100 ESL Spoken English I
y study in the
ersit
ities needed for univ
Introduction to the listening/speaking activ
and improved
n
ensio
preh
oflis tenin g com
U.S. Course work emphasizes acquisition
ntion given to
Atte
sed.
focu
ally
academic
speaking proficiency. Course materials are
te: Beginning
quisi
Prere
ish.
Engl
en
spok
increasing comprehensibility of students'
determined by placement on the ELPT.
to advanced beginning English ability as
Grading scale: A, B, C, D, NC (No Credit)
(3 hrs)
101 ESL Listening/Speaking II
of listening
nt
eme
refin
ing
emphasiz
Intermediate listening and speaking,
emically
acad
are
rials
mate
se
Cour
y.
comprehension and speaking proficienc
and group presentations. They will be
focused . Students give both individual
ons of the U.S. academic discourse
acculturated to the linguistic expectati
mediate English ability as determined by
community. Prerequisite: ESL l 00 or inter
B, C, D, NC (No Credit)
placement on the ELPT. Grading scale: A,
(3 hrs)
102 ESL Listening/Speaking Ill
comprehension
ing
listen
of
ery
mast
ing
hasiz
Advanced listening and speaking , emp
Students give
sed.
are academically focu
and speaking proficiency. Course materials
will learn
They
tes.
deba
in
and participate
individual presentations, lead discussions,
unity.
comm
urse
disco
emic
U.S. acad
to meet the linguistic expectations of the
t on
men
place
by
d
mine
deter
as
ty
abili
Prerequisite: ESL 101 or advanced English
(No Credit)
the ELPT. Grading scale : A, B, C, D, NC
(3 hrs)
103 ESL Composition I
y of non-native
cienc
profi
ing and writing
Basic composition designed to further read
practice in
and
n
uctio
Instr
as a process.
speakers. Emphasis is placed on writing
ents will
Stud
es.
mod
rical
rheto
ral
seve
critical reading and in planning and writing
ion of
revis
strategies for editing and
increase writing fluency, learn focused
Midte:
quisi
Prere
isition strategies.
compositions , and learn vocabulary acqu
ious
prev
by
d
mine
deter
ion skills as
beginning to mid-intermediate ESL composit
it)
Cred
(No
NC
D,
C,
B,
A,
:
ing scale
coursework or placement on the ELPT. Grad
(3 hrs)
104 ESL Composition II
ned to improve the reading and writing
Intermediate to advanced composition desig
hasis is placed on writing as a process.
proficiency of non-native speakers. Emp
and in planning and writing in several
Instruction and practice in critical reading
will increase writing fluency, practice
sophisticated rhetorical modes. Students
of compositions , and further vocabulary
focused strategies for editing and revision
to intermediate ESL composition skills
acquisition. Prerequisite: Mid-intermediate
ment on the ELPT. Grading scale : A,
as determined by previous coursework or place
B, C, D, NC (No Credit)
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Intensive English Program
Students who are nonnative spea
kers of English and are interest
ed in pursuing
English language study prio r to enro
llment in a degree program may part
icipate in
the Intensive English Program (IEP
). The IEP is designed for nonnati
ve speakers in
intermediate to advanced pre-acad
emic levels as indicated by the follo
wing score
ranges in the Test of English as a
Foreign Language (TOEFL).
TOEFL: 450-500 (paper-based); 133
+ (computer-based) ; 45+ (internet
-based)
This program is appropriate for stud
ents who are nonnative speakers of
English, have
achieved basic knowledge in the Eng
lish language, and are interested in
pursuing a
degree or degrees at an institution
of higher education in the U.S. The
prog ram is
academic in its orientation, with a
focus on the development of the prod
uction and
comprehension of Standard Americ
an English and a commitment to
encouraging
both linguistic and pragmatic com
petence. The program is offered duri
ng the regular
fall, spring and sum mer terms.
For information regarding application
and admission to the program as well
as details
about placement and curriculum, visi
t the IEP website at: http :esl.uah .edu
/IEP.htm or
contact the director of IEP at iep@
uah .edu.

Foreign Languages and Litera
tur

es Department
308 Morton Hall
Telephone: (256) 824-6300
Email: fll@ email.uah.edu
Professor Goebel; Associate Professo
rs Buk sa, Gyasi, Mai er (Chair), Mei
ster;
Assistant Professor Johnson .
The acquisition of a second lang
uage, and through it an understand
ing of another
cou ntry 's literature and culture,
is a rich academic experience for
all students ,
particularly for liberal arts students
. Because our foreign language
courses are
designed to teach the effective use
of both oral and written foreign lang
uages as well
as to provide knowledge about cult
ure and literature, students in all
majors will
benefit their personal, academic, busi
ness, and professional lives through
the study
of foreign languages. In fact ,
in toda y's wor ld of global mar
kets , political
interdependence, and internationa
l scientific collaborations, knowle
dge of foreign
cultures enhances one 's career opp
ortunities and contributions as a citiz
en.
Mission Statement
The Dep artm ent of Fore ign Lan
guages and Literatures is dedicat
ed to teaching
students the language skills and
cultural knowledge necessary for
succeeding in
toda y's mul tilin gua l wor ld of
cult ural dive rsity, glob al mar kets
, poli tica l
interdependence , and internationa
l scientific and cultural collaboratio
n. Within the
B.A . in Foreign Languages, stud
ents may choose French, Ger man
, Russian , or
Spanish as a focus language, and
may also concentrate in Foreign
Languages and
International Trade. Minors and
foreign language teacher certifica
tion are also
offered, while Chinese , Italian, Japa
nese, classical Greek, and Latin can
be taken at
the introductory and intermediat
e levels. Language clubs and
extracurricular
activities contribute to a rich cam
pus life. Internships give students
a professional
experience that greatly enhances thei
r career opportunities after graduati
on.
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of
curriculum com pnsm g the teaching
The Department offers an integrated
the
res;
cultu
r
othe
a critical awareness of
linguistic proficiency; the promotion of
language; and an aesthetic appreciation
ative
nonn
a
in
s
development of writing skill
social and historical contexts. In these
of literary and cinematic media in their
al
the cutting-edge technology of its digit
efforts, the Department is aided by
and
,
arch
integrated triad of teaching, rese
language laboratory. Committed to the
literatures and other cultural media, such
s,
service in the areas of foreign language
ent
interdisciplinary contexts, the Departm
as film, in their historical, social, and
cal
gogi
peda
and
ve
preti
inter
a variety of
promotes academic pluralism by fostering
approaches.
est standards in teaching, research, and
By virtue of its commitment to the high
and
uages and Literatures aims to uphold
service, the Department of Foreign Lang
AH.
ofU
national standing
further strengthen the national and inter
,
Italian*, Japanese*, Latin*, Russian
Chinese*, French, German, Greek,
Spanish
ign
s and Literatures offers the B.A. in Fore
The Department of Foreign Language
or
ian,
Russ
an,
Germ
ch,
s language of Fren
Languages. A student may choose a focu
nal
natio
Inter
and
s
uage
Lang
ign
te in Fore
Spanish, and may also choose to concentra
inistrative Science, and Departments
Adm
of
ege
Coll
the
with
on
erati
Trade (in coop
of History and Political Science)
Latin courses can be taken to satisfy the
*Chinese, Italian, Japanese, Greek, and
language requirements or as electives.

and Placement Procedures
General Education Requirements
ss
language are required for the B.A., unle
ign
Ten semester hours of credit in one fore
the
than
nced
adva
nce at a leve l more
the student can demonstrate a compete
ence begins in the fall and continues in
sequ
ory
duct
intro
beginning 101 course. The
complete the 10-hour general education
the spring semester so that students can
ve and quasi-native speakers of foreign
requirements in one academic year. Nati
nced
intermediate courses, nor the first adva
language may not take introductory and
e an
mak
t
mus
. Students in this category
conversation course in that language
ntal
rtme
depa
a
take
to
uage coordinator
appointment with the appropriate lang
s of
hour
l
tiona
addi
three
of
mum
take a mini
placement examination. They mus t still
.
ents
uirem
Req
n
course work to complete General Educatio
Placement Procedures
ch, German or Spanish may demonstrate
Students with a prior knowledge of Fren
d
ways: 1) performance on a computer base
competence at an advanced level in five
AP
4)
on,
inati
exam
P
CLE
3)
rk,
sewo
plac eme nt test, 2) high scho ol cour
rience.
expe
uage
lang
e
nativ
5)
and
on,
examinati
a
ign Languages & Literatures administers
Placement test. The Department of Fore
the
ing
phon
by
d
dule
sche
test may be
computer-based placement test. The
located in Morton Hall, Room 300.
lab
uage
lang
the
ing
visit
by
Department or
ol
studied a foreign language in high scho
High school experience. Students who
scale:
will be placed according to the following
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Language in
Courses to be Taken
Placement Level
High School
to
Satisfy Requirements
1st level (101)
0-2 units*
101
, 102 (5 hours each)
2nd level (102)
3-4 units
102 (5 hours)
*Minimum grade of C required for
a unit to be counted.
If an interval of two years or more
occurs between study of a languag
e in high school
and continuation of that languag
e in college, placement levels may
be adjusted
downward to entry level.

CLEP Examination. Students
with a prior knowledge of Fren
ch, German or
Spanish may take the CLEP exa
mination for the equivalent of FL1
01 and FL102.
Irrespective of the resultant placeme
nt, the student will have to take a
minimum of
three additional hours of course wor
k to fulfill the language requirem
ent. The test is
administered by the UAH Testing
Services, located in the Adminis
trative Science
Building, Room 226, and must
be taken prior to enrollment in
foreign language
classes. Tests are given once eac
h semester and monthly during
the summer, see
Testing Services for dates. Interest
ed students should contact the resp
ective foreign
language coordinator for further info
rmation. By taking the CLEP test,
a student may
receive credit hours with no quality
points depending on placement leve
l and score.
Since there is no CLEP test for Rus
sian, students of that language may
take a special
departmental test under the sam
e conditions as the CLEP examin
ation. See the
Russian language coordinator.
Advanced Placement Examinatio
n. The Foreign Language Departm
ent will award
credit to students who have earned
a score of three or higher on Advanc
ed Placement
(AP) Program examinations of the
College Entrance Examination Boa
rd according
to the following scale: Score of
3: 10 hours credit (i.e. through 102
, 5 hours each
course), Score of 4: 13 hours cred
it (through 200), Score of 5: 16
hours credit
(through 301). The credit thus awa
rded will be recorded without grad
es or quality
points and will not therefore, be
included in the calculation of the
grade point
average. Moreover, regardless of
the student's AP score, he or she
will be required
to complete successfully one add
itional course (3 credit hours) of
the appropriate
language.
Native Language Experience. Nat
ive and quasi-native speakers of fore
ign language
may not take introductory and
intermediate courses , nor the
first advanced
conversation course in that lang
uage. Students in this category
must make an
appointment with the appropriate
language coordinator to take a
departmental
placement examination. Those plan
ning to major or minor in the lang
uage may earn
up to sixteen (16) hours of credit
with no grade or quality points.
Description of the Foreign Lan
guage Major
The major is comprised of 11 cou
rses of which nine will be taught
in the focus
language (French, German, Rus
sian, Spanish) and two (FL204
and FL410) will
utilize English for in-class discussi
ons.
FL 101 and
FL102
FL2 00

Comparative Languages and Culture
s in Practice
Communicating in a Second Lan
guage and Culture:
Introductory Foreign Language I
& II
10 hrs.
Further Explorations in a Second
Language and Culture:
Intermediate Foreign Language
3 hrs.
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FL2 04
FL 301
FL302
FL303
FL304
FL305
FL404
FL410

3 hrs.
International Cinema
3 hrs.
Conversation
3 hrs.
Composition
3 hrs.
ons
essi
Prof
and
Life
Foreign Language for
3 hrs.
Culture
3 hrs.
Introduction to Literature
3 hrs.
re
ratu
Lite
Texts & Contexts: Seminar in
and
es
guag
Lan
tive
para
Com
ip:
International Internsh
3 hrs.
Cultures in Practice
Total: 37 hours

grams
Additional Foreign Language Pro
al Trade
Foreign Language and Internation
n
ncing their preparation for participatio
enha
in
d
Foreign Language majors intereste
ch
whi
e,
trad
onal
nati
inter
consider a focus in
in the global economy may wish to
tics.
y of world history and international poli
stud
a
with
ness
busi
in
combines courses
wing
follo
ional Trade Program includes the
The Foreign Language and Internat
with the
ents who major in foreign languages
stud
courses. No minor is required for
international trade focus .
in Practices
Comparative Languages and Cultures
and Culture:
e
guag
Lan
nd
Seco
a
in
ng
Communicati
10 hrs.
II
Introductory Foreign Language I &
and
e
guag
Lan
nd
Further Explorations in a Seco
FL2 00
3 hrs.
e
Culture: Intermediate Foreign Languag
3 hrs.
International Cinema
FL2 04
3 hrs.
Conversation
FL3 01
3 hrs.
Composition
FL3 02
3 hrs.
ons
essi
Prof
and
Life
Foreign Language for
FL3 03
3 hrs.
Culture
FL3 04
3 hrs.
Introduction to Literature
FL 305
3 hrs.
re
ratu
Lite
Texts & Contexts: Seminar in
FL4 04
es
guag
Lan
tive
para
Com
ip:
International Internsh
FL4 10
3 hrs.
and Cultures in Practice
3 hrs.
Principles of Macroeconomics
ECN 142
3 hrs.
Managing Organizations
MGT 301
3 hrs.
Principles of Marketing
MK T 301
3 hrs.
International Business
MG T 450 or
International Marketing
MK T 415
3 hrs.
ernments
Comparative Politics and Foreign Gov
PSC 102
3 hrs.
s
tion
Rela
l
iona
Introduction to Internat
PSC 260
3 hrs.
Europe since 1815
HY 392
3 hrs.
One course from the following:
1920
e
Foreign Relations of the US Sinc
HY 374
Europe, 1500-1815
HY 391
Europe in the Nineteenth Century
HY 478
Europe in the Twentieth Century
HY 479
3 hrs.
One course from the following:
Post
&
g
lizin
stria
Indu
in
Governments and Politics
PSC 340
Industrial Countries
zing Countries
Government and Politics of Moderni
PSC 341
American Foreign Policy
PSC 464
Total: 64 hours

FL 101 and
FL 102
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Foreign Language Minor
Foreign language minors are offered in French, Germa
n, Russian, and Spanish.
Foreign language majors are permitted to minor in a second
foreign language. The
Foreign Language Minor Program is comprised of seven
courses.
FL 101 and
FL102

Comparative Languages and Cultures in Practices
Communicating in a Second Language and Culture:
Introductory Foreign Language I & II
10 hrs.
FL20 0
Further Explorations in a Second Language and Culture:
Intermediate Foreign Language
3 hrs.
FL 301
Conversation
3
hrs.
FL 302
Composition
3 hrs.
FL 305
Introduction to Literature
3 hrs.
One course from the following:
FL 303
Foreign Language for Life and Professions
3 hrs.
FL 304
Culture
3 hrs.
FL 404
Texts & Contexts: Seminar in Literature
3 hrs.
Total: 31 hours
Supporting Minors and Cognates for Foreign Lang
uage Majors
Foreign Language majors may select any minor or approv
ed cognate offered within
the University of Alabama in Huntsville. However, certain
minors may enhance the
student's opportunities for certain career choices. Two
of these are a minor in
international business and the teacher certification design
ation. Information for these
supporting groups of coursework follows.
Minor in International Business
Students in the College of Liberal Arts who are interes
ted in pursuing a career in
international business may wish to combine a foreign langua
ge major with a minor
in international business through the College of Admin
istrative Science. For more
information on the international business minor, consult
the catalogue pages for the
College of Administrative Science. For such a minor, ECN
142 and ECN 143 count
in the general education requirement, and in no case may
the Administrative Science
courses included in a student's program of study exceed
25 percent of the student's
program. A minor in international business includes the
following courses:
ECN 142
ECN 143
ACC 211
ACC 212
MSC 287*
FIN 301
FIN 454
MGT 301
MKT3 01
MKT 415
MGT 450
*or SOC 333

Principles of Macroeconomics
Principles of Microeconomics
Financial Accounting
Management Accounting
Business Statistics I
Principles of Finance
International Economics and Finance
Managing Organizations
Principles of Marketing
International Marketing
International Business
Total:
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3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
3 hrs.
33 hours
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Foreign Language Teacher Education and Certification
n
Students seeking state teacher certification in elementary or secondary educatio
ry
elementa
in
may choose to pursue foreign language study. Those majoring
as
education may utilize a foreign language (French, German , Russian, or Spanish)
cognate
The
tes.
Candida
n
Educatio
Teacher
a Second Area of Study for Elementary
area in foreign languages includes the following courses:
Liberal Arts
FL101 and
FL 102
FL200
FL301
FL302
FL304
FL305

Comparative Languages and Cultures in Practice
Communicating in a Second Language and Culture:
10 hrs.
Introductory Foreign Language I & II
Culture:
and
e
Languag
Second
a
in
ions
Explorat
Further
3 hrs.
Intermediate Foreign Language
3 hrs.
Conversation
3 hrs.
Composition
3 hrs.
Culture
3 hrs.
e
Literatur
to
tion
Introduc
Total: 25 hours

n or
Students seeking state teacher certification in middle/junior high school educatio
conform
must
,
language
foreign
is
field
high school education, and whose primary
of
to the requirements of a foreign language major. Completing FL 404 with a grade
the
to
memo
a
writes
chair
The
exam.
exit
teacher
the
es
constitut
C or better
Department of Education, the student, and the student's file. For a second teaching
are
field, students are required to complete the cognate area. Education students
the
consult
to
and
pages,
catalog
n's
Educatio
advised to see the Department of
n.
Educatio
of
ent
Departm
UAH
the
in
teacher certification officer
302,
The following courses will be offered in the fall semester : FL 101, FL 200, FL
FL 304 and FL 404.
204,
The following courses will be offered in the spring semester: FL 102, FL
410.
FL
FL301 , FL 303, FL 305 and
Foreign Languages (FL)

(5 hrs)
101 Communicating in a Second Language and Culture
, Greek,
German
French,
,
Chinese
in
le
(Availab
I
e
Introductory Foreign Languag
in the
course
first
the
is
This
.
Spanish)
and
,
Russian
Latin,
,
Italian, Japanese
is
study
language
introductory foreign language sequence; no previous foreign
be
and
practice
actively
will
expected, and no prerequisite is required. Students
tested on all four language skills (listening, speaking, including correct
y
pronunciation of the foreign language, reading and writing) within culturall
and
icate
commun
to
learning
of
process
the
begin
will
Students
.
authentic contexts
.
function in a second language and culture. Class is conducted in the target language
and
Greek
for
(except
$50
Language laboratory attendance is required. Lab Fee
Latin)
(5 hrs)
102 Communicating in a Second Language and Culture
, Greek,
German
French,
Chinese,
in
le
(Availab
II
e
Languag
Introductory Foreign
in the
course
second
the
is
This
Spanish)
and
Russian,
Latin,
,
Japanese
Italian,
tested
be
and
practice
introductory foreign language sequence. Students will actively
of
iation
pronunc
correct
g
includin
,
on all four language skills (listening, speaking
.
contexts
c
authenti
y
culturall
within
writing)
and
the foreign language, reading,
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Students will continue the process of learning to comm
unicate and function in a
second language and culture. Class is conducted in the
target language. Language
laboratory attendance is required. Prerequisites: FL 101
(or the equivalent or
placement by examination). Lab Fee $50 (except for Greek
and Latin)
200 Further Explorations in a Second Language and Cultu
re
(3 hrs)
Intermediate Foreign Language (Available in French, Germa
n, Greek, Italian, Latin,
Russian, and Spanish) Students will continue to practice
and be tested on all four
language skills (listening, speaking, including correct pronu
nciation of the foreign
language, reading and writing) within culturally authen
tic contexts. Students will
continue the process of learning to communicate and functio
n in a second language
and culture. To broaden and intensify their knowledge of
the second language and
culture, students will read representative samples of foreig
n language literature and
other publications (such as newspaper and magazine article
s, business and personal
correspondence and commercial documents). Upon compl
etion of this course ,
students will be prepared to move to advanced (300-level)
study of the foreign
language, culture and literature. Class is conducted in the
target language. Language
laboratory attendance is required. Prerequisites : FL 101
and 102 (or the equivalent
or placement by examination). Lab Fee $30 (except for Greek
and Latin)
204 International Cinema (Taught in English)
(3 hrs)
Students will view, discuss, and analyze approximately eight
to ten foreign language
films centered on a theme, that will change from year-to-year
(for example, gender
issues , family, religion, children and society, the arts).
Multicultural and crosscultural issues will be highlighted. No prerequisite is requir
ed. Class is conducted in
English.

Upper Level Foreign Language Courses are available
in French, German,
Russian and Spanish
301 Conversation
(3 hrs)
Given that oral skill development and' writing skill develo
pment complement each
other, students will continue to practice and be tested on
all four language skills
(listening, speaking, reading and writing) within culturally
authentic contexts, but
with emphasis on oral skills (listening and speaking). Readi
ngs and materials of
topical interest (such as newspaper and magazine
articles, comic strips,
advertisements, political propaganda, brochures, songs and
films) will serve as the
basis for oral presentations , dialogues, discussion, debate
and oral questions. Class
is conducted in the target language. Prerequisites : FL
200 (or the equivalent or
placement by examination).
302 Composition
(3 hrs)
Given that writing skill development and oral skill develo
pment complement each
other, students will continue to practice and be tested on
all four language skills
(writing, reading, listening and speaking) within culturally
authentic contexts with
emphasis on writing. Students will study and practice
writing various types of
compositions (such as description, narration, exposition,
definition, analysis and
classification , comparison and contrast, cause and effect,
persuasion, summary,
research paper and business and personal corresponde
nce), including related
grammar and vocabulary. Class is conducted in the target
language. Prerequisites: FL
200 (or the equivalent or placement by examination).
303 Foreign Language for Life and Professions
(3 hrs)
This course is designed to prepare students for content-spec
ific applications of the
second language in various contexts, such as: 1) busine
ss and technology, 2)
government and law enforcement, and 3) health professions.
Class is conducted in
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placement by
the target language. Prerequisites: FL 200 (or the equivalent or
examination).
(3 hrs)
304 Culture
life of
social
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l
politica
tual,
intellec
al,
historic
This course focuses on the artistic,
gain
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student
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that
so
used,
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e
languag
foreign
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civiliza
and
greater insight into the development of the foreign culture(s)
equivalent
Class is conducted in the target language. Prerequisites: FL 200 (or the
or placement by examination).
(3 hrs)
305 Introduction to Literature
trends and
texts,
ntative
represe
study
will
s
student
course,
ic
panoram
In this
the
through
ngs
beginni
its
from
e
movements in the foreign language literatur
FL
isites:
Prerequ
e.
languag
target
the
in
ted
contemporary period. Class is conduc
the
of
ion
permiss
or
ation
examin
by
ent
placem
or
ent
equival
200, 30 l or 302 (or the
instructor).
(3 hrs)
404 Texts and Contexts: Seminar in Literature
study of a
in-depth
for
nity
opportu
the
with
This course will provide students
e and
narrativ
poetry,
writers,
women
e,
exampl
(for
topic
or
specific author, genre
d for
repeate
be
memory in the construction of national identity). This course may
e.
languag
target
the
in
ted
credit with permission of the instructor. Class is conduc
or
ation
examin
by
ent
placem
or
ent
equival
Prerequisites: FL200, 301 or 302 (or the
permission of the instructor).
(3 or 6 hrs)
410 International Internship
for students to
nities
opportu
(Taught in English) The Huntsville area provides many
international,
ent,
governm
of
range
wide
a
in
combine classroom study with work
students
enable
will
nce
experie
The
ations.
organiz
private
business, educational and
y,
ciplinar
interdis
to use their second language skills, as well as to develop
or
(
pus
off-cam
an
in
work
will
multicultural and cross-cultural knowledge. Students
students to
when feasible , overseas) organization and meet with faculty and other
combines
course
The
nces.
experie
analyze
and
e
compar
report on their work and
cultural
and
al
practical experience with discussion of the theoretical, historic
three
least
At
.
English
in
ted
ramifications of foreign language study. Class is conduc
the
(or
303
and
FL200
isites:
Prerequ
(3) credit hours are required for majors.
will
Majors
or).
instruct
the
of
ion
permiss
or
ation
examin
equivalent or placement by
in this
receive first enrollment priority and minors will receive second priority
course.
(3 hrs)
499 Independent Studies
instructor.
an
of
s1on
superv1
the
under
abroad
study
Independent study and/or
and
ation)
examin
by
ent
placem
or
ent
equival
the
(or
200
FL
Prerequisites:
permission of the instructor.

Geography
(3 hrs.)
105 World Regional Geography
but more
places,
of
location
the
only
not
of
study
This course introduces the
of the
ion
populat
and
ies,
econom
,
features
cultural
and
l
physica
importantly the
their
and
people
n
betwee
world's geographic regions. By exploring the interactions
environment.
(3 hrs.)
110 Principles of Human Geography
of location,
science
the
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introdu
an
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This course serves
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n
emphasis on spatial patterns of human activities. Locatio
images
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course.
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and perceptions of landscapes form
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Global Studies Program

Dr. David Johnson, Direct or
253 Morto n Hall
Telephone: (256) 824-6288
Email: johns odl@u ah.edu

The Global Studies cognate is an interdisciplinary
cognate aimed at students
interested in pursui ng in-depth study of the world outsid
e the United States. The
cognate is design ed around a core of courses that provid
e a strong foundation in
Global Studies, while also allowing students the flexibi
lity in their choice of
electives to tailor the course of study to their individual
needs and interests. The
Global Studies Progra m also administers faculty-led
study abroad courses and
programs.

Global Studies Cognate
Working with the Global Studies Advisor, students develo
p a thematic focus that
suits their interests, and one that will ideally assist them
in their careers or graduate
studies.
I. General Requirements:
• Overall, the cognate must include a minim um of 27
hours. At least 9 hours
must be in courses numbe red 300 or above. No more than
6 credits applied
to the cognate can be from the studen t's major field of
study. The cognate
progra m must be approved by the Global Studies Adviso
r.
II. Core Courses: 9 hours, including:
• GY I 05 - World Regional Geogr aphy
• GS 200 - Globa l Systems & Cultures
• GS 400 - Globa l Studies Semin ar
Ill. Electives: 18 hours
• At least 3 hours, but no more than 9, must be taken in
Categ ory A.
The remain der of credits must come from Categ ory B.
• Electives must be chosen from at least three departments
.
IV. Students are encou raged to select globally oriented
general education
requirements (GERs)
• Exam ples includ eARH 103; EH 240-241; HY 103-10
4; PSC 102,2 60;
and SOC 200.
Categ ory A:
Foreig n Langu age
All courses offered in French, German, Russian, and Spanis
h
FL 200 (also offered in Latin)
FL301
FL 302
FL 303
FL 304
FL 305
FL 404
FL 499
(also offered in Latin)
Categ ory B: Cours es examm mg societ ies and cultur
es, their histor ies, and
relationships with each other.
Art History
ARH 301
ARH 302
ARH3 03
ARH 304
ARH3 05
ARH 307
ARH3 09
ARH 310
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Communications
CM309
English
EH240
EH251
EH 525

.

EH241
EH 415/515

EH242
EH421

EH250
EH522

Foreign Languages & Literatures
FL204
Global Studies
GS 199
GS 399
History
HY229
HY348
HY376
HY424
HY476

.

.
.

HY329
HY374
HY391
HY474
HY478

HY341
HY375
HY392
HY475
HY479

Music
MU 311
MU31 2
Philosophy
PHL 301
PHL 314

.

HY230
HY373
HY380
HY473
HY477

PHL30 2
PHL33 0

Political Science
PSC 330
PSC 260
PSC 436
PSC 341
PSC 468

PHL30 3
PHL33 2

PHL31 0
PHL33 5

PSC 332
PSC 438

PSC 340
PSC 464

Psychology
PY407
Sociology

soc 200

soc 315

SOC43 5

toward
Additional courses , such as special topics courses, may also be counted
Studies
Global
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199 Study Abroad
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English and is open to all UAH students with perm
ission of the instructor. May be
repeated for credit when the content of the cours
e differs. Primarily offered during
the spring and summer terms.
200 Global Systems and Cultures
(3 hrs)
A multidisciplinary introduction to global studie
s through a focus on cultural,
economic, political, and historical dimensions
of interactions among world nations
and cultures. Offered annually.
399 Study Abroad
(3 hrs)
Travel to selected countries for academic study
purposes. Topics and countries will
vary. The course will be taught in English and
is open to all UAH students with
permission of the instructor. May be repeated
for credit when the content of the
course differs. Primarily offered during the summ
er.
400 Global Studies Capstone Course
(3 hrs)
Caps tone cours e for Glob al Syste ms and
Cultu res cognate. Main tainin g a
multidisciplinary focus , this course enables stude
nts to integrate and extend their
previous learning experiences in the Global Studi
es cognate. Students engage in an
interdisciplinary research project under supervision
of faculty from two or three
disciplines and report their findings in their resea
rch paper and oral presentations.
Offered annually. Prerequisites: Junior or Senio
r Status and permission from Global
Studies Advisor.

History Department

409 Roberts Hall
Telephone: (256) 824-6310
Email: history@uah.edu

Distinguished Professor Emeritus Boucher; Profe
ssors Dunar (Chair), Gerberding,
Severn, Williams; Professor Emerita Shields; Asso
ciate Professor Waring; Assistant
Professor Johnson, Sears , Thomas; Adjunct Assis
tant Professor Isbell .
The Department of History offers the B.A. and
M.A. degrees in history and a minor
in history. The M.A. degree program is described
in the Graduate Catalog.

Mission
The Department of History is committed to excel
lence in the areas of teaching,
research and service. It offers an undergraduate
B.A., as well as a minor, and a
Mast er's degree aimed primarily at fostering stron
ger middle and secondary school
education in history. Since historical study embr
aces the entire record of human
accomplishments and failures, the department's
Western Civilization sequence (HY
101 , 102) and World History offerings (HY 103,
104) are a fundamental component
of the General Education Requirements of the Colle
ges of Liberal Arts and Science.
The department's commitment to these courses
reflects its belie f that history's very
scope makes it an invaluable tool in interpreting
the present. It illustrates the
interdependence of all forms of knowledge and
bridges gaps among disciplines by
putting ideas into a social context and their place
in time. For students who choose
to pursue history as a course of study, the curric
ulum seeks to provide depth and
perspectiv e on complex social problems, and its
critical approach to the human past
cautions against simplistic solutions. Through an
examination of the flow of events,
historical study demonstrates how the forces of
continuity and change intersect. By
demonstrating the role of chance and contingenc
y, and of purposeful activity in
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History for Second Area of Study for Elementar
y
Education Teacher Candidates
Students majoring in elementary education may select
history as their second area of
study. Requirements can be found in the Educa
tion section of the catalog.
Preliminary counseling is available in the Department
of Education.
Advanced Placement Credit
Elective credit will be given to AP American Histo
ry students who have earned a
score of 4 on Advanced Placement (AP) Program
examinations of the College
Entrance Examination Board. This credit may be used
in substitution for HY221 and
HY222 at UAH. Under no circumstances may AP
American History be used as a
substitute for HY 101 and/or HY 102, and/or HY 103
and/or HY 104. Credit for the
AP European History course (1470-Present) will be
awarded to students who earn a
score of 4 on the AP examination, and this credit may
be used as a substitute for HY
102 only. A maximum of 3 credit hours will be grante
d for this examination. In order
to fulfill GER requirements, such students will still
have to take HY 101 or its
equivalent as approved by the department.
Transfer Credit
With the exception of those community colleges
covered within the Alabama
Articulation and General Studies agreement, only in
exceptional circumstances will
the History Department accept transfer credit for non-in
teractive telecommunications
courses or correspondence courses in HY 101, 102,
103, 104, 221, or 222. Students
who wish to receive such credit should petition the depar
tment chair.
CLEP/Departmental Examination Credit
A student who makes a B or better on the CLEP exam
ination for Western Civilization
(HY 101 and/or HY 102), World Civilization (HY 103
and/or 104) or U.S. History
(HY 221 and/or HY 222) may petition the History
Department requesting an essay
examination on the subject for which credit is desire
d. The petition will not be
reviewed until a satisfactory CLEP score has been report
ed. After consultation with
a faculty member designated by the department chair,
the student may take an essay
examination. Ifhe or she also receives B or better on
the essay, credit will be granted
for the appropriate course(s).
History (HY) Courses

101 Western Civilization, Part I
(3 hrs)
Major western civilizations to 1560. Taught every semes
ter.
102 Western Civilization, Part II
(3 hrs)
Major western civilizations since 1560. Taught every
semester.
103 World History to 1500
(3 hrs)
This course is a comparative survey of the historical
development of peoples and
cultures from their beginnings to 1500. It explores crosscultural interactions among
societies, states, and economies of Asia, Europe, Africa
, the Americas and Oceania.
104 World History from 1500
(3 hrs)
This course is a comparative survey of the global interd
ependence of the world from
the period of transoceanic exploration to the presen
t. It explores cross-cultural
interactions among societies, states, and economies
of Asia, Europe, Africa, the
Americas and Oceania.
Courses below are open to all students other than
beginning freshmen, with
exceptions as indicated.
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364 The Westward Movement in American History
since 1803
(3 hrs)
Pioneering society, Indian relations, land policies,
expansion, and politics of the
trans-Mississippi frontier.
365 American Labor History
(3 hrs)
American labor relations from colonial times but conce
ntrating on post-Civil War
topics.
366 African-Americans in Twentieth Century Amer
ica
(3 hrs)
Interrelationship of the African-American and the indus
trial-urban environment of
the United States.
367 Women in U.S. History
(3 hrs)
Women in the United States from the colonial period
to the present.
373 Foreign Relations of the U. S. to 1920
(3 hrs)
American foreign relations from the Revolutiona
ry era through World War I.
American territorial and commercial expansion, imper
ialism, and emergence as a
world power.
374 Foreign Relations of the U. S. since 1920
(3 hrs)
United States as a world power. American involvemen
t in World War II, Vietnam,
and the Cold War, and the growth of American presen
ce in Asia, Latin America, and
the Middle East.
375 Imperial Russia
(3 hrs)
Survey of the social, political and cultural history of
Russia from its beginnings to
1917, with particular emphasis on the imperial period
of the 18th and 19th centuries.
Major themes include the evolution of the Russian state,
state-society relations, and
the multi ethnic nature of the empire.
376 Soviet Russia
(3 hrs)
Russian history from the collapse of autocracy to the
collapse of communism with
special emphasis on the revolutions of 1917, the forma
tion and evolution of the
Soviet state in the 1920s and 30s, the multi-nation
al nature of the state, and the
successes and failures of the post-1945 era.
380 China since 1600
(3 hrs)
Survey of Chinese history from the late Ming Dyna
sty through Mao's Communist
regime. Focus on political culture, Confucianism, Maois
m, relations with the West,
women, and society.
390 Women in Modern European History
(3 hrs)
Survey of European wome n's history from the Enlig
htenment to the present. Focus
on how women have supported, challenged, and revise
d expected roles for women
in different historical contexts, as well as how nation
ality, social class, and ethnicity
have shaped wome n's lives.
391 Europe, 1500-1789
(3 hrs)
Examination of the economic, scientific, social, politic
al, and cultural developments
in Europe from the Renaissance to the French Revol
ution.
392 Europe Since 1789
(3 hrs)
Europe from the French Revolution to the present.
399 Special Topics in History
(3 hrs)
Intensive examination of particular problems, period
s, or topics in history.
Courses listed below are open to students who have
completed 12 semester
hours in history or have senior standing or have perm
ission of the instructor.
410 Public History
(3 hrs)
Public history and its application in areas such as public
policy, historical editing,
local and community history (including historical
societies), archival collection
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museum
(including electronic databasing) and historic preservation, oral history,
programs, and historical sites interpretation.
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485 Nazi Germany and the Holocaust
(3 hrs)
Seminar course on the historiography of Nazi Germ
any and the Holocaust.
490 Research Seminar in History
(3 hrs)
Historiography, research and writing, and recent interp
retations in the field of history.
Required of all history majors. Taught once annua
lly.
498 Readings in History
(1-3 hrs)
In exceptional circumstances, a student may ask
a professor to provide a readings
course on a subject of the professor's choosing.
This course may be repeated for
credit.

Music Department

206 Roberts Hall
Telephone: (256) 824-6436
Email: music@email.uah.edu
Professor Emeritus Boyer; Professor Sanders; Asso
ciate Professors Bowyer (Chair),
Wray; Assistant Professors Conran, Ragsdale; Adju
nct Faculty I. Weaver, P. Weaver.
The University of Alabama in Huntsville is an accre
dited institutional member of the
National Association of Schools of Music.
Students are advised to officially declare a major
and to obtain a Program of Study by
the beginning of the sophomore year, if not before.
Students may initiate the Program
of Study either by meeting with the departmental
chair (Roberts Hall, Room 206) or
the College of Liberal Arts Academic Advisor (Mor
ton Hall, Room 216).
Mission
The Department of Music at the University of
Alabama in Huntsville has two
interrelated curricular goals. First, the departmen
t seeks to provide for music majors
a program of superior quality, one that enables stude
nts to begin their musical careers
upon graduation, or to pursue studies at the gradu
ate level. It is also a suitable
program of study for students who have not
established specific professional
aspirations, but who desire the benefits of a broad
liberal arts education.

Second, the department seeks to contribute to
the general education curriculum
opportunities for students to experience both the
academic discipline and the art of
music. Its academic courses seek to develop in stude
nts an appreciation for the best
literature and the knowledge necessary to make
intelligent musical choices. Its
performance-related curriculum (studio and ensem
ble) provides students with
opportunities to experience the artistic and comm
unicative values of music. In the
broader sense, the department views this mission
as a contribution to the cultural
enlightenment of the academic community and regio
n.
The curriculum for music majors emphasizes three
major aspects of music: (1) It
provides students with knowledge of our musical
heritage and the great master works
of literature. (2) It provides a foundation in theoretical
studies and musicianship skills
that enables the student to interact with music in
an intelligent and competent way.
(3) It provides performance experiences that enabl
e students to develop musical skills
and artistic sensitivity. Additionally, music educa
tion offerings provide interested
students with the knowledge of the appropriate
materials, teaching strategies, and
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MU 100 Introduction to Music Literature
MU 101 Introduction to Music Theory
MU 102 Introduction to World Music
MU 106 Introduction to Music Technology
MUA 390 UAH Concert Choir
MUA 391 UAH Chamber Choir
MUA 392 Tenor-Bass Chorale
MUA 393 Women's Choir
MUA 394 University Chorale
MUA 396 Chamber Ensembles
MUA 398 Jazz Ensemble
MUA 399 UAH Wind Ensemble
MUJ 301 Jazz Improvisation I
MUJ 396 Jazz Chamber Ensemble
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probationary basis until the perfonnance jury at the end of his or her first semester,
excluding summer. Those who audition will receive written notification regarding
acceptance into the music degree program.
Those who are unable to audition prior to the beginning of their first semester will be
accepted on a probationary basis until the performance jury at the end of their first
full semester, excluding summer. All applicants are strongly encouraged to audition
in person. Taped auditions are acceptable if travel distance precludes a personal
audition. For audition dates, please consult the audition application or visit our
website at www.uah.edu/music.

Components of the Bachelor of Arts in Music
I. General Education Requirements
The General Education Requirements for the B.A. degree are listed at the beginning
of the College of Liberal Arts section of the catalog. The student should include MU
100 to fulfill the fine arts options. Music education students must include at least one
course in political science for the social science requirement, PY 201 , and CM 113;
other music majors should choose at least one course in philosophy. Students
pursuing majors or minors in engineering or computer science should consult the
catalog sections for those departments to determine appropriate science and
mathematics requirements.
II. Music Core
The Music Core consists of a common 40 credit hours of music courses that are
included in every Bachelor of Arts degree in Music. This part of the curriculum
includes private lessons, ensembles, and courses in music history and literature,
music theory, conducting, and music technology. See the course lists below for
specifics.
III. Emphasis
Music majors choose one of five emphases in addition to the Music Core:
Liberal Arts Emphasis
The Bachelor of Arts in Music with an Emphasis in Liberal Arts includes
the General Education Requirements, the Music Core, a minor (or second
major) in a discipline other than music, and electives to total 128 credit
hours. This emphasis serves as a traditional liberal arts education.
Students with dual interests and abilities will benefit from this degree
offering.
Performance Emphasis
The Bachelor of Arts in Music with an Emphasis in Performance includes
the General Education Requirements, the Music Core, an additional 21
hours of music coursework, and electives to total 128 credit hours.
Students desiring additional performance studies beyond the standard
music major will benefit from this degree offering.
Jazz Emphasis
The Bachelor of Arts in Music with an Emphasis in Jazz includes the
General Education Requirements, the Music Core, an additional 25 hours
of music coursework, and electives to total 128 credit hours. The core of
this emphasis is a traditional music degree, with the same "classical"
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performance requirements as in the other music emphases. Students
desiring additional studies in jazz beyond the standard music major will
benefit from this degree offering.
Music Technology Emphasis
The Bachelor of Arts in Music with an Emphasis in Music Technology
includes the General Education Requirements, the Music Core, an
additional 22 hours of music technology, electrical engineering, and
computer engineering coursework, and electives to total 128 credit hours.
The core of this emphasis is a traditional music degree, with the same
"classical" performance requirements as in the other music programs.
Students with dual interests in music and computer technology will
benefit from this degree offering.
Music Education Emphasis
The Bachelor of Arts in Music with an Emphasis in Music Education
includes the General Education Requirements, the Music Core, an
additional 21 hours of music and professional music education
coursework, and 32 hours of courses within the Department of Education,
for a total of 150 credit hours. The course of study integrates music and
professional education courses to develop a superior music teacher,
certified to teach at all levels P-12 (Class B Professional Teacher's
Certificate) with emphasis in either vocal or instrumental music. Students
must demonstrate throughout their course of study competencies in both
performance and teaching. Because of the demands of this program, there
is little opportunity to elect courses other than those required and outlined
below.

Course Lists
Upper Level
Credits
Liberal Arts Emphasis
57
General Education Requirements
22
40
Music Core
200-Level Studio Instruction (4 x 1.5) (MUA 2_1)
400-Level Studio Instruction (MUA4_L)
Senior Recital (MUA 498)
Large Conducted Ensembles (4 x 1) (MUA 390 or MUA 399)
Ensembles (3 x 1) (MUA 39x)
Introduction to Music Literature (MU 100)
Introduction to Music Technology (MU 106)
Music Theory (MU 201,202, 301)
Musicianship Skills (MU 203, 204, 303)
Music History I and II (MU 311,312)
Conducting (MU 325)
17
31
Minor & Electives
39
128
TOTAL HOURS:
Credits
Performance Emphasis
57
General Education Requirements
40
Music Core
200-Level Studio Instruction (4 x 1.5) (MUA2_1)
400-Level Studio Instruction (MUA 4_1)
Liberal Arts
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Upper Level
22

Senior Recital (MUA 498)
Large Conducted Ensembles (4 x 1) (MUA 390 or MUA 399)
Ensembles (3 x 1) (MUA 39x)
Introduction to Music Literature (MU 100)
Introduction to Music Technology (MU 106)
Music Theory (MU 201, 202, 301)
Musicianship Skills (MU 203, 204, 303)
Music History I and II (MU 311, 312)
Conducting (MU 325)
Additional Performance Emphasis Courses: 21
17
400-Level Studio Instruction (MUA 4_1)
Performance Emphasis Recital (MUA 499)
Large Conducted Ensembles (4 x 1) (MUA 390 or MUA 399)
Ensembles (1 x 1) (MUA39_)
Musical Materials of the Modem Era (MU 302)
Form and Analysis (MU 401)
Advanced Conducting (MU 425)
Music Electives (4 credits)
Upper-Level Music Electives (2 credits)
Piano Proficiency Exam
Electives
10
TOTAL HOURS:
128
39

Jazz Emphasis

Credits

Upper Level

General Education Requirements
57
Music Core
40
200-Level Studio Instruction (4 x 1.5) (MUA 2_1)
400-Level Studio Instruction (MUA4_1)
Senior Recital (MUA 498)
Large Conducted Ensembles (4 x 1) (MUA 399)
Ensembles (3 x 1) (MUA 39x - not jazz)
Introduction to Music Literature (MU 100)
Introduction to Music Technology (MU 106)
Music Theory (MU 201, 202, 301)
Musicianship Skills (MU 203, 204, 303)
Music History I and II (MU 311,312)
Conducting (MU 325)
Additional Jazz Emphasis Courses:
25
Jazz Studio Instruction (3 x 1.5) (MUJ 2_1)
Senior Jazz Recital (MUJ 498)
Jazz Piano (2 x 1) (MUJ 131)
Jazz Theory (MU 205)
Jazz Improvisation I (MUJ 301)
Jazz Improvisation II (MUJ 302)
History & Appreciation of Jazz (MU 316)
Jazz Arranging (MU 317)
Jazz Ensemble (4 x 1) (MUA398)
Jazz Combo (2 x 1) (MUJ 396)
Electives
6
TOTAL HOURS:
128
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22

15

2
39
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Music Technology Emphasis

Credits

Upper Level

General Education Requirements
57
40
22
Music Core
200-Level Studio Instruction (4 x 1.5) (MUA2_1)
400-Level Studio Instruction (MUA4_1)
Senior Recital (MUA 498)
Large Conducted Ensembles (4 x 1) (MUA 390 or MUA 399)
Ensembles (3 x 1) (MUA39_)
Introduction to Music Literature (MU 100)
Introduction to Music Technology (MU 106)
Music Theory (MU 201, 202, 301)
Musicianship Skills (MU 203, 204, 303)
Music History I and II (MU 311, 312)
Conducting (MU 325)
Additional Music Technology
Emphasis Courses:
22
9
Music Technology (MU 306)
Studio Instruction in Music Technology (3 x 1) (MUA 40_)
Internship in Music Technology (MU 406)
Fund. of Comp., Elec., and Op. Engineering (EE 100)
Digital Logic Design Laboratory (EE 201)
Introduction to Digital Logic Design (EE 202)
Introduction to Computer Programming (CPE 112)
Fundamentals of Software Engineering (CPE 212)
Electives
9
8
TOTAL HOURS:
128
39

Music Education Emphasis - Vocal

Credits

Upper Level

General Education Requirements
57
Music Core
40
22
200-Level Studio Instruction (4 x 1.5) (MUA 2_ 1)
400-Level Studio Instruction (MUA4_1)
Senior Recital (MUA 498)
Large Conducted Ensembles (4 x 1) (MUA 390)
Ensembles (3 x 1) (MUA 39_)
Introduction to Music Literature (MU 100)
Introduction to Music Technology (MU 106)
Music Theory (MU 201,202, 301)
Musicianship Skills (MU 203, 204, 303)
Music History I and II (MU 311, 312)
Conducting (MU 325)
Additional Music Education
21
17
Emphasis Courses:
Secondary Instrument:
Studio Instruction in Piano (3 x 1) (MUA 131)
Studio Instruction in Strings (MUA 141 or MUA 151)
Diction for Singers (MU 322)
Choral/Instrumental Directed Observation (MUE 321)
Musical Materials of the Modem Era (MU 302)
Form and Analysis (MU 401)
Orchestration (MU 416)
Advanced Conducting (MU 425)
Liberal Arts
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Teaching General Music (MUE 328)
Vocal/Choral Methods for Secondary Schools (MUE 428)
Piano Proficiency Exam
Education
32
32
Introduction to Educatio n Practicum (ED 301)
Foundations of Education in the United States (ED 305)
Educational Psychol ogy (ED 308)
Classroo m and Behavio r Manage ment (ED 309)
Teaching the Exceptional Child (EDC 301)
Instructional Strategies: Dimensions of Leaming for K-12 Students
(EDC 311)
Teaching Reading in the Content Area (ED 408)
Foundations of Educational Evaluation (ED 410)
Senior Seminar in Education (ED 490)
P-12 Internship (Music) (ED 499)
TOTAL HOURS:
150
71

Music Education Emphasis - Instrumental

Credits

Upper Level

General Educatio n Requirements
57
Music Core
40
22
200-Level Studio Instruction (4 x 1.5) (MUA 2_1)
400-Level Studio Instruction (MUA 4_ 1)
Senior Recital (MUA 498)
Large Conducted Ensembles (4 x 1) (MUA 399)
Ensembles (3 x 1) (MUA3 9_)
Introduction to Music Literature (MU 100)
Introduction to Music Technology (MU 106)
Music Theory (MU 201 , 202, 301)
Musicianship Skills (MU 203, 204, 303)
Music History I and II (MU 311,312 )
Conducting (MU 325)
Additional Music Education Emphasis Courses: 21
16
Secondary Instrument:
Studio Instruction in Brass/Woodwind (3 x 1) (MUA 161
or MUA 171)
Studio Instruction in Strings (MUA 141 or MUA 151)
Studio Instruction in Percussion (MUA 181)
Choral/Instrumental Directed Observation (MUE 321)
Musical Materials of the Modem Era (MU 302)
Form and Analysis (MU 401)
Orchestration (MU 416)
Advance d Conducting (MU 425)
Teaching General Music (MUE 328)
Organizing and Directing Instrumental Groups in Secondary
School (MUE 429)
Piano Proficiency Exam
Education
32
32
Introduction to Education Practicu m (ED 301)
Foundat ions of Education in the United States (ED 305)
Educational Psychology (ED 308)
Classroo m and Behavio r Manage ment (ED 309)
Teaching the Exceptional Child (EDC 301)
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Instructional Strategies: Dimensions of Leaming for K-12
Students (EDC 311)
Teaching Reading in the Content Area (ED 408)
Foundations of Educational Evaluation (ED 410)
Senior Seminar in Education (ED 490)
P-12 Internship (Music) (ED 499)
70
150
TOTAL HOURS:
Music Minor
Students may select music as a supportive minor to their major discipline. A total of
27 hours of music are necessary (11 hours upper-level), including the following
courses:
Upper Level Credits
Credits
4
Studio Instruction (4 x 1) (MUA 1-1)
3 (include in GER)
Intro to Music Literature (MU 100)
1
106)
Introduction to Music Technology (MU
3
201)
Music Theory I (MU
1
Musicianship Skills I (MU 203)
3
Music Theory II (MU 202)
1
Musicianship Skills II (MU 204)
3
3
Music Theory III (MU 301)
1
1
303)
(MU
Musicianship Skills III
3
3
312)
(MU
II
Music
of
History
4
4
Ensemble (4 x l)(MUA 39_)
11
27
Total Credit Hours
Music Technology Minor
Students may select music technology as a supportive minor for computer
engineering, electrical engineering and computer science. The music technology
minor includes the following courses:
Upper Level Credits
Credits
in GER)
(include
3
100)
(MU
Literature
Intro to Music
Introduction to Music Technology (MU 106) 1
3
Music Theory I (MU 201)
1
Musicianship Skills I (MU 203)
3
Music Theory II (MU 202)
1
Musicianship Skills II (MU 204)
3
3
Music Technology (MU 306)
Studio Instruction in Music Tech (3 x l)
3
3
(MUA40_)
3
3
Internship in Music Tech (MU 406)
2
2
)
(MUA39_
Ensemble (2 x 1)
11
23
Total Credit Hours
Music for Second Area of Study for Elementary Education
Teacher Education Candidates
Students majoring in elementary education may select music as their second area of
study. See major requirements in Education section. 16 hours in music are required:

Liberal Ans
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Studio Instruction or Ensembles (4 x 1)
Intro to Music Literature (MU 100)
Introduction to Music Theory (MU 101)
Music Theory I (MU 201)
Musicianship Skills I (MU 203)
Teaching General Music (MUE 328)
Total Credit Hours

Credits
Upper Level Credits
4
3 (include in GER)
3 (include in GER)
3
1
3
3
16
3

. Music (MU)
100 Introduction to Music Literature
(3 hrs)
Basic music appreciation. Exploration of ideas and issues in various types of western
music through reading, listening, and discussion. Offered every semester.
101 Introduction to Music Theory
(3 hrs)
Basic music presented in a practical way for students who have little or no musical
training. Mechanical aspects of music-clefs, notation, scales, intervals, and rhythm
with some aural skills, and practice in writing and harmonizing melodies. For
students who expect to major or minor in music, this course may not be taken for
degree credit. Offered summer and fall semesters only.
102 Introduction to World Music
(3 hrs)
Exploration of ideas and issues in various types of non-western music through
reading, listening, and discussion. Includes optional travel abroad. Offered summer
semesters only.
106 Introduction to Music Technology
(1 hr)
Introduction to computer sound options, with an overview of computer-assisted
instruction in music, an introduction to music sequencing and digital audio software,
and an in-depth tutorial in music notation. Offered fall semesters only.
201 Theory of Music I
(3 hrs)
Fundamentals of basic musicianship through practical as well as theoretical studies.
Development of skills in written harmony and analysis. Appropriate Musicianship
Skills (e.g. MU 203) to be taken concurrently throughout theory program.
Prerequisite: approval of instructor or department chair. Offered spring semesters
only.
202 Theory of Music II
(3 hrs)
Continuation of MU 201. Prerequisites: MU 201 and 203. Offered fall semesters
only.
203 Musicianship Skills I
(1 hr)
To be taken concurrently with MU 201 and designed to complement written studies.
Exercises in sight singing using solfege, numbers or other systems. Basic conducting
patterns, rhythmic execution and melodic, harmonic, and rhythmic dictation.
Prerequisite: approval of instructor or department chair. Offered spring semesters
only.
204 Musicianship Skills II
(1 hr)
Continuation of MU 203. Prerequisites: MU 201 and 203 . Offered fall semesters
only.
205 Jazz Theory
(2 hrs)
This course serves as an introduction to the theoretical analysis of jazz harmony, with
an emphasis on styles from the bebop era and later. Prerequisite: MU 201 . Offered
every other fall semester only.
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301 Theory of Music III

(3 hrs)

Continuation of studies on a more advanced basis than MU 201-202. Prerequisites:
MU 202 and 204. Offered spring semesters only.

302 Musical Materials of the Modern Era

(3 hrs)

Systems of tonal organization, compositional procedures, terminology, and
analytical methods that relate to music since 1900. Prerequisites: MU 301 and 303.
Offered every other fall semester only.

303 Musicianship Skills III

(1 hr)

Continuation of MU 204. Prerequisites: MU 202 and 204. Offered spring semesters
only.

306 Music Technology

(3 hrs)

An exploration of music technology hardware and software, including an overview
of acoustics, MIDI and digital audio data structures, and an introduction to
multimedia authoring. Prerequisites: MU 106 and EE 100. Offered every other
spring semester only.

311 History of Music I

(3 hrs)

Development of music as an art in western civilization to 1750. Representative
musical works and style. Understanding of musical concepts in view of their
historical background. Prerequisites: MU 100 and 301, or approval of instructor.
Offered fall semesters only.

312 History of Music II

(3 hrs)

Music as an art in western civilization from 1750 to the present. Formal and stylistic
problems through representative works and an understanding of musical concepts in
light of their historical and general cultural context. Prerequisites: MU 100 and 301,
or approval of the instructor. Offered spring semesters only.

316 History and Appreciation of Jazz

(3 hrs)

This course is designed to explore the history and development of jazz as an art form,
from its origins as popular music to its evolution into an " Art Music." Improvisation
will be explained and explored in the context of the different styles of jazz. The
course will focus on understanding through listening to jazz. Prerequisite: MU 100.
Offered every other spring semester only.

317 Jazz Arranging

(2 hrs)

This course provides the student with instruction in arranging for small and large
jazz ensembles, both instrumental and vocal. Prerequisite: MU 205. Offered every
other spring semester only.

320 Piano Pedagogy

(2 hrs)

Materials, techniques, and practices in teaching beginners and students through
lower advanced grades of piano. Practical experience. Prerequisite: approval of
instructor. Offered upon demand.

322 Diction for Singers

(1 hr)

Intended as an overview for vocal and choral students who wish to learn the diction
requirements for singing in Latin, Italian, German, French and English. Prerequisite:
MUA 111 or permission of the instructor. Offered every other fall semester only.

325 Conducting

(2 hrs)

Basic techniques of choral and instrumental conducting. Prerequisites: MU 301 or
approval of instructor. Offered fall semesters only.

330 Music Composition

(1 hr)

This course is designed to develop the individual composition skills of each student
through the creation of new works, preparation of score and parts in a professional
manner, and exposure to contemporary composers and their works. May be repeated
for credit. Prerequisites: MU 301. Offered every semester.
Liberal Arts
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399 Special Topics in Music
(3 hrs)
Special topics in music. Focus and emphasis of topics announ
ced in advance.
Offered upon demand.
401 Form and Analysis
(2 hrs)
Musical forms and analysis. Prerequisites: MU 303 and 312 or
approval of instructor.
Offered every other fall semester only.
406 Internship in Music Technology
(3 hrs)
An internship of nine hours per week working in the music
technology industry.
Prerequisite: MU 306. Offered upon demand.
411 Musicum Practicum
(1 hr)
Courses of study and activity developed by the student and
submitted to music
faculty for approval. Projects to reinforce learning and perform
ance experiences.
May be repeated, but no more than two hours count toward
degree requirements.
Offered upon demand.
416 Orchestration
(2 hrs)
Instruments of the band and orchestra, their ranges, transpositions
, and capabilities.
Practical experience in arranging for instruments. Prerequisite:
MU 302. Offered
every other fall semester only.
420 Piano Literature
(2 hrs)
Music for string keyboard instruments from the pre-pianoforte
period to the present.
Representative works from all periods. Prerequisite: MU 302,
304, 312 or approval
of instructor. Offered upon demand.
425 Advanced Conducting
(2 hrs)
Review of basic conducting patterns. Emphasis on communicatio
n as the role of the
conductor. Detailed score preparation. Prerequisite: MU 325.
Offered every other
spring semester only.
Studio Instruction in Vocal and Instrumental Music (MUA
)
Students must fill out a "Request for Studio Instruction" in the
Music Department
prior to each semester they are enrolled. Transfer students who
plan to take studio
instruction for music credit must demonstrate their level
of proficiency to the
instructor before registration. Instruction varies from 30 to
50 minutes weekly.
Students not intending to major in music should enroll in MUA
111, 121 , 131, 141,
151, 161, 171 , or 181. A special studio instruction fee is charge
d (see course listings).
A performance jury is required at the end of the semester for those
students enrolled
at the 200 and 400 levels. Advancement to the 400 level require
s a minimum of four
semesters at the 200 level and approval of the faculty evalua
ting the performance
jury. The instructor's grade may be raised or lowered to reflect
jury performance.
Non-majors may enroll in 100-level studio instruction as long as
the instructor agrees
that satisfactory progress is made; no jury is necessary. Studen
ts enrolled at the 200
and 400 level must also attend weekly performance classes
. A student may be
excused only with written permission of the department chair.
As a part of studio
instruction, students enrolled at the 200 and 400 level must
attend at least eight
approved concerts a semester; those enrolled at the 100 level
must attend four.
Prerequisites : Prerequisites for each studio course include approv
al of the instructor.

Numbering System. Courses at the 200 and 400 level are for music
majors' principal
instrument. Courses at the 100 level are open to all students
with approval of the
instructor.
111 Studio Instruction in Voice
(1 hr)
For non-music majors , music minors, and music majors'
secondary instrument.
Studio instruction fee: $70.
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(1 hr)
121 Studio Instruction in Organ
instrument.
ry
seconda
majors'
music
and
minors,
music
majors,
ic
For non-mus
Studio instruction fee: $70.
(1 hr)
130 Piano Class
ship.
musician
basic
and
Techniques of performance, note reading,
(1 hr)
131 Studio Instruction in Piano
instrument.
ry
seconda
majors'
music
and
minors,
music
majors,
ic
For non-mus
Studio instruction fee: $70.
(1 hr)
140 Beginning Guitar Class
have had
who
students
for
on
instructi
The course objective is to provide basic guitar
posture,
reading,
note
cover
will
course
The
guitar.
the
little or no experience playing
iate
intermed
to
simple
and
scales,
s,
arpeggio
simple
patterns,
ng
chords, strummi
solo playing.
(1 hr)
141 Studio Instruction in Guitar
instrument.
ry
seconda
'
majors
music
and
For non-music majors, music minors,
Studio instruction fee: $70.
(1 hr)
151 Studio Instruction in Strings
instrument.
ry
seconda
majors'
music
and
minors,
music
majors,
ic
For non-mus
Studio instruction fee : $70.
(1 hr)
161 Studio Instruction in Woodwinds
instrument.
ry
seconda
majors'
music
and
minors,
For non-music majors, music
$70.
Studio instruction fee:
(1 hr)
171 Studio Instruction in Brass
instrument.
ry
seconda
For non-music majors, music minors, and music majors'
Studio instruction fee: $70.
(1 hr)
181 Studio Instruction in Percussion
instrument.
ry
seconda
majors'
music
and
minors,
music
For non-music majors,
$70.
fee:
on
Studio instructi
(1.5 hrs)
211/411 Studio Instruction in Voice
$90.
fee:
on
For music majors' principal instrument. Studio instructi
(1.5 hrs)
221/421 Studio Instruction in Organ
$90.
fee:
on
instructi
Studio
nt.
instrume
l
For music majors' principa
(1.5 hrs)
231/431 Studio Instruction in Piano
For music majors ' principal instrument. Studio instruction fee: $90.
(1.5 hrs)
241/441 Studio Instruction in Guitar
$90.
fee:
on
instructi
Studio
nt.
For music majors ' principal instrume
(1.5 hrs)
251/451 Studio Instruction in Strings
$90.
fee:
on
instructi
Studio
nt.
instrume
l
principa
majors'
For music
(1.5 hrs)
261/461 Studio Instruction in Woodwinds
$90.
fee:
on
For music majors' principal instrument. Studio instructi
(1.5 hrs)
271/471 Studio Instruction in Brass
$90.
fee:
on
instructi
Studio
nt.
instrume
l
For music majors' principa
(1.5 hrs)
281/481 Studio Instruction in Percussion
For music majors ' principal instrument. Studio instruction fee : $90.
(1 hr)
401/402/403 Studio Instruction in Music Technology
majors and
gy
technolo
music
in
enrolled
Three-semester sequence for students
editing,
and
creation
sound
MIDI,
in
projects
al
minors. Students will create individu
r.
instructo
of
on
permissi
and
306
MU
site:
and multimedia. Prerequi
(1.5 hrs)
498 Senior Recital
on the primary
on
instructi
The Senior Recital represents the final semester of studio
emphasis,
ance
perform
the
pursuing
instrument for all music majors except those
of
minimum
a
include
must
recital
The
juniors.
as
who typically perform this recital
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30 minutes of music . The student must pass a recital jury
at least two weeks before
the scheduled recital performance. Prerequisites: Departmenta
l permission plus one
of the following: MUA 411 , 421 , 431 , 441,451 , 461,471,
or 481. Studio instruction
fee : $90.
499 Performance Emphasis Recital
(1.5 hrs)
For music majors pursuing the performance emphasis
only. The Performance
Emphasis Recital represents the final semester of studio
instruction on the primary
instrument for music majors pursuing the performance empha
sis. The recital must
include a minimum of 60 minutes of music. The student
must pass a recital jury at
least two weeks before the scheduled recital perfor
mance . Prerequisites:
Departmental Permission, MUA 498, and two semesters
of one of the following:
MUA411 , 421,4 31 , 441 , 451 , 461,4 71,48 1. Studio instruc
tion fee: $90.
Studio Instruction in Jazz (MUJ)
Students must fill out a "Request for Studio Instruction"
in the Music Department
prior to each semester they are enrolled. Transfer students
who plan to take studio
instruction in jazz for music credit must demonstrate their
level of proficiency to the
instructor before registration. Instruction varies from 30
to 50 minutes weekly.
Students not intending to major in music should enroll in
MUJ 131 , 141, 151 , 161,
171, or 181. A special studio instruction fee is charged
(see course listings). A
performance jury is required at the end of the semester for
those students enrolled at
the 200 level. The instructor's grade may be raised or
lowered to reflect jury
performance. Non-majors may enroll in 100-level studio
instruction as long as the
instructor agrees that satisfactory progress is made; no jury
is necessary. Students
enrolled at the 200 level must also attend weekly performance
classes. A student may
be excused only with written permission of the department
chair. As a part of studio
instruction, students enrolled at the 200 level must attend
at least eight approved
concerts a semester; those enrolled at the 100 level must attend
four. Prerequisites:
Prerequisites for each studio course include approval of the
instructor.

Numbering System. Courses at the 200 level are for music
majors with an emphasis
in jazz. Courses at the 100 level are open to all studen
ts with approval of the
instructor.
131 Jazz Studio Instruction in Piano
(1 hr)
For non-music majors, music minors, and music majors
' secondary instrument.
Studio instruction fee: $70.
141 Jazz Studio Instruction in Guitar
(1 hr)
For non-music majors , music minors, and music major
s' secondary instrument.
Studio instruction fee: $70.
151 Jazz Studio Instruction in Bass
(1 hr)
For non-music majors, music minors, and music major
s' secondary instrument.
Studio instruction fee: $70.
161 Jazz Studio Instruction in Woodwinds
(1 hr)
For non-music majors, music minors, and music majors
' secondary instrument.
Studio instruction fee: $70.
171 Jazz Studio Instruction in Brass
(1 hr)
For non-music majors , music minors, and music majors
' secondary instrument.
Studio instruction fee: $70.
181 Jazz Studio Instruction in Percussion
(1 hr)
For non-music majors , music minors, and music major
s' secondary instrument.
Studio instruction fee : $70.
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(1.5 hrs)
231 Jazz Studio Instruction in Piano
$90.
fee:
ion
For music majors' principal instrument. Studio instruct
(1.5 hrs)
241 Jazz Studio Instruction in Guitar
$90.
:
fee
ion
instruct
Studio
ent.
instrum
al
For music majors ' princip
(1.5 hsr)
251 Jazz Studio Instruction in Bass
$90.
fee:
For music majors' principal instrument. Studio instruction
(1.5 hrs)
261 Jazz Studio Instruction in Woodwinds
$90.
fee:
ion
instruct
Studio
ent.
For music majors ' principal instrum
(1.5 hrs)
271 Jazz Studio InstrucHon in Brass
$90.
fee:
ion
For music majors ' principal instrument. Studio instruct
(1.5 hrs)
281 Jazz Studio Instruction in Percussion
$90.
fee:
ion
instruct
Studio
ent.
instrum
For music majors' principal
(2 hrs)
301 Jazz Improvisation I
isation.
improv
jazz
This course provides the student with an introduction to
(2 hrs)
302 Jazz Improvisation II
improvisation.
jazz
in
ion
instruct
d
advance
with
This course provides the student
or.
instruct
of
ion
permiss
or
301
Prerequisites: MUJ
(0.5 hr)
396 Jazz Chamber Ensembles
selected small
for
le
availab
e
literatur
Discussion, evaluation, and performance of
or.
instruct
of
al
jazz combos. Prerequisite: Approv
(1.5 hrs)
498 Senior Jazz Recital
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The
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the
g
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music
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the
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of30
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the
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at
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a
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student
minutes of music. The
three
and
ion
scheduled recital performance. Prerequisites: Departmental Permiss
281. Studio
semesters of one of the following: MUJ 231, 241, 251 , 261, 271,
instruction fee: $90.
Ensembles (MUA)
les require an
The UAH music ensembles are open to all students; some ensemb
minors, and
and
majors
audition. Ensemble participation is essential for all music
semester
each
le
ensemb
iate
appropr
music majors are expected to participate in an
ents.
the student is enrolled for degree requirem
(1 hr)
390 UAH Choir
s by audition.
student
all
to
Open
re.
repertoi
choral
serious
the
singing
Mixed voices
Required attendance at rehearsals and performances.
(0.5 hr)
391 Chamber Choir
Required
music.
porary
contem
and
early
in
zing
Solo-ensemble performance speciali
ances.
perform
attendance at rehearsals and
(0.5 hr)
392 Tenor-Bass Chorale
music are
popular
and
al
A non-auditioned choir for tenor and bass voices. Classic
ances.
perform
and
als
rehears
at
included in the repertoire. Required attendance
(0.5 hr)
393 Women's Choir
and popular
folk,
al,
Classic
ranges.
alto
and
soprano
for
A non-auditioned choir
als and
rehears
at
nce
attenda
d
Require
re.
repertoi
this
of
ents
music are the compon
performances.
(0.5 hr)
394 University Chorale
s. Required
student
all
to
Open
re.
Mixed voices singing the serious choral repertoi
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percussion and vocal ensembles. Prerequisite: Approval of instructor.
398 Jazz Ensemble
(1 hr)
Open to all students by audition with the director. Provides the participant with
opportunities to perform a wide variety of jazz styles in varied settings. Required
attendance at rehearsals and performances.
399 UAH Wind Ensemble
(1 hr)
Preparation of the finest literature for wind ensemble and concert band. Open to all
students by audition with the conductor. Required attendance at rehearsals and
performances.
Music Education (MUE)
321 Choral/Instrumental Directed Observation
(1 hr)
In this course, music education students will observe band or choral programs outside
their primary area: choral students in an instrumental program and instrumental
students in a choral program. The student will observe and assist the band or choir
director, gaining an experience in working with ensembles outside the student's
primary area. Prerequisites: MU 325. Offered upon demand.
328 Teaching General Music
(3 hrs)
Materials and methods. Emphasis on developing teaching competencies in general
music, with an emphasis on the elementary school level. Prerequisites: MU 301.
Offered fall semesters only.
428 Vocal/Choral Methods for Secondary Schools
(3 hrs)
Includes basic principles of breathing, posture, and resonance. Diction guidelines for
Latin, Italian, German, and French; repertoire for both vocal and choral students;
organizational methods for leading choral programs; rehearsal techniques ; classroom
management skills. Prerequisites: MUE 326, 327, MU 425, or permission of
instructor. Offered every other spring semester only.
429 Organizing and Directing Instrumental Groups in
Secondary School
(3 hrs)
Repertoire , procedures for administering and teaching school bands, orchestras and
instrumental ensembles. Prerequisites: MUE 326, 327, 425 or permission of
instructor. Offered every other spring semester only.

Philosophy Department
332 Morton Hall
Telephone (256) 824-6555
Email: philos@uah.edu
Professors Cling (Chair), Martine; Associate Professors, Heikes, Wilkerson; Assistant
Professor Jones.
Mission
The chief concern of the UAR Department of Philosophy is to promote the critical
evaluation of the fundamental assumptions that structure the range of human
experiences. Questions concerning the nature and extent of knowledge , the character
of reality, the foundation s of value, and the distinction between correct and incorrect
reasoning can only be considered in a disciplined and responsible fashion by moving
beyond an uncritical acceptance of "common sense" beliefs and mere opinions. It is
the special province of philosophy to articulate these assumptions, to evaluate them,
and to propose and defend alternatives , where necessary. Philosophy examines
influential historical and contemporary positions on these assumptions and the
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problems they raise, and promotes the development and refinement of the skills
necessary to address them responsibly. This kind of critical reflection is recognized
as a crucial responsibility of UAH in its mission statement. As a result, the work of
the faculty of the Philosophy Department has a direct and immediate effect upon the
university's ability to succeed in its fundamental mission to "foster creative and
critical thinking, clear communication, a respect for knowledge and the pursuit of
truth, and an engagement in the challenge and pleasure of a lifetime of learning."
Moreover, the success of a democratic society depends upon the ability of its citizens
and leaders to participate in an informed and serious debate about the issues around
which the philosophy curriculum is structured.
Our primary goal is to educate our students in ways that enable them both to
understand and to accept their responsibilities as citizens and future leaders and to
succeed in their professional lives in any of the various areas for which undergraduate
education in philosophy prepares them. Since this goal can only be attained by a
faculty that is actively engaged in philosophical inquiry, it is also our goal to promote
the active development and dissemination of high-quality research. We therefore
expect every member of the department to be actively engaged in the production and
publication of original philosophical works. The Department also takes seriously its
service responsibilities to the community and therefore promotes educational
activities and programs for the university and larger community.
Philosophy Major
Students majoring in philosophy must complete a minimum of 30 semester hours in
philosophy with at least 21 hours at the 300-level or above. The following courses are
required of all philosophy majors: PHL 201, 202, 301, 302, 395, and any one chosen
from PHL 401, 402, or 403. Philosophy majors must also complete a minor
consisting of a minimum of 18 hours in a single discipline (with other requirements
as specified by the minor department) or a minimum of 21 semester hours in a
cognate area of closely related courses approved by the Philosophy Department, with
12 of these hours at the 300-level or above. Students are advised to officially declare
a major and to obtain a Program of Study by the beginning of the sophomore year, if
not before. Students may initiate the Program of Study either by meeting with the
departmental chair (Morton Hall, Room 325) or the College of Liberal Arts Academic
Advisor (Morton Hall, Room 216)
Philosophy Minor
Students minoring in philosophy must complete at least 21 semester hours in
philosopliy including PHL 201 and 202. Recommendations concerning which
courses might best complement a student's major and related interests are available
from the philosophy faculty upon request. Appropriate philosophy courses may also
be used as part of a program of cognate studies with other disciplines. Such a program
must include at least 12 semester hours in courses numbered 300 or above.
Philosophy (PHL)

(3 hrs)
101 Introduction to Philosophy
Introduction to philosophical reflection focusing upon central problems in each of the
major branches of the western tradition: metaphysics, epistemology and axiology.
(3hrs)
201 Introduction to Logic
reasoning.
informal
and
formal
Methodology of correct
{3hrs)
202 Introduction to Ethics
Major ethical positions in both classical and modem thought. The course will include
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a consideration of case studies drawn from practi
cal contexts in engineering,
medicine and other areas.
301 Ancient Philosophy
(3hrs)
Survey of classical philosophy from the Pre-Socratics
through Aristotle. Prerequisite :
PHL 101 or permission of instructor.
302 Modern Philosophy
(3hrs)
Survey of the British and Continental traditions
from Descartes through Kant.
Prerequisite: PHL 101 or permission of instructor.
303 Contemporary Philosophy
(3hrs)
Exam ination of some of the most important trends
in late nineteenth and twentieth
century thought. Prerequisite : PHLl 0 1 or permission
of instructor.
310 Philos phy of Art
(3 hrs)
Major aesthetic theories of the western tradition,
with emphasis on the relation
between artistic and discursive expression. Prerequisite
: PHL 101 or permission of
instructor.

311 Philosophy of Science
(3 hrs)
Critical assessment of the historical and logical
foundations of the natural and
theoretical sciences. Prerequisite : PHL 101 or permi
ssion of instructor.
312 American Philosophy
(3 hrs)
Survey of American thought with emphasis upon the
development of pragmatism in
the work of Peirce , James , and Dewey. Prerequisite
: PHL 101 or permission of
instructor.
314 Philosophy of Eastern and Western Religions
(3 hrs)
Philosophical examination of eastern and western religio
us thought. Central tenets of
some of the following traditions will be discus
sed: Buddhism, Chris tianity,
Confucianism, Hinduism, Islam , Judaism, Taoism. Topic
s include: the roles of reason
and faith in the religious life, proofs for the existence
of God, the nature of God or
the Absolute, mysticism, religious accounts of huma
n nature or the self. Prerequisite:
PHL 101 or permission of instructor.
316 Philosophy of Mind
(3 hrs)
The problem of the nature of mind, including consc
iousness, and its relationship to
the physical world has been a perennial concern of
phi1 osophy. This concern has
gained new importance and focus as a result of recen
t developments in psychology,
biology, and computer science. This course examines
a range of models, theories, and
arguments concerning the nature of mind and its relatio
nship to the physical world.
320 Symbolic Logic
(3 hrs)
Symbolic deductive logic, including propositional calcul
us (truth-functional logic) ,
predicate calculus (propositional functions and quant
ification), and the logic of
relations. Prerequisite : PHL201 .
330 Classical Political Philosophy
(3 hrs)
(Formerly PHL 316) Careful analysis of the roots
of political inquiry in selected
works of ancient and medieval political philosopher
s such as Socrates, Plato,
Aristotle, Cicero, Augustine and Aquinas. Major theme
s include the search for the
just social order, the proper relationship between the
citizen and the state, and other
fundamental concepts of western political institutions.
(Same as PSC 330.)
332 Modern Political Philosophy
(3 hrs)
(Formerly PHL 317) Critical examination of the
philosophical foundations for
modem politics that emerged from the 15th throug
h the 19th century in western
Europe. Major themes and theorists include the
concepts of individual rights ,
property, representation, majority rule, limited gover
nment, and revolution discussed
in selected writings of Machiavelli, Hobbes, Locke,
Rousseau, and J.S. Mill among
others. (Same as PSC 332.)
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Political Science Department
250 Morton Hall
Telephone: (256) 824-6192
Email: polsci@uah.edu
(Chair) , Pottenger,
Professors Emeriti Meek, Spitz; Associate Professors Hawk
Reeves , Williams, Assistant Professor Shoupe.
Mission
of Sociology and
The Department of Political Science, along with the Departments
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curriculum provides a major and a minor in traditional politic
al science with courses
offered on American government, comparative politic
s, international relations,
political theory, and American law. The department also offers
a graduate program in
public affairs. Faculty members are committed to effecti
ve teaching, active public
service, and both traditional and applied scholarship.
The Department of Political Science offers the Bachelor
of Arts in political science
and the Master of Arts in public affairs .
Political science is the study of government, governance,
politics, and the state. The
major sub-fields of the discipline include political
theory and philosophy,
international relations, foreign governments and compa
rative politics, public law,
research methods, public policy, and American politics. The
latter includes national,
state, and local political institutions and processes, federalism,
and intergovernmental
relations.
General Education Requirements
PSC 101 (American Government), PSC 102 (Comparative
Politics and Foreign
Governments), and PSC 260 (Introduction to Internationa
l Relations) are the courses
that may be used to fulfill General Education Requiremen
ts (GER).
Political Science Major
Students wishing to major in political science must compl
ete a minimum of 33
semester hours in political science, including:
PSC 101 - American Government
PSC 102 - Comparative Politics and Foreign Government
s
PSC 103 - State and Local Government
PSC 260 - Introduction to International Relations
PSC 330 - Classical Political Philosophy or
PSC 332 - Mode m Political Philosophy
PSC 484 - Senior Seminar in Political Science (during the
junior or senior
year)
In addition, each political science major must complete SOC
333 or PY 300.
Students with a major in political science must choose either
a minor from another
discipline or 21 hours of cognate studies involving course
s from two or more
disciplines, of which 12 hours must be in upper level course
s with a minimum of 6
hours from each discipline. Students are advised to officia
lly declare a major and to
obtain a Program of Study by the beginning of the sopho
more year, if not before.
Students may initiate a Program of Study by meeting with
the College of Liberal Arts
Advisor (Morton Hall 216). A Political Science Academic
Advisor will be assigned
to the student and will meet with her or him in the Progra
m of Study development
process. Transfer students are advised to consult with the
chair of the department
before scheduling courses. Guidelines for curriculum planni
ng in political science are
available in the department office. These guidelines are
designed to consider such
intellectual and vocational interests as pre-law training, intern
ational studies, public
service, and preparation for graduate study.
Political Science Minor
The student choosing a minor in political science must take
21 hours of course work
including PSC 101, 102 and 484 (during the junior or senior
year).
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Second Area of Study for Elementary Education Majors
PSC 101 - American Government
PSC 102 - Comparative Politics and Foreign Governments
PSC 103 - State and Local Government
PSC 484 - Senior Seminar
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emerged from the 15th through the 19th century in western Europe. Major themes
and theorists include the concepts of individual rights, property, representation,
majority rule, limited government, and revolution discussed in selected writings of
Machiavelli, Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau, and J.S. Mill among others. Prerequisite: 9
hours of PSC, PHL and/or HY. (Same as PHL 332.)
(3 hrs)
334 American Political Thought
In-depth study of theorists, concepts, and forces that have shaped American political
values from the founding of the republic to the present. Major themes include the
relationship between liberty and equality, rights and democracy, and industrialization
and the public good. Prerequisite: PSC 101.
340 Government and Politics of Industrializing &
(3 hrs)
Post Industrial Countries
Examination of selected advanced industrialized countries and countries that have
significant influence on the developed world. Themes will vary but will generally
include presidential and parliamentary forms of democracy, political parties and
mass participation, and the role of the government in the economy. Prerequisite: PSC
101 ; 102 recommended.
(3 hrs)
341 Government and Politics of Modernizing Countries
Examination of selected nations in Latin America, Asia, the Middle East, and Africa
which are undergoing political and economic modernization. Themes will vary but
will generally include the role of democracy in development, political
institutionalization, and the roles of religion and ethnicity. Prerequisite: PSC 101 ;
102 recommended.
(3 hrs)
416 Alabama & Southern Politics
Surveys the government and politics of Alabama and provides an overview of the
political culture in the American South. Prerequisite: PSC 101.
(3 hrs)
418 Urban Politics
Examination of urban politics in America with attention given to urban problems,
urban environment, governmental forms, power structures, and policy outputs.
Prerequisite: PSC 101 , 103; PSC 306 recommended.
(3 hrs)
420 Federalism and Intergovernmental Relations
Examination of the theory and practice of American federalism with emphasis on
the constitutional framework, intergovernmental relations and the changing roles of
state and local governments.
(3 hrs)
436 Political Ideologies
Critical examination of the nature of modern ideologies. Among the major ideologies
studied will be important examples of conservatism, liberalism, socialism and
communism.
(3 hrs)
438 Contemporary Political Thought
Systematic study of recent and current thinking on issues and problems of politics,
social theory, and ethics with special attention to the philosophical dimension of
these issues and problems: 9 hours PSC, PHL, and /or HY. (Same as PHL 438)
(3 hrs)
452 American Constitutional Law
Policy-making role of the Supreme Court in the American political system through
analysis ofleading cases in interpreting the constitution. Prerequisite: PSC 101 ; 351
recommended.
(3 hrs)
454 Civil Liberties
Judicial interpretations of contemporary questions involving rights of individuals
and limits of freedom of action in American society. Prerequisite: PSC 101 ; 351
and/or HY 318 recommended.
(3 hrs)
464 American Foreign Policy
Institutions, processes, interests and personalities affecting the formation of
American foreign policy. Prerequisite: PSC 101 ; 102 recommended.
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468 United States National Security Policy
(3 hrs)
Examination of the substance and decision making processes behind the national
security policies of the United States. Includes a discussion of the historical rationale
of the policy as well as the current military, economic, technological, and social
challenges confronting the country. Prerequisite: PSC 101; 102, 260 recommended.
480 Advanced Topics in Political Science
(3 hrs)
Selected topics in local, state, national and world politics. May be repeated for up to
6 hours credit. Prerequisite: permission of the department chair.
484 Senior Seminar in Political Science
(3 hrs)
Advanced examination into the subfields of political science offered by the
department. May be repeated with different faculty for up to 6 hours credit.
Prerequisites: PSC 101 , advanced status in political science.
495 Internship in Government
(1-6 hrs)
Undergraduates may receive from 1 to 6 hours of academic credit for an internship
with local, state, or federal governmental agencies. Students must attend internship
seminars, keep a log of activities, and submit a report on their internship.

Psychology Department
335 Morton Hall
Telephone: (256) 824-6191
Email: psychol@uah.edu
Professors Kirkpatrick, Carpenter (Chair); Associate Professor Neuschatz; Assistant
Professors Morris, Seemann, Torres.
The Department of Psychology offers the B.A. and M.A. degrees in psychology.
Psychology is an exciting and interesting scientific field that concerns why people
think and behave the way they do. It is a tremendously varied field and a discipline
with a bright and promising future. Though relatively young, psychology is an
expansive discipline that incorporates topics from other disciplines such as biology,
business, engineering, and education. Studying psychology requires students to solve
problems, reason verbally and quantitatively, organize material, think critically,
communicate clearly, and work effectively with others. At UAH, the psychology
department is small and very student-centered. Students may take courses in clinical,
experimental, social, developmental, cognitive, perceptual, biological, engineering,
industrial, and animal psychology. In particular, students are required to gain an
appreciation of the methods and tools used by psychologists to perform research. Our
capstone course in supervised research allows majors to demonstrate those skills
working with individual faculty members.

Mission
The focus of the Department of Psychology is threefold: teaching, scholarship, and
service. Consequently, the mission of the department centers upon development of
students, development of faculty and scholarly activities, and service to scholarly
and professional societies as well as to appropriate communities, including those
within UAH.
The Department of Psychology supports the Mission of the College of Liberal Arts
in a variety of ways. We provide close interactions between teachers and learners in
our seminar courses, as well as in our research courses and internship opportunities.
The Department of Psychology encourages personal and professional growth in its
Liberal Ans
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promotion of students' career exploration, knowledge acquisition, skill development
(i.e., critical thinking, technical writing, oral communication, and statistical
analyses), and valuation of diversity.
Psychology Major
The program of study for a psychology major includes 35 hours of psychology with
at least 26 hours numbered 300 or above. In addition, the psychology major must be
accompanied by a minor that meets the requirements designated by the selected
discipline. Course work required for the major is specified below in Curriculum for
Majors. Students planning to major in psychology are advised to 1) read and follow
prerequisite requirements (see Prerequisites), and 2) complete PY 101 , PY 102, PY
300, and PY 302 no later than the sophomore year.

Students are advised to officially declare a major and to obtain a Program of Study
by the beginning of the sophomore year, if not before. Students may initiate the
Program of Study either by meeting with the departmental chair (Morton Hall, Room
335) or the College of Liberal Arts Academic Advisor (Morton Hall, Room 216).
Psychology Minor
A minor in psychology consists of21 hours of psychology courses of which 12 hours
must be numbered 300 or above. Course work required for the minor is specified
below in Curriculum for Minors.
Psychology for Students Seeking Teacher Certification
Students desiring certification should obtain preliminary academic counseling in the
Department of Education. A student majoring in elementary education may choose
psychology as the Second Area of Study for Elementary Education Teacher
Candidates. Course work required for a second area of study for elementary
education majors is specified below in Second Area of Study for Elementary
Education Majors. Certification requirements can be found in the Department of
Education section. Curricula which include teacher certification may require more
than the minimum total of 128 hours for the degree.
Prerequisites
All psychology courses numbered 200 and above require satisfactory completion of
PY 101 and most require PY 102. Prior to enrollment in PY 302, a student must
complete PY 300, Psychological Statistics. PY 302 should be taken prior to
enrollment in any Group A courses. Preferably, courses numbered at the 400 level
should not be taken prior to the senior year; in no case should a student enroll in these
courses until the last semester of the junior year.
Curriculum for Majors
Required:
PY 101 General Psychology
PY 102 Applications in Psychology
PY300 Psychological Statistics
PY 302*Experimental Psychology
PY 498 Human Research I
Two courses from Group A (See below)
Two courses from Group B (See below)
Elective 300-level or above
Elective
*PY 300 is a prerequisite for PY 302.
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3 hrs
4 hrs
4 hrs
3 hrs
6 hrs
6 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
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Group A:
PY3 l 4 - Learning
PY316 - Perception
PY380 - Cognition
PY 436 - Biological Psychology

Group B:
PY301 - Personality
PY315 - Developmental Psychology
PY375 - Social Psychology
PY433 - Abnormal Psychology

Curriculum for Minors
PY 101 General Psychology
PY 102 Applications in Psychology
One course from Group A (See above)
One course from Group B (See above)
PY electives (6 hours must be 300-level or above)

3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
9 hrs
21 hrs

Curricula for Students Seeking Teacher Certification
Second Area of Study for Elementary Education Majors
PY l O1 General Psychology
PY l 02 Applications in Psychology
PY314 Learning or Cognition
or 380
PY3 l 5 Developmental Psychology
PY375 Social Psychology
PY301 Personality or Abnormal Psychology
or 433

3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
18 hrs

Social Science Composite for Secondary Education Majors
Students planning to teach psychology in secondary schools will need to complete
the Social Science Composite which includes courses in history, psychology,
sociology, political science, and economics. The psychology courses included in this
composite are PY 101, PY 102, and PY 375. Students seeking certification in
secondary education should contact the Education Department for specific
requirements.
Psychology (PY)

101 General Psychology I
(3 hrs)
This course may be applied to the G.E.R. Introduction to methods and research
findings in the field . Topics include historical perspectives, learning, memory,
cognition, language, the biological and social basis of behavior, sensation,
perception, human development, personality theories, and abnormal behavior.
Students are required to participate in approved experiential activities. These
activities include participating in research studies, attending lectures, reading
psychological literature, and viewing videos. All activities are designed to illustrate
the development, testing, and validation of psychological knowledge . Credit for PY
101 may be obtained by either Advanced Placement or the College Level
Examination Program (CLEP).
102 Applications in Psychology
(3 hrs)
Introduction to applied topics in psychology, such as statistical analysis, counseling,
human factors, health psychology, and industrial and organizational psychology.
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Career opportunities are discussed. Students are required to engage in approved
experiential activities such as participating in current research studies, attending
lectures, reading psychological literature, and viewing videos. All experiences are
designed to illustrate the development, testing, and validation of psychological
knowledge. Prerequisite: PYlOl.
201 Life-Span Development
(3 hrs)
This course may be applied to the G.E.R. Examination of the psychological, social,
and physical factors that affect human behavior and development from conception to
death. The student is encouraged to participate in approved experiential activities,
including participating in research studies, attending lectures, reading psychological
literature, and viewing videos. All activities are designed to illustrate the
development, testing, and validation of psychological knowledge. Prerequisite:
PY 101.
300 Psychological Statistics
(4 hrs)
Introduction to psychological statistics, with an emphasis on quantitative analysis of
human behavior and experimental data. Topics covered include probability,
descriptive statistics, and hypothesis testing with an emphasis on correlation, t-tests,
and analyses of variance. The course will provide students with a working familiarity
of SPSS, and the abilities to analyze experimental data, read and comprehend
published statistics, and write-up statistical results. Prerequisites: 3 hours college
math. Lab fee : $30.
301 Personality
(3 hrs)
Examination of various theories of personality with possible implications for
research. Prerequisites: PY101 , 102 or written permission of the instructor.
302 Experimental Psychology
(4 hrs)
Design and execution of experiments in psychology. Data analysis and manuscript
preparation. Prerequisites: PYl0l , 102 and PY 300 with a grade of "C" or better. Lab
Fee: $30.
314 Learning
(3 hrs)
Analysis of learning principles from simple relationships with animals to the
complexities of human language and problem solving. Prerequisites: PYlOl, 102, or
written permission of the instructor; 3 hrs. PY 300-level or above. PY302 strongly
recommended.
315 Developmental Psychology
(3 hrs)
Cognitive, psychoanalytic, ethological, behavioral, and humanistic theories of
development. Prerequisites: PY 101 and 102 or written permission of the instructor.
316 Perception
(3 hrs)
Examines sensory systems and elements of perception. Topics include vision
research, audition, chemical senses, and body sensations. Prerequisites: PY 101 , 102
or written permission of the instructor, 3 hrs. PY300-level or above. PY302 strongly
recommended.
324 Work Design
(3 hrs)
Introduces the portion of the design process that uses basic principles of methods
analysis and ergonomics to fit a task and workstation to the human operator. Methods
analysis topics include: work measurement, work measurement tools, work
sampling, job analysis, job evaluation, and the development and use of flow and
activity charts for methods improvement. Ergonomics topics include anthropometric
data, workplace design, design of the physical environment, work organization, and
display and control design. Includes laboratory exercises that focus on the
implementation of lean principles. Prerequisite: PY 300. (Same as ISE 324.)
330 Nonverbal Communication
(3 hrs)
Examines the diversity of human nonverbal behavior and its influences on everyday
communication experiences. (Same as CM 330.)
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(3 hrs)
375 Social Psychology
Examination of the social influences on both individual and group behavior. Topics
may include attitudes, group processes, intergroup conflict, interpersonal attraction,
aggression, altruism, and impression formation . Prerequisite: SOC 100 or PY101.
(Same as SOC 375.)
(3 hrs)
380 Cognition
Information processing: how information is acquired, encoded, organized, stored,
and retrieved. This process will be applied to specific areas of psychology such as
language, learning, or personality. Prerequisites: PY 101, 102, or written permission
of the instructor; 3 hrs. PY 300-level or above. PY302 strongly recommended.
(1 hr)
399 Professional Development for Psychology Majors
Development of skills related to graduate work and to occupations in psychology.
Career and internship exploration, resume and graduate application writing, graduate
school exploration. Exposure to work and research related topics, such as teamwork
and ethics. Prerequisites: PY 101 and 102.
Courses listed below are open to students who have completed 15 hours of
psychology.
(3 hrs)
402 Industrial and Organizational Psychology
Application of basic principles of learning, motivation, and perception to typical
industrial and organizational problems. Prerequisite: Senior standing. (Same as ISE
402.)
(3 hrs)
403 Human Factors Psychology
Human performance in human-technology-environment systems. Includes
consideration of human capabilities and limitations as related to controls and
displays, and the role of human cognition in decision making and training
effectiveness. Prerequisite: Senior standing. (Same as ISE 403.)
(3 hrs)
405 Psychopharmacology
Introduction to drug classification and action with emphasis on physiological and
psychological interactions. Prerequisites: 9 hours PY or BYS. (Same as BYS 405.)
(3 hrs)
406 Psychology of Women
Examines theory and research in the psychological functioning of women, both in
the United States and other nations. Topics include achievement and education,
mental and physical health issues, biological influences on women's behavior,
women and work, and victimization of women. Senior standing.
(3 hrs)
407 Cross-cultural Psychology
Examines psychological similarities and differences between members of
industrialized and non-industrialized cultures. Comparisons will include
development, social interaction, personality, cognition, and perception, as well as
psychological health and treatment, work, and acculturation. Senior standing.
(3 hrs)
420 Special Topics
Pre-announced special areas in seminar discussion, laboratory work, or practicum.
May be taken twice for credit.
(3 hrs)
422 Individual Research
With advice of instructor, design and execution of original experiment in
psychology. Prerequisites: 15 hours PY and approval of instructor. May be taken
twice for credit.
(3 hrs)
426 History and Systems in Psychology
Survey of psychological theory and experimentation regarding human behavior and
mental processes from ancient times to the present. Prerequisites: 9 hrs. PY 300-level
or above.
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433 Abnormal Psychology
(3 hrs)
Survey of major psychological approaches to conceptualizing abnormal behavior,
with discussion of present diagnostic categories of psychological disorders.
Prerequisites: PY 101 and 102. PY301 strongly recommended.
434 Psychology and Law
(3 hrs)
This seminar is a survey of the major topics represented in the field of Psychology
and Law. We will focus on how psychological research (across subdisciplines such as
clinical, social, cognitive, and community psychology) can contribute to a better
understanding of issues related to law or legal process, how the legal system can be
informed by the results of psychological research, and how psychological research
can be more reactive to legal issues. Prerequisites: PY 300, PY 302.
436 Biological Psychology
(3 hrs)
Neural and endocrinological systems underlying behavior. Prerequisites (either a or
b): (a) 15 hrs. of PY or approval of instructor; (b) BYS 119 and BYS 120 and 6 hours
of PY or approval of instructor. (Same as BYS 436.)
437 Psychobiology of Stress and mness
(3 hrs)
Overview of physiological stress responses and their influence on health behavior
and illness. Prerequisite: 9 hours PY or BYS.
490 Readings in Psychology
(3 hrs)
Supervised in-depth readings in area of particular interest to student. Prerequisites: 12
hrs. PY 300-level or above and approval of instructor. May be taken twice for credit.
491 Special Topic in Psychology
(1 hr)
Pre-announced special areas in seminar discussion, laboratory work, or practicum.
Prerequisites: 9 hours PY 300-level or above. May be taken twice for credit.
492 Special Topic in Psychology
(2 hrs)
Pre-announced special areas in seminar discussion, laboratory work, or practicum.
Prerequisites: 9 hours PY 300-level or above. May be taken twice for credit.
498 Human Research I
(3 hrs)
Capstone . course for the PY major. Human behavior observation and/or
experimentation. Students engage in data collection and analysis, and report their
findings in a research paper and an oral presentation. Prerequisites: PY 302 with a
grade of "C" or better; 9 hours PY 300-level or above and senior/graduate standing.
Lab Fee: $30. (Offered Fall Semester only)
499 Human Research II
(3 hrs)
Continuation of PY 498. Prerequisite: PY 499 and approval of instructor. Lab Fee:
$30. (Offered Spring Semester only)

Sociology Department
344 Morton Hall
Telephone: (256) 824-6190
Email: soc@uah.edu
www.uah.edu/sociology
Associate Professors: Berbrier (Chair), Colclough, Finley, Sitaraman; Assistant
Professors: Smith.
Sociology is the study of social forces that shape our lives. Sociologists explore
social relations within a wide range of institutions, including the family, education,
religion, the economy, and politics, as well as within groups, communities, and
organizations. The best sociological analyses combine a focus on important details
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with analyses about how the details relate to "the big picture." This is why rigorous
training in sociology can be usefully applied to careers in business, government,
non-profit and charitable organizations, and education: on the one hand our students
can become skilled at research and data analysis, and on the other hand they can
become proficient at interpreting and critically analyzing how these details relate to
the larger issues confronting the organizations in which they are working.

Mission
We are committed to providing all students with the knowledge and skills that derive
from a sociological perspective. Our curriculum encompasses core areas in the
discipline with courses in sociological theory, social inequality, social institutions,
social change and sociological methodology. Students may use the sociological
perspective in pursuing further studies in the discipline, at work in diverse settings,
and as thoughtful and involved members of their communities. Our instructional
mission is enhanced by faculty with active research agendas, who explore a variety
of social processes and apply to these studies a variety of research techniques.
When they bring their expertise to bear on social issues, the faculty also serve the
University and the community at large.
The UAH Department of Sociology offers the B.A. with a major in sociology, a
minor in sociology, and sociology as a Second Area of Study for Elementary
Education Teacher Candidates. In addition to the one-on-one counseling that we
offer, the Department has also produced a series of pamphlets designed to inform
students about sociology, our program at UAH, and current course offerings. These
include:
Why Study Sociology? A Practical Guide.
Career Information for the Sociology Student
Student Advising Guidelines for the Department of Sociology
... and more. They are available free of charge from our office. Please also visit our
website for further information on the department: www.uah.edu/sociology

The Sociology Major
Students who major in sociology must complete 34 hours of sociology courses made
up of required and elective courses:
Required courses (13 hrs):
SOC 100 Introduction to Sociology
SOC 300 Research Methods
SOC 333 Statistics for the Social Sciences (4 hrs)
SOC 465 Sociological Theory
Transfer students only: SOC 106 Marriage & Family
Electives (21 hrs):
9 hours in Sociology courses at any level (6 hours for transfer students)
12 hours in Sociology courses at level 300 or above
Students are advised to officially declare a major and to obtain a Program of Study
by the beginning of the sophomore year. As with all students in the College of
Liberal Arts, our students will initiate the Program of Study through the College of
Liberal Arts Academic Advisor (Morton Hall, Room 216) but they are encouraged
to first consult with the Sociology Department Chair or any member of our faculty
(all located in Morton Hall, Room 344).
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Suggested courses for students planning careers in social services include: SOC 106
(Marriage and Family), SOC 306 (Sociology of Gender), SOC 310 (Sociology of
Childhood), SOC 319 (Deviance and Social Control), SOC 325 (Sociology of
Education) , SOC 330 (Race and Ethnicity), SOC 350 (Class, Status, and Power), SOC
375 (Social Psychology), SOC 435 (Social Movements), and SOC 102 (Social
Problems).
For students planning careers in law or government policy suggested courses include:
SOC 319 (Deviance and Social Control), SOC 350 (Class, Status, and Power), SOC
435 (Social Movements), and SOC 465 (Sociological Theory), and SOC 102 (Social
Problems).
Suggested courses for students planning careers in business include: SOC 455
(Sociology of Work and Occupations), SOC 330 (Race and Ethnicity), SOC 315
(Cultural Change), SOC 350 (Class, Status, and Power), and SOC 430 (Mass Media
in America).
For all others, including those planning to attend graduate school in the field, a broad
variety of courses is advised, and students should consult closely with a faculty
member.
The Sociology Minor
A student developing a minor in sociology with a major in another discipline must
complete 21 hours of sociology courses:
SOC 100 (3 hrs)
6 hours in Sociology courses at any level
12 hours in Sociology courses at level 300 or above
(Sociology courses may also be used in conjunction with courses from other
disciplines to form a cognate area of study. Such a program should be developed with
the advice of the sociology faculty and must be approved by the chair of the student's
major department.)
Sociology as a Second Area of Study for Elementary Education Teacher
Candidates
Students majoring in elementary education may select sociology as their second area
of study. (See requirements in the Department of Education' s section.) Students must
complete a minimum of 18 hours in sociology, 12 of which must be above the 300level. Courses should be chosen with the help of the education advisor and approval
of the chair of the Department of Sociology. The recommended program is:
1. SOC 100 Introduction to Sociology
2. SOC 106 Marriage and Family
3. SOC 325 Sociology of Education
4. 3 additional courses in sociology at the level of 300 or above
(These courses are particularly recommended for future teachers:
soc 306, soc 310, soc 319, soc 330, soc 350, soc 375)
Sociology (SOC)

100 Introduction to Sociology
(3 hrs)
Perspective methods, concepts, and general findings of the sociologist. Historical and
conceptual development of sociology.
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(3 hrs)
200 Introduction to Anthropology
Origin and development of human ways of life with emphasis on cross-cultural
variations in human behavior, belief systems, social institutions, and cultural change.
Note on prerequisites: The sociology courses listed below are open only to
students who have completed SOC 100. With the exception of SOC 333, there
are no other prerequisites (but see recommendations preceding 400-level
courses below).
(3 hrs)
102 Analysis of Social Problems
Sociological interpretation of contemporary social problems as they relate to
significant trends in complex societies.
(3 hrs)
106 Marriage and Family
contemporary
in
function
and
structure
its
The family as a social institution,
societies, dating, marital interaction, life cycle, and socialization process.
(3 hrs)
300 Research Methods
Broad and balanced background in various types of social research methods.
Fundamental logic and specific techniques in conducting research. (An additional
lab fee is assessed for this course).
(3 hrs)
306 Sociology of Gender
An examination of the different perspectives used in the sociological analysis of
gender and of the current research addressing gender stratification. The analysis
includes the institutional consequences of gender construction in the United States
and cross-culturally, as well as the effects on women and men as members of society.
(3 hrs)
310 Sociology of Childhood
Environmental influences on socialization of infants and children. Various family
roles, school, peer group, and culture as they affect the growing child.
(3 hrs)
315 Cultural Change
Critical exploration of the processes of modernization and globalization and their
impact on cultures, economies, and environments of developing societies. Topics
include history and theories of development and case studies that examine the
linkages among gender, class, culture, and development.
(3 hrs)
319 Deviance and Social Control
Examines several approaches to studying deviant behavior and its social control,
with emphasis on the social construction of deviance and societal reactions to it. The
focus is generally on deviation and control in the U.S.
(3 hrs)
325 The Sociology of Education
Education as a social institution; its structure, function, and role in contemporary
life. (Same as ED 325.)
(3 hrs)
330 Race and Ethnicity
Among other issues, examines the historical relationship between race, ethnicity,
and economic class/opportunity; and the social construction of ethnicity and race.
The emphasis is on race and ethnicity in the U.S. with some discussion of
international issues.
(4 hrs)
333 Statistics for the Social Sciences
This course is an introduction to social statistics with an emphasis on quantitative
analysis of survey and census data. Topics covered include descriptive statistics,
random sampling, estimation and hypothesis testing with an emphasis on t-tests, chisquare, correlation and regression. This course will provide students with a working
familiarity of SPSS, analysis of social science data-sets, ability to read and
comprehend published statistics, and write-up statistical results. (An additional lab
fee is assessed for this course). Prerequisite: 3 hours college math.
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340 Special Topics
(1-3 hrs)
Nontraditional topics of current sociological interest.
Title of course and number of
credit hours when offered will appear in course sched
ule along with prerequisites
necessary for admission to course. May be taken more
than once for credit as long as
subtitles differ.
350 Class, Status, and Power
(3 hrs)
Theoretical questions and frameworks for under
standing social stratification.
Comparison of different types of stratification system
s across time and in different
societies.
375 Social Psychology
(3 hrs)
Fundamental principles of group processes, social
influence, and group structure.
Development of group solidarity, cohesion, interg
roup conflict and cooperation,
communication, leadership, opinion, propaganda, and
suggestion. Prerequisite: SOC
100 or PY 101,102. (Same as PY 375.)
390 Readings and Individual Research
(3 hrs)
Supervised readings or in-depth research or both in
area of specialized interest to
student or instructor. Permission of instructor. May
be taken twice for credit with
advisor's approval.
The department strongly recommends that the follow
ing 400-level courses be
reserved for those who have taken several sociology
courses and have junior or
senior standing, or have permission of the instructor.
430 Mass Media in America: Theory and Criticism
(3 hrs)
Mass communication theory, history of American
mass media, and criticism of
contemporary forms and functions of mass media of
communication in the United
States. (Same as CM 430.)
435 Sociology of Social Movements
(3 hrs)
This course explores various organized movements
for social change. Questions
addressed include the origins and causes of such move
ments, the cultural, social and
political contexts that impact movements, how move
ments mobilize people to
become active, and strategies and tactics. Other topics
include organizational factors
and resource mobilization, social networks, collec
tive identity and community
building, social movement framing (i.e. persuasive
rhetoric and argumentation),
ideology, the decline of movements, and what
"success" means for a social
movement.
439 Complex Organization in Industrial Society
(3 hrs)
Mainstream and critical sociological theories
for understanding complex
organization in industrial societies. Specific areas
covered include: historical
development, structure and processes, contradictions
and conflict, and alternative
forms. Prerequisite: Senior standing or permission of
instructor.
440 Sociology of Religion
(3 hrs)
Among other issues, examines sociological theor
ies of religion, religious
organization, religion and social change, and new
religious movements, with
emphasis on religion in the U.S.
444 Sociology of Culture
(3 hrs)
Explores meaning-making within the United States
' social structure. Students
examine the cultural dimensions of important social
processes including race, power,
resistance, class, gender, family, etc. Includes theore
tical and empirical analyses of
both high and popular cultural forms, discursive
practices, semiotics, signs
and symbols, and processes of cultural production
(at home, work, in art, music,
theater, etc.).
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(3 hrs)
455 Sociology of Work and Occupations
impact of
work,
in
tion
Aliena
nces.
experie
Contemporary work situations and
culture,
work
and
groups
work
y
primar
tion,
cratiza
bureau
technological change and
workand
ents,
experim
professionalization, unionization, worker s' self-management
leisure relationship.
(3 hrs)
465 Sociological Theory
of sociological
trends
major
of
terms
in
gy
sociolo
of
Development of discipline
Nature of sociological
theory, past and present, and major theoretical problem areas.
theory in relation to other disciplines.

Theatre Cognate Program

Dr. Clarke Rountree, Chair, Communication Arts
342 Morton Hall
Telephone: (256) 824-6646
Email: comm@ email.uah.edu
minor in theatre. This
The Theatre Cognate Program offers an interdisciplinary
literature, music, art,
in
es
electiv
with
theatre
program combines courses from
requires 24 semester
cinema, philosophy, and nonverbal communication. The minor
Groups A and B as
from
es
hours, including a 15-hour core, and 9 hours of electiv
specified below:
1) Theatre requirements: 15 hrs.
CM 122 Theatre Appreciation
CM 221 Acting
CM 322 Theatre History I
or CM 323 Theatre History II
CM 325 Elements of Theatre Production
CM 425 Theatre Mainstage

3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs
3 hrs

from Group A, and
2) Electives: Nine hours, three hours of which must be chosen
B:
Group
from
chosen
be
must
six hours of which
Group A:
ARS 140 Three-Dimensional Design
ARS 160 Introduction to Drawing
FL 204 International Cinem a
MU 100 Introduction to Music Literature
MU 101 Introduction to Music Theory
up to 3 hrs)
MUA or MUJ (studio instruction or participation in ensembles:
Group B:
EH 360 Shakespeare
EH 380 Restoration and Early Eighteenth Century
EH 421 Modem Drama
PHL 310 Philosophy of Art
PY 330/CM 330 Nonverbal Communication
es when approved by
Appropriate special topics courses may also be used as electiv
m should be directed
progra
this
the chair of Communication Arts. Questions about
edu
@uah.
rountrj
email:
Hall,
to Dr. Clarke Rountree, 342 Morton
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Women's Studies Program
344 Morton Hall
(256) 824-6210
Dr. Nancy J. Finley, Director
The Women's Studies program brings together courses and faculty from several
colleges of the university to provide an interdisciplinary experience leading to a
minor in Women's Studies. As an area of scholarship, the principal focus is on the
contributions, perspectives, and experiences of women in all areas of human
endeavor, including the status, portrayal, or achievements of women in areas such as
art, history, literature, science, business, engineering, and medicine. While the classes
included as Women's Studies courses may be offered in various departments, the
minor organizes these courses in a coherent structure such that the sum of the
experiences offers a more comprehensive insight into the discipline of Women's
Studies than the individual courses provide on their own.
Women's Studies Minor
A minor in Women's Studies consists of 21 semester hours, including one required
course (WS 200), five core courses, and one elective as shown in the following table.
Core courses must include at least 6 hours of humanities and 6 hours of social and
natural sciences listed below. Note that 12 of the 21 semester hours must be at the
300-level or higher. A student interested in minoring in Women's Studies should
contact the director of the program for advising.

1. Required course (3 hrs)
WS 200 - Introduction to Women's Studies
2. Core Courses - 5 courses required from the following (15 hrs)
Notes:
I. No more than 6 hours within a single subject area.
2. No more than two of the courses applied to the minor can be from the student's major field of study. No
course can be counted toward both a major and minor.
3. WS 340 Special Topics or WS 499 Independent Study may count as core courses in various subject areas
if these courses carry 3 hours credit.

Humanities (6 hours):
CM 416 - Women Orators
CM 345 - Media Representation
EH 418 - Representative Texts by Women Writers
EH 438 - African American Literature
HY 367 - Women in U.S. History
HY 390 - Women in Modem European History
PHL 335 - Feminist Philosophy
Social Sciences. Health Sciences, Business, and Technology (6 hours):
MGT 462 - Employment Law for Managers
NUR 425 - Human Sexuality
PY 406 - Psychology of Women
SOC 106 - Marriage and Family
SOC 306 - Sociology of Gender
Approved Special Topics courses may count toward the minor.
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3. Elective Course - l additional core course or 1 from the following (3 hrs):
ARH 309 - Contemporary Art and Issues
BYS 318 - Vertebrate Reproduction
CM 250 - Interpersonal Communication
CM/PY330 - Nonverbal Communication
EH 331 - American Literature from the Civil War to WWI
EH 391 - Victorian Poetry and Prose
EH 403 - Literary Criticism and Theory
EH 493 - The Victorian Novel
HY 365 - American Labor History
PHL 202 - Introduction to Ethics
PHL 303 - Contemporary Philosophy
PSC 438 - Contemporary Political Thought
PY/SOC 375 - Social Psychology
PY/BYS 437 - Psychobiology of Stress and Illness
SOC 200 - Introduction to Anthropology
SOC 315 - Cultural Change
SOC 435 - Sociology of Social Movements
WS 340 - Special Topics (1-3 credit hours)
WS 499 - Independent Study (1-3 credit hours)
New courses may be added to this list when approved for inclusion by the Women's
Studies Program Advisory Committee. The Women's Studies section for each
semester's schedule of classes lists the courses that may be counted toward the
minor. Also see our website at http://www.uah.edu/womensstudies/curriculum.htrnl.
For descriptions of courses other than those with the WS prefix, see listings of
individual departments.

Women's Studies Courses (WS)
200 Introduction to Women's Studies
(3 hrs)
Focusing on gender as a fundamental category of meaning, introduces methods and
approaches to Women's Studies in a variety of disciplines, examining the pervasive
and often unacknowledged ways that gender changes our social institutions,
individual knowledge, and interpersonal relationships.
340 Special Topics
(1-3 hrs)
Pre-announced special areas addressed in seminar format, laboratory work, or
practicum. May be taken twice for credit. Prerequisite: WS 200.
499 Independent Study
(1-3 hrs)
Readings and/or individual research in an area of specialized interest to both student
and instructor. Prerequisite: WS 200 and permission of instructor.
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College of Nursing
210 Nursing Building
Telephone: (256) 824-6742
Email: nursing@uah.edu
Dean:
C. Fay Raines, B.S.N., M.S.N., Ph.D., Professor
Associate Dean:
Pamela O'Neal, B.S.N. , M.S.N., Ph.D., Associate Professor
Professor Raines; Associate Professors Hays, O'Neal, Riley, Warren; Clinical
Associate Professors Brookman, Browning, Herrin D Newman; Assistant Professors
Anderson, Foote, George, Hudson, McClellan; Clinical Assistant Professors Adams,
Bonilla, Busby, Doiron, Ferguson, Herrin K; Lawson, Linsky, Lioce, Martin,
O'Keefe, Peveler, Primeau, Scroggins, Sedlacek, Showalter, Thompson, Warboys.

Mission
The fundamental purpose of the College of Nursing is to prepare clinically excellent
baccalaureate and master 's level nurses to deliver health care services to a culturally
diverse population within a variety of health care settings. Our graduates practice as
professionals, able to utilize critical thinking skills for therapeutic interventions,
disease prevention and health promotion. The graduate, undergraduate and
continuing education programs provide opportunities for participation in collegial,
interdisciplinary learning activities that promote intellectual development and lifelong learning. In support of the mission of the university, the College of Nursing,
through its graduates, faculty activities, and programs, contributes to the health and
well-being of the community.
Overview
The College of Nursing offers the Bachelor of Science in Nursing, the Master of
Science in Nursing, a Post-Master's Family Nurse Practitioner Certificate, and a
Graduate Certificate in Nursing Education. The College of Nursing is dedicated to
excellence in teaching, practice, scholarship, and service. Faculty have the
responsibility to educate students of nursing as well as to provide continuing
education, to engage in scholarly activities that will develop and extend the
discipline of nursing, and to provide service to the nursing profession, the
community, and the academic environment in which nursing study resides.

Philosophy
The College of Nursing Faculty believes that nursing is both an art and a science.
We believe nursing focuses on holistic health and wellness among individuals,
families, and communities in the context of cultural, environmental, and spiritual
diversity. The College promotes nursing knowledge through teaching, research, and
service. The diversity and complexity of changing health care systems requires
critical thinking and life-long learning.
Nursing Education is within a broad theoretical and research based curriculum to
address health care issues for individuals or groups with emphasis on delivery
systems or health promotion and disease prevention. Implicit in this is an
understanding and appreciation of human diversity in health and wellness.
The faculty serve as facilitators and models of competence in nursing practice. We
are dedicated to advancing the art and science of nursing. We participate in teaching,
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research, and service to our students and community. We maintain the advancement
of new knowledge through research.

Undergraduate Program Objectives
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Practice nursing at the entry level based on ethical, legal, and professional
standards.
Utilize the nursing process for promoting, maintaining and restoring health with
diverse populations in a variety of settings.
Apply knowledge and use critical thinking as a generalist in professional
practice.
Demonstrate leadership, accountability and flexibility in collaboration with
multidisciplinary health care systems.
Engage in life-long learning and participate in activities that enhance the
discipline of nursing.

Accreditation
The Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BSN) and the Master of Science in Nursing
(MSN) programs offered by the College of Nursing are accredited by the
Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education (CCNE). The undergraduate program
is also approved by the Alabama Board of Nursing.
Degrees and Certificates Offered
The College of Nursing offers bachelor's and master's degree programs, as well as
a Postmaster's Family Nurse Practitioner Certificate Program, and a Graduate
Certificate in Nursing Education. The bachelor's program includes a track for
students who are completing their initial nursing education as well as a track for
students currently licensed as registered nurses.
Bachelor's Degree
The College of Nursing offers the Bachelor of Science in Nursing degree. Classes
are offered during the day and evening. The undergraduate program prepares
graduates to assume entry-level positions in a variety of health care settings. The
program is divided into two components, the lower and upper divisions. Lower
division general studies (prerequisite) courses provide a broad background in general
education, and form the foundation for the professional nursing component of the
program. Upper division courses provide the theoretical and practical basis for
nursing practice in an increasingly complex health care system. In addition to
focusing on essentials of nursing in the hospital, the curriculum also emphasizes
community based and primary care. Opportunities to provide care to diverse clients
are provided. Use of technology is integrated throughout the program. The program
prepares graduates for professional positions immediately after graduation and
provides a firm foundation for graduate study. Students who earn the Bachelor of
Science in Nursing degree are eligible to sit for the National Council Licensure
Examination for Registered Nurses (NCLEX-RN).
Bachelor's Degree for Registered Nurses
Registered nurses who have previously earned diplomas or associate degrees in
nursing are admitted to the undergraduate program to meet requirements for the
Bachelor of Science in Nursing degree. Prospective students are encouraged to plan
their programs of study with advisors in the College of Nursing Office of Student
Affairs prior to enrolling in either lower division general studies (prerequisite) or
upper division courses. In recognition of the multiple commitments of registered
Nursing
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nurse students, the program is now offered via the web. Whenever possible, clinical
experiences are arranged at flexible times and at sites convenient to students. The
program for registered nurse students offers opportunities for full- and part-time
study. Students who enroll in the full-time option may complete the nursing
component of the program in one calendar year after completion of prerequisite
general studies courses.
The college awards 32 semester hours of validated nursing credit to each registered
nurse upon successful completion of NVR 410--Transition into Professional Roles.
Additionally, students who are interested in earning the MSN degree may elect to take
up to 6 semester hours of selected graduate coursework while completing the BSN
degree. Those courses are not repeated if the student is admitted to the MSN program
at UAR. Please note that enrollment in graduate courses does not ensure or imply
admission to the School of Graduate Studies nor into the College of Nursing master's
program at UAR.
More detailed information about opportunities for undergraduate students may be
obtained from the College of Nursing Office of Student Affairs (256) 824-6742.
Master's Degree
The Master of Science in Nursing degree is awarded upon successful completion of
one of five tracks at the master's level. Students have the opportunity to become
family nurse practitioners, acute care nurse practitioners, adult clinical nurse
specialists, clinical nurse leaders or leaders in a variety of health care systems. The
curriculum for all tracks builds on core content in theory and research. Additional
courses such as health policy, case management, health care informatics, advanced
health assessment, pathophysiology, and pharmacology are used to strengthen
knowledge and practice skills in the appropriate area of study. Practice sites for
clinical courses are individually arranged with the student. Classes are usually offered
one day per week and may be offered both on campus, or by web course delivery.
Students who successfully complete their program of study are eligible to sit for the
national certification examination in their area of expertise.
More detailed information about opportunities for students seeking graduate degrees
and certification may be obtained from the College of Nursing Office of Student
Affairs (256) 824-6742.
Distance Learning
The mission of the College is to provide excellence in teaching, research and service
while providing unique opportunities and creative, flexible programs for students,
faculty and the community. Distance learning and the use of other new educational
technologies are part of the future in the continuing mission.
The College of Nursing offers the RN to BSN program online via the web. This
allows students at distant geographical sites to actively participate in class and
clinical learning activities.
For further information and class offerings, contact the College of Nursing Office of
Student Affairs (256) 824-6742.
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Computer Literacy
The College ofNursing acknowledges that health care delivery systems are evolving
at an accelerated rate and becoming increasingly reliant on computer technology.
Computer literacy is rapidly becoming a basic communication skill. Prior to
enrolling in nursing courses, it is suggested that students familiarize themselves with
basic computer skills. Students must be able to use a computer to log on to their
email account to communicate with other students and faculty. They must be able to
log on to the Internet and WebCT to access class content, class announcements,
class/clinical schedule changes, and perform Internet searches for health care related
materials.
Facilities
The College of Nursing utilizes the facilities and resources of the entire university,
the community, and health care agencies. The college is housed in a four-story
building centrally located on the UAH campus. Classrooms equipped with current
educational technology as well as the Leaming Resource Center assist students to
learn in multiple ways.

The College of Nursing maintains contracts with over 600 health related agencies to
offer a wide range of clinical sites for student educational experiences. Two
hospitals, Crestwood Medical Center and Huntsville Hospital, with a combined
capacity of more than 1,000 beds are located in Huntsville. In addition, the local
area includes a Department of Health, skilled nursing homes, home health agencies,
and the University of Alabama at Birmingham Medical Clinics-Huntsville Campus
which also partner with the College to provide clinical sites. Other hospitals, clinics,
physicians' offices, and rural health clinics across Alabama are also used for student
experiences.
Transportation
Clinical learning experiences are varied in settings and are located within Huntsville
and surrounding communities. Students are expected to travel to and from all clinical
experiences. Students are responsible for providing their own transportation and
carrying appropriate insurance. The College of Nursing is not liable for any traffic
violations or auto mishaps during student commutes.
Service and Scholarship
In addition to its teaching mission of providing quality education for students, the
College of Nursing provides continuing education for nurses. Educational programs
may be offered at the College of Nursing or at individual health care agencies. The
faculty and students of the college are committed to the provision of services for the
people of Huntsville and surrounding communities. These activities are focused on
the improvement of health and healthy behaviors and include such activities as
health fairs and screenings.

Faculty and students also conduct and disseminate research to address issues in
health care from health policy initiatives and the delivery of services to specific
clinical problems. Faculty are also active in the provision of consultative services to
a variety of health care agencies and educational institutions.
Advising and Assistance
The focus of advising in the College of Nursing is to assist students to successfully
progress toward their educational objectives. The baccalaureate degree program is
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divided into two components: the lower division and the upper division. All preadmission and lower division students are advised in the College of Nursing Office
of Student Affairs, located on the second floor of the Nursing Building. All students,
including registered nurse students, planning to apply for transfer admission from
other institutions are also encouraged to meet regularly with a nursing advisor.
Advisors in the Nursing Office of Student Affairs assist students to define and
develop realistic educational and career plans. In addition, they monitor progress
toward educational and career goals, approve all designated educational transactions
such as schedules, drop/adds, withdrawals, and they maintain advising records for
each student. Advisors also refer students to other campus resources when needed.
Students admitted to the upper division are assigned a faculty member who assists
them throughout the remainder of the academic program. Faculty advisors assist
students in completing a plan of study for their upper division work and provide
guidance for future employment or educational endeavors.
All students complete a program of study (POS), which is an official indication of
planned course sequence. Students wishing to change their program of study must
consult their advisor and sign an updated POS.

Admission Policies
Admission as a Freshman
Entering U AH freshmen interested in nursing as a career must meet the general
entrance requirements of the university. Each lower division student interested in
nursing as a career is advised in the College of Nursing Office of Student Affairs.
Students enrolled in the lower division of the college should meet with an advisor in
planning a program of study. The program of study will ensure that each student
registers for the correct prerequisite courses for the upper division major. Students
must meet with a nursing advisor each semester prior to registration. Students must
complete all lower division general studies (prerequisite) courses prior to enrolling in
the upper division of nursing. For information and assistance, call the College of
Nursing Office of Student Affairs (256) 824-6742.
Admission into the upper division nursing major is competitive. A separate
application for the upper division of the nursing major must be submitted by
published dates, on forms provided by the College of Nursing. Each year's junior
class is selected from all applicants who meet the minimum requirements. Once
admitted to the upper division, each student will be assigned a faculty advisor in the
College of Nursing.
Admission as a Transfer Student
All transfer students seeking admission to UAH should read and follow the
Admissions Information section of this catalog. Specific UAH courses that satisfy
admission requirements are listed under the Baccalaureate Program of Studies later
in this section of the catalog. All transfer students are encouraged to complete courses
equivalent to those listed in that summary. Students transferring from Alabama twoyear colleges should follow the general studies curriculum approved by the
Articulation and General Studies Committee (AGSC). A copy of this curriculum is
available in the UAH Office of Admissions. Articulation requirements, as they relate
to the nursing major, are provided below:
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Area I. Written Composition (6 semester hours).
Area II. Humanities and Fine Arts (12 semester hours).
Requirements include a minimum of 3 semester hours in literature, 3 semester hours
in the arts, and the remaining semester hours from either the humanities or arts.
Disciplines in the humanities include, but are not limited to, philosophy, religious
studies, speech, foreign languages, art, music, theater, and dance. As part of the
general studies curriculum, students must complete a 6 semester hour sequence in
either literature or history.
Area III. Natural Sciences and Mathematics (11 semester hours).
Requirements include a minimum of 3 semester hours in mathematics at the
precalculus level or higher. Students transferring to the nursing major must complete
a course in inorganic chemistry (including lab) and an additional science course with
a lab in either biology, chemistry or physics.
Area IV. History, Social, and Behavioral Sciences (12 semester hours).
Requirements include a minimum of 3 semester hours in history and at least 6
semester hours from among other disciplines in the social and behavioral sciences.
Disciplines include, but are not limited to, anthropology, economics, geography,
political science, psychology, and sociology. For students transferring to the nursing
major, one of these courses must be in psychology. As part of the general studies
curriculum, students must complete a 6 semester hour sequence in either history or
literature.
Area V. Pre-Professional, Major and Elective Courses (19-23 semester hours).
Students entering the nursing major must complete 6-8 semester hours in human
anatomy and physiology (with lab) and 3-4 semester hours in microbiology (with
lab). Students entering the nursing major at UAR must also complete a minimum of
3 semester hours in statistics, 3 semester hours in human growth and development
and elective hours to meet the 19 hour minimum in Area V.

The specific credit for work completed at other institutions and applied to the
courses for admission to the College of Nursing is dete1mined by the College of
Nursing Office of Student Affairs. Courses taken at community or junior colleges
may satisfy lower division prerequisite course requirements; courses taken at other
four year institutions may meet prerequisite and upper division course requirements.
Admission to the Upper Division
The upper division of the nursing curriculum is composed of professional nursing
courses. In order to be considered for admission to the upper division nursing major,
students enrolled at UAR must complete a separate nursing application, which is
available through the College of Nursing Office of Student Affairs. Transfer students
must first apply to UAR through the Office of Admissions and then complete the
separate nursing application available through the College of Nursing Office of
Student Affairs.
Admission of Non-Licensed (Basic) Students
1. Applicants for admission to the upper division for non-registered nurses is
competitive. Each year 's junior class is selected from applicants who meet the
minimum requirements:
a) Minimum grade of"C" on all required general studies prerequisite coursework as
listed under Baccalaureate Program of Studies.
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b) Completi on of all lower division general studies (prerequi site) course
requirements with a minimum of 59-60 hours of credit.
c) Status of good academic standing.
d) In addition to meeting other admission requirements, students seeking transfer
from the upper division of another nursing education program must submit a letter of
good standing indicating that the student is in good standing and eligible for
continued enrollment in that program. Nursing courses requested for transfer will be
reviewed individually for equivalency by the College of Nursing. Transfer requests
are to be submitted to the College of Nursing Office of Student Affairs.
2. Students who have earned 30 semester hours of coursewo rk at UAH by the end of
the fall semester prior to the fall for which they are applying, and whose prerequisite
GPA is higher than 2.75 qualify for priority admission consideration. An application
for the upper division nursing major must be complete d and submitted to the College
of Nursing Office of Student Affairs by March 1 preceding the fall semester fo.·
which admission is sought. Applications received after March 1 will be considered
on a space available basis. Applications are available from the College of Nursin
0
Office of Student Affairs. Students are admitted once each year for fall semester.
Students who wish to be considered for scholarships should apply prior to December 1.
3. Information considered for admission to the Nursing Program includes, but is not
limited to, the following : strength in science and math courses, number of course
repeats, and academic performa nce in prerequisite courses.

Admission of Registered Nurse Students
1. Admissio n to the upper division nursing major for registered nurse students is
selective. Each year 's class is selected from students who meet minimum
requirements:
a) Minimum grade of "C" on all required prerequisite coursework.
b) Completi on of all lower division general studies (prerequi site) course
requirements as listed under Baccalau reate Program of Studies, with a minimum of
59-60 hours of credit.
c) Graduation from an associate degree nursing program or a diploma program in
nursing.
d) Status of good academic standing.
e) In addition to meeting other admission requirements, students seeking transfer
from the upper division of another nursing education program must submit a letter of
good standing indicating that the student is in good standing and eligible for
continued enrollmen t in that program. Nursing courses requested for transfer will be
reviewed individually for equivalency by the College of Nursing. Transfer requests
are to be submitted to the College of Nursing Student Affairs Office.
2. An application to the upper division nursing major for registered nurse students
must be complete d and submitted to the College of Nursing Office of Student Affairs
by March 1. Applications received after the deadline will be considered on a space
available basis. Students who wish to be considered for scholarships should apply
prior to Decembe r 1.
3. Registered nurse students must be licensed or eligible for licensure at the time of
application. If a student is permitted to meet course clinical requirements in a state
other than Alabama, the student must be licensed in that state. Registered nurse
students will not be allowed to continue in the program if any nursing license is
placed on probation , suspende d, or revoked. Licensure must be maintaine d
througho ut the program.
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Requirements for Enrollment for Admitted Students
1. Evidence of CPR (Basic Life Support for the Healthcare Provider through the
American Heart Association) certification and recertification must be received by the
College of Nursing Office of Student Affairs by published deadlines for progression
in the program.
2. Professional Liability requirements:
a. All unlicensed students must pay for required professional liability insurance by
published deadlines. Unlicensed students are included in a policy available through
the College of Nursing and students will receive information about the amount and
method of payment in early summer. Liability insurance must remain current until
graduation.
b. All registered nurse students must individually obtain and present evidence of
current professional liability insurance. The insurance must remain current until
graduation.
3. Students may be required to undergo drug testing prior to enrollment in nursing
courses and for cause at other points.
4. Students may also be required to have criminal background checks and drug
testing prior to enrollment and prior to attending selected clinical agencies.
Information on testing requirements and procedures is provided upon admission and
prior to each academic year.
5. Registered nurse students must submit proof of an unencumbered current license.
If a student is permitted to meet course clinical requirements in a state other than
Alabama, the student must be licensed in that state. Registered nurse students will
not be allowed to continue in the program if any nursing license is placed on
probation, suspended, or revoked. An unencumbered license must be maintained
throughout the program.
7. Recent graduates of associate degree or diploma nursing programs who are not yet
licensed will be permitted to complete lower division coursework, but will not be
admitted to the upper division clinical component of the program until they are
licensed.
8. Essential functions define selected attributes and behaviors necessary for students
to demonstrate in order to successfully complete their education and subsequently
enter nursing practice. These essential functions are determined to be required for
initial and continued enrollment in the College of Nursing. Students must be able to
perform each of the following essential functions with or without reasonable
accommodations:
a. Critical thinking ability sufficient for clinical judgment. Examples (not all
inclusive) of necessary activities include identifying cause-effect relationships in
clinical and classroom situations; and developing nursing care plans.
b. Interpersonal abilities sufficient to interact with individuals, families, and groups
from various social, emotional, cultural and intellectual backgrounds. Examples (not
all inclusive) include the ability to establish rapport with patients/clients and
colleagues.
c. Communication abilities sufficient for verbal and written interaction with others.
Examples (not all inclusive) include explaining treai cnt procedures, initiating
health teaching, and documenting and interpreting nursing actions and patient/client
responses.
d. Mobility abilities sufficient to move from room to room and maneuver in small
spaces. Examples (not all inclusive) include moving around in clients' rooms, work
spaces and treatment areas; and administering cardiopulmonary procedures.
e. Gross and fine motor abilities sufficient for providing safe, effective nursing care.
Examples (not all inclusive) include completing examinations/evaluations by
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writing, typing or demonstration; calibrating and using equipment ; and positioning
clients.
f. Auditory ability sufficient to monitor and assess health needs. Examples (not all
inclusive) include hearing basic conversation; monitoring alarms, emergency signals
and auscultatory sounds; and hearing cries for help.
g. Visual abilities sufficient for observation and assessment necessary in nursing care.
Examples (not all inclusive) include reading documents such as patient charts and
laboratory reports; reading calibrations on syringes, sphygmomanometers, and
thermometers, and equipment outputs such as waves, printouts, and digital readings;
and accurately observing client behaviors such as color changes and nonverbal
communication.
h. Tactile abilities sufficient for physical assessment. Examples (not all inclusive)
include performing palpation, percussion, temperature changes, complete physical
examinations and other activities related to therapeutic interventions.
i. Behaviora l/Social abilities sufficient to demonstra te emotional stability,
maintenance or composure under stress, development of mature, empathetic and
effective nurse-patient relationships and use of sound and unimpaired judgment in
classroom and clinical activities.
These essential functions are not intended to be a complete listing of all nursing
behaviors, but they are a sampling of the types of abilities needed by nursing students
to meet program objectives and requirements. The College or its affiliated agencies
may identify additional critical behaviors or abilities. The identified essential
functions are revised and adopted from the Americans with Disabilities Act:
Implications for Nursing Education (reapproved 2004) by the Southern Regional
Education Board and the Council on Collegiate Education.

Health Requirements
The clinical experiences of nursing students require a health-screening program. The
following steps are required as part of admission and enrollment in the upper division
nursing major:
1. Each student is required to have a health examination by a physician or a certified
nurse practitioner. Reports of the results of this examination must be submitted on
forms provided by the College of Nursing and must be received by the College of
Nursing Office of Student Affairs by published deadlines. Individual clinical
agencies may require additional documentation for specific health requirements
which must be met by the students.
2. Each student must be immunized for Hepatitis B. For initial enrollment,
certification that the series of injections has begun or results of a recent titer must be
received by the College of Nursing Office of Student Affairs by published deadlines.
Documentation of the completed series is required for continued enrollment and must
be received by the College by published deadlines. Immunizations and titers are at
the expense of the student.
3. Each student is required to be immunized against measles, mumps, rubella,
rubeola, and varicella. Documentation of current immunization, physician's or nurse
practitione r's statement copy of recent titer results must be received by the College
of Nursing Office of Student Affairs by the published deadlines. Immunizations and
titers are at the expense of the student.
4. Each student is required to have a 2-step PPD (Tuberculosis/TB) skin test less than
one year old by published deadlines. If a PPD test is positive, a chest X-ray is
required. Evidence of annual testing or results of a recent chest x-ray are required.
Testing expenses are the responsibility of the student. Documentation of the test
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results must be received by the College of Nursing Office of Student Affairs by
published deadlines.
5. Documentation of current health insurance must be received by the College of
Nursing Office of Student Affairs by the published deadlines. Hospitals and health
agencies provide emergency treatment to students for injury or illness occurring in
the course of program requirements in their agencies. Such treatment will be at the
expense of the student. Students are required to maintain health insurance throughout
the program.
Financial Aid
The University Financial Aid Office, located in the University Center, provides
financial aid information and assists students in meeting individual needs.
Upper Division Progression and Graduation Requirements
All students must meet UAR requirements for progression and graduation. In
addition, there are the following requirements for the College of Nursing:
1. An overall "C" (2.0) average on all courses taken at UAR is required for
graduation.
2. A grade of "C" or above must be earned in all required nursing courses. A student
who receives a grade below "C" in a required nursing course may repeat the course
only once. The following are required nursing courses for non-licensed students:
NUR302,303,3 04,305,306,30 7,308,310,321 ,401,402,403,4 04,405,406,an d
407. Required courses for registered nurse students are: NUR 307, 339, 410, 411,
412, 413, 414.
3. A student who receives two grades below "C" in required nursing courses, in
either the same course or in separate courses, at any time during the program will not
be permitted to continue in the College of Nursing. This requirement also applies to
non-admitted students who are enrolled in non-clinical courses with NUR prefixes
prior to admission to the upper division nursing major. Students who wish to
continue their nursing education may petition for readmission to the College of
Nursing. Readmission request letters are written to the College of Nursing, Director
of Student Affairs. A committee will review the petition and evaluate an identified
plan for success written by the student, reasons for past academic failure, and overall
academic performance. Each student is individually reviewed for potential
readmission. Students who are readmitted and subsequently earn another grade
below "C" in any nursing course will be permanently dismissed from the program.
4. Non-licensed students are required to take national standardized examinations in
selected courses. These examinations are counted as a portion of the overall course
grade for each course. A standardized examination is also given in the capstone
course of the undergraduate curriculum. Students are required to earn a passing
score on the examination in the capstone course NUR 407 Professional Practice in
Nursing. A student who fails to achieve a passing score must complete an enrichment
program immediately following the NUR 407 course. Failure to satisfactorily
complete the standardized examination in this course may delay the student's
completion and graduation from the program.
5. Students must meet standards of professional conduct as described in the
American Nurses Association Code of Ethics for Nurses and standards of student
behavior as described in the UAR Student Handbook.
6. Throughout the program, students must meet health and other requirements as
identified in the Enrollment Requirements section above, as well as requirements
specified in clinical agency contracts.
7. Registered nurse students must maintain an active and unencumbered license
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throughout the program. Clinical experiences in states other than Alabama require
an active license in that state. Registered nurse students will not be allowed to
continue in the program if any nursing license is placed on probation, suspended, or
revoked. Students must notify the College of Nursing if there is a change in license
status.
8. Any requests for exceptions to progression and graduation requirements must be
addressed in writing to the Associate Dean for Undergraduate Programs.
Responsibility to Clinical Agencies
Students are responsible for complying with policies and procedures required by
clinical agencies. The College of Nursing may not be able to provide alternative
placements for students. Failure to meet this requirement may lead to exclusion from
required clinical educational experiences and prevent completion of the program.
Baccalaureate Program of Studies
Students completing the lower division general studies (prerequisite courses) of the
program at UAH should follow the program of study outlined below. Transfer
students should follow the program of study approved by the Articulation and
General Studies Committee and presented under Admission as a Transfer Student.
Transfer students are encouraged to complete courses equivalent to those listed
below:
Written Composition (6 semester hours)
English Composition EH 101 , 102
Humanities and Fine Arts (12 semester hours)
Literature (3-6 semester hours) Students must complete a 6 semester hour sequence
in either literature or history with a minimum of 3 semester hours in the other
discipline.
Philosophy (3 semester hours) PHL 101-Being, Knowledge and Value; PHL 201Introduction to Logic; or PHL 202-Introduction to Ethics
Fine Arts/Humanities Elective (3-6 semester hours)
Natural Sciences and Mathematics (23 semester hours)
Precalculus Mathematics (3 semester hours) MA 110 or MA 112
General Biology with lab (4 semester hours) BYS 119/ 119L
Chemistry with lab (4 semester hours) CH 101, 105
Infection & Immunity with lab (4 semester hours) BYS 214/214L
Anatomy and Physiology I and II with labs (8 semester hours) BYS 313/314
History, Social and Behavioral Sciences (19 semester hours)
Introduction to Sociology (3 semester hours) SOC 100
General Psychology (3 semester hours) PYlOl
History (3-6 semester hours) Students must complete a 6 semester hour sequence in
either history or literature with a minimum of3 semester hours in the other discipline.
Statistics (4 semester hours) PY 300 or SOC 333
Lifespan Development (3 semester hours) PY 201
Elective History, Social and Behavioral Sciences (3-6 semester hours)

The following Upper Division courses are required for a baccalaureate degree in
nursing.
Please note that curricular changes may be made in the coming year. Contact the
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College of Nursing Office of Student Affairs for the most current information.
For Non-Licensed (Basic) Students:
Nursing and Health Promotion (NUR 302)
Health Assessment (NUR 303)
Applied Pathophysiology Across the Lifespan (NUR 304)
Nursing Process for Mental Health and Illness (NUR 305)
Ethical and Legal Aspects of Health Care (NUR 306)
Scholarly Inquiry in Nursing (NUR 307)
Nursing Care of Adults with Alterations in Health I (NUR 308)
Professional Practice in Nursing I (NUR 310)
Pharmacology in Nursing (NUR 321)
Nursing Care of Adults with Alterations in Health II (NUR 401)
Population Based Health Care (NUR 402)
Family Centered Parent-Infant Nursing (NUR 403)
Family Centered Nursing Care of Children (NUR 404)
Community Health Nursing (NUR 405)
Leadership and Management in Nursing (NUR 406)
Professional Practice in Nursing II (NUR 407)
Nursing Elective at 300-level or above (3 semester hours)
Total semester hours to graduate with a BSN 128
For Registered Nurse Students:
Scholarly Inquiry in Nursing (NUR 307)
Introduction to Computers in Nursing (NUR 339)
Transition into Professional Roles (NUR 410)
Theoretical Applications in Nursing Practice (NUR 411)
Caring for Families, Aggregates and Populations (NUR 412)
Nursing Leadership in Professional Practice (NUR 413)
Health Assessment for the Practicing Professional Nurse (NUR 414)
Nursing Electives at 300-level or above (9 semester hours)
Total semester hours to graduate with a BSN 128
Nursing (NUR)

(3 hrs)
302 Nursing and Health Promotion
on health
Emphasis
span.
life
the
across
wellness
and
health,
Focus on nursing,
promotion and prevention of illness. Strategies to optimize health are presented.
Perceptions and beliefs related to health, illness, disease, and cultural diversity are
explored as are mechanisms for promoting health through politics and the health
care delivery system. Open to all university students. Lab Fee: $30. Fall.
(3 hrs - 2 lecture /1 lab)
303 Health Assessment
Focus on holistic health assessment of culturally diverse clients across the lifespan.
Communication and psychomotor skills are developed in clinical laboratory
settings. A separate section of this course is offered in the fall for those students
majoring in exercise physiology. Prerequisites : Completion of Anatomy and
Physiology sequence with a grade of "C" or better. Lab Fee: $90. Fall, Summer.
(3 hrs)
304 Applied Pathophysiology Across the Lifespan
processes
ogical
pathophysiol
specific
to
physiology
Application of anatomy and
Physiology
and
Anatomy
of
Completion
Prerequisite:
framework.
nursing
a
within
sequence with a grade of "C" or better. Open to all university students. Lab Fee:
$30. Fall, Summer.
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305 Nursing Process for Mental Health and Illnes
s (6 hrs - 4 lecture/2 clinical)
Nursing process and promotion of mental health
across the lifespan including
restoration of mental health . Clinical laboratory
experiences provide opportunities
for application of individual and group interv
entions in a variety of settings.
Prerequisites: NUR 303, NUR 302, NUR 321. Lab
Fee: $180 . Spring.
306 Ethical and Legal Aspects of Health Care
(3 hrs)
Ethical and legal dilemmas related to health care
are explored, focusing on issues
impacting individuals, families, and society. Tradi
tional and contemporary ethical
philosophies are discussed in terms of society's
values. Concepts of autonomy,
veracity, fidelity, beneficence, justice, and advoc
acy are explored in relation to
ethical decision making. Models for ethical decis
ion-making will be used to analyze
ethical and legal dilemmas. Basic legal concepts relate
d to contemporary health care
are presented. Open to all university students. Lab
Fee: $30. Spring, Summer.
307 Scholarly Inquiry in Nursing
(3 hrs)
Focuses on the various modes of inquiry used in the
development of nursing science.
Emphasis on the critical examination of nursing
research including methodologies,
utilization , and theoretical bases. Prerequisi
te: Successful completion of
undergraduate statistics course. Open to all unive
rsity students. Prerequisite: PYS
300 or SOC 333: Statistics. Lab fee $30. Spring,
Summer.
308 Nursing Care of Adults with Alterations
in Health I
(6 hrs - 4 lecture/2 clinical)
Nursing process applied to adult clients and famil
ies experiencing health problems
requiring simple to complex nursing interventio
n. Clinical experiences in selected
health care settings. Emphasis on the beginning
role of the professional nurse .
Prerequisites: NUR 303 , NUR 304, NUR 310, NUR
321. Corequisite: NUR 302. Lab
Fee: $180. Spring.
310 Professional Practice in Nursing I
(4 hrs - 2 lecture/ 2 clinical)
Provides a foundation for professional nursing
practice. Professional nursing
practice, professional accountability, and clinic
al skills of nursing practice are
addressed, with special emphasis on the devel
opment of interpersonal and
psychomotor skills basic to professional nursin
g. College laboratory and clinical
experiences are included. Open to admitted
upper division students only.
Corequisites: NUR 303, NUR 304. Lab Fee: $120
. Fall
321 Pharmacology in Nursing
(3 hrs)
This course is designed to introduce essential
pharmacologic concepts, critical
thinking, and judgment skills so that the student is
prepared to provide drug therapy
that is safe and appropriate to patients from all popu
lations. Prerequisite: Completion
of Anatomy and Physiology sequence with a grade
of "C" or better. Corequisite:
NUR 304. Lab Fee: $30. Fall, Spring.
401 Nursing Care of Adults with Alterations
in Health II
(6 hrs - 4 lecture/2 clinical)
Nursing process applied to clients experiencin
g alterations in health requiring
complex and collaborative nursing management.
Clinical experiences in the acute
care environment. Prerequisites: NUR 305, NUR
306, NUR 307, NUR 308. Lab Fee:
$180. Fall.
402 Population Based Health Care
(3 hrs)
Promotion of health, prevention of disease
in at-risk aggregate populations.
Examines complex problems and health care polic
y. Prerequisites: NUR 305, NUR
308. Concurrent Prerequisites: NUR 306, NUR 307.
Lab Fee: $30. Fall, Summer.
403 Family-Centered Parent-Infant Nursing (4
hrs - 3 lecture/1 clinical)
Nursing process used to promote health and facili
tate adaptation for childbearing
families. Clinical experiences in hospital and comm
unity settings. Prerequisites:
NUR 305, NUR 306, NUR 307, NUR 308. Lab Fee:
$120 . Fall.
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- 3 lecture/I clinical)
404 Family-Centered Nursing Care of Children (4 hrs
tion in childbearing
adapta
ating
facilit
and
Nursing process for promoting health
select ed agencies.
in
ences
experi
al
Clinic
en.
childr
of
families and care
$120. Fall.
Fee:
Lab
Prerequisites : NUR 305, NUR 306 NUR 307, NUR 308.
clinical}
e/2
lectur
4
hrs
(6
405 Community Health Nursing
health . Clinical
unity
comm
te
promo
to
unity
comm
Nursing process for client and
NUR 402.
401,
NUR
:
experiences in selected community settings. Prerequisites
.
Spring
Concurrent Prerequis· e: NUR 406. Lab Fee: $180.
(3 hrs)
406 Leadership am 1'-.a.anagement in Nursing
ship in health
leader
and
ement
manag
of
es
theori
d
selecte
es
Describes and analyz
skills as they
and
base
edge
care systems with focus on broadening students' knowl
dynamics as
and
res
structu
ization
Organ
.
relate to entry-level nursing management
NUR 308.
305,
NUR
:
uisites
Prereq
sed.
addres
are
trends
well as pertinent issues and
er.
Summ
,
Spring
$30.
Concurrent Prerequisites: NUR 306, NUR 307. Lab Fee:
l)
clinica
e/4
lectur
2
hrs
(6
407 Professional Practice in Nursing II
ce. Area of practice is
Provides opportunities for professional nursing practi
preceptor, and eY iuated
determined jointly by student and faculty, guided by
e analyzing clinical
involv
ars
collaboratively by faculty and student. Semin
401, NUR 402, NUR
JR
'
F
:
uisites
Prereq
s.
experience utilizing the nursing proces
406. Lab Fee: $180.
HUR
405,
NUR
:
uisites
Prereq
403 , NUR 404. Concurrent
Spring .
(4 hrs)
410 Transition into Professional Roles
experiences in
us
previo
size
synthe
to
ed
design
t,
For the registered nurse studen
~· r,al role of
dimen
multinursing with selected theoretical knowledge. Examines the
case(s) and
gm
paradi
of
is
analys
gh
the professional nurse in health systems. Throu
sional
profes
r
his/he
tes
evalua
t
studen
the
lio,
development of a professional portfo
sional
profes
and
ng
learni
guide
to
ed
design
goals
ps
practi ce and develo
l issues inherent in the
development. Philosophical, social, political, legal, and ethica
of nursing credit
hours
-two
Thirty
s.
system
practice of professional nursing in health
this transition
of
etion
compl
sful
succes
upon
red
confer
for prior learning will be
course . Four credit hours of lecture . Lab Fee: $30. Fall.
(5 hrs)
411 Theoretical Applications in Nursing Practice
gained from
edge
knowl
size
synthe
to
ts
studen
Designed for registered nurse
pts that
conce
and
issues
previous nursing experience when analyzing theories,
nce
influe
which
pts,
conce
influence professional nursing practice. Theoretical
and
ses
proces
l
norma
of
sis
Analy
s.
proces
g
critical thinking are applied to the nursin
ses across the lifespan are
professional nursing responses to alterations in life proces
l and legal issues which
examined. Caring for diverse clients is emphasized. Ethica
sizing theoretical and
synthe
when
ned
impact the care for client systems are exami
upper divi:.-ion only.
the
to
ed
admitt
ts
studen
to
nursing practice issues. Open
410. Five credit hours of
Prerequisite or concurrent prerequisite: NUR 339, NUR
lecture . Lab Fee: $50. Fall.
412 Caring for Families, Aggregates and Populations:
(7 hrs - 5 lecture/2 clinical}
Theoretical Applications
tical concepts related to
Designed fo registered nurse students to apply theore
is on application of the
asis
Emph
ates.
aggreg
of
primary, secondary, and tertiary care
ate populations.
aggreg
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of theories related to organizational models, change, and critical thinking; leadership
in directing and controlling care; ethical, legal, and political influences on leadership;
and enhancing self-awareness of leadership styles. Students are provided
opportunities to apply nursing leadership concepts through a case study experience
and in a clinical practice setting by conducting a clinical project. Prerequisite: NUR
410. Lab Fee: $30. Summer.
414 Health Assessment for the Practicing
(3 hrs - 2 lecture/1 lab)
Professional Nurse
clients across the lifespan.
diverse
culturally
of
Focus on holistic health assessment
laboratory settings.
clinical
in
developed
are
skills
psychomotor
and
Communication
Prerequisite: Successful completion of Anatomy and Physiology sequence with a
grade of "C" or better. Lab Fee: $90 Spring.
(2 hrs)
415 Honors Directed Research
proposal as
research
student's
the
of
implementation
for
allows
course
This
developed in the honors section ofNUR 307 Scholarly Inquiry in Nursing. The focus
is on data collection and preliminary data analysis. The seminar format will provide
students access to expert researchers. Prerequisite: NUR 307H. Two credit hours of
lecture. Lab Fee: $20.
(1 hr)
416 Honors Research Seminar
The focus of this seminar is completion of final research report as begun in NUR 307
and NUR 415. Prerequisite: NUR 415. One credit hour of lecture. Lab Fee: $10.

Electives Accepted in the Nursing Program (not all electives are offered each year)
( 3 hrs)
336 Spirituality in Nursing
of this course.
focus
the
are
care
community
and
family
client,
of
Spirituality aspects
The course reviews the history of spirituality in nursing care. The nurses ' role in
meeting the spiritual needs of clients throughout the lifespan is explored. Lab fee $30.
Summer.
(3 hrs)
339 Introduction to Computers in Nursing
Provides experience in the use of basic and versatile software programs which have
wide applicability within nursing practice and within the students' educational
process. This is a required course for registered nurse students in the fall. Lab Fee:
$30. Fall, Spring, Summer.
(1-4 hrs)
390 Independent Study
Individualized independent study of a specific nursing problem under sponsorship of
a nursing faculty member with special preparation in the field. Lab Fee: $10, $20,
$30, or $40. Fall, Spring, Summer.
(3 hrs)
390 Independent Study: Gerontological Nursing
Nursing care of older adults in multiple settings. Issues and trends are incorporated.
Elective course open to senior undergraduate nursing students and graduate students
or by permission of the instructor. Fee: $30. Summer.
390 Independent Study: The Healthcare Workforce - Issues and Leadership
(3 hrs)
Strategies
Description and analysis of contemporary issues regarding the healthcare workforce.
Particular focus will be placed on the multifaceted nature of healthcare workforce
shortages. Various models for analysis of workforce issues will be used and strategies
being used will be examined. An evaluation of the nurse leader role in creating
positive work environments and implementing solutions concludes the student
experience. Lab Fee: $30. Summer.
(3 hrs)
418 Global Health Studies
This course will focus on a selected international health care system. The
international system will be compared with the US Health Care System in relation to
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economic, social, cultural, policy, and environmental influences. Culmination of the
course will center on international experiences with health care facilities, policy
making bodies, historical, and cultural introductions in another country. Lab Fee:
$30. Spring.
424 Health Care and the Law
(3 hrs)
Designed to integrate pertinent aspects of health care law into the study and/or
practice of health care. Lab Fee: $30. Summer.
425 Human Sexuality
(3 hrs)
Theory and issues related to human sexuality in health and illness. Emphasis on both
theory and values; clarification of human sexuality issues. Prerequisite: sophomore
standing. Lab Fee: $30. Summer.
426 Space Life Sciences
(3 hrs)
Theories and concepts of contemporary issues in health and nursing related to space
life sciences. Lab Fee: $30. Summer.
427 Introduction to Forensics
(3 hrs)
This course provides an overview of the field of forensic nursing. Concepts of care
for victims and family members of violence, abuse, traumatic accidents, and criminal
activity are discussed. Current healthcare practices and medical/legal/ethical issues
are reviewed. Lab Fee: $30. Summer.
432 Nursing Care of Perioperative Client
(3 hrs)
The role of the nurse in providing nursing care for clients experiencing surgical
intervention. The nursing process provides the framework for promoting quality
perioperative nursing care for clients and their families. Prerequisite: junior standing.
Lab Fee: $30. Summer.
434 Death and Dying
(3 hrs)
Influence of death and dying upon attitudes and thinking gleaned from historical,
cultural, philosophical, and scientific perspectives. Intimate reactions and beliefs
concerning death and identifying coping resources. Lab Fee: $30. Summer.
437 Nursing as a Political Force
(3 hrs)
Overview of the legislative process and legislation relative to health care issues. The
role of the professional nurse in the political climate is explored Lab Fee: $30.
Summer.
438 Drug and Substance Abuse
(3 hrs)
Issues arising from intentional or inadvertent abuse or misuse of drugs and food;
legal and physical implications of such behavior. Emphasis is placed on theories of
causation and treatment methodologies. Lab Fee: $30. Summer.
450 Issues in Transplantation
(3 hrs)
This course is designed to provide basic theoretical knowledge related to the nursing
care of the organ/tissue donor, transplant recipient, and their family. Course content
focuses on historical and current issues in transplantation nursing including the
impact of legal, ethical, political, economic, and socio-cultural issues. Students will
examine the roles of the professional nurse in the management of patients and their
families. Current research and use of technology will be discussed. Lab Fee: $30.
Fall, Spring.
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College of Science
C207and 206 Materials Science Building
Telephone: (256) 824-6605
Email: science@uah.edu
Web Site: http://science.uah.edu
Dean:
John D. Fix, B.S., M.A., Ph.D., Professor of Physics
Associate Dean:
Daniel M. Rochowiak, B.S., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Computer Science

Mission

The College of Science at UAH is dedicated to providing high-quality undergraduate
and graduate education in science and mathematics, maintaining an environment that
promotes internationally recognized faculty research programs, and providing service
to the university, state, and regional communities as a source of scientific and
mathematical expertise.

Accreditation

The B.S. degree program in Computer Science offered in the College of Science has
been fully accredited by the Computing Accreditation Commission of ABET since
1989. In addition, the chemistry department offers American Chemical Society
approved curricula in chemistry and biochemistry.

Facilities/Services

The College of Science consists of six academic departments: Atmospheric Science,
Biological Sciences, Chemistry, Computer Science, Mathematical Sciences, and
Physics. Programs are administered by these six departments and the Office of the
Dean. In addition, faculty in the college are associated with the campus research
centers including the Center for Applied Optics, Center for Automation and Robotics,
Earth System Science Center, Global Hydrology and Climate Center, Information
Technology and Systems Center, Center for Microgravity and Materials Research,
Center for Space Plasma and Aeronomic Research, Laboratory for Materials and
Surface Science, Laboratory for Structural Biology, the Consortium for Materials
Development in Space and the National Space Science and Technology Center. The
College of Science in conjunction with the Department of Mathematical Sciences
oversees the Math Leaming Center, located in the Salmon Library.

Degrees and Programs

The College of Science offers a broad spectrum of programs and intellectual
experiences designed to meet various educational, vocational and professional goals.
Students may plan programs of study leading to career opportunities in
computational, mathematical, biological, and physical sciences or as background
requirements for professional studies in medical fields, engineering and education.
The College also offers a variety of courses which provide basic science support to
other disciplines. Students receive assistance from the faculty in preparing and
planning for advanced studies and in planning and carrying out rese'arch projects to
enhance their course work. There are abundant opportunities for undergraduate
students to engage in original scientific research, often resulting in a scientific
publication or presentation at a scientific meeting. By encouraging intellectual, as
well as technical development, the faculty seeks to introduce students to scientific
inquiry as an orderly thought process.
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The College of Science awards the Bachelor of Science and the Bachelor of Arts
Degrees. Majors are offered in biological sciences, chemistry, computer science,
mathematical sciences, and physics. Secondary education teacher preparation
programs are available in biology, chemistry, mathematics, physics and general
science. A certificate program in environmental science is available to
undergraduates majoring in science or mathematics and to individuals already
holding degrees in a science discipline. Students may also combine a minor in
atmospheric science with any of our majors.

Degree programs
Biological Sciences
Chemistry
Computer Science
Mathematics
Physics

B.S., B.A.
B.S.
B.S.
B.S., B.A.
B.S.

Graduate Degrees and Study
The College of Science offers graduate programs leading to the Master of Science
degree in atmospheric science, biological sciences, chemistry, computer science,
materials science, mathematics, and physics, to the Master of Science in Software
Engineering, and to the Master of Arts degree in mathematics. Doctoral programs are
offered in applied mathematics, atmospheric science, computer science, and physics.
Graduate certificate programs are offered in environmental science, software
engineering, and information assurance. Interdisciplinary programs, offered through
the Colleges of Science and Engineering, provide the opportunity to earn a Doctor of
Philosophy degree in Biotechnology Science and Engineering, Optical Science and
Engineering, or Materials Science. For graduate course offerings and programs,
please refer to the Graduate Catalog.

College of Science Academic Advisor

Morgan Lewis, B.S., MS
C206 Materials Science Building
256-824-2505
email: lewism@uah.edu

The College of Science full-time advisor assists undergraduates in course selection
and scheduling until such time that the student selects and declares their major,
typically during the sophomore year. At that time the college advisor and student
begin preparation of a program of study. The student is then assigned to a faculty
advisor by his or her major department who will continue to assist him or her in
development of a program of study and in monitoring progress to graduation . The
college advisor also assists students in understanding the general education
requirements, graduation requirements and assists them in locating appropriate
academic assistance as needed.

Academic Regulations and Policies
Health and Physical Education Courses
Students who major in the College may count a maximum of four semester hours of
health and physical education activity courses toward their requirements for
graduation. HPE courses at the 200 level or greater are "professional courses" and
are not counted toward the maximum number of credit hours for activity courses.
Science
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Requirements for Programs of
Study Leading to the B.S. Degree
Candidates for a B.S. degree must satisfy the General Education Requirements set
forth below, complete the requirements for a major in a program offered by one of
the departments in the College of Science, and complete the requirements for either
a minor or cognate studies (see disciplines for specific requirements). Students are
required to have a C average overall, a C average in their major, and a C average in
their minor or cognate studies for UAR courses. The major and minor or cognate
averages will be calculated based on at least the courses listed in the Program of
Study. Additional courses completed in the discipline may, but need not, be included
in calculating these averages. Only courses which the student completes with a grade
of D or better will count as satisfying degree requirements. A grade of C or better
must be earned in some courses that are prerequisites for other courses in the
discipline before continuing in the course sequence. Specific departmental
requirements are listed in the course descriptions. Students are strongly encouraged
to meet with the College of Science advisor to formulate a Program of Study as early
as possible in their academic career.

General Education Requirements for B.S. Degree
Hours
Areal
English Composition

Area II
Humanities and Fine Arts
(distributed as shown. No
more than 6 semester
hours can be counted in
any one discipline.)

EH 101-102
(Honors Program students may
substitute EH 105)
Fine Arts ( (3 hrs)): ARR 100, 101, 103, ARS
160, MU 100, 101, or CM 122

6 hrs

12 hrs

Literature (3-6 hrs.*): EH 205-206, 205-241,
240-206, 240-241, 205-230, 240-230, or 250251 (Pairings indicate acceptable 2-course
sequences.)*Students must complete a twocourse sequence in either literature or history.
Humanities and Fine Arts (3-6 hrs): CM 113
(required); additional hours as needed chosen
from PHL 101, 201, 202; WS 200; ARS 160;
ARR 100, 101 ; 103, CM 122; MU 100, 101.
Any 100 or 200 level FL course.

Area III
Natural Science
and Mathematics

Mathematics (3- (4 hrs)): One course in
pre-calculus with algebra or higher
(MA 110 or higher). All B.S. degrees require
completion of a calculus course, MA 120
or 171. See disciplines for specific course
requirements.

11-12
hrs.

Natural Science (8 hrs.): A two-course
sequence in a laboratory natural science
outside the major, minor or cognate.
(See disciplines for specific requirements.)
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Area IV
History, Social and
Behavioral Sciences
(distributed as shown)
(No more than 6 hours
can be counted in a
single discipline.)

AreaV
Pre-professional and
elective courses

History (3-6 hrs.*): HYlOl-102, HY 103104, or HY 221-222. (*Students must
complete a two-course sequence in either
literature or history.)

ll-12hrs

Social and Behavioral Sciences (6-9 hrs.):
PSC 101, 102, 260; PY 101, 201; SOC
100, 106, 200; ECN 142, 143; GS 199,
200; GY 105, 110

Science or engineering course outside the
major and not counted in the minor or
cognate requirements (3- (4 hrs)): MA or
CS majors must take a 4 hour laboratory
science course (AST, ATS, BYS, CH, ES,
PH) to meet this requirement. See
individual majors for specific courses
required.

9-15 hrs

Computer Science (3 hrs): CS 100, 102,
103, 121 or higher. See majors for specific
requirements.
Technical Writing (3 hrs): EH 301
Electives (0- (4 hrs)): Calculus must be
taken here if not taken in Area III or in
major or minor.
Major Requirement for B.S. Degree: See specific disciplines - minimum 36 hours.
Minor or Cognate Requirement for B.S. Degree: See specific disciplines minimum 21 hours. (A minor is composed of courses in one discipline, and a cognate
crosses disciplines.)
Electives: Sufficient courses to meet the minimum 128 semester hour degree
requirement and the required 39 semester hours of courses numbered 300 or above.
Residency Requirement: A minimum of25 percent of the total degree requirements
and 12 of the last 18 hours must be completed at UAH. Also, unless otherwise
specified by the department involved, a minimum of 12 semester hours of upper
level courses (numbered 300 or above) must be completed at UAH in a student's
program, distributed as 6 hours in the major and 6 hours in the minor or cognate.
Science Major with Minor in Business Administration
Due to the increased need by the corporate world for employees who are not only
scientists or mathematicians, but who have the background and training to move into
managerial positions, students majoring in the College of Science may choose a
minor in business administration. Specific examples are given for some of the
majors in the departmental sections that follow.
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BS/MSM 4+1 Degree Program
Students in UAR's College of Science who have an interest in business are
encouraged to consider the BS/MSM 4+ 1 Program. By following the outline of
courses shown here, students can earn a minor in Business as part of their B.S.
degree, i;ind then earn their M.S.M. graduate business degree in just one year instead
of two.
I. Area IV Courses
Economics - Taken as part of Area IV "History, Social and Behavioral Sciences"
requirements
ECN 142 Principles of Macroeconomics
ECN 143 Principles of Microeconomics
II. Area V Courses
Calculus - Taken as part of Area V "Science or Engineering Course Outside the
Major" if not taken in Area III or in the major or minor.
Microcomputer Skills - Pre-MSM students must be proficient in the use of operating
systems, word processing, spreadsheets, and presentation software. Deficiency in
computer skills can be remedied by taking CS 102,103 or 121 (these courses may
satisfy the BS GER requirement), MIS 146 or the combination of the one-hour
courses: MIS 102, 104, 106.
Statistics - Taken as part of Area V "Electives" requirement
MSC 287 Business Statistics I
(or MA385 Introduction to Probability)
(or ISE 390 Probability and Engineering Statistics I)
MSC 288 Business Statistics II
(or MA487 Introduction to Mathematical Statistics)
(or ISE 391 Probability and Engineering Statistics II)
III. Pre-MSM Minor (Science & Technology Business Minor)
3 hrs
ACC 211 Financial Accounting
3 hrs
ACC 212 Managerial Accounting
3 hrs
BLS 211 Legal Environment of Business
3 hrs
MGT 301 Managing Organizations
3 hrs
MKT 301 Principles of Marketing
3 hrs
MSC 385 Production/Operations Management
18 hrs
Total Minor Hours

Requirements for Programs of Study Leading to the B.A. Degree.
See the College of Liberal Arts section of the catalog for General Education
Requirements for the B.A. degree.

Jia Ju Zhan Undergraduate Research Scholars
The Jia Ju Zhan Undergraduate Research Scholars Program is designed to help
carefully selected students develop their research skills during their first two years so
that they can be seasoned collaborators for faculty and staff during their final two
years at UAR. During their first semester Zhan Scholars take part in a special seminar
on research methods, ethics, and an introduction to UAR research programs. During
their second semester they begin working on research with College of Science faculty
or research staff.
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SC 100 Introduction to Science Research (1 hr)
An introduction to science research and research in science and mathematics at UAR
for first year students who have been admitted to the Zhan Undergraduate Research
Scholars Program.

Atmospheric Science
National Space Science and Technology Center, Room 4044
Telephone: (256) 961-7877
Email: atmos@uah.edu
Web Site: http://www.nsstc.uah.edu/atmos

Faculty
Professors: S. Christopher, J. Christy, K. Knupp, M. Newchurch, D. Perkey, T.
Sever, R. Welch (Chair); Research Professors: 0. Essenwanger, W. Vaughan;
Associate Professors: Q. Han; Assistant Professors: J. Mecikalski. Adjunct Faculty:
A. Biazar, M. Botts, J. Burks, D. Cecil, H. Christian, K. Fuller, N. Gillani, S.
Goodman, R. Hood, G. Jedlovec, W. Lapenta, E. McCaul, R. McNider, W. Petersen,
T. Sever, T. Troutman, C. Williams
Mission Statement
The Atmospheric Science Department (ATS) at UAR is devoted to providing highquality education to graduate and undergraduate students and to contributing
international-caliber research principally in the areas of remote sensing, atmospheric
chemistry and air pollution, radiative transfer, microwave radiometry, severe storms,
numerical modeling, and climate-change modeling and measurements.
Policies
The Atmospheric Science Department does not offer an undergraduate major.
However, the atmospheric science minor, in conjunction with a physics,
mathematics, computer science, or chemistry major, offers an excellent preparatory
undergraduate program leading to the M.S. or Ph.D. professional degree in
atmospheric science.
The minor in atmospheric science particularly serves as a complement to the physics
major. Many university graduate programs in atmospheric science, including the
UAR program, heavily recruit undergraduate physics majors into their programs.
These students have the requisite background courses in mathematics and physics to
excel in graduate atmospheric science courses of study.
Students selecting one of the several options available under the atmospheric science
minor program can qualify for the "meteorologist" category when applying for GS
rated jobs in various government agencies. Thus, the program offers the opportunity
for its graduates to meet these well-defined criteria when seeking employment.

Requirements for a Minor in Atmospheric Science
A minor in atmospheric science includes ES 111 and 112, ATS 401, plus at least 12
hours of advanced coursework selected from: ES 303,305, 321,331, ATS 411,413,
414,415,420,4 41,451,452, 454, and 461. At least 3 hours of the selected advanced
coursework must be at the 400-level. Additionally, PH 111/114, 112/115, CH
Science
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121/125, MA 171, 172,201 are required ancillary courses for the minor. PH 113/116,
ST 281 and MA 244 and 238 are suggested but not required.
To prepare for the "meteorologist" category when applying for GS rated jobs with the
National Weather Service, a minimum of 24 semester credits in atmospheric science
are required. The following advanced courses are required: ATS 413, 441, 451, 452,
454, 461. In addition, ST 281, MA 244 and 238 are recommended.
The following list provides the course numbers and titles of the above requirements:
Title
Course
Climate and Global Change
ES 111
Severe and Hazardous Weather
ES 112
Classification and Physical Causes of Climate
ES 303
Hydrology
ES 305
Pollution Problems
ES 321
Global Climate Change and Infectious Disease
ES 331
Survey of Atmospheric Science
ATS 401
Intro.duction to Geographical Information Systems (GIS)
ATS 411
GIS and Remote Sensing
ATS 413
Scale and Landscape in GIS
ATS 414
Advanced Topics in GIS
ATS 415
Introduction to Atmospheric Chemistry and Air Pollution
ATS 420
Atmospheric Thermodynamics and Cloud Physics
ATS 441
Atmospheric Fluid Dynamics I
ATS 451
Synoptic Meteorology
ATS 452
Forecasting Mesoscale Processes
ATS 454
Atmospheric Radiation I
ATS 461
Atmospheric Science Track in Physics
The Physics Department offers an atmospheric science track that requires ATS 401,
441,451 and 461. See the Physics Department section for a full description.

Atmospheric Sciences (ATS)
Upper Division Courses

(3 hrs)
401 Survey of Atmospheric Science
General survey of the field of atmospheric science. Quantitative examination of
atmospheric physical properties including atmospheric composition, structure and
dynamics. Detailed inspection of evolving atmospheric structures using real-time
data systems. Topics include atmospheric thermodynamics, atmospheric dynamics,
cloud physics, atmospheric radiation, and related topics in atmospheric remote
sensing. Prerequisites: MA 172 and PH 112, or permission of instructor. (Same as ES
401.)
(3 hrs)
411 Introduction to Geographical Information Systems
Introduces vector, raster and tabular concepts, emphasizing the vector approach.
Topics include spatial relationships, map features, attributes, relational database,
layers of data, data ingesting, digitizing from maps, projections, output, application
and availability of public data sets. (Same as CE 411, ES 411.)
(3 hrs)
413 Geographical Information Systems and Remote Sensing
Provides a hands-on approach to GIS and satellite remote sensing. Satellite data sets
such as LANDSAT and AVHRR, coupled with GIS data sets, increase understanding
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of the earth system. Topics include satellite sensors, basic radiative transfer, orbits,
raster formats, atmospheric correction, distortion, image corrections, rotations and
mapping, spatial resolution, image interpretation, radiometric and geometric
enhancement, multispectral transformations , and classifications. Prerequisites:
MA 172 and PH 112, or permission of instructor. (Same as ES 413 .)
414 Scale and Landscape in GIS
(3 hrs)
Understanding the role of scale in analysis of remote sensing data using GIS,
focusing on analysis of landscape properties. Prerequisite: ES/ATS 413 . (Same as ES
414.)
415 Advanced Topics in GIS
(3 hrs)
Advanced special topics: visualization of GIS and remote sensing data, landscape
characterization (pattern vs. process), multitemporal analysis, aggregation of data
types, developing an integrated GIS environment for performing complex spacetime modeling analyses, and land-atmosphere interactions. Prerequisites: ATS/ES
413 . (Same as ES 415.)
420 Introduction to Atmospheric Chemistry and Air Pollution
(3 hrs)
This self-contained introductory course in atmospheric chemistry and air pollution is
designed to provide seniors and graduate students the basics of atmospheric
chemistry and air pollution concepts. Topics include air pollutants, air-pollution
meteorology, atmospheric gases and aerosols, and atmospheric processes. This
course will also develop the necessary fundamentals for those wishing to take
advanced courses in the atmospheric chemistry/air pollution study area. (Same as ES
420). Prerequisites: PH 112 and CH 121 or consent of instructor.
441 Atmospheric Thermodynamics and Cloud Physics
(3 hrs)
General aspects of thermodynamic and cloud physical processes occurring within
the atmosphere; atmospheric statics and stability, saturation point analysis, aerosols,
nucleation, and the behavior/growth of cloud particles and hydrometers.
Prerequisites: MA 238, PH 112. (Same as ES 441.)
451 Atmospheric Fluid Dynamics I
(3 hrs)
Fluid dynamics in the atmosphere. Coriolis accelerations, scale analysis, and
appropriate approximations of the complete governing equations. Numerical
analysis and interpretation of weather phenomena. Prerequisites: MA 238, PH 112.
(Same as ES 451.)
452 Synoptic Meteorology
(3 hrs)
Analysis, interpretation, and forecasting synoptic-scale and mesoscale phenomena,
including air masses, frontal systems, cyclones, anti-cyclones, tropical cyclones, and
associated mesoscale phenomena. Emphasis on the use of remotely sensed data from
satellites, radars, and profilers using state-of-the-art workstations. Prerequisites: ATS
44 1, 451. (Same as ES 452.)
454 Forecasting Mesoscale Processes
(3 hrs)
Detection and forecasting of atmospheric mesoscale phenomena including the
structure and evolution of clouds, precipitation (including floods), thunderstorms
and severe weather. Includes basics on instruments used to detect mesoscale
phenomena, most notably satellite and radar. Course material is based mainly on
computerized modules and related exercises. Prerequisites: ATS 441 , 451. (Same as
ES 454.)
461 Atmospheric Radiation I
(3 hrs)
Fundamentals of terrestrial atmospheric radiation. Specific topics include: solar
radiation at the top of the atmosphere, radiative transfer equation, gaseous
absorption, scattering by molecules and particles, band models, transmittance along
an inhomogeneous path, and microwave radiative transfer. Prerequisites: MA 238,
PH 11 2. (Same as ES 461.)
Science
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Biological Sciences Department
142 Wilson Hall
Telephone: (256) 824-6260
Email: biology@uah.edu
Web Site: http://www.uah.edu/biology/
Professors Podila (Chair), Lawton, Moriarity, Shriver; Professors Emeriti Campbell,
Eley, Garstka, Modlin; Associate Professors Boyd, Johnson, Leahy, Magnuson, Ng;
Assistant Professors Bishop, Davis; Research Assistant Professor Cseke; Lecturer
Stallsmith.

Mission
The UAH Department of Biological Sciences aspires to provide one of the best
programs in the Southeastern U.S. contributing to meeting these challenges through
undergraduate and graduate education and research. Best is understood in terms of
both quality and efficiency. At the undergraduate level, we want the majority ofUAH
undergraduates to have at least one course in the biological sciences to provide some
perspective on scientific issues confronting our society. For biological science
majors, we want to ensure forward-looking, comprehensive curricula that meet the
highest national standards. This must include instruction and laboratory experience in
each of the principal areas within biological sciences, and supporting course work in
mathematics, chemistry, communications and bioethics. In addition, we want to
provide our undergraduate majors with support and research experience necessary to
build careers in business and in graduate and professional schools. At the graduate
level, the objective of the Department of Biological Sciences is to educate and train
students in the critical, problem solving and independent thinking skills required in
scientific research. Through our M.S programs and the interdisciplinary
Biotechnology Ph.D degree and at the Postdoctoral level we aspire to provide
thorough training and mentoring to cultivate future scientists, who are trained to
serve national needs in education and industry.
Program description
A student may elect a program leading to either a Bachelor of Arts or a Bachelor of
Science degree. In most areas of biological interest, a Bachelor of Science degree is
deemed more desirable; however, a Bachelor of Arts degree may be preferred in
Programs of Study relating biological sciences to the humanities, social sciences, and
economics. In either case, the biological sciences department is committed to high
quality undergraduate instruction, with the ultimate goal to produce accomplished
graduates who can pursue advanced degrees in the health or life sciences or who can
develop meaningful careers in the biological sciences.
Biological Sciences Major
The biological sciences program is flexible and broad enough to permit the student
to develop courses of study to meet a wide range of interests or career goals within
the life sciences. Curricula are available for students who elect to pursue
biochemistry, environmental science, exercise physiology, graduate preparatory,
microbiology, molecular biology, premedical technology, pre-health professional, or
secondary education programs. Examples of programs of study that fulfill the
University's degree requirements and achieve diverse goals in the biological sciences
are shown below. Any curriculum may be modified to fit individual aims with the
approval of the biology faculty. It is strongly advised that the student electing to
major in the biological sciences consult with a biology faculty member early in
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his/her academic career to formalize a plan of study (POS) to meet academic and
career objectives in a timely manner. Normally, a POS should be developed before
the junior year of study. It is strongly recommended that one be established before
the completion of 85 semester hours of coursework.
A major in biological sciences requires a minimum of 36 semester hours of
coursework in BYS and includes the following core courses: BYS 119, 120, 219,
300, and 490. All students majoring in biological sciences will be required to take the
ETS Major Field Test in Biology as a component of the BYS 490 course, and the
results of the test will be factored into the grade for this course. Additionally, it is
expected that the student will take an appropriate structural biology and physiology
course within the area of emphasis. A course in biochemistry within the major or a
chemistry minor is also strongly recommended.
One course in calculus is required for a B.S. in biological sciences. If the student
intends to pursue a course of study requiring more advanced mathematics
background, MAI 71 is recommended to meet this requirement. Otherwise, MA120
may be used to meet this requirement. Biological sciences majors are also
encouraged to take a course in statistics.
All BYS majors must have a minor or cognate studies included in their program of
study.

Biological Sciences Major with tracks
The following are examples of various curricular constructs that can be established
to meet different academic and/or career interests and objectives. Each example is to
be used merely as a guideline in creating a Program of Study (POS) to meet a
particular goal. Strict adherence to the suggested curriculum is not obligatory to meet
degree requirements within the major as long as the individual POS has been
previously approved by the faculty advisor, departmental chair, and the dean of the
College.
B.S. or B.A. degree with a psychology minor (psychobiology program)
Recommended course work: Chemistry 101, 105, 201, 301; Psychology 101,102,
436 one psychology elective from Group B, and 9 hours upper level PY electives
(302 strongly recommended)
B.S. or B.A. degree for secondary education.
Recommended course work: CH 101,105, 201, and 301 or CH 121, 123, 125, 126,
223, 224, 331, 332, 335, 336, 361, 362; BYS core courses and biological science
electives including BYS 312, 321; Professional education courses (See Education
Dept. section of the catalog)
B.S. degree with emphasis in biochemistry; chemistry minor.
Recommended course work: MA 171,172; PH 111/114, 112/115; BYS core courses
and 321, 361, 362, 363, 365 Chemistry 121/125, 123/126, 223/224, 331/335,
332/336, 347 (345 desirable)
B.S. degree, premedical, predental, preveterinary; chemistry minor.
Recommended course work: MA 171; PH 111/114, 112/115 or 101,102; BYS core
courses and 317,361 , 362,363,532 plus electives; CH 121/125, 123/126, 223/224,
331/335, 332/336 plus electives
Science
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B.S. degree, microbiology emphasis with chemistry minor,
preparatory for graduate study in microbiology.
Recommended course work: MA 120 or 171; PH 101,102 or 111/114,
112/ 115; BYS
core courses and 321 , 322, 430 and biological sciences electives;
CH 121/125,
123/126, 223/224 , 331/335 , 332/336, 361/362
B.S. degree, environmental biology emphasis, preparatory
for
graduate study in ecology or environmental science; chemi
stry minor.
Recommended course work: MA 171; ST 281; PH 101 ,102 or 111/114
, 112/115; ES
101 ,102; BYS core courses and 321,31 2, 364, 464, CH 121/125, 123/126
, 223/224,
331 /335, 332, 361 , 362
B.S. degree, composite major in biological-environmental
sciences.
An additional 6 hours from advanced ES courses with this program
qualifies
students for an environmental science certificate. Students should
also see the
Environmental Science section of this catalog .
Recommended course work: MA 120 or 171 ; ST 28; PH 101,102
or 111/114,
112/115 ; CH 121/125, 123/126, 223/224 , 331/335 ; BYS core courses
and 312, 321 ,
364; ES 101, 102, 303 or 411, 321, 331
B.S. degree with emphasis in exercise physiology.
Selected supporting coursework in cognate studies (minor) may be used
to create an
emphasis in sports medicine or athletic training. Additional coursew
ork may be
required for entry into physical therapy or medical programs. Recomm
ended course
work: MA 120 or 171 ; PH 101,102 or 111/114, 112/115; CH 201 , 301
; HPE 200,
205, 210, 300, 311 , and 312
Biological Sciences Minor
A minor in biological sciences includes BYS 119, 120, and 219, plus at
least 9 hours
of advanced coursework. The minor also includes one course selected
from an area
of anatomy and one course selected from an area of physiology, biochem
istry, or
molecular biology.

Anatomy options: BYS 214, 300, 315, 317, 321 , 400
Physiology/biochemistry/molecular biology options : BYS 301,31 4, 318,32
2, 361 ,
400, 401 , 402, 403, 405, 430 or 437. BYS 313 and 314 taken togethe
r can be used
to satisfy the distribution requirement. Additionally, CH 101, 105,
and 201 or
equivalent are required ancillary courses for a biological sciences minor.
A course in
biochemistry (BYS or CH 301) supports the minor but is not required.
For a minor
in the ACS biochemistry track, the following set of courses is recomm
ended: BYS
119, 120, 219, 300, 321 and 519,54 3 or 547.
Courses in Marine Sciences
Select courses in marine sciences, available through the Marine Environ
mental
Sciences Consortium, may be taken for credit at UAH toward a biologi
cal sciences
major or minor, a minor in marine sciences, or a Master of Science
degree in
biological sciences. Biological sciences majors electing a marine science
s minor
generally would not take MS courses in the minor that were principally
biologically
oriented . Courses for which credit is not given for a biological science
s major or
minor can be taken as electives. All programs of study that involve marine
sciences
courses must be approved by the MESC-UAH liaison officer.
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Biological Sciences (BYS) Courses
Lower Division Courses

(1 hr)
100 Introduction to Health Professions
s. Basics of
profession
health
in
interested
students
uate
undergrad
for
options
Career
freshmen
for
Primarily
health-care delivery systems and terminology of health care.
and sophomores. No BYS major or minor credit.
(4 hrs)
119 Principles of Biology
One twoms.
mechanis
cellular
on
focus
a
with
principles
l
Introduction to biologica
$50.
Fee:
Lab
week.
per
lab
hour
(4 hrs)
120 Organismal Biology
g strategies
contrastin
on
Discussion of biological function with special emphasis
BYS 119.
ite:
Prerequis
needs.
l
biologica
employed by organisms in meeting similar
$50.
Fee:
Lab
week.
One two-hour lab per
(2 hrs)
200 Dinosaur Biology
Introduction to the major areas of scientific interest in dinosaur biology; origin of the
dinosaurs, their size, thermal biology, behavior and functional anatomy,
relationships, and extinction. Lecture, discussion, and laboratory. Field trips may be
required.
201 An introduction to Molecular Understanding
(3 hrs)
of Biological Systems
of
regulation
and
structure
Introduction to a molecular level understanding of the
lar
multicellu
into
events
r
molecula
of
n
genes, synthesis of proteins and the integratio
systems and organisms. Prerequisites: CH 123 or equivalent.
(4 hrs)
214 Infection and Immunity
Principles of microbiology with emphasis on infectious disease of humans;
epidemiological and immunological aspects. No credit for students who have credit
for BYS 321 or advanced microbiology courses. Recommended for students in the
College of Nursing. Prerequisites: BYS 119, CH 101 or 121. Two 2-hour labs a
week. Lab Fee: $75.
(4 hrs)
219 Genetics and Evolution
as the
genes
(a)
of
study
Hereditary basis of all living organisms, including the
ns.
populatio
in
genes
(c)
and
s
discrete nature of inheritance, (b) genes in organism
ion
transcript
n,
replicatio
Includes
.
processes
ary
Mendelian principles and evolution
and translation of DNA, RNA and proteins. Prerequisites: BYS 120, MA 107 or 112
and CH 101 or 121. Two 2-hour labs per week. Lab fee: $80.
(2 hrs)
238 Local Flora
dicots.
primarily
ms,
angiosper
local
of
Laboratory course involving identification
m
istics
character
technical
of
use
and
tion
Basics of taxonomi c classifica
Summer.
or
Spring
$40.
Fee:
Lab
required.
trips
identification. Field
Upper Division Courses

(4 hrs)
300 Cell and Developmental Biology
include
Subjects
biology.
ental
developm
and
cell
in
topics
to
Introduces the student
cell structure, organelles, cytoskeleton, secretory pathway, cell division, cell cycle,
cell interaction and control of differentiation. Prerequisites: BYS 219, and CH 121
or 201. One lab per week. Lab Fee: $80.
(3 hrs)
301 Elementary Biochemistry
Biochemistry and energetics of living cells, metabolism, structure and function of
carbohydrates, lipids, proteins and nucleic acid. Enzymes, coenzymes, vitamins,
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blood, endocrine glands, DNA synthesis and gene expression, nutrition, drugs and
biochemistry of specialized tissues. Prerequisites: BYS 120 and CH 201 or 331.
(Same as CH 301.) Spring.
(4 hrs)
312 Principles of Ecology
emical
biogeoch
,
Population structure and growth, competition, predation, symbiosis
and
ity
biodivers
,
dynamics
ty
communi
cycling and energy flow, disturbance and
a
lab
One
nded.
recomme
121
or
101
CH
120.
BYS
ites:
conservation. Prerequis
required.
trips
Field
$50.
Fee:
week. Lab
(4 hrs)
313 Anatomy and Physiology I
organs,
major
of
anatomy
and
y
Structure and function of the human body. Physiolog
for
preparing
students
for
intended
Not
ns.
interactio
organ systems, and their
ites:
Prerequis
ent.
developm
or
y
physiolog
in
study
graduate
or
schools
nal
professio
BYS 119, CH 101 and 105 (CH 201 recommended.). One lab a week. Lab Fee: $75.
Fall.
(4 hrs)
314 Anatomy and Physiology II
ips of major
relationsh
l
functiona
and
structural
stressing
313
BYS
of
tion
Continua
organs, organ systems, and their interdependent regulation. Not intended for students
preparing for professional schools or graduate study in physiology or development.
Prerequisite: BYS 313. One lab a week. Lab Fee: $75 . Spring.
(4 hrs)
315 Ichthyology
Classification, anatomy, physiology, and ecology of freshwater and marine fishes.
Emphasis on fishes of north Alabama. Laboratory and field trips required.
Prerequisite: BYS 120. Prerequisite with concurrency: BYS 300. Lab Fee: $50.
(5 hrs)
317 Vertebrate Zoology
Morphology of vertebrate animals. Relationship of organs and systems and their
phylogenetic significance. Prerequisite: BYS 120. Prerequisite with concurrency:
BYS 300. Two three-hour labs a week. Lab Fee: $60.
(3 hrs)
318 Vertebrate Reproduction
General treatment of the major concepts and controversial areas of comparative
vertebrate reproduction: ecological and evolutionary aspects, development of
reproductive functions and sexual behavior, seasonal breeding and other topics of
current interest. Prerequisite: BYS 120 or 313 BYS219, Prerequisite with
concurrency: BYS 300.
(4 hrs)
321 General Microbiology I
2) chemistry
majors,
biology
uate
undergrad
1)
for
ogy
Basic foundation in microbiol
l, prepre-denta
al,
pre-medic
3)
and
track,
stry
Biochemi
ACS
the
majors taking
optometry, or pre-pharmacy students majoring in other fields . Topics: structure,
biochemistry, and genetics of microorganisms, control of microbial growth, and
microorganisms as pathogens. Laboratory exercises focus on basic and diagnostic
methods in microbiology, environmental factors controlling microbial growth and
survival, and the characteristics of medically important microorganisms.
Prerequisites: BYS 120, 219, CH 101 or CH 121. Prerequisite with concurrency:
BYS 300. Lab Fee: $80.
(4 hrs)
322 General Microbiology II
and use
ecology,
and
function,
form,
in
anisms
microorg
of
diversity
the
es
Emphasiz
of microorganisms in biotechnology. Laboratory exercises focus on culture and
identification of environmentally important groups of microorganisms, microbial
interrelationships, and the microbiology of soil, water, milk, and food. Prerequisites:
BYS 219, 321. Prerequisite with concurrency: BYS 300. Lab Fee: $80.
(3 hrs)
331 Global Climate Change and Infectious Diseases
Global warming trends and causes, greenhouse gases, impacts of climate change,
causes of past climates, El Nino events, growing resistance of pathogens and vectors
to drugs and insecticides, biodiversity global analysis of emerging and re-emerging
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diseases and their causes. Prerequisite: BYS2 l 9, Prerequisite with
concurrency:
BYS 300.
347 Biophysical Chemistry I
(3 hrs)
First and second laws of thermodynamics. Free energy and equilibrium.
Colligative
properties of solutions. Ionic equilibria. Electrochemistry. Reactio
n kinetics.
Enzyme catalysis. Adsorption and surface tension. Prerequisites: CH
332, MA 172,
PH 112. (Same as CH 347.)
348 Biophysical Chemistry II
(3 hrs)
Viscosity, diffusion, sedimentation, electrophoresis, determination
of molecular
weight by osmotic pressure. Light scattering and photochemistry.
Elementary IR,
UV-VIS, ESR, NMR spectroscopy. Fluorescence. Optical rotation. Prerequ
isite: CH
347. (Same as CH 348.)
361 General Biochemistry
(3 hrs)
Molecules that comprise living systems. Nomenclature, structure,
properties, and
functions in metabolism of amino acids, proteins, carbohydrates, lipids,
and nucleic
acids. Enzym atic propert ies and function, major catabol ic pathwa
ys, their
interrelations and control mechanisms. Glycolysis, Kreb's cycle,
and oxidative
phosphorylation. Prerequisites: BYS 120, CH 223, 224, 332, and 335.
(Same as CH
361.)
362 General Biochemistry Laboratory
(1 hr)
Practical experie nce in isolation, qualitative identification, and
quantitative
estimation of biomolecules. Prerequisite with concurrency: CH 361.
Prerequisite:
CH 223 and 224. One 3-hour lab a week. Lab Fee: $90. (Same as CH
362.)
363 General Biochemistry II
(3 hrs)
A continuation of BYS 361 to include fatty acid and amino
acid oxidation,
biosynthesis of biomolecules, integration of metabolism, DNA and RNA
metabolism,
protein biosynthesis, and genes. Prerequisite: BYS 361. (Same as CH
363.)
364 Biogeography
(3 hrs)
Why plants and animals live where they do. Principles governing plant
and animal
distribution and dispersal, using the communities of North Americ
a as prime
examples. Prerequisites: BYS 120; 219; 312 recommended. Prerequ
isite with
concurrency: BYS 300.
365 General Biochemistry Laboratory II
(1 hr)
Experimental course illustrating the topics in BYS 363. Prerequisite:
BYS 361 and
BYS 362. Corequiste: BYS 363. Lab Fee: $90. (Same as CH 364.)
400 Neuroscience
(3 hrs)
An introductory survey of the field of neuroscience, from basic neuroan
atomy &
physiology to current hot topics, such as neurodegenerative disease
, learning and
memory, conciousness, cognitive theory and neurocomputing. Prerequ
isites: BYS
300
401 Exercise Physiology
(4 hrs)
Basic human physiology as differentiated by the effects of exercise.
Physiology of
major systems of the body that may act as a limiting factor, or
enhance the
performance, ofhuma n movement. Prerequisites: BYS 219, BYS 300,
BYS 313 and
314. BYS/CH 301 strongly recommended. One lab per week. Lab Fee:
$60.
402 Kinesiology and Biomechanics
(4 hrs)
A study of the structural and functional relationships of the human skeletal
, muscular
and neural systems as they relate to movement of the human body.
Prerequisites:
BYS 219, BYS 300, BYS 313 and 314. PH 101 or PH 111 strongly
recommended.
One lab per week. Lab Fee: $60.
403 Advanced Exercise Physiology
(4 hrs)
Human physiology, as differentiated by the effects of environmental
variables such
Science
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as altitude, thermal stress and terrain on the effects of major physiological systems of
the body as well as a more in-depth analysis of resistance training, aerobic and
anaerobic training. Special aids to performance, body composition, aging and
integration of multiple systems such as cardiopulmonary systems, the neuromuscular
systems, and how each of these variables may effect the performance of human
activity. Prerequisites: BYS 219, BYS 300, BYS 313, 314, 401 and BYS/CH 301 or
361 is strongly recommended. One lab per week. Lab Fee: $75
405 Psychopharmacology
(3 hrs)
Introduction to drug classification and action with emphasis on physiological and
psychology interactions. Prerequisite: 9 hrs. BYS or PY.
419 Microbial Genetics
(3 hrs)
Transmission, expression, and evolution of genes in microorganisms. Studies of
chromosomes, plasmids, transposons, bacteriophages, and other genetic elements.
Prerequisites: BYS 219, BYS 300, BYS 321. Prerequisite with concurrency: BYS
300.
430 Immunology
(4 hrs)
Innate, humoral and cell-mediated immunity. Immune deficiencies and
hypersensitivities. Autoimmunity, transplantation and tumor immunology
Prerequisites: BYS 219, BYS 300, BYS 321 and BYS/CH 361 strongly
recommended. One 3-hour lab a week. Lab Fee: $80.
437 Biological Psychology
(3 hrs)
Functional analysis of neural and endocrine systems underlying behavior.
Prerequisites: (either a orb): (a) 15 hrs. of PY or approval of instructor; (b) BYS 120
or BYS 313, and 6 hrs. of PY or approval of instructor. (Same as PY 436.)
464 Evolution
(3 hrs)
Principles of evolution and speciation. Nature of species, selection and adaptation,
divergence and cladogenesis, isolation, hybridization, and phylogeny. Prerequisites:
BYS 120, 219; BYS 312 recommended. Prerequisite with concurrency: BYS 300.
490 Senior Seminar
(2 hrs)
Student discussions, readings, and presentations of topical biological subjects using
current scientific literature, monographs, and journals. Capstone course emphasizing
refinement of oral and written communication skills and critical thinking. All
students are required to take the ETS Major Field Test in Biology, and the results of
the test will be factored into the grade for this course. Pass/fail grading. Prerequisite:
BYS 119,120,219,300 and senior standing.
491 Special Topics in Biological Sciences
(1-4 hrs)
Directed readings and/or written reports on topics of interest to individual students
carried out under supervision of an instructor. Permission of instructor required
before registration.
492 Undergraduate Research
(2-4 hrs)
For advanced-level biological sciences students with biological sciences GPA of 3.5
or above. Individual investigations into biological problems under direct supervision
of instructor. Permission of instructor required before registration. May also be taken
at the Marine Environmental Sciences Consortium, Dauphin Island, Alabama. Lab
Fee: $30 for 2 hours, $40 for 3 hours, and $50 for 4 hours.
499H Undergraduate Honors Research and Thesis
(2-4 hrs)
Individual investigations into biological problems under direct superv1s1on of
instructor. For honors students majoring in the biological sciences. Prerequisites:
Approval of instructor, chair, and director of honors program; Senior standing. Lab
Fee: $30 for 2 hours; $40 for 3 hours; and $50 for 4 hours.
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Marine Sciences (MS)
Courses are offered only at the Marine Environmental Sciences Consortium Sea Lab
at Dauphin Island, Alabama. The following courses can be included in a biological
sciences major or minor:

202 Marine Biology
(4 hrs)
Survey of invertebrates, vertebrates, and marine plants as communities with local
examples of groups. Examination of marshland, estuarine, beach, dune inlet and
neritic habitats, and niches. Lectures, laboratory, and field work. Prerequisite:
general biology.
304 Coastal Zone Management
(2 hrs)
Examination of ecological features and physical management policies design for
coastal communities and a review of the federal and state programs that impinge
upon coastal ecological communities.
The following courses cannot be taken for credit toward a biological sciences major
or minor but can be used for a marine science minor.

204 Commercial Marine Fisheries of Alabama
(2 hrs)
Biology, harvesting technology, and processing of commercially valuable fish and
shellfish species of Alabama.
301 Marine Technical Methods I
(2 hrs)
Research equipment, methods, and techniques in marine science. Training in
operation and field maintenance of major pieces of sampling gear. Prerequisite:
Introductory biology, chemistry, or physics.
302 Marine Technical Methods II
(2 hrs)
Equipment and techniques in laboratory analysis of water and other marine samples.
Emphasis on water quality parameters. Prerequisite: Introductory biology, chemistry,
or physics.
303 Coastal Climatology
(2 hrs)
Physical factors that result in climactic conditions m and near coastal region.
Emphasis on northern Gulf of Mexico.

Chemistry Department
203-C Materials Science Building
Telephone: (256) 824-6153
Email: chem@uah.edu
Web Site: http://chemistry.uah.edu/
Professors Setzer (Chair), Baird, Gregory, Meehan, Naumann, Radonovich, Shriver;
Professor Emeritus Riley; Associate Professors George, Scholz, Vogler, Weimer;
Associate Research Professors Chen, Edmondson, Kaukler; Assistant Professors
Paddison, Waddell, Ward; Assistant Research Professor Twigg.
Mission
The mission of the Department of Chemistry is to provide high quality
undergraduate and graduate education in all aspects of chemistry, with a special
emphasis in materials science and biotechnology. Our goal is to educate our students
in chemistry, and to provide them with life-long learning skills allowing them to
Science
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adapt to an ever-changing environment. Our faculty and students strive to generate
new knowledge through research and other creative activities that will benefit the
residents of Huntsville, the state of Alabama, the nation, and the world.
Academic Programs
The academic program in chemistry at the University of Alabama in Huntsville has
received the approval of the American Chemical Society in recognition of its strong
faculty and excellent facilities for high quality undergraduate instruction. The
Chemistry Department offers courses leading to the B.S. degree with a major in
chemistry and supports undergraduate programs in other disciplines.

Eight chemistry major curricula are offered that provide preparation for: (1) graduate
school in biochemistry or molecular biology, medical school, dental school,
veterinary school or pharmacy school; (2) graduate study in chemistry and/or
employment as an industrial chemist; (3) general education in chemistry suitable for
pre-professional students or employment as a biochemist, clinical chemist or forensic
scientist; (4) the Alabama Class B High School Teacher's Certificate for a career in
chemical education; (5) basic chemistry, suitable as a second major; (6) graduate
study combining chemistry and physics; (7) graduate work or employment in
materials chemistry, and (8) chemical business.
Chemistry Major Requirements

1. The minimum total semester hours required for the B.S. degree is 128. Of these,
at least 39 semester hours must be in courses numbered 300 or higher. In addition,
the major in chemistry requires the completion of the B.S. General Education
Requirements (GER). The chemistry major requires MA 171 ; MAl 72; PH 111, 112,
114, 115; CS 1io, 102, or higher; and one science or engineering course outside of
major or minor. These courses may be used to satisfy the GER requirements.
2. Completion of a minor consisting of at least 21 hours of course work in any subject
other than chemistry. The course requirements for minors can be found in the
sections of this catalog dealing with the various departments. An educationally
compatible combination of courses from more than one department can be
substituted for the minor. This is called Cognate Studies.
3. Completion of sufficient electives to meet the overall minimum hour requirements
for the degree.
4. Completion of one of the six chemistry curricula shown below, or another
developed in consultation with a Chemistry Department advisor. Note that
Curriculum I specifies a minor in biological sciences, while Curriculum II specifies
a minor in mathematics. Curriculum VII includes requirements in economics,
mathematics and statistics.
Specialization Curricula
The Committee on Professional Training (CPT) of the American Chemical Society
(ACS) specifies curricula containing prescribed course sequences that meet
the American Chemical Society requirements for professional education at the
B.S. level. The chemistry department offers two ACS approved curricula: one
in Biochemistry (Curriculum I) and one in Pure Chemistry (Curriculum II) outlined
below. The College of Science will recognize completion of either of these
ACS approved curricula by awarding the student a certificate of specialization in
that area.
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Curriculum I A.C.S. Approved Degree with Emphasis on Biochemistry
(Biological Sciences Minor)
This American Chemical Society approved program serves as preparation for
medical school, dental school, veterinary school, pharmacy school, graduate study in
biochemistry or employment as a clinical chemist or forensic scientist. Prospective
medical students should explore their areas of interest outside of the sciences and
strive for maximum scholastic achievement. Students following this curriculum in
preparation for medical, dental, veterinary, or pharmacy school should consult with
the Preprofessional Advisory Committee early in their college program. Premedical
students should prepare to take the Medical College Aptitude Test during the spring
of their junior year. (For alternative premedical curricula, see Chemistry Curriculum
II and Biological Sciences Example IV.)
Courses
Chemistry-CH 121/125, 123/ 126, 223/224,
331 /335, 332/336, 347/345, 348/346, 361/362,
363/364, 401 /402, 421 , 491.
Biological Sciences minor- BYS 119, 120, 219,
300, 321 plus upper level electives. These may
include BYS 519 or 543 or 547

Semester Hours
45

23

Curriculum II A.C.S. Approved Pure Chemistry Degree
(Mathematics Minor)
This American Chemical Society approved curriculum is designed for a student who
plans to do graduate work in chemistry or a related science or desires an industrial
position that requires a strong chemical background.
Courses
Chemistry-CH 121/125, 123/126, 223/224,
331/335, 332/336, 337, 341/345, 342/346,
361/362, 401/402, 421 , CH 300 level or
above elective
Mathematics Minor-MA 171, 172,201 , 238,
244, 415, and 385 or 460 or 465

Semester Hours
45

24

Curriculum Ill General Chemistry Major for Preprofessional Students
The reduced course requirement for the major in chemistry in this curriculum
permits the student to prepare for medical or dental school and to sample courses and
subjects outside of the major.
Courses
Chemistry-CH 121/125,123/126, 223/224,
331/335, 332/336, 341 or 347, 345, 361/362,
401/402, 421 , plus CH 300 level or above elective

Semester Hours
39

Curriculum IV Chemistry Major with Emphasis on
Chemical Education (Class B High School Teacher's Certificate)
This plan meets the requirements for an Alabama Class B High School Teacher's
Certificate.

Science
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Courses
Chemistry-CH 121/125, 123/126, 223/224,
315, 331/335, 332,361, and (341 or 347),
401, and (345 or 362 or 402) and (342 or 348
or 363 or 421) and three from (336 or 345 or
346 or 362 or 364 or 402 or 421 lab)
BYS 119
MA201
PH 113 and 116
Professional education courses (See Education
Dept. section of catalog.)

Semester Hours
38

4
4

4
39

NOTES:
I. This curriculum may require more than the minimum total of 128 hours for the B.S. degree.
2. Students pursuing this curriculum should consult with the Department of Education early in their
program. Education students are required to pass an exit examination in their teaching field in order to
graduate and be recommended for certification.

Curriculum V Basic Chemistry Curriculum
This curriculum is designed for students who want to combine a major in chemistry
with a major in another subject.
Courses
Chemistry-CH 121/125, 123/126, 223/224,
331/335, 332/336, 341 or 347,342 or 348,
345, 361,401, and 421

Semester Hours
37

Curriculum VI Chemistry Major with Emphasis on Chemical Physics
Chemistry-physics program appropriate for pre-graduate education.
Courses
Chemistry-CH 121/125,123/126, 223/224,
331/335, 332/336, 341/345, 342/346, 343,
361/362, 401/402, and 421
Physics Minor-PH 110, 111/114, 112/115,
113/116, 499, PH 300 level or above elective
Mathematics- 201, 238, 244

Semester Hours
43

21
10

Curriculum VII Chemistry Major with Emphasis in Materials Science
This program is designed for students who want to pursue graduate studies or
employment in materials chemistry.
Courses
Chemistry-CH 121/125,123/126, 223/224,
331/335, 332/336, 341/345, 342/346, 361/362,
401/402, 421, and 440
Cognate-PH 111/114, 112/115, 113/116;
CHE 295/295, 459, 494
Mathematics- 201,238,244

Semester Hours
43

22

Curriculum VIII Chemical Business Curriculum
This curriculum is designed to prepare a student to perform business functions in
the chemical or pharmaceutical industry.
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Courses
Semester Hours
Chemistry-CH 121/125, 123/126, 223/224,
36
331/335, 332/ 336, 341 or 347,345, 361/ 362,
401/402, and 421
ECN 142 and ECN143 should be included in Area IV
of the GER
Mathematics- MA 20 l should be included in Area V
of the GER.
Business Minor-ACC 211, ACC 212, BLS 211 ,
MGT 301 , MKT 301, MGT 450, and MSC 385
21
Statistics- MSC 287 or MA 385 or ISE 390 and
MSC 288 or MA 487 or ISE 391. Of these,
MA 385 and MA 487 can be used to satisfy
Area V of the GER
3
Microcomputers- CS 102, 103 or 121 or
MIS 146 (or MIS 102, 104, and 106)
3
Students interested in the pharmaceuticals industry may wish to take CH 363 and CH
364 and/or one or more courses in biology. A student can satisfy the statistics
requirement and add a second minor in mathematics simply by electing the sequence
MA 171,172, 201,244,385, and 487.

Notes applying to all curricula above:
(a) Credit may be obtained for Chemistry 121, 123, 125, and 126 by making a satisfactory
score on the CLEP examination. This examination is offered at various times during the year
through the Office of Testing Services. Students pursuing credit by examination should
consult the Chemistry Department before taking the examination. Credit is also granted to a
student who submits a score of 3 or higher on the Advanced Placement Programs of the
College Entrance Examination Board.
(b) Transfer students wishing to major in chemistry must complete at least 9 semester hours
of chemistry at the level of 300 or above at UAR. Courses in organic chemistry completed at
the junior college level may be used to satisfy prerequisite requirements for upper level
chemistry courses at UAR and total hour requirements but do not count toward the upper level
(300+) hour requirements of the major.
(c) No credit toward the chemistry major is given for CH 101/105, 201 , and 301 , or any
mathematics course numbered lower than MA 171. A student requiring any of these courses
should understand that the total credit hours of course work required to meet all the degree
requirements may exceed the minimum of 128 hours required for the B.S. degree.
(d) Unless attention is given to the sequence in which courses are scheduled, chemistry majors
may experience difficulty in completing the required courses within a four year-period.
Students should plan to complete all the mathematics and physics courses required by their
chosen curriculum before the fall semester of their junior year.

Chemistry Minors
Course sequences for students wishing to minor in chemistry require at least 21
hours of chemistry including 6 or more hours numbered 300 or above. Courses in
organic chemistry completed at the junior college level may be used to satisfy hour
and prerequisite requirements for upper level chemistry courses at UAH but do not
count toward the 300-level requirements of the minor. Approved sequences are
shown below. Others are subject to Chemistry Department approval.
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CH 121 , 125, 123, 126, 223 , 224, 331 , 332, 335, 336, and 361 for premed
ical and
predental students.
CH 121 , 125, 123, 126, 223, 224, 331, 332, 335, 361, 362 for some
biology and
medical technology majors.
CH 121 , 125, 123, 126, 331 , 332, 335, 341, 342 for physics , mathem
atics, and
chemical engineering majors.
CH 121 , 123, 125, 126, 223, 224, 33 I, 332, 335, 347 for biology majors
taking BYS
361 and 362.

Chemistry (CH)
Lower Division Courses

101 Introduction to Chemistry
(3 hrs)
Properties of solids, liquids, gases, and solutions, atomic theory
and bonding,
concentration concepts, and physical and chemical properties of the more
common
elements and their compounds. CH 101 does not count toward the chemist
ry major
or minor. Chemistry majors or minors taking CH 101 get elective credit
only. CH IO I
may be used with CH 105 and CH 201 to fulfill the laboratory science
requirement
of the GER. No placement examination is required for enrollment in
CH 101. The
student may opt to take CH IO 1 even if he or she has achieved a satisfac
tory score
on the placement examination for enrollment in CH 121. Student
must have
successfully completed MA 110 or be currently taking MA 112
or higher.
Prerequisite with concurrency: CH 105. Includes one two-hour recitatio
n per week.
105 Introductory Chemistry Laboratory
(1 hr)
Laboratory fundamentals and basic chemical principles. A student enrolled
in a B.S.
degree program who plans to take CH 121 and CH 125 and has had
chemistry
laboratory experience may be exempt from CH 105 by permission
of Chemistry
Department chair. CH 105 may not be counted toward the chemistry major
or minor.
Chemistry majors or minors receive only elective credit. Prerequ
isite with
concurrency: CH 101. Lab Fee: $60.
121 General Chemistry I
(3 hrs)
For science and engineering majors. Properties of gases, liquids,
solids, and
solutions. Nature of the chemical bond, kinetics, chemical
equilibrium,
electrochemistry, thermochemistry. Chemical properties of elements,
their periodic
groups, and their compounds. Prerequisite: CH 101 or placem
ent test and
prerequisite with concurrency: MA 113, MA 115, or math placement in
MA 120, MA
171 or higher, and CH 125.
123 General Chemistry II
(3 hrs)
Continuation of 121 with in-depth study of topics listed. Prerequisite:
CH 121.
Prerequisite with concurrency: CH 126.
125 General Chemistry Laboratory I
(1 hr)
Complements the lecture material for CH 121. Includes the determi
nation of
chemical and physical properties of materials, synthesis and characterizatio
n, and
introduction to spectroscopy. Prerequisite with concurrency: CH 121. Lab
Fee: $60.
126 General Chemistry Laboratory II
(1 hr)
Complements the lecture material of CH 123. Includes an introduction
to qualitative
and quantitative analytical techniques. Prerequisite with concurrency:
CH 123. Lab
Fee: $60.
191,192, 193 Fundamentals of Chemical Research
(1- 3 hrs)
Personalized programs to introduce beginning students to undergraduate
research.
303
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Introduction to laboratory research techniques. Approval of supervising faculty
member and chemistry chair required. Registration utilizes last digit of course
number to designate semester-hour credit. Lab Fee: $40 for CH 191, $50 for CH
192, and $60 for CH 193.
(3 hrs)
201 Elementary Organic Chemistry
ds.
compoun
organic
of
properties
and
groups,
l
Nomenclature, structure, functiona
CH
to
sequence
a
as
and
majors,
biology
some
majors,
nursing
for
Recommended
101 /105 for an 8-hour laboratory science requirement for non-science majors. Also
recommended for students who would benefit from an introduction to organic
chemistry before taking CH 331/332 sequence. Does not count in chemistry major
or minor. Prerequisites: CH 101 and CH 105 or CH 121 and 125. Prerequisite with
concurrency: CH 205
(1 hr)
205 Elementary Organic Chemistry Laboratory
ds and
compoun
organic
of
reactions
Includes
201.
Laboratory component of CH
fee:
Lab
201.
CH
cy:
concurren
with
ite
Prerequis
ions.
modificat
functional group
$75.
(3 hrs)
223 Quantitative Analysis
Data
tation.
instrumen
including
chemistry
Introduction to quantitative analytical
emical,
spectroch
emical,
electroch
ry
elementa
,
equilibria
treatment, ionic
gravimetric, and volumetric techniques. Prerequisites: CH 126. Prerequisite with
concurrency: CH 224.
(1 hr)
224 Quantitative Analysis Laboratory
include pH
nts
Experime
.
laboratory
chemistry
analytical
ve
quantitati
Introduction to
measurements, spectrochemical, gravimetric, and volumetric titrations.
Prerequisites: CH 126. Prerequisite with concurrency: CH 223 . Lab Fee: $50
Upper Division Courses

(3 hrs)
301 Elementary Biochemistry
function of
and
structure
m,
metabolis
cells,
Biochemistry and energetics of living
vitamins,
s,
coenzyme
,
Enzymes
acid.
nucleic
and
proteins
lipids,
carbohydrates,
blood, endocrine glands, DNA synthesis and gene expression, nutrition, drugs and
biochemistry of specialized tissues. Prerequisites: BYS 120 and CH 201 or 331. No
credit given to chemistry majors or minors. Credit in CH 361 precludes credit in CH
301. (Same as BYS 301.) Spring.
(3 hrs)
315 Chemistry Teaching Methods
e. The
Certificat
Teacher's
Designed for students pursuing a Class B High School
chemical
including
,
principles
chemical
of
course explores methods of presentation
demonstrations. Prerequisites: CH 201 or 223 or permission of the instructor. Lab
Fee: $30.
(3 hrs)
331 Organic Chemistry I
reaction
and
theory,
methods,
Synthetic
Chemistry of organic compounds.
week.
per
recitation
two-hour
one
Includes
126.
123,
CH
ites:
mechanisms. Prerequis
hrs)
(3
II
y
Chemistr
Organic
332
Continuation of CH 331 . Prerequisite: CH 331. Includes one two-hour recitation per
week.
(1 hr)
335 Organic Chemistry Laboratory I
tion
identifica
and
,
separation
,
synthesis
including
chemistry
organic
of
Techniques
of organic compounds with use of chemical and spectroscopic methods. Prerequisite
with concurrency: CH 331. Lab Fee: $75.
(1 hr)
336 Organic Chemistry Laboratory II
cy: CH
concurren
with
ite
Prerequis
335.
CH
ite:
Prerequis
335.
CH
of
Continuation
332. Lab Fee: $75 .
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337 Organic Chemistry Laboratory III
(2 hrs)
Advanced organic chemistry laboratory treating reactions and techniques
not covered
in CH 335 and 336. Pursuit of a special open-ended problem by
each student.
Prerequisite: CH 336 and approval of instructor. Lab Fee: $75.
341 Physical Chemistry I
(3 hrs)
An introduction to physical chemistry encompassing: the kinetic theory
of gases, the
laws of thermodynamics, chemical equilibrium, phase equilibria, elemen
tary theories
of electrolyte solutions, and electrochemistry. Prerequisites: CH 123, MA201
and PH
112. Credit in CH 341 precludes credit in CH 347.
342 Physical Chemistry II
(3 hrs)
A survey of additional fundamental concepts of physical chemis
try including:
chemical kinetics, quantum chemistry, atomic structure, chemical spectro
scopy (i.e.
IR, Raman, NMR, EMR, etc.), and surface and colloid chemistry. Prerequ
isite: CH
341. Credit in CH 342 precludes credit in CH 348.
343 Introduction to Quantum Chemistry
(3 hrs)
Quantum mechanical treatment of atoms, molecules, and spectroscopy.
Prerequisites:
CH 341, MA238 .
345 Experimental Physical Chemistry I
(1 hr)
Laboratory and computer investigations into physical chemistry. Report
writing, data
and error analysis, error propagation, linear and nonlinear regression
using IGOR or
similar software, thermodynamics. Prerequisites: CH 223, 224; Prerequ
isite with
concurrency: CH 341 or 347. Lab Fee: $75.
346 Experimental Physical Chemistry II
(1 hr)
Laboratory investigations into kinetics and spectroscopy. Prerequisite:
CH 345 or
comparable course; Prerequisite with concurrency CH 342 or 348. Lab
Fee: $75.
347 Biophysical Chemistry I
(3 hrs)
Compu ters for data analysi s and simulations. First and second
laws of
thermodynamics. Free energy and equilibrium. Calorimetry. Protein
stability.
Binding and Interactions. Solution thermodynamics. Electrolytes. Electro
chemistry.
Prerequisites: CH 332, MA 172, PH 112. (Same as BYS 347.)
348 Biophysical Chemistry II
(3 hrs)
Biochemical reaction kinetics . Enzyme catalysis. Quantum mechan
ics. Statistical
thermodynamics. Spectroscopy, includi ng UV-VIS, Fluorescence.
Circula r
dichroism, NMR. Structure determinations. Prerequisite: CH 347.
(Same as BYS
348.)
361 General Biochemistry I
(3 hrs)
Molecules that comprise living systems. Nomenclature, structure,
properties, and
functions in metabolism of amino acids, proteins, carbohydrates, lipids,
and nucleic
acids. Enzym atic propert ies and function; major catabolic pathwa
ys, their
interrelations and control mechanisms. Glycolysis, Kreb's cycle,
and oxidative
phosphorylation. Prerequisites: BYS 120, CH 223, 224, 332, and 335;
or BYS 201,
CH 332, and 335. (Same as BYS 361.)
362 General Biochemistry Laboratory I
(1 hr)
Practic al experie nce in isolation, qualitative identification, and
quantitative
estimation of biomolecules. Prerequisite with concurrency: CH 361.
Prerequisites:
CH 223, 224. One 3-hour lab a week. Lab Fee: $90. (Same as BYS 362.)
363 General Biochemistry II
(3 hrs)
A continuation of CH 361 to include fatty acid and amino acid
oxidation,
biosynthesis of biomolecules, integration of metabolism, DNA and RNA
metabolism,
protein biosynthesis, and genes. Prerequisite: CH 361. (Same as BYS
363.)
364 General Biochemistry Laboratory II
(1 hr)
Experimental course illustrating the topics in CH 363. Prerequisites: CH
361 and CH
305
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362. Prerequisite with concurrency: CH 363. Lab Fee: $90. (Same as BYS 365.)
(3 hrs)
401 Inorganic Chemistry
Fundamental topics in inorganic chemistry. Atomic structure, chemical bonding,
symmetry, acid-base theories, non-aqueous solvents, coordination chemistry, crystal
field and ligand field theory, main group and transition metal chemistry,
organometallics, catalysis, and bioinorganic chemistry. Prerequisites: CH 336
(1 hr)
402 Inorganic Chemistry Laboratory
purification,
synthesis,
including
Laboratory techniques of inorganic chemistry
Lab Fee:
401.
CH
ite:
Prerequis
ds.
compoun
inorganic
of
isolation, and identification
$90.
(4 hrs)
421 Instrumental analysis
and atomic
UV
IR,
including
tation
Introduction to modem analytical instrumen
alytical
electroan
,
resonance
magnetic
nuclear
s,
absorption spectrophotometer
y. P
laborator
and
Lecture
graphs.
chromato
liquid
and
gas
equipment, and
Prerequisite with concurrency: CH 345. Lab Fee: $90.
(3 hrs)
440 Polymer Synthesis and Characterization
istics and
character
Polymer
.
polymers
novel
and
Synthesis of commercially relevant
ite: CH
Prerequis
.
properties
polymer
of
ce
dependen
structural
the
of
a discussion
332. This course is also taught to graduate students as CH 540 and MTS 640. Course
completion and/or grade requirements for undergraduate credit will differ from those
for graduate credit. Students who have successfully completed CH 440 cannot also
receive credit for CH 540 or MTS 640.
(1- 3 hrs)
480 Selected Topics in Chemistry
curriculum.
present
in
covered
Special offerings to students in areas of interest not
.
instructor
of
Prerequisite: senior standing and approval
(1- 3 hrs)
491, 492, 493 Introduction to Chemical Research
Personalized programs to round out the undergraduate curriculum of students with
various goals. Prerequisite with concurrency:: CH 345 and senior standing. Approval
of supervising faculty member and chemistry chair required. Registration utilizes last
digit of course number to designate semester-hour credit. Student normally may elect
only up to 6 hours. Lab Fee: $20 for CH 491 , $60 for CH 492, $90 for CH 493 . No
lab fee for CH 491.

Computer Science Department
300 Technology Hall
Telephone: (256) 824-6088
Email: info@cs.uah.edu
Web Site: http://www.cs.uah.edu/
Professors Graves, Newman, Ranganath (Chair), Richards, Slater; Professors Emeriti
Davis, Johannes , Shiva; Associate Professors Cox, Delugach, Etzkorn, Li,
Rochowiak; Assistant Professors Aygun, Weisskopf, Zhang.
Mission
The overriding objective or mission of the Computer Science program is to prepare
students to become contributors to the computer science profession, whether they
find themselves in industrial , government, research, or university environments. The
educational objectives of the Computer Science Department, which are based on the
department's commitment to excellence in teaching, research, and service, and
overall development of students are consistent with the mission statement of the
University.
Science
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The Computer Science Department is located in Olin B. King Technology Hall
and
has excellent classroom, laboratory, and student facilities . Ready access is provided
to several modem, networked PC laboratories within the department. The UAH
campus is fully networked with a fiber optic backbone and is a member of the NSF's
Intemet2 network, giving high-speed connectivity to the Internet. Additional
PC
laboratories are also distributed across the campus. The department
has
microcomputer and network laboratories for instruction in logic design, compute
r
architecture, and networking. Laboratory fees are associated with most compute
r
science classes since extensive laboratory work is required . In order to accommodate
student needs, lab scheduling is flexible.
Based on the educational goals of the College of Science and the University,
the
Computer Science Department has established the following specific student
and
faculty objectives:
Student Objectives: Computer Science graduates

• Will be trained in theoretical concepts and mathematical fundamentals
essential for establishing a strong foundation for a life long career in
Computer Science.
• Will have a good understanding of the fundamentals of the organization,
operation, and use of computers.
• Will be proficient in modem programming languages such as C, C++ and
Java.
• Will be proficient in Software Engineering methodologies and able to work
on group projects .
• Will have strong laboratory experience that provides them practical and
effective computing skills.
• Will have good analytical, communication, and problem solving skills
needed for professional employment as well as graduate studies.
• Will have a good learning experience during their degree program .
Faculty Objectives: Each computer science faculty member

• Should be capable of teaching a number of courses.
• Should be well qualified to teach his/her courses.
• Should constantly improve teaching effectiveness.
• Should stay current in teaching and research areas.
• Should be involved in student advisement.
Program Description

The Computer Science Department offers the B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. in Comput
er
Science as well as the M.S.S.E . in Software Engineering. The department
has
excellent faculty who are dedicated to teaching , research and student advisem
ent.
The program meets national standards for excellence and since 1989 has been
fully
accredited by the Computing Accreditation Commission of ABET, 111 Market
Place, Suite 1050, Baltimore, MD 21202-4012
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Policies
A Mathematics minor is required of all computer science majors.
A transfer student must complete a minimum of 18 hours of CS courses at UAH in
order to obtain a degree in Computer Science.
A minimum GPA of 2.0 must be obtained both in the computer science major and the
mathematics minor courses taken at UAH.
Students may use either CS 391 or 392 as a Computer Science elective, but not both.
It is possible to use one as a CS elective and one as the technical elective.
A student must meet all requirements of the College of Science and the University
as well as the requirements stated in this section.
Course Requirements for a B.S. Degree in Computer Science
The minimum number of hours required for a B.S. degree with a major in Computer
Science is 128, distributed as shown below. AP credit may be used to replace certain
required courses. See details in the section Instructional and Testing Services.
General Education Requirements (Areas 1-V)
Computer Science students must meet all requirements specified by the College of
Science for the B.S. degree, with the following qualifications:
Area III: The two-course laboratory science sequence must be selected from one of
the following : PH111/114L-112/115L; CH 121/125L-123/126L; BYS119-120.
Area V: The additional science or engineering course must be a 4-hour laboratory
science course chosen from AST, ATS, BYS, CH, ES, PH, but not to include CH
101/105. The computer science course must be CS 102 or CS 103.
Computer Science Major
CS 105,121 ,214,221 ,308,309 ,317, 321,
CS Core
413,424 ,490,499
6 hours at 300-level or above, 6 hours at
CS Electives
400- level or above
Mathematics Minor
MA 171,172, 201,244, 385, and one of 330,
415,442, or 487
Any 300-level (or above) course from the College
l
Technica
of Science, or from a list available in the CS
Elective
Department

34 hrs
12 hrs
21 hrs
3 hrs

Computer Science Minors
The department offers two minors that are described below. The request for a minor
should be initiated in the student's major department.
Computer Science Minor
(Suitable for students with
a major in a technical field):
Computer Languages
and Systems Minor
(Suitable for students with
non-technical majors and
minimal mathematics
background):

CS 105, 121, 214, 221, 317, 321 and two CS
electives,* one at the 300-level or higher and one at
the 400-level or higher. Select from CS 309, 413,
and 490 as electives, if considering an M.S. in
computer science.
CS 102, 105, 121, 221, 321 and three CS
electives,* two at the 300-level or higher and one
at the 400-level or higher.

*Students must observe prerequisites when choosing elective courses.
308
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Computer Science (CS)
Lower Division Courses

100 Introduction to Computers and Programming
(3 hrs)
History of computation and the information age. Overall structure of computer
problem solving and methods of constructing of computer solutions. Impact of
computers on the individual and society. Applications of computers in business,
medicine , and humanities. Introduction to Visual Basic. Lab Fee: $30.
102 Introduction to C Programming
(3 hrs)
Program design and implementation in the C programming language. Basic program
structure, data types, control structures , and file organization. System libraries,
input/output features. Lab Fee: $40. Cannot be counted toward a CS major.
103 Introduction to Programming using Java
(3 hrs)
Program design and implementation in the Java programming language, using
hands-on programming assignments, class demonstrations and lectures. Problem
analysis and some testing techniques. Basic features of program structure, data
types, control structures, methods and file organization. Java's built-in class
libraries, input/output features. Lab fee: $50. Cannot be counted toward CS major.
105 Computer Science Seminar - Ethics and Professionalism
(1 hr)
Covers issues associated with the ethical use of computers in the current information
age. Ethics, professionalism, software piracy, copyrighting software, ethical
standards and the impact of computers on society will be covered. Familiarization
with the local computing environment will also be covered.
121 Computer Science I
(3 hrs)
Review of hardware and software components of computer systems. Review of
problem solving techniques and algorithm development. Principles of software
design, implementation, and testing. Introduction to object oriented design and the
C++ programming language. Extensive programming assignments to provide
experience in the application of design and implementation principles. Lab fee $40.
Prerequisite: CS 102 or other college-level programming course, MA 112.
Prerequisite with concurrency: MA 113.
214 Introduction to Discrete Structures
(3 hrs)
Review of set algebra including mappings and relations. Algebraic structures
including semigroups and groups. Elements of theory of directed and undirected
graphs; Boolean algebra and propositional logic and applications of these structures
to various areas of computer science. Lab Fee: $40. Prerequisites: CS 121 and MA
171.
221 Computer Science II: Data Structures
(3 hrs)
Continuation of CS 121 with emphasis on advanced features of the C++
programming language , including pointers, recursion, classes, inheritance, and
polymorphism. Introduction to fundamental data structures including linked lists,
stacks, queues, and binary search trees. Basic sorting and searching algorithms.
Practical experience in the design, development, and documentation of significant
object-oriented programs. Lab fee $50. Prerequisites: CS 121, MA 113. Prerequisite
with concurrency: MA 171.
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Upper Division Courses

(3 hrs)
307 Object-Oriented Programming in C++
programs
student
developing
in
design
and
Emphasis upon object-oriented concepts
Fee: $40
Lab
Inheritance.
languages.
ed
in C++. Comparison with other object-orient
Prerequisite: CS 221.
308 Computer Organization and Assembly Language Programming (3 hrs)
Computer hardware organization, including functions of central processing unit,
instruction representation and execution. Programming experience in a
representative assembly language, including floating point programming. Overview
of software systems: loaders, assembler, compiler, interpreters, operating systems.
Functional description of input/output and mass storage devices. Structure and
operation of assemblers. Lab Fee $50. Prerequisite: CS 309.
(3 hrs)
309 Switching Theory
analysis of
and
design
techniques,
minimization
function
Boolean
Boolean algebra,
asynchronous
circuits,
sequential
of
analysis
and
design
circuits,
l
combinationa
circuits, timing and loading problems, designing with integrated circuits. A lab
section must be scheduled for this course .. Lab Fee: $50. Prerequisite: CS 121,
Prerequisite with concurrency: CS 214.
(3 hrs)
317 Introduction to Design and Analysis of Algorithms
on efficient
emphasis
with
algorithms
Introduction to complexity analysis of
in graphs.
paths
shortest
and
trees
spanning
finding
methods for searching, sorting,
,
programming
dynamic
conquer,
&
divide
as
such
techniques
design
Basic algorithm
intractable,
NP,
i.e.
problems;
of
classification
the
to
Introduction
and backtracking.
and unsolvable. Lab Fee: $40. Prerequisites: MA 244, CS 214 and 221.
(3 hrs)
321 Introduction to Object-Oriented Programming in Java
Writing substantial object-oriented programs in Java, including their design,
documentation and testing. Advanced data structures (e.g., balanced trees, hash
tables). Graphical interface programming using the Java abstract windowing toolkit.
Comparison with other object-oriented languages, notably C++. Lab fee: $50.
Prerequisite: CS 221 or proficiency in another object-oriented programming
language.
(3 hrs)
390 UNIX Programming
Strategies for the design and development of systems and programs in the UNIX
environment. UNIX operating system fundamental concepts including file and
terminal 1/0, processes, interprocess communication and signals. Pattern searching,
filter and pipes. Shell programming, including control flow and interrupt handling.
Program and system development tools awk, C, make, sed, yacc, and others. Lab
Fee: $40. Prerequisite: CS 221.
391 Introduction to Network Administration Principles for Windows (3 hrs)
Introduction to network administration principles used for installing and
administrating networks based on Windows. Covers OS installation, general network
topologies and protocols, along with Windows architecture for both client and server.
Management of users, network file and security systems, Windows Registry, DHCP,
WINS, print servers, backup systems, and disaster-recovery are covered. Special
attention is given to the design and implementation of a Windows NT Domain. Lab
fee: $40. Prerequisite: CS 221.
392 Introduction to Network Administration Principles for UNIX (3 hrs)
Introduction to network administration principles used for installing and
administrating networks based on UNIX. Covers Linux OS installation, general
Science
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network topologies and protocols, along with UNIX architecture for both client and
server. Management of users, network file and security systems, kernel
configuration, print servers, X Windows servers, domain name service, mail servers,
as well as Web and ftp servers are covered. Special attention is given to the design
and implementation of a UNIX Domain. Lab fee: $40 Prerequisite: CS 390.
(3 hrs)
396 - 398 Special Topics
science.
computer
of
area
d
specialize
a
in
instructor
an
Course offered by
$40.
fee:
Lab
.
instructor
of
Prerequisite: Approval
(3 hrs)
403 Introduction to Formal Languages and Automata Theory
Introduction to concepts and formalisms of formal languages and automata theory.
Includes fundamental mathematical concepts, grammars and corresponding
automata, and deterministic parsing of programming languages. Lab Fee: $40.
Prerequisite: CS 317.
(3 hrs)
413 Introduction to Digital Computer Design
s: register
subsystem
computer
of
design
units,
digital
l
Logic design of functiona
,
arithmetic
memory,
,
processor
of
Design
control.
and
timing
transfer, bus structure,
and
res
architectu
advanced
to
ion
Introduct
handling.
Interrupt
units.
and 1/0
interconnection networks. Shared memory systems. cache coherence . Memory
models and memory consistency. A lab section must be scheduled for this course.
Lab Fee: $50. Prerequisites: CS 308, 309.
(3 hrs)
424 Programming Languages
e vs.
Imperativ
design.
and
features
language
ing
Principles of modem programm
,
operators
e.g.,
features,
language
purpose
General
declarative language styles.
e.g.,
features,
language
purpose
Special
entation.
object-ori
,
expressions, recursion
support for graphical interfaces , concurrency, non-determinism. Relationship of
language design and implementation. Formal grammars, BNF notation. Brief history
of programming languages . Taught as CS 424/524. Course completion and/or grade
requirements for graduate credit will differ from those for undergraduate credit.
Students may not receive credit for both CS 424 and CS 524. Lab fee $40.
Prerequisites: CS 317 and proficiency in a modem programming language.
(3 hrs)
445 Introduction to Computer Graphics
Brief
graphics.
computer
of
s
mechanic
and
theory
g
underlyin
Introduction to the
as
such
topics
on
n
discussio
extended
through
ng
progressi
e
perspectiv
historical
c
geometri
display hardware technology, 2D raster operations, 2D and 3D
of
number
t
transformations, and 3D projection and viewing techniques. A significan
programming projects are assigned. Same conceptual material as CS 545; student
cannot receive credit for both CS 445 and 545. Lab fee: $40. Prerequisites: CS 221
(or programming proficiency in C or C++) and MA 244.
(3 hrs)
470 Introduction to Computer Networks
Data
Physical,
.
networks
computer
of
operation
and
ion
Introduction to the organizat
and
LAN
s;
algorithm
and
protocols
on-layer
Applicati
and
,
Transport
Link, Network,
s.
approache
security
ions;
organizat
wireless
and
wired
TCP/IP;
systems;
WAN
graduate
for
Taught as CS 470/570. Course completion and/or grade requirements
credit will differ from those for undergraduate credit. Students may not receive credit
for both 470 and 570. Lab fee: $40. Prerequisite: CS 413 or 513.
(3 hrs)
487 Database Systems
a focus on
with
systems
ent
managem
database
Introduction to the basic concepts of
models
semantic
including
design
Database
systems.
relational and object-oriented
storage,
internal
,
languages
query
including
issues
Design
tion.
and normaliza
recovery, concurrency, security, integrity, and query optimization. Lab Fee: $40.
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Prerequisite: Senior standing or permission of instructor.
490 Introduction to Operating Systems
(3 hrs)
History and principles of operating systems. Emphasis on fundamental
concepts of
process management, memory management, I/O management, and
file systems.
Topics include process states, threads, CPU scheduling, concurrent
processing,
virtual memory, disk scheduling. Brief overview of modem operatin
g systems
including multiprocessor, distributed, and real time systems.
Contem porary
operating systems such as UNIX and Windows NT will be used
as examples.
Students will be assigned substantial programming projects and will
be expected
to complete at least one graded written assignment. Lab Fee: $40.
Prerequisite:
cs 413 .
495 Independent Study
(3 hrs)
Individual directed study under the supervision of an instructor.
Prerequisite:
Approval of instructor. Lab Fee: $40.
496-498 Special Topics
(3 hrs)
Course offered by an instructor in a specialized area of comput
er science.
Prerequisite: Approval of instructor. Lab fee: $40.
499 Senior Project: Team Software Development
(3 hrs)
A combination of lectures on proven software engineering approac
hes, and team
working sessions. Each student will participate in a sizable, comple
x software
development project based on a team approach. Each team will be
required to
provide oral and written documentation of their work. Lab Fee: $40.
Prerequisite:
cs 317.

Environmental Science Program
142 Wilson Hall
Telephone: (256) 824-6388
Email: lawtonr@email.uah.edu
Coordinator: R.O. Lawton, Professor, Biological Sciences
Faculty : Professors Lawton (Coordinator), Christopher, Christy, Eley
(Emeritus),
Knupp, Newchurch, Perkey, Podila, Welch; Research Professor
Essenwanger;
Associate Professors Han, Leahy; Hudson Teaching Fellow Stallsmith.
Mission
Environmental science courses are taken for several purposes: as a minor,
to earn an
environmental science certificate, as part of a composite major, and as
electives. The
certificate program is designed to prepare students to solve problems
in humanity's
relations with the natural environment. The certificate is a supplem
ent to the
bachelor's degree and signifies that holders have broadened their percept
ions of the
physical and biological environment by studies across the spectrum
of the natural
sciences, and by specializing in environmen~al issues. Many courses
necessary to
earn the certificate will be taken as part of the students major, minor,
or General
Education Requirements.

Science
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Composite Major in Environmental and Biological Sciences

The courses required for the composite major in Environmental and Biological
Sciences include courses that may be used in the GER, core courses and elective
courses.
Courses that may be used in the General Education Requirements (GER)
MA 120 or 171, PH 101 , 102 or PH 111/114, 112/115, CS 100, CS 102 or 103, ST
281 , ECN or PSC recommended
Core courses
Chemistry - CH 121/125, 123/126, 223/224, 331/335, 332
Biological Sciences - BYS core courses and 312, 321 , 364
Environmental Sciences - ES 102,111 , 303 or 411,321,331
Elective courses
Electives as needed from BYS 315, 322, 317, 464, 562, 563, ES 112, 305, 401,411 ,
413, 414
Requirements for a Minor in Environmental Science
A student majoring in any area of study may build a minor in environmental science
with approval of the advisor in the major department and the Environmenal Science
Coordinator. A minimum of 21 semester hours is required for the minor. The
following are among the possible tracks for the minor:
A track emphasizing environmental biology: ES 102, 111,303, 312, 321,331
A track emphasizing atmospheric science: ES 111 , 112, 303 or 321 , 331 , 401,420,
441 , 451
A track emphasizing geographical information systems: ES 111 , 112, ES 303, ES
312, ES 411 , 413

Environmental Science (ES)
Lower Division Courses

(1 hr)
100 Introduction to Space Science
Introduction to a variety of space science subjects, including physiology in space,
computer systems, materials in space, robotics, thermodynamics, astrophysics, and
solar physics. Laboratory experiments and simulated missions. Offered in
cooperation with the Alabama Space and Rocket Center. Open only to students
enrolled in Space Academy II.
(4 hrs)
102 Physical Geology
waves
seismic
time,
geologic
rocks,
and
Minerals
Introduction to physical geology.
drift,
continental
and
tectonics
plate
interior,
earth's
the
of
and investigations
mountain building, weathering and erosion. Lab fee: $40.
(4 hrs)
111 Climate and Global Change
Introduction to earth's atmosphere and climate system. Structure and interaction of
the components of this system. Natural and human-induced changes in these
components, including the greenhouse effect, ozone depletion, air pollution, acid
rain, biodiversity and climate.
(4 hrs)
112 Severe and Hazardous Weather
Weather systems, severe weather, hurricanes, weather forecasting. Interpretation of
current conventional surface-based, satellite, and radar weather observations. Lab
fee: $40. Prerequisite: ES 111.
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202 Physical Geology
(3 hrs)
Igneous processes, minerals, rocks, rock alterations and sediments, tectonic
processes and continental evolution, soil classification, fluvial, desert and glacial
landforms, river flooding, coastal hazards, geologic aspects of waste disposal and
environmental hazards. Prerequisites: ES 102, CH 101 or equivalent. Offered upon
demand.
Upper Division Courses

303 Classification and Physical Causes of Climates
(3 hrs)
Basic atmospheric structure and physical processes, climate history and climate
change, microclimates, topoclimates. Prerequisites: ES 111 , MA 112 or approval of
instructor. Offered upon demand.
305 Hydrology
(3 hrs)
Movement and behavior of surface and groundwater, interaction with geological
structures, hydrologic prediction, contamination and purification of ground waters.
Prerequisites: ES 102 or 202. Offered upon demand.
312 Principles of Ecology
(4 hrs)
Ecological principles controlling plant and animal populations. Development of
ecosystems , communities and habitats. One 3 hour lab a week. Field trips required.
Lab fee : $40. Prerequisite: BYS 120. (Same as BYS 312.). Fall.
321 Pollution Problems
(3 hrs)
Quantitative descriptions of environmental conditions, regulations, and abatement
technologies. Specific pollution problems with .air, water, noise, and radiation;
assessment of environmental impacts of development or construction projects.
Prerequisites: Approval of instructor.
331 Global Climate Change and Infectious Disease
(3 hrs)
Global warming trends and causes, greenhouse gases, impacts of climate change,
causes of past climates, El Nino events, growing resistance of pathogens and vectors
to drugs and insecticides, biodiversity, global analysis of emerging and re-emerging
diseases and their causes. Prerequisite: Junior standing or approval of instructor.
(Same as BYS 331)
401 Survey of Atmospheric Science
(3 hrs)
General survey of the field of atmospheric science. Quantitative examination of
atmospheric physical properties, including atmospheric composition, structure and
dynamics. Detailed inspection of evolving atmospheric structures using real-time
data systems. Topics include atmospheric thermodynamics, atmospheric dynamics,
cloud physics, atmospheric radiation, and related topics in atmospheric remote
sensing. Prerequisites: MA 172 and PH 112, or permission of the instructor. (Same
as ATS 401)
411 Introduction to Geographical Information Systems
(3 hrs)
Introduces vector, raster, and tabular concepts, emphasizing the vector approach.
Topics include spatial relationships, map features, attributes, relational databases,
layers of data, data ingesting, digitizing from maps, projections, output, application
and availability of public data sets. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. (Same as
ATS 411 and CE 411)
413 Geographical Information Systems and Remote Sensing
(3 hrs)
Provides a hands-on approach to GIS and satellite remote sensing. Satellite data sets
such as LANDSAT and AVHRR, coupled with GIS data sets, increase understanding
of the earth system. Topics include satellite sensors, basic radiative transfer, orbits,
raster formats, atmospheric correction, distortion, image corrections , rotations and
mapping, spatial resolution, image interpretation, radiometric and geometric
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enhancement, multispectral transformations, and classifications. Prerequisite:
Permission of instructor. (Same as ATS 413)
414 Scale and Landscape in GIS
(3 hrs)
Understanding the role of scale in analysis of remote sensing data using GIS,
focusing on analysis of landscape properties. Prerequisite: ES/ATS 413. (Same as
ATS 414)
415 Advanced Topics in GIS
(3 hrs)
Advanced special topics: visualization of GIS and remote sensing data, landscape
characterization (pattern vs. process), multitemporal analysis, aggregation of data
types, development of integrated GIS environments for performing complex spacetime modeling, and land atmosphere interactions.
420 Introduction to Atmospheric Chemistry and Air Pollution
(3 hrs)
This self-contained introductory course in atmospheric chemistry and air pollution is
designed to provide students the basics of atmospheric chemistry and air pollution
concepts. Topics include air pollutants, air-pollution meteorology, atmospheric gases
and aerosols, and atmospheric processes. Prerequisites: PH 112, and CH 121 or
consent of instructor. (Same as ATS 420)
441 Atmospheric Thermodynamics and Cloud Physics
(3 hrs)
General aspects of thermodynamics and cloud physical processes occurring within
the atmosphere; atmospheric statics and stability, saturation point analysis, aerosols,
nucleation, and the behavior/growth of cloud particles and hydrometers.
Prerequisites: MA 238, PH 112. (Same as ATS 441)
451 Atmospheric Fluid Dynamics I
(3 hrs)
Fluid dynamics in the atmosphere. Coriolis accelerations, scale analysis, and
appropriate approximations of the complete governing equations. Numerical analysis
and interpretation of weather phenomena. Prerequisites: MA 238, PH 112. (Same as
ATS 451)
452 Synoptic Meteorology
(3 hrs)
Analysis, interpretation, and forecasting synoptic-scale and mesoscale phenomena,
including air masses, frontal systems, cyclones, anti-cyclones, tropical cyclones, and
associated mesoscale phenomena. Emphasis on the use of remotely sensed data from
satellites, radars, and profilers using state-of-the-art workstations. Prerequisites: ATS
441 , 451. (Same as ATS 452)
454 Forecasting Mesoscale Processes
(3 hrs)
Detection and forecasting of atmospheric mesoscale phenomena including the
structure and evolution of clouds, precipitation (including floods), thunderstorms and
severe weather. Includes basics on instruments used to detect mesoscale phenomena,
most notably satellite and radar. Prerequisite: ATS 451. (Same as ATS 454)
461 Atmospheric Radiation I
(3 hrs)
Fundamentals of terrestrial atmospheric radiation. Specific topics include solar
radiation at the top of the atmosphere, radiative transfer equation, gaseous
absorption, scattering by molecules and particles, band models, transmittance along
inhomogeneous path, and microwave radiative transfer. Prerequisites: MA 238, PH
112. (Same as ATS 461)
490 Selected Topics in Environmental Science
(1-3 hrs)
Special offerings to students in areas of interest not covered in the present
curriculum. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. Lab Fee: $40.
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Mathematical Sciences Department
204 Madison Hall
Telephone: (256) 824-6470
Email: math@uah.edu
Web Site: http://www.math.uah.edu/
Professors Friedman, Gibson, Huang, Li (Chair), Morales, Siegrist, Slater; Associate
Professors Howell, Kunin, Ravindran, Zhang; Associate Research Professor Dow;
Associate Professor Emeritus Forte; Assistant Professors Ai, Park, Wu; Lecturers
Bowman, Lenahan, Marples, Presson.
Mission
The Department of Mathematical Sciences is dedicated to education, research, and
service in mathematics.
Our educational mission is to provide excellent instruction and resources for the
mathematics education of our students through our courses and degree programs. As
the language of science, mathematics is of fundamental importance to the general
education of UAH students, particularly students planning careers in science and
engineering. Through our bachelor's, master's and doctoral degree programs, our
goal is to help produce the new generations of well-educated mathematicians that are
critical for the progress of mankind.
Our mission in research and scholarship is to discover and disseminate new
mathematics and to apply mathematics to problems in engineering and in the
physical, biological, and social sciences.
Our service mission is to promote and communicate the importance of mathematics
in society and to help maintain standards of excellence in mathematics through
refereeing and reviewing. Our service mission is to work with other departments and
units in UAH to achieve the goals of the College of Science and the university as a
whole.
We recognize that the components of our mission are not separate but are intimately
interrelated. Excellence in teaching, research, and service can only be achieved
together.
The mathematical sciences faculty offers courses in mathematics and statistics for a
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science degree in mathematics, a Bachelor of Arts
or Bachelor of Science degree in mathematics with an Alabama Class B Teacher's
Certificate, and a minor or second major in mathematics for students majoring in
other areas of study. Courses also satisfy individual needs to supplement other areas
of study and to satisfy general education requirements (GER).
General Education Requirements
Students who are not planning to continue in mathematics but who need 3 to 9 hours
to satisfy the GER should make their choice from the sequence MA 107, MA 110,
MA 112, MA 113, MA 120, MA 244, ST 281 , and MA 385, beginning with the
course indicated by their placement.
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Students who plan to continue in mathematics and need 3 to 9 hours to satisfy the
GER should make their choice from the sequence MA 112, MA 113, MA 171, MA
172, MA 201 , and MA 244, beginning with the course indicated by their placement.
For a student majoring in an area of science or engineering the sequence of math
courses would typically be one of the following , depending on placement:
MA 112, MA 113, MA 171, ...
MA 115, MA 171 , ...
MA 171, ...
For a student majoring in administrative science, the sequence of math courses would
typically be one of the following , depending on placement and goals:
MA 107, MA 120
MA 112, 120
MA 112, MA 113, MA 171
A student majoring in an area in liberal arts could take MA 110, MA 112, MA 113,
MA 115, MA 120, or MA 171 to meet the General Education Requirement,
depending on placement.
A student majoring in Nursing could take either MA 110 or MA 112, depending on
placement and goals.
Placement
No student may enroll in his or her first MA course at UAH before a placement
determination has been made. Students are placed in an appropriate course based on
their high school mathematics background, their ACT (or SAT) score in mathematics,
their previous college credit (if any), or a placement test.
Please contact the Department of Mathematical Sciences, or visit the department's
web site at http://www.math.uah.edu, for more information about placement.
Mathematics Major
All majors in mathematics must include MA 171, MA 172, MA 201, MA 244, MA
330 and MA 385 (basic core). Only MA courses numbered 171 or above may be
included in a mathematics major, and an overall average ofC is required for all UAH
MA or ST courses that are included in a mathematics major. Information on other
MA course requirements is given in Curricula I, II, and III below. Students who think
that substitutions in those curricula can produce a program better suited to their needs
should consult their faculty advisor about the feasibility of such substitutions. All
MA electives must be approved by the student's faculty advisor prior to registering
for the courses. All majors in mathematics must satisfy the appropriate (B.S or B.A.)
General Education Requirements (GER). Majors in mathematics must also include
CS 121 , PH 111 , PH 112, PH 114, and PH 115.
Mathematics Minor
Students majoring in other academic areas who wish to minor in mathematics may
select, in consultation with and approval of the mathematical sciences faculty, at least
21 semester hours of appropriate courses in mathematics, including 6 semester hours
in courses numbered above 300. Only MA courses numbered 171 or above may be
included in a mathematics minor, and an overall average ofC is required for all UAH
MA or ST courses that are included in a mathematics minor. A typical mathematics
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minor consists of MA 171, MA 172, MA 201, MA 244, and two approved MA
courses numbered above 300. All minors must include MA 171 and MA 172.
Double Major or Second Major
Students majoring in other academic areas who wish to obtain a more solid
background in mathematics than is provided by a minor may pursue a second major
in mathematics rather than a minor in mathematics. Curriculum III below is
specifically designed for such students.
Curriculum I
This curriculum leads to a B.A. or B.S. degree with a major in mathematics, and is
appropriate for students planning careers in industry or graduate study in
mathematics.

Area

Courses

Mathematics

MA Basic core plus
MA 238, MA 442, MA 452, MA 465
MA electives (three courses at the 400
level or above.)

Semester
Hours
42

Computer Science
CS 102, CS 121
(GER Area V)
Physics
PH 111, PH 112, PH 114, PH 115
(GER Area III)
Minor

6

8
21-24

Notes:
The MA electives must be pre-approved by the student's mathematics advisor.
The GER for the B.A. degree are listed in the College of Liberal Arts section. The GER for the B.S. degree
are listed in the College of Science section.

Curriculum II
This curriculum leads to a B.A. or B.S. degree with a major in mathematics, and
meets the requirements for an Alabama Class B Middle/Junior High School
Teacher's Certificate or an Alabama Class B High School Teacher's Certificate.

Area

Courses

Mathematics

MA Basic core plus
MA 433, MA 442, MA 452
MA/ST487
MA elective (3 hrs at the 400 level; 6 hrs. total)

Computer Science
CS 102, CS 121
(GER Area V)
Physics
PH 111, PH 112, PH 114, PH 115
(GERAreaIII)
Education Courses

Semester
Hours
39

6

8
33

Notes:
The MA elective must be pre-approved by the student's mathematics advisor.
See the Education Department section of the catalog for information on education courses and general
education requirements.
Students pursuing this curriculum should consult with the Education Department early in their programs.
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Education students are required to pass an exit examination in their teaching fields in order
to graduate
and be recommended for certification .
Students who choose this curriculum may not be adequately prepared for graduate study
in mathematics.
This curriculum may require more than the minimum 128 semester hours.

Curriculum Ill
This curriculum is restricted to students who are pursumg a double major in
mathematics and another discipline in the College of Science, or a major in
mathematics and a second major in a discipline in the College of Engineering. This
curriculum prepares students for careers in industry.

Area

Courses

Mathematics

MA Basic core plus, MA 238
One approved analysis course, such as
MA415, MA452, MA453, or MA460
One approved algebra course, such as
MA 442, MA 450, or MA 458
MA or ST electives (three courses at the
400 level or above)

Computer Science
(GER Area V)
CS 102, CS 121
Physics
(GER Area III)
PH 111, PH 112, PH 114, PH 115
Second Major

Semester
Hours
39

6

8
36-45

Notes:
The MA electives must be pre-approved by the student's mathematics advisor.
If a student elects to take neither MA 452 nor MA 442, then an additional 400 level course
is required.
If the student's other major is not in the College of Science, then normally the General
Education
Requirements of the College of Science must be satisfied, as well as the GER of the other
college. Under
appropriate circumstances, some substitutions in the College of Science GER may be
allowed upon
petition by the student. For more information, contact the Department of Mathematical Sciences.
This curriculum will usually require more than the minimum 128 semester hours.

Mathematics (MA)
1. No student may receive more than 6 hours credit for MA courses numbered
below 120.
2. AGSC refers to the Alabama General Studies Curriculum (see
http://stars.troyst.edu/ for more information).
3. Students with deficiencies of high school algebra or high school geometry credit
must remove these deficiencies before enrollment in MA courses numbered 100 or
above.
4. No student may enroll in his or her first MA course at UAH before placement
determination has been made.

004 Basic Algebra
(No credit)
For students with a deficiency in high school credit in algebra or who need an algebra
review.
033 High School Geometry
(No credit)
For students with a deficiency in high school credit in geometry. Prerequisite: Basic
algebra.
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Lower Division Courses

(3 hrs)
107 Algebra with Applications
logarithmic
and
exponential
models,
linear
graphs,
and
functions
review,
Algebra
functions, mathematics of finance, sets and probability. Prerequisite: placement. No
credit given to students who have received credit for another MA course.
(3 hrs)
110 Finite Mathematics
and an
counting,
sets,
logic,
matrices,
functions,
Algebra review, elementary
is an
110
MA
placement.
Prerequisite:
statistics.
and
probability
to
introduction
AGSC core course.
(3 hrs)
112 Precalculus Algebra
Real number systems, exponents, radicals, factoring, absolute value, inequalities,
function notation, functions, inverse functions, graphing techniques, polynomial and
rational functions, operations with complex numbers, conic sections, and theory of
equations. Prerequisite: Placement. No credit given to students who have completed
an MA course numbered above MA 112. MA 112 is an AGSC core course.
(3 hrs)
113 Precalculus Trigonometry
and real
angles
of
functions
trigonometric
Exponential and logarithmic functions,
solving
functions,
trigonometric
inverse
functions,
trigonometric
numbers, graphing
vectors,
cosines,
and
sines
of
laws
identities,
verifying
equations,
trigonometric
trigonometric form of complex numbers, DeMoivre's theorem, summation notation,
arithmetic and geometric sequences and series. Prerequisites: MA 112 with a grade
of C or better, or placement. No credit given to students who have completed an MA
course numbered above MA 113. MA 113 is an AGSC core course.
(4 hrs)
115 Precalculus Algebra and Trigonometry
The algebra of functions , including polynomial, rational, exponential, and
logarithmic functions; systems of equations and inequalities; trigonometric and
inverse trigonometric functions ; trigonometric identities and equations; a brief
introduction to DeMoivre's Theorem, vectors, polar coordinates, and the binomial
theorem. Prerequisite: placement. This course is intended for students who plan to
take at least MA 171 (Calculus A), but who do not need the full two-semester
sequence in precalculus (MA 112, 113). MA 115 is an AGSC core course.
(3 hrs)
120 Calculus with Applications
the
integration,
derivative,
the
of
applications
n,
Limits, continuity, differentiatio
107
MA
:
Prerequisites
integral.
the
of
applications
calculus,
of
theorem
fundamental
or MA 110 or MA 112 with a grade of C or better, or placement. No credit given to
students who have already received credit for a calculus course. MA 120 is an AGSC
core course.
(4 hrs)
171 Calculus A
integrals,
indefinite
and
definite
derivative,
the
of
applications
derivatives,
Limits,
exponential and logarithmic functions, and inverse functions. Prerequisites: MA 113
or MA 115 with a grade of C or better, or placement. Lab fee: $10. MA 171 is an
AGSC core course (AGSC number 125).
(4 hrs)
172 Calculus B
sequences,
coordinates,
polar
integral,
the
of
applications
integration,
Techniques of
series, and conic sections. Prerequisite: MA 171 with a grade ofC or better. Lab fee :
$10. MA 172 is anAGSC core course (AGSC number 126).
(4 hrs)
201 Calculus C
vector fields,
integrals,
multiple
derivatives,
Vectors, vector-valued functions, partial
Lab fee:
better.
or
C
of
grade
a
with
172
MA
Prerequisite:
line and surface integrals.
$10. MA 201 is an ACSC core course (AGSC number 227.)
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230 Mathematics for Elementary School Teachers
(3 hrs)
The course emphasizes the use of logical thinking in mathematics and the
development of students' understandings of algorithm design. Directed at providing
the elementary education student the mathematical background necessary for an
understanding of the mathematical principles that are introduced to children in the
elementary grades. Emphasis on sets, logic, an understanding of the number system
(integers, fractions, decimals, percents), and number theory. Prerequisites: One MA
course at the 100 level or above with a C or better, or placement. Open only to
students majoring in elementary education.
238 Applied Differential Equations
(3 hrs)
This course provides an elementary introduction to the techniques and necessary
theory for solving the basic differential equations usually encountered by beginning
science and engineering students. General topics include analytical and graphical
methods for solving and analyzing first-order differential equations; Euler's
numerical method; the basic theory of higher-order, linear differential equations, with
major emphasis on equations with constant coefficients; variation of parameters; the
Laplace transform as a tool for solving differential equations. MA 238 is an AGSC
core course. Prerequisite: MA 172. Prerequisite with concurrency: MA 20 I.
244 Introduction to Linear Algebra
(3 hrs)
Systems of linear equations, matrices, matrix operations, determinants, vector spaces,
bases, dimension of a vector space, inner product, Gram-Schmidt process, linear
transformations, change of basis, similar matrices, eigenvalues and eigenvectors,
diagonalization, symmetric matrices, and applications. Prerequisites: MA 172 or MA
120. Lab fee: $10. MA244 is anAGSC core course (AGSC number 237).
299 Mathematics Project
(1 hr)
Individualized special projects in mathematics and its applications for inquisitive and
well-prepared sophomore-level undergraduate students. No credit allowed toward a
major or minor in mathematics. SIU grading. Prerequisites: approval of department
chair and instructor.
Upper Division Courses

330 Foundations of Mathematics
(3 hrs)
Logic and methods of proof, set theory, combinations and permutations, equivalence
relations and functions, mathematical induction and recurrence relations, cardinality
(finite, countably infinite, and uncountable sets), and decimal representation of the
rational and real numbers. Prerequisites: MA 172 and either MA 201 or MA 244.
385 Introduction to Probability
(3 hrs)
This course is a calculus-based introduction to probability with special emphasis on
the interplay between probability and statistics. Topics include descriptive statistics;
probability spaces; discrete distributions (including the binomial, geometric,
hypergeometric, and Poisson); continuous distributions (including the uniform,
exponential, and normal); joint distributions; mean, variance, and general expected
value; independence and correlation; the law of large numbers; and the central limit
theorem. Prerequisites: MA 120 or MA 172, and one MA course at the 200-level or
above.
399 Mathematics Project
(1hr)
Individualized special projects in mathematics and its applications for inquisitive and
well-prepared junior-level undergraduate students. No credit allowed toward a major
or minor in mathematics. SIU grading. Prerequisites: approval of department chair
and instructor.
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(3 hrs)
415 Introduction to Numerical Methods
Derivation and analysis of approximate methods for the solution of nonlinear
equations, interpolation and integration of functions, and techniques for the solution
of systems of linear equations and for approximating solutions of elementary
differential equations. Emphasis is placed on obtaining an intuitive understanding of
both the problem at hand and the numerical method used to solve it. Prerequisites:
MA 201 , MA 244, CS 121. Lab fee: $40.
(3 hrs)
420 Intermediate Differential Equations
series
include
topics
Course
equations.
differential
in
course
This is a second
solutions for second order differential equations and the method of Frobenious;
eigenvalue and eigenvector methods for solving systems of linear first order
equations; the qualitative theory of nonlinear equations; boundary value problems
and the Sturm-Liouville theory. Prerequisites: MA 201, MA 238, and MA 244.
(3 hrs)
433 Introduction to Geometry
Axiomatic development of geometry, introduction to non-Euclidean geometries with
emphasis in elliptic and hyperbolic geometries, selected topics in Euclidean
geometry. Prerequisites: MA 244 and MA 330.
(3 hrs)
442 Algebraic Structures with Applications
Mappings, binary operations, equivalence relations, groups and subgroups,
Lagrange's theorem, homomorphisms and isomorphisms, normal subgroups and
quotient groups, rings, fields, ordered integral domains, fields of quotients, error
correcting codes, linear codes, and decoding. Prerequisites: MA 244 and either MA
330 or MA 385.
(3 hrs)
450 Combinatorial Enumeration
generating
combinations,
and
permutations
principle,
Counting, pigeonhole
functions, principle of inclusion and exclusion, Polya's theory of counting.
Prerequisites: MA 385 or MA 442. (MA 442 may be taken as a prerequisite with
concurrency.)
(3 hrs)
452 Introduction to Real Analysis
Sequences, limits, continuity, differentiation of functions of one real variable,
Riemann integration, uniform convergence, sequences and series of functions, power
series, and Taylor series. Prerequisites: MA 330.
(3 hrs)
453 Introduction to Complex Analysis
exponential,
equations,
n
Cauchy-Rieman
functions,
analytic
Complex algebra,
trigonometric, and logarithmic functions, integration, Cauchy integral theorem,
Morera's theorem, Liouville's theorem, maximum modulus theorem, residue theory,
Taylor and Laurent series, and applications. Prerequisites: MA 201 and one MA
course at the 300 level or above.
(3 hrs)
456 Methods of Partial Differential Equations
Survey of theory and methods for solving elementary partial differential equations.
Topics include first-order equations and the method of characteristics, second-order
equations, reduction to canonical form, the wave equation, the heat equation,
Laplace's equation, separation of variables, and Fourier series. Prerequisites: MA
238 and MA 244.
(3 hrs)
458 Applied Linear Algebra
Fundamental concepts of linear algebra are developed with emphasis on real and
complex vector spaces, linear transformations, and matrices. Systems of equations,
inverses of matrices, determinants, vector spaces, linear transformations,
eigenvalues and eigenvectors, normal matrices, canonical forms of matrices,
applications to systems of linear differential equations, and use of computer software
such as MATLAB Prerequisites: MA 238 and MA 244.
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460 Introduction to Fourier Analysis

(3 hrs)

Brief development of trigonometric and exponential Fourier series, derivation of the
classical Fourier transform from Fourier series, classical properties of Fourier
transforms, transforms of functions, convolution, elementary development of the
delta function, transforms of periodic functions, use of transforms to solve systems.
Prerequisites: MA 238 and MA 244.

465 Introduction to Mathematical Modeling

(3 hrs)

Applying mathematics by formulating, analyzing, and cnt1c1zmg mathematical
models of various phenomena. Examples will be chosen from the physical,
biological, and social sciences. Emphasizes development and use of simple
mathematical models by having students study general modeling principles and case
studies ( some open-ended) drawn from various sources. Prerequisites: MA 201, MA
238, and MA 244.

487 Introduction to Mathematical Statistics

(3 hrs)

This is an introductory, calculus-based course in mathematical statistics. Topics
include a review of basic probability, including probability spaces, independence,
distributions and expected value; the fundamental theorems of probability, including
the law of large numbers and the central limit theorem; estimation, including point
estimation and interval estimates for means, variances, and proportions; hypothesis
testing, including tests for means, variance, and goodness of fit; an introduction to
correlation and regression; theory of inference, including sufficiency and power.
Prerequisites: MA 201 and either MA 385 or ISE 390. Lab Fee: $40. (Same as ST
487.)

490 Selected Topics in Undergraduate Mathematics

(1- 3 hrs)

Requested undergraduate topics. Prerequisite: Approval of instructor.

499 Mathematics Project

(1 hr)

Individualized special projects in mathematics and its applications for inquisitive and
well-prepared senior level undergraduate students. No credit allowed toward a major
or minor in mathematics. SIU grading. Prerequisites: approval of department chair
and instructor.

Statistics (ST)

281 Elements of Statistical Analysis

(3 hrs)

Descriptive statistics, fundamentals of probability theory, fundamentals of statistical
inference, including estimation and hypothesis testing, and use of a typical statistical
package such as MINITAB. Prerequisite: MA 113 or MA 115 or placement. Student
cannot receive credit for more than one of ST 281 or MSC 287. Lab Fee: $40.

487 Introduction to Mathematical Statistics

See MA 487. This course is taught as MA 487/ST 487.
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Physics Department
201-C Optics Building
Telephone: (256) 824-2483
Email: physics@uah.edu
Web Site: http://www.uah.edu/physics/
Professors J. Miller (Chair), Fix, F. Franz, J. Franz, Gregory, Lieu, Takahashi;
Professors Emeriti Chan, Comfort, Dimmock, Duthie, Emslie, Horwitz, Smalley;
Associate Professors R. Miller, Pakhomov; Assistant Professors Bonamente, Burko,
White; Research Professor Paciesas; Research Professor Emeritus Barr; Associate
Research Professors Preece, Zhang; Assistant Research Professors Lompado,
Sanghadasa; Lecturers Elsamadicy, Strong. Lecturer Emeritus Seeley.
Mission
The mission of the Physics Department is threefold, and encompasses the three areas
of academic performance: teaching, research, and service. Our undergraduate
program prepares physics majors for employment in industrial research or for further
graduate studies in physics or related fields, including astrophysics, optics,
biophysics, engineering, or medicine. We further play a vital role in the education of
other science and engineering students, and promote the understanding and
appreciation of physics through our general study courses. Externally funded
research is the foundation of our graduate program that prepares our students for
scientific challenges in private industry, government labs, or academia. We also
encourage our undergraduate physics majors to participate in departmental research
endeavors. Finally, we promote the advancement of science through publications,
public outreach, and other activities within our profession.

A degree in physics is for students who want a broad-based physical science
education. Physics students receive training in problem solving skills that are
universal and indispensable, making the students highly adaptive and able to learn
new technologies as they are developed. The undergraduate program in physics
provides the foundation necessary for either continued study in graduate school or
for a terminal degree leading to professional employment. The physics program
allows students the freedom to design their upper-level curriculum to place increased
emphasis on their personal interests and to match their future plans and ambitions.
Physics students work closely with a physics faculty advisor in establishing their
program of study. Areas of specialization include: optics, astrophysics, engineering
physics, atmospheric science, secondary school teaching, and more. Under their
programs of study, students may choose specific sets of related courses and earn
certificates of specialization awarded by the College of Science within areas of
physics. Research is an integral part of the Physics degree. During their senior year,
all physics students take a "capstone" course, PH 499, and receive real-world
research experience by working individually with faculty members on research
projects, either on campus or with a local company or government lab.
Physics Major
All majors in physics must take the following courses: PH 110, 111-116, 251 , 301 , 305, 351 ,
and 499. The introductory 100-level courses provide the basic physics foundations and are
necessary prerequisites to the remaining upper level courses, both core and elective. Physics
majors also choose 18 hours of 300- and 400-level courses, both lecture and laboratory, from
science areas such as physics, optics, astrophysics, and atmospheric and environmental
Science
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science, to complete their major requirements. The selected courses must be listed on a
Program of Study and approved by the physics advisor, the Department of Physics, and the
College of Science. Students are encouraged to file a Program of Study at the earliest
opportunity.
An engineering physics option, requiring either PH 337 or PH 306 and 30 hours of

cognate engineering courses in lieu of the 18 hours of science courses, is also
available. This cognate is approved jointly by the physics advisor and the College of
Engineering, and the courses must be included on the student's program of study.
All physics majors are required to minor in mathematics. The mathematics minor
and other curriculum requirements and details are specified below. No grade lower
than a D may be counted toward the requirements for graduation listed in the
student's Program of Study. In addition, the university has minimum GPA
requirements in major subjects, minor/cognate subjects, and overall; see the
Academic Information section of this catalog for details of these important
requirements. A typical curriculum for students interested in graduate study in
physics is described below as the curriculum for Applied and Theoretical Physics.
Mathematics Minor
A mathematics minor under the physics major includes at a minimum the following
courses: MA 171, MA 172, MA 201 , MA 244, one 300-level MA course, and one
400-level MA course. Also, MA 238 is strongly suggested.
Minors in Physics
Students majoring in other academic areas who wish to minor in an area within
physics may select, in consultation with and approval of their physics faculty advisor
and the College of Science, at least 21 hours of appropriate courses within the
physics area. The department in which the student is majoring should initiate a
request for the minor. The Physics Department supports three minors, as specifed
below: General Physics, Optics, and Astronomy/Astrophysics. An overall average of
C or better is required for the courses constituting the minor.

General Physics Minor: For a physics minor, a student must complete at least 21
hours of appropriate courses in physics, including PH 110-116, 499, and 3 semester
hours in physics courses numbered 300 or above.
Optics Minor: A minimum of 23 semester hours of course work is required for a
minor in optics. The courses should include: OPT 341 , 411, and PH 110-116, 499.
Astronomy/Astrophysics Minor: A minor in astronomy/astrophysics consists of
AST 106, 107, 371, PH 110, 111 , 114, and 499.
Physics Curriculum
A B.S. degree with a major in physics consists of required courses that may be
included in the GER, major courses and a mathematics minor.

Courses that may be used for the GER
CH 121, 123, 125, 126; and CS 102, 103 or engineering equivalent
Physics Major
PH 110, 111-116, 301, 305,351 , 499 plus additional 18 hours at 300-level or above
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Mathematics Minor
MA 171, 172, 201 , 244, one additional MA course at the 300-level or above and
one
at 400-level or above. MA 238 is strongly recommended.
Specialization Curricula
By not specifying the 15 hours of upper-division physics courses, we give
the
student the freedom to develop a course of study in physics that matches
the
student's interests. In consultation with their physics faculty advisor, students
have
the option of taking special sequences of courses, which lead to a certificate awarded
by the College of Science acknowledging the student's specialization within physics.
In most cases, the specialization courses are part of the 15 hours of upper-di
vision
physics courses or part of the optional technical electives under the GER; therefore
,
there are no additional credit hours beyond the Physics BS requirements. A grade
of
C or better is required for each of the courses in these curricula in order to qualify
for the specialization curricula recognition.
I. Applied and Theoretical Physics Specialization Curriculum
Physics has long been recognized as the true fundamental science and the program
leading to the awarding of the Applied and Theoretical Physics certifica
te of
specialization guarantees that the student is exposed to all aspects of both
fields.
This program of study is specifically designed for the undergraduate student who
has
already decided to pursue a graduate degree in physics. The student receives the
B.S.
degree in Physics and is recognized with a certificate of specialization in Applied
and Theoretical Physics by the College of Science. Additional courses in Comput
er
Science are strongly suggested.
The course requirements for all physics majors include 18 hours of electives
from
300- and 400- level courses. For the curriculum in Applied and Theoretical Physics,
these electives are replaced with 23 hours of requirements that better prepare
the
student for graduate study. These requirements are PH 310, 311, 306 or 337,421
,
431 , 432, 451, and 452. Students interested in pursuing graduate study
in
Astrophysics may replace PH 306/337 with AST 371. Students intereste
d in
graduate study in Optics may replace PH 306/337 with OPT 341.
A Model Four Year Plan for a B.S. in physics with a certificate of specialization
in
Applied and Theoretical Physics is available on the Physics Department website.

II. Optics Specialization Curriculum
Optics is a multidisciplinary field that requires a broad spectrum of knowled
ge.
Beginni ng with the core physics courses, students complet ing the
Optics
specialization curriculum receive a strong exposure to geometrical optics, physical
optics, optical instruments, and interference & diffraction, along with upper-di
vision
laboratory experience with hands-on training using state-of-the-art equipme
nt and
modem optical techniques. In addition, the Physics Department offers
Optics
electives that cover contemporary topics such as polarimetry, optoelectronics,
lasers,
optical sources and detectors, and radiometry. The Optics curriculum produce
s
professionals who are able to move immediately into government or private
industry, and are also well prepared for graduate work in optics, physics, or
related
fields.
To receive the B.S. in Physics and be recognized with an Optics certifica
te of
specialization by the College of Science, students take OPT 341,342 , 411,412
,441,
Science
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442, and OPT/PH 3xx/4xx, a total of 19 hours, which satisfies the 18 hours of
electives required for the Physics major. Students are encouraged to take other
Optics or Physics courses for their GER elective requirements, particularly if
graduate work is anticipated. Suggested selections include: OPT 444, 445, 446, 447;
PH 431,432,451 , 452.
A Model Four Year Plan for a B.S. in physics with a certificate of specialization in
Optics (128 hours) is available on the Physics Department website.
Ill. Astrophysics/Astronomy Specialization Curricula
The fields of astrophysics and astronomy have seen great advances over the
centuries, especially in the last few decades. The introductory physics courses
included in the physics core and the courses included in the mathematics minor
prepare students to study the theories of our universe. Students secure their strong
exposure to physics by choosing from several upper-level physics electives, then
select from a range of contemporary electives such as introductory astronomy and
astrophysics, stellar and galactic structure, and high-energy astrophysics.

Graduates who complete this curriculum find work in all aspects of astrophysics
from low-level atmospheric magneto-physics, to solar physics and the Sun-Earth
magnetic field system and, finally, to the mysteries of dark matter and cosmology.
With laboratory experience and exposure to electronics, students may also find work
supporting astronomical guidance and control systems, both on terrestrial and spaceborne platforms.
Besides the physics core courses, the following courses must be included for the
astrophysics/astronomy certificate of specialization awarded by the College of
Science: AST 106, 107, 371 , and 471. In addition, 12 hours of upper-level physics
or astrophysics courses are needed to meet major requirements. Suggested selections
include: PH 306, 310,311 , 337, 431/432, 451/452, 474 and AST 572 and 573.
Students intending to continue on to a graduate school with an Astrosphysics
Specialty might consider a 5-year advanced program of study. This program
incorporates all requirements for the Theoretical Physics Specialty, all requirements
for the astrophysical specialty, and allows the student to take up to 9 hours ofupperlevel PH/AST courses at the graduate level for transfer to a graduate program.
Certificates for both Theoretical and Astrophysics Specialties would also be
awarded.
A Model Four Year Plan for a B.S. in physics with a certificate of specialization in
Astrophysics/Astronomy (128 hours) is available on the Physics Department
website.
We also offer a Five Year Plan for a B.S. in physics with a certificate of
specialization in both Astrophysics/Astronomy and Theoretical/Applied Physics
(144-149 hours). See the Department website for a model curriculum.
IV. Atmospheric/Environmental Science Specialization Curriculum
A plethora of atmospheric and environmental issues relating to man's interaction
with the natural environment are currently being studied worldwide and locally.
UAH students, both undergraduate and graduate, research many aspects of these
issues right here at UAH through the Atmospheric Science department, the Earth
System Science Center and the Global Hydrology and Climate Center located in the
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National Space Science and Technology Center. Students with strong exposure to
environmental change and atmospheric/geologic processes will find work in many
disciplines including meteorology, groundwater protection, ecosystem regulation,
remote sensing and much more.
The introductory physics courses included in the physics core and the courses
included in the mathematics minor prepare students for in-depth study of the
atmosphere and our environment. Students may choose from a large selection of
courses throughout the range of atmospheric and environmental subjects or may
choose to concentrate on specific aspects such as meteorology, remote sensing, or
global change.
Besides the physics core courses, the following courses are required for the
atmospheric/environmental science certificate of specialization awarded by the
College of Science: ES 101; ATS 401, 441, 451, and 461. In addition, 6 hours of
upper-level physics, atmospheric science or environmental science courses are
needed to meet major requirements.
A model Four Year Plan for B.S. in physics with a certificate of specialization in
Environmental and Atmospheric Science (128 hours) is available on the Department
website.

V. Engineering Physics Specialization Curriculum
Engineering Physics has long been recognized as a valuable academic program and
it is well respected throughout the scientific and engineering communities.
Combining the fundamentals from both fields guarantees that a graduate is well
prepared for the challenges of the real world. The B.S. degree is granted in physics
with the awarding of the certificate of specialization in Engineering Physics by the
College of Science.
Course requirements for the Engineering Physics specialization curriculum include
the required core courses for the B.S. in Physics, at least one 3xx/4xx physics course,
and a minimum of 15 hours of upper level (300 - 400) courses in any engineering
field . It is not required that all 15 hours be taken in a single engineering discipline.
Prerequisite courses may be required for many of the upper-level engineering
courses. The 15 hours of upper-level engineering courses and the one upper-level
physics course replaces the 18 hours of Science Electives in the standard physics
program of study so that the total number of hours in the degree program is
essentially unchanged. The engineering courses must be approved by the Physics
Department and the appropriate Engineering Department and included on the
student's Program of Study.

VI. Secondary Education
The Physics Department participates with the Education Department in the support
and training of secondary school teachers that wish to earn a Physics B.S. degree and
certification from the Alabama State Department of Education. Details of this
teacher preparation program are listed under the Education Department in the
College of Liberal Arts. The required physics courses are PH 110-116, AST 106,
AST107, PH 337, PH 305, PH 351, PH 499.
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Astronomy/Astrophysics (AST)
Lower Division Courses

100 Survey of Astronomy
(3 hrs)
One semester survey for non-majors; topics from visible phenomena in the sky to the
latest astronomical discoveries; properties of planets, origin of the solar system, life
cycle of stars, galaxies and quasars, origin of the universe, life in the universe.
106 Exploring the Cosmos I
(4 hrs)
Introduction to astronomy with emphasis on quantitative aspects of physical
phenomena occurring in the universe. Motions of celestial bodies, development of
astronomy, gravity and motion, light and telescopes, properties of gases and
radiation, Earth and Moon, eclipses, survey of the solar system. Laboratory included.
AST 106 and 107 satisfy GER laboratory science requirements. Prerequisite: high
school algebra and trigonometry. Lab Fee: $40 Fall.
107 Exploring the Cosmos II
(4 hrs)
Continuation of AST 106. The Sun, stars and stellar evolution, white dwarfs, neutron
stars, and black holes, binary stars, the Milky Way galaxy, galaxies, quasars and
other active galaxies, cosmology, life in the universe. Laboratory included.
Prerequisite: AST 106. Lab Fee: $40. Spring.
Upper Division Courses

371 Introduction to Astrophysics
(3 hrs)
General introduction: class of objects, distance scales, observational tools.
Gravitation: two-body problem, visual, eclipsing and spectroscopic binary stars.
Radiation theory: black-body radiation, optically thin emitters, spectral line positions
and profiles, theory of polarization. Spectral classification and the HertzsprungRussell diagram, stellar evolution. Large-scale structure and evolution of the
Universe, Newtonian cosmology, Olbers' paradox. Prerequisites: PH 111, MA 201.
AST 106, 107 are highly suggested. Fall.
471 Astrophysics
(3 hrs)
An advanced introductory course. Radiation: black-body theory, radiative transfer,
spectral line formation, Einstein coefficients, Voigt profiles, Boltzmann-Saha theory,
line broadening. Stellar structure: hydrostatic equilibrium, polytropes, pointconvective and numerical stellar models. Stellar evolution: star formation, Jeans
mass, fragmentation, pre-main, main and post-main sequence stars, white dwarfs,
super novae, neutron stars, black holes. Astrodynamics: Lagrange 's equations of
planetary motion, binary star orbits, eclipsing systems. Prerequisites: AST 371 , PH
301. Fall.

Optics (OPT)
Upper Division Courses

341 Geometrical Optics
(3 hrs)
Introduction to the concepts and principles of geometrical optics. Rays and wave
fronts, Fermat's principle, Snell's law, dispersion, systems of plane mirrors and
prisms, paraxial rays, paraxial design, thin lenses and thick lenses, introduction to
aberrations and ray tracing. Prerequisites with concurrency: PH 113, 305. Fall.
342 Physical Optics
(3 hrs)
Electromagnetic waves, simple harmonic motion, superposition of waves,
interference oflight, Young's double slit experiment, diffraction gratings, diffraction,
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speed of light, light sources and their spectra, absorption and scattering, dispersion,
polarization. Prerequisites: OPT 341, PH 305. Spring.
411 Geometrical Optics Laboratory
(2 hrs)
Introduction to optical laboratory techniques, focus and alignment with incoherent
and coherent sources, the nodal slide, thin lenses, thick lenses, and lens systems, the
effects of apertures and stops, reflection, refraction and dispersion, aberrations,
elements of radiometry. Prerequisites: PH 116, OPT 341. Suggested prerequisite
with concurrency: OPT 441. Lab Fee: $50. Fall.
412 Physical Optics Laboratory
(2 hrs)
Introduction to physical optics phenomena, Young's double slit experiment, Lloyd's
mirror, Fresnel biprism, Newton's rings, intensity distribution in fringe systems,
Michelson interferometer, Fabry-Perot interferometer, Fresnel and Fraunhofer
diffraction, diffraction by circular, rectangular and multiple openings, diffraction
gratings. Prerequisites: PH 116, OPT 342. Suggested Co-requisite: OPT 442 or EE
382. Lab Fee: $50. (Same as OPE 455.) Spring.
441 Optical Systems Design
(3 hrs)
Intermediate geometrical optics, first-order optics, linear transformations, paraxial
optics, reflection and transmission at an interface, polarized light, Jones and Mueller
calculi, matrix methods, ray tracing, apertures and stops, third order optics and
aberrations. Prerequisite: OPT 342. (Same as OPE 441 and EE 46 1.) Fall, even
years.
442 Interference and Diffraction
(3 hrs)
Two beam interference, multiple beam interference, optical testing. Fraunhofer
diffraction, Fresnel diffraction, the Fourier transform, Fourier methods in optics,
Coherence, Holography. Prerequisite: OPT 441 or PH 431. (Same as OPE 442 and
EE 462.) Spring, odd years.
444 Optoelectronics
(3 hrs)
Review of polarized light and the Jones and Mueller calculi. Propagation of light in
birefringent material, modulation of light using electro-optic effect, Kerr effect,
acousto-optic effect, and Faraday effect. Elements of photo-detection and detectors,
signal processing, and signal-to-noise ratios. Design and analysis of beam scanners,
optical rf-spectrum analyzer, optical sensors, and optical communication systems.
Prerequisity: OPT 342. (Same as OPE 451.) Fall, even years.
445 Introduction to Lasers
(3 hrs)
Introduction to the concepts and principles of lasers. Stimulated emission, light
amplification, optical pumping, optical resonator theory, cavity modes, gas lasers,
solid state lasers, laser applications, Gaussian beams, coherence, and holography.
Prerequisite: PH 432. Fall, odd years.
446 Radiometry, Detectors, and Sources
(3 hrs)
Theory and practice of radiometry and photometry. Blackbody radiation and
Lambertian sources. The propagation of radiant energy in free space and through
optical systems. Detector classes, responsivity, bandwidth, and noise. Power spectral
density, properties of sources, photon noise. Prerequisite: OPT 342. Spring, even years.
447 Polarized Light/Polarimetry
(3 hrs)
Linear, circular, and elliptical polarization oflight. Mueller and Jones calculi, Stokes
vectors, measuring polarized light, polarizers and retarders. Interference of polarized
light, polarization properties of crystals and thin films, polarization ray tracing.
Prerequisite: OPT 342. Fall, odd years.
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Physics (PH)
Prerequisites for physics courses listed may be waived by instructor or department
chair for auditors or students with equivalent experience.
Lower Division Courses

100 Conceptual Physics
(4 hrs)
Survey for non-science majors as well as science majors seeking to improve their
understanding of physics laws and their application . Approach is conceptually based,
with essentials and physical meaning of laws of nature being emphasized over a
rigorous mathematical interpretation. Topics include development of experimental
investigation; classical physics and the concepts of motion, force , energy,
gravitation, electricity and magnetism , and light; modem physics and quantum
mechanical revolution; as well as physics of everyday phenomena, and a few
philosophical implications. PH 100 satisfies GER laboratory science requirements
when a two-course sequence is not required. Lab Fee: $40. Spring.
101 General Physics I
(4 hrs)
Introductory non-calculus-based course, ideal for students preparing for the MCAT
examination. Phenomenological in nature with emphasis on understanding basic
ideas of physics and ability to apply these ideas to specific problems. Newtonian
mechanics, conservation laws. Laboratory included. PH 101 and 102 satisfy
laboratory science requirement. Prerequisite: high school algebra. Lab Fee: $40. Fall.
102 General Physics II
(4 hrs)
Continuation of PH 101 . Electrostatics, currents, magnetic phenomena, relativity,
waves, quantum nature of matter. Laboratory included. Prerequisite: PH 101 . Lab
Fee: $40. Spring.
110 Frontiers in Science
(3 hrs)
Introduction to the frontiers and problems facing modem physical science today.
Working physicists from local companies , national labs, and the University present
the role and impact physics plays in their jobs. This course exposes the student to
such diverse topics as modem cosmology, relativity, quantum theory, industrial
physics, biophysics, complex modeling, medical physics, etc. The importance of
seeing the diversity of physics applications and the possible future employment
opportunities serves as a motivator for mastering the problem solving and conceptual
skills that lie ahead in the student's undergraduate studies. Prerequisite with
concurrency: MA 171. Fall.
111 General Physics with Calculus I
(3 hrs)
For science and engineering students. Phenomenological and quantitative in nature
with emphasis on understanding basic ideas of physics and ability to apply these
ideas to specific problems. Vectors, Newtonian mechanics, energy, simple harmonic
motion, statics, fluids . Co-requisite: PH 114. Prerequisite: MAI 71. All terms.
112 General Physics with Calculus II
(3 hrs)
Continuation of PH 111 . Heat and thermodynamics, basic electricity, electric and
magnetic fields . Co-requisite: PH 115. Prerequisites: MA 172, C or better in PH 111.
All terms.
113 General Physics with Calculus III
(3 hrs)
Continuation of PH 111 and 112. Wave motion, optics, relativity, quantum effects,
atomic and nuclear structure, and elementary particles. Co-requisite: PH 116.
Prerequisites: MA 201 , C or better in PH 112. All terms.
114 General Physics Laboratory I
(1 hr)
Laboratory instruction in support of material covered in PH 111. Use of computerautomated equipment emphasized . Co-requisite: PH 111. Lab Fee: $40. All terms.
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(1 hr)
115 General Physics Laboratory II
Laboratory instruction in support of material covered in PH 112. Use of computerautomated equipment emphasized. Co-requisite: PH 112. Lab Fee: $40. All terms.
(1 hr)
116 General Physics Laboratory III
Laboratory instruction in support of material covered in PH 113. Use of computerautomated equipment emphasized. Co-requisite: PH 113. Lab Fee: $40. All terms.
(1 hr)
251 Special Relativity
Study of length contraction, time dilation, simultaneity, relativistic dynamics.
Prerequisites: PH 111 , PH 114, MA 171, MA 172. Fall.
Upper Division Courses

(3 hrs)
301 Intermediate Mechanics
Review of Newtonian mechanics, natural and driven oscillations, variational
calculus and Lagrange's equations, application to central force motion, rigid body
rotation and coupled oscillators. Prerequisite: PH 351. Spring.
(3 hrs)
305 Mathematical Methods in Physics
Application of analytical techniques to solve problems in physics. Complex
exponentiation, Fourier series, matrix methods, differential equations and vector
calculus applied to problems in mechanics, electricity and magnetism, optics, and
thermodynamics. Prerequisite: PH 112. Spring.
(3 hrs)
306 Applied Physics
Application of physical principles to solutions of realistic problems using
Mathematica. Error propagation, iterative techniques, approximations, data
analysis/signal processing, numerical solutions to differential equations, and basic
statistical manipulations applied to systems with many degrees of freedom, nonlinear systems, rotational mechanics, advanced electric field solutions, heat transfer,
scattering, and diffraction. Prerequisites: PH 305, MA 238 or MA244 and CS 102 or
equivalent. PH 305 recommended. Fall.
(2 hrs)
310 Intermediate Laboratory I
Experimental study of laws of mechanics, acoustics, fluids. Introduction to study of
statistical methods. Lab Fee: $40. Fall.
(2 hrs)
311 Intermediate Laboratory II
Electronics instrumentation and circuits, electric fields, optics. Lab Fee: $40. Spring.
(4 hrs)
337 Electronics
Introductory course for all science students. Basic AC and DC circuits, operational
amplifier circuits, transistor circuits, power supplies, digital logic and their use in
laboratory instruments. Laboratory included. Prerequisite: PH 112; PH 305
suggested. Lab Fee: $40. Fall, odd years.
(3 hrs)
351 Introduction to Modern Physics
Kinetic theory. Blackbody radiation. Quantum physics: wave packets, the
uncertainty principle, Schroedinger's equation and solutions for simple systems,
application to atomic, nuclear, and solid-state physics. Prerequisite: PH 113, PH 116,
PH 251 and PH 305, MA 238 or 244. Fall.
(2 hrs)
416 Senior Laboratory
Advanced experimental techniques in various sub-fields of physics. Prerequisite: PH
310 or 311. Lab Fee: $40. Fall, Spring.
(3 hrs)
420 Senior Thesis
report
research
Final
member.
faculty
Research performed under direction of
required. All terms.
(3 hrs)
421 Thermal and Statistical Physics
States of model system, entropy and temperature, Boltzmann distribution, thermal
radiation and Planck distribution, chemical potential and Gibbs distribution, ideal
Science
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gas, Fermi and Bose gases, heat and work, semiconductor statistics, kinetic theory.
Prerequisite: PH 351. Prerequisite with concurrency: PH 301 ; PH 306 is suggested
also. Spring, even years.
431 Intermediate Electricity and Magnetism I
(3 hrs)
Electrostatics: electric fields, electric potential, Poisson's equation. Electric fields in
matter. Magnetostatics: currents, magnetic fields . Magnetic fields in matter.
Prerequisites: PH 305, MA 201. Prerequisites with concurrency: MA 238 or 244.
Fall, even years.
432 Intermediate Electricity and Magnetism II
(3 hrs)
Continuation of PH43 l. Maxwell's equations for time-varying fields.
Electromagnetic waves. AC circuits. Radiation. Relativistic electrodynamics.
Prerequisite: PH 431 . Spring, odd years.
451 Introductory Quantum Mechanics I
(3 hrs)
Waves and particles; deBroglie waves, wave-packets and the uncertainty principle;
postulates of quantum mechanics; Schrodinger's equation; simple systems in one,
two and three dimensions; the hydrogen atom; angular momentum and spin.
Prerequisites: PH 305 (or MA 238 or 244), PH 351. Suggested prerequisite with
concurrency: PH 306. Fall.
452 Introductory Quantum Mechanics II
(3 hrs)
Multiparticle systems; atomic structure and spectrum; time-independent pertubation
theory, variational methods; time-dependent pertubation theory and Interactions of
light with matter; scattering theory; electronic structure of solids. Prerequisite: PH
451. Spring.
453 Introduction to Particle Physics
(3 hrs)
Survey of elementary particle physics with emphasis on the Standard Model of
quarks, leptons, and gauge bosons. Lorentz transformations, four-vectors and
relativistic kinematics, angular momentum & spin. Lifetimes, cross-sections, and
Feynman rules. Quantum electro- & chromo-dynamics, Dirac equation,
renormalization. Physics beyond the Standard Model. Prerequisite with concurrency:
PH 451. Fall, even years.
474 Introduction to General Relativity
(3 hrs)
Geometry as physics. Newtonian gravity, gravitational and inertial mass, equivalence
principle, description of curved spacetime, geodesics, Schwarzchild solution. Tests
of General Relativity. Gravitational collapse and black holes; rotation. Gravitational
waves. The observed Universe and overview of cosmological models. Prerequisites
with concurrency: PH 351 , PH 301. Spring.
480-489 Selected Topics
(1-3 hrs)
Offered upon demand. Topics include physics, optics, astrophysics, astronomy,
computational physics, and space physics. Prerequisite: PH 113, MA 201. All terms.
499 Physics Practicum
(3 hrs)
"Capstone" course designed to provide real-world research experience for graduating
seniors. Students work individually with faculty members on projects. Required for
all physics majors and physics area minors. Oral presentation and final research
report required. Co-requisite: All required courses on the POS must be taken prior to,
or concurrently with, this course. All terms.
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Division of Continuing Education
Wilson Hall, Room 110
Telephone: (256) 824-6013
Email: clantonk@cepo.conted.uah.edu
Web site: www.coned.uah.edu
Director: Karen Mack Clanton, B.S.B.A., M.S.M.
The Division of Continuing Education is committed to meeting the diverse needs of
organizations, agencies, and individuals through selected non-credit and credit
programs that are timely, relevant, and in accordance with the strategic directions of
the University. The Division provides access to quality education and training for
individuals; partners with businesses and government for workforce development;
enhances public awareness of the instructional and research strengths of the
University; promotes lifelong learning fostering continued growth, human
fulfillment, and positive social change; and supports economic development
throughout North Alabama. This objective is carried out through the following
programming departments: Professional Development, Educator Programs, Osher
Lifelong Learning Institute, and Health and Physical Education.

Accreditation Information
The University of Alabama in Huntsville is accredited by the Commission on
Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS). The Division
of Continuing Education offers non-credit and credit programs under the auspices of
that accrediting body.
Training and Meeting Facmties
The Division of Continuing Education utilizes the auditoriums, training facilities,
classrooms, and other accommodations located on the UAH campus. In addition,
the Division has state-of-the-art computer labs for engineering and information
technology training, and fully-equipped distance learning production classrooms
that allow for instructional taping of high quality distance learning programs. Health
and physical education activities are located in the University Fitness Center, an oncampus facility that contains an indoor pool, gymnasium, weight room, indoor track,
and aerobic area. Courses are also held in Spragins Hall, which maintains
racquetball and tennis courts. Other continuing education activities are held at
various locations throughout the community.
Professional Development
Certificate Programs and Seminars
The Department of Professional Development develops and presents professional
training and educational activities in areas including management, engineering, and
information technology. Programs are designed to allow a student the choice of
attending individual courses of interest, or completing a more structured certificate
program leading to a Certificate of Professional Achievement. Courses are offered
in both daytime and evening formats, weeklong formats, and through distance
learning to help accommodate the diverse scheduling needs of students. Students are
offered an atmosphere conducive for meeting their professional training needs, with
state-of-the-art computer labs and classrooms, and instructors who are known and
respected industry practitioners and researchers in their respective fields. Programs
and examination review seminars include:
Continuing Education
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Managemen t
Cost Estimating
Federal Contract Management
GMATReview
Interior Design
ISO/Quality
Leadership
PMP Examination Review
Presentation Skills
Project Management
Purchasing Management
Supervisory Development
Technical Writing
Engineering
Fundamentals of Engineering Exam Prep
Logistics Engineering
MATLAB/Simulink
Missile Systems
Modeling and Simulation
Orbital Mechanics
Pro/ENGINEER
Radar Concepts
Reliability Engineering
Rocket and Missile Propulsion
Systems Engineering
Test and Evaluation
Information Technology
C++ Programming
ColdFusion
Java Developer
.Net Applications
Oracle
PHP
UNIX/Linux
Web Developer
XML Programming

Customized Training
Customized training is available for organizations in business, industry, and
government to assist with their workforce development and training objectives. New
training programs can be developed and existing programs tailored to meet specific
needs and offered on site, off site, on the UAH campus, or in distance learning
format. Customized programs and seminars provide organizations a cost-effective ,
conveniently-scheduled method of facilitating employee training.
Distance Learning
Professional Developmen t offers many of its engineering and management
certificate programs and seminars in a convenient Web-based, CD ROM format.
eTraining Solutions allows participants more flexibility in their training options.
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Business;
Healthcare;
m
training
career
online
Additionally,
Microsoft
CompTIA,
and
Networking
Technology;
Construction/Automotive
Certification, Video Game Design and Development; and Internet, Design, and
Technical Programs are offered in cooperation with Gatlin Education Services.
For Information:
Professional Development
(256) 824-6372
Jo Ann N. Jones, Director
Lisa Strickland, Senior Assoc. Director
Wilson Hall, Room 210
Huntsville AL 35899-0650
jonesj@cepo.conted.uah.edu
strickland@cepo .conted. uah. edu
Web Site: www.coned.uah.edu/professional-development.cfm
FAX (256) 824-6934
Health & Physical Education
The Department of Health and Physical Education (HPE) supports the mission of the
university by providing quality teaching and service through a variety of health,
wellness, fitness, and recreational courses and by developing partnerships with
organizations that are responsive to the needs of our students and the greater
community. The unique and diverse courses are based upon timely, relevant, and
basic and applied research that will promote an establishment of healthy activities
for a lifetime. Emphasis is placed upon enhancing and maximizing health, physical
performance, lifetime fitness, and disease prevention for students, faculty, and staff,
and increasing public awareness of the social implications of current health issues.
The HPE department works to update and improve academic offerings to keep pace
with the continually growing fields of physical education, health, exercise science,
recreation, leisure, and sports.
Facilities
The Department of Health and Physical Education is housed primarily in two
buildings: Spragins Hall and the University Fitness Center. Renovated in 2003,
Spragins Hall has been host to the UAH athletic teams since 1977. It features a
2,250-seat gymnasium, three racquetball courts, weight room, exercise floor, and
training facility. Located adjacent to Spragins Hall is a six court tennis facility. HPE
also utilizes a new Exercise Physiology laboratory within Spragins Hall. This lab
allows students to perform the skills required of exercise physiologists along with
conducting exercise-based research projects.

The state-of-the-art University Fitness Center opened in 2001. It is equipped with
several group exercise rooms and a 6,000 sq. ft. weight room containing over 70
pieces of exercise machines and free weight equipment. The Cardiovascular Center
offers a choice of over 40 pieces of equipment including treadmills, elliptical
machines, steppers, and bikes. The swimming pool is 25 yards in length and has six
lanes for lap swimming. Three collegiate-size basketball courts and a suspended 4lane indoor track are also located under the Fitness Center 's roof. Other facilities
include volleyball, sand volleyball, table tennis, and badminton.
Activity Courses
The HPE department offers a wide variety of knowledge and experience in fitness,
Continuing Education
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recreation, sports, and healthy activities through its 100-level courses. These courses
are continually updated to utilize the latest equipment and practices within the field.
Students have opportunities to improve fitness, learn skills, and participate in a
variety of activities while gaining the knowledge to implement healthful practices.
Professional Courses
The HPE department offers professional courses (200-level and above) in nutrition,
health, athletic training, exercise science, and related fields. These courses provide
both skills and academic training, preparing the student for further studies or careers
in Health and Physical Education. Many of these courses complement degree
programs with an athletic training or exercise physiology emphasis.
HPE Registration
Students register for HPE credit courses through Charger Central. Dates, times,
procedures and eligibility requirements for registration are published in the UAH
Schedule of Classes, which is available in Charger Central, the Academic Advising
offices, and on the UAH website. Please consult your department of major for
specific guidelines on elective courses. NOTE: Part-time students (registered for
less than 12 credit hours) taking HPE classes that meet in the University Fitness
Center (UFC) will be required to purchase membership to the UFC. Membership
rates are based on the total number of credit hours for which you are enrolled. Fees
apply for the duration of the course.
For Information:
Health and Physical Education Department
David L. Kyle, M.A., Associate Director
(256) 824-6007
kyled@uah .edu
108 Spragins Hall
Huntsville, AL 35899-0650
Web site: www.coned.uah.edu/health.cfrn
Health and Physical Education (HPE)
Activity Courses

100 Aerobics I. Lab Fee: $20. (2 hrs)
101 Aerobics II. Lab Fee: $20. (2 hrs)
102 Step Aerobics I. Lab Fee: $20. (2 hrs)
103 Step Aerobics II. Lab Fee: $20. (2 hrs)
104 Kardio Kickbox. Lab Fee: $20. (2 hrs)
109 Speed & Plyometric Training. Lab Fee: $20. (2 hrs)
111 Butts & Guts Workout. Lab Fee: $20. (2 hrs)
112 Fitball Conditioning. Lab Fee: $20. (2 hrs)
113 Body Sculpting. Lab Fee: $20. (2 hrs)
117 Weight Training I. Lab Fee: $20. (2 hrs)
117 Weight Training I for Women Only. Lab Fee: $20. (2 hrs)
118 Weight Training II. Lab Fee: $20. (2 hrs)
118 Weight Training II for Women Only. Lab Fee: $20. (2 hrs)
119 Weight Training III. Lab Fee: $20. (2 hrs)
119 Weight Training ID for Women Only. Lab Fee: $20. (2 hrs)
120 Beginning Swimming. Lab Fee: $20. (1 hr)
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121 Intermediate Swimming. Lab Fee: $20. (1hr)
122 Advanced Swimming. Lab Fee: $20. (1 hr)
129 Kung Fu. Lab Fee: $20. (2 hrs)
130 Beginning Karate. Lab Fee: $20.
131 Intermediate Karate. Lab Fee: $20. (2 hrs)
132 Advanced Karate. Lab Fee: $20. (2 hrs)
133 Aikido. Lab Fee: $10 (1 hr)
13'6 Yoga. Lab Fee: $10. (1 hr)
137 Judo/Jujitsu. Lab Fee: $20. (2 hrs)
140 Beginning Ballroom Dance. Lab Fee: $10. (2 hrs)
142 Swing Dance. Lab Fee: $10 (2 hrs)
143 Latin Dance. Lab Fee: $10. (2 hrs)
144 Country/Western Dance. Lab Fee: $10 (1 hr)
150 Beginning Racquetball. Lab Fee: $20. (2 hrs)
151 Intermediate Racquetball. Lab Fee: $20. (2 hrs)
152 Advanced Racquetball. Lab Fee: $20. (2 hrs)
153 Beginning Tennis. Lab Fee: $10. (1 hr)
154 Intermediate Tennis. Lab Fee: $10. (1 hr)
155 Advanced Tennis. Lab Fee: $10. (1 hr)
156 Golf I. Lab Fee: $80. (1 hr)
157 Golf II. Lab Fee: $80. (1 hr)
167 Rock Climbing. Lab Fee: $120. (2 hrs)
170 Volleyball. Lab Fee: $10. (1 hr)
172 Beginning Bowling. Lab Fee: $30. (1 hr)
174 Billiards. Lab Fee: $30. (1 hr)
199 Special Topics in HPE. Lab Fee: Variable. (1-3 hrs)
Professional Courses

(2 hrs)
200 Contemporary Nutrition
they relate to
as
nutrition
of
principles
basic
the
on
Students will receive instruction
to apply
how
and
body,
human
the
of
maintenance
and
,
development
the growth,
these principles to their life or teaching of others. Lab fee: $20.
(1 hr)
205 First Aid & CPR
CPR also
and
Aid
First
Students will focus on recognizing emergency situations.
illnesses.
sudden
or
injuries
for
caring
in
necessary
provides skills and knowledge
Lab Fee: $20.
(3 hrs)
210 Beginning Athletic Training
Presents the knowledge and techniques necessary to prevent and/or care for common
athletic injuries. For coaches, athletes, and those working in recreation, physical
education, or athletics. Lab Fee: $20.
(2 hrs)
220 Basic Scuba
Basic skills, theories, techniques, and fundamentals of scuba diving are introduced,
practiced, and refined including open water diving. Scuba certification is available
upon successful completion of course. Student must provide mask, fins, and snorkel.
Cost of open water dives not included in lab fee. Lab Fee: $110.
(3 hrs)
230 Private Pilot Ground School
Prepares student for FAA Private Pilot written examination. Provides student with
necessary knowledge to progress into primary pilot flight training. A kit for
approximately $150 must be purchased.
(3 hrs)
231 Instrument Airplane (IFR) Rating Ground School
air
instruction
flight
instrument
for
needed
knowledge
with
Provides student
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training. Prepares student for FAA Instrument Flying Examination. Prerequisite:
FAA Private Pilot Rating. A kit for approximately $150 must be purchased.
250 Essentials of Personal Training
(2 hrs)
This course is designed to provide theoretical knowledge and practical skills in
preparation for a national certification exam in personal training. Topics include
guidelines for instructing safe, effective, and purposeful exercise, essentials of the
client-trainer relationship, conducting health and fitness assessments, and designing
and implementing appropriate exercise programming.
300 Nutrition for Fitness and Sport
(3 hrs)
This course explores the theoretical and applied nutritional sciences as they relate to
fitness and sport. The student will develop skills applicable to solving nutritional
problems in exercising populations. Students will gain knowledge of nutritional
requirements and practices as they relate to fitness and athletic performance.
Prerequisite: HPE 200.
311 Advanced Athletic Training
(3hrs)
This course provides students with an advanced study in the profession of sports
medicine. Topics include the care, prevention, and rehabilitation of injuries;
protective devices, therapeutic exercises, physical therapy modalities, legal concerns,
administration of sports medicine, and physiology of injury and exercise.
Prerequisite: HPE 205 (can be taken concurrently) and HPE 210. Lab Fee: $20.
312 Athletic Training Practicum
(3 hrs)
This course is a planned supervised 80-hour work experience with a physical
education, athletic training, or recreational service program. Written reports, a major
project, and final oral report are required. Prerequisite: HPE 205 and HPE 210. Lab
Fee: $20.
351 Exercise Testing and Prescription
(3 hrs)
This course provides students with techniques that evaluate aerobic capacity,
muscular strength and endurance, flexibility, and body composition. The
development of exercise prescriptions based on evaluation results will be
emphasized. Prerequisite: HPE 205. Lab Fee: $50.
450 Exercise Physiology Internship
(3 hrs)
This course is designed to provide practical experience and understanding of
wellness/fitness programs including implementation and supervision of group and
individual exercise programs, health education projects and administrative duties.
Prerequisite: HPE 205. Lab Fee: $20.
Educator Programs
The Department of Educator Programs designs, develops, and conducts quality credit
and non-credit professional development programs to meet the in-service needs ofK12 administrators, teachers, and staff. Partnerships are developed with local schools,
government agencies, and the private sector to design unique programs to meet
institutional needs and achieve educational objectives. Specific programs may be
conducted in local, national, and international settings. Current programs include a
hands-on graduate level course, Exploring Space: The Classroom Connection,
offered in conjunction with the U.S. Space and Rocket Center.

For Information:
Educator Programs
(256) 824-6835
Dr. John R. Pottenger, Director
Dottie Jordan, Program Coordinator
Wilson Hall, Room 110
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Huntsville AL 35899-0650
pottenj@uah.edu
jordand@cepo.conted.uah.edu
Web Site: www.coned.uah.edu/educator.cfin
Osher Lifelong Learning Institute
The Osher Lifelong Leaming Institute (OLLI) provides lifelong learning courses and
enrichment activities designed to fulfill the educational needs of the mature, usually
retired, residents of the Tennessee Valley. The Division's goal is to engage mature
adults in lifelong learning and to maximize the outreach and resources of the
university to the community and its constituents. OLLI is a member-governed,
member-led, non-profit, volunteer organization sponsoring non-credit courses,
forums, seminars, and other events to promote understanding and appreciation of
subjects selected by its members. These activities are designed to satisfy members'
interests in a cooperative and socially congenial manner.

Curriculum includes a wide range of courses: Art, Computers, Crafts, Creative
Writing, Economics, Estate Planning, Exercise, Foreign Languages, Foreign
Policies, Government, Great Books, History, Investments, Law, Leisure, Literature,
Medical Issues, Music, Nature Studies, Poetry, Politics, Psychology, Science, Space
Exploration, and more. Courses are offered during fall, winter, and spring, with
most meeting one day a week for eight weeks for approximately 1.5 hours each
class. Each course is taught by qualified volunteer instructors, and course activities
require no tests or grades.
For Information:
Osher Lifelong Learning Institute at UAH
(256) 824-6959
Mary Pat Bohrman, Outreach Coordinator
Wilson Hall, Room 110
Huntsville AL 35899-0650
bohrmanmp@cepo.conted.uah.edu
Web Site: www.osher.uah.edu
Listener's License
The Division of Continuing Education coordinates the Listener's License program,
which allows participants to attend regular credit classes, without regard to
university admittance status. Listeners are not required to take tests or satisfy
attendance requirements and no academic or CEU credit is awarded. Participants
pay an established course fee, any associated laboratory fees, purchase a campus
parking decal, and receive library privileges for the term. Only select courses are
available through the Listener's License program, and courses taken through the
Listener's License program may not be petitioned for credit by examination.
Students under disciplinary or academic suspension from any college or university
are ineligible to register as Listeners. To determine which courses are available for
Listener's License, call the Professional Development Office at 824-6372.
CE Registration Services
The Continuing Education (CE) Business Office, located in Wilson Hall, Room 124,
provides registration services for all non-credit and select credit courses offered by
the Division. Call (256) 824-6010 or 1-800-448-4031 to obtain a current course
catalog, or visit our Web Site at http://www.coned.uah.edu. There is no application
process for non-credit courses, and enrollments are taken throughout the year.
Continuing Education
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Non-Credit Courses
Participants may register online, by phone, mail, fax, or in person for non-credit
courses. Continuing Education Units (CEUs) are provided for non-credit activities
which comply with SACS Continuing Education Unit: Guidelines, Fifth Edition.
One CEU is awarded for each ten contact hours of participation in an organized
continuing education activity. UAH awards Continuing Education Units (CEUs) and
a certificate of completion to each person who successfully completes a CEU
designated non-credit course. Transcripts are available upon written request from the
Continuing Education Business Office, for a $4 fee per transcript.
HPE Credit Courses
Students register for HPE credit courses through Charger Central. Dates, times,
procedures and eligibility requirements for registration are published in the UAH
Schedule of Classes, which is available in Charger Central, the Academic Advising
offices, and on the UAH website. Please consult your department of major for
specific guidelines on elective courses.
For Information:
Continuing Education Business Office
(256) 824-6010
Rita Roysden Campbell, Director of CE Administration
Wilson Hall, Room 124
Huntsville, AL 35899-0650
(256) 824-6760 Fax
ce. business@cepo.conted.uah.edu
Web Site: www/coned.uah.edu
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Academic Policies and Procedures
Confidentiality of Student Records
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (FERPA) is a federal law
that protects the confidentiality of student education records. To implement FERPA,
the University has formulated and adopted a written institutional policy governing
the handling of these records. Copies of this policy document are available to
students in Charger Central, and it should be referred to for a more comprehensive
treatment of this subject.
The term "education records" under FERPA includes generally any record, whether
in a printed, handwritten, audio, video, or computer media format, maintained by the
University and containing information directly related to a student in his/her role as
a student. Certain records are, however excluded by FERPA from this broad
definition, such as those made by instructional, supervisory, and administrative
personnel and kept in their sole possession, those made by campus police, and those
made by a physician or other professional medical personnel in connection with
treatment of the student.
Under FERPA and University policy, a student has a right of access to his/her
education records and may inspect and review the information contained in them. To
exercise this right, the student should present a request to the University office
where the record is located, and a response will be made no later than 45 days later.
In certain cases, a copy of the record may be provided, with a copying fee, as an
alternative to actual inspection . Some records are not within this right of review,
such as financial information from the student's parents and confidential letters or
statements of recommendation where the student has waived the right of access.
A student who believes his/her education records contain information that is
inaccurate, misleading, or in violation of his/her privacy rights may bring the matter
to the attention of the appropriate records official. Ifby informal discussion with this
official the student does not obtain the corrective action desired, the student will
then be entitled to a hearing at which he/she may challenge the objectionable item.
Additional information about hearing procedures will be given to the student at that
time. The decision of the hearing official or panel shall be final. If the decision is
adverse to the student, he/she may insert in the education record an explanatory
statement about the disputed item.
A student's privacy interest in the education record is further protected by the rule
against unauthorized disclosure. Generally, the University may not, without the
student's consent, release the education record or personally identifiable information
in it to other individuals or entities.
Disclosure in certain circumstances, however, is specifically excepted by FERPA
from the foregoing rule. These circumstances include disclosure to certain partiesUniversity personnel who have a legitimate educational interest in the information,
officials of institutions where the student is seeking to enroll, parties to which the
student is applying for financial aid, the parent of a dependent student, etc. ;
disclosure to comply with a judicial order or lawfully issued subpoena ; or disclosure
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in connection with a health or safety emergency. Under the first exception,
"Universi ty personne l" includes any UAR employee, and a "legitimate educational
interest" means that the employee has a need for access to the record to perform
appropriate tasks clearly within the area of responsibility of the employee, to perform
a task related to the education or discipline of the student, or to provide a benefit or
service relating to the student. Personally identifiable information will be transmitted
by the University under these exceptions only upon the condition that the recipient
not permit any other party to have access to it without the student's consent.
The University may also release what is called "directory information" without
obtaining the student's consent. Directory information is limited to the following: the
student's name, address (local and permanent), telephone number, e-mail address,
date and place of birth, enrollment status (full-time or part-time), major field of study,
participation in officially recognized activities and sports, dates of attendance,
degrees and awards received, the previous educational institution most recently
attended, and a photograp h of the student. However, a student may prevent the
release of even this information, if he/she wishes, by completing a form provided for
this purpose in the Office of Student Records.
Any student who believes that his/her rights under FERPA have been violated by the
University may notify and request assistance from the Provost and Vice President for
Academic Affairs. The student may also file a complaint with the Family Policy
Complian ce Office, U.S. Departme nt of Education, 600 Independence Avenue SW,
Washington, DC 20202-4605 .

Academic Responsibility
Students at the University of Alabama in Huntsville have the following academic
responsibilities:
1. To enroll in only those courses for which the stated prerequisite(s) (if there are
any) has/have been satisfactorily completed. Failure to comply with this
procedure may result in administrative withdrawal.
2. To attend all meetings of each class in which they are enrolled. Instructors will
announce at the beginning of the semester if they consider attendance in
computin g final grades.
3. To observe all regulations of their college and select courses according to the
requirements of that college.
4. To consult their advisors on all matters pertaining to their academic careers,
including changes in their programs.
5. To answer promptly all written notices from advisors, faculty, deans and other
University officers.
6. To maintain the integrity of the classroom by practicing academic honesty.
Students should refer to the student handbook for details regarding academic
dishonesty.
7. To file an "Applicat ion for Degree" in the Office of Student Records by the
published deadline.
8. To be personally responsible for fulfilling all requirements for graduation and
observing all regulations at UAR.
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Academic Honesty
Plagiarism and other forms of cheating are subject to penalties as outlined
in the
Student Handbook.

Course Placement and Credit by Exam ination
Instructional and Testing Services
Mattie Chisgar, Director
226 Administrative Science Building
Telephone: (256) 824-6725
Email: testing@uah.edu

The tests used for admissions, credit by examination, and placement
which are
administered through this office include: the ACT Assessment, the College
Level
Examination Program (CLEP) , the UAH English Language Placement
Test (ELPT),
the General Educational Development (GED) Testing Program, the Gradua
te Record
Examination Subject Test (GRE), the Miller Analogies Test (MAT),
the internetbased TOEFL (iBT TOEFL) and the UAH Chemistry, English and
Mathematics
Placement Tests. Information pertaining to the following testing program
s is also
available: the Graduate Management Admissions Test (GMAT), the
Law School
Admission Test (LSAT), the PRAXIS Series for beginning teachers.
Testing calendars with dates and deadlines, as well as information
pertaining to
testing, are available in the Office of Instructional and Testing Service
s.
Placement Tests
All students who are beginning college-level course work in English,
mathematics,
chemistry, or a foreign language (if taken in high school) are placed at
the level best
suited to their academic preparation and background.

ACT scores and high school grades determine placement in English.
ACT scores,
AP Calculus exam scores, and/or the Math Placement Test determine
placement in
mathematics. The UAH English Language Placement Test (ELPT) is adminis
tered to
non-native speakers of English to determine initial placement.
To register for Chemistry 121, a student must be placed in CH 121 from
results of
the Chemistry Placement Test, or must have taken CH 101 or its equival
ent.
A student who has had formal training in French, German, Spanish
, or Latin is
placed on the level of that language according to the number of units
and grades
earned in high school. A student who takes a language other than the
one in which
he or she has had formal training will begin with level 101.
The Chemistry, Mathematics, and English Language Placement Tests
are scheduled
regularly. The Residual ACT Test is administered once each semeste
r. Students
wishing to take these tests should visit the Testing Services
website at
www.uah.edu/testing for online registration.
Students will be notified at the time of the tests when they can expect
to receive the
results of the tests. Fee payment is required for the Residual ACT at
the time of
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registration. There is no charge for the Chemistry Placement Test, English Placement
Test, and the Mathematics Placement Test. If a student has not received placement
recommendations before enrollment, he or she should contact the Office of
Admissions.

Credit by Examination
At UAH a student may obtain a maximum of one-fourth (normally 32 semester
hours) of required degree credits by examination. There are four alternatives by
which a student may gain credit through examination at UAH: 1) departmental
examinations, 2) the Advanced Placement (AP) Program, 3) the College Level
Examination Program (CLEP), and 4) International Baccalaureate (IB). Credit by
examination is not granted in the following cases: 1) if a student has been enrolled
in a comparable course for more than three weeks; 2) to remove a failure already
recorded for a course; or 3) to satisfy the residency requirement for graduation.
Department Examination
Departmental examinations for credit in specific courses may be given by a
department upon application by the student and with the approval of the department
chair. Students may apply for such a test if they have taken college-level work in
secondary school, in a non-collegiate class or on a tutorial basis, or through private
study. Credit, if awarded, will be recorded without grades or quality points and will
not, therefore, be included in calculation of the grade point average. The amount of
credit allowable through departmental examinations is determined by the appropriate
academic dean and the department chair concerned.
Departments offering credit by examination on tests constructed by the department:
Biological Sciences
Computer Science
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Foreign Languages
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Music
Nursing
Philosophy

Contact Department Chair
All 100 and 200 level courses
CPE 112, CPE 212
Contact Department Chair
MAE 110
MU 100, 201, 202, 203, 204, 301 ,
302, 303 , 304, 311 , 312
Contact Nursing Student Affairs
Office
PHL201, 320

Advanced Placement Program
Several UAH departments award credit to students who have earned designated
scores on Advanced Placement (AP) Program examinations of the College Entrance
Examination Board. AP examinations are usually taken at the end of an AP-designed
course of study in high school. The subjects in which credit is presently awarded are
biological sciences, chemistry, computer science, English composition and literature,
American and European history, mathematics, music, physics, political science, and
some foreign languages. Credit, if awarded, will be recorded without grades or
quality points and will not, therefore, be included in calculation of the grade point
average. The award of AP credit at UAH requires a score report from the College
Board; transcripts from other institutions with AP scores are not accepted at UAH.
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AP Credit
American History
Art History
Art Studio
Biology

Calculus AB
Calculus BC

Chemistry
Computer Science A
Computer Science AB
(A student may receive
credit for either CPE or
CS courses, but not both)
English Language/
Composition
English Literature/
Composition
European History
Foreign Languages: French,
German, Spanish:
Government & Politics
(American)
Government & Politics
(Comparative)
Music Theory
Music Listening and Literature
Physics B
Physics C
Psychology

Score of 4 = HY221 and 222 (6 hrs.)
No credit awarded.
No credit awarded.
Score of 3 = BYS 119 (4 hrs.)
Score of 4 or 5 = BYS 119, 120 (8 hrs.)
Score of 4 or 5 = MAI 71 (4 hrs.)
Score of3 = MA171 (4 hrs.)
Score of 4 or 5 = MAI 71 and MAI 72 with
departmental approval (8 hrs.)
Score of 3 or higher= CH 121 , 125, 123, 126
(8 hrs.)
Score of 4 or 5 = CPE 112 (3 hrs.)
Score of 3 = CS 102 - Intro to Prog. (3 hrs.)
Score of 4 or 5 = CS 102 (see advisor re: CS 121)
Score of 4 = CPE 112 (3 hrs.)
Score of 5 = CPE 112 and CPE 212 (6 hrs.)
Score of 2 = CS 102 (3 hrs.)
Score of3 or 4 = CS 102 (see advisor re: CS 121)
Score of 5 = CS 102 and CS 121 (6 hrs.)
Score of 4 or 5 = EH 101 (3 hrs.)
Score of 4 or 5 = EH 102 (3 hrs.)
Score of 4 = HY 102 (3 hrs.)
Score of3 = 101, 102, (LO hrs.)
Score of 4 = 101, 102, 200 (13 hrs.)
Score of 5 = 101 , 102, 200, 301 (16 hrs.)
Score of 4 or higher= PSC 101 (3 hrs.)
Score of 4 or higher= PSC 102 (3 hrs.)
Score of 4 or higher= MU 201 and 203 (6 hrs.)
Score of 4 or higher= MU 100 (3 hrs.)
Score or 4 or higher= PH 101 and 102 (8 hrs.)
Score of 4 or higher= PH 101 and 102 (8 hrs.)
or PH 111 and PH 114 (4 hrs.)
Score of 4 or higher= PY 101 (3 hrs.)

College Level Examination Program (CLEP)
The College Level Examination Program is a national program under which a person
can receive credit for college level achievement. Anyone who has practical
knowledge in an area through independent study, work experience , cultural
exposure, or intensive reading, may take these tests. The policy for CLEP credit
varies with each institution. The policies listed herein are those ofUAH. These tests
are administered by appointment. Contact the Office of Instructional and Testing
Services in Room 226, Administra tive Science Building or online at
www.uah.edu/testing.
Credit by CLEP examination is allowed if the appropriate academic department has
approved the CLEP test for use by the University. Credit awarded for CLEP
Academic Policies
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examinations will be recorded on the student's record without grades or quality
points and will not, therefore, be included in calculation of the grade point average.
If a student does not pass a CLEP test, no record is placed on his or her transcript.
Examinations may be retaken six months after initial testing.
UAH will award credit for the following general examinations for free elective
hours: English Composition, Humanities, Mathematics, Natural Sciences and Social
Sciences and History. Students should check with their advisors to determine if they
are allowed to take a CLEP test for eligible free elective hours.
Listed below are UAH courses in which a student may receive CLEP credit to meet
specific degree requirements as determined by colleges and departments, along with
specific CLEP test titles and minimum score requirements. These courses may not
be required of all programs. Your advisor can provide information about which
courses you may CLEP to satisfy requirements.

Course Number

CLEP Subject Test Title

EH 101

Freshman College
Composition
PLUS Analyzing and
Interpreting Literature
EH 102
Freshman College
Composition PLUS
Analyzing and Interpreting
Literature
CH 121, 123, 125, 126 General Chemistry

Minimum Score Required
Composite score of 65
and satisfactory performance
on Analyzing and
Interpreting Literature essay
Composite score of 65 and
superior performance on
Analyzing and Interpreting
Literature essay
48 (Recommend student take
chemistry placement test
first)
48
50
48
50
48
50
56 (plus A/B on
departmental essay)
56 (plus A/B on
departmental essay)
60 (plus A/B on
departmental essay)
60 (plus A/B on
departmental essay)
50
50 (with essay)
60
50
50
50
50

FL 101 (French)
FL 101-102 (French)
FL l0l(German)
FL 101-102 (German)
FL 101 (Spanish)
FL 101-102 (Spanish)
HY 101

College French
College French
College German
College German
College Spanish
College Spanish
Western Civilization I

HY 102

Western Civilization II

HY221

History of the United States,
Part I
History of the United States,
Part II
Introductory Sociology
American Government
Introductory Psychology
Principles of Accounting
Principles of Macroeconomics
Principles of Microeconomics
Information Systems &
Computer Applications
50
Principles of Management
Principles of Marketing
50

HY222

soc 100
PSC 101
PY 101
ACC 211-212
ECN 142
ECN 143
MIS 146
MGT 301
MKT 301
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Credit for CLEP examinations will be granted only under the following
conditions: a) The examination was taken before entering college; b) The
examination was taken during the first semester in college provided that the
student has not been enrolled in a comparable course for more than three
weeks.
International Baccalaureate (1B)
The University of Alabama in Huntsville recognizes International Baccalaureate
(IB) credit with a score of 5, 6, or 7 on the higher-level examinations. Reports ofIB
scores should be sent to the UAH Office of Admissions for evaluation. Additional
credit may be awarded on a course-by course basis as approved by the department.
(Some departments may award credit based on the subsidiary examinations.) The
academic unit responsible for the student's program of study will determine the
application of credits toward specific degree requirements. Credit, if awarded, will
be recorded without grades or quality points, and will not, therefore, be included in
the calculation of grade point average.

1B Biology
1B Chemistry
1B Economics
1B French
1B German
IB Literature
IB Spanish

BYS 119, 120, 464
CH 101 , 105, 201
ECN 142
FH 101, 102, 201 , 202, 301
GN 101, 102, 201 , 202, 301
EH 101 , 102 (Minimum test score 6)
H 101,102, 201 , 202, 301

For further information concerning CLEP, the AP program, the 1B program, or
department examinations, contact the Office of Instructional and Testing Services.

Registration
Dates, times, procedures and eligibility conditions for registration are published in
the Schedule of Classes, which is available in Charger Central, the Academic
Advising offices, and on the UAH website. Registrations for Fall and Spring
Semesters begin several weeks before the start of the new semester and continue
through the fifth day of classes. All financial obligations to the University must be
cleared before a student may register for courses. Students should consult with their
academic advisor prior to registration. Non-degree students have a lower registration
priority.
Concurrent registration for multiple sections of a course is not allowed.
A student who schedules courses during registration makes a financial commitment
to the University. Course adjustments, drops and withdrawals must be officially
transacted in writing on a Registration/Schedule Adjustment form and recorded by
the Office of Student Records by the published deadlines. Adjustments in fees, if
any, will be made by the Office of the Bursar. The University assumes no
responsibility for students who attend classes without proper registration.
The Semester System
The academic year is divided into two semesters and one summer session. The fall
semester begins in late August and ends in December. The spring semester begins in
January and ends in May. The summer term consists of 10 weeks with two 5-week
mini-sessions. The summer session begins in June and ends in August. (See
Academic Calendar.)
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Credit for a course completed is awarded in semester hours (sh). In most instances,
the number of semester hours awarded for a course represents the number of hours
that course meets each week. Generally a 3-credit hour course meets for three hours
each week for one semester. There are exceptions to this general rule, including
laboratory and studio courses, study abroad and internships.

Student Course Loads
The typical full-time undergraduate course load is 15-18 credit hours each semester.
Students should take between 30 and 33 hours annually in order to graduate in four
years. The minimum full-time load for an undergraduate student is 12 semester hours
a semester. A part-time undergraduate student is one who is enrolled in less than 12
semester hours. Permission of the student's dean is necessary to enroll in 21 hours or
more, including concurrent enrollment at other institutions and simultaneous
correspondence courses. A student enrolling for a minimum load each semester
should not expect to graduate in four years unless he or she enrolls in summer terms
in addition to the regular academic year.
Prerequisite, Prerequisite with Concurrency, Co-requisite
Some courses offered at UAH require students to complete a prerequisite or
prerequisites prior to registering for a course, to register for a prerequisite with
concurrency, and to register for a co-requisite course. The definitions for these
categories are as follows:
Prerequisite - a course must be taken before a target course, i.e.,
successful completion of EH 101 before registering for EH 102.
Prerequisite with Concurrency - a course must be taken before or at
the same time as a target course, i.e., CH 101 and CH 105; PH 111 and PH
114; CE 271 and MA 201. A " W" or "F" grade in one course does not
require that a student re-register for both courses. Prerequisite with
concurrency courses do not have to be completed at the same time. A
student may withdraw from a target course or a concurrent course and
continue enrollment in the other course and vice versa. Note: A student
may be asked to withdraw from a required course if in the judgment
of the instructor/chair/advisor the student does not have the requisite
knowledge to successfully complete the course (i.e., CE 271 and MA 201).
Co-requisite - a course must be taken simultaneously with a target course
i.e., BYS 119 and 119L; PH 102 and 102L; CPE 112 and 112L: CE 370 and
370L: CHE 442 and 442L: MAE 311 and 311L; NUR 660 and 660L,
and etc. Co-requisite courses must be completed at the same time. A student
may withdraw from a target course; however, the student must also
withdraw from the co-requisite course and vice versa.
Student Classification
An undergraduate is classified as indicated in the following table when a student has
completed the number of semester hours shown.
Semester
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior

Hours Earned
0-31
32-63
64-95
96 up
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Schedule Adjustments
Through the fifth day of classes, students may add a course by registering on the web
at www.uah.edu, meeting with their advisor, or submitting a Registration/Schedule
Adjustment form to Charger Central. Students should consult with their academic
advisor and other university officials as indicated on the Registration Form for
advice and approval before making any schedule changes.
To add a class after the fifth day of classes requires a written petition to the Office of
the Associate Provost for Undergraduate Studies with appropriate documentation to
substantiate extenuating circumstances. The petition must include signatures from
the instructor, the chair of the department that offers the course, and the dean of the
college in which the student is enrolled. A request to change a section after the
deadline must be approved by the instructor of the new section, the chair of the
department that offers the course, and the dean of the college in which the student is
enrolled.

Credit to Audit
A student is permitted to change a course from credit to audit through the fourth
week of classes. The instructor is not required to grade any written assignments that
may be submitted by an auditing student. A student who elects to audit a course may
not at any point after electing to audit, change to "for-credit", i.e., graded status. Any
student failing to follow established procedure for change to audit will continue to be
enrolled in the class for credit and may receive a failing grade in that course.
Withdrawal Policy
Through the tenth week of the fall or spring semester, a student may withdraw from
any course by executing a withdrawal on our website, meeting with their advisor, or
submitting a Registration/Schedule Adjustment form to Charger Central. After the
tenth week, a student may withdraw from a course only under extenuating
circumstances and with the approval of the dean of the college in which the student
is enrolled. Avoidance of an undesirable grade does not justify withdrawal. The
request for withdrawal approval in this situation must be submitted with a written
explanation of the extenuating circumstances and any appropriate documentation to
the dean of the college in which the student is enrolled, and it is the duty of the dean
to verify that the circumstances justify withdrawal from a course. In addition,
students participating in certain programs must secure approval or give adequate
notification to the appropriate officers of these programs. It is the joint duty of these
programs and the Office of Student Records to insure that students participating in
these programs are aware of any such requirements. Class non-attendance does not
constitute withdrawal nor does notification to the instructor. Any student failing to
follow the established procedure for withdrawal will continue to be enrolled in the
class and may receive a failing grade in that course.
Recording of Withdrawals
If the withdrawal process is completed during the first two weeks of the semester, the
withdrawing student's name does not appear on the final rolls of the class from which
the student withdrew, and that course does not appear on the student's permanent
record. If the withdrawal process is completed after the first two weeks, then the
withdrawing student's name will be on the final roll of the class from which the
student withdrew, and that course will be recorded on the student's permanent record
with a final grade of W.
Academic Policies
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Counseling
Students need to be aware that many potential employers, as well as graduate and
professional schools, view an excessive number of W's on a transcript as a flag that
the student cannot be counted on to complete demanding projects. Advisors should
be informed of this fact and students should be encouraged to discuss with their
advisors any plans to withdraw from a course, especially after the first two weeks of
the semester.
Retroactive Withdrawal Policy
Undergraduate students may at times experience extraordinary problems during an
academic semester. Within two years of having completed such a semester, a student
may petition the Vice President for Student Affairs to withdraw retroactively from
ALL classes taken during that semester. A retroactive withdrawal is granted only
under exceptional circumstances, such as extraordinary medical or personal
problems. The petition should include clear and documented evidence whenever
possible. The Vice President for Student Affairs forwards the petition to the Provost
who approves or denies the request. If the Provost grants a retroactive withdrawal,
the grades for all courses taken during the semester in question will be changed to
W's. Petitions for Retroactive Withdrawals are considered after final grades are
posted.
Course Repeat Policy
Students should be aware that course repeats, for any reason, may not be looked
upon favorably by some employers and by professional schools, and hence they
should avoid the need for repeats.

Students may repeat a course in order to achieve a passing grade or an improved
understanding. Students may not repeat a course for which they have higher level
credit. For example, a student cannot repeat MA 119 after he/she has credit for
Calculus. For other courses, the course repeat policy is as follows . For the first five
courses repeated, the original grade will not be calculated into the student's grade
point average. Only courses for which the student has received a grade of C, D, or
F may be repeated for this purpose. Each course repeat counts against the maximum
of five that can replace the previous grade. For instance, a student may use all five
repeats in a single course or in five separate courses or any combination of separate
courses and multiple repeats of single courses. The transcript will show both the
original grades and the course repeat grades, but only the grade points and credit
hours earned in the repeated courses count toward graduation and are averaged into
the student's GPA. After five course repeats, all other courses repeated at UAH will
result in both the original grade and the course repeat grade being calculated into the
student's GPA. This course repeat policy will automatically be applied unless the
student files for an exemption in Charger Central (UC 118) upon registration.
Academic Bankruptcy Policy
An undergraduate student may petition the Admissions and Scholastic Affairs
Committee to declare academic bankruptcy. The Scholastic Affairs Committee, after
reviewing the petition and consulting with the Office of Admissions, will decide
whether to grant the student academic bankruptcy. Under this policy, all collegelevel work completed at UAH prior to a date specified by the student is eliminated
from computation of grade point averages and will not be applied toward a degree at
UAH. Such work will not be expunged from the student's scholastic records and
transcripts, although it will be designated as work not included in the computation of
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grade point averages or applied toward degree requirements. There must be a
minimum of two calendar years between the date of petition and the date specified
by the student in the bankruptcy petition. Academic bankruptcy will only be granted
once during a student's academic career at UAH.
Grading System
The University of Alabama in Huntsville's grading system includes grades of A, B,
C, D, F, I, X, W, S, U, P, AU, N, and NC. Instructors have the option of augmenting
the course grades of A, B, C, and D with symbols "+" and "-" signifying,
respectively, high and low achievement within the assigned grade. These augmented
letter grades become part of the student's permanent record and appear on
transcripts, but augmentation of a letter grade does not affect its value for the
purposes of the GPA computation.
A
AU

B
C
D
F
I

N
NC

P
S
U
W
X

Superior achievement. Four quality points given per semester hour.
Audit. Course attendance as a listener. No credit given, no quality points
assigned, no attendance requirement.
Above average achievement. Three quality points given per semester hour.
Average achievement. Two quality points given per semester hour.
Passing work. One quality point given per semester hour.
Failing work. No credit given; no quality points assigned.
Incomplete. Assigned by the instructor when a student, due to
circumstances beyond his \or her control, has not satisfied some
requirement of the course. The deadline for a student to remedy a grade of
I is the last day of class of the next semester enrolled or one calendar year
from the date of the grade whichever occurs first. If the grade of I is on a
student's record at the time of graduation, it is treated as an F.
No grade. Assigned by the Office of Student Records when the instructor
does not report a grade.
No credit. Assigned in some 100 level courses for failing work. No quality
points assigned. A student who receives a grade of NC twice for the same
course must obtain permission from the department offering that course
before registering for it again.
Passing work. Assigned in some courses. See Pass-Fail Option.
Satisfactory work. Applicable to noncredit courses and to some specified
credit courses, and will not be counted in the GPA.
Unsatisfactory work. Applicable to noncredit courses and to some
specified credit courses.
Withdrawal. (See Withdrawal Policy.)
Excused absence from examination. Assigned by the instructor when a
student completes all course requirements except the final examination.
The final grade becomes an F unless the examination is completed by the
time of the announced deferred examination date at the beginning of the
semester of next regular enrollment of the student. (See Examinations and
UAH calendar.) Time schedule permits a student to take only one
examination on this date. If a student receives more than one grade of X,
he or she should make arrangements directly with other instructors for
additional make-up examinations.
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Change of Grade
When it is believed that a grading error may have occurred, a student is permitted a
maximum of one semester from the date a grade is assigned to request a change of
course grade. Grades submitted to the Office of Student Records can normally be
changed only by submission by the instructor on a Change of Grade form containing
a written explanation of the error. The Change of Grade form must be approved by
the department chair and received in the Office of Student Records no later than two
semesters from the date the original grade was assigned.
Pass-Fail Option
A student wishing to exercise a P-F option must apply to the Office of Registrar (UC
118) when registering or before the end of the third week of classes. Any
undergraduate student not on academic probation may take courses on a P-F basis.
A student is limited to 12 semester hours of credit on a P-F basis over the course of
the degree. Courses listed on the Program of Study (major, minor, cognate, track,
cluster, specialization, option and concentration) may not be taken P-F. Required
courses in English composition and mathematics may not be taken P-F. Departments
may limit the P-F to courses outside the department or college. P-F policies vary
from college to college; consult your advisor before selecting this option.
A grade of P may be changed to a regular grade only if the student changes his or her
program to an area in which a regular grade is required. The change must be initiated
at the dean's office and must go through the normal grade change procedures. Once
a P grade has been changed to a regular grade, the regular grade must remain. Under
the P-F system, a grade of P will not be counted in a student's grade-point average;
a grade of F will be counted in a student's grade-point average.
Even though a student chooses to take courses on the P-F basis, instructor's grade
sheets will reflect the regular grade and the student may be informed of the regular
grade upon request.
Examinations
During each semester, one or more announced examinations of class period length
may be held. At the end of each semester, a final examination period is scheduled for
each course. Absences from a scheduled final examination without previous
arrangement with the course instructor (except in extenuating circumstances) will be
classified unexcused and a failing grade in the course will be assigned.
Any student whose final examination schedule is such that the student is scheduled
to take three examinations during a single day shall have the right to have the middle
examination rescheduled. The date and time of the rescheduled examination shall be
by mutual agreement between the student and the affected faculty member and must
be agreed upon prior to the final week of the semester. It is the student's
responsibility to notify the instructor of this type of conflict, and it is the instructor's
responsibility to verify that the conflict actually exists. If a student is scheduled to
take four examinations during a single day, then the same procedure shall apply
except that the student shall now have the right to have both the second and third
examinations rescheduled.
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Student Grade Report
At the completion of each semester, a report of final grades is mailed to the address
furnished by the student.
Grade Point Average
The grade point average (GPA) is computed by dividing the total number of quality
points earned at UAR by the total number of semester hours attempted at UAR
(transfer grades are not included). Courses in which a grade of NC, W, P, S, X or AU
is assigned are not included.

Academic Achievement
Honor Scholar
An undergraduate student in good standing earning 12 or more semester hours in a
semester with a GPA of 3.50-4.00 is distinguished by being identified as an honor
scholar. A GPA of 4.00 is noted with an asterisk"*".
Scholar
An undergraduate student in good standing earning 12 or more semester hours in a
semester with a GPA of 3.00-3.49 will be designated on the list of scholars.
Graduation with Honors
Graduation with honors at the baccalaureate level requires a rrummum of 60
semester hours at UAR. Honors will be determined by the grade-point average for
the last 60 semester hours of coursework taken at UAR or the overall GPA for all
coursework taken at UAR, whichever is higher. The academic terms containing the
last 60 hours of coursework taken at UAR will be identified and the GPA of all UAR
courses taken during those terms to satisfy graduation requirements will be
computed and the honors will be determined as follows:
• If the GPA computed as above is 3.90 or above, the student graduates summa
cum laude
• If the GPA computed as above is 3.70 or above (but below 3.90), the student
graduates magna cum laude.
• If the GPA computed as above is 3.40 or above (but below 3.70), the student
graduates cum laude.

Honors Convocation
The University faculty recognizes and honors those students who have attained
academic excellence at a convocation held in the spring of each year. At the Honors
Convocation, students who have been inducted into the honor societies, who have
been named to the dean's list in each college, and who have attained excellence in
academic programs are recognized.
Academic Warning, Probation, and Dismissal

In order to be in good academic standing, students must maintain a grade point
average above the Academic Action Threshold (AAT), which varies according to
classification. For students with 0-31 credit hours, the AAT is 1.6; for students with
32-63 credit hours, the AAT is 1.8; for students with 64 or more credit hours, the
AAT is 2.0. A student whose semester GPA at UAR falls below the applicable AAT
will be placed on academic warning, probation, or dismissal.
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Academic Warning. Students are subject to academic warning if they are in good
standing and earn less than the applicable AAT for the semester; or if they earn the
applicable AAT or greater for the semester but the UAH cumulative is less than the
applicable AAT.
Probation. Students are subject to academic probation if they are on academic
warning and the current semester GPA is less than the applicable AAT and the UAH
cumulative is less than the applicable AAT.
Dismissal. Students are subject to academic dismissal if they are on academic
probation and the current semester GPA is less than the applicable AAT and the UAH
cumulative is less than the applicable AAT.
A regularly admitted student dismissed for the first time is automatica lly eligible to
re-enter after being out of school one term. A student admitted in any special
category and dismissed for the first time must petition the Admission s Committee for
permission to re-enter after an absence of at least one term. A student dismissed for
the second time is disqualified for readmissio n. After a period of one year, such
student may petition for re-admission. Individual colleges may have additional
requirements specific to their programs. Refer to college sections.

Conditional/Probational to Regular Status
Students admitted conditional ly or on probation will be evaluated for regular student
status after completion of at least 15 semester hours at UAH. If the student at that
time has earned a 2.00 on all UAH coursework, the Conditional/Probational
classification will be changed to regular student status. The deadlines to submit a
petition for readmissio n to Charger Central (UC 118) are July 1 for Fall, November
15 for Spring, and April 1 for Summer.
Academic Appeals Process
Academic appeals will originate in written form by the student and will be processed
through the chair of the student's major department, the dean of the college, and the
Office of the Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs, in that order. Students
classified as "special" will be routed through the most appropriate academic dean,
but should begin by contacting the Academic Advisemen t and Informatio n Center,
824-6290. Students should contact their major advisor for assistance.

Visiting Student Program
A cooperative arrangeme nt exists with Alabama A&M University, Athens State
University, Calhoun Communit y College, Oakwood College and the University of
Alabama in Huntsville. A similar arrangemen t exists with the University of Alabama
at Birmingha m and the University of Alabama. Under either of these arrangements,
a student at any of the participating institutions may request permission to attend a
course at one of the other schools. Conditions governing the granting of permission
include the following:
1. The student must be a full-time student or a full-time University employee
who is a part-time student. The credit hours to be taken at the host institution
shall be counted in determinin g the full-time or part-time status of the
student.
2. The course desired must be unavailable at the student's home institution.
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3. Visiting students are normally limited to one undergraduate course a
semester at the host institution except where the second course is a
laboratory required to accompany the first course or the second course is a
one-hour course in basic military science.
4. The student must have an overall C average, and meet all prerequisites of the
host institution.
5. The student's request must be approved by his or her advisor and other
appropriate personnel.
6. Students will be admitted by the host institution to a course based upon
availability of space for the visitor, to be determined by the class enrollment
on the last day of regular registration.
Any student interested in participating in the Visiting Student Program should
contact the Office of Student Records for information regarding the procedures
to be
followed .
Transcripts
Official transcripts are issued and sent by the Office of Student Records
to
recognized institutions and agencies, which require such documents. Transcripts
are
issued upon the written request (on a form available in Charger Central) of
the
student involved and payment of a transcript fee . Faxed transcripts are available
for
a fee, but are not considered official documents. Transcripts may be issued
to
individual students ; however, they will be marked as issued to student. No transcrip
t
will be issued for a person who has a financial obligatio n to the University.
Correspondence Study and Other Non-resident Credit
Up to 25 percent of the credit applied toward a baccalaureate degree may be earned
by means other than residence credit at an approved institution. Examples of
other
means are credit by examination, correspondence study, educational experien
ces in
the armed forces, and professional certificate programs. Persons interested in taking
correspondence study courses through the University of Alabama in Tuscaloosa
may
obtain a catalog from the Office of Instructional and Testing Services , Room
226,
Administrative Science Building , or by writing to the College of Continuing Studies,
Independent Study Division , University of Alabama, P.O. Box 870388, Tuscaloo
sa,
AL 35487.
Course Numbering System
Range Year
001-099
100-199
200-299
300-399
400-499
500-599

600-799
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Student Normal ly Takes Courses
Refresher (noncredit)
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior (upper level)
Senior (upper level)
Graduate Classes (lower level). Some 500-level classes may be
taken by advanced undergraduate students and applied to their
baccalaureate degree requirements with approval of the
instructor, the department chair, the college dean, and the
graduate dean.
Graduate (upper level)
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Application for Graduation
Candidates for graduation must file their application at least one semester prior to the
time requirements are expected to be completed. Deadlines are announced each
semester and application forms may be obtained in Charger Central. Early
application will assist the student by confirming requirements remaining to be
completed. Requirements must be completed and certified prior to the published
deadline. Diplomas are issued are issued at the end of each semester or during
commencement ceremonies.
Total Degree Requirements
Minimum requirement for the Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of
Science in Business Administration is 128 hours. Bachelor of Science in Nursing
requires 129 semester hours. For the Bachelor of Science in Engineering degree
(Electrical Engineering option) 128 semester hours; (Industrial and Systems
Engineering option) 130 semester hours; (Chemical Engineering option) 132
semester hours ; (Civil Engineering option) 131 semester hours; (Computer
Engineering option) 129 semester hours; (Aerospace Engineering option in
Mechanical Engineering) 134 semester hours; (Optical Engineering option) 128
semester hours; and (Mechanical Engineering option), 134 semester hours. A
minimum of25 percent of the total requirements and 12 of the last 18 hours must be
completed at UAH. Also, unless otherwise specified by the department involved, a
minimum of 12 semester hours of upper-level courses numbered 300 or above must
be completed at UAH in a student's program (6 hours in the major and 6 hours in the
minor or cognate studies). A minimum of30 percent of the total degree requirements
must be taken in numbered 300 or above (39 hours for a 128 hour requirement).
The maximum amount of correspondence or credit by examination allowed towards
a bachelor's degree is 25 percent of the degree requirements. An overall average of
C is required for all courses taken at UAH; and in all courses in the major discipline
taken at UAH; and in all courses in the minor discipline taken at UAH or in all
courses listed in the cognate studies option taken at UAH. Additional degree
requirements for each degree are described in the appropriate sections of this catalog.

Requirements for Programs Leading to the B.A. Degree
Requirements for the B.A. Degree are described in the College of Liberal Arts
section of this catalog.
Requirements for Programs Leading to B.S. Degree
Requirements for the B.S. Degree are described in the College of Science section of
this catalog.
Requirements for Programs Leading to B.S.B.A., B.S.E., and B.S.N.
Degrees
Requirements for professional programs offered are described in the appropriate
sections of this catalog. These programs include the Bachelor of Science in Business
Administration, the Bachelor of Science in Engineering, and the Bachelor of Science
in Nursing.
Time Limit
The degree requirements for graduation are normally those specified in the catalog
in effect when a student first registers as a degree-seeking student at UAH. At any
time during the student's enrollment that requirements for graduation are changed, a
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student may elect to graduate under the new requirements. If the student does not
complete requirements for graduation within seven years from the date of entry or
seven years from the date of the catalog chosen, the student must then change to the
catalog in effect and meet the requirements as specified. If a student breaks
enrollment for a period of at least 24 months, the student must then change to the
catalog in effect at the time of re-enrollment and meet the requirements as specified.
The student's advisor and college dean must approve any exceptions to this policy
with the proper notation filed in the student's program of study in the Office of
Student Records. At any point at which a change in catalog becomes necessary, a
new program of study must be completed and proper notation filed in the Office of
Student Records.
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APPENDIX A
Model Program Schedules for the College of
Administrative Science
Suggested Schedule for all Business Majors: Lower Division
Schedule for Full-time Student
Year

Fall

Year 1 EH 101
ECN 142 or ECN 143
Microcomputer
Applications (MIS 146*)
Mathematics I**
History
Year 2

ACC 211
MSC 287
Literature I***
Lab Science
Fine Arts

Hrs.

Hrs.

Spring

3
3

3
EH 102
ECN 143 or ECN 142 3

3
3
3

Humanities Elective
Mathematics II**
PY, SOC or
Anthropology

15
3
3
3
4
3
16

ACC 212
MSC 288
Literature***
Lab Science II
BLS 211

Academic
Year

3
3
3
15
3
3
3
4
3
16

30

32

*Refer to Management Information Systems placement policy.
**If the student requires MA 004, the lower-division requirement will be 65 hours. In this case, the
student is encouraged to enroll in summer school before the freshman year to complete MA 004.
***Must take a 6-hour sequence in any literature.
****The student should apply for admission to the upper-division at the beginning of the spring
semester of the sophomore year, or upon completion of 62 semester hours.

General Accounting Major: Upper Division Schedule for
Full-time Day Student*
Academic
Year

Year

Fall

Hrs.

Spring

Hrs.

Year 3

EH 300**
FIN 301
MKT 301
ACC 310
ACC 307
MIS 301

MSC 385
MGT 301
ACC 313
ACC 311
ACC 314

3
3
3
3
3

MGT450
ACC 431
CM313
Elective
ACC Elective

MGT499
ACC Elective
ECN Requirement
Electives

15
3
3
3
9

33

Year4

3
3
3
3
3
3
18
3
3
3
3
3
15

18

33
128

Total Hours
• Sequences are available for other concentrations.
**EH 300 should be taken during the first semester of the Junior year
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General Finance Major: Upper Division Schedule for Full-time Student*
Year

Fall

Hrs.

Spring

Hrs.

Year 3

EH 300**
FIN 301
MGT 301
FIN 352
MKT 301
Electives***

MIS 301
ECN 345****
MSC 385
FIN 370
FIN 378
Electives***

Year4

ACC elective
FIN 431
CM313
FIN 460
Electives***

3
3
3
3
3
3
18
3
3
3
3
3
15

3
3
3
3
3
3
18
3
3
3
3
3
15

MGT499
FIN 461
MGT450
FIN 454
Electives

Academic
Year

36

30
128

Total Hours

*
••

Sequences are available for other concentrations.
EH 300 should be taken during the first semester of the Junior year.
*** May count internship, FIN 495.
•••• Or another upper-level economics elective.

Management Information Systems Major: Upper Division
Schedule for Full-time Student
Year
Year 3

Fall
EH 300**
CS 102 or 103
ACC 307
MIS 301
MGT 301
Electives

Year4

ACC elective
MIS 460
CM313
Mgt450
Electives

Hrs.
3
3
3
3
3
3
18
3
3
3
3
6
18

Spring
MSC 385
FIN 301
MKT 301
MIS 310
MIS 340

Hrs.
3
3
3
3
3

MGT499
MIS 497
MIS Elective
ECN Requirement
Electives

15
3
3
3
3
3
15

Total Hours
*EH 300 should be taken during the first semester of the Junior year.

Academic
Year

33

33
128

Management Major: Upper Division Schedule for Full-time Student
Year

Fall

Hrs.

Spring

Hrs.

Year 3

MGT 301
MKT 301
EH 300*
ACC Requirement**
CM 313

3
3
3
3
3

FIN 301
MSC 385
MIS 301
MGT 361
MGT 363
Elective

Year4

MGT450
MGT Concentration
MGT Concentration

15
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
18
3
3
3
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MGT499
MGT Concentration
Business Elective
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Academic
Year

33

Business Elective
Elective
Elective

3
3
3
18

ECN Requirement
Electives

3
3
15

Total Hours

33
128

*EH 300 should be taken during the first semester of the Junior year.
**ACC requirement (ACC 307, ACC 310 or ACC 314).

Marketing Major: Upper Division Schedule for Full-Time Student
Year

Fall

Hrs.

Spring

Hrs.

Year 3

MKT 301
MGT 301
FIN 301
EH 300*
ACC Requirement**
Electives

MSC 385
MIS 301
MKT Concentration
MKT Concentration
MKT343

3
3
3
3
3

Year4

MKT Concentration
MKT Concentration
MGT450
CM313
Elective

3
3
3
3
3
3
18
3
3
3
3
6
18

MGT499
MKT480
MKT Concentration
ECN Requirement
Electives

15
3
3
3
3
3
15

Total Hours

Academic
Year

33

33
128

*EH 300 should be taken during the first semester of the Junior year.
**ACC requirement (ACC 307, ACC 310 or ACC 314).

Model Program Schedules for the College of Engineering
Suggested Schedule for Full-Time Aerospace Engineering Option in
Mechanical Engineering
Year

Fall

Year 1 MA 171
CH 121/125
MAE 110
EH 101
HSBS/HFA*
Year2

MA201
MAE 271
PH 112/115
MA238
HSBS/HFA*

Year 3

MAE 371
MAE310
EE213
ISE 321
HSBS/HFA*
MAE 378

Hrs.

Spring

Hrs.

4
4
3
3
3
17
4
3
4
3
3

MA 172
PH 111/114
MAlO0
EH 102
MAE285

4
4
2
3
3
16
1
3
4
3
4
2
17
3
3
3
4
3

17
3
3
3
3
3
3
18
361

MAE 200
MAE272
MAE 370
MAE 341
Science Elective
MAE 385
MAE420
MAE488
MAE 342
MAE450
MAE 311

16

Academic
Year

33

34

34
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Year4

MAE 340
MAE 440 or MAE 441
HSBS/HFA*
MAE490
HSBS/HFA*
MAE449

3
3
3
2
3
2
16

MAE492
HSBS/HFA*
MAE480
MAE468
Technical Elective

3
3
3
3
3
15

Total Hours

31
132

*HS~S/HFA - 18 hours in history, social/behavioral sciences, humanities, and fine arts.

Suggested Schedule of Courses for Full-time Industrial and Systems
Engineering Students
Year

Fall

Year 1 CH 121/125
EH 101
MA 171
MAE 110
ISE 124
Year 2

ISE 321
MA201
PH 111/114
ISE 390
HU/SS

Year 3 ISE 324
ISE 340
HU/SS
MAE 370
MAE 341
Year4

HU/SS
ISE 428
ISE 430
ISE Elective
ISE 447

Hrs.

Spring

4
3
4
3
3

EH 102
CPE 112
HU/SS
MA 172
CH 123 or BYS 119
or 300/400 MA course 3
16
MA244
3
MA238
3
MAE 271
3
3
ISE 391
4
PH 112/ 115
16
EE 213
3
Tech Elective
3
ISE 423
3
ISE/MAE 378
3
HU/SS
3
ISE 433
3
18
HU/SS
3
ISE 327
3
ISE 429
3
ISE Elective
3
ISE Elective
3
15
Total Hours

17
3
4
4
3
3
17
3
3
3
4
3
16
3
3
3
3
3
15

Hrs. Academic
Year
3
3
3
4
33

33

34

30
130

Suggested Schedule of Courses for Full-time Optical Engineering Students
Year

Fall

Year 1 MA 171
CH 121 / 125
HU/SS*
EE 100
EH 101
Year 2 MA201
PH 112/ 115
ISE 321
Appendix A

Hrs.

Spring

4
4
3
3
3
17
4
4
3

MA172
PH 111/114
CPE 112
HU/SS*
EH 102
HH/SS*
MA238
EE 213
362

Hrs.

Academic
Year

4
4
3
3
3
17
3
3
3

34

MA244
HU/SS

Year 3

EE 315
EE 382
OPE 451
EE 307
EE 203
OPT 341

Year4

EE 384
OPE 459
HU/SS*
EE447
EE420

PH 113
PH 116
EE202
EE 214

3
3
17
3
3
3
3
1
3
16
1
3
3
3
3
13

EE 383
EE 305
EE 313
OPE 456
OPT 342
EE 310
OPE454
HU/SS*
OPE453
OPE460
OPE Elective

3
1
3
1
17
3
1
3
3
3
3
16
3
3
3
3
3
15

Total Hours

34

32

28
128

*HU/SS - 18 hours in humanities/social sciences

Suggested Schedule of Courses for Full-time
Electrical Engineering Students
Year

Fall

Year 1 MA 171
CH 121/125
HU/SS*
EH 101
EE 100

Hrs.

Spring

Hrs.

MA172
PH 111/114
EH 102
HU/SS*
CPE 112

4
4
3
3
3
17
3
3
4
3
1
l
15
1
3
3
3
1
3
3
17
3
3
3
3
3
15

Year 2

MA201
PH 112/ 115
MA244
EE 202
CPE 212

4
4
3
3
3
17
4
4
3
3
3

Year 3

EE 307
EE 310
EE 313
HU/SS*
EE 382

17
3
3
3
3
3

Year4

EE425
EE Electives
EE420
HU/SS*

15
3
6
3
3

MA238
EE213
PH 113/116
ISE 321
EE 214
EE203
EE 305
HU/SS*
EE Elective
EE 383
EE 384
EE 315
CPE 323
EE Electives
EE494
Tech Elective
EE447
HU/SS*

15
Total Hours

Academic
Year

34

32

32

30
128

*HU/SS - 18 hours in humanities/social sciences
363
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Suggested schedule of courses for full-time
Computer Engineering Students
Year

Fall

Year 1 MA 171
CH 121/125
HU/SS*
EH 101
EE 100

Hrs.

Spring

Hrs.

MA172
PH 111/114
EH 102
CPE 112
HU/SS*

4
4
3
3
3
17
3
1
3
3
1
3
14
1
3
3
3
3
3
16
3
3
3
3
3

Year2

MA201
PH 112/115
EE202
MA244
CPE 212

4
4
3
3
3
17
4
4
3
3
3

Year 3

EE 310
EE 315
cs 214
CPE 381
CPE 323

17
3
3
3
3
3

Year4

EE 384
CPE 422
CPE 495
CPE 431
HU/SS*
CPE 434/435

15
1
3
3
3
3
4
17

MA238
EE 214
EE 213
HU/SS*
EE203
CPE 321
EE305
CPE 448
cs 317
HU/SS*
CPE Elective
CPE 353
CPE 453
CPE Electives
CPE 496
EE 420**
HU/SS*

15
Total Hours

Academic
Year

34

31

31

32
128

*HU/SS - I 8 hours in humanities/social sciences
**May substitute ISE 390

Suggested schedule of courses for full-time Civil Engineering Students
Year

Fall

Year 1 MA 171
CH 121/125
CPE 112
CE 101
EH 101
Year 2

MA201
CE284
CE 271
ISE 390
PH 112/ 115

Year 3 MAE 341
ISE 321
HU/SS*
EE213
CE 381

Hrs.

Spring

Hrs.

4
4
3
1
3
15
4
2
3
3
4
16
3
3
3
3
3

MA172
CH 123/126
PH 111/114
EH 102
CE 111

4
4
4
3
2
17
3
3
4
3
3
16
3
3
1
3
3
3
16

MA238
HU/SS*
CE 370
MA244
CE272
MAE 310
CE372
CE 373
HU/SS*
CE 321
CE Con Class I

15
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Academic
Year

32

32

31

Year4

CE449
CE 380
CE483
CE Con Class 2
HU/SS*
HU/SS*
CE498

3
3
3
3
3
3
1
19

*HU/SS - 18 hours in humanities/social sciences

CE485
CE422
CE499
CE441
HU/SS*
CE Con Class 3
CE 499L

3
3
2
3
3
3
1
18

Total Hours

37
132

Suggested Schedule of Courses for Full-time
Chemical Engineering Student
Year

Fall

Year 1 CH 121
CH 125
MA 171
CHE 197
HU/SS*
EH 101
Year2

CH 331
CH 335
MA201
PH 112
PH 115
HU/SS*
HU/SS*

Year 3

CH341
CHE 294
ISE 321
MAE 271
CHE 295
SCI Elec**

Year4

CHE443
Engr Elect***
CHE 441
CHE446
CHE 439
EE 213

Hrs.

Spring

Hrs.

3
1
4
3
3
3
3
17
3
1
4
3
1
3
3
18
3
3
3
3
1
3
16
3
3
3
3
3
3
17

CH 123
CH 126
MA172
PH 111
PH 114
EH 102

3
1
4
3
1
3
15
3
3
3
3
3
3

32

CH332
BYS 201
MA238
HU/SS*
HU/SS*
CHE 244

18
3
3
3
1
3
3
16
2
3
3
3
3
3
14

36

CHE 344
CHE 347
SCI Elec**
SCI Lab
MAE310
CHE 342
CHE440
CHE448
HU/SS*
CHE 445
CHE 445
Engr Elect***
Total Hours

Academic
Year

32

31
131

*HU/SS-18 hours in humanities/social sciences.
**Sci Elec-Minimum of 7 hours from an approved area of concentration with courses 300-level or
above. Approved areas of concentration currently include physical chemistry, biochemistry, polymer
chemistry, and biophysical chemistry.
*** Advanced engineering electives minimum of 6 hours of a 300-level or above course. The advanced
engineering electives plus the 7 hours of advanced science electives are used to create two alternative
sequences with a total of 13 credit hours each. These courses are necessary to develop depth in
materials engineering and biotechnology.
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Model Program Schedules for the College of Liberal Arts
Suggested Schedule for Completing the B.A. Degree in Majors in Liberal Arts
Each of these plans is provided as one example of many ways a student may
schedule coursework to complete a B.A. degree with the designated major. A
student's schedule may differ in order of coursework and number of courses
taken each semester. To the extent possible, schedules will be designed to fit the
scheduling needs or the student. Please note that the number of free electives
listed below in many of the plans suggests that students could elect two majors,
rather than a major and a minor.

Art Studio
Year

Fall
EH
101
Tufil:.l..
HY101 or 103
Social Science
ARS 100 level
ARS 100 level
Year2

Year 3

EH 200 level
FLl0l
ARH 100 level
ARS 200 level
Mathematics
Natural Science
Humanities GER
ARS 200 level
ARS 300 level
Minor

Hrs.
3
3
3
3
3
15
3
5
3
3

Spring
EH 102
HY102 or 104
Social Science
ARS 100 level
ARS 200 level

3

EH 200 level
FL 102
ARS 200 level
ARH 100 level
Social Science

17
4
3
3
3

Natural Science
ARS 300 level
ARS 300 level
ARH 309

3
16

16
Year 4

Social Science
ARS 300 level
ARS 400 level
Minor
Minor or Elective
Elective

3
3
3
3
3
18

Hrs.
3
3
3
3
3
15
3
5
3
3
3
17
4
3
3

ARS 300 level
ARS 400 level
Minor
Minor or Elective
300-level Elective

Academic
Year

30

34

32

3
3
3
3
3
15

Total Hours

33
129

Art History
Year

Fall

Year 1 EH 101
HYlOl or 102
Social Science
ARH 100 level
ARS 100 level

Appendix A

Hrs.

Spring

Hrs.

EH 102
HY102 or 103
Social Science
ARH 100 level
ARS 100 level
15

3

3
3
3
3
15

366

3
3
3
3
15

Academic
Year

30

Year 2

Year 3

Year4

EH 200 level
FL101
ARS 200 level
ARH 100 level
Mathe.matics
Natural Science
ARH 300 level
ARH 300 level
Minor
Social Science
ARH 300 level
ARH 300 level
Minor or Elective
Elective
Elective
Elective

3
5
3
3
3
17

EH 200 level
FL102
Humanities GER
ARH 309
Social Science

4
3
3
3
3
16

Natural Science
ARS 300 level
ARH 300 level
Minor
Minor or Elective

3
3
3
3
3
3
18

ARH 400 level
Minor
300-level Elective
Minor or Elective
Elective

3
5
3
3
3
17

34

4
3
3
3
3
16

32

3
3
3
3
3
15

Total Hours

33
129

Communication Arts
Communication Arts Major, Rhetoric Track
Year

Fall

Hrs.

Spring

Hrs.

Year 1 EH 101
Foreign Language
HY 101 or HY 103
Mathematics
Elective
Total

3
5
3
3
1
15

EH 102
Foreign Language
HY 102 or HY 104
CM 113
Humanities elective

3
5
3
3
3
17

Year 2

Literature
Natural Science
Social Science
CM231
Fine Arts elective

Year 3

CM 309 or CM 331
CM elective
Social Science
Minor Course
Elective
General elective

Literature
Natural Science
Hum/ Arts elective
Soc Science elective
CM elective
16
CM elective
CM elective
Soc Science elective
Minor Course
Minor Course
Elective

Year4

CM370
CM375
Minor Course
Minor Course
300-level elective

3
4
3
3
3
16
3
3
3
3
3
3
18
3
3
3
3
3
15

CM431
CM elective
Minor Course
Minor Course
300-level elective

3
4
3
3
3
16
3
3
3
3
3
1
16
3
3
3
3
3
15

A~emic
ear

32

32

34

Total Hours

30
128

367
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Communication Arts Major, Technical Communication Track
Year

Fall

Year 1 EH 101
Foreign language
HY 101 or HY 103
Mathematics
Elective
Year2

Literature
Natural Science
Technical elective
CM231
Elective

Year3

CM309
CM301
CM370
Minor Course
Social Science

Year4

CM402
Social Science
Minor Course
Minor Course
CM elective (300+)

Hrs.

Spring

Hrs.

3
5
3
3
1
15

EH 102
Foreign Language
HY 102 or HY 104
CM 113
Humanities

3
5
3
3
3
17

32

3
4
3
3
3
16

Literature
Natural Science
Technical elective
Social Science
Minor Course

3
4
3
3
3
16

32

3
4
3
3
3
16
3
3
3
3
3

CM or technical elec.
CM302
Social Science
Minor Course
CM elective (300+)
CM 320 or400
Hum/Fine Arts
Minor Course
Minor Course
300-level elective
Fine Arts

15

3
3
3
3
3
15
3
3
3
3
3
3
18

Total Hours

Academic
Year

31

33
128

Computer Mediated Communication Cognate
Year

Fall

Year 1 EH 101
GER
GER
CM 100
GER
Year 2

Literature
GER Science
ARS 123
Major Course
GER
Elective

Hrs.

Spring

3
3
3
3
3
15
3
4
3
3
3

EH 102
General Education Req.
General Education Req.
CM 113
General Education Req.

3
3
3
3
3
15
Literature
3
4
GER Science
ARS 230
3
General Education Req. 3
Major Course
3

Academic
Year

30

1

17
Year 3 MIS 420
3
General Education Req. 3
General Education Req. 3
General Education Req. 3
Major Course
3
Major Course
3
18
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Hrs.

CM301
General Education Req.
General Education Req.
Major Course
Major Course

368

16
3
3
3
3
3

33

15

33

Year4

CM401
ARS 332
MIS 465
Major Course
GER
Elective/Major

3
3
3
3
3
2
17

MIS 440
ARS 431
CM499
Major Course
Major Course

3
3
3
3
3
15

Total Hours

32
128

Elementary Education (K-6 Certification)
Year

Fall

Year 1 EH 101
FL 101
Math
Social Science

Hrs.

Spring

Hrs.

3
5
3
3

EH 102
FL 102
Math
Fine Arts
Social Science

3
5
3
3
3
17

31

3
3
3
4
3
16

32

14
Year 2

Year 3

EH 200 level
HY 101 or 103
Math
Lab Science
CM 113
ED 301
ED305
ED308
ED 350
Social Science
2nd Area of Study

Summer ED 310
MA230
Year4

Year 5

ED 373
ED374
ED 375 or405
ED 315
2nd Area of Study
Internship

3
3
3
4
3
16

EH 200 level
HY 102 or 104
PY201
Lab Science
Humanities

1
3
3
3
3
3
16

ED 309
EDC 301
EDC 311
Lab Science
2nd Area Study

3
3
3
4
3
16

3
3
6
3
3
3
3
3
15

Academic
Year

32

6
ED 371
ED 372
ED 375 or405
2nd Area of Study
2nd Area of Study

12

3
3
3
3
3
15

30

12
Total Hours

143

Secondary Teacher Certification Programs
Biology B.A. (6-12 Certification)
Year

Fall

Year 1 EH 101
BYS 119

Hrs.

Spring

Hrs.

3
4

EH 102
BYS 120

3
4

369

Academic
Year
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CH 101, 105
Math4
Year 2

EH 200 level
BYS 219
PH 101
FL 101
HY 101 or 103

Summer CM201
Social Science
Year 3

ED 301
ED 305
ED308
ED 350
BYS 321
CH 201

CS 100, 102, or 103
Social Science

1
3
3
3
4
4
18

ED309
EDC 301
EDC 311
Social Science
BYS 300 +elective
CH 301

EH 200 level
BYS 312
PH 102
FL 102
HY 102 or 104

3-4
3
13-14
3
4
4
5
3
19

ED408
BYS 300
BYS 300+elective
Fine Arts
EH301

3
3
3-4
3
3
15-16

38

3
3
3
3
3-4
3
18-19

36-37
3

ED416
BYS 300+
Social Science
BYS 490
HUM/Fine Arts

3
3
3
2
3
14

29-30

12

12

Year 5 Internship

27-29

6

3

Summer ED 410
Year4

4
3-4
14-15
3
4
4
5
3
19
3
3
6

151-155

Total Hours

Chemistry B.S. (6-12 Certification)
Fall

Hrs.

Spring

Hrs.

Year 1 EH 101
CH 121, 125
Math
CM 113

3
4
4
3
14

EH 102
CH 123, 126
Math
BYS 119 or 120

3
4
4
4
15

3
3
4
4
4
18

HY102 or 104
EH 200 level
CH 315
PH 112, 115
Social Science

1
3
3
3
4
4
18

ED 309
EDC 301
EDC 311
EH 301
CH 332,336

Year

Year2

Year 3

Appendix A

HYlOl or 103
EH 200 level
CH 223,224
PH 111,114
MA201
ED 301
ED 305
ED 308
ED 350
CH 331, 335
PH 113, 116

3
3
3
4
3
16

Year

29

34

3
3
3
3
4
16

370

Academic

34

Year4

Year 5

3

3

Summer ED 410

ED416
BYS 300+ elect.
CH348
CS 102 or 121
HUM/Fine Arts

ED408
Social Science
CH347
CH 361,362

3
3
3
4

ED497

13
12

4
3
3
3-4
3
16-17

Total Hours

29-30
12
141-142

English- Languag e Arts ( 6-12 Certifica tion)
Year

Fall

Year 1 EH 101
FL 101
Math
Social Science

Spring

Hrs.

3
5
3
3

EH 102
FL 102
Fine Arts
Social Science
Humanities

3
5
3
3
3
17

31

3
3
4
3
3
16

32

3
3
3
3
3
3
18

34

14
3
3
4
3
3
16

EH 200 level
HY 102 or 104
Lab Science
Social Science
CM 122

Year 3 ED 301
ED305
ED308
ED350
EH405
CM course

1
3
3
3
3
3
16

EH 200 level
ED 309
EDC 301
EDC 311
EH360
CM course

Summer ED 410

3

EH 300+

ED408
EH 300+
EH 300 or 400+
CM course
CM course

3
3
3
3
3
15

ED416
EH 300+
EH 300 or 400+
CM course
Social Science

Internship

12

Year2

Year4

Year 5

EH 200 level
HY 101 or 103
BYS 119 or 120
CM 113
EH 300+

Academic
Year

Hrs.

Total Hours

371

3
4
3
3
3
3
16

31
12
143
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Foreign Langyag e ( 6-12 Certifica tiQn)
German, French, or Spanish
Year

Fall

Year 1 EH 101
FL 101
Math
Social Science

Hrs.

Spring

Hrs.

3
5
3
3

EH 102
FL 102
Fine Arts
Social Science
Humanities

3
5
3
3
3
17

31

3
3
4
3
3
3
19

35

14
Year 2 EH 200 level
HY 101 or 103
Lab Science
CM 113
FL200

3
3
4
3
3

EH 200 level
HY 102 or 104
Lab Science
Social Science
FL204
FL301

16
Year 3 ED 301
ED 305
ED 308
ED 350
FL302
FL304

1
3
3
3
3
3
16

Summer ED 410

3

Year4

3
3
3
9

Year 5

ED408
FL404
Social Science
Internship

ED309
EDC 301
EDC 311
FL303
FL 305

3
3
3
3
3
15

Fall

ED 416
FL410
Social Science

4
3
3
10

12

General Science B.A./ B.S (6-12 Certifica tion)
Hrs. Spring
Hrs.

Year 1 EH 101
BYS 119
CH 101 , 105
Math

3
4
4
3-4

EH 102
BYS 120
CS 100, 102 or 103
Social Science
Fine Arts

14-15
Year 2

EH 200 level
BYS 219
PH 101
FL101
HYlOl or 103
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3
4
4
5
3
19

31
3

Total Hours
Year

Academic
Year

EH 200 level
BYS/ES 312
PH 102
FL102
HY102 or 104

372

19
12
131
Academic
Year

3
4
3
3
3
16

30-31

3
4
4
5
3
19

38

Summer CM 113
ES 101
ES 102
Social Science

3
4
4
3
14

Year 3 ED 301
ED305
ED 308
ED 350
BYS 321
CH 113

1
3
3
3
4
4
18
3

ED309
EDC 301
EDC 311
Social Science
BYS 300+elect.
CH 301

ED408
BYS 300
BYS 300+elect.
PH 106
EH 301
CH480

3
3-4
3-4
4
3
1
17-19

ED416
BYS 300+elect.
PH 107
Social Science
Hum./Fine Art
BYS 490

ED497

12

Summer ED 410
Year4

Year 5

14
3
3
3
3
3-4
3
18-19
4
3-4
4
3
3
2
19-20

36-37
3

36-39
12
168-173

Total Hours
History ( 6-12 Certific ation)

Year

Fall

Year 1 HYlOl
FLI0l
HYlOl or 103
Fine Arts

Spring

Hrs.

3
5
3
3

HY102
FL102
HY102 or 104
MA
Social Science

3
5
3
3
3
17

31

3
3
4
3
3
16

32

3
3
3
3
3
3
18

34

14
Year 2

HY221
EH 200 level
Lab Science
CM 113
Social Science

Year 3 ED 301
ED305
ED 308
ED 350
HY200 or 300
HY300+
Summer ED 410

Academic
Year

Hrs.

3
3
4
3
3
16

HY222
EH 200 level
Lab Science
Humanities
HY325

1

ED309
EDC 301
EDC 311
HY300+
HY300+
Humanities

3
3
3
3
3
16

3

3

373
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Year4

Year 5

ED408
HY400+
Social Science
HY400+
Internship

3
3

3
3
12

ED416
HY400+
HY490
Social Science

4
3
3
3
13

12

25
12
137

Total Hours
Risto!)'. - Social Science (6-12 Certificati on)
Year

Fall

Year 1 EH 101
FL101
HYl0l or 103
Fine Arts

Hrs.

Spring

Hrs.

3
5
3
3

EH 102
FL102
HY102 or 104
Math
Social Science

3
5
3
3
3
17

14
Summer Social Science

6

Year 2

3
3
4
3
3
16

HY221
EH 200 level
Lab Science
CM 113
Social Science

Summer Social Science

6

Year 3

1
3
3
3
3
3
16

ED 301
ED 305
ED 308
ED 350
HY 300+
HY300+

Summer Social Science
ED 410

3
3
6

Year4

3
3
3
3
12

Year 5

ED408
HY400+
Social Science
HY 400+
Internship

32
6

HY222
EH 200 level
Lab Science
Humanities
HY325

3
3
4
3
3
16

32
6

ED 309
EDC 301
EDC 311
HY300+
HY200+
Humanities

3
3
3
3
3
3
18

34
6

ED416
HY400+
HY490
Social Science

12
12
Total Hours
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Academic
Year

374

4
3
3
3
13

25
12
153

Mathematics B.A. (6-12 Certification)
Year

Fall

Year 1 MA171
EH 101
cs 102
Fine Arts
BYS 119
Year 2

Year 3

MA201
MA244
EH 200 elective
PH 112, 115
HY101 or 103
Math
cs 121
ED 301
ED305
ED308
ED 350

Spring

Hrs.

4
3
3
3
4
17

MA172
EH 102
PH 111
PH 114
Social Science

4
3
3
1
3
14

31

4
3
3
4
3
14

MA330
EH 200 elective
Social Science
CM 113
HY 102 or 104

3
3
3
3
3
12

26

3
3
1
3
3
3
16

Math
Math
ED309
EDC 301
EDC 311
EH 301

3
3
3
3
3
3
18

34

Summer ED 410
Human./Fine Arts

3
3
6

Year4

3
3
3
3
5
17

Year 5

Math
Math
ED408
Social Science
FL101
ED497

Academic
Year

Hrs.

6

Math elective
ED416
FL102
Social Science

6
4
5
3
18

35
12
144

12
Total Hours

Music Education (P-12 Certification)
See Music Education Emphasis Illustrative Plan

Physics B.S. (6-12 Certification)
Fall

Hrs.

Spring

Hrs.

Year 1 EH 101
CH 121, 125
MA 171
PH 110

3
4
4
3
14

EH 102
CH 123, 126
MA172
PH 111, 114

3
4
4
4
15

Year

375

Academic
Year

29
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Year2

PH 112, 115
EH 200 elective
HY101 or 103
MA201

4
3
3
4

PH 113, 116
EH 200 elect
HY102 or 104
BYS 119
MA224

14
Year 3

AST 106
PH 337
ED 301
ED 305
ED 308
ED 350

4
4
1
3
3
3
18

Summer ED 410

3

Year4

3
3
3
3
3
15

PH 351
CM 113
ED408
Social Science
Fine Arts
ED497

Year 5

AST 107
BYS 120
ED309
EDC 301
EDC 311
MA324

4
3
3
4
3
17

31

4
4
3
3
3
3
20
3

PH409
EH 301
ED416
Social Science
CS 102, 103, or 121

3
3
4
3
3-4
16-17

12
Total Hours

31-32
12
144-145

English
Year

Fall

Year 1 EH 101
Fine Arts
Foreign Language
Math
Natural science
Year 2

Year 3

Year4

Humanities or Fine Arts
Social Science
HY 101
Minor
Sophomore Literature
EH360
English Literature
American Literature
Minor
Free elective
English elective
English elective
Minor
Minor
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Hrs.

Spring

Hrs.

3
3
5
3
4
18

EH 102
Humanities or Fine Arts
Foreign Language
Social Science
Natural Science

3
3
5
3
4
18

36

3
3
3
3
3
15

Sophomore Literature
Social Science
HY102
Social Science
Minor

3
3
3
3
3
15

30

3
3
3
3
3
15

American Literature
English Literature
English elective
Minor
Free elective

3
3
3
3

English elective
English elective
Minor
Free elective
376

Academic
Year

3
3

3
3
3
15
3
3
3
3

30

Free elective
Free elective

3
3
18

Free elective

3
15

Total Hours

33
129

Foreign Languages and Literatures
Year

Fall

Year 1 FL 101
EH 101
Fine Arts
Natural Science

Hrs.

Spring

Hrs.

5
3
3
4

FL102
EH 102
Human. or Fine Arts
Social Science
Natural Science

5
3
3
3
4
18

15
Year 2

Year 3

Year4

FL200
Math
Social Science
HY 101 or 103
Sophomore Literature
Humanities /Fine Arts
FL302
FL 304
Social Science
Minor
Minor
Free Elect.
FL404
Minor
Minor
Elective
Elective

3
3
3
3
3
3
18

FL204
FL301
3
Social Science
3
HY102 or 104
Sophomore Literature 3

3
3
3
3
3
3
18

FL303
FL305
Minor
Minor
Elective

3
3
3
3
3
15

FL410
Minor
Free Elect.
Free Elect.
Free Elect.

Academic
Year

33

15
3
3
3
3
3
15
3
3
3
3
3
15

Total Hours

30
129

History
Year

Fall

Year 1 EH 101
HY 101 or 103
FL 101
Humanities

Hrs.

Spring

Hrs.

3
3
5
3

EH 102
HY 102 or 104
FL 102
Mathematics
Fine Arts

3
3
5
3
3
17

14
Year2

EH 200 level sequence
HY22l
Humanities

3
3
3

Academic
Year

31

EH 200 level sequence 3
HY290
3
3
HY222
377
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Social Science
Natural Science
Year 3

HY 200 level course
Social Science
Social Science
Additional Requirement
HY 300+ level course
HY 300+ level course

Year4

HY 300+ level course
HY 400+ level course
HY 400+ level course
Elective
Elective
Minor Course

3
4
16

Social Science
Natural Science

3
3
3
3
3
3
18
3
3
3
3
3
3
18

HY 300+ level course
HY 300+ level course
Natural Science
Minor Course
Minor Course

3
4
16

32

3
3
4
3
3

16
HY 400+ level course 3
HY 300+ level course 3
HY490
3
Minor Course
3
Minor Course
3

34

15

33
130

Total Hours

Music
Liberal Arts Emphasis
Fall

Year

Year 1 MU 100
MU 106
MUA39x
MUA2xl
GER/Minor/Electives
Year2

Year 3

Year4

MU202
MU204
MUA39x
MUA2xl
GER/Minor/Electives
MUA4xl
MUA39x
MU311
MU325
GER/Minor/Electives
MUA39x
GER/Minor/Electives

Hrs.

Spring

Hrs.

3
1
1

MU201
MU203
MUA39x
MUA2xl
GER/Minor/Electives

3
1
1
1.5
10
16.5

1.5
9
15.5
3
1
1
1.5
9
15.5

MU 301
MU303
MUA39x
MUA2xl
GER/Minor/Electives

1.5
1
3
2
9
16.5

MUA39x
MUA498
MU312
GER/Minor/Electives

1
15
16

GER/Minor/Electives 16
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u

10
16.5

32

1
1.5
3
10

16

378

32

3
1
1

15.5

Total Hours

Academic
Year

32

32
128

Performance Em12hasis
Year

Fall

Year 1 MU 100
MU 106
MUA39x
MUA2xl
GER/Electives
Year2

MU202
MU204
MUA39x
MUA2xl
GER/Electives

Year 3

MUA4xl
MUA39x
MUA39x
MU302
MU311
MU325
GER/Electives

Year4

MUA39x
MUA39x
MU401
MUA4xl
Music Electives
GER/Electives

Hrs.

Spring

Hrs.

3
1
1

MU201
MU203
MUA39x
MUA2xl
GER/Electives

3
1
1

1.5

9
15.5
3
1
1
1.5
9
15.5
1.5
1
1
3
3
2
4
15.5
1
1
2
1.5

2
8
15.5

MU301
MU303
MUA39x
MUA2xl
GER/Electives
MUA39x
MUA39x
MUA498
MU425
MU 312
GER/Electives

Academic
Year

1.5

10
16.5
3
1
1
1.5
10
16.5
1
1

32

32

1.5

2
3
8

16.5
MUA39x
1
MUA39x
1
MUA499
1.5
Upper-Lev. Music Elec.
Music Electives
2
GER/Electives
9
16.5
Total Hours

32

2
32
128

Jazz Emphasis
Year

Fall

Year 1 MU 100
MU 106
MUA39x
MUA2xl
GER/Electives
Year 2 MU202
MU204
MUA39x
MUA2xl
GER/Electives
Year 3

Hrs.

Spring

Hrs.

3
1
1
1.5
9
15.5

MU201
MU203
MUA39x
MUA2xl
GER/Electives

3
1
1
1.5
10
16.5

3
1
1

MU301
MU303
MUA39x
MUA2xl
GER/Electives

1.5

9
15.5

MUA4xl
MUA39x
MU 311
MU325

1.5
1
3
2

MUA39x
MUA498
MU312
MUJ 2xl

MUJ 2xl

1.5

MUA398
379

Academic
Year

32

3
1
1
1.5

10
16.5

32

1
1.5
3
1.5
Appendix A

Year4

MUA398
MUJ 131
MUJ 301
GER/Electives
T

1
1
2
3
16

MUJ 131
MUJ 302
GER/Electives

MUA39x
MUJ 2xl
MUA398
MUJ 396
MUJ 205
GER/Electives

1
1.5
1
1
2
9
15.5

MUJ 498
MUA398
MUJ 396
MUJ 316
MUJ 317
GER/Electives

1
2
5
16
1.5
1
1
3
2
8
16.5

Total Hours

32

32
128

Music Technology Emphasis
Year

Fall

Year 1 MU 100
MU106
MUA39x
MUA2xl
EE 100
GER/Electives

Hrs.

Spring

Hrs.

3
I
1
1.5
3
6

MU201
MU203
MUA39x
MUA2xl
EE 201
EE202
GER/Elective

3
1
1

15.5
Year 2

MU202
MU204
MUA39x
MUA2xl
CPE 112
GER/Electives

3
1
1
1.5

3
6

MU301
MU303
MUA39x
MUA2xl
CPE 212
MU306
GER/Electives

15.5
Year 3 MUA4xl
MUA39x
MU311
MU325
MUA401
GER/Electives
Year4

MUA39x
MUA403
GER/Electives

1.5

1
3
2
1
7
15.5
1
1
14
16

MUA39x
MUA498
MU312
MUA402
GER/Electives

1
3
6
16.5

380

32

3
1
1
1.5

3
3
4
16.5

32

1
1.5
3
1
10
32

3
13
16

Total Hours

Appendi x A

1.5

16.5
MU406
GER/Electives

Academic
Year

32
128

Music Education Em12hasis
Year

Fall

Hrs.

Spring

Hrs.

Year 1

MU 100
MU 106
MUA39x
MUA2x l
GER/Electives

3
1
1
1.5
9
15.5

MU201
MU203
MUA39x
MUA2xl
GER/Electives

3
1
1
1.5
10
16.5

32

3
1
1
1.5
9
15.5

MU301
MU303
MUA39x
MUA2xl
GER/Electives

3
1
1
1.5
10
16.5

32

MUA39x
MUA498
MU312
ED 301
ED 305
ED308
MU425
Sec. Instruments

Year2

MU202
MU204
MUA39x
MUA2xl
GER/Electives

Year 3

MUA4xl
MUA39x
MU311
MU325
MU302
GER/Electives

1.5
l
3
2
3
6

Year4

MUA39x
ED 309
EDC 301
EDC 311
MU401
MU416
MUE 328

16.5
1
3
3
3
2
2
3
17

Year 5

ED408
Sec. Instruments
Sec. Instruments
Sec. Instruments
GER/Electives

3
1
1
1
6
15

ED410
MUE42x
Sec. Instruments
Sec. Instruments
GER/Electives

l
1.5
3
1
3
3
2
1
15.5
3
3
1
1
7
15

ED490
ED499

Academic
Year

32

32

1
9

10
Total Hours

25
150

Philosophy
Year

Fall

Year 1 EH 101
PHL 101
HY 101 OR 103
Math
Natural Science

Hrs.

Spring

Hrs.

3
3
3
3
4
16

EH 102
PHL202
HY 102 OR 104
Social Science
Natural Science

3
3
3
3
4
16

381

Academic
Year

32
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Year2

Year 3

Year4

PHL 201
Social science
Foreign Lang.
Sophomore Literature
Fine Arts
PHL 301
PHL Elective
Minor
Free Elective
Free Elective
PHL395
PHL Elective
Minor
Minor
Free Elective
Free Elective

3
3
5
3
3
17

Sophomore Literature
Social Science
Foreign Language
Social science
PHL Elective

3
3
3
3
3
15

PHL302
Minor
Minor
Free Elective
Free Elective

3
3
3
3
3
3
18

PHL4*
Minor
Minor
Free Elective
Free Elective

3
3
5
3
3
17

34

3
3
3
3
3
15

30

3
3
3
3
3
15

Total Hours

33
129

Political Science
Year

Spring

Hrs.

3
3
3
3
4
16

EH 102
HY102 OR 104
PSC 103
Natural Science
Social Science

3
3
3
4
3
16

32

FL!0l
Social Science
EH 205, 230, 240, or 250
PSC 102
Elective

5
3
3
3
3
17

5
FL102
3
PSC 260
EH 206 or 241 or 231 or 2513
Humanities & Fine Arts
Humanities & Fine Arts
17

3
3
34

SOC 330 OR PY 300
PSC 330 or 332
PSC 300 or above
Upper Div. Minor
Fine Arts

4
3
3
3
3
16

3
PSC 300 or above
3
PSC 300 or above
Upper Div. Minor Course
Upper Div. Minor Course
3
Electives
15

PSC 484
PSC 300 or above
Upper Div. Minor Course
Elective
Elective

3
3
3
4
3
16

PSC 300 or above
Upper Div. Minor Course
Upper Div. Minor Course
Elective
Elective

Year 1 EH 101
HY101 OR 103
PSC 101
Math
Natural Science
Year2

Year 3

Year4

Academic
Year

Hrs.

Fall

Total Hours
Appendix A
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3
3
3
3
3
15

3
3
31

31
128

Psychology
Year

Fall

Year 1 PY 101
EH 101
Mathematics
Natural Science
Social Science
Year2

Foreign Language
EH 205, 230, 240, or 250
Elective
PY300

Hrs.

Spring

Hrs.

3
3
3
4
3
16

PY102
EH 102
Natural Science
Social Science
Humanities

3
3
4
3
3
16

32

5
3
4
4

Foreign Language
EH 206,231,241,25 1
Fine Arts
Social Science
PY302

5
3
3
3
3
17

33

3
3
3
3
3
3
18

33

16
Year 3

HY 101 or 103
PY Group A
Minor
Minor
PY Group B

3
3
3
3
3

PY Group B
PY Elective
Minor
Minor
HY102 or 104
Elective

15
Year4

PY Group A
Elective
PY498
Elective
Minor

3
3
3
3
3
15

Humanities
PY Elective
Minor
Minor
Elective

3
3
3
3
3
15

Total Hours

Academic
Year

30
128

Sociology
Year

Fall

Hrs.

Spring

Hrs.

Year 1

soc 100
EH 101
Mathematics
Foreign Language
Humanities/Fine Arts

3
3
3
5
3
17

SOC 102, 106 or 200
EH 102
Natural Science
Foreign Language

3
3
4
5

3
3
3
3
4

SOC 300 (Methods)
EH Lit
HY102 OR 104
Fine Arts
Social Science
Elective

Year 2

SOC 102, 106, or 200
EH Lit
HY101 OR 103
Minor
Natural Science

16

383

Academic
Year

15

32

3
3
3
3
3
2
17

33

Appendix A

Year3

SOC 333 (Statistics)

4

SOC course at 300 level or above 3
Humanities/Fine Arts
Minor

3
3

Social Science

3

SOC course at 300
level or above
Social Science
Minor
SOC course at 300
level or above
Elective

16
Year4

SOC course at 300
level or above
SOC 465 (Theory)
Minor
Elective

3
3
6
3
15

SOC course at 300
level or above
Electives
Minor

3
3
3
3
3
15

31

3
8
6

17

32
128

Academic
Year

Total Hours

Theatre Cognate Minor
Year

Fall

Hrs.

Spring

Hrs.

~

EH 101
GER
GER
CM 122
GER

3
3
3
3
3
15

EH 102
General Education Req.
General Education Req.
CM221
General Education Req.

3
3
3
3
3
15

30

3
4
3
3
3
16

Literature
GER Science
Major Course
General Educatiort Req.
Major Course

3
4
3
3
3
16

33

3
3
3
3
3
3
18

CM 322/323
General Education Req.
General Education Req.
Group B Major Course
Major Course

3
3
3
3
3
2
17

Group B
Elective
Major Course
Major Course
Major Course

Turu

~

Year4

Literature
GER Sciertce
Group A
Major Course
General Education Req.

CM325
General Education Req.
General Education Req.
General Education Req.
Major Course
Major Course

CM425
Elective
Major Course
Major Course
General Education Req.
Elective/Major

15

31

384

33

3
3
3
3
3
15

Total Hours
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3
3
3
3
3

32
128

APPENDIXB
The University of Alabama in Huntsville
The Board of Trustees of The University of Alabama
The Honorable Bob Riley, Governor of Alabama, President, Ex Officio
Dr. Joseph B. Morton, State Superintendent of Education, Member, Ex Officio
Congressional District
First
Marietta M. Urquhart, Mobile
Angus R. Cooper, II, Mobile

Second

James Wilson, III, Montgomery
Joseph C. Espy, III, Montgomery

Third

John Russell Thomas, Alexander City
Vanessa Leonard, Rockford

Fourth

Sidney L. McDonald, Union Grove
Finis E. St. John, IV, Cullman

Fifth

Joe H. Ritch, Huntsville
Peter H. Lowe, Huntsville

Sixth

Paul W. Bryant, Jr., Tuscaloosa
John J. McMahon, Jr., Birmingham

Seventh

Andria S. Hurst, Birmingham
John H. England, Tuscaloosa
Karen Phifer Brooks, Tuscaloosa

Trustees Emeriti
T. Massey Bedsole, Mobile
Frank H. Bromberg, Jr., Birmingham
Oliver H. Delchamps, Jr., Mobile
Garry Neil Drummond, Birmingham
Jack Edwards, Mobile
Joseph L. Fine, Montgomery
Sandra! Hullett, Birmingham
Olin B. King, Huntsville
John T. Oliver, Jasper
Martha Simms Rambo, Huntsville
Yetta G. Samford, Opelika
Maury D. Smith, Montgomery
Cleophus Thomas, Jr., Anniston
Cordell Wynn, Tuscaloosa
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Board of Trustees

The University of Alabama System Staff
Malcolm Portera, Chancellor
Charles R. Nash, Vice Chancellor for.Academic Affairs
C. Ray Hayes, Vice Chancellor for Financial Affairs
Priscilla Hancock, Vice Chancellor for Information Technology
Michael A. Bownes, Executive Assistant to the Chancellor and Secretary of the
Board of Trustees
Ralph Smith, General Counsel
Newt Hamner, General Auditor
Kellee Reinhart, Vice Chancellor for System Relations
UAH Administration
David B. Williams, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Sc.D.,
Lewis J. Radonovich, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
for
L. Ron Greenwood, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
Delois H. Smith, A.A., B. A., M.A.Ed.

President
Provost and Vice President
Academic Affairs
Vice President for Research
Vice President for Student
Affairs
Vice President for Finance
and Administration
Vice President for University
Advancement
Associate Provost for

Ray Pinner, B.S., M.B.A., C.P.A., C.M.A
J. Derald Morgan, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.

John K. Severn, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.

Undergraduate Studies
Dean, College of
Administrative Science
Dean, College of Engineering
Dean, College of Liberal Arts
Dean of the Library
Dean, College of Nursing
Dean, College of Science

C. David Billings, B.S., Ph.D.
Jorge I. Aufi6n, B.S., M.S., Sc.D.
Sue W. Kirkpatrick, B.Sc, M.Sc., Ph.D.
Wilson Luquire, B.A., M.L.S., Ph.D.
C. Fay Raines, B.S.N., M.S.N., Ph.D.
John D. Fix, B.S., M.A., Ph.D.
Debra Moriarity, B.S. Ph.D.

Dean, School of Graduate
Studies

Gary Smith, B.S., M.S.

Interim Associate Vice
President for Enrollment
Services

Gary D. Smith, B.S., M.S.

Director of Governmental
Relations

Board of Trustees
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Karen Mack Clanton, B.S.B.A., M.S.M.

Director, Continuing
Education
Director, Cooperative
Education
Director, Honors Program
Director, Institute for Science
Education
Director, Multicultural Affairs
Director, Space Grant
Consortium
Campus Director,
Alabama Alliance for
Minority Participation and
Bridge Program

Suzanne H. Norris, B.S., M.Ed.
John S. Mebane, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
James A. Miller, B.S., M.S., Ph.D.
Lee E. Williams, II, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
John C. Gregory, B.Sc., Ph.D.
Adriel D. Johnson, B.A., M.S., Ph.D.
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Board of Trustees

Full Time Faculty
(Date refers to original appointment to the university; asterisk designates Graduate Faculty.)

ADAMS, ELLISE, B.S.N. (The University of Alabama in Huntsville), M.S.N. (Case
Western Reserve University). Clinical Assistant Professor of Nursing, 2006.
Research Interests: Intrapartum nurses as doulas: increasing training in supportive
behaviors to aid in the reduction of cesarean rates, length of labor and anesthesia and
analgesia. Email: ellise.adams@uah.edu
ADHAMI, REZA, B.S.E., M.S.E., Ph.D. (University of Alabama, Huntsville). Chair
and Professor of Electrical Engineering, 1984. * Research Interests: Digital signal
processing, digital image processing, pattern recognition, data compression, and
digital communications. Email: adhami@ece.uah.edu
AI, SHANGBING, B.S., M.S. (Shandong University), Ph.D. (University of
Pittsburgh), Assistant Professor of Mathematical Sciences, 2002. * Research
Interests: Differential equations and dynamical systems. Email: ais@math.uah.edu
ALLEN, W. DAVID, B.A., M.A. (Eastern Illinois University), Ph.D. (University of
Arkansas), Associate Professor of Economics, 1994. * Research Interests: Labor,
time allocation, crime. Email: allend@uah.edu
ALLPORT, CHRISTOPHER D., B.S. (Fairmont State College), M.A. (West
Virginia University), Ph.D. (Virginia Polytechnic Institute). Assistant Professor of
Accounting, 2004. Research Interests: Judgment and decision making research in
managerial and auditing contexts.
ANDERSON, E. FAYE F., B.S. (McNeese State University), M.S. (University of
Southern Mississippi), D.S.N. (Louisiana State University), Assistant Professor of
Nursing, 2003. * Research Interests: Community health; health care management.
ANDERSON, MICHAEL D., B.S., M.S., Ph.D. (Iowa State University), Assistant
Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering, 1998.* Research Interests:
Transportation and traffic engineering, intelligent transportation systems, urban
planning, and applications of geographic information systems to transportation.
Email: mikea@cee.uah.edu
AUN6N, JORGE I., B.S.E.S., M.S.E., Sc.D., P.E., (George Washington University).
Dean, College of Engineering and Professor of Electrical and Computer
Engineering, 1999.* Research Interests: Probability, random processes, signal
processing, evoked potentials and biomed, visual and auditory. Email:
aunon@eb.uah.edu
AYGUN, RAMAZAN, S., B.S (Bilkent University, Turkey), M.S. (Middle East
Technical University, Turkey), Ph.D. (State University of New York, Buffalo).
Assistant Professor of Computer Science. 2003.* Research Interests: Multimedia
databases, multimedia synchronization, modeling and verification of multimedia
systems. Email: raygun@cs.uah.edu.
BAIRD, JAMES K., B.S. (Yale University), M.A., Ph.D. (Harvard University).
Professor of Chemistry, and Director, Joint Materials Science Doctoral Program.
1982.* Research Interests: Diffusion in solids, crystal growth, critical phenomena,
shock waves and plasmas. Email: bairdj@uah.edu
BALDWIN, AMELIA, B.S.B.A., M.A. (Auburn University), PhD (Virginia Tech).
Associate Professor of Accounting 2006. * Research Interests: Investigating the
impact of emerging technologies on accounting and business organizations and
tasks. Email: amelia.baldwin@uah.edu
BALLA, ANGELA, B.A. (University of Arizona), M.A., PhD (University of
Michigan). Assistant Professor of English, 2006. * Research Interests: Early modern
poetry, religion, and intellectual history, and ethical and political thought. Email:
angela.balla@uah.edu
Faculty
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BANISH, MICHAEL, B.S. (Westminster College, Utah), Ph.D. (University of Utah),
Sr. Research Scientist of CMR and Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering,
1998. * Research Interests: Photothermal deflectometry, crystal growth furnace
development, growth of organic nonlinear optical materials by effusive ampoule
physical vapor transport. Email: banishrn@uah.edu
BAO, YEQING, B.S., B.E. (Tsinghua University, Beijing), Ph.D. (Virginia Tech).
Associate Professor of Marketing, 2001. * Research Interests: Consume r
socialization, advertising strategy, and International marketing. Email:
baoy@uah.edu
BELL, DIANA, B.A. (Marshall University), M.A. (Northwestern State University),
D.A. (Illinois State University). Associate Professor of English and Director of the
Academic Resource Center, 1996.* Research Interests: Writing pedagogy, writing
and technology, writing center administration, and educational reform. Email:
belldc@uah.edu
BERBRIER, MITCH, B.Comm., B.A. (McGill University), M.A., Ph.D. (Indiana
University) Chair and Associate Professor of Sociology, 1996.* Research Interests:
Sociology of knowledge, deviance and stigma, social movements, ethnicity. Email:
berbrim@uah.edu
BERKOWITZ, DAVID, B.S. (Rutgers University, Camden) , M.B.A. (University of
Texas, Austin), Ph.D. (University of Alabama) . Director of CMOST and Associate
Professor of Marketing, 1997. * Research Interests: New product diffusion and
adoption, new product development, international marketing and international
product management. Email: berkowd@uah.edu
BILLINGS, C. DAVID, B.S. (Southwest Missouri State University), Ph.D.
(University of Missouri, Columbia). Dean, College of Administrative Science and
Professor of Finance, 1981. Research Interests: Business accreditation, business
school outreach, academic /industrial partnerships, government financial
management, systems analysis. Email: billind@uah.edu
BISHOP, AMY, B.S . (Northeastern University), Ph.D. (Harvard University).
Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences. 2003.* Research Interests: Neurobiology,
mechanism of resistance to oxidative damage in the CNS, ALS and Alzheimers.
Email: bishopa@uah.edu
BLACKMON, JAMES B., B.S. (California Institute of Technology), M.S., Ph.D.
(University of California-Los Angeles) . Research Professor of Mechanical and
Aerospace Engineering, 2001. * Research Interests: Propulsion systems, solar power
systems, and space hardware development. Email: blackmoj @uah.edu
BOLLINGER, LAUREL A., B.A. (St. Olaf College), Ph.D. (Princeton University).
Associate Professor of English and Director of Freshmen Composition, 1993. *
Research Interests: American literature , gender studies. Email: bollinl@uah.edu
BONAM ENTE, MASSIM ILIANO, M.S., Ph.D. (University of Alabama in
Huntsville). Assistant Research Professor of Physics, 2002. * Research Interests:
Ultraviol et and x-ray emission from clusters of galaxies. Email:
bonamentem@uah .edu
BONILLA, MARY, K., B.S. (Auburn University), B.S., M.S.N., C.R.N.P. (University
of Alabama in Huntsville). Clinical Assistant Professor of Nursing, 1998.* Research
Interests: Obesity, Weight Loss, Diabetes Mellitus and Osteoporosis. Email:
bonillam@uah.edu
BOUCHER, PHILIP P., B.A. (University of Hartford), M.A., Ph.D. (University of
Connecticut). Distinguished Professor of History, 1974.* Research Interests: Colonial
Americas , especially French. Email: boucherp @uah.edu
BOWMAN, ELIZABETH, B.S., M.A., (University of Alabama in Huntsville).
Lecturer in Mathematical Sciences, 2001. Research Interests: Mathematics education.
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Email: bowman@math.uah.edu
BOWMAN, RONALD D., B.S. (Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology), M.S., Ph.D.
(Clemson University). Lecturer of Electrical and Computer Engineering, 2005.
BOWYER, DONALD, B.A. (West Virginia Wesleyan College), M.A. (California
State University, Northridge), D.A. (University of Northern Colorado), Chair and
Associate Professor of Music, 1998. Research Interests: Music technology,
composition, jazz. Email: bowyerd@uah.edu
BOYD, LYNN, B.A. (Wake Forest University), Ph.D. (University ofUtah). Associate
Professor of Biological Sciences, 1998.* Research Interests: Cell polarity in early
development of caenorhabditis elegans, the role of the par-2 gene in cell polarization,
proteins that interact with actin. Email: boydl@uah.edu
BOYKIN, TIMOTHY B., B.S.E.E. (Rice University), M.S.E.E., Ph.D. (Stanford
University). Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, 1992.* Research
Interests: Theory and modeling of compound and quantum semiconductor devices;
physics ofnanoelectr onic devices; solid-state devices. Email: boykin@ece.uah.edu
BROWNING, MARTA A., B.S. (University of Virginia, Charlottesville), M.S. (Texas
Women's University), Clinical Associate Professor of Nursing, 2002. Email:
brownim@uah.edu
BRYSON, ROSCOE E., JR., B.B.A. (Memphis State University), M.B.A., Ph.D.
(Georgia State University), C.P.A. Associate Professor of Accounting, 1976.*
Research Interests: Accounting History. Email: brysong@uah.edu
BUKSA, IRENA, M.A. (University of Warsaw, Poland), D.A. (Syracuse University).
Associate Professor of Slavic Languages, 1990. Research Interests: Russian/Slavic
linguistics and 20th Century Russian literature. Email: buksai@uah.edu
BURNETT, JOHN E., B.S. (University of New Mexico), M.A. (Claremont Graduate
University), Ph.D. (University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa). Associate Professor of
Finance, 1992. * Research Interest: Investments. Email: burnettj@uah.edu
BURKO, LIOR, B.A., M.Sc., Ph.D. (Technion Israel Institute of Technology).
Assistant Professor of Physics, 2005. * Research Interests: Gravitational Physics,
Black Holes, Gravitational Waves, Radiation Reaction. Email: burko@uah.edu
BUSBY, STEVEN T., B.S.N. (Troy State University), M.S.N. (University of South
Alabama). Clinical Assistant Professor of Nursing, 2003. * Email: busbys@uah.edu
CARMEN, CHRISTINA, B.S., M.S. (Georgia Institute of Technology), PhD (The
University of Alabama in Huntsville). Lecturer or Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering, 2006. * Email: christina.carmen@uah.edu
CARPENTER, SANDRA L., B.A. (California State University), Ph.D. (University of
California). Chair and Professor of Psychology, 1989.* Research Interests: Social,
personality, and cognitive psychology, categorization of information about ourselves,
information about other people, causes of anger and consequences of categorizations.
Email: carpens@email.uah.edu
CASSIBRY, JASON T., B.S. (University of Missouri, Rolla), M.S. (University of
Illinois), Ph.D. (University of Alabama in Huntsville). Assistant Professor of
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 2005. * Email: cassibj@uah.edu
CATES, JOHN, 0., B.A. (University of Alabama in Huntsville), J.D. (Cumberland
School of Law). Clinical Assistant Professor of Business Legal Studies, 2004. Email:
catesj@uah.edu.
CERRO, RAMON L., B.S. (Universidad Del Litoral, Argentina), M.S., Ph.D.
(University of California, Davis). Chair and Professor, Chemical and Materials
Engineering, 1997. * Research Interests: Theoretical and experimenta l fluid
mechanics, heat and mass transfer, physicochemical hydrodynamics, coating flows,
drops and bubble dynamics. Email: rlc@eb.uah.edu
CHEN, CHIEN P., B.S. (National Taiwan University), M.S., Ph.D. (Michigan State
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University). Professor of Chemical Engineering, 1986.* Research Interests:
Multiphase flows, combustion, computational fluid dynamics, turbulent transport,
micro-electronic packaging. Email: cchen@che.uah.edu
CHEN, LI QING, B.S. (University of Science and Technology, China), M.S. (Fujian
Institute of Research, Chinese Academy of Sciences), Ph.D. (University of
Pittsburgh). Associate Research Professor of Chemistry, 1998.* Research Interests:
X-ray crystallography, structural biology, structural genomics, structure-based drug
discovery and development. Email: chenlq@uah.edu
CHILDERS, ANN M., B.S.N. (Birmingham-Southern College), M.S.N. (University
of Alabama in Birmingham). Clinical Assistant Professor of Nursing, 2004. Email:
childeam.uah.edu
CHITTUR, K. K., B.Tech. (Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay, India), Ph.D.
(Rice University). Professor of Chemical Engineering, 1991.* Research Interests:
Blood materials interactions through infrared spectroscopic (FT-IR/ATR) techniques,
protein-surface interactions, biological process monitoring techniques. Email:
kchittur@che.uah.edu
CHRISTOPHER, SUNDAR A., B.E. (Madras University), M.S. (South Dakota
School of Mines and Technology), M.A. (The University of Alabama in Huntsville),
Ph.D. (Colorado State University). Professor of Atmospheric Science, 1997.*
Research Interests: Satellite remote sensing, earth radiation budget. Email:
sundar@nsstc.uah.edu
CHRISTY, JOHN R. , B.A. (California State University), M.Div. (Golden Gate
Baptist Theological Seminary), M.S., Ph.D. (University of Illinois). Professor of
Atmospheric Science, 1991. * Research Interests: Climate, satellite observations,
State Climatologist. Email: christy@nsstc.uah.edu
CHUNG, T.J. , Engineering Diploma (Seoul National University), M.S., Ph.D.
(Oklahoma State University). Distinguished Professor of Mechanical Engineering,
1970.* Research Interests: Computational fluid dynamics, continuum mechanics,
numerical modeling of combustion and propulsion, fluid dynamics, heat transfer, and
transport phenomena. Email: tchung@mae.uah.edu
CISZAK, EWA, M., M.Sc., Ph.D. (Adam Mickiewicz University Poland). Assistant
Research Professor of Chemistry, 2003 . Research Interests: Protein Structure and
Function. Structural Enzymology. X-ray Crystallography. Structure-based Drug
Design. Email: cizake@uah.edu.
CLING, ANDREW D., B.A. (University of Missouri), M.A. , Ph.D. (Vanderbilt
University). Chair and Professor of Philosophy, 1988.* Research Interests: Questions
about the nature and extent of knowledge. Email: clinga@uah.edu
COE, DAVID, B.S. (Duke University), M.S. , Ph.D. (Georgia Institute of
Technology). Assistant Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, 2002.*
Research Interests: Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) design and fabrication,
Integrated microsystems combining MEMS and VLSI, development of new
microfabrication processes. Email: coe@ece.uah.edu
COLCLOUGH, GLENNA, B.A., M.A. (Kent State University), Ph.D. (University of
Georgia). Associate Professor of Sociology, 1984.* Research Interests: Organization
of work and social stratification. Email: colclog@uah.edu
COLEMAN, ANNE, B.A. (University of Alabama in Huntsville), M.L.S. (University
of Alabama). Lecturer in the Library, 2001. Research Interests: Bibliographic
instruction, reference, electronic databases, and archives. Email: colemana@uah.edu
COLEMAN, HUGH W., B.S. (Mississippi State University), M.S., Ph.D. (Stanford
University). Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1991.* Research Interests:
Propulsion, uncertainty analysis, experimentation. Email: coleman@mae.uah.edu
COMPONATION, PAUL J. , B.S. (West Virginia University), M.S. (Troy State
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University), Ph.D. (West Virginia University). Associate Professor of Industrial and
Systems Engineering and Engineering Management, 1996.* Research Interests:
Product and system development, decision analysis, engineering economics,
manufacturing systems. Email: pjc@ise.uah.edu
CONFER, CARLA, B.S., M.S. (State University of New York, New Paltz), Ph.D.
(State University of New York, Albany). Assistant Professor of Education, 2001. *
Research Interests: Student centered teaching and learning and disciplinary thinking
in academic coursework. Email: conferc@uah.edu
CONRAN, MICHAELA., B.M. (New England Conservatory of Music), M.M. (San
Francisco Conservatory of Music), Ph.D. (University of Arizona). Assistant Professor
of Music, 2003. Research Interests: Conducting, voice, and choral. Email:
conranm@uah.edu.
CORSETTI, CHARLES, B.E. (Manhattan College, New York), M.S., Ph.D. (Air
Force Institute of Technology, Ohio), Lecturer in Electrical and Computer
Engineering, 1999. Research Interests: Design and analysis of real-time digital and
analog systems, and development of software programs and documentation,
engineering applications of MATLAB, SIMULINK, MATHCAD and electronics
workbench. Email: corsetti@ece.uah.edu
COWARD, FANNI L., B.A. (Tamkang University, Taiwan), M.A. (Ohio State
University), Ph.D. (University of Texas, Austin). Assistant Professor of Education,
2004. * Research Interests: Cultural diversity, comprehension processes, affective
factors in learning, language learning, classroom discourse. Email:
cowardf@uah.edu.
COX, GLENN W., B.E.E., M.E.E., Ph.D. (Auburn University). Associate Professor
of Computer Science, 2001. * Research Interests: Computer Networking, wireless ad
hoc networks, computer architecture, real-time simulation. Email: gcox@cs.uah.edu
CROWSON, LAWRENCE, III, B.A. (University of Alabama at Birmingham),
B.S.B.A. (The University of Alabama in Huntsville), M.B.A., PhD (University of
Alabama). Lecturer and Director of Small Business Development Center in
Administrative Science, 2006. * Email: lcrowson@nearsbdc.org
CRUISE, JAMES F., B.S., M.S. (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University),
Ph.D. (University of Virginia). Chair and Professor of Civil and Environmental
Engineering, 1996. * Research Interests: Hydrologic processes, remote sensing and
GlS applications to hydro logic and sediment transport modeling, impacts of land use
changes on near shore environments, stochastic hydrology. Email:
cruise@cee.uah.edu
CSEKE, LELAND J., B.S. (Michigan Technological University), M.S. Ph.D.
(University of Michigan). Assistant Research Professor of Biological Sciences, 2002.
Research Interests: Plant molecular biology. Email: csekel@uah.edu
DASHER, GLENN T., B.F.A. (University of Georgia), M.F.A. (Indiana University).
Chair and Professor of Art, 1985. Research Interests: Creation of large and smallscale postmodern-surrealist sculptures utilizing a wide range of processes and
materials. Email: dasherg@uah.edu
DAVIS, MARIA R., B.S. (University of Michigan), M.S., Ph.D. (North Carolina
State University). Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences, 2002. * Research
Interests: The role of SCF ligase proteasome complexes in the hormonal regulation
of strawberry development, genetic profiling of plant responses to abiotic or biotic
stresses. Email: davisml@uah.edu
DELUGACH, HARRY S., B.A. (Carleton College), M.S. (University of Tennessee),
Ph.D. (University of Virginia). Associate Professor of Computer Science, 1990. *
Research Interests: Software requirements engineering, knowledge acquisition and
conceptual graphs. Research Interests: Software requirements engineering,
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knowledge acquisition and conceptual graphs. Email: delugah@ cs.uah.edu
DILLIHUNT, MONICA , B.S. (University of Tennessee), M.Ed. (Mercer University),
Ph.D. (Howard University). Assistant Professor of Education, 2004.* Research
Interests: Understanding the role of culturally relevant pedagogy and instruction on
the affect of academic achievement among minority and at-risk populations. Email:
dillihm@uah.edu.
DODSON , JOAN, B.S. (University of Illinois), M.A. (The University of Alabama in
Huntsville). Lecturer of Psychology, 2006. * Email: dodsonje@ uah.edu
DOIRON , KELLEY, B.A. (Washington and Lee University), M.S.N. (Vanderbilt
University). Clinical Instructor of Nursing, 2006. Email: doironk@uah.edu
DOW, STEPHEN, B.A., M.A. , Ph.D. (University of Florida). Associate Research
Professor of Mathematical Sciences, 1997. Research Interests: Discrete mathematics,
computer graphics, and image processing. Email: dow@math.uah.edu
DROST, JOHN, Lecturer in the Library, 2001. Research Interests: Library
automation systems, UNIX, Sirsi and BRS software applications, awk and sed
scripting and the Sirsi API Interface. Email: drostj @uah.edu
DUNAR, ANDREW J., B.A. (Northwestern University), M.A. (University of
California, Los Angeles), Ph.D. (University of Southern California). Chair and
Professor of History, 1984.* Research Interests: 20th century U.S., U.S. diplomatic.
Email: dunara@u ah.edu
EARLY, JULIE E. , B.A., M.A. (Michigan State University), A.M.L.S. (University of
Michigan), Ph.D. (University of Chicago). Associate Professor of English, 1990.*
Research Interests: Victorian and Edwardian literature and culture, the novel.
Email:earlyj@uah.edu
EDMON DSON, STEPHE N P., B.S., Ph.D. (University of Texas at Dallas). Associate
Research Professor of Chemistry, 2002.* Research Interests: Thermodynamics and
structure of proteins and nucleic acids. Email: edmonds@ uah.edu
ELSAMA DICY, ABDALL A, B .S. (Alazhar University, Cairo, Egypt), M.S.
(University of Alabama in Tuscaloosa), Ph.D. (Alabama A&M University, Normal
ALABAM A). Lecturer of Physics, 2002.* Research Interests: Surface Science, thin
film deposition and characterization, surface modification by ion beams, nanoengineering, Email: elsamaa@ uah.edu
ENGER, SANDRA , B.S., M.S. (Winona State University), Ph.D. (University of
Iowa). Coordinator of Science Education and Associate Professor of Education,
1998. * Research Interests: Creating and examining science learning opportunities in
the classroom , science education reform, student assessme nt in the science
classroom , using original work to create laborator y experienc es. Email:
engers@uah.edu
ENGLISH , JENNIFE R, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. (Georgia Institute of Technology).
Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, 2000.* Research
Interests: The design and fabrication development ofMEMs devices using silicon and
ceramic-based materials, the integration of CMOS and MEMs fabrication, MEMs
packaging, implementing control schemes for MEMS and wireless operation of
MEMs devices. Email: english@ eb.uah.edu
ETZKOR N, LETHA M., B.E.E., M.S.E.E. (Georgia Institute of Technology), M.S.,
Ph.D. (The University of Alabama in Huntsville). Associate Professor of Computer
Science, 1998.* Research Interests: Software engineering (software reuse and objectoriented software metrics, software quality metrics), distributed systems (CORBA),
artificial intelligence (knowledge-based systems, program understanding, natural
language processin g), computer networks (primaril y protocols ). Email:
letzkorn@ cs.uah.ed u
EVANS, DORLA A., B.S. (University of Texas, Austin), M.B.A. (University of
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Houston, Clear Lake), Ph.D. (University of Arkansas). Chair and Professor of
Finance, 1991. * Research Interest: Risk Decision-ma king. Einail: evansd@uah .edu
FARRINGTO N, PHILLIP A. , B.S.I.E., M .S.I.E. (University of Missouri, Columbia),
Ph.D. (Oklahoma State University). Director of Distance Leaming and Professor of
Industrial and Systems Engineering, 1991. * Research Interests: Quality engineering,
integrated product and process design, system simulation, engineering economy,
manufacturing systems design. Email: paf@ise.uah.edu
FERGUSON, RITA, B.S.N. (Murray State University), M.S. (Central Michigan
University), M.S.N. (The University of Alabama in Huntsville). Clinical Assistant
Professor of Nursing, 2006. Email: rita.ferguson@ uah.edu
FERRIS, JULIE, B.S., M .A. (Eastern Illinois University), Ph.D. (University oflowa).
Assistant Professor of Communicat ion Arts, 2003. * Research Interests: Critical
cultural studies, corporeal theory, mass mediated images of women, poststructura list
theories, feminist scholarship. Email: ferrisj @uah.edu.
FINLEY, NANCY, J. , B.A., M.A., Ph.D. (University of Oklahoma). Director of
Women's Studies and Associate Professor of Sociology, 1982. Research Interests:
Sociology of gender, marriage and family, feminist theory and social movements.
Email: finleyn@uah .edu
FIX, JOHN D ., B.S. (Purdue University), M.A., Ph.D. (Indiana University),
Professor of Physics and Dean of the College of Science, 1999. * Research Interests:
Stellar mass loss, stellar masers, cosmic dust. Email: fixj@uah.edu
FLINT, HOLLY, B.A. (Butler University), M.A., PhD (Penn State University).
Assistant Professor of English, 2006. * Research Interests: Latino/Latina, AfricanAmerican, and Asian-Ameri can Cultural Studies, with a focus on issues of citizenship
and identity construction. Email: holly.flint@u ah.edu
FONG, ERIC A., B.A., B.A., Ph.D. (University of Florida), Assistant Professor of
Strategic Management, 2004. * Research Interests: Organization al. theory and
organization al behavior's application in strategic management , strategic
determinants , ethics in organizations, entrepreneur ship and innovation. Email:
fonge@uah.e du
FOOTE, DOROTHY G., B.S.N. (University of North Alabama), M.S.N. (University
of Alabama, Huntsville). Assistant Professor in Nursing, 1993.* Research Interests:
Gerontology, nurse practitioner issues/legislation, women 's health, education and
managerial styles in long term care, nurse practitioner practice. Email:
footed@uah. edu
FORK, RICHARD L. , B.S. (Principia College), Ph.D. (Massachuse tts Institute of
Technology). Professor in Electrical and Computer Engineering, 1994.* Research
Interests: Scaling of modelocked lasers to high peak power and high average power,
space solar power, modelocked laser based sensing. Email: fork@ece.ua h.edu
FRANZ, FRANK A., B.S. (Lafayette College), M.S., Ph.D. (University of Illinois).
President of The University of Alabama, Huntsville and Professor of Physics, 1991.
Research Interests: Experimenta l atomic physics; studies of energy and polarization
transfer in atomic and molecular collisions. Email: franzf@uah.e du
FRANZ, JUDY R., B.A. (Cornell University), M.S., Ph.D. (University of Illinois).
Professor of Physics, 1991.* Research interest: Solid state. Email: franz@aps.org
FREDERICK, ROBERT A., B .S., M.S., Ph.D. (Purdue University). Associate
Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1991. * Research Interests: Hybrid propulsion
systems, solid rocket motors, solid propellants. Email: frederic@ma e.uah.edu
FRENDI, KADER, M.Sc. , Ph.D. (Brown University). Professor of Mechanical and
Aerospace Engineering, 1999. * Research Interests: Computation al fluid dynamics,
computation al aeroacoustic s, fluid/structur e/acoustic interactions, combustion,
boundary-lay er stability and transition, and large eddy simulation. Email:
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frendi@eb.uah.edu
FRIEDMAN, MARK J., B.S. (Moscow Institute of Physics and Techno
logy), M.A.,
Ph.D. (Cornell University). Professor of Mathematical Sciences, 1987.
* Research
Interests: Numerical analysis , numerical aspects of bifurcation theory,
scientific
computing, applied dynamical systems, partial differential equatio
ns. Email:
friedman@math.uah.edu
GAEDE , RHONDA K., B.S.E.E., (Southern Methodist University), M.S.E.E
., Ph.D.
(University of Texas, Austin). Associate Professor of Electrical
and Computer
Engineering, 1992.* Research Interests: Computers, fault design for testabili
ty, fault
modeling, automatic test pattern generation, VLSI, integrated circuits
. Email:
gaede@ece.uah .edu
GARDNER, BRANDON, B.S. (University of Southern Indiana), M.F.A.
(Texas Tech
University). Assistant Professor of Art and Art History, 2006. Researc
h Interests:
Printmaking and design. Email: brandon.gardner@uah.edu
GARRETT, SARAH, B.A. (James Madison University), M.A.
(University of
Arizona). Lecturer in the Library, 2005. Email: garretsk@uah.edu
GEARY, JOSEPH, B.S., (LaSalle University), M.S., Ph.D. (University
of Arizona).
Research Professor of Optical Science and Engineering, 1997. * Researc
h Interests:
Spaceborne optical systems , high energy laser beam diagnostics, optical
metrology,
optical phased arrays, medical optics, serial reconnaissance. Email: gearyj@
uah.edu
GEORGE, MICHAELA., B.F.A. (Ohio State University), M.S., Ph.D.
(Arizona State
University). Associate Professor in Chemistry, 1996. * Research Interest
s: Study and
characterization of solid surfaces of advanced materials being develop
ed for use as
sensors , radiation detectors, and other microelectronic devices , x-ray
photoelectron
and Auger electron spectroscopies for characterization of the chemic
al composition
and bonding properties of surfaces, interactions between adsorba
te layers and
surfaces of thin films. Email: mgeorge@matsci.uah.edu
GEORGE, SHARON, B.S. (Medical College of Georgia), M.N.
(University of
Washington). Clinical Assistant Professor Nursing, 1994. * Research Interest
s: Stress
response, fluid and electrolyte balance. Email: georges @uah.edu
GERBERDING , RICHARD A. , B.A. (University of Minnesota), M.A.
(University of
Manitoba), D.Phil. (Oxford University, England). Professor of History
, Adjunct
Professor of Latin, 1984. * Research Interest: Frankish history.
Email:
gerberr@uah.edu
GHOLSTON, SAMPSON, B.S. (Austin Peay State University), M.S.
(University of
Alabama), Ph.D. (University of Alabama, Huntsville). Associate
Professor of
Industrial and Systems Engineering and Engineering Management, 1997.
* Research
Interests: Quality engineering supplier development applied statistic
s, engineering
management. Email: gholston@ise.uah.edu
GIBSON, PETER M., B.S., M.App .Math., Ph.D. (North Carolina State
University).
Professor of Mathematical Sciences, 1967.* Research Interests: Linear
algebra,
combinatorics. Email: gibson@math.uah.edu
GILBERT, JOHN A. , B.S., M.S. (Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn),
Ph.D. (Illinois
Institute of Technology). Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1985.*
Research
Interests : Experimental mechanics, applied optics, optical metrolo
gy. Email:
jag@mae.uah.edu
GIVENS, SONJA M. BROWN, B.A., M.A. (California State Univers
ity, Fresno) ,
Ph.D. (University of Georgia). Associate Professor of Communication
Arts, 2001.
Research Interests: Relationships between constructions of race
and implicit
cognition, and how each influences communicative behaviors,
attitudes and
judgments. Email: givenss @uah.edu
GOEBEL, ROLF J. , (Christian-Albrechts-Universitat Kiel), M.A.
(Brown
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University), Ph.D. (University of Maryland). Professor of German, 1982. Research
Interests: German modernism, Franz Kafka, Walter Benjamin, Discourse of the city,
literary theory and cultural studies. Email: goebelr@uah.edu
GRAMM, CYNTHIA L., B.S. (University of Illinois), M.A. (Michigan State
University), M.A., Ph.D. (University of Illinois). Professor of Management, 1990.*
Research Interests: Impact of union and employer strike strategies on the continuation
of bargaining relationships, determinants and effects of a union's decision to use
corporate campaign tactics during a strike, effects of human resource practices on
human resource and organizational performance, effects of team heterogeneity on a
team member' s willingness to return to work during a strike. Email:
grammc@uah.edu
GRAVES, SARA J., B.S., M.A. (University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa), Ph.D.,
(University of Alabama, Huntsville). University Professor and Director of the
Information Science and Technology Laboratory, 1978. * Research Interests:
Interoperable distributed information systems, data mining and knowledge discovery,
high performance computing and networking, grid technologies and data security.
Email: sgraves@itsc.uah.edu
GREENWOOD, LAWRENCE R., B.S. , M.S., Ph.D. (George Washington
University), Vice President of Research and Professor of Administrative Science,
2002. * Research Interests: Outgassing rates of solid rocket propellants, mechanical
properties of solid rocket propellant during space storage, Investigation of throat
designs and nozzle materials, mechanical properties of heat shield materials,
application of the line-source technique of measuring thermal conductivity in
simulated Martian atmosphere, financial planning. Email: greenwr@uah.edu
GREGORY, DON A., B.S., M.S., Ph.D. (University of Alabama, Huntsville).
Professor of Physics, Optical Science and Engineering and Material Science
Program, 1992. * Research Interest: Experimental Physics, Fourier optics, optical
properties of materials, sensor design, laser propulsion, large optics, and teaching
methods. Email:gregoryd@uah.edu
GREGORY, JOHN, B.Sc., A.R.C.S., Ph.D. (Imperial College of Science and
Technology, London). Professor of Chemistry and Director of Alabama Space Grant
Consortium, 1973.* Research Interests: Space science- the interaction of earth's
atmosphere with surfaces of materials on satellites moving at high relative velocity
and measurement of the high energy radiation environment outside the atmosphere.
Email: gregoryj@uah.edu
GUO, JUNPENG, B.S., M.S. (University of Beijing China), M.S., Ph.D. (University
of Illinois). Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, 2005.*
Research Interests: Nanostructure photonics, Photonic lattice and artificial materials,
microring resonators/cavities, photonic biosensors, silicon photonics and lightwave
circuits. Email: iguo@ece.uah.edu
GUPTA, JATINDER N.D., B.E. (University of Delhi), M.Tech. (Indian Institute of
Technology), Ph.D. (Texas Tech University), Professor and Eminent Scholar In
Management, 2002.* Research Interests: technology management, e-commerce,
supply chain management, operations management, scheduling, planning and
control, information systems, educational curriculum, academic administration,
enhancing the delivery of instructional material through advanced technologies
including distance learning, and organizational effectiveness. Email: guptaj@uah.edu
GYASI, KWAKU A., Diplome Superieur d'Etudes Francaises (Universite de Dakar),
B.A. (University of Ghana), M.A. (Ohio University), M.A., Ph.D. (Ohio State
University), Associate Professor of Foreign Languages and Literatures, 1999.
Research Interests: Francophone literature, translation and cross-cultural texts,
language in African literature, the interface between religion, culture and literature.
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Email: gyasik@uah.edu
HAEFELE, CHAD, B.S., M.L.S. (University of Pittsb
urgh) . Lecturer for the Library,
2006 . Email: haefelec@uah.edu
HAN , QINGYUAN, B.S., M.S. (Peking Univ
ersity), M.Ph., Ph.D . (Columbia
University). Associate Professor of Atmospheric Scien
ce, 1997. * Research Interests:
Satellite cloud climatology, remote sensi
ng, radiative transfer. Email:
han@nnstc .uah.edu
HARTONO, EDWARD, B.Eng. (Trisakti University
, Indonesia), M.B.A. (Suffolk
University), Ph.D. (University of Kentucky). Assis
tant Professor of Management
Information Systems, 2003. * Research Interests:
Electronic commerce, knowledge
management, organizational computing, and inform
ation systems strategy. Email:
hartone@uah.edu
HARWELL, DAVID, B.F.A. (University of Mont
evallo), M.F.A. (University of
Illinois). Lecturer in Communication Arts, 2005.
Email: harweld@uah.edu
HAWK, CLARK W. , B.S. (Pennsylvania State
University), M.S. , Ph.D . (Purdue
University). Director of Propulsion Research Cente
r and Professor of Mechanical
Engineering, 1991. * Research Interests: Propu
lsion concepts, energy transfer
systems, internal compressible flows ,
high temperature materials.
Email:hawkc@uah.edu
HAWK, KATHLEEN, B.A., M.A., (George
Washington University), Ph.D .
(University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa), Chair and
Associate Professor of Political
Science, 1998 .* Research Interests: Internation
al relations, post-conflict state
building, the Middle East, Latin America,
sub-Saharan Africa. Email:
hawkk@uah.edu
HAYS, MARY M., R.N. (St. Therese Hospital, Wauk
egan, IL), B.S.N . (University of
Colorado), M.S.N . (University of Alabama in Hunt
sville), D.S.N . (University of
Alabama, Birmingham). Associate Professor of Nursi
ng, 1997.* Research Interests:
Nursing administration, behavioral interactions
of nursing staff, long term care.
Email:haysm@uah.edu
HEIKES, DEBORAH, B.A. (University of Kansas),
M.A. (Baylor University), Ph.D.
(University of Illinois). Associate Professor of Philo
sophy, 1998 .* Research Interests:
Kant, philosophy of mind, philosophy and
language, epistemology, analytic
philosophy, ethics , feminist philosophy. Email: heike
sd@uah.edu
HERRIN, DONNA, A.S.N . (Calhoun Community
College), B.S.N . (University of the
State of New York), M.S.N. (Vanderbilt Univ
ersity) D.S.N . (University of
Tennessee). Clinical Associate Professor of Nursing,
2001 .* Research Interests: The
impact of hospital reorganization and downsizing
on nurse manager practice. Email:
herrind@uah.edu
HERRIN, KRISTEN, B.S.N., M.S.N . (University
of Alabama in Huntsville). Clinical
Assistant Professor of Nursing, 2004. Research
Interests: Innovative teaching
strategies to enhance student understanding and
comprehension of the nursing
process. Email: herrink@uah.edu
HICKMAN , CHARLES , B.S. (Arkansas State
University), Juris Doctorate
(University of Arkansas), L.L.M. (University
of Missouri). Clinical Assistant
Professor of
Taxation and Business Legal Studies, 2006
.*
Email:
charles.hickman @uah.edu
HITE, DENNIS, B.S. (Purdue University), M.S.
(The University of Alabama in
Huntsville ).
Lecturer in Electrical and Computer Engin
eering, 2006.
Email:hitedw@ece.uah.edu
HO, FAT DUEN, B.S.E.E. (South China Technolog
ical Institute, China), B.A. (Chu
Hai College, Hong Kong), M.S.E.E., Ph.D.,
(Southern Illinois University,
Carbondale). Professor of Electrical Engineerin
g, 1980 .* Research Interests:
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ated ferroelectrics . Email:
Microelectronic devices and integrated circuits, integr
ho@ece.uah.edu
te of Technology) , M.A.,
HOW ELL, KENN ETH B., B.S. (Rose-Hulman Institu
matical Sciences, 1981.*
Mathe
of
sor
Profes
Ph.D., (Indiana University). Associate
functi ons . Email :
alized
gener
and
is
analys
r
Resea rch Intere sts: Fourie
howell@math.uah .edu
e), M.S. (Anhui University),
HUAN G, WENZ HANG , B.A. (Fu Yang Teachers Colleg
matical Sciences, 1994.*
Mathe
Ph.D. (Claremont Graduate School). Professor of
ical system s. Email :
dynam
ons,
Resea rch Intere sts: Differ ential equati
huang @math.uah.edu
M.S.N. (University of
HUDS ON, CYNTHIA, B.S.N. (Duquesne University),
. (University of Tennessee).
Pittsburgh), M.A. (Central Michigan University), D.S.N
on@uah.edu
Assistant Professor of Nursing, 2006. Email : cynthia.huds
Lecturer in the Library,
ma),
Alaba
HULLETT, LISA, B.A., M.L.S. (University of
and reference. Email:
loans
brary
interli
ry,
2001 . Research Interests: Document delive
hullettl@uah.edu
University of Alabama in
ISBELL, JAMES, B.A. (Auburn University), M.A. (The
in History, 2006. Email:
Huntsville), PhD (University of Alabama). Lecturer
james.isbell0 l @comcast.net
Professor of Electrical and
JAREM, JOHN M., B.S., M.S., Ph.D (Drexel University),
etics, antenna theory,
omagn
Electr
ts:
Interes
rch
Computer Engineering, 1987. * Resea
u
microwave theory and optics . Email: jarem@ece.uah.ed
rsity in St. Louis ), M.S.
Unive
ington
(Wash
B.A.
,
D.
EL
JOHN SON, ADRI
of Alabama in Huntsville),
(Tennessee Technological University), M.S. (University
or, Alabama Alliance for
Direct
us
Ph.D. (North Carolina State University). Camp
Professor of Biological
iate
Assoc
and
m
Minority Participation and Bridge Progra
regulating digestive
nisms
mecha
ar
Cellul
st:
Sciences, 1989. * Research Intere
domestic animals. Email :
function, neural control of pancreatic secretions in
johnso na@uah.edu
Tennessee), Ph.D. (Purdue
JOHNSON, CARR OLL D., B.S., M.S. (University of
eering, 1963.* Research
Engin
ical
University). Distinguished Professor of Electr
.uah.edu
n@ece
johnso
:
Email
s.
Interests: Control and dynamic system
ages and Literatures,
Langu
n
Foreig
2006,
sor,
Profes
ant
JOHNSON, DAVID, Assist
s,
Illinoi M.A. , and Ph.D.
B.A. Portland State University, M.A., University of
th
mer culture in 19 and
consu
Washington University. Research Interests: Leisure and
of gender and sexuality in
early 20th Century German Literature, representations
Literature. Email: johnso dl @uah .edu
a), M.F.A. (University of
JOHNSON, KATHRYN J., B.A. (University of South Florid
Research Interests: Mixed
Georgia). Assistant Professor of Art and Art History, 2003.
: johnso kl @uah .edu
media paintings, medical and scientific illustration. Email
, Ph.D. (University of
M.A.
rsity),
JOHNSON, MOLLY W. , B.A. (Wittenberg Unive
Interests: Twentiethrch
Resea
.*
2003
y,
Illinois), Assistant Professor of Histor
mw@ uah.edu
johnso
:
Email
.
history
al
cultur
and
Century German political, social ,
rsity), Associate Professor
JOINER, LAURIE L. , B.S., M.S. , Ph.D. (Clemson Unive
rch Interests: Error control
of Electrical and Computer Engineering, 1998.* Resea
u
coding, comm unication systems. Email : ljoiner@ece.uah.ed
. (Loui siana Tech
M.F.A
rsity),
JONE S , KEIT H, B.F.A. (Delta State Unive
Research Interests:
1997.
y,
Histor
Art
and
University). Associate Professor of Art
ink, silkscreen,
and
pen
te,
graphi
,
pencil
d
colore
,
Illustration, airbrush, water media
lino block printing. Email: jonesk t@uah .edu
(Boston University), Ph.D.
JOYC E, LILLIAN B., B.A. (Vassar College), M.A.
sor of Art and Art History,
(Univ ersity of California, Los Angeles). Associate Profes
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1997. Research Interests: Gender issue
s in ancient Greco-Roman culture. Ema
il:
joyc el@ uah.edu
JOVANOV, EMIL, Dipl. Ing., M.Sc.,
Ph.D . (University of Belgrade). Asso
ciate
Professor of Electrical and Compute
r Engineering, 2002 .* Research Inter
ests:
Microcomputers, Ubiquitous Computin
g, Biomedical Signal Processing, Emb
edded
Syst ems , Com pute r Arch itect ure, Para
llel and Distributed Systems . Ema
il:
jova nov@ece.uah.edu
KAR R, GERALD R., B.S.A.E., M.S
., Ph.D . (University of Illinois). Professo
r of
Mechanical Engineering , 1972 .* Research
Interests: Heat and mass transfer, fluid
and
thermal systems, finite convective heat
transfer, finite element methods, cryogeni
cs,
laser systems. Email: karr@mae.uah.edu
KAU KLE R, WILLIAM F., B.A.Sc.,
M.A.Sc., Ph.D . (University of Toro
nto).
Associate Research Professor of Chemist
ry and Lecturer in Mechanical Enginee
ring,
1987. * Research Interests: X-ray micr
oscopy of solidification dynamics . Ema
il:
kaukler@msfc.nasa.gov
KEN NED Y, Kathleen E., B.A. (Uni
versity of Illinois), M.A . (University
of
Minnesota), Ph.D. (The Ohio State Univ
ersity). Assistant Professor of English,
2005.
KIRKPATRICK, SUE W. , B.Sc., M.S
c., Ph.D. (Ohio State University). Dea
n,
College of Liberal Arts and Professo
r of Psychology, 1972. Research Inter
ests:
Interpretation of emotion from facial
expressions in various populations inclu
ding
preschool children and adults from Japa
n and the U.S., learning disabled child
ren,
and sexually abused children; auditory,
visual and hormonal correlates of learn
ing
disabilities; moral orientation of young
and elderly adults to determine if orien
tation
is function of type of dilemma posed as
well as age group. Email: kirkpas@uah.
edu
KNUPP, KEVIN R., B.S. (Iowa State
University), M.S., Ph.D. (Colorado State
University). Professor of Atmospheric
Science, 1991.* Research Interests: Clou
d
dynamics , radar meteorology. Email: kevi
n.knupp@nsstc.uah .edu
KOVACS , PHILIP, B.A. (University
of Georgia), M.A. , PhD (Georgia
State
University). Assistant Professor of Edu
cation, 2006 .* Research Interests: The
role of
education in realizing and maintaining
a participatory democratic social orde
r; the
redefinition of high standards to include
motivation, resiliency, reflection, innovatio
n,
synthesis, and action. Email: philip.ko
vacs @uah.edu
KULICK , JEFFREY H., B.Sc . (New York
University), M.Sc., Ph.D . (University
of
Pennsylv ania). Professor of Electrical
and Computer Engineering , 1990. * Rese
arch
Interests: Computer design, compute
r-generated holography, and medical
image
processing. Email: kulick@ece.u ah.edu
KUN IN, BOR IS I. , B.S. , M.S. (Len
ingr ad Univ ersit y, Russia), M .S. (Yal
e
Univ ersit y), Ph.D. (Un iver sity of
Illinois, Chic ago) . Asso ciate Prof esso
r of
Mathematical Sciences , 1992. * Research
Interests: Probabilistic aspects of fract
ure,
extreme value statistics, applied differenti
al geometry. Email: kunin@math.uah.e
du
LANDRUM, BRI AND ., B.S., M.S . (Tex
as A&M University), Ph.D. (North Caro
lina
State University). Associate Professor
of Mechanical and Aerospace Enginee
ring,
1992. * Rese arch Interests: High
temp eratu re gas dyna mics , prop ulsio
n,
aerodynamics , applied computational fluid
dynamics. Email: landrum@mae.uah.e
du
LAWSON , MELINDA, W. , B.S.N. (Uni
versity of Alabama), M.S .N. (Vanderb
ilt
University). Clinical Assistant Professo
r of Nursing, 1998 .* Research Inter
ests:
Med ical onco logy ; radi ation ther apy;
adul t heal th nurs ing; chem othe rapy
certification; home health. Email: redm
onm @uah.edu
LAWTON, ROBERT 0 ., B.S. (Duke
University), Ph.D. (University of Chic
ago) .
Professor of Biological Sciences, 1980
.* Research Interests: Forest ecology,
plant
community responses to natural disturban
ce, social behavior of neotropical corv
ids,
ecology of plant natural chemical prod
ucts . Email: lawtonr@uah.edu
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University), Ph.D. (University of
LEAHY, JOSEPH G., B.S., M.S. (Ohio State
ces, 1997. * Research Interests:
Scien
gical
Maryland). Associate Professor of Biolo
ological aspects of hydrocarbon
Physiological, molecular, genetic and econ
adative organisms and enzymes. Email:
degradation by bacteria, phylogeny ofbiodegr
leahyj@uah.edu
as A&M University). Lect urer of
LENAHAN, SHELLEY, B.S. , M.S. (Tex
ical Leaming Center, 2004 . Email:
emat
Mathematical Sciences and Director of Math
lenahans@uah.edu
(University of Wisconsin), Ph.D.
LEONARD, KATHLEEN M., B.S., M.S.
ssor of Civil Engineering, 1991. *
(University of Alabama, Huntsville). Profe
g, water quality control, groundwater
Research Interests: Environmental engineerin
environmental assessment, remote fiber
contamination, hazardous waste remediation,
l: leonard@cee.uah.edu
Emai
ms.
optic chemical sensing, hydrologic syste
g University of Science and
zhon
(Hua
M.S.
),
LI, JIA, B.S. (Hunan University
). Chair and Professor of Mathematical
Technology), Ph.D . (University of Tennessee
al equations, mathematical modeling
Sciences, 1990. * Research Interests: Differenti
in epidemiology. Email: li@math.uah.edu
Ph.D . (Virg inia Polytechnic Institute).
LI, WEI , B.S., M.S. (University of Bejing),
1996 .* Research Interests: Software
Associate Professor of Computer Science,
metrics, software re-use and process
engineering, object oriented programming and
control. Email: wli@cs.uah.edu
l University), Ph.D. (University of
LI, XIAOTONG, B.S. (China Pharmaceutica
ent Information Systems, 2001.*
Mississippi), Associate Professor of Managem
management, telecommunications ,
Research Interests: ECommerce, database
du
financial Information systems. Email: lixi@uah.e
nology), Ph.D . (University of
Tech
of
ute
Instit
ing
(Beij
LI, ZHONGMIN, B.S.
ssor of Mechanical and Aerospace
Alabama in Huntsville). Assistant Research Profe
ntal and theoretical studies of
rime
Engineering, 2004 .* Research Interests: Expe
magnetohydrodynamics, and
ics,
phys
a
advanced electric propulsion thrusters, plasm
plasma diagnostics. Email: liz@uah.edu
ge London). Professor of Physics,
LIEU, RICHARD , B.Sc., Ph.D. (Imperial Colle
t emission from clusters of galaxies, the
1995 .* Research Interests: Extreme ultraviole
ray bursts. Email: lieur@cspar.uah.edu
hot interstellar medium, and theory of gamma
, Taiwan), M.S. , Ph.D. (Virginia
ersity
LIN, MARK, W., B.S. (Tamkang Univ
ciate Professor of Mechanical and
Polytechnic Institute and State University). Asso
ests: Development of smart actuation
Aerospace Engineering, 2000. * Research Inter
ed strain actuators and sensors, health
and sensing systems; characterization of induc
ms and large civil infrastructures ;
monitoring of composite material syste
s modeling of material response of
experimental characterization and micromechanic
composites. Email: lin@eb.uah.edu
ania State University). Professor of
LINDQUIST, ROBERT G., B.S., Ph.D. (Pennsylv
Director of CAO, 2003. * Research
Electrical and Computer Engineering and
ly high resolution 2-D and 3D displays,
Interests: Liquid crystaline devices particular
n VLSI electronic, diffractive optical
Integration of liquid crystal component on silico
rs and optical receivers, polymer
drive
elements (DOEs), CMOS analog design of LC
ects. Email: lindquist@ece.uah.edu
dispersed liquid crystals, and optical Interconn
ty of Alabama in Huntsville). Clinical
LINSKY, ROSE B.S.N. , M.S.N. (Universi
ah.edu
Instructor of Nursing, 2005. Email: linskyr@u
of Alabama in Huntsville). Clinical
ersity
Univ
(The
N
M.S.
.,
LIOCE, LORI, B.S.N
du
uah.e
Instructor of Nursing, 2006 . Email: lori.lioce@
nology of China), M.S., PhD
Tech
and
ce
LIU, DENGPAN, B.S. (University of Scien
of Management Information Systems,
(University of Texas). Assistant Professor
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2005 . Research Interests: Software Development, personalization at E-Commerce
sites, information security, capacity planning. Email: dengpan.liu@uah.edu
LOMPADO, ARTHUR, B.S. (University of Rochester), Ph.D. (University of
Alabama in Huntsville). Assistant Research Professor of Physics, 2001 .* Research
Interests: Biomedical optics, light propagation, polarimetry. Email:
lompadoa@uah.edu
LOVELACE, CYNTHIA, B.S.E. (Auburn University), M.S.E., Ph.D. (University of
Alabama in Huntsville). Clinical Instructor of Management Science, 2004. Email:
loveles@uah.edu
LUQUIRE, WILSON C., B.A., B.M. (Furman University), M.M., M.L.S., D.M.,
Ph.D. (Indiana University). Dean of the Library and Professor of Bibliography, 1992.
Email: luquirew@uah.edu
MAGNUSON, ROY D., B.A. (Northwestern University), Ph.D. (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology) , Associate Professor of Biological Sciences, 1999.*
Research Interests: immunology, analysis of protein-DNA and protein-protein
interactions by DNAse 1 footprinting and EMSA, and physiological and genetic
analysis of toxicity. Email: magnusr@uah.edu
MAIER, LINDA S., B.A. (Washington University), M.A., Ph.D. (University of
Virginia). Chair and Associate Professor of Spanish, 1993. Research Interests:
Contemporary peninsular and Spanish American literature, 20th and 21st century
Hispanic literature, Jorge Luis Borges, Spanish American women writers. Email:
maierl@uah.edu
MARPLES, PAMELA, B.S. (Marshall University), M.S. (University of Delaware),
M.S. (University of Alabama in Huntsville). Lecturer of Mathematical Sciences,
2004. Email: marplesp@uah.edu
MARTIN, TAMMY, B.S.N. (University of North Alabama), M.S.N. (The University
of Alabama in Huntsville). Clinical Instructor of Nursing, 2006. Email:
tammy.martin@uah.edu
MARTINE, BRIAN J. , B.A. (Allegheny College), M.A. , Ph.D. (Pennsylvania State
University). Director of Humanities Center and Professor of Philosophy, 1983.
Research Interest: Systematic philosophy. Email: martineb@uah.edu
MCCLELLEN, LYNN C., B.S.N. (University of Texas Health Science Center,
Houston), M.S.N. (Georgia State University), D.S.N. (University of Alabama at
Birmingham) , Assistant Professor of Nursing, 2002. * Research Interests: Child health
and pediatric psychoneuroendocrinology (biological and behavioral responses in
children). Email: mcclell@uah .edu
MCPHERSON, CYNTHIA, B.A. (University of Kentucky), M.A. (University of
Alabama in Huntsville). Lecturer of English, 2004. Email: mcphercy@uah.edu
MEBANE, JOHNS. , B.A. (Presbyterian College), M.A., Ph.D. (Emory University).
Director of the Honors Program and Professor of English, 1984.* Research Interests:
Renaissance literature, Shakespeare. Email: mebanej@uah.edu
MECIKALSKI, JOHN R., B.S., M.S., Ph.D. (University of Wisconsin). Assistant
Professor of Atmospheric Science, 2004. * Research Interests: Satellite data
assimilation; mesoscale modeling moist convection; tropical dynamics satellite and
radar remote sensing, aviation safety, mesoscale processes, and land-surface energy.
Email: johnm@nsstc.uah.edu
MEEHAN, EDWARD J. , JR. , B.S. (Birmingham Southern College), Ph.D.
(University of Alabama, Birmingham) . Professor of Chemistry and Adjunct Associate
Professor of Biological Sciences, 1978. * Research Interests: Protein crystallography,
protein structure, lectins, drug design, and phase problem. Email: meehan@uah.edu
MEISTER, Peter W., B.A. (University of Pennsylvania), M.A. , Ph.D. (University of
Virginia). Associate Professor of German, 1990. Research Interests: Arthurian
~1

F=~

literature and Christianity, notes from the 20th century. Email: meisterp @uah.ed
u
MESSIMER, SHERR IL., B.S., M.S. (University of Texas, Arlington), Ph.D. (Texas
A & M). Associate Dean, Engineering Student Affairs and Associate Professo
r of
Industrial and Systems Engineering, 1989. * Research Interest: Manufac
turing
systems analysis. Email: messimer@ise.uah.edu
MILENKOVIC, ALEKSANDAR, B.Sc., M.Sc., Ph.D. (University of Belgrade
),
Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, 2001. * Researc
h
Interests : Computer architecture, parallel and distributed systems, compute
r
networks, operating systems, memory hierarchy In uniprocessors and shared memory
multiprocessors, and Web caching. Email: milenka@eb.uah.edu
MILLER, JAMES A., B.S. (Gannon University), M.S., Ph.D. (Univers
ity of
Maryland, College Park), Director, Institute for Science Education and Chair
and
Professor of Physics, 1994. * Research Interests : Plasma astrophy sics, solar physics.
Email: millerja@uah.edu
MILLER, RICHARD S., B.S. (University of California), M.S. (Louisiana
State
University), Ph.D. (University of New Hampshire). Associate Professor of Physics,
2003.* Research Interests : High energy astrophysics, neutrinos, astrophy
sics
instrumentation. Email: millerr@cspar.uah.edu
MOK, WAI YIN, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. (Brigham Young University), Associate Professo
r
of Manage ment Information Systems , 2001. * Research Interests : Website
s
development, XML schema design, software engineering, database managem
ent,
workflow management. Email: mokw@uah.edu
MONTGOMERY, STEPHANIE, B.S. (University of North Alabama),
M.A.
(University of Alabama). Lecturer of Communication Arts, 2005. Research Interests
:
Societal and behavioral impact of extensive Internet use; distinguishing deceptiv
e
cues. Email: noggles@uah.edu
MOORE , RICHARD S., B.A. (Brown University), M.A., Ph.D. (Duke Universi
ty).
Director of Humanities Center and Associate Professor of English, 197 5.* Researc
h
Interest: American Literature. Email: moorer@uah.edu
MOORE, DAVID, P., B.A., M.L.S . (University of Alabama). Lecturer and Assistan
t
to the Dean in the Library, 2001. Research Interests: Reference, general business
, and
computer technologies. Email: mooredp @uah.edu
MORALES, CLAUDIO, B.A., (University of Chile), M.S., Ph.D. (Univers
ity of
Iowa). Professor of Mathematical Sciences , 1982. * Research Interests: Function
al
analysis, operator theory. Email: morales@math.uah.edu
MORIARITY, DEBRA M., B.S. (Pennsylvania State University), Ph.D. (Temple
University School of Medicine). Dean, School of Graduate Studies and Professo
r of
Biological Sciences and Adjunct Professor of Chemistry, 1984.* Research Interests
:
Regulation of eukaryotic gene expression and mechanisms of action of polypep
tide
growth factors, screening tropical plants for biologically active natural products
.
Email: moriard@uah.edu
MORRIS, ANTHONY, B.A. (Freed Hardeman Universi ty), M.S. (Univers
ity of
Illinois) , Ph.D. (University of Connecticut). Assistant Professor of Psycholo
gy,
2005.* Email: morrisa@uah.edu
MOSER, MARLOW D., B.S. (Brigham Young Universi ty), Ph.D. (Pennsy
lvania
State University). Associate Professor of Mechanical and Aerospace Enginee
ring,
1995. * Research Interests: Combustion, laser based diagnostics, solid, liquid,
and
hybrid rockets. Email: moser@mae.uah .edu
NAUMANN, ROBERT J., B.S., M.S., Ph.D. (University of Alabama, Tuscaloo
sa).
Professor of Materials Science, 1990.* Research Interests : Heat and mass transpor
t in
materials processing, especially in microgravity. Presently active in the growth
of
protein crystals and in the growth of single crystal high temperature superconductors.
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Email: naumannr@uah.edu
NEFF, DAVID S., III, B.A., M.A. (Wayne State University), Ph.D. (University of
Illinois). Professor of English, 1979. * Research Interests: Romantic period, criticism.
Email: neffd@uah.edu
NELSON, JEFFREY N. , B.A. (Illinois Wesleyan University), M.A., Ph.D.
(University of Chicago). Associate Professor of English, 1990. * Research Interests:
Shakespeare, Renaissance poetry. Email: nelsonj @uah.edu
NEUSCHATZ, JEFFREY, B.S. (Roger Williams University), M.S. (State University
of New York College at Corland), Ph.D. (Binghamton University). Associate
Professor of Psychology, 2000.* Research Interests: Memory for complex events,
phenomenology of memory, eyewitness memory, false memories, applied cognitive
psychology, psychology and the law, collaborative recall and mnemonic devices.
Email: neuschaj @uah.edu
NEWCHURC H, MICHAEL J. , B.S. (Colorado State University), Ph.D. (Georgia
Institute of Technology) . Professor of Atmospheric Science, 1994. * Research
sensing.
remote
photochemis try,
Atmospheric
Interests:
Email:mike.newchurch@nsstc.uah.edu
NEWMAN, KATHY L., B.S.N. (Jacksonville State University), M.S.N. (University
of Alabama, Huntsville). Clinical Associate Professor in Nursing, 1990.* Research
Interests: Pediatrics, children's health, first aid, skin/allergy problems, stress/fatigue,
fibrocystic breast disease, hypertensional diabetes. Email: newmank@uah.edu
NEWMAN, TIMOTHY S., B.S. (Bowling Green State University), M.S., Ph.D.
(Michigan State University). Professor of Computer Science, 1994.* Research
Interests: Visualization , graphics, medical imaging, computer vision, applications of
high performance computing to these areas. Email: tnewman@cs.uah.edu
NG, JOSEPH D., B.S. (University of California, Los Angeles), Ph.D. (University of
California, Riverside), Coordinator, Biotechnolo gy Science and Engineering
Program and Associate Professor of Biological Sciences, 1998. * Research Interests:
molecular biology, x-ray crystallography techniques, structure-function relationship
of a tRNA modifying enzyme, in vitro selection of crystallizable RNA sequences and
RNA interaction and crystallization on minerals. Email: ng@uah.edu
NIELSEN, SANDRA L. , B.A. (University of Chicago), M.A. (Loyola University),
Ph.D. (University of Chicago). Chair of Foreign Languages and Literature and
Associate Professor of Spanish, 1988. Research Interests: 17th-century Spanish
drama, Calderon, and Cervantes Email: nielsens@ua h.edu
NORMAN, ROSE L. , B.A. (Judson College), M.A. (University of Alabama,
Tuscaloosa), Ph.D. (University of Tennessee). Chair and Professor of English, 1983.*
Research Interests: Technical communication, American literature, women writers.
Email: normanr@ua h.edu
O 'KEEFE, LOUISE, B.S.N. (George Mason University), M.S.N. (The University of
Alabama in Huntsville). Clinical Assistant Professor of Nursing, 2006. Email:
louise.okeefe @uah.edu
O 'NEAL, PAMELA, B.S., B.S.N. (Union University), M.S.N. (University of
Tennessee, Memphis), PhD (Virginia Commonwealth University). Associate Dean
for Undergraduate Programs and Associate Professor in Nursing, 2005 *. Email:
onealp@uah.edu
ONEGA, TILL, B.A. (Louisiana State University), M.A., Ph.D. (University of
Alabama). Instructor in English, 2000. Research Interests: Nineteenth and Twentieth
Century British poetry; autobiography; and gender issues. Email: onegaj@uah.edu
ONG, BELINDA, B. A. (University of Malaya), M.B.E. , Ed.S. (Morehead State
University), Ph.D. (University of Kentucky). Lecturer in the Library, 2004. Research
Interests: Higher Education Policy Studies and Evaluation, Higher Education
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Programs and Services, Socio-Cultural Study of Education and Reference. Email:
ongb@uah.edu
PACIESAS, WILLIAM S., B.S. (Seton Hall University), M.S., Ph.D. (University of
California, San Diego). Research Professor of Physics, 1982.* Research Interests: Xray and gamma-ray astronomy, gamma-ray bursts, x-ray binary systems. Email:
william.paciesas@msfc.nasa.gov
PADDISON, STEPHEN J., B.Sc., Ph.D. (University of Calgary). Assistant Professor
of Chemistry, 2004. * Research Interests: Computational material chemistry, polymer
electrolyte membrane. Email: paddison@matsci.uah.edu
PAK.HOMOV, ANDREW V, B.S., M.S. (Moscow Steel and Alloys Institute, Russia),
Ph.D. (Michigan Technological University). Associate Professor of Physics, 1998.*
Research Interests: Laser-Ind uced Plasma, Laser Propulsio n, Spectroscopy,
Semiconductors. Email: pakhomov@uah.edu
PAN, DAVID W., B.E., M.S. (Zhongshan University), M.S. (University of Louisiana
in Lafayette), Ph.D. (University of Southern California). Assistant Professor of
Electrical and Computer Engineering, 2002. * Research Interests: Image and video
coding, VLSI signal processing, and communications. Email: dwpan@ece.uah.edu
PARK, MOONGYU, B.S. (Korea National University), M.S. (Seoul National
University), PhD (Purdue University). Assistant Professor of Mathematical Sciences,
2006. * Research Interests: Mathematical physics of transport in porous media and
turbulence. Email: moongyu.park@uah.edu
PARRISH, SANDRA A., B.A., M.L.I.S. (University of Alabama), Lecturer in the
Library, 2002. Email: parrishs@uah.edu
PATNAYAKUNI, RAVI, B.E. (BITS, India), M.B.A. (Indian Institute of
Managem ent), D.B.A. (Southern Illinois University). Associate Professor of
Management Information Systems, 2004. * Research Interests: Digital supply chain
management and inter-organizational integration, diffusion and implementation of
informati on technolog y in organizat ions, IT and business value, electroni c
commerce, computer mediated communication. Email: patnayr@uah.edu
PATRICK, PAMELA, B.A. (Millsaps College), M.A. (A&M University). Lecturer of
Education, 2006. Email: parri.patrick@uah.edu
PAUL, CHRISTOPHER, B.A. (Macalester College), M.A., Ph.D. (University of
Minnesota). Assistant Professor of Communication Arts, 2005. Research Interests:
Rhetorical studies, with strong applied influences of internet/new media studies,
media criticism, and feminist studies. Email: paulc@uah.edu
PENDLETON, GEOFFREY N., Sc.B. (Brown University), Ph.D. (Case Western
Reserve University). Associate Research Professor of Physics, 1995. Research
Interest: Astrophysics. Email: geoff.pendleton@msfc.nasa.gov
PENDLEY, JOHN, B.B.A., M.P.A. (Georgia State University), Ph.D. (University of
Georgia). Associate Professor of Accounting, 1998.* Research Interests: Auditor
judgment and independence. Email: pendley@uah.edu
PERKEY, DONALD J., B.A., B.S., M.S. (Univers ity of Kansas), Ph.D.
(Pennsylvania State University). Professor of Atmospheric Science, 1994. * Research
Interests: Global hydrologic and energy cycles, climate change and its effects on
agricultu re, mesoscal e modeling of the hydrolog ic cycle. Email:
don.perkey@nsstc.uah.edu
PETTY, MIKEL, B.S. (California State University), M.S., Ph.D. (University of
Central Florida). Research Professor of Industrial and Systems Engineering and
Engineering Management, 2005. * Research Interests: simulation interoperability and
composability, computer generated forces, multi-res olution simulatio n, and
applications of theory to simulation. Email: pettym@uah.edu
PEVELER, PAMELA K., B.S.N., M.S.N. (University of Alabama in Huntsville).
Faculty
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Clinical Assistant Professor of Nursing, 2003. Email: pevelerp@uah.edu
PIERSMA, MARY L., B.S. (Dordt College), M.A. , Ed.D. (University of South
Dakota). Chair and Associate Professor of Education, 1988.* Research Interests:
Content literacy instruction, literacy portfolios in college reading courses, using
portfolios as a vehicle for student teacher reflection and self evaluation. Email:
piersmam@uah.edu
PODILA, GOPI K. , B.Sc., M.Sc. (Nagarjuna University), M.S. (Louisiana State
University), Ph.D. (Indiana State University). Chair and Professor of Biological
Sciences, 2002 .* Research Interests: Plant and microbial microbiology and
biotechnology, genomics. Email: polilag@uah.edu
POLLOCK, DAVID B., B.S., M.S. (University of Louisville), M.S. (University of
Arizona). Associate Research Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering,
1994.* Research Interest: Optical engineering, the concepts, design, construction and
calibration of remote sensors that operate from the vacuum ultra-violet through the
long wavelength infrared. Email: pollockd@uah.edu
POTTENGER, JOHN R., B.A., M.A. (Arizona State University), Ph.D. (University
of Maryland). Associate Professor of Political Science and Director of Office of
International Programs, 1986.* Research Interests: Epistemology, ethics, theory
construction of Platonic philosophy, political theology and philosophy of science.
Email: pottenj@uah.edu
POULARIKAS, ALEXANDER D., B.S. (Technical School, Greece), B.S., M.S.,
Ph.D. (University of Arkansas). Professor of Electrical Engineering, 1985. * Research
Interests: Signal processing, statistical optics. Email: apoul@ece.uah.edu
PREECE, ROBERT D., B.A. (University of California, Berkeley), M.S. (Ohio State
University), Ph.D. (University of Maryland). Associate Research Professor of
Physics, 2001 .* Research Interests: Quantum processes of strong magnetic fields in
astrophysics,
gamma-ray
bursts,
astrophysical
jets.
Email:
Rob.Preece@nsstc.nasa.gov.
PRESSON, LANITA G. , B.S. (University of Arkansas), M.A. (University of
Alabama, Huntsville). Lecturer in Mathematical Sciences, 1981. Research Interests:
Mathematics and computer science. Email: pressol@ uah.edu
PRIMEAU, MARLENA, B.S.N. , M.S.N. (University of Alabama in Huntsville).
Clinical Assistant Professor in Nursing, 2005.* Email: primeam@uah.edu
PRITCHARD, T. Gail, B.S.Ed. (Missouri Southern State College), M.S.Ed.
(Pittsburg State University), Ph.D. (University of Arizona). Assistant Professor of
Education. 2005 .* Research Interests: International children's literature, children's
literature and content area instruction, and pre-service teacher 's understandings of
content literacy. Email: pritcht@uah.edu
RADONOVICH, LEWIS, J. , B.A. (Thiel College), Ph.D. (Wayne State University).
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs and Professor of Chemistry, 2000.
Research Interests: Inorganic and physical chemistry, x-ray crystallography,
organometallic chemistry, synthesis, structure and reactivity of transition metal
organometallics. Email: radonovl@uah.edu
RAGSDALE, C. DAVID, B.M .E. (Appalachian State University), M.M. (Winthrop
University), D.M.A. (University of Miami). Assistant Professor of Music, 2006.
Research
Interests:
Bands,
conducting,
music
education.
Email:
dave.ragsdale@uah.edu
RAI, ATUL, B of Tech. (Indian Institute of Technology, India), M.B.A. (Indian
Institute of Management, India), Ph.D. (New York University, Stem School of
Business). Assistant Professor of Accounting, 2003 .* Research Interests: Firm
valuation, financial statement analysis, impact of accounting information on stock
prices, firm efficiency measurements and improvements. Email: raia@uah.edu
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RAINES, C. FAY, B.S.N., M.S.N. (University of Virginia), Ph.D. (University of
Maryland). Dean, College of Nursing and Professor of Nursing, 1991. * Research
Interest: Breast cancer. Email: rainesc@uah.edu
RANGANATH, HEGGERE S., B.S.E. (Bangalore University, India), M.S.
(University of Louisville), M.S.E. (Birla Institute of Technology and Science), Ph.D.
(Auburn University). Chair and Professor of Computer Science, 1982. * Research
Interests: Pattern recognition, image processing, artificial intelligence, and special
purpose architectures. Email: ranganat@cs.uah.edu
RAVINDRAN, S.S., B.Sc. (University of Sri Lanka), M.Sc., Ph.D. (UBC, SFU
British Columbia, Canada), Associate Professor of Mathematical Sciences, 1999.*
Research Interests: Numerical analysis-Galerkin methods for PD Es, applied scientific
computing-computational fluid dynamics, optimization and control-flow control,
optimal design, high performance computing-parallel and vector computing. Email:
ravindra@math.uah.edu
REEVES, ANDREE E., B.A. (University of North Carolina), M.A., Ph.D. (Rice
University). Associate Professor of Political Science, 1992.* Research Interests: U.S.
Congress, political parties, elections, state and local government, intergovernmental
relations. Email: reevesa@uah.edu
RHOADES, RICHARD G., B.Ch.E. (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute), M.S.
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology), Ph.D. (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute).
Director of Research Institute and Research Professor of Engineering Management,
1997. * Research Interests: Organizational design and behavior, management of
technical professionals, management of change. Email: rhoadesr@uah.edu
RICHARDS, PHILIP G., Trained Secondary Teachers Certificate (Melbourne
Secondary Teachers College), B.S., Ph.D. (La Trobe University). Professor of
Computer Science, 1986. * Research Interests: numerical algorithms with
applications to space science. Email: richards@cs.uah.edu
RICHARDSON, GEORGIA, B.S. (College of Charleston), M.S., Ph.D. (University
of Alabama in Huntsville). Assistant Professor of Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering, 2004. * Research Interests: Computational fluid dynamics, numerical
method development, magneto-hydrodynamics, plasma dynamics and the design of
thermal systems. Email: richaga@eng.uah.edu
RIEDER, ROBERT W., J.D. (Duke University), Assistant Professor of Business
Legal Studies, 1989. Email: riederr@uah.edu
RILEY, LINDA, B.S.N., M.S.N. (University of Alabama at Birmingham), D.S.N.
(Vanderbilt University). Associate Professor of Nursing, 2005 .* Email:
Linda.Riley@uah.edu
ROCHOWIAK, DANIEL M., B.S. (St. Bonaventure University), Ph.D. (University
of Notre Dame). Associate Dean, College of Science and Associate Professor of
Cognitive Science, 1990. * Research Interests: Cognitive science, artificial
intelligence, simulation, network communication, philosophy of science, professional
ethics. Email: drochowi@cs.uah.edu
ROPER, KEM, B.A. (Oakwood College), M.A. (University of Alabama in
Huntsville). Lecturer in English, 2003. Email: roperk@uah.edu
ROUNTREE, J. CLARKE III, B.A. (University of Alabama, Huntsville), M.A.,
Ph.D. (University of Iowa), Chair and Professor of Communication Arts, 1993.*
Research Interests: Legal argument, especially argument in the U.S. Supreme Court,
political rhetoric, the rhetorical work of Kenneth Burke, and rhetorical theory. Email:
rountrj@uah.edu
RUPPEL, CYNTHIA P., B.A. (University of Akron), M.B.A. (Cleveland State
University), Ph.D. (Kent State University). Associate Professor of Management
Information Systems, 2003. * Research Interests: Role of information in customerFaculty
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centric business strategies, information technology and supply chain issues, ecommerce business strategies and related issues in an urban environment,
telecommuting, and IS ethics. Email: ruppelc@uah.edu
SANDERS, CAROLYN I., B.M. (University of New Mexico, Albuquerque), M.Ed.
(University of Missouri-Columbia), M.M. (University of Southern California), D.M.
(Florida State University), Professor of Music, 1990. Research Interest: Trumpet,
Baroque performance practice. Email: sandersc@uah.edu
SANGHADASA, MOHAN, B.Sc (University of Colombo, Sri Lanka), M.S.
(Bowling Green State University), Ph.D. (University of Alabama, Huntsville).
Assistant Research Professor of Physics, 1996.* Research Interests: Nonlinear optical
materials and biomedical optics. Email: sangham@uah.edu
SCHENKER, DANIEL, B.A. (Brandeis University), M.A., Ph.D. (Johns Hopkins
University). Associate Professor of English, 1984.* Research Interests: Modem
British and American literature. Email: schenkd@uah.edu
SCHNELL, JOHN F., B.S., M.A. (Pennsylvania State University), Ph.D. (University
of Illinois). Professor of Economics, 1990.* Research Interest: Labor economics.
Email: schnellj@uah.edu
SCHOENING, NILES C., B.A. (Columbia University), M.C.P. (Ohio State
University), Ph.D. (University of Tennessee). Professor of Economics, 1983.*
Research Interest: Public planning. Email: schoenn@uah.edu
SCHOLZ, CARMEN, M.S., Ph.D. (University of Technology, Dresden, Germany),
Associate Professor of Chemistry, 1998.* Research Interests: Polymers in biomedical
applications, biodegradable, biocompatible polymers and environmentally suitable
materials, bacterial synthesis. Email: scholzc@uah.edu
SCHWARZ, LOIS G., B.S.C.E., M.S.C.E. (University of Wisconsin), Ph.D.
(Northwestern University). Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental
Engineering, 2002. * Research Interests: Ground Improvement methodologies,
engineering property Improvement of modified soils, soil-structure Interaction,
properties and constitutive behavior of unsaturated soils, colloid migration and
filtration In porous media, physicochemical characteristics of particulate materials,
geoenvironmental containment of contaminants and hazardous wastes,
extraterrestrial In-situ resource utilization. Email: lschwarz@cee.uah.edu.
SCIPIONI, ELISA, B.A. (The University of Alabama in Huntsville), M.A. (St. John's
University). Lecturer of Foreign Languages and Global Studies, 2006. Email:
elisa.scipioni@uah.edu
SCISLAW, KENNETH E., B.S. (University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa), M.B.A.
(University of Edinburgh). Lecturer of Management and Director of Small Business
Development Center, 2004.* Research Interests: Entrepreneurship, Stock market
index algorithms, equity style investing, behavioral finance, and decision complexity.
Email: scislak@uah.edu
SCROGGINS, CAROLYN, B.S.N. (Capital University), M.S.N. (University of
Cincinnati). Clinical Assistant Professor of Nursing, 2004. * Email: scroggc@uah.edu
SEDLACEK, BEVERLY, B.S.N. (Capital University), M.S.N. (Case Western
Reserve University). Clinical Assistant Professor of Nursing, 2006. Email:
beverly.sedlacek@uah.edu
SEEMANN, ERIC, M.S. (Jacksonville State University), Ph.D. (Louisiana Tech).
Assistant Professor of Psychology, 2003.* Research Interests: psychometrics,
psychological reactance, desire for control, and the perception of personal risk.
Email: seemanne@uah.edu
SETZER, MARY, B.S., M.S. (The University of Alabama in Huntsville). Lecturer of
Chemistry, 2005 . Email: setzerm@uah.edu
SETZER, WILLIAMN., B.S. (Harvey Mudd College), Ph.D. (University of Arizona,
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Tucson). Chair and Professor of Chemistry and Adjunct Associate Professor of
Biological Sciences, 1985.* Research Interests: Natural products drug discovery,
phytochemistry, chemical ecology. Email: setzerw@uah.edu
SEVERN, JOHN K., B.A. (University of Minnesota), M.A., Ph.D. (Florida State
University). Associate Provost for Undergraduate Studies and Professor of History,
1991.* Research Interests: French Revolution and Napoleon, 19th century Europe,
modem Britain. Email: sevemj@uah.edu
SHARP, ANGELIA, B.A., M.A. (University of Alabama in Huntsville). Lecturer in
English, 2001. Research Interests: Medieval theology, Medieval English mysticism,
Arthurian legend and Grail lore. Email: students@prosecraft.com
SHEN, DASHEN, B.S. (Shanghai University), M.S., Ph.D. (Princeton University).
Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, 1991. * Research Interests: Thin
film semiconductors, flat panel displays, rapid prototyping of electronic circuits.
Email: shen@ece.uah.edu
SHERMAN, J. DANIEL, B.S. (University of Iowa), M.A. (Yale University), Ph.D.
(University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa). Associate Dean and Professor of Management,
1981.* Research Interests: Cross functional integration and the management of
research and development. Email: shermand@uah.edu
SHRIVER, JOHN W., B.A. (West Virginia University), Ph.D. (Case Western Reserve
University). Professor of Biological Sciences and Chemistry, Director of UAH
Biomolecular NMR Laboratory, 200 l. * Research Interests: Protein structure and
stability, nuclear magnetic resonance, microcalorimetry, thermophile proteins. Email:
shriverj@uah.edu
SHTESSEL, YURI B., M.S.E.E., Ph.D. (Chelyabinsk Polytechnical Institute,
Russia). Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering, 1993. * Research
Interests: Sliding mode control with application to reusable launch vehicle control
and aircraft re-configurable control. Email: shtessel@ece.uah.edu
SIEGRIST, KYLE T., B.S., M.S., Ph.D. (Georgia Institute of Technology). Professor
of Mathematical Sciences, 1980. * Research Interests: Probability, stochastic
processes, reliability theory. Email: siegrist@math.uah.edu
SIMPSON, JAMES T., B.S., M.B.A., (University of Southern Mississippi), Ph.D.
(University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa). Professor of Marketing, Chair of Management
and Marketing, and Director of the Center for the Management of Science and
Technology, 1990. * Research Interests: Marketing channels and marketing in a high
technology environment. Email: simpsonj@uah.edu
SINGER, DIANE S. , B.A. (University of Colorado), M.A. (Wichita State
University). Lecturer in English, 1987. Research Interests: Discourse, rhetoric, and
literary criticism. Email: singerd@uah.edu
SINGH, NAGENDRA, B. Tech (Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur), B.S., M.S.,
Ph.D. (California Institute of Technology). Professor of Electrical Engineering,
1986. * Research Interests: Electromagnetics, microwave engineering, plasma science
and engineering, non-linear optics. Email: singh@ece.uah.edu
SITARAMAN, BHAYANI, B.A. (Stella Maris College), M.A. (Ohio University),
Ph.D. (University of Massachusetts, Amherst). Associate Professor of Sociology,
1993. Research Interests: Marriage and family, cross-cultural perspectives on gender,
social demography. Email: sitarab@uah.edu
SKINNER, TROY, B.S., M.S. (University of Alabama in Huntsville). Lecturer in
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 2003.Email:skinnert@mae.uah .edu
SLATER, PETER J., B.S. (Iona College), M.S., Ph.D. (University oflowa). Professor
of Mathematical Sciences and Computer Science, 1981. * Research Interests: Graph
theory, combinatorics, domination theory in graphs, facility location in networks,
analysis of algorithms. Email: slater@math.uah.edu and pslater@cs.uah.edu
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SLEGERS, NATHAN, B.S. (George Fox University), B.S. (University of
Washington), M.S. and Ph.D. (Oregon State University). 2005. * Research Interests:
Modeling dynamic behavior and developing unique control mechanisms for
mechanical and aeronautical devices. Email: slegern@uah.edu
SMITH, ERIC, B.S. (Athens State University), M.S. (Mississippi State University),
PhD (University of Florida). Assistant Professor of English, 2006.* Research
Interests: Anglophone Postcolonial and Twentieth-century British literatures with
emphasis upon the Irish, Caribbean, and sub-continental Indian novel. Email:
eric.smith@uah.edu
SMITH, JAMES E. JR. , B.S.E., Ph.D. (University of South Carolina). Professor of
Chemical Engineering, 1982.* Research Interests: Microgravity processing of
ceramic and metallic composites, direct coal liquefaction, catalysis and reaction
engineering, fiber optic chemical sensing, high temperature furnace development and
modeling, high-speed shear layer mixing. Email: jesmith@che.uah.edu
SMITH, JASON, B.S., M.S. (Miami University), PhD (Penn State University).
Assistant Professor of Sociology 2006. Research Interests: the Sociology of
Education, Social Statistics and Research Methodology, the Sociology of Sport and
Urban/Community Studies. Email: jason.smith@uah.edu
SNIDER, JAMES, B.S. (U.S. Military Academy, West Point), M .S. (Naval
Postgraduate School), M.A. (Webster University), Ph.D. (Naval Postgraduate
School). Research Professor of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 2004. *
Email: jsnider@eng.uah.edu
STAFFORD, EDWARD F. JR. , B.S.I.E. , M.S.I.E., Ph.D. (Pennsylvania State
University). Professor of Management Science, 1984.* Research Interests: industrial
scheduling, systems modeling and simulation, flowshop sequencing research,
learning curve theory, other topics of operations analyses, health systems modeling
and research. Email: staffoef@uah.edu
STALLSMITH, BRUCE, W., B.S., M.S., Ph.D. (University of Massachusetts,
Boston). Lecturer of Biological Sciences, 1999. * Research Interests: Freshwater
fishes of North America, especially Fundulus killifish; early life history of fishes;
short-term acidification processes in freshwater ponds; saltmarsh ecology. Email:
stallsb@uah.edu
STENSBY, JOHN, B.S.E.E. (University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa), M.S.E.
(University of Alabama, Huntsville), Ph.D. (Texas A&M University). Professor of
Electrical Engineering, 1984.* Research Interests: Communication theory and
systems. Email: stensby@ece.uah.edu
STEWART, DAVID A., B.A., M.A. (University of South Carolina), Ph.D. (Boston
University). Associate Professor of Art History, 1989. Research Interests: 18th
century architecture, 19th century painting, 20th century photographer, Cindy
Sherman, and the Victorian painter, George Frederick Watts. Email:
stewartd@uah.edu
STRONG, CAROL, B.S., B.A. (University of West Florida), M .S., Ph.D. (University
of Alabama, Huntsville). Lecturer in Physics, 1993. Research Interests: Applied
optics, applied astronomy, science education. Email: strongc@uah.edu
SWAIN, JAMES J. , B.A. , B.S., M .S. (University of Notre Dame), Ph.D. (Purdue
University). Chair and Professor of Industrial and Systems Engineering, 1992.*
Research Interests: Applied statistics, computer simulation. Email :
jswain@ise.uah.edu
SZILAGYI, STEPHEN J., B.A. (Clark University), M.A., Ph.D. (Lehigh University).
Associate Chair and Professor of English, 1988. * Research Interest: Alexander Pope
and his later influence. Email: szilags@uah.edu
TACONI, KATHERINE A. , B.S.E., Ph.D. (Mississippi State University). Assistant
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Professor of Chemical and Materials Engineering, 2004. * Research Interests:
Alternative energy sources, bioprocesses. Email: taconik@uah.edu
TAKAHASHI, YOSHIYUKI, B.S. (Saitama University, Japan), M.S. (Kanazawa
University, Japan), Ph.D. (Osaka University, Japan). Professor of Physics, 1986. *
Research Interests: High energy astrophysics, specifically particle and nuclei; laser
plasma physics at very high densities; heavy-ion nuclear physics, Quark-gluon
plasma. Email: yoshi@cosmic.uah.edu
THOMPSON, JOYCE H., B.S.N., M.S.N. (University of Alabama in Huntsville).
Clinical Instructor of Nursing, 2005. Email: thompsj@uah.edu
TIPPETT, DONALD D., B.S. (U.S. Naval Academy), M.E., D. Eng. (Texas A&M
University). Associate Professor of Industrial and Systems Engineering, 1992.*
Research Interests: Project management, teamwork, management of technology,
industrial labor relations. Email: tippett@ise.uah.edu
TORRES, AURORA, B.S. (University of Oklahoma), M.S., Ph.D. (University of
Oklahoma Health Sciences Center). Professor of Psychology, 1995. * Research
Interests: Hormones and behavior, stress and cardiovascular responses, health
psychology. Email: torresa@uah.edu
TOUTANTI, HOUSSAM A., B.S.C.E., M.S.C.E. (Northeastern University), Ph.D.
(Worcester Polytechnic Institute). Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering,
1997. *Research Interests: Advanced testing techniques and novel construction
materials concepts with emphasis in cementitious composites. Email:
toutanji@cee.uah.edu
TSENG, FAN-T., B.S. (National Chiao Tung University), M.S., Ph.D. (University of
Texas, Dallas). Professor of Management Science, 1984.* Research Interests:
Operations research, scheduling, operations management, and metaheuristics. Email:
tsengf@uah.edu
TWIGG, PAMELA D., B.S. (Auburn University), M.S. (University of Alabama at
Birmingham), Ph.D. (Florida State University). Assistant Research Professor of
Chemistry, 2004.* Research Interests: Structural biology, X-ray crystallography, and
Protein-protein interactions. Email: twiggp@uah.edu
UTLEY, DAWN R., B.S. (Tennessee Technological University), M.S. (University of
Tennessee), Ph.D. (University of Alabama, Huntsville). P.E., Associate Professor of
Industrial and Systems Engineering and Engineering Management, 1992. * Research
Interests: Metrics development and evaluation, teaming progress and evaluation,
culture and motivation in knowledge-based organizations. Email: utley@ise.uah.edu
VAUGHAN, LINDA K., B. S. (University of North Alabama), M.S.L.S. (University
of Kentucky). Lecturer in the Library, 2001.Email:vaughan l@uah.edu
VEASEY, ROXIE, B.A. (University of South Florida), M.F.A. (University of
Georgia). Lecturer of Art and Art History, 2005. Email: veaseyr@uah.edu
VIKRAM, CHANDRA S., B.Sc. (Agra University, India), M. Tech. (Kampur
Institute, India), M.Sc., Ph.D. (Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi, India). Research
Professor of Optical Science and Engineering, 1989.* Research Interests: Application
of
holography
to
test
measurement
problems,
holographic
particle/bubble/aerosol/boundary layer analysis, speckle metrology, laser vibrometry,
water and wind tunnel instrumentation. Email: vikramc@uah.edu
VINES, MARTHA, B.A. (The University of Alabama in Huntsville), M.A.
(Vanderbilt University).
Lecturer of Art and Art History, 2005. Email:
vinesm@uah.edu
VOGLER, BERNHARD, Diploma , Ph.D. (University of Tuebingen). Associate
Professor of Chemistry, 2001.* Research Interests: NMR analysis of biological
molecules. Email: vogler@matsci.uah.edu
WADDELL, EMANUEL, I.B.S. (Morehouse College), M.S. (University of
Faculty
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Rochester), Ph.D. (Louisiana State University). Assistant Professor of Chemistry,
2004. * Research Interests: Laser ablation, microfluidics, lab-on-a-chip, surface
chemistry, and molecular patterning. Email: ewaddell@chemistry.uah.edu
WALLACE, DONALD B., B.S., M.S., Ph.D. (University of Wisconsin) P.E.
Professor of Mechanical Engineering, 1974.* Research Interests: mechanics of
materials, machine design, and kinematics. Email: wallace@mae.uah.edu
WARBOYS, INA, B.S., M.S. (University of St. Francis). Clinical Assistant Professor
and Director of Continuing Education of Nursing, 2002. * Research Interests: Nursing
education and adult education. Email: warboysi@uah.edu
WARD, BRIAN H., B.S. (Florida State University), Ph.D. (University of Florida).
Assistant Professor of Chemistry, 2004. * Email: bward@chemistry.uah.edu
WARING, STEPHEN P., B.A. (Doane College), M.A., Ph.D. (University of Iowa).
Associate Professor of History, 1988.* Research Interests: U.S., U.S. intellectual,
U.S. labor and business. Email: warings@uah.edu
WARREN, IRIS, R.N. (Georgia Baptist Hospital School of Nursing), B.S.N.
(Louisiana State University), M.S .N. (University of Alabama, Birmingham).
Associate Professor of Nursing, 1973. Research Interests: Maternal infant care,
breastfeeding, parish nursing. Email: warreni@uah.edu
WEATHERLY, ELIZABETH, W. , B.S.B.A. (Trinity University), M.B.A., Ph.D.
(University of Georgia). Assistant Professor of Management, 1999.* Research
Interests: Organizational entry: recruitment, job search and choice, socialization,
information seeking and other forms of proaction at work, scale development,
employment law, and human resource strategy and systems. Email:
weathee@uah.edu
WEIMER, JEFFERY J. , B.S. (Pennsylvania State University), Ph.D. (Massachusetts
Institute of Technology). Associate Professor of Chemistry and Chemical
Engineering, 1990. * Research Interests: Characterization of chemistry and structure
of molecular adsorbates on solid surfaces, determination of kinetics of surface
processes using spectroscopic techniques in ultra-high vacuum or at process
conditions. Email: jjweimer@matsci.uah.edu
WEISSKOPF, MARY E., B.A. (Vanderbilt University), M.S., Ph.D. (University of
Alabama, Huntsville). Assistant Professor of Computer Science, 1983.* Research
Interests: Modern operating systems, distributed processing. Email:
weisskop@cs.uah.edu
WELCH, RONALD M., B.S., M.S. (California State University), Ph.D. (University
of Utah). Chair and Professor of Atmospheric Science, 1997.* Research Interests:
Remote sensing, radiative transfer, disease and climate. Email:
welch@atmos.uah.edu
WELLS, B. EARL, B.S.E.E., M.S.E.E., Ph.D. (University of Alabama). Professor of
Electrical and Computer Engineering, 1992.* Research Interests: Computer
architecture, parallel processing, digital design. Email: wells@ece.uah.edu
WESSLING, FRANCIS C., B.S. (Washington University), M.S. (University of New
Mexico), Ph.D. (University of Minnesota). Professor of Mechanical Engineering,
1988.* Research Interests: Materials processing in space; design of space flight
hardware for materials processing; heat transfer. Email: wesslif@uah.edu
WHATLEY, MARGERY E., MC DUFFIE, B.M. (University of Cincinnati College
Conservatory of Music), M.M., D.M.A. (University of Southern California). Chair
and Associate Professor of Music, 1995. Research Interests: Piano performance,
chamber music, making classical music accessible to people of all ages and listening
experience. Email: mcduffm@uah.edu
WHITE, RUSSEL, B.S. (Ohio State University), Ph.D. (University of California, Los
Angeles). Assistant Professor of Physics, 2006. Research Interests: Star, Brown
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Dwarf and Planet formation. Email: russel.white@uah.edu
WHITTEN, ALAN F., B.A., M.Ed. (Harding College). C.P.A. College of
Administrative Science Director of Information Systems and Lecturer in
Accounting/Information Systems, 1981. Email: whittena@uah.edu
WILHITE, ALLEN W., B.A. (Eastern Illinois University), M.A., Ph.D. (University
of Illinois). Professor of Economics, 1988. * Research Interests: Autonomous agents
and Artificial Economics and Public Choice. Email: wilhitea@uah.edu
WILKERSON, WILLIAM, B.A. (Williamette University), Ph.D. (Purdue
University). Associate Professor of Philosophy, 1997. Research Interests: Twentieth
century continental philosophy, philosophy of the mind, history of modem
philosophy, philosophy or religion, feminist philosophy and gender studies. Email:
wilkerw@uah.edu
WILLIAMS, DAVID B., B.A., M.A., Ph.D., Sc.D. (Cambridge University). President
of The University of Alabama in Huntsville and Professor of Chemical and Materials
Engineering, 2007.* Research Interests: Analytical/transmission and scanning
electron microscopy (X-ray rnicroanlaysis, electron energy-loss spectrometry and
convergent-beam electron diffraction); applications to interfacial segregation and
bonding changes, texture and phase-diagram determination in metals and alloys for
aerospace and power-generation; structure determination in glasses. Email:
David.Williams@uah.edu
WILLIAMS, LEE E., II, B.A. (Knoxville College), M.A. (East Tennessee State
University), Ph.D. (Mississippi State University). Director of Multicultural Affairs
and Professor of History, 1972.* Research Interests: African-American, southern and
modem Alabama history. Email: willial@uah.edu
WILLIAMS, THOMAS J., B.S.Ed., M.Ed., Ph.D. (University of Georgia). Associate
Professor of Political Science, 1980. * Research Interests: Public Administration,
American Government, and Comparative Government. Email: yeargaj@uah.edu
WOODWARD, WILLIAM B., JR., B.A. (University of North Alabama), J.D.
(Cumberland School of Law at Samford University), LL.M. (New York University).
Assistant Professor of Business Legal Studies, 1989.* Email: woodwaw@uah.edu
WRAY, RON, B.M.E., M.M., D.M.A. (Louisiana State University). Associate
Professor of Music, 2001. Research Interests: Wind ensemble conducting and clarinet
performance. Email: wrayr@uah.edu
WREN, BRENT M., B.S., M.B.A. (University of Alabama, Birmingham), Ph.D.
(University of Memphis). Associate Professor of Marketing, 1994. * Research
Interests: Marketing channels, marketing strategy, sales management. Email:
wrenb@uah.edu
WU, DONGSHENG, B.S., M.S. (Hebei University), PhD (Institute of Systems
Science), M.S., PhD (Michigan State University). Assistant Professor of
Mathematical Sciences, 2006. * Research Interests: Stochastic Processes and random
field, random fractal, high accuracy finite element analysis. Email:
dongsheng.wu@uah.edu
WYSKIDA, RICHARD M., B.S.E.E. (Tri-State College), M.S.I.E. (University of
Alabama, Tuscaloosa), Ph.D. (Oklahoma State University) P.E. Associate Dean of
Engineering and Professor of Industrial and Systems Engineering, 1968. * Research
Interests: Systems modeling, operations research, and engineering economic analysis.
Email: wyskidar@uah.edu
YOO, SEONG-MOO, B.A. (Seoul National University, Seoul, Korea), M.S., Ph.D.
(University of Texas at Arlington). Associate Professor of Electrical and Computer
Engineering, 2001. * Research Interests: Computer networks (wireless networks),
computer network security, parallel computer architecture. Email: yoos@ece.uah.edu
YOUNGBLOOD, ALISHA D., B.S., M.S., Ph.D. (University of Arkansas). Assistant
Faculty
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Professor of Industrial and Systems Engineering and Engineering Management,
2003 .* Research Interests: Decision models, utility theory, cost estimation ,
performance measurement, productivity improvement, and inventory management.
Email: ady@ise.uah.edu
ZHANG, GUO-HUI, B.S. (Northeast Normal University, P.R. China), M.S., Ph.D.
(Southern Illinois University, Carbondale). Associate Professor of Mathematical
Sciences, 1993 .* Research Interests: Graph theory, combinatorics. Email:
zhang@math.uah.edu
ZHANG, HUAMING , M.S. (State University of New York), M.S. (University of
Science and Technology of China), B.S. (Anhui Normal University, China). Assistant
Professor of Computer Science, 2005.* Email: hzhang@cs .uah.edu
ZHANG, S.N., B.S. (Tsinghua University, Beijing, China), Ph.D. (University of
Southampton, UK). Research Professor of Physics, 1998.* Research Interests:
Astrophysics, x-ray and gamma ray instrumentation, data analysis and computations.
Email: shuang.zhang@msfc.nasa.gov
ZUO, Q. H. KEN, B.S. (Southeastern University), M.S. (Xian University of
Highways) , PhD (University of New Mexico). Associate Professor of Mechanical
and Aerospace Engineering, 2006. * Research Interests: Constitutive modeling of
solid materials; Deformation, damage and failure of materials under high-rate
conditions (impacts and explosive loadings); Brittle materials (explosives and solid
propellants , light-weight ceramics, concretes); Ductile metals; Cellular solids;
Polymers and rubbers; Numerical algorithms for advanced constitutive models.
Email: zuo@mae.uah.edu
Part-time Faculty
AL-HAMDAN, MOHAMMAD, Ph.D. (The University of Alabama in Huntsville).
Adjunct Assistant Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering, 2004.*
ANWER. KHURSHEED, Ph.D. (Ohio University). Adjunct Professor of Biological
Sciences, 2003 .*
BATEMAN , MONTE G., Ph.D. (University of Oklahoma) . Adjunct Associate
Professor of Atmospheric Science, 2001. *
BERINATO , ROBERT J. , B.S.E. (Georgia Institute of Technology), M.S.E., Ph.D.
(The University of Alabama in Huntsville). Adjunct Professor or Electrical and
Computer Engineering, 2000.*
BOEHME , JULIE, M.S .N. (The University of Alabama in Huntsville). Adjunct
Associate Professor of Nursing, 2005 .
BOTTS, MICHAEL, Ph.D. (University of Colorado). Adjunct Professor in
Atmospheric Science, 1990.*
BRIGGS, MICHAEL S. , B.A. (Princeton University), M.S., C.Phil., Ph.D.
(University of California, San Diego). Senior Research Associate in Physics, 1998.*
BRISCOE, GINA, M.S.N. (The University of Alabama in Huntsville). Adjunct
Assistant Professor of Nursing. 1999.
BROWN, JEAN, M.A. (University of Alabama). Adjunct Lecturer of Marketing,
2004.
BUDGE, MERVIN C., Jr., B.S., M.S. (University of Southwestern Louisiana) , Ph.D.
(Texas A&M University) . Adjunct Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering,
2000.*
BURKHALTER, JOHN E., Ph.D. (University of Texas, Austin). Adjunct Professor of
Chemical and Materials Engineering, 2003 .*
BURKS, JASON, M.S. (University of Utah). Adjunct Lecturer in Atmospheric
Science, 2003 .*
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CECIL, DANIEL, Ph.D. (Texas A&M University). Adjunct Assistant Professor of
Atmospheric Science, 2003. *
CHERNOV, ALEXANDER A., (Kharkov State University). Adjunct Professor of
Chemical and Materials Engineering, 2005.
CLAYBOURNE, HILARY, M.S. (Boston University). Adjunct Lecturer of
marketing, 2006. *
COBB, JEAN M., M.N. (Emory University). Adjunct Associate Professor of Nursing,
2004.
COHEN, CHARLES, B.A. (Queens College), M.A. (City College of New York),
Ph.D. (Pennsylvania State University). Adjunct Associate Professor of Atmospheric
Science, 2001.
DANIELS, JAMES D., B.S., M.S. (The University of Alabama in Huntsville), Ph.D.
(University of North Dakota). Adjunct Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences,
2002.*
DORSETT, MICHAEL J., B.S. (University of Georgia), M.S.E., Ph.D. (The
University of Alabama in Huntsville). Adjunct Associate Professor of Industrial and
Systems Engineering, 1980. *
DUBREUIL, RUSLA M., Ph.D. (University of the Witwatersrand, South Africa).
Adjunct Associate Professor of Biological Sciences, 2003. *
ESSENWANGER, OSKAR M., B.S. (Technical University of Danzig), M.S.
(University of Vienna), Ph.D. (University of Wuerzburg). Research Professor of
Atmospheric Science, 1989. *
FISHER, TOBIN JOE, M.D. (University of Alabama). Adjunct Assistant Professor of
Nursing, 2006.
FLINN, JAMES L., III, M.S. (University of Southern California). Adjunct Assistant
Professor of Supply Chain Management and Executive-in-Residence, 2005. *
FOGLE, FRANK R., B.S.E., M.S.E., Ph.D. (The University of Alabama in
Huntsville). Adjunct Assistant Professor in Industrial and Systems Engineering,
1990.*
FULLER, KIRK, Ph.D. (Texas A&M University). Adjunct Assistant Professor of
Atmospheric Science. 2001. *
GARCIA-RUIZ, J.M., Ph.D. (Universidad Complutense de Madrid). Adjunct
Professor of Biological Sciences, 2001.
GARRIOTT, 0., Ph.D. (Stanford University). Adjunct Professor of Biological
Sciences, 2001 .*
GEORGE, MILTON A., D.O. (University of Osteopathic Medicine and Health
Sciences). Adjunct Associate Professor of Nursing, 2005.
GILLAN!, NOOR, D.Sc. (Washington University, St. Louis). Adjunct Professor in
Atmospheric Science, 1995. *
GOBY, JOHN RICHY, M.D. (University of Alabama at Birmingham). Adjunct
Associate Professor of Nursing, 2005.
GOODMAN, STEVE, Ph.D. (University of Alabama, Huntsville). Adjunct Professor
in Atmospheric Science, 1993. *
GUESS, TERESA, M.S.N., (The University of Alabama in Huntsville). Affiliate
Faculty of Nursing, 1997.
HAMMONDS, JANICE, B.S.N. (The University of Alabama in Huntsville). Affiliate
Faculty of Nursing, 2006.
HAMRICK, JUDY H., Ed.D. (University of Alabama). Adjunct Assistant Professor
Nursing, 2006.
HUDSON, JAMES R. JR., B.S., M.S. (University of Alabama), M.S. (The University
of Alabama in Huntsville). Adjunct Professor of Biological Sciences, 1993.
ISBELL, JAMES, Ph.D. (University of Alabama). Adjunct Professor of History,
2004.
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JARZEMBSKI, MAURICE A., B.S. (University of Michigan-Dearborn), M.S.
(University of New Hampshire), Ph.D. (New Mexico State University) . Adjunct
Assistant Professor of Atmospheric Science, 2003. *
JEDLOVEC, GARY J., B.S., M.S. (St. Louis University) , Ph.D. (University of
Wisconsin, Madison). Adjunct Professor of Atmospheric Science, 1991 .*
KOSHAK, WILLIAM J., Ph.D. (University of Arizona). Adjunct Assistant Professor
of Atmospheric Science, 2003 .*
LAPENTA, WILLIAM M., B.S. (State University of New York, Oneonta), Ph.D.
(Pennsylvania State University). Adjunct Assistant Professor of Atmospheric
Science, 1993. *
LAWSON, GARY 0., M.S.N. (The University of Alabama in Huntsville) . Adjunct
Assistant Professor of Nursing, 2004.
LECROY, PATRICIAA., M.S.N. (The University of Alabama in Huntsville). Adjunct
Assistant Professor of Nursing, 2000.
LIMAYE, ASHITOSH, Ph.D. (Utah State University) . Adjunct Assistant Professor of
Civil and Environmental Engineering, 2001 .
LUVALL, JEFFREY C., Ph.D. (University of Georgia). Adjunct Associate Professor
of Atmospheric Science. 2003 .*
MC CAUL, EUGENE, Ph.D. (University of Oklahoma). Adjunct Professor in
Atmospheric Science, 1995.*
MADDOCKS, MERLE, Ph.D. (University of Florida). Adjunct Assistant Professor
of Accounting , 2007. *
MARCUS , RICHARD R., B. A. (New York University) , M.A. (University of
California) , Ph.D. (University of Florida). Adjunct Assistant Professor of Political
Science, 2004.*
MEEKS, RICHARD C., M.S.N. (The University of Alabama in Huntsville) . Adjunct
Assistant Professor of Nursing, 2006.
MILLER, TIMOTHY L., B.A. (Case Western Reserve University) , M.S. , Ph.D.
(University of Arizona). Adjunct Assistant Professor of Mathematical Sciences,
1986.*
MOORE, JERRY DON, B.S.E.E. (Mississippi State University), M.S. (University of
New Mexico), Ph.D. (University of Alabama). Adjunct Professor of Electrical and
Computer Engineering, 1999.
MOSS, PATRICIA A., B.S.N. J.D. (University of Alabama, Mississippi College of
Law). Adjunct Assistant Professor of Nursing, 2006.
NAIR, UDAYSANKAR S., B. Tech (University of Kerala, Trivandrurn, Kerala,
India), M.S. (South Dakota School of Mines and Technology), Ph.D. (Colorado State
University, Fort Collins). Adjunct Assistant Professor of Atmospheric Science.
2003. *
NIKLES, DAVID, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Materials Science, 1993.
OGLESBY, ROBERT, Ph.D. (Yale University). Adjunct Professor of Atmospheric
Science, 2003.*
OOI, TENG K., B.S. (University of London, England), M.S. (Oklahoma State
University), M.S. (University of Arkansas), Ph.D. (The University of Alabama in
Huntsville) . Adjunct Associate Professor of Mechanical and Aerospace engineering,
2006.*
OPENGART, ROSE, Ph.D. (University of Georgia). Adjunct Assistant Professor of
Management, 2006.*
PETERSEN, WALTER A., B.S. (Southern Utah State College), M.S., Ph.D.
(Colorado State University). Adjunct Assistant Professor of Atmospheric Science,
2003.*
POPINSKI , JOSEPH W. , III, M.E. (Stevens Institute of Technology). Adjunct
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Lecturer of Management Information Systems, 2006.*
PUSEY, MARC L., B. S., Ph.D. (University of Miami). Adjunct Professo
r of
Biological Sciences , 1993. *
QUATTROCHI, DALE, Ph.D. (University of Utah, Salt Lake City). Adjunct
Professor in Atmospheric Science, 1992.
REED, DONNA , D.B.A. (Mississippi State University). Adjunct Assistant Professo
r
of Accounting, 2003 .*
RICHMOND, ROBERT, Ph.D. (University of Texas, Austin). Adjunct Professo
r in
Biological Sciences , 1998.
RILEY, JR., STANCEL M., M.D. (University of Alabama at Birmingham). Adjunct
Assistant Professor of Nursing, 2006.
ROACH , CAROL ASHBURN, Ph.D. (University of North Texas). Adjunct Assistan
t
Professor of Nursing, 2002.
ROBERTSON, NANCY D., B.S. (University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa). Affiliate
Faculty of Nursing, 1998.
ROBEY, LAWRENCE, B.S. (University of Kentucky), M.D. (Univers
ity of
Kentucky, College of Medicine). Adjunct Professor of Nursing, 1996.
ROGERS, PHILLIP C., M.S.N. (Samford University). Adjunct Assistant Professo
r of
Nursing , 2005.
SACKH EIM, ROBERT L., B.S. (University of Virginia) , M.S. (Colum
bia
University). Adjunct Professor of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 2006.
SAFIE, FAYSSAL, B.S. (Ohio University), M.S., Ph.D. (Cleveland State Universi
ty).
Adjunct Associate Professor of Industrial and Systems Engineering, 1986. *
SAYYAH, TAREK, Ph.D. (The University of Alabama in Huntsville). Adjunct
Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering, 2001 .*
SCHOFIELD, CARIN K. , M.S.N. (Vanderbilt University). Adjunct Associa
te
Professor of Nursing , 2005 .
SEVER, THOMAS L., B.A. (Harris College) , M.A. (Sangamon State Universi
ty),
Ph.D. (University of Colorado). Adjunct Professor of Atmospheric Science, 2003.
*
SPEIDEL, HAROLD K. , B.S. (Memphis State University), M.S., Ph.D. (Univers
ity
of Houston). Adjunct Professor of Biological Sciences , 2004.
SPENCER, ROY, Ph.D. (University of Wisconsin, Madison). Adjunct Professo
r in
Atmospheric Science, 1991.
SRIKISHEN, JAYANTHI, Ph.D. (University of Houston). Adjunct Assistan
t
Professor of Atmospheric Science, 2003. *
THOMAS, LAWRENCE DALE, B.S.E. (The University of Alabama in Huntsvil
le),
M.S.E. (North Carolina State University), Ph.D. (The University of Alabama
· in
Huntsville), P.E. Adjunct Assistant Professor of Industrial and Systems Enginee
ring,
1984.*
TIDWELL, RACHEL, M.S.N. (Southern Louisiana Univers ity). Affiliate Faculty
of
Nursing, 2000.
TUDOR, DONNA , M.S.N. (The University of Alabama in Huntsville). Adjunct
Assistant Professor of Nursing , 2005 .
TURNER, SHELLY E., M.S.N. (The University of Alabama in Huntsville). Adjunct
Assistant Professor of Nursing, 2006.
VON SPAKOVSKY, INGRID , B.A. (The University of Alabama in Huntsvil
le),
M.M. (Univers ity of Illinois). Adjunct Lecturer in Music, 1978.
WATSON, CONNIE , M.A. (Webser University). Adjunct Associate Professo
r of
Nursing, 2004.
WEAVER, PHILLIP, B.A. (The University of Alabama in Huntsville). Adjunct
Lecturer in Music, 1987.
YOUNG , RONALD, Ph.D. (Iowa State University). Adjunct Professor of Biologic
al
Faculty
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Sciences, 1997.*
ZAHORCH AK, ROBERT, Ph.D. (Michigan State University). Adjunct Professor of
Biological Sciences, 1996.

EMERITI FACULTY
ALLEN, ANN, B.A. (Newcomb College), M.A. (University of Alabama). Instructor
Emerita in English, 1968.
AMIN, ASHOK, T., B.S. (university of Baroda, India), M.S. (University of
Tennessee), Ph.D. (Northwestern University) , Professor Emeritus of Computer
Science, 1984.
ANDERSO N, GLORIA J. , R.N. (Mobile General Hospital School of Nursing),
B.S .N. (Indiana University ), M.S.N . (University of Alabama, Birmingha m).
Associate Professor Emerita of Nursing, 1972. *
AUDEH, NADEEM F., B.S. (South Dakota State College), M.S., Ph.D. (Iowa State
University). Professor Emeritus of Electrical and Computer Engineering, 1964.
BARR, THOMAS A., B.S. (University of Chattanooga), M.S. , Ph.D. (Vanderbilt
University). Research Professor Emeritus of Physics, 1982. *
BIGGS, ALBERT W. , B.S. (Southwest Missouri State University) , M.S. (Stanford
University, Ph.D. (University of Washington), P.E. Professor Emeritus of Electrical
and Computer Engineering, 1984.*
BOND, MARGAR ET S., L.L.B. (University of Poitiers, France), Ph.D., S.J.D.
(University of Paris, France). Professor Emerita of Economics , 1964.
BOYER, D. ROYCE, B.M. (Butler University) , M.A. (Catholic University of
America), D.M.A. (University of Texas, Austin). Professor Emeritus of Music, 1966.
BRADBUR N, KAY, F., B.A. (University of North Carolina, Greensboro), M.S.
(University of Alabama, Huntsville) , Lecturer Emerita in English, 1988.
BRAINER D, JEROME J. , B.S., M.S. (University of Notre Dame), Ph.D. (Cornell
University), P.E. Associate Professor Emeritus of Mechanica l and Aerospace
Engineering, 1965.
BRINDLE Y, THOMAS A. , B.A. (University of Colorado), B.F.T. (Thunderbird
Graduate School of Internation al Manageme nt), B.S.Ed., M.A. (Ohio State
University), Ph.D. (University of Michigan). Associate Professor Emeritus of
Education, 1974.*
BROWN, ROBERT A. , B.S. (U.S. Naval Academy), M.S., Ph.D. (Ohio State
University) , P.E. Professor Emeritus of Industrial and Systems Engineering and
Engineering Manageme nt, 1967.
BUTTS, TED M. , B.S. (Mississippi State University) , M.A. , Ph.D. (University of
Alabama, Tuscaloosa). Assistant Professor Emeritus of Education, 1968.
CAMPBEL L, P. SAMUEL, B.S. (Marietta College), M.S. (Ohio University), Ph.D.
(Purdue University). Professor Emeritus of Biological Sciences, 1973
CHAN, CHIAHWA, B.S., Ph.D. (London University). Professor Emeritus of Physics,
1970.
COMFORT, RICHARD , H., B.A. (Harvard University), M.S., Ph.D. (University of
Alabama, Huntsville), Professor Emeritus of Physics, 1977.
COOK, F. LEE, B.S., M.S. , Ph.D. (Georgia Institute of Technology). Associate
Professor Emeritus of Mathematics, 1967.
CORNER, GEORGE W. JR., B.A. (University of Rochester), M.D. (Johns Hopkins
University School of Medicine). Professor Emeritus of Medical School, 1978.
CROUSE, MICHAEL G., B.F.A. (Atlanta College of Art), M.F.A. (University of
Michigan). Professor Emeritus of Art, 1980.
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DAVIS, CARL G., B.A.E (Georgia Institute of Technology), M.S.A.
E., M.S.M.H.,
Ph.D. (University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa). Professor Emeritus of Compu
ter Science,
1986.*
DAVIS, JACK H., B.S., M.S., Ph.D. (Clemson University). Profess
or Emeritus of
Physics, 1966.
DILLARD, NANCY, F., B.A., M.A. (University of South Carolin
a), Ph.D.
(University of Tennessee), Assistant Professor Emerita of English, 1972.
DIMMOCK, JOHN 0., B.S., Ph.D. (Yale University). Professor Emeritu
s of Physics,
1993.
DUTHIE, J. GRAEME, B.Sc. (University of Aberdeen, Scotland), Ph.D.
(University
of Bristol, England). Professor Emeritus of Physics, 1985.
ELEY, MICHAEL H., B.A. (West Georgia College), M.S., Ph.D.
(University of
Georgia). Professor Emeritus of Biological Sciences, 1974.
ELLIS, JACK D., B.A. (Baylor University), M.A., Ph.D. (Tulane
University).
Professor Emeritus of History, 1992. *
EMSLIE, A. GORDON, B.Sc. Ph.D. (University of Glasgow, Scotlan
d), M.S.,
M.S.E. (The University of Alabama, Huntsville), Professor Emeritu
s of Physics,
1981.
ESTES, MARTHA I., B.S.N. (Troy State University, Montgomery),
M.S.N.
(University of Alabama, Birmingham), Ed.D. (University of Alabam
a, Tuscaloosa).
Assistant Professor Emerita of Nursing, 1984.
FORTE, ALDO, D.Sc. (University of Havana, Cuba). Associate Profess
or Emeritus
of Mathematical Sciences, 1966.
FRANCIS, HERBERT E., JR., B.A. (University of Wisconsin),
M.A. (Brown
University). Professor Emeritus of English, 1966.
GARSTKA, WILLIAM R., B.A. (University of California), Ph.D.
(Harvard
University). Professor Emeritus of Biological Sciences, 1982.
GIBSON, JAMES E., B.S. (Indiana State University of Pennsy
lvania), M.Ed.
(University of Pittsburgh), Ed.D. (University of Alabama, Tuscalo
osa). Associate
Professor Emeritus of Education, 1965.
GRAVES, BENJAMIN B., B.A. (University of Mississippi), M.B.A.
(Harvard
University), Ph.D. (Louisiana State University). University Profess
or Emeritus of
Management and Marketing, 1970.
GUINN, GERALD R., B.S. (Auburn University), M.S. (Purdue Univers
ity), Ph.D.
(University of Alabama, Huntsville). Professor Emeritus of Mechan
ical and
Aerospace Engineering, 1990.
HARA LICK, JOY G., B.A., M.A. (George Washington Univer
sity), Ph.D.
(University of North Carolina). Associate Professor Emerita of Sociolo
gy, 1978.
HARRIS, J. MILTON, B.S. (Auburn University), Ph.D. (Univer
sity of Texas,
Austin). Distinguished Professor Emeritus of Chemistry, 1973. *
HARRISON, JOANN, B.A. (Florence State College), M.A., Ed.S. (George
Peabody
College). Associate Professor Emerita of English, 1961.
HARWELL, KENNETH E., B.S. (University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa)
M.S., Ph.D.
(California Institute of Technology). Professor Emeritus of Mechan
ical and
Aerospace Engineering, 1989.
HENZE, REET L., B.S.N. (Gustavus Adolphus College), M.S.N.
(University of
Colorado), D.S.N. (University of Alabama, Birmingham). Associa
te Professor
Emerita of Nursing, 1973. *
HODGES, H. EUGENE, B.A., M.A. (University of Georgia), Ph.D.
(University of
Minnesota). Associate Professor Emeritus of Sociology, 1975.
HOOMANI, JAFAR, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. (North Carolina State Univers
ity). Professor
Emeritus of Mathematics, 1968.
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HORWITZ, JAMES L., B.A., M.S., C. Phil., Ph.D. (University of California, San
Diego), Professor Emeritus of Physics, 1981.
HUTCHENS, ELEANOR N., B.A. (Agnes Scott College), M.A. , Ph.D. (University
of Pennsylvania). Professor Emerita of English, 1966.
JAMES, ROBERT E., B.S. (Carnegie Institute of Technology), M.A. (Hollins
College), Ph.D. (Universi ty of Tennessee). Associate Professor Emeritus of
Psychology and Communication Arts, 1971 .
JOHANNES, JAMES D., B.S. (Arizona State University), M.S. (University of
Alabama , Huntsville), Ph.D. (Vanderbilt Universit y). Professor Emeritus of
Computer Science, 1974.*
KENDRICK, AUBREY WAYNE, B.A. (Georgia Southern College), M.S.L.S.,
M.B.A. (Florida State University). Associate Professor Emeritus of History 1985.
KILGO, REESE D., B.A. (University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa), M.Ed. (University of
Florida), Ph.D. (University of Texas). Associate Professor Emerita of Education,
1966.
KUBITZA, WILHELM K. , Diplom-lngenieur (Technical University, Darmstadt,
Germany), D.Sc. (Washington University). Professor Emeritus , 1965.
MACDOUGALL, JOHN J. , B.A. (Boston College), B.S. (Georgetown School of
Foreign Service), M.S. (Massachusetts State College), M.A., Ph.D. (University of
Michigan). Associate Professor Emeritus of Political Science, 1975.
MARCHLINSKI, MARK A. , B.F.A. (Kutztown University), M.F.A. (University of
Washington). Associate Professor Emeritus of Art, 1990.
MARTIN, CARTER W., B.A. (Presbyterian College), M.A., Ph.D. (Vanderbilt
University). Professor Emeritus of English, 1965.
MCCALISTER, DONALD V., B.A. (Fresno State College), Ph.D. (University of
Tennessee).
Professor Emeritus of Medical School, 1972.
MCCOLL UM, JAMES K. , B.S. (U. S. Military Academy), M.A. (University of
Dayton), M.P.A. (University of Cincinnati), Ph.D. (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State University). Professor Emeritus of Management and Marketing, 1984. *
MCKNIGHT, WILLIAM B., B.S. (Purdue University), Ph.D. (Oxford University).
Research Professor Emeritus of Physics, 1974.
MC MANUS , SAMUEL P., B.S. (The Citadel), M.S., Ph.D. (Clemson University).
Provost Emeritus and University Professor Emeritus of Chemistry, 1966.*
MCNIDE R, RICHARD T., B.S. (University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa), M.S. (Florida
State University), Ph.D. (University ofVirginia). Distinguished Professor Emeritus of
Mathematical Sciences, Adjunct Professor of Atmospheric and Environmental
Science, 1985.*
MEEK, ROY L. , B.A., M.A. (University of Oklahoma), Ph.D. (University of
Oregon). Professor Emeritus of Political Science, 1981. *
MODLIN , RICHARD F., B.S., M.S. (University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee), Ph.D.
(University of Connecticut). Professor Emeritus of Biological Sciences, 1976.
MUNSON, WILLIAM F., B.A. (Oberlin College), M.A. , Ph.D. (Yale University).
Associate Professor Emeritus of English, 1974. *
OLSEN, EUGENE A. , B.S. (New York University), M.A. (University of Illinois),
Ph.D. (New York University). Associate Professor Emeritus of Management and
Marketing, 1973.*
PALES, MARX, B.M.E. (Baldwin-Wallace College of Music), M.A., Ed.D.
(Columbia University). Professor Emeritus of Music, 1971.
PAUL, CHRIS W. , II, B.S. (Southwest Missouri State University), Ph.D. (Texas A &
M University). Professor Emeritus of Economics and Finance, 1986.*
PEARSON, BONNIE C., R.N. (St. Joseph's Hospital School of Nursing), B.S.,
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M.Ed. (University of Minnesota). Associate Professor Emerita of Nursing
, 1974.*
PENOT, DOMINIQUE M., B.A. (University of Aix-France), License
(University of
Montpellier), Ph.D. (Yale University). Professor Emeritus of Foreign
Languages and
Literature, 1970.
POLGE , ROBERT J. , Ingenieur E.S.E. (Ecole Superie ure d'Electr
icite de Paris,
France) , M.S.E.E ., Ph.D. (Carnegie Institute of Technology). Profess
or Emeritus of
Electrical and Computer Engineering, 1963.
POLLARD, ELIZABETH B., B.A., M.L.S. (Emory University). Associa
te Professor
Emerita of Library, 1970.
POPE, RICHARD C., B.A., M.A. (University of Louisville). Associa
te Professor
Emeritus of Art, 1966.
PORTER, GROV ER L., B.S. (University of Tennessee), M.S. (Univer
sity of North
Carolina), Ph.D. (Louisiana State University), C.P.A. Profess or
Emeritu s of
Accounting, 1985.*
PORTER, WILLIAM A. , B.S. (Michigan Technological University),
M.S., Ph.D.
(The University of Michigan). Professor of Electrical and Computer
Engineering,
1989.
RILEY, CLYDE, B.S. (University of Rochester), Ph.D. (Florida State
University).
Professor Emeritus of Chemistry, 1967. *
ROACH , CAROL A., B.A. (McNeese State College), M.A. (Texas
Women's
University), M.A. (University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa), Ph.D. (North
Texas State
University). Assistant Professor Emerita of Communication, 1967.
ROACH , MERLE D., B.S. (Livingston State College), M.S. (North
Texas State
College), Ph.D. (University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa). Associate Profess
or Emeritus
of Mathematics, 1966.
ROGERS, JON G. , B.A. (Kansas State Teachers College), M.A.
(University of
Arkansas), Ph.D. (University of New Mexico). Professor Emeritus
of Psychology,
1968.
ROSENBERGER, FRANZ E., B.S., Diploma (University of Stuttga
rt, Germany),
Ph.D. (University of Utah). Professor Emeritus of Physics , 1986. *
ROZELL, BILLIE R., R.N. (St. Mary's Memorial Hospital), B.S.N.,
M.S.N., D.S.N.
(University of Alabama, Birmingham). Associate Professor Emerita
of Nursing,
1989.*
RUSSELL, LYNN D., B.S., M.S. (Mississippi State University),
Ph.D. (Rice
Univers ity) . Professor Emeritus of Mechanical and Aerospace Engine
ering, 1987.
SCHROER, BERNARD, J., B.S. (Western Michigan Univers ity), M.S.
(University of
Alabama, Tuscaloosa), Ph.D. (Oklahoma State University) P.E., Profess
or Emeritus
of Industrial and Systems Engineering, 1985.
SHIELDS, JOHANNA N., B.A., M.A., Ph.D. (University of Alabam
a, Tuscaloosa).
Professor Emerita of History and Director of Humanities Center, 1967.
SHIH, CORNELIUS C., B.S. (National Taiwan University), M.S. , Ph.D.
(Michigan
State University), P.E. Professor Emeritus of Mechanical and Aerospace
Engineering,
1965.
SHIVA , SAJJAN G., B.E. (Bangalore University, India), M.S.E.E.,
Ph.D. (Auburn
University). Professor Emeritus of Computer Science, 1978.*
SINGH, VANITHA S., B.A. (Mysore University, India), M.A. (Univer
sity of Iowa).
Lecture r Emerita in English, 1986.
SMALLEY, LARRY L. , B.S., M.S. , Ph.D. (University of Nebrask
a). Professor
Emeritus of Physics, 1967.
SOUDER, WILLIAM E., B.S. (Purdue University), M.B.A., Ph.D.
(St. Louis
Univers ity), Professor Emeritus of Management Science , 1990. *
SPITZ, ALLAN , B.A. (University of New Mexico), M.A., Ph.D. (Michig
an State
Faculty
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University). Professor Emeritus of Political Science, 1985. *
STROMECKY, OSTAP, M.A. (Vanderbilt University), Ph.D. (University Libera
Ucrainensis, Pragensis). Associate Professor Emeritus of Foreign Languages and
Literature, 1967.
SULLINS, WALTER R. , B.A. (Stetson University), B.D. (Southern Baptist
Seminary), M.A., Ph.D. (Emory University). Associate Professor Emeritus of
Psychology, 1966.
SUNG, CHI-CHING, B.A. (National Taiwan University) , Ph.D. (University of
California, Berkeley). Professor Emeritus of Physics, 1972.
TARTER, DONALD E. B.S. (Middle Tennessee State College), Ph.D. (University of
Tennessee). Associate Professor Emeritus of Sociology, 1966.
THOMPSON, KENNETH 0., B.S., B.A.E., B.B.A., M.S. (University of Minnesota) ,
Ph.D. (University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa). Associate Professor Emeritus of
Electrical and Computer Engineering, 1969.
TRAYLOR, JOSETTE A. , B.A. (University of Missouri), M.A. (Middlebury
College), M.A. (New York University) . Assistant Professor Emerita of Foreign
Languages and Literature, 1965.
WALKER, JACK R., B.S. (Mississippi State University), M.S. (Georgia Institute of
Technology), Ph.D. (Oklahoma State University) , P.E. Associate Professor Emeritus
of Industrial and Systems Engineering, 1982.
WARREN, JOHN, B.F.A. (Carnegie Institute of Technology), M.L.S., and Advanced
Masters in Library Science (University of Pittsburgh). Associate Professor Emeritus
ofBibliography, 1975.
WELKER, ROBERT L., B.A. (George Peabody College), M.A., Ph.D. (Vanderbilt
University). Professor Emeritus of English, 1964.
WESTBROOK, JERRY D., B.E. (Vanderbilt University) , M.S. (University of
Tennessee) , Ph.D. (Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University). P.E.,
Professor Emeritus of Industrial and Systems Engineering and Engineering
Management, 1991.
WHARRY, RHODA E., B.S.E. (University of Arkansas), M.S. (Memphis State
University), Ph.D. (Purdue University) . Professor Emerita of Education, 1967.
WHITE, CAROLYN W., B.A. (University of North Carolina, Greensboro), M.A.,
Ph.D. (Duke University). Professor Emerita of History, 1967.
WHITE, JOHN C., B.A. (Washington & Lee University) , M.A., Ph.D. (Duke
University). Professor Emeritus of History, 1967.
WILLIAMSON, JOAN, R.N. (Birmingham Baptist Hospital), B.S.N. (University of
Alabama, Tuscaloosa), M.S.N., D.S.N. (University of Alabama, Birmingham).
Clinical Professor Emerita of Nursing, 1973.
WRIGHT, JOHN C., B.S. (West Virginia Wesleyan College), Ph.D. (University of
Illinois). University Professor Emeritus of Chemistry, 1978.
WU, SHI TSAN, B.S. (National Taiwan University) , M.S. (Illinois Institute of
Technology), Ph.D. (University of Colorado). Distinguished Professor Emeritus of
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, 1967.
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